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FOREWORD

Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic is a true magnum opus. An enlargement of Fuzzy Sets, Uncertainty,
and Information-an earlier work of Professor Klir and Tina Folger-Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic
addresses practically every significant topic in the broad expanse of the union of fuzzy set theory
and fuzzy logic. To me Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic is a remarkable achievement; it covers its vast
territory with impeccable authority, deep insight and a meticulous attention to detail.
To view Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic in a proper perspective, it is necessary to clarify a point
of semantics which relates to the meanings of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic.
A frequent source of misunderstanding fins to do with the interpretation of fuzzy logic. The
problem is that the term fuzzy logic has two different meanings. More specifically, in a narrow
sense, fuzzy logic, FLn, is a logical system which may be viewed as an extension and generalization of classical multivalued logics. But in a wider sense, fuzzy logic, FL, is almost synonymous
with the theory of fuzzy sets. In this context, what is important t& recognize is that (a) FLw is much
broader than FL, and subsumes FL, as one of its branches; (b) the agenda of FLn is very different
from the agendas of classical multivalued logics; and (c) at this juncture, the term fuzzy logic is
usually used in its wide rather than narrow sense, effectively equating fuzzy logic with FLT,,
In Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic, fuzzy logic is interpreted in a sense that is close to FLw. However, to avoid misunderstanding, the title refers to both fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic.
Underlying the organization of Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic is a fundamental fact, namely,
that any field X and any theory Y can be fuzzified by replacing the concept of a crisp set in X and Y
by that of a fuzzy set. In application to basic fields such as arithmetic, topology, graph theory, probability theory and logic, fuzzification leads to fuzzy arithmetic, fuzzy topology, fuzzy graph theory,
fuzzy probability theory and FLn. Similarly, in application to applied fields such as neural network
theory, stability theory, pattern recognition and mathematical programming, fuzzification leads to
fuzzy neural network theory, fuzzy stability theory, fuzzy pattern recognition and fuzzy mathematical programming. What is gained through fuzzification is greater generality, higher expressive
power, an enhanced ability to model real-world problems and, most importantly, a methodology for

exploiting the tolerance for imprecision-a methodology which serves to achieve tractability,
robustness and lower solution cost.

What we are witnessing today-and what is reflected in Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic-is a
growing number of fields and theories which are undergoing fuzzification. This' is what underlines
the basic paradigm shift which is discussed so insightfully in the first chapter of Fuzzy Sets and
xi

xii

Foreword

Fuzzy Logic. The driving force behind this paradigm shift is the realization that traditional two-valued logical systems, crisp set theory and crisp probability theory are inadequate for dealing with
imprecision, uncertainty and complexity of the real world. It is this realization that motivates the
evolution of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic and shapes their role in restructuring the foundations
of scientific theories and their applications. And it is in this perspective that the contents of Fuzzy
Sets and Fuzzy Logic should be viewed.

The first part of Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic provides a very carefully crafted introduction to
the basic concepts and techniques of fuzzy set theory. The exposition is authoritative, rigorous and
up-to-date. An important issue which receives a great deal of attention is that of the relationship
between fuzzy set theory and alternative methods of dealing with uncertainty. This is a complex,
controversial issue that is close to the heart of Professor Klir and which he treats with authority and
insight.

There is a minor point relating to possibility theory that deserves a brief comment. In Fuzzy
Sets and Fuzzy Logic, the concept of possibility measure is introduced via Dempster-Shafer's theory of evidence. This is motivated by the observation that in the case of nested focal sets in the
Dempster-Sbafer theory, possibility measure coincides with plausibility measure. I view this as
merely a point of tangency between the Dempster-Sbafer theory and possibility theory, since the
two theories have altogether different agendas. Although the authors note that possibility theory
can also be introduced via fuzzy set theory, their choice of the theory of evidence as the point of
departure makes possibility theory less intuitive and harder to understand.

The second part of Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic is, in the main,-applications oriented, but it
also contains compact and yet insightful expositions of the calculi of fuzzy rules and fuzzy relations. The applications cover a wide spectrum of topics ranging from fuzzy control and expert sys-

tems to information retrieval, pattern recognition and decision analysis. The discussion of
applications is thorough and up-to-date. The book closes with a valuable bibliography of over
1,700 papers and books dealing with various issues relating to fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic. To say
that Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic is a major contribution to the literature is an understatement.

In most of the current applications of fuzzy logic in the realms of industrial systems and consumer products, what is used is a small subset of fuzzy logic centering on the methodology of fuzzy
rules and their induction from observations. By focusing on this and only this methodology, it is

possible to acquire-with a low expenditure of time and effort-a working knowledge of fuzzy
logic techniques. This is not the route chosen by Professor Klir and Bo Yuan. Their goals are loftier, they have produced a volume that presents an exceptionally thorough, well-organized, authoritative and reader-friendly exposition of the methodology of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic. Their book
is eminently suitable both as a textbook and as a reference. It should be on the desk of everyone
who is interested in acquiring a solid understanding of the foundations of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic
and the competence that is needed to apply them to the solution of real-world problems.

Lotfi A. Zadeh
December 16, 1994

PREFACE

This book is a natural outgrowth of Fuzzy Sets, Uncertainty, and Information by George J. Klir
and Tina A. Folger (Prentice Hall, 1988). It reflects the tremendous advances that have taken
place in the areas of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic during the period 1988-1995. Captured
in the book are not only theoretical advances in these areas, but a broad variety of applications
of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic as well.
The primary purpose of the book is to facilitate education in the increasingly important

areas of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic.

It is written as a text for a course at the

graduate or upper-division undergraduate level. Although there is enough material in the
text for a two-semester course, relevant material may be selected, according to the needs

of each individual program, for a one-semester course. The text is also suitable for selfstudy and for short, intensive courses of continuing education.
No previous knowledge of fuzzy set theory or fuzzy logic is required for an understanding

of the material in this text. Although we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic
notions of classical (nonfuzzy) set theory, classical (two-valued) logic, and probability
theory, fundamentals of these subject areas are briefly overviewed in the book. Basic
ideas of neural networks, genetic algorithms, and rough sets, which are occasionally
needed in the text, are provided in Appendices A-C. This makes the book virtually selfcontained.

Theoretical aspects of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic are covered in the first nine
chapters, which are designated Part I of the text. Elementary concepts, including basic types
of fuzzy sets, are introduced in Chapter 1, which also contains a discussion of the meaning
and significance of the emergence of fuzzy set theory. Connections between fuzzy sets and
crisp sets are examined in Chapter 2. It shows how fuzzy sets can be represented by families
of crisp sets and how classical mathematical functions can be fuzzified. Chapter 3 deals
with the various aggregation operations on fuzzy sets. It covers general fuzzy complements,
fuzzy intersections (t-norms), fuzzy unions (t-conorms), and averaging operations. Fuzzy
numbers and arithmetic operations on fuzzy numbers are covered in Chapter 4, where also
the concepts of linguistic variables and fuzzy equations are introduced and examined. Basic
concepts of fuzzy relations are introduced in Chapter 5 and employed in Chapter 6 for the
study of fuzzy relation equations, an important tool for many applications of fuzzy set theory.
xlii

xtv
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Figure P.1 Prerequisite dependencies among chapters of this book.

Chapter 7 deals with possibility theory and its intimate connection with fuzzy set theory.
The position of possibility theory within the broader framework of fuzzy measure theory is
also examined. Chapter 8 overviews basic aspects of fuzzy logic, including its connection
to classical multivalued logics, the various types of fuzzy propositions, and basic types of
fuzzy inference rules. Chapter 9, the last chapter in Part I, is devoted to the examination of
the connection between uncertainty and information, as represented by fuzzy sets, possibility
theory, or evidence theory. The chapter shows how relevant uncertainty and uncertainty-based
information can be measured and how these uncertainty measures can be utilized. A Glossary
of Key Concepts (Appendix E) and A Glossary of Symbols (Appendix F) are included to help
the reader to quickly find the meaning of a concept or a symbol.
Part II, which is devoted to applications of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic, consists of the
remaining eight chapters. Chapter 10 examines various methods for constructing membership
functions of fuzzy sets, including the increasingly popular use of neural networks. Chapter 11
is devoted to the use of fuzzy logic for approximate reasoning in expert systems. It includes
a thorough examination of the concept of a fuzzy implication. Fuzzy systems are covered in
Chapter 12, including fuzzy controllers, fuzzy automata, and fuzzy neural networks. Fuzzy
techniques in the related areas of clustering, pattern recognition, and image processing are

Preface
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overviewed in Chapter 13. Fuzzy databases, a well-developed application area of fuzzy set
theory, and the related area of fuzzy retrieval systems are covered in Chapter 14. Basic ideas
of the various types of fuzzy decision making are summarized in Chapter 15. Engineering
applications other than fuzzy control are touched upon in Chapter 16, and applications in
various other areas (medicine, economics, etc.) are overviewed in Chapter 17.
The prerequisite dependencies among the individual chapters and some appendices are
expressed by the diagram in Fig. P.1. Following the diagram, the reader has ample flexibility
in studying the material. For example, Chapters 3, 5 and 6 may be studied prior to Chapters 2
and 4; Chapter 10 and Appendix A may be studies prior to Chapter 2 and Chapters 4 through
9; etc.
In order to avoid interruptions in the main text, virtually all bibliographical, historical,

and other remarks are incorporated in the notes that follow each individual chapter. These
notes are uniquely numbered and are only occasionally referred to in the text. The notes are
particularly important in Part II, where they contain ample references, allowing the interested
reader to pursue further study in the application area of concern.
When the book is used at the upper-division undergraduate level, coverage of some or all
proofs of the various mathematical theorems may be omitted, depending on the background of
the students. At the graduate level, on the other hand, we encourage coverage of most of these
proofs in order to effect a deeper understanding of the material. In all cases, the relevance of the
material to the specific area of student interest can be emphasized with additional applicationoriented readings guided by relevant notes in Part II of the text.

Each chapter is followed by a set of exercises, which are intended to enhance an
understanding of the material presented in the chapter. The solutions to a selected subset of
these exercises are provided in the instructor's manual, which also contains further suggestions
for use of the text under various circumstances.
The book contains an extensive bibliography, which covers virtually all relevant books
and significant papers published prior to 1995. It also contains a Bibliographical Index,
which consists of reference lists for selected application areas and theoretical topics. This
index should be particularly useful for graduate, project-oriented courses, as well as for both
practitioners and researchers. Each book in the bibliography is emphasized by printing its
year of publication in bold.
A few excellent quotes and one figure from the literature are employed in the text and
we are grateful for permissions from the copyright owners to use them; they are: Williams
& Wilkins, pp. 30-31; IEEE (The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers), pp. 31,
329-330, 376 (Fig. 13.8); Academic Press, pp. 380; Cambridge University Press, pp. 391,
451; and Kluwer, pp. 451.
George J. Klir and Bo Yuan
Binghamton, New York

PART ONE: THEORY

1

FROM ORDINARY (CRISP) SETS

TO Fuzzy SETS :
A GRAND PARADIGM SHIFT
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Among the various paradigmatic changes in science and mathematics in this century, one such
change concerns the concept of uncertainty. In science, this change has been manifested by
a gradual transition from the traditional view, which insists that uncertainty is undesirable in
science and should be avoided by all possible means, to an alternative view, which is tolerant
of uncertainty and insists that science cannot avoid it. According to the traditional view,
science should strive-for certainty in all its manifestations (precision, specificity, sharpness,
consistency, etc.); hence, uncertainty (imprecision, nonspecificity, vagueness, inconsistency,
etc.) is regarded as unscientific. According to the alternative (or modem) view, uncertainty is
considered essential to science; it is not only an unavoidable plague, but it has, in fact, a great
utility.

The first stage of the transition from the traditional view to the modem view of
uncertainty began in the late 19th century, when physics became concerned with processes
at the molecular level. Although precise laws of Newtonian mechanics were relevant to the
study of these processes, their actual application to the enormous number of entities involved
would have resulted in computational demands that were far beyond existing computational
capabilities and, as we realize now, exceed even fundamental computational limits. That
is, these precise laws are denied applicability in this domain not only in practice (based on
existing computer technology) but in principle.
The need for a fundamentally different approach to the study of physical processes at
the molecular level motivated the development of relevant statistical methods, which turned
out to be applicable not only to the study of molecular processes (statistical mechanics),

but to a host of other areas such as the actuarial profession, design of large telephone
exchanges, and the like. In statistical methods, specific manifestations of microscopic entities

(molecules, individual telephone sites, etc.) are replaced with their statistical averages,
which are connected with appropriate macroscopic variables. The role played in Newtonian
1
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mechanics by the calculus, which involves no uncertainty, is replaced in statistical mechanics
by probability theory, a theory whose very purpose is to capture uncertainty of a certain type.

While analytic methods based upon the calculus are applicable only to problems
involving a very small number of variables that are related to one, another in a predictable
way, the applicability of statistical methods has exactly opposite characteristics: they require
a very large number of variables and a very high degree of randomness. These two types
of methods are thus highly complementary. When one type excels, the other totally fails.
Despite their complementarity, these types of methods cover, unfortunately, only problems
that are clustered around the two extremes of complexity and randomness scales. In his
well-known paper, Warren Weaver [1948] refers to them as problems of organized simplicity
and disorganized complexity. He argues that these types of problems represent only a tiny
fraction of all systems problems. Most problems are somewhere between these two extremes:
they involve nonlinear systems with large numbers of components and rich interactions
among the components, which are usually nondeterministic, but not as a result of randomness
that could yield meaningful statistical averages. Weaver -calls them problems of organized
complexity; they are typical in life, cognitive, social, and environmental sciences, as well as
in applied fields such as modem technology or medicine.
The emergence of computer technology in World War II and its rapidly growing power
in the second half of this century made it possible to deal with increasingly complex problems,
some of which began to resemble the notion of organized complexity. Initially, it was the
common belief of many scientists that the level of complexity we can handle is basically a
matter of the level of computational power at our disposal. Later, in the early 1960s, this naive
belief was replaced with a more realistic outlook. We began to understand that there are definite

limits in dealing with complexity, which neither our human capabilities nor any computer
technology can overcome. One such limit was determined by Hans Bremermann [1962] by
simple considerations based on quantum theory. The limit is expressed by the proposition:.
"No data processing system, whether artificial or living, can process more than 2 x 1047 bits
per second per gram of its mass." To process a certain number of bits means, in this statement,
to transmit that many bits over one or several channels within the computing systems.

Using the limit of information processing obtained for one gram of mass and one
second of processing time, Bremermann then calculates the total number of bits processed
by a hypothetical computer the size of the Earth within a time period equal to the estimated
age of the Earth. Since the mass and age of the Earth are estimated to be less than 6 x 1027
grams and 1010 years, respectively, and each year contains approximately 3.14 x 107 sec,
this imaginary computer would not be able to process more than 2.56 x 2092 bits or, when

rounding up to the nearest power of ten, 1093 bits. The last number-1093-is usually
referred to as Bremermann's limit, and problems that require processing more than 1093 bits
of information are called transcomputational problems.
Bremermann's limit seems at first sight rather discouraging, even though it is based
on overly optimistic assumptions (more reasonable assumptions would result in a number
smaller than 1093). Indeed, many problems dealing with systems of even modest size exceed
the limit in their information-processing demands. The nature of these problems has been
extensively studied within an area referred to as the theory of computational complexity,
which emerged in the 1960s as a branch of the general theory of algorithms.
In spite of the insurmountable computational limits, we continue to pursue the many
problems that possess the characteristics of organized complexity. These problems are too

Sec. 1.1
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important for our well being to give up on them. The main challenge in pursuing these
problems narrows down fundamentally to one question: how to deal with systems and
associated problems whose complexities are beyond our information processing limits? That
is, how can we deal with these problems if no computational power alone is sufficient?
In general, we deal with problems in terms of systems that are constructed as models

of either some aspects of reality or some desirable man-made objects. The purpose of
constructing models of the former type is to understand some phenomenon of reality, be it
natural or man-made, making adequate predictions or retrodictions, learning how to control
the phenomenon in any desirable way, and utilizing all these capabilities for various ends;
models of the latter type are constructed for the purpose of prescribing operations by which
a conceived artificial object can be constructed in such a way that desirable objective criteria
are satisfied within given constraints.
In constructing a model, we always attempt to maximize its usefulness. This aim is
closely connected with the relationship among three key characteristics of every systems
model: complexity, credibility, and uncertainty. This relationship is not as yet fully
understood. We only know that uncertainty (predictive, prescriptive, etc.) has a pivotal

role in any efforts to maximize the usefulness of systems models. Although usually (but
not always) undesirable when considered alone, uncertainty becomes very valuable when
considered in connection to the other characteristics of systems models: in general, allowing
more uncertainty tends to reduce complexity and increase credibility of the resulting model.
Our challenge in systems modelling is to develop methods by which an optimal level of
allowable uncertainty can be estimated for each modelling problem.
Uncertainty is thus an important commodity in the modelling business, which can be
traded for gains in the other essential characteristics of models. This trade-off can then be

utilized for constructing models that are maximally useful with respect to the purpose for
which they are constructed. A recognition of this important role of uncertainty by some
researchers, which became quite explicit in the literature of the 1960s, began the second stage
of the transition from the traditional view to the modem view of uncertainty. This stage is
characterized by the emergence of several new theories of uncertainty, distinct from probability
theory. These theories challenge the seemingly unique connection between uncertainty and
probability theory, which had previously been taken for granted. They show that probability
theory is capable of representing only one of several distinct types of uncertainty.
It is generally agreed that an important point in the evolution of the modem concept of
uncertainty was the publication of a seminal paper by Lotfi A. Zadeh [1965b], even though.
some ideas presented in the paper were envisioned some 30 years earlier by the American
philosopher Max Black [1937]. In his paper, Zadeh introduced a theory whose objects-fuzzy

sets-are sets with boundaries that are not precise. The membership in a fuzzy set is not a
matter of affirmation or denial, but rather a matter of a degree.
The significance of Zadeh's paper was that it challenged not only probability theory
as the sole agent for uncertainty, but the very foundations upon which probability theory
is based: Aristotelian two-valued logic. When A is a fuzzy set and x is a relevant object,
the proposition "x is a member of A" is not necessarily either true or false, as required by
two-valued logic, but it may be true only to some degree, the degree to which x is actually
a member of A. It is most common, but not required, to express degrees of membership in
fuzzy sets as well as degrees of truth of the associated propositions by numbers in the closed
unit interval [0, 1]. The extreme values in this interval, 0 and 1, then represent, respectively,

4
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the total denial and affirmation of the membership in a given fuzzy set as well as the falsity
and truth of the associated proposition.

The capability of fuzzy sets to express gradual transitions from membership to
nonmembership and vice versa has a broad utility. It provides us not only with a
meaningful and powerful representation of measurement uncertainties, but also with a
meaningful representation of vague concepts expressed in natural language. For instance,
instead of describing the weather today in terms of the exact percentage of cloud cover, we
can just say that it is sunny. While the latter description is vague and less specific, it is
often more useful. In order for a term such as sunny to accomplish the desired introduction
of vagueness, however, we cannot use it to mean precisely 0% cloud cover. Its meaning
is not totally arbitrary, however; a cloud cover of 100% is not sunny, and neither, in fact,
is a cloud cover of 80%. We can accept certain intermediate states, such as 10% or 20%
of cloud cover, as sunny. But where do we draw the line? If, for instance, any cloud
cover of 25% or less is considered sunny, does this mean that a cloud cover of 26% is not?
This is clearly unacceptable, since 1% of cloud cover hardly seems like a distinguishing
characteristic between sunny and not sunny. We could, therefore, add a qualification that
any amount of cloud cover 1% greater than a cloud cover already considered to be sunny
(that is, 25% or less) will also be labeled as sunny. We can see, however, that this definition
eventually leads us to accept all degrees of cloud cover as sunny, no matter how gloomy the
weather looks! In order to resolve this paradox, the term sunny may introduce vagueness
by allowing some sort of gradual transition from degrees of cloud cover that are considered
to be sunny and those that. are not. This is, in fact, precisely the basic concept of the fuzzy
set, a concept that is both simple and intuitively pleasing and that forms, in essence, a
generalization of the classical or crisp set.

The crisp set is defined in such a way as to dichotomize the individuals in some
given universe of discourse into two groups: members (those that certainly belong in the
set) and nonmembers (those that certainly. do not). A sharp, unambiguous distinction exists
between the members and nonmembers of the set. However, many classification concepts
we commonly employ and express in natural language describe sets that do not exhibit this
characteristic. Examples are the set of tall people, expensive cars, highly contagious diseases,
close driving distances, modest profits, numbers much greater than one, or sunny days. We
perceive these sets as having imprecise boundaries that facilitate gradual transitions from
membership to nonmembership and vice versa.

A fuzzy set can be defined mathematically by assigning to each possible individual
in the universe of discourse a value representing its grade of membership in the fuzzy set.
This grade corresponds to the degree to which that individual is similar or compatible with
the concept represented by the fuzzy set. Thus, individuals may belong in the fuzzy set

to a greater or lesser degree as indicated by a larger or smaller membership grade. As
already mentioned, these membership grades are very often represented by real-number values
ranging in the closed interval between 0 and 1. Thus, a fuzzy set representing our concept of
sunny might assign a degree of membership of 1 to a cloud cover of 0%, .8 to a cloud cover

of 20%, .4 to a cloud cover of 30%, and 0 to a cloud cover of 75%. These grades signify
the degree to which each percentage of cloud cover approximates our subjective concept of
sunny, and the set itself models the semantic flexibility inherent in such a common linguistic
term. Because full membership and full nonmembership in the fuzzy set can still be indicated

by the values of 1 and 0, respectively, we can consider the concept of a crisp set to be a
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restricted case of the more general concept of a fuzzy set for which only these two grades of
membership are allowed.
Research on the theory of fuzzy sets has been growing steadily since the inception of

the theory in the mid-1960s. The body of concepts and results pertaining to the theory is
now quite impressive. Research on a broad variety of applications has also been very active
and has produced results that are perhaps even more impressive. In this book, we present
an introduction to the major developments of the theory as well as to some of the most
successful applications of the theory.

1.2 CRISP SETS: AN OVERVIEW
The aim of this text is to introduce the main components of fuzzy set theory and to overview
some of its applications. To distinguish between fuzzy sets and classical (nonfuzzy) sets, we
refer to the latter as crisp sets. This name is now generally accepted in the literature.

In our presentation, we assume that the reader is familiar with fundamentals of the
theory of crisp sets. We include this section into the text solely to refresh the basic concepts
of crisp sets and to introduce notation and terminology useful in our discussion of fuzzy sets.
The following general symbols are employed, as needed, throughout the text:

Z = f..., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ...} (the set of all integers),
N = (1, 2, 3,...) (the set of all positive integers or natural numbers),
No = {0, 1, 2, ...} (the set of all nonnegative integers),
No.n = {0, 1,

, n},

IR: the set of all real numbers,
R+: the set of all nonnegative real numbers,
[a, b], (a, b], [a, b), (a, b): closed, left-open, right-open, open interval of real numbers
between a and b, respectively,
(x1, x2, ... , xn): ordered n-tuple of elements x1, x2, ... , xn.

In addition, we use "iff" as a shorthand expression of "if and only if," and the
standard symbols 3 and V are used for the existential quantifier anti the universal quantifier,
respectively.
Sets are denoted in this text by upper-case letters and their members by lower-case
letters. The letter X denotes the universe of discourse, or universal set. This set contains
all the possible elements of concern in each particular context or application from which sets
can be formed. The set that contains no members is called the empty set and is denoted by 0.
To indicate that an individual object x is a member or element of a set A, we write

x E A.
Whenever x is not an element of a set A, we write

x OA.
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There are three basic methods by which sets can be defined within a given universal
set X:
1. A set is defined by naming all its members (the list method). This method can be used
only for finite sets. Set A, whose members are a1, a2, ... , a,,, is usually written as

A=(a1,a2,...,an}.
2. A set is defined by a property satisfied by its members (the rule method). A common
notation expressing this method is

A = {xIP(x)},
where the symbol I denotes the phrase "such that," and P(x) designates a proposition
of the form "x has the property P." That is, A is defined by this notation as the set of
all elements of X for which the proposition P(x) is true. It is required that the property
P be such that for any given x E X, the proposition P(x) is either true of false.
3. A set is defined by a function, usually called a characteristic function, that declares
which elements of X are members of the set and which are not. Set A is defined by its
characteristic function, XA, as follows:

XA(x) _

1

-0

forx EA
for x ¢ A.

That is, the characteristic function maps elements of X to elements of the set (0, 1}, which is
formally expressed by

XA:X->{o,1).
For each x e X, when XA(x) = 1, x is declared to be a member of A; when XA(x) = 0, x is
declared as a nonmember of A.
A set whose elements are themselves sets is often referred to as a family of sets. It can
be defined in the form
{A;li c- 1'},

where i and I are called the set index and the index set, respectively. Because the index i is
used to reference the sets A;, the family of sets is also called an indexed set. In this text,
families of sets are usually denoted by script capital letters. For example,
A
member of set
A is called a subset of B, and this is written as

A implies x E B), then

A C B.

Every set is a subset of itself, and every set is a subset of the universal set. If A C B and
B C A, then A and B contain the same members. They are then called equal sets; this is
denoted by
A = B.
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To indicate that A and B are not equal, we write

A # B.
If both A C B and A 0 B, then B contains at least one individual that is not a member of A.
In this case, A is called a proper subset of B, which is denoted by

ACB.
When A C B, we also say that A is included in B.
The family of all subsets of a given set A is called the power set of A, and it is usually
denoted by P(A). The family of all subsets of P(A) is called a second order power set of A;
it is denoted by P2(A), which stands for P(P(A)). Similarly, higher order power sets T3 (A),
T' (A), ... can be defined.
The number of members of a finite set A is called the cardinality of A and is denoted
by IA I. When A is finite, then
2zA"

etc.
IT(A)I = 21A1, IPZ(A)I =
The relative complement of a set A with respect to set B is the set containing all the
members of B that are not also members of A. This can be written B - A. Thus,

B-A={xlxeB andx¢A}.
If the set B is the universal set, the complement is absolute and is usually denoted by A. The
absolute complement is always involutive; that is, taking the complement of a complement
yields the original set, or

A = A.
The absolute complement of the empty set equals the universal set, and the absolute
complement of the universal set equals the empty set. That is,

=X
and

X=0.
The union of sets A and B is the set containing all the elements that belong either to
set A alone, to set B alone, or to both set A and set B. This is denoted by A U B. Thus,

AUB={xIxEA orxEB}.
The union operation can be generalized for any number of sets.

For a family of sets

{A; li E I}, this is defined as

UA; = (xlx E A, for some i E I}.
EEl

The intersection of sets A and B is the set containing all the elements belonging to both
set A and set B. It is denoted by A n B. Thus,

AflB={xIxEAandxEB).
The generalization of the intersection for a family of sets (A, Ii E I} is defined as

8
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fA; = {xIx E A; for all i E I}.
The most fundamental properties of the set operations of absolute complement, union,
and intersection are summarized in Table 1.1, where sets A, B, and C are assumed to be
elements of the power set P(X) of a universal set X. Note that all the equations in this table that
involve the set union and intersection are arranged in pairs. The second equation in each pair
can be obtained from the first by replacing 0, U, and fl with X, fl, and U, respectively, and vice
versa. We are thus concerned with pairs of dual equations. They exemplify a general principle

of duality: for each valid equation in set theory that is based on the union and intersection
operations, there corresponds a dual equation, also valid, that is obtained by the abovespecified replacement.
FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES
TABLE 1.1
OF CRISP SET OPERATIONS

Involution
Commutativity

Associativity
Distributivity

Idempotence

Absorption

A=A
AUB=BUA
AnB=BnA
(AUB)UC=AU(BUC)

(An B)nC=An(BnC)
An(BUC)=(AnB)U(AnC)
AU(BnC)=(AUB)n(AUC)
AUA=A
AnA=A
AU(AnB)=A
An (AUB)=A

Absorption by X and 0
Identity

Law of contradiction
Law of excluded middle
De Morgan's laws

AUX=X
AnO=P1
AUO=A
AnX =A

AnX=O
AUA=X

AnB=AUB
AUB=AnB

Elements of the power set T(X) of a universal set X (or any subset of X) can be
ordered by the set inclusion S. This ordering, which is only partial, forms a lattice in which
the join (least upper bound, supremum) and meet (greatest lower bound, infimum) of any pair
of sets A. B E T(X) is given by A U B and A fl B, respectively. This lattice is distributive
(due to the distributive properties of U and fl listed in Table 1.1) and complemented (since

each set in T(X) has its complement in T(X)); it is usually called a Boolean lattice or a
Boolean algebra. The connection between the two formulations of this lattice, (P(X), C)
and (T(X), U, fl), is facilitated by the following equivalence:

A5B iffAUB=B(orAfB=A) for anyA,B ET(X).
Any two sets that have no common members are called disjoint. That is, every pair of
disjoint sets, A and B, satisfies the equation
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AnB=0.
A family of pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of a set A is called a partition on A if the
union of these subsets yields the original, set A. We denote a partition on A by the symbol
r(A). Formally,
7r (A) _ {Ai1i E I, A; c A),

where Ai # 0, is a partition on A if

A,nAj=0
for each pair i, j E I, i T j, and

UAi = A.

tel
Members of a partition jr(A), which are subsets of A, are usually referred to as blocks of the
partition. Each member of A belongs to one and only one block of Jr(A).

Given two partitions Jr1(A) and 7r2(A), we say that irl(A) is a refinement of n2(A) if
each block of it (A) is included in some block of 7r2(A). The refinement relation on the set
of all partitions of A,11(A), which is denoted by < (i.e.; tr1(A) < 7r2(A)'in our case), is a
partial ordering. The pair (11(A), <) is a lattice, referred to as the partition lattice of A.
Let A = (A1, A2, ... , An } be a family of sets such that
A 9Ai+1 f o r

i =1,2,...,n-1.

Then, A is called a nested family, and the sets Al and An are called the innermost set and the
outermost set, respectively. This definition can easily bc extended to infinite families.

The Cartesian product of two sets-say, A and B (in this order)-is the set of all
ordered pairs such that the first element in each pair is a member of A, and the second
element is a member of B. Formally,

AxB={(a,b)jaEA,bEB},
where A x B denotes the Cartesian product. Clearly, if A # B and A, B are nonempty, then

AxBoBxA.

The Cartesian product of a family {A1, A2, ... ,
of sets is the set of all n-tuples
such that a, E Ai (i = 1, 2, ... , n). It is written as either Al x A2 x ... x An
(a1, a2, ... ,

'

or X Ai. Thus,
Ai = {(al, a2, ...,

E Ai for every i = 1, 2, ... , n}.

The Cartesian products A x A, A x A x A, .. , are denoted by A2, A3, ... , respectively.
Subsets of Cartesian products are called relations. They are the subject of Chapter 5.
A set whose members can be labelled by the positive integers is called a countable set.
If such labelling is not possible, the set is called uncountable. For instance, 'the set (a l a is a
real number, 0 < a 5 1} is uncountable. Every uncountable set is infinite; countable sets are
classified into finite and countably infinite (also called denumerable).

An important and frequently used universal set is the set of all points in the ndimensional Euclidean vector space 1R" for some n E N (i.e., all n-tuples of real numbers).
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Sets defined in terms of R" are often required to possess a property referred to as convexity.
A set A in R" is called convex iff, for every pair of points

r=(riIiEN") and S=(siIiEN")
in A and every real number A E [0, 1], the point

t = ().ri + (1 - k)si I i EN,,)
is also in A. In other words, a set A in 1R is convex if, for every pair of points r and s in A,
all points located on the straight-line segment connecting r and s are also in A. Examples of
convex and nonconvex sets in R2 are given in Fig. 1.1.
In R, any set defined by a single interval of real numbers is convex; any set defined by
more than one interval that does not contain some points between the intervals is not convex.

For example, the set A = [0, 2] U [3, 5] is not convex, as can be shown by producing one
of an infinite number of possible counter-examples: let r = 1, s = 4, and k = 0.4; then,

Xr + (1 - X)s = 2.8 and 2.8 ¢A.
Let R denote a set of real numbers (R S R). If there is a real number r (or a real
number s) such that x < r (or x > s, respectively) for every x E R, then r is called an upper
bound of R (or a lower bound of R), and we say that A is bounded above by r (or bounded
below by s).
For any set of real numbers R that is bounded above, a real number r is called the
supremum of R iffy

x

Figure 1.1 Example of sets in x2 that are convex (At-A5) or nonconvex (A6-Ag).
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(a) r is an upper bound of R;
(b) no number less than r is an upper bound of R.
If r is the supremum of R, we write r = sup R.
For any set of real numbers R that is bounded below, a real number s is called the
infimum of R iff:

(a) s is a lower bound of R;
(b) no number greater than s is a lower bound of R.

Ifs is the infimum of R, we write s = inf R.
1.3 FUZZY SETS: BASIC TYPES

As defined in the previous section, the characteristic function of a crisp set assigns a value of
either 1 or 0 to each individual in the universal set, thereby discriminating between members
and nonmembers of the crisp set under consideration. This function can be generalized such
that the values assigned to the elements of the universal set fall within a specified range and
indicate the membership grade of these elements in the set in question. Larger values denote
higher degrees of set membership. Such a function is called a membership function, and the
set defined by it a fuzzy set.
The most commonly used range of values of membership functions is the unit interval
[0, 1]. In this case, each membership function maps elements of a given universal set X,
which is always a crisp set, into real numbers in [0, 1].

Two distinct notations are most commonly employed in the literature to denote
membership functions. In one of them, the membership function of a fuzzy set A is denoted
by AA; that is,
11-

I n In the other one, the function is denoted by A and has, of course, the same form:

A:X--.> [0, 1].
According to the first notation, the symbol (label, identifier, name) of the fuzzy set (A) is
distinguished from the symbol of its membership function (AA). According to the second
notation, this distinction is not made, but no ambiguity results from this double use of
the same symbol. Each fuzzy set is completely and uniquely defined by one particular
membership function; consequently, symbols of membership functions may also be used as
labels of the associated fuzzy sets.
In this text, we use the second notation. That is, each fuzzy set and the associated
membership function are denoted by the same capital letter. Since crisp sets and the associated
characteristic functions may be viewed, respectively, as special fuzzy sets and membership
functions, the same notation is used for crisp sets as well.
As discussed in Sec. 1.1, fuzzy sets allow us to represent vague concepts expressed in
natural language. The representation depends not only on the concept, but also on the context
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in which it is used. For example, applying the concept of high temperature in one context to
weather and in another context to a nuclear reactor would necessarily be represented by very
different fuzzy sets. That would also be the case, although to a lesser degree, if the concept
were applied to weather in different seasons, at least in some climates.
Even for similar contexts, fuzzy sets representing the same concept may vary considerably. In this case, however, they also have to be similar in some key features. As an example, let us consider four fuzzy sets whose membership functions are shown in Fig. 1.2. Each of
these fuzzy sets expresses, in a particular form, the general conception of a class of real num-

bers that are close to 2.

In spite of their differences, the four fuzzy sets are simi-

lar in the sense that the following properties are possessed by each A; (i E N4):

(i) A; (2) = 1 and Ai (x) < 1 for all x ,-b 2;
(ii) A, is symmetric with respect to x = 2, that is Ai (2 + x) = Ai (2 - x) for all x E 1R;
(iii) A; (x) decreases monotonically from 1 to 0 with the increasing difference 12 - x1.

These properties are necessary in order to properly represent the given conception. Any
additional fuzzy sets attempting to represent the same conception would have to possess them
as well.
.
-

I

AI(x)
.5

0L

I

0

2

A3(x)

Figure 1.2 Examples of membership functions that may be used in different contexts for
characterizing fuzzy sets of real numbers close to 2.
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The four membership functions in Fig. 1.2 are also similar in the sense that numbers
outside the interval [1, 3] are virtually excluded from the associated fuzzy sets, since their
membership grades are either equal to 0 or negligible. This similarity does not reflect the
conception itself, but rather the context in which it is used. The functions are manifested by
very different shapes of their graphs. Whether a particular shape is suitable or not can be
determined only in the context of a particular application. It turns out, however, that many
applications are not overly sensitive to variations in the shape. In such cases, it is convenient
to use a simple shape, such as the triangular shape of A,,
Each function in Fig. 1.2 is a member of a parametrized family of functions, The
following are general formulas describing the four families of membership functions, where
r denotes the real number for which the membership grade is required to be one (r = 2 for
all functions in Fig. 1.2), and pi (i E N4) is a parameter that determines the rate at which, for
each x, the function decreases with the increasing difference Ir - xI:

Al(x) =

pl(x - r) + 1

when x e [r - 1/pl, r]

0

otherwise

pt(r-x)+I

whenx E [r,r+1/pt]

1+p2(x-r)2
A3(x) ` e-IP3(X-F)I

A4 (X) =

( (1 + cos(p4sr (x - r)))/2
10

when x E [r - 1/p4, r + 1/p4]
otherwise

For each i E N4, when p; increases, the graph of A; becomes narrower. Functions in Fig. 1.2

exemplify these classes of functions for pt = 1, p2 = 10, ps = 5, p4 = 2, and r = 2.
Fuzzy sets in Fig. 1.2 are defined within the set of real numbers. Let us consider now,
as a simple example, three fuzzy' sets defined within a finite universal set that consists of
seven levels of education:

0 - no education
1 - elementary school
2 - high school
3 - two-year college degree
4 - bachelor's degree
5 - master's degree
6 - doctoral degree

Membership functions of the three fuzzy- sets, which attempt to capture the concepts of
little-educated, highly educated, and very highly educated people are defined in Fig. 1.3 by
the symbols o, , and , respectively. Thus, for example, a person who has a bachelor's
degree but no higher degree is viewed, according to these definitions, as highly educated to
the degree of 0.8 and very highly educated to the degree of 0.5.
Several fuzzy sets representing linguistic concepts such as low, medium, high, and so
on are often employed to define states of a variable. Such a variable is usually called a
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Educational level
Figure 13

Examples of fuzzy sets expressing the concepts of people that are little educated

(o), highly educated (.), and very highly educated (0).

fuzzy variable. In Fig. 1.4a, for example, temperature within a range [Tt, T2] is characterized
as a fuzzy variable, and it is contrasted in Fig. 1.4b with comparable traditional (nonfuzzy)
variable. States of the fuzzy variable are fuzzy sets representing five linguistic concepts: very
low, low, medium, high, very high. They are all defined by membership functions of the
form
[Ti, T2] --t [0, l].

Graphs of these functions have trapezoidal shapes, which, together with triangular shapes
(such as At in Fig. 1.2), are most common in current applications. States of the corresponding
traditional variable are crisp sets defined by the right-open intervals of real numbers shown
in Fig. 1.4b.
The significance of fuzzy variables is that they facilitate gradual transitions between
states and, consequently, possess a natural capability to express and deal with observation
and measurement uncertainties. Traditional variables, which we may refer to as crisp

variables, do not have this capability. Although the definition of states by crisp sets is
mathematically correct, it is unrealistic in the face of unavoidable measurement errors. A
measurement that falls into a close neighborhood of each precisely defined border between

states of a crisp variable is taken as evidential support for only one of the states, in
spite of the inevitable uncertainty involved in this decision. The uncertainty reaches its
maximum at each border, where any measurement should be regarded as equal evidence
for the two states on either side of the border. When dealing with crisp -variables,
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Medium

High

Very high

High

Very high

(a)

Very low

L
Tt

Low

'L-

Medium

Temperature. °C

T2

(b)

Figure 1.4 Temperature in the range (Ti, T2l conceived as: (a) a fuzzy variable; (b) a traditional
(crisp) variable.

however, the uncertainty is ignored even in this extreme case; the measurement is regarded

as evidence for one of the states, the one that includes the border point by virtue of an
arbitrary mathematical definition.
Since fuzzy variables capture measurement uncertainties as part of experimental data,

they are more attuned to reality than crisp variables. It is an interesting paradox that
data based on fuzzy variables provide us, in fact, with more accurate evidence about real
phenomena than data based upon crisp variables. This important point can hardly be
expressed better than by the following statement made by Albert Einstein in 1921: So far
as laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain. And so far as they are certain,
they do not refer to reality.

Although mathematics based on fuzzy sets has far greater expressive power than
classical mathematics based on crisp sets, its usefulness depends critically on our capability
to construct appropriate membership functions for various given concepts is various contexts.
This capability, which was rather weak at the early stages of fuzzy set theory, is now well
developed for many application areas. However, the problem of constructing meaningful
membership functions is a difficult one, and a lot of additional research work will have to
be done on it to achieve full satisfaction. We discuss the problem and overview currently
available construction methods in Chapter 10.
Thus far, we introduced only one type of fuzzy set. Given a relevant universal set X,
any arbitrary fuzzy set of this type (say, set A) is defined by a function of the form

A : X -> [0, 1].

(1.1)
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Fuzzy sets of this type are by far the most common in the literature as well as in the various
successful applications of fuzzy set theory. However, several more general types of fuzzy
sets have also been proposed in the literature. Let fuzzy sets of the type thus far discussed
be called ordinary fuzzy sets to distinguish them from fuzzy sets of the various generalized
types.

The primary reason for generalizing ordinary fuzzy sets is that their membership
functions are often overly precise. They require that each element of the universal set be
assigned a particular real number. However, for some concepts and contexts in which they
are applied, we may be able to identify appropriate membership functions only approximately.

For example, we may only be able to identify meaningful lower and upper bounds of
membership grades for each element of the universal set. In such cases, we may basically
take one of two possible approaches. We may either suppress the identification uncertainty

by choosing reasonable values between the lower and upper bounds (e.g., the middle
values), or we may accept the uncertainty and include it in the definition of the membership

function. A membership function based on the latter approach does not assign to each
element of the universal set one real number, but a closed interval of real numbers between
the identified lower and upper bounds. Fuzzy sets defined by membership functions of this
type are called interval-valued fuzzy sets. These sets are defined formally by functions of the.
form
A : X -> E([0, 1]),
(1.2)
where E([0, 1]) denotes the family of all closed intervals of real numbers in [0, 1]; clearly,
E([0, 1]) C P([0, 1]).

An example of a membership function of this type is given in Fig. 1.5. For each x, A(x) is
represented by the segment between the two curves, which express the identified lower and
upper bounds. Thus, A(a) = [al, a2] for the example in Fig. 1.5.
Membership functions of interval-valued fuzzy sets are not as specific as their counter-

a

x -r

Figure 1.5 An example of an interval-valued fuzzy set (A(a) = [at, a2]).
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parts of ordinary fuzzy sets, but this lack of specificity makes them more realistic in some applications. Their advantage is that they allow us to express our uncertainty in identifying a particular membership function. This uncertainty is involved when interval-valued

fuzzy sets are processed, making results of the processing less specific but more credible.

-

The primary disadvantage of interval-valued fuzzy sets is that this processing, when
compared with ordinary fuzzy sets, is computationally more demanding. Since most current
applications of fuzzy set theory do not seem to be overly sensitive to minor changes in relevant
membership functions, this disadvantage of interval-valued fuzzy sets usually outweighs their
advantages.
Interval-valued fuzzy sets can further be generalized by allowing their intervals to be
fuzzy. Each interval now becomes an ordinary fuzzy set defined within the universal set
[0, 1]. Since membership grades assigned to elements of the universal set by these generalized

fuzzy sets are ordinary fuzzy sets, these sets are referred to as fuzzy sets of type 2. Their
membership functions have the form
A : X -+ 5 ([0, 1]),

(1.3)

where 3'([O, 1]) denotes the set of all ordinary fuzzy sets that can be defined within the
universal set [0, 1J; 3'([0,1]) is also called a fuzzy power set of [0, 1].

The concept of a type 2 fuzzy set is illustrated in Fig. 1.6, where fuzzy intervals
assigned to x = a and x = b are explicitly shown. It is assumed here that membership
functions of all fuzzy intervals involved are of trapezoidal shapes and, consequently, each

of them is fully defined by four numbers. For each x, these numbers are produced
by four functions, represented in Fig. 1.6 by the four curves. Thus, for example, if
x = a, we obtain numbers a1i a2, a3, and a4, by which the fuzzy interval assigned
to a (shown on the. left-hand side) is uniquely determined. Similarly, if x = b, we
obtain numbers fir, ,62, P3, and 04, and the assigned fuzzy interval is shown on the righthand side.
Fuzzy sets of type 2 possess a great expressive power and, hence, are conceptually quite

appealing. However, computational demands for dealing with them are even greater than
those for dealing with interval-valued fuzzy sets. This seems to be the primary reason why
they have almost never been utilized in any applications.
Assume now that the membership grades assigned by a type 2 fuzzy set (e.g., the fuzzy

Figure 1.6

Illustration of the concept of a fuzzy set of type 2.
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intervals in Fig. 1.6) are themselves type 2 fuzzy sets. Then, we obtain a fuzzy set of type 3,
and it is easy to see that fuzzy sets of still higher types could be obtained recursively in the
same way. However, there is little rationale for further pursuing this line of generalization,
at least for the time being, since computational complexity increases significantly for each
higher type.
When we relax the requirement that membership grades must be represented by numbers
in the unit interval [0, 1] and allow them to be represented by symbols of an arbitrary set L that
is at least partially ordered, we obtain fuzzy sets of another generalized type. They are called Lfuzzy sets, and their membership functions have the form

A:X -- L.

(1.4)

Since set L with its ordering is most frequently a lattice, letter L was initially chosen to
signify this fact.
By allowing only a partial ordering among membership grades, L-fuzzy sets are very
general. In fact, they capture all the other types introduced thus far as special cases.
A different generalization of ordinary fuzzy sets involves fuzzy sets defined within a
universal set whose elements are ordinary fuzzy sets. These fuzzy sets are known as level 2
f zzzy sets. Their membership functions have the form

A : Y(X) -+ [0, 1],

(1.5)

where T(X) denotes the fuzzy power set of X (the set of all ordinary fuzzy sets of X).
Level 2 fuzzy sets allow us to deal with situations in which elements of the universal set
cannot be specified precisely, but only approximately, for example, by fuzzy sets expressing

propositions of the form "x is close to r," where x is a variable whose values are real
numbers, and r is a particular real number. In order to determine the membership grade of
some value of x in an ordinary fuzzy set A, we need to specify the value (say, r) precisely.
On the other hand, if A is a level 2 fuzzy set, it allows us to obtain the membership grade for
an approximate value of x. Assuming that the proposition "x is close to r" is represented by
an ordinary fuzzy set B, the membership grade of a value of x that is known to be close to r
in the level 2 fuzzy set A is given by A(B).
Level 2 fuzzy sets can be generalized into level 3 fuzzy sets by using a universal set
whose elements are level 2 fuzzy sets. Higher-level fuzzy sets can be obtained recursively
in the same way. We can also conceive of fuzzy sets that are of type 2 and also of level 2.
Their membership functions have the form

A : 3(X) -*

([0, 1]).

(1.6)

Other combinations are also possible, which may involve L-fuzzy sets as well as fuzzy sets
of higher types and higher levels.

A formal treatment of fuzzy sets of type 2 and level 2 (as well as higher types and
levels) is closely connected with methods of fuzzification, which are discussed in Sec. 2.3.
Except for this brief overview of the various types of generalized fuzzy sets, we do not
further examine their properties and the procedures by which they are manipulated. Their
detailed coverage is beyond the scope of this text. Since these generalized types of fuzzy sets
have not as yet played a significant role in applications of fuzzy set theory, this omission is
currently of no major consequence.
The generalized fuzzy sets are introduced in this section for two reasons. First, we want
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the reader to understand that fuzzy set theory does not stand or fall with ordinary fuzzy sets.
Second, we feel that the practical significance of at least some of the generalized types will
gradually increase, and it is thus advisable that the reader be familiar with the basic ideas and
terminology pertaining to them.
We may occasionally refer to some of the generalized types of fuzzy sets later in the
text. By and large, however, the rest of the text is devoted to the study of ordinary fuzzy
sets. Unless otherwise stated, the term "fuzzy set" refers in this text to ordinary fuzzy sets.
For the sake of completeness, let us mention that ordinary fuzzy sets may also be viewed as
fuzzy sets of type 1 and level 1.

1.4 FU2ZYSETS: BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section, we introduce some basic concepts and terminology of fuzzy sets.

To

illustrate the concepts, we consider three fuzzy sets that represent the concepts of a young,.
middle-aged, and old person. A reasonable expression of these concepts by trapezoidal
membership functions At, A2, and A3 is shown in Fig. 1.7. These functions are defined on
the interval [0, 80] as follows:
1

A1(x) =

(35 - x)/15

0

0

A2(x) _

(x - 20)/15
(60 - x)/15
1

0

A3(x) _

(x - 45)/15
1

when x < 20
when 20 < x < 35
when x > 35

when either x < 20 or > 60
when 20 < x < 35
when 45 < x < 60
when 35 < x < 45
when x < 45
when 45 < x < 60
when x > 60

A possible discrete approximation, D2, of function A2, is also shown in Fig. 1.7; its explicit
definition is given in Table 1.2. Such approximations are important because they are typical
in computer representations of fuzzy sets.

One of the most important concepts of fuzzy sets is the concept of an a-cut and its
variant, a strong a-cut. Given a fuzzy set A defined on X and any number a E [0, 1], the acut, "A, and the strong a-cut, "PA, are the crisp sets

"A = {xlA(x) > a)
"'A = (xIA(x) > a).

(1.7)
(1.8)

That is, the a-cut (or the strong a-cut) of a fuzzy set A is the crisp set "A (or the crisp set
"+A) that contains all the elements of the universal set X whose membership grades in A are
greater than or equal to (or only greater than) the specified value of a.
As an example, the following is a complete characterization of all a-cuts' and all strong acuts for the fuzzy sets A2, A2, A3 given in Fig. 1.7:
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Old: A3

50

60

70

so

Membership functions representing the concepts of a young, middle-aged, and old

person. Shown discrete approximation DZ of A2 is defined numerically in Table 11.
TABLE 1.2 DISCRETE APPROXIMATION
OF MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION A2 (FIG. 1.7)
BY FUNCTION D2 OF THE FORM:
D2 : (0, 2, 4, ... , 80) -s [0, 1]

x g(22,24,...,58}
x E (22, 581
x E 124,561

x E (26,541

x E (28,52)
x E (30,50)
x E (32, 48)
x E (34, 46)

x E (36,38,...,44}

0.00
0.13
0.27
0.40
0.53
0.67
0.80
0.93
1.00

°A1 = °A2 = °A3 = [0, 80] = X;

"Ai = [0, 35 - 15a], "A2 = [15a + 20, 60 - 15a], "A3 = [15a + 45, 80] for all
a E (0, 1];
"+Al = (0, 35 - 15a), "+A2 = (15a + 20, 60 - 15a), "+A3 = (15a + 45, 80) for all
a E [0, 1);
1+A1
= i+A2 = i+A3 = 0.
The set of all levels a r= [0, 1] that represent distinct a-cuts of a given fuzzy set A is
called a level set of A. Formally,

A(A) = {aJA(x) = a for some x E X),
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where A denotes the level set of fuzzy set A defined on X. For our examples, we have:

A(A1) = A(A2) = A(A3) = [0, 1], and
A (D2) = {0, 0.13, 0.27, 0.4, 0.53, 0:67, 0.8, 0.93, 1}.

An important property of both a-cuts and strong a-cuts, which follows immediately
from their definitions, is that the total ordering of values of a in [0, 1] is inversely preserved
by set inclusion of the corresponding a-cuts as well as strong a-cuts. That is, for any fuzzy
set A and pair al, a2 E [0, 1] of distinct values such that al < a2i we have
"°A D "A

and "+A Z) "2+A

(1.9)

This property can also be expressed by the equations

"A n "2A = "A, "A U '2A = "A,

(1.10)

C'I+Ana2+A="2+A "'+AU"2+A=`I+A.

(1.11)

and

An obvious consequence of this property is that all a-cuts and all strong a-cuts of any fuzzy
set form two distinct families of nested crisp sets.
Notice, for example, that the intervals representing the a-cuts and the strong a-cuts
of the fuzzy sets A1, A2, and A3 in Fig. 1.7 shorten with increasing a. Since level sets of
A1, A2, and A3 are all [0, 1], clearly, the families of all a-cuts and all strong a-cuts are in this
case infinite for each of the sets. To see the nested families more explicitly, let us consider the
discrete approximation D2 of fuzzy set A2, which is shown in Fig. 1.7 and defined numerically

in Table 1.2. The families of all a-cuts and all strong a-cuts of D2 are shown for some
convenient values of a in Fig. 1.8; for each of the discrete values of x, the inclusion in each acut or each strong a-cut is marked with a dot at the crossing of x and a.
The support of a fuzzy set A within a universal set X is the crisp set that contains all
the elements of X that have nonzero membership grades in A. Clearly, the support of A is
exactly the same as the strong a-cut of A for a = 0. Although special symbols, such as S(A)
or supp(A), are often used in the literature to denote the support of A, we prefer to use the
natural symbol °+A. The 1-cut, 'A, is often called the core of A.

The height, h(A), of a fuzzy set A is the largest membership grade obtained by any
element in that set. Formally,

h(A) = supA(x).

(1.12)

A fuzzy set A is called normal when h(A) = 1; it is called subnormal when h(A) < 1. The
height of A may also be viewed as the supremum of a for which "A 0.
An important property of fuzzy sets defined on RR (for some n E N) is their convexity.
This property is viewed as a generalization of the classical concept of convexity of crisp sets. In
order to make the generalized convexity consistent with the classical definition of convexity, it
is required that a-cuts of a convex fuzzy set be convex for all a e (0, 1] in the classical sense (0cut is excluded here since it is always equal to IR" in this case and thus includes -00 to +00).

Fig. 1.9 illustrates a subnormal fuzzy set that is convex. Two of the a-cuts shown
in the figure are clearly convex in the classical sense, and it is easy see that any other
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Figure 1.8 Complete families of a-cuts and strong a-cuts of the fuzzy set DZ defined in Table
1.2: (a) a-cuts "D2; (b) strong a-cuts °*'D2.

a-cuts for a > 0 are convex as well. Fig. 1.10 illustrates a normal fuzzy set that is not
convex. The lack of convexity of this fuzzy set can be demonstrated by identifying some
of its a-cuts (a > 0) that are not convex; one such a-cut is shown in the figure. Fig. 1.11
illustrates a normal fuzzy set defined on R2 by all its a-cuts for a > 0. Since all the acuts are convex, the resulting fuzzy set is also viewed as convex.
To avoid confusion, note that the definition of convexity for fuzzy sets does not mean
that the membership function of a convex fuzzy set is a convex function. In fact, membership

functions of convex fuzzy sets are functions that are, according to standard definitions,
concave and not convex.

We now prove a useful theorem that provides us with an alternative formulation of
convexity of fuzzy sets. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the theorem to fuzzy sets on
R, which are of primary interest in this text.
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1

a1

f
A(x)

a2

alA

aiA

Figure 1.9 Subnormal fuzzy set that is convex.

Theorem 1.1.

A fuzzy set A on R is convex iff

A()x1 + (1 - )-)x2) ? min[A(x1), A(x2)]

(1.13)

for all xl, x2 E R and allA. E [0, 11, where min denotes the minimum operator.

Proof. (i) Assume that A is convex and let a = A(xi) < A(x2). Then, x1, x2 E "A and,
moreover, Ax1 + (1- .l)x2 E "A for any A. E [0, 1] by the convexity of A. Consequently,

A(Ax1 + (1 - A)x2) ? a = A(x1) = min[A(x1), A(x2)]
(ii) Assume that A satisfies (1.13). We need to prove that for any a E (0, 1], aA is convex.
Now for any x1, x2 E "A (i.e., A(x1) > a, A (X2) ? a), and for any A. E [0, 11, by (1.13)

A(Axl + (1-A)x2) ? min[A(xi), A(x2)] ? mm(a, a) = a;
i.e., A.x1 + (1 - A.)x2 E "A. Therefore, aA is convex for any a E (0, 1].

Hence, A is

convex.

Any property generalized from classical set theory into the domain

set theory

that is preserved in all a-cuts for a E (0, 1] in the classical sense is called a cutworthy
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Figure 1.11 Normal and convex fuzzy set A defined by its a-cuts -'A, -3A, SA, -8A, 'A.
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property; if it is preserved in all strong a-cuts for a E [0, 1], it is called a strong cutworthy
property. Convexity of fuzzy sets, as defined above, is an example of a cutworthy property
and, as can be proven, also a strong cutworthy property.
The three basic operations on crisp sets-the complement, intersection and union-can
be generalized to fuzzy sets in more than one way. However, one particular generalization,
which results in operations that are usually referred to as standard fuzzy set operations, has
a special significance in fuzzy set theory. In the following, we introduce only the standard
operations. The full treatment of possible operations on fuzzy sets is in Chapter 3, where the
special significance of the standard operations is also explained.

The standard complement, A, of fuzzy set A with respect to the universal set X is
defined for all x E X by the equation

A(x) = 1 - A(x).

(1.14)

Elements of X for which A (x) = A(x) are called equilibrium points of A. For the standard
complement, clearly, membership grades of equilibrium points are 0.5. For example, the
equilibrium points of A2 in Fig. 1.7 are 27.5 and 52.5.
Given two fuzzy sets, A and B, their standard intersection, A n B, and standard union,
A U B, are defined for all x E X by the equations

(A n B)(x) = min[A(x), B(x)],

(1.15)

(A U B)(x) = max[A(x), B(x)],

(1.16)

where min and max denote the minimum operator and the maximum operator, respectively.

Due to the associativity of min and max, these definitions can be extended to any finite
number of fuzzy sets.

Applying these standard operations to the fuzzy sets in Fig. 1.7, we can find, for
example, that

A2=A1nA3.
The construction of Al n X3 is shown in Fig. 1.12. The equation makes good sense: a person
who is not young and not old is a middle-aged person. Another example based on the same
sets is shown in Fig. 1.13, where B = A 1 n A2 and C = A2 n A3. Observe that both B and
C are subnormal even though A1, A2, and A3 are normal. Furthermore, B U C and B U C
are not convex even though B and C are convex. Normality and convexity may thus be lost
when we operate on fuzzy sets by the standard operations of intersection and complement.

Any fuzzy power set 3(X) can be viewed as a lattice, in which the standard
fuzzy intersection and fuzzy union play the roles of the meet (infimum) and the join
(supremum), respectively. The lattice is distributed and complemented under the standard
fuzzy complement. It satisfies all the properties of the Boolean lattice listed in Table 1.1

except the law of contradiction and the law of excluded middle. Such a lattice is often
referred to as a De Morgan lattice or a De Morgan algebra.
To verify, for example, that the law of contradiction is violated for fuzzy sets, we need
only to show that the equation

min[A(x), 1 - A(x)] = 0
is violated for at least one x E X. This is easy since the equation is obviously violated for any
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Illustration of standard operations on fuzzy sets (At, A2, A3 are given in Fig. 1.7).

value A(x) E (0, 1) and is satisfied only for A(x) E (0, 1}. Hence, the law of contradiction is
satisfied only for crisp sets.
As another example, let us verify the law of absorption,

AU(AnB)=A.
This requires showing that the equation

max[A(x), min[A (x), B(x)]] = A(x)
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is satisfied for all x E X. We have to consider two cases: either A (x) < B(x) or A (x) > B(x).
In the first case, we obtain
max[A(x), A(x)] = A(x);
in the second case, we have

max[A(x), B(x)] = A(x)
since A(x) > B(x) in this case. Other laws of the De Morgan lattice can be verified similarly.

The De Morgan lattice can also be defined as the pair (T(X), g), where a denotes a
fuzzy set inclusion by which elements of Y (X) are partially ordered. Given two fuzzy sets
A, B E 3'(X), we say that A is a subset of B and write A C B if

A(x) < B(x)
(1.17)
for all x E X. It is easy to see that, under the standard fuzzy set operations, A e B iff
A fl B = A and A U B = B for any A, B E 9'(X). This equivalence makes a connection
between the two definitions of the lattice.
For any fuzzy set A defined on a finite universal set X, we define its scalar cardinality,
(A(, by the formula

IA(_ Y'A(x).

(1.18)

xEx

For example, the scalar. cardinality of the fuzzy set D2 defined in Table 1.2 is

(D21=2(.13+.27+.4+.53+.67+.8+.93)+5=12.46.
Some authors refer to IAI as the sigma count of A.

For any pair of fuzzy subsets defined on a finite universal set X, the degree of
subsethood, S (A, B), of A in B is defined by the formula

S(A, B) =

1 (IAI IA I

max[0, A(x) - B(x)]).

(1.19)

xex

The E term in this formula describes the sum of the degrees to which the subset inequality

A(x) < B(x) is violated, the difference describes the lack of these violations, and the
cardinality IAI in the denominator is a normalizing factor to obtain the range

0 < S(A, B) < 1.

(1.20)

It is easy to convert (1.19) to the more convenient formula
S(A , B ) = 'A IA( B(

(1. 21)

where fl denotes the standard fuzzy intersection.
To conclude this section, let us introduce a special notation that is often used in the
literature for defining fuzzy sets with a finite support. Given a fuzzy set A defined on a finite
universal set X, let x1, x2, ... , x denote elements of the support °+A of A and let a; denote
the grade of membership of x, in A for all i E N. Then, A is written as
A = at/xi + azlxz + ... +

where the slash is employed to link the elements of the support with their grades of
membership in A, and the plus sign indicates, rather than any sort of algebraic addition, that
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the listed pairs of elements and membership grades collectively form the definition of the set
A. For the case in which a fuzzy set A is defined on a universal set that is finite or countable,
we may write, respectively,
n

00

A=

a; /x; or A = E a; /x; .
i=1

i.1

Similarly, when X is an interval of real numbers, a fuzzy set A is often written in the form

A = f A(x)/x.
Jx
Again, the integral sign does not have, in this notation, the usual meaning; it solely indicates
that all the pairs of x and A(x) in the interval X collectively form A.
It is interesting and conceptually useful to interpret ordinary fuzzy subsets of a finite
universal set X with n elements as points in the n-dimensional unit cube [0, 1]1. That is, the
entire cube represents the fuzzy power set F (X), and its vertices represent the crisp power
set T(X). This interpretation suggests that a suitable distance be defined between fuzzy sets.
Using, for example, the concept of the Hamming distance, we have

d(A, B) _

IA(x) - B(x)I.

(1.22)

xEx

The cardinality IA I of a , fuzzy set A, given by (1.18), can be . then viewed as the
distance d(A, 0) of A from the empty set. Observe that probability distributions are
represented by sets whose cardinality is 1. Hence, the set of all probability distributions

that can be defined on X is represented by an (n - 1)-dimensional simplex of the ndimensional unit cube. Examples of this simplex are shown in Fig. 1.14.
PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTIONS
PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTIONS

a_Z

D=-

Figure 1.14 Examples illustrating the geometrical interpretation of fuzzy sets.
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1.5 CHARACTERISTICS AND SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE PARADIGM SHIFT

Before embarking on deeper study of fuzzy sets, let us reflect a little more on the transition
from the traditional view to the modern view of uncertainty, which "is briefly mentioned
in Sec. 1.1. It is increasingly recognized that this transition has characteristics typical of
processes, usually referred to as paradigm shifts, which appear periodically throughout the
history of science.
The concept of a scientific paradigm was introduced by Thomas Kuhn in his important
and highly influential book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Univ. of Chicago Press,
1962); it is defined as a set of theories, standards, principles, and methods that are taken for
granted by the scientific community in a given field. Using this concept, Kuhn characterizes

scientific development as a process in which periods of normal science, based upon a
particular paradigm, are interwoven with periods of paradigm shifts, which are referred to by
Kuhn as scientific revolutions.
In his book, Kuhn illustrates the notion of a paradigm shift by many well-documented

examples from the history of science. Some of the most visible paradigm shifts are
associated with the names of Copernicus (astronomy), Newton (mechanics), Lavoisier
(chemistry), Darwin (biology), Maxwell -(electromagnetism), Einstein (mechanics), and
Godel (mathematics).
Although paradigm shifts vary from one another in their scope, pace, and other features,

they share a few general characteristics: Each paradigm shift is initiated by emerging
problems that are difficult or impossible to deal with in the current paradigm (paradoxes,
anomalies, etc.). Each paradigm, when proposed, is initially rejected in various forms (it is
ignored, ridiculed, attacked, etc.) by most scientists in the given field. Those who usually
support the new paradigm are either very young or very new to,the field and, consequently,
not very influential. Since the paradigm is initially not well-developed, the position of its
proponents is weak. The paradigm eventually gains its status on pragmatic grounds by
demonstrating that it is more successful than the existing paradigm in dealing with problems
that are generally recognized as acute. As a rule, the greater the scope of a paradigm shift,
the longer it takes for the new paradigm to be generally accepted.
The paradigm shift initiated by the concept of a fuzzy set and the idea of mathematics
based upon fuzzy sets, which is currently ongoing, has similar characteristics to other
paradigm shifts recognized in the history of science. It emerged from the need to bridge the
gap between mathematical models and their empirical interpretations. This gap has become
increasingly disturbing, especially in the areas of biological, cognitive, and social sciences,
as well as in applied sciences, such as modem technology and medicine.
The need to bridge the gap between a mathematical model and experience is well
characterized in a penetrating study by the American philosopher Max Black [1937]:
It is a paradox, whose importance familiarity fails to diminish, that the most highly developed
and useful scientific theories are ostensibly expressed in terms of objects never encountered
in experience. The line traced by a draftsman, no matter how accurate, is seen beneath the
microscope as a kind of corrugated trench, far removed from the ideal line of pure geometry.
And the "point-planet" of astronomy, the "perfect gas" of thermodynamics, or the "pure species"
of genetics are equally remote from exact realization. Indeed the unintelligibility at the atomic
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or subatomic level of the notion of a rigidly demarcated boundary shows that such objects not
merely are not but could riot be encountered. While the mathematician constructs a theory in
terms of "perfect" objects, the experimental scientist observes objects of which the properties
demanded by theory are and can, in the very nature of measurement, be only approximately true.
Mathematical deduction is not useful to the physicist if interpreted rigorously. It is necessary
to know that its validity is unaltered when the premise and conclusion are only "approximately
true." But the indeterminacy thus introduced, it is necessary to add in criticism, will invalidate
the deduction unless the permissible limits of variation are specified. To do so, however, replaces
the original mathematical deduction by a more complicated mathematical theory in respect of
whose interpretation the same problem arises, and whose exact nature is in any case unknown.
This lack of exact correlation between a scientific theory and its empirical interpretation can be
blamed either upon the world or upon the theory. We can regard the shape of an orange or a
tennis ball as imperfect copies of an ideal form of which perfect knowledge is to be had in pure
geometry, or we can regard the geometry of spheres as a simplified and imperfect version of
the spatial relations between the members of a certain class of physical objects. On either view
there remains a gap between scientific theory and its application which ought to be, but is not,
bridged. To say that all language (symbolism, or thought) is vague is a favorite method for
evading the problems involved and lack of analysis has the disadvantage of tempting even the
most eminent thinkers into the appearance of absurdity. We shall not assume that "laws" of logic
or mathematics prescribe modes of existence to which intelligible discourse must necessarily
conform. It will be argued, on the contrary, that deviations from the logical or mathematical
standards of precision are all pervasive in symbolism; that to label them as subjective aberrations
sets an impassable gulf between formal laws and experience and leaves the usefulness of the
formal sciences an insoluble mystery.

The same need was expressed by Zadeh [1962], three years before he actually proposed
the new paradigm of mathematics based upon the concept of a fuzzy set:
...there is a fairly wide gap between what might be regarded as "animate" system theorists and
"inanimate" system theorists at the present time, and it is not at all certain that this gap will be
narrowed, much less closed, in the near future. There are some who feel this gap reflects the
fundamental inadequacy of the conventional mathematics-the mathematics of precisely-defined
points, functions, sets, probability measures, etc.-for coping with the analysis of biological
systems, and that to deal effectively with such systems, which are generally orders of magnitude
more complex than man-made systems, we need a radically different kind of mathematics, the
mathematics of fuzzy or cloudy quantities which are not describable in terms of probability
distributions. Indeed, the need for such mathematics is becoming increasingly apparent even
in the realm of inanimate systems, for in most practical cases the a priori data as well as the
criteria by which the performance of a man-made system is judged are far from being precisely
specified or having accurately known probability distributions.

When the new paradigm was proposed [Zadeh, 1965b], the usual process of a paradigm

shift began. The concept of a fuzzy set, which underlies this new paradigm, was initially
ignored, ridiculed, or attacked by many, while it was supported only by a few, mostly young
and not influential. In spite of the initial lack of interest, skepticism, or even open hostility,
the new paradigm persevered with virtually no support in the 1960s, matured significantly
and gained some support in the 1970s, and began to demonstrate its superior pragmatic utility
in the 1980s.

The paradigm shift is still ongoing, and it will likely take much longer than usual to
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complete it. This is not surprising, since the scope of the paradigm shift is enormous. The
new paradigm does not affect any particular field of science, but the very foundations of
science. In fact, it challenges the most sacred element of the foundations-the Aristotelian
two-valued logic, which for millennia has been taken for granted and viewed as inviolable.
The acceptance of such a radical challenge is surely difficult for most scientists; it requires
an open mind, enough time, and considerable effort to properly comprehend the meaning and
significance of the paradigm shift involved.

At this time, we can recognize at least four features that make the new paradigm
superior to the classical paradigm:

1. The new paradigm allows us to express irreducible observation and measurement
uncertainties in their various manifestations and make these uncertainties intrinsic to
empirical data. Such data, which are based on graded distinctions among states of
relevant variables, are usually called fiery data. When fuzzy data are processed,
their intrinsic uncertainties are processed as well, and the results obtained are more
meaningful, in both epistemological and pragmatic terms, than their counterparts
obtained by processing the usual crisp data.

2. For the reasons briefly discussed in Sec. 1.1, the new paradigm offers far greater
resources for managing complexity and controlling computational cost. The general
experience is that the more complex the problem involved, the greater the superiority of
fuzzy methods.
3. The new paradigm has considerably greater expressive power; consequently, it can
effectively deal with a broader class of problems. In particular, it has the capability
to capture and deal with meanings of sentences expressed in natural language. This
capability of the new paradigm allows us to deal in mathematical terms with problems
that require the use of natural language.
4. The new paradigm has a greater capability to capture human common-sense reasoning,
decision making, and other aspects of human cognition. When employed in machine
design, the resulting machines are human friendlier.
The reader may not be able at this point to comprehend the meaning and significance of the
described features of the new paradigm. This hopefully will be achieved after his or her study
of this whole text is completed.

NOTES
1.1. For a general background on crisp sets and classical two-valued logic, we recommend the
book Set Theory and Related Topics by S. Lipschutz (Shaum, New York, 1964). The book
covers all topics that are needed for this text and contains many solved examples. For a more
advanced treatment of the topics, we recommend the book Set Theory and Logic by R. R. Stoll
(W. H. Freeman, San Francisco, 1961).
1.2. The concept of L-fiizzy sets was introduced by Goguen [1967]. A thorough investigation of
properties of fiery sets of type 2 and higher types was done by Mizumoto and Tanaka [1976,
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1981b]. The concept of fuzzy sets of level k, which is due to Zadeh [1971b], was investigated
by Gottwald [19791. Convex fuzzy sets were studied in greater detail by Lowen [19801 and
Liu [1985].
1.3. The geometric interpretation of ordinary fuzzy sets as points in the n-dimensional unit cube
was introduced and pursued by Kosko [1990, 1991, 1993a].
1.4. An alternative set theory, which is referred to as the theory of semisets, was proposed and
developed by Vop6nka and Hdjek [1972] to represent sets with imprecise boundaries. Unlike
fuzzy sets, however, semisets may be defined in terms of vague properties and not necessarily
by explicit membership grade functions. While semisets are more general than fuzzy sets, they
are required to be approximated by fuzzy sets in practical situations. The relationship between
semisets and fuzzy sets is well characterized by Novak [1992]. The concept of semisets leads
into a formulation of an alternative (nonstandard) set theory [Vopenka, 1979].

EXERCISES
1.1. Explain the difference between randomness and fuzziness.
1.2. Find some examples of prospective fuzzy variables in daily life.
1.3. Describe the concept of a fuzzy set in your own words.
1.4. Find some examples of interval-valued fuzzy sets, L -fuzzy sets, level 2 fuzzy sets, and type 2
fuzzy sets.
I.S. Explain why we need fuzzy set theory.
1.6. Explain why the law of contradiction and the law of exclusive middle are violated in fuzzy set
theory under the standard fuzzy sets operations. What is the significance of this?
1.7. Compute the scalar cardinalities for each of the following fuzzy sets:

(a) A = .4/v +.21w +.51x + .4/y + l/z;
(b) B = 1/x + 1/y + l/z;
(c) C (x) = x+t+t for x e (0, 1... , 10) = X;
(d) D(x)=1-x/10forx e(0,1,...,10)=X.

I.S. Let A, B be fuzzy sets defined on a universal set X. Prove that

IAI+IBI = IAUBI+IAItBI,
where n, U are the standard fuzzy intersection and union, respectively.
1.9. Order the fuzzy sets defined by the following membership grade functions (assuming x
by the inclusion (subset) relation:
r12

A(x)

1+lox,B(x)-k1+1l0x)

0)

2

C(x)=\l-}-110x)

1.10. Consider the fuzzy sets A, B, and C defined on the interval X = [0, 101 of real numbers by
the membership grade functions

A(x)

xl-2
x , B(x) = 2-', C(x) = 1 + 10(x - 2)2

Determine mathematical formulas and graphs of the membership grade functions of each of
the following sets:

(a) A,B,C;
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(b) AUB,AUC,BUC;
(c) Af1B,AflC,BfC;
(d) AUBUC,Af1Bf1C;

(e) AnC,BnC,AUC.

1.11. Calculate the a-cuts and strong a-cuts of the three fuzzy sets in Exercise 1.10 for some values
of a, for example, a = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.
1.12. Restricting the universal set to [0, 10], determine which fuzzy sets in Exercise 1.10 are convex.
1.13. Let A, B be two fuzzy sets of a universal set X. The difference of A and B is defined by

A - B=AFB;
and the symmetric difference of A and B is defined by

AAB=(A-B)U(B-A).
Prove that:

(a) (ADB)AC = AA(BOC);

(b) AABOC=(Af1Bf1C)U(Af1BfC)U(Af1BfC)U(Af1BflC).
1.14. Given Equation (1.19), derive Equation (1.21).

1.15. Calculate the degrees of subsethood S(C, D) and S(D, C) for the fuzzy sets in Exercise
1.7 c, d.

2
FUZZY SETS VERSUS CRISP SETS

2.1 ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES OF a-CUTS

The concepts of a-cuts and strong a-cuts, which are introduced in Sec. 1.4, play a principal
role in the relationship between fuzzy sets and crisp sets. They can be viewed as a bridge
by which fuzzy sets and crisp sets are connected. Before examining this connection, we first
overview some additional properties of a-cuts of the two types. All these properties involve
the standard fuzzy set operations and the standard fuzzy set inclusion, as defined in Sec. 1.4.
The various properties of a-cuts covered in this section are expressed in terms of four
theorems. The first one covers some fairly elementary properties.

Theorem 2.1.

Let A, B E 3(X).

Then, the following properties hold for all

a, ,B E [0, 1]:

(i) "+A S "A;
(ii) a :5,6 implies "A Q PA and "+A 2 8+A;
(iii) "(A n B) = "A n "B and'(A U B) = "A U "B;
(iv) "+(A n B) _ "A n "+B and "+(A U B) _ "+A U "+B;
(v) "(A) = (1-")+A (see a notational remark on p. 36).
Proof: We prove only (iii) and (v); the rest is left to the reader as an exercise.
(iii) First equality. For any x E "(A n B), we have (A n B)(x) >_ a and, hence,
min[A(x), B(x)] _> a. This means that A(x) > a and B(x) _> a. This implies that
x E "A n "B and, consequently, "(A n B) g "A n "B. Conversely, for any x E "A n "B, we

have x E "A and x E "B; that is A(x) > a and B(x) > a. Hence, min[A(x), B(x)] > a,
which means that (A n B)(x) ? a. This implies that x E "(A n B) and, consequently,
"A n "B C "(A n B). This concludes the proof that "(A n B) = "A n "B.

Second equality. For any x e "(A U B), we have max[A(x), B(x)] > a and, hence,
A(x) > a or B(x) > a. This implies that x E "A U "B and, consequently, "(A U B) e "A U "B.

Conversely, for any x E "A U "B, we have x E "A or x E "B; that is A(x) ? a or
35
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B(x) > a. Hence, max[A(x), B(x)] > a, which means that (A U B)(x) > a. This implies
that x E "(A U B) and, consequently, "A U "B S "(A U B). This concludes the proof that

"(AUB)="AU"B.
(v) For any x E "(A), we have 1 - A(x) = A(x) > a; that is, A(x) < 1 - a. This
means that x ¢ cl-"N and, clearly, x E (l-")+A; consequently, "(A) C tl-"3+A. Conversely,

for any x E (t'")+A, we have x ¢ (1-")+A. Hence, A(x) < 1 - a and i - A(x) > a. That
C "(A) and, consequently,
is, A(x) > a, which means that x E "(A). Therefore,
"(A) _
Let us examine the significance of the properties stated in Theorem 2.1. Property (i) is
rather trivial, expressing that the strong a-cut is always included in the a-cut of any fuzzy
set and for any a r= [0, 1]; the property follows directly from the definitions of the two types
of a-cuts. Property (ii) means that the set sequences {"AIa E [0, 1]} and {"Ala E [0, 1]} of
a-cuts and strong a-cuts, respectively, are always monotonic decreasing with respect to a;
consequently, they are nested families of sets. Properties (iii) and (iv) show that the standard
fuzzy intersection and fuzzy union are both cutworthy and strong cutworthy when applied to
two fuzzy sets or, due to the associativity -of min and max, to any finite number of fuzzy
sets. However, we must be cautious when these operations are applied to an infinite family of
fuzzy sets; this case is covered by Theorem 2.2.

To make sure that the reader understands the meaning of property (v), let us make a
small notational remark. Observe that we denote the a-cut of the complement of A by "(A),
while the complement of the a-cut of A is denoted by "A (and we use an analogous notation

for the strong a-cuts). Two distinct symbols must be used here since the two sets are, in
general, not equal, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The symbol "A is a convenient simplification of
the symbol ("A), which more accurately captures the meaning of the set for which it stands.
This simplification is justified since it does not introduce any ambiguity.

Proposition (v) shows that the standard fuzzy complement is neither cutworthy nor
strong cutworthy. That is,

"(A),- "Aand "+(A); "+A
in general. This is not surprising since fuzzy sets violate, by definition, the two basic
properties of the complement of crisp sets, the law of contradiction and the law of excluded
middle. In spite of its negative connotation, property (v) describes an interesting feature of
the standard fuzzy complement: the a-cut of the complement of A is always the same as the
complement of the strong (1 - a)-cut of A.

Theorem 2.2.

(vi) U "Ai

Let Ai E T(X) for all i E I, where I is an index set. Then,

(U Ai) and n "Ai =
iEl

iEI

(vii) U "+Ai = (U A,) and n "+Ai
iE1

iEl

(f Ai);
\[E/

I n Ai 1.
\iEJ

111
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Illustration of the difference between °(A) and "A.

Proof: We prove only (vii) and leave (vi) to the reader. First, we prove the equality for
set unions. For all x E X,
X E U«+Ai
idl

if there exists some io E I such that x E I+Aj, (i.e., Ai,,(x) > a). This inequality is satisfied

if

sup Ai(x) > a,
iel

which is equivalent to

(uA) (x)

> a.

EI

That is,

xE

UAi

Ciel

Hence, the equality in (vii) is satisfied.
We prove now the second proposition in (vii). For all

xE

Ail

,
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we have

(nAt)

> a;

iel

that is,

inf A, (x) > a.
iEl

Hence, for any i E 1, Ai (x) > a (i.e., x E "+Ai). Therefore,
XE

nc+Ai,

iEl

which concludes the proof.

To show that the set inclusions in (vi) and (vii) cannot be replaced with equalities, it
is sufficient to find examples in which the presumed equalities are violated. The following
example applies only to (vi); a similar example can easily be found for (vii).
Given an arbitrary universal set X, let A, E 3'(X) be defined by

Ai(x)=1for all x E X and alli EN . Then, for any x E X,
(x)
(uA)
(EN

= sup Ai(x) = sup (1
iEN
iEN \

-

1 1 =1.
I

Let a = 1; then,

i

(UAI) =

.

Ho wever, for any i E N,'Ai = 0 because, for any x E X,

Ai(x)=1- 1t <1.
Hence,

UlAi=Uo=00X=

ZEN

\LEN

Theorem 2.2 establishes that the standard fuzzy intersection on infinite sets is cutworthy
(but not strong cutworthy), while the standard fuzzy union on infinite sets is strong cutworthy
(but not cutworthy).

Theorem 2.3.

Let A, B E 3 (X). Then, for all a E [0, 1],

(viii) A C B iff °A c °B;

ACBiff"+A Ca+B;

(ix) A=Biff°A=°B;
A=Biffa+A +B.
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Proof We prove only (viii). To prove the first proposition in (viii), assume that there
exists ao E [0, 1] such that 10A ¢ "°B; that is, there exists x0 E X such that xo E "°A and
xo ¢ ""B. Then, A(xo) > ao and B(xo) < ao. Hence, B(xo) < A(xo), which contradicts with
A C B. Now, assume A % B; that is, there exists x0 E X such that A(xo) > B(xo). Let
a = A(x0); then x0 E "A and xo ¢ "B, which-demonstrates that "A C "B is not satisfied for all
a E [0, 1].
Now we prove the second proposition in (viii). The first part is similar to the previous
proof. For the second part, assume that A ¢ B. Then, there exists x0 E X such that

A(xo) > B(xo). Let a be any number between A(xo) and B(xo). Then, xo E "+A and
x0 0 "+B. Hence, "+A ¢ "+B, which demonstrates that "+A C "+B is not satisfied for all
a E [0, 1].
Theorem 2.3 establishes that the properties of fuzzy set inclusion and equality are both
cutworthy and strong cutworthy.

Theorem 2.4.

For any A E T(X), the following properties hold:

(x) aA = n aA =S<a
n o+A;
6<a

(xi) a+A= UsA= Us+A.
Proof: We prove only (x), leaving the proof of (xi) to the reader. For any 8 < a, clearly
"A C PA. Hence,

"AC U/5A.
Now, for all x En 6A and any r > 0, we have x E "-`A (since a - e < a), which means that
$ <a

A(x) > a - s. Since s is an arbitrary positive number, let s - 0. This results in A(x) > at
(i.e., x E "A). Hence,

n ,AC"A,
which concludes the proof of the first equation of (x); the proof of the second equation is
analogous.

2.2 REPRESENTATIONS OF FU2ZY SETS
The principal role of a-cuts and strong a-cuts in fuzzy set theory is their capability to represent
fuzzy sets. We show in this section that each fuzzy set can uniquely be represented by either
the family of all its a-cuts or the family of all its strong a-cuts. Either of these representations
allows us to extend various properties of crisp sets and operations on crisp sets to their fuzzy
counterparts. In each extension, a given classical (crisp) property or operation is required

to be valid for each crisp set involved in the representation. As already mentioned, such
extended properties or operations are called either cutworthy or strong cutworthy, depending
on the type of representation employed.
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As explained in detail later in the text, not all properties and operations involving
fuzzy sets are cutworthy or strong cutworthy. In fact, properties or operations that are either
cutworthy or strong cutworthy are rather rare. However, they are of special significance since
they bridge fuzzy set theory with classical set theory. They are sort of reference points from
which other fuzzy properties or operations deviate to various degrees. To explain the two representations of fuzzy sets by crisp sets, let us begin by illustrating
one of them by a simple example. Considering the fuzzy set
A = .2/x1 + .4/x2 + .6/x3 + .8/x4 + 1/x5
as our example, let us show how this set can be represented by its a-cuts.
The given fuzzy set A-is associated with only five distinct a-cuts, which are defined by
the following characteristic functions (viewed here as special membership functions):
'2A = 1/x1 + 1/x2 + 1/x3 + 1/x4 + 1/x5,
'4A = 0/x1 + 1/x2 + 1/x3 + 1/x4 + 1/x5,
.6A

= 0/x1 + 0/x2 + 1/x3 + 1/x4 + 1/x5,

-$A = 0/x1 + 0/x2 + 0/x3 + 1/x4 + 1/x5,

'A = 0/XI + 0/x2 + 0/x3 + 0/x4 + 1/x5.

We now convert each of the a-cuts to a special fuzzy set, ,,A, defined for each x E X =
{xl, x2, x3, x4i xs} as follows:

.A (x) = a "A(x).

(2.1)

We obtain
.2A = .2/xl + .2/x2 + .2/x3 + .2/x4 + .2/xs,

.4A = 0/x1 + .4/x2 + .4/x3 + .4/x4 + .4/xs,

.6A = 0/x1 + 0/x2 + .6/x3 + .6/x4 + .6/x5,

.8A = 0/x1 + 0/x2 + 0/x3 + .8/x4 + .8/x5,

1A = 0/x1 + 0/x2 + 0/x3 + 0/x4 + 1/x5.

It is now easy to see that the standard fuzzy union of these five special fuzzy sets is exactly
the original fuzzy set A. That is,
A=. 2A U. 4A U. 6A U . 8AU1A.

Our aim in this section is to prove that the representation of fuzzy sets of their a-cuts,
as illustrated by this example, is universal. It applies to every fuzzy set, regardless of whether
it is based on a finite or infinite universal set. Furthermore, we also prove the universality of
an alternative representation, which is based upon strong a-cuts.

The representation of an arbitrary fuzzy set A in terms of the special fuzzy sets ,A,
which are defined in terms of the a-cuts of A by (2.1), is usually referred to as a decomposition
of A. In the following, we formulate and prove three basic decomposition theorems of fuzzy
sets.
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Theorem 2.5 (First Decomposition Theorem).

For every A E T(X),

A= U ,A,
aE(0,1]

where aA is defined by (2.1) and U denotes the standard fuzzy union.

Proof. For each particular x E X, let a = A(x). Then,

I u aA

(x) = sup aA(x)

E[0' 1]

aE(0,1]

= max[ sup
ae(0,a]

A(x), sup

A(x)].

ae(a.1]

For each a E (a, 1], we have A(x) = a < a and, therefore, ,A(x) = 0. On the other hand,
for each a E [0, a], we have A(x) = a ? a, therefore, ,A(x) = a. Hence,
C

U aA!()= sup a=a=A().
//

e[O,1]

aE[O,a]

Since the same argument is valid for each x E X, the validity of (2.2) is established.

To illustrate the application of this theorem, let us consider a fuzzy set A with the
following membership function of triangular shape (Fig. 2.2):

Ix - 1

A(x) = 3-x
0

when x E [1, 21
when x E [2, 3]
otherwise.

For each a E (0, 1], the a-cut of A is in this case the closed interval

aA=[a+1,3-a],
and the special fuzzy set aA employed in (2.2) is defined by the membership function

_ (a whenx E [a+1,3-a]

aA _ 0

otherwise.

Examples of sets aA and aA for three values of a are shown in Fig. 2.2. According to
Theorem 2.5, A is obtained by taking the standard fuzzy union of sets aA for all a E [0, 1].

Theorem 2.6 (Second Decomposition Theorem). For every A E T (X),

A= U a+A,

(2.3)

arc[0j]

where a+A denotes a special fuzzy set defined by

a+A (x) = a '+A (x)

(2.4)

and U denotes the standard fuzzy union.

Proof. Since the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2S, we express it in a
more concise form. For each particular x E X, let a = A(x). Then,
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Wustration of Theorem 2.5.

U a+A (x) = sup .+A(x)

\ae[O,1]

//

max[ sup a+A(x), sup a+A(x)]
aE(O,a)

ae[a.1]

= sup a = a = A(x).
ae[O,a)

Theorem 2.7 (Third Decomposition Theorem).

For every A E -'(X),

A = U uA,

(2.5)

where A(A) is the level set of A, aA is defined by (2.1), and U denotes the standard fuzzy
union.

Proof: Analogous to the proofs of the other decomposition theorems.

The meaning of this theorem is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 by the decomposition of a
fuzzy set A defined by a simple stepwise membership function shown in Fig. 2.3a. Since
A(A) = (0, .3,.6, 1) and OA = 0, A is fully represented by the three special fuzzy sets .3A,
.6A, and 1A; shown in Fig. 2.3b.
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Figure 2.3 Illustration of Theorem 2.7: (a) given fuzzy set A; (b) decomposition of A into
.3A, .6A, A.
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2.3 EXTENSION PRINCIPLE FOR FUZZY SETS
We say that a crisp function

f :X->Y
is fuzzified when it is extended to act on fuzzy sets defined on X and Y. That is, the fuzzified
function, for which the same symbol f is usually used, has the form

f : F(X) -> F(Y),
and its inverse function, f - , has the form

f-': T(Y) - T(X).
A principle for fuzzifying crisp functions (or, possibly, crisp relations) is called an
extension principle. Before introducing this principle, let us first discuss its special case, in
which the extended functions are restricted to crisp power sets P(X) and P(Y). This special
case is well established in classical set theory.
Given a crisp function from X to Y, its extended version is a function from P(X) to
P(Y) that, for any A E P(X), is defined by

f(A)={yly=f(x),xcA}.

(2.6)

Furthermore, the extended version of the inverse of f , denoted by f -1, is a function from
P(Y) to P(X) that, for any B E P(Y), is defined by

f-'(B) = {xI f(x) E B}.

(2.7)

Expressing the sets f (A) and f -1(B) by their characteristic functions (viewed here as special
cases of membership functions), we obtain

[f (A)] (y) = sup A(x),

(2.8)

xly=fix)

[f-'(B)](x) = B(f(x)).

(2.9)

As a simple example illustrating the meaning of these equations, let X = {a, b, c} and
Y = {1, 2}, and let us consider the function
f:

When applying (2.8) and (2.9) to this function, we obtain the extension of f shown in
Fig. 2.4a and the extension of f -1 shown in Fig. 2.4b, respectively.

Allowing now sets A and B in (2.8) and (2.9) to be fuzzy sets and replacing the
characteristic functions in these equations with membership functions, we arrive at the
following extension principle by which any crisp function can be fuzzified.

Extension Principle.

Any given function f : X -. Y induces two functions,

f : 3(X) - 3(Y),
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P(X)

p (Y)
f'i

_0

0 ^-I

(a)

{b}
(li
{c)

-(a.b)
{2}

{a,c}
{ b.c}

(1,2)

(a)

{a,b,c)
(b)

Figure 2.4 An example of the classical extensions of function f : a -s 1, b --f 1, c -* 2 and

its inverse, f't.
f -1 :

T(Y) - F(X),

which are defined by

[f (A)](y) = sup A(x)

(2.10)

X)Y-f (X)

for all A E Y(X) and

[f'1(B)](x) = B(f (x))

(2.11)

for all B E T(Y).
The extension principle is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 (f continuous) and Fig. 2.6 (f discrete),
which are self-explanatory. When sets X and Y are finite (as in Fig. 2.6), we can replace sup
in (2.10) with max.
Fuzzifications based on the extension principle satisfy numerous properties. We select
only properties that we consider most important and cluster them into three natural groups,
which are expressed by the following three theorems. To save space, we present proofs of
only some of the properties; to check his or her understanding of the extension principle, the
reader should produce some of the proofs omitted here.

Theorem 2.8. Let f : X -* Y be an arbitrary crisp function. Then, for any Ai E T(X)
and any Bi E Y(Y), i E I, the following properties of functions obtained by the extension
principle hold:

(i) f (A) = O iff A = o;
(ii) if A 1 c A2, then f (A1) e f(A2);

(iii) f (U Ai) = U f (Ai);
iel

i&I

(iv) f(n Ai) c n f(Ai);
iel

Iel

(v) if B1 S B2, then f -1(B1) S f -1(B2);
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Figure 2.5 Illustration of the extension principle when f is continuous.
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(vi) f -1(U Bi) = U f -1(B;);
iEI

(vii) f-1(n Bi) = n f-i(B1);

if

iE!

(Viii) f -'(B) = f -1(B);
(ix) A c f-'(f (A));

(x) B ? f(f-1(B)).
Proof. Left to the reader.
The following theorem shows that the extension principle is strong cutworthy, but not
cutworthy.

Theorem 2.9. Let f : X -* Y be an arbitrary crisp function. Then, for any A E T(X)
and all a E [0, 1] the following properties of f fuzzified by the extension principle hold:
(xi) a+ [f (A)] = f (a+A);
(xii) a [f (A)] 2 f (°'A).

Proof: (xi) For all y E Y,

y E a+[f (A)] q [f (A)](y) > a

q sup A(x) >a
x ly= f (z)

(3xo E X)(y = f (xo) and A(xa) > a)
(3xo E X) (y = f (xo) and xo E (+A)

C y E f (a+A).
Hence, "+(f (A)] = f (a+A).
(xii) If y E f (aA), then there exists xo E aA such that y = f (xo). Hence,

[ f (A)](y) = sup A(x) > A(xo) > a
xly=f(x)

and, consequently, y E "[f (A)]. Therefore, f ('A) c 1[f (A)].

To show that 1[f (A)] # f (A) in general, we can use the following example. Let
X = N, Y = (a, b),
(a when n < 10
f (n) = b when n > 10,
and

A(n)=1- 1n
for all n E N. Then,
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[ f (A)] (a) = sup A(n) _10nia=f(n)

[f (A)] (b) = sup A(n) = 1.
,,b=f(n)

Taking now a = 1, we can see that '[f (A)] = (b) while f ('A) = 0 (since 1A = 0).
Hence, f ("A) # 0'[f (A)] in this case.
As can be easily proven, "[f (A)] = f (A) for all a E [0, 1] when X is finite. However,
this is not a necessary condition for obtaining the equality.

Theorem 2.10. Let f : X -+ Y be an arbitrary crisp function.
A E 3(X), f fuzzified by the extension principle satisfies the equation

f (A) = U f (.+A).

Then, for any
(2.12)

aE[o,1]

Proof: Applying the Second Decomposition Theorem (Theorem 2.6) to f (A), which is
a fuzzy set on Y, we obtain

f (A) = U a+[f (A)].
aE[a,1]

By definition,

a+[f (A)] = a . "[f (A)]
and, due to (xi) of Theorem 2.9, we have

f (A) = U a . f (a+A)
aE[0,1J

Equation (2.12) follows now immediately.

The significance of Theorem 2.10 is that it provides us with an efficient procedure for
calculating f (A): first we calculate all images of strong a-cuts (i.e., crisp sets) under function
f , convert them to the special fuzzy sets a+A, and then employ (2.12).

When a given function is defined on a Cartesian product (i.e., when X = Xl x X2 x
x Xn), the extension principle is still applicable. The only change is that symbols x in
(2.10) and (2.11) stand now for the n-tuples x = (xl, x2, ... , xn), where x; E X;, i E Fln, and,
hence, fuzzy sets in (2.10) are defined on the Cartesian product. Such fuzzy sets are referred
to as fuzzy relations; they are a subject of Chapter 5, where some additional aspects of the
extension principle are discussed.

NOTES
2.1. A representation of fuzzy sets in terms of their a-cuts was introduced by Zadeh [1971c] in the
form of the first decomposition theorem.
2.2. The extension principle was introduced by Zadeh [1975b]. A further elaboration of the
principle was presented by Yager [1986a].
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2.3. The extension principle is an important tool by which classical mathematical theories can
be fuzzified. Fuzzy extensions of some mathematical theories are beyond the scope of this
introductory text and are thus not covered here. They include, for example, fuzzy topological
spaces [Chang, 1968; Wong, 1975; Lowen, 1976], fuzzy metric spaces (Kaleva and Seikkala,
1984], and various fuzzy algebraic structures such as groups, semigroups, and so on.

EXERCISES
2.1. What are the roles of a-cuts and strong a-cuts in fuzzy set theory? What is the difference
between them? Describe these concepts in your own words.
2.2. Prove (iv) in Theorem 2.1.
2.3. Explain why the standard complement is not cutworthy and strong cutworthy.
2.4. Let A be a fuzzy set defined by

A = .5/xl + .4/x2 + .7/x3 +.8/x4 + 1/xs.
List all a-cuts and strong a-cuts of A.
2.5. Prove (vi) in Theorem 2.2. Find an example to show that the set inclusion in (vii) cannot be
replaced with equality.
2.6. Prove (xi) in Theorem 2.4.
2.7. Prove Theorem 2.7.
2.8. Let the membership grade functions of fuzzy sets A, B, and C in Exercise 1.10 be defined
on the universal set X = (0, 1, 2, ... , 10}, and let f (X) = x2 for all x E X. Use the

extension principle to derive f (A), f (B), and f (C).

Given a fuzzy set D defined on

{0,1, 4, 9, 16, ... ,100} by

D = .5/4 +.6/16 +.7/25 + 1/100,

find f_t(D).
2.9. Prove Theorem 2.8.
2.10. Show that the set inclusions in (ix) and (x) cannot be replaced with the equalities.
2.11. Let A and B be fuzzy sets defined on the universal set X = Z whose membership functions
are given by

A(x) = .5/(-1) + 1/0 + .5/1 +.3/2 and

B(x) = .5/2+1/3+.5/4+.3/5.
Let a function f : X x X -+ X be defined for all xt, x2 E X by f (xr, x2) = xt x2. Calculate
f (A, B).
2.12. Let f in the previous exercise be replaced with f (xr, x2) = xt + x2. Calculate f (A, B).

3
OPERATIONS ON FUZZY SETS

3.1

TYPES OF OPERA77ONS

In Sec. 1.4, the following special operations of fuzzy complement, intersection, and union are
introduced:

A(x) = 1 - A(x),

(3.1)

(A n B)(x) = min[A(x), B(x)],

(3.2)

(A U B)(x) = max[A(x), B(x)]

(3.3)

for all x c- X. These operations are called the standard fuzzy operations.

As the reader can easily see, the standard fuzzy operations perform precisely as the
corresponding operations for crisp sets when the range of membership grades is restricted to
the set {0, 1}. That is, the standard fuzzy operations are generalizations of the corresponding
classical set operations. It is now well understood, however, that they are not the only
possible generalizations. For each of the three operations, there exists a broad class of

functions whose members qualify as fuzzy generalizations of the classical operations as
well. These three classes of functions are examined in Secs. 3.2 through 3.4, where each
of the classes is characterized by properly justified axioms. Functions that qualify as fuzzy
intersections and fuzzy unions are usually referred to in the literature as t-norms and tconornns, respectively.
Since the fuzzy complement, intersection, and union are not unique operations, contrary
to their crisp counterparts, different functions may be appropriate to represent these operations
in different contexts. That is, not only membership functions of fuzzy sets but also operations

on fuzzy sets are context-dependent. The capability to determine appropriate membership
functions and meaningful fuzzy operations in the context of each particular application is
crucial for making fuzzy set theory practically useful. This fundamental issue is addressed in
Chapter 10.
Among the great variety of fuzzy complements, intersections, and unions, the standard
fuzzy operations possess certain properties that give them a special significance. For example,
50
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they are the only operations that satisfy the cutworthy and strong cutworthy properties
expressed by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Furthermore, the standard fuzzy intersection (min
operator) produces for any given fuzzy sets the largest fuzzy set from among those produced

by all possible fuzzy intersections (t-norms). The standard fuzzy union (max operator)
produces, on the contrary, the smallest fuzzy set among the fuzzy sets produced by all possible
fuzzy unions (t-conorms). That is, the standard fuzzy operations occupy specific positions in
the whole spectrum of fuzzy operations: the standard fuzzy intersection is the weakest fuzzy
intersection, while the standard fuzzy union is the strongest fuzzy union.
A desirable feature of the standard fuzzy operations is their inherent prevention of the
compounding of errors of the operands. If any error e is associated with the membership
grades A(x) and B(x), then the maximum error associated with the membership grade of x
in A, A Cl B, and A U B remains e. Most of the alternative fuzzy set operations lack this
characteristic.
Fuzzy intersections (t-norms) and fuzzy unions (t-conorms) do not cover all operations

by which fuzzy sets can be aggregated, but they cover all aggregating operations that are
associative. Due to the lack of associativity, the remaining aggregating operations must
be defined as functions of n arguments for each n > 2. Aggregation operations that, for
any given membership grades al, a2, ..., a., produce a membership grade that lies between
min(ai, a2.... ,
and max(al, a2, ... , a,,) are called averaging operations. For any given
fuzzy sets, each of the averaging operations produces a fuzzy set that is larger than any fuzzy
intersection and smaller than any fuzzy union. The class of averaging operations is examined
in Sec. 3.6.

3.2 FUZZY COMPLEMENTS
Let A be a fuzzy set on X. Then, by definition, A(x) is interpreted as the degree to which
x belongs to A. Let cA denote a fuzzy complement of A of type c. Then, cA (x) may be
interpreted not only as the degree to which x belongs to cA, but also as the degree to which x
does not belong to A. Similarly, A (x) may.'also be interpreted as the degree to which x does
not belong to cA.
As a notational convention, let a complement cA be defined by a function
c : (0, 1] ---> [0, 1],

which assigns a value c(A(x)) to each membership grade A(x) of any given fuzzy set A. The
value c(A(x)) is interpreted as the value of cA(x). That is,

c(A(x)) = cA(x)

(3.4)

for all x E X by definition. Given a fuzzy set A, we obtain cA by applying function c to
values A(x) for all x E X.
Observe that function c is totally independent of elements x to which values A(x) are
assigned; it depends only on the values themselves. In the following investigation of its
formal properties, we may thus ignore x and assume that the argument of c is an arbitrary
number a E [0, 1]. However, to use the function for determining a complement of a given
fuzzy set A, we have to keep track of elements x to make the connection between A(x) and
cA(x) expressed by (3.4).
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It is obvious that function c must possess certain properties to produce fuzzy sets
that qualify, on intuitive grounds, as meaningful complements of given fuzzy sets. To
characterize functions c that produce meaningful fuzzy complements, we may state any
intuitively justifiable properties in terms of axiomatic requirements, and then examine the
class of functions that satisfy these requirements.
To produce meaningful fuzzy complements, function c must satisfy at least the following
two axiomatic requirements:

Axiom cl.

c(O) = 1 and c(1) = 0 (boundary conditions).

Axiom c2.

For all a, b E [0, 1], if a < b, then c(a) > c(b) (monotonicity).

According to Axiom c1, function c is required to produce correct complements for crisp
sets. According to Axiom c2, it is required to be monotonic decreasing: when a membership
grade in A increases (by changing x), the corresponding membership grade in cA must not
increase as well; it may decrease or, at least, remain the same.
There are many functions that satisfy both Axioms ci and c2. For any particular fuzzy
set A, different fuzzy sets cA can be said to constitute its complement, each being produced
by a distinct function c. All functions that satisfy the axioms form the most general class
of fuzzy complements. It is rather obvious that the exclusion or weakening of either of
these axioms would add to this class some functions totally unacceptable as complements.
Indeed, a violation of Axiom ci would include functions that do not conform to the ordinary
complement for crisp sets. Axiom c2 is essential since we intuitively expect that an increase
in the degree of membership in a fuzzy set must result in either a decrease or, in the extreme
case, no change in the degree of membership in its complement. Let Axioms cl and c2 be
called the axiomatic skeleton for fuzzy complements.
In most cases of practical significance, it is desirable to consider various additional
requirements for fuzzy complements. Each of them reduces the general class of fuzzy
complements to a special subclass. Two of the most desirable requirements, which are usually
listed in the literature among axioms of fuzzy complements, are the following:

Axiom c3.

c is a continuous function.

Axiom c4.

c is involutive, which means that c(c(a)) = a for each a E [0, 1].

It turns out that'the four axioms are not independent, as expressed by the following
theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let a function c : [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] satisfy Axioms c2 and c4. Then, c
also satisfies Axioms cl and c3, Moreover, c must be a bijective function.
Proof.

(i) Since the range of c is [0, 1], c(0) < 1 and c(1) > 0. By Axiom c2, c(c(0)) > c(1);
and, by Axiom c4, 0 = c(c(0)) > c(1). Hence, c(1) = 0. Now, again by Axiom c4, we
have c(O) = c(c(1)) = 1: That is, function c satisfies Axiom cl.
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(ii) To prove that c is a bijective function, we observe that for all a E [0, 1] there exists
b = c(a) E [0, 1] such that c(b) = c(c(a)) = a. Hence, c is an onto function. Assume
now that c(at) = c(a2); then, by Axiom c4,
ai = c(c(at)) = c(c(a2)) = a2.

That is, c is also a one-to-one function; consequently, it is a bijective function.
(iii) Since c is bijective and satisfies Axiom c2, it cannot have any discontinuous points. To
show this, assume that c has a discontinuity at ao, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Then, we
have

bo = lim c(a) > c(ao)
a-.a0_

Figure 3.1

Illustration to Theorem 3.1.

and, clearly, there must exist b, E [0, 1] such that bo > bt > c(ao) for which no
a1 E [0, 1] exists such that c(al) = bl. This contradicts the fact that c is a bijective
function.

It follows from Theorem 3.1 that all involutive complements form a special subclass of
all continuous complements, which in turn forms a special subclass of all fuzzy complements.
This nested structure of the three types of fuzzy complements is expressed in Fig. 3.2.
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All fuzzy
complements
(Axioms cl and c2)
All functions c: (0, 1)

[0, 11

Classical fuzzy
complement

(Eq. (3-1))

All continuous
fuzzy complements

All involutive
fuzzy complements
(Axioms c I - c4)

(Axioms cl - c3)

Figure 3.2 Nested structure of the basic classes of fuzzy complements.

Examples of general fuzzy complements that satisfy only the axiomatic skeleton are the
threshold-type complements defined by

c(a) -

J1

l0

fora < r
fora > t,

where a E [0, 1] and t E [0, 1); t is called the threshold of c. This function is illustrated in
Fig. 3.3a.
An example of a fuzzy complement that is continuous (Axiom c3) but not involutive
(Axiom c4) is the function

c(a) =

(1 + cos ira),

which is illustrated in Fig. 3.3b. The failure
of this function to satisfy the property of
2
involution can be seen by noting, for example, that c(.33) _ .75 but c(.75) = .15 ; .33.
One class of involutive fuzzy complements is the Sugeno class defined by

II a
cz(a) = + as ,

(3.5)

where X E (-1, oo). For each value of the parameter x, we obtain one particular involutive
fuzzy complement. This class is illustrated in Fig. 3.4a for several different values of 1. Note
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Figure 3.4 Examples from two classes of involutive fuzzy complements: (a) Sugeno class; (b)
Yager class.
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that the shape of the function is affected as the value of n, is changed. For I = 0, the function
becomes the classical fuzzy complement defined by (3.1).
Another example of a class of involutive fuzzy complements is defined by
cw(a)

aw)l1w,

(3.6)

where w E (0, co); let us refer to it as- the Yager class of fuzzy complements. Figure 3.4b
illustrates this class of functions for various values of w. Here again, changing the value of
the parameter w results in a deformation of the shape of the function. When w = 1, this
function becomes the classical fuzzy complement of c(a) = 1 - a.
Several important properties are shared by all fuzzy complements. These concern the
equilibrium of a fuzzy complement c, which is defined as any value a for which c(a) = a. In
other words, the equilibrium of a complement c is that degree of membership in a fuzzy set A
which equals the degree of membership in the complement cA. For instance, the equilibrium
value for the classical fuzzy complement given by (2.1) is .5, which is the solution of the

equation 1 - a = a.
Theorem 3.2.

Every fuzzy complement has at most one equilibrium.

Proof. Let c be an arbitrary fuzzy complement. An equilibrium of c is a solution of the
equation

c(a) - a = 0,

where a E [0, 1]. We can demonstrate that any equation c(a) - a = b, where b is a real
constant, must have at most one solution, thus proving the theorem. In order to do so, we
assume that al and a2 are two different solutions of the equation c(a) - a = b such that
al < a2. Then, since c(al) - al = b and c(a2) - a2 = b, we get

c(ai)-ai=c(a2)-a2'.

(3.7)

However, because c is monotonic nonincreasing (by Axiom c2), c(al) > c(a2) and, since
al < a2,

c(al) - al > c(a2) - a2.
This inequality contradicts (3.7), thus demonstrating that the equation must have at most one
solution.

Theorem 3.3. Assume that a given fuzzy complement c has an equilibrium e,:, which
by Theorem 3.2 is unique. Then

a<c(a)iffa<ec
and

a > c(a) iff a >e,.

Proof. Let us assume that a < e,, a = ec, and a > ec, in turn. Then, since c is
monotonic nonincreasing by Axiom c2, c(a) ? c(ec) for a < e,, c(a) = c(e,) for a = e,,
and c(a) < c(ec) for a > ec. Because c(e.) = ec, we can rewrite these expressions as
c(a) > e,,, c(a) = ec, and c(a) < ec, respectively. In fact, due to our initial assumption we
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can further rewrite these as c(a) > a, c(a) = a, and c(a) < a, respectively. Thus, a < e,
implies c(a) > a and a > e, implies c(a) < a. The inverse implications can be shown in a
similar manner.

Theorem 3.4.

If c is a continuous fuzzy complement, then c has a unique equilibrium.

Proof. The equilibrium ec of a fuzzy complement c is the solution of the equation

c(a) - a = 0. This is a special case of the more general equation c(a) - a = b, where
b E [-1, 1] is a constant. By Axiom cl, c(0) - 0 = 1 and c(1) - 1 = -1. Since c is

a continuous complement, it follows from the intermediate value theorem for continuous
functions that for each b E [-1, 1], there exists at least one a such that c(a) - a = b. This
demonstrates the necessary existence of an equilibrium value for a continuous function, and
Theorem 3.2 guarantees its uniqueness.

The equilibrium for each individual fuzzy complement cx of the Sugeno class is
given by

((1+X)112-1)/.L
1/2

forA#0,
for ,l = 0

This is clearly obtained by selecting the positive solution of the equation

1-eC, _
l+Xec, - e`"
The dependence of the equilibrium ec, on the parameter A is shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3S

Equilibria for the Sugeno class of fuzzy complements.
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If we are given a fuzzy complement c and a membership grade whose value is
represented by a real number a E [0, 1], then any membership grade represented by the real
number da E [0, 1] such that

C(da) - dg = a - c(a)

(3.8)

is called a dual point of a with respect to c.
It follows directly from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that (3.8) has at most one solution
for da given c and a. There is, therefore, at most one dual point for each particular fuzzy
complement c and membership grade of value a. Moreover, it follows from the proof of
Theorem 3.4 that a dual point exists for each a E [0, 11 when c is a continuous complement.

Theorem 3.5.

If a complement c has an equilibrium ec, then
dec = ec.

Proof: If a = e, then by our definition of equilibrium, c(a) = a and thus a - c(a) = 0.
Additionally, if da = e,,, then c(da) = da and c(da) - da = 0. Therefore,
c(da) - da = a - c(a).
This satisfies (3.8) when a = da = ec. Hence, the equilibrium of any complement is its own
dual point. A

Theorem 3.6.

For each a E [0, 1], da = c(a) iff c(c(a)) = a, that is, when the

complement is involutive.

Proof: Let da = c(a). Then, substitution of c(a) for 'a in (3.8) produces

c(c(a)) - c(a) = a - c(a).
Therefore, c(c(a)) = a, For the reverse implication, let c(c(a)) = a. Then substitution of
c(c(a)) for a in (3.8) yields the functional equation

c(da) - da = c(c(a)) - c(a).
for da whose solution is da = c(a).

Y

Thus, the dual point of any membership grade is equal to its complemented value
whenever the complement is involutive. If the complement is not involutive, either the dual
point does not exist or it does not coincide with the complement point.
These results associated with the concepts of the equilibrium and the dual point of a
fuzzy complement are referenced in the discussion of measures of fuzziness contained in
Chapter 9.
Since involutive fuzzy complements play by far the most important role in practical

applications, let us restrict our further discussion to complements of this type. Perhaps
the most important property of involutive complements is expressed by the following two
theorems. By either of these theorems, we can generate an unlimited number of fuzzy
complements or classes of fuzzy complements, such as the Sugeno class or the Yager class.

Theorem 3.7 (First Characterization Theorem of Fuzzy Complements). Let c be
a function from [0, 1] to [0, 1]. Then, c is a fuzzy complement (involutive) if there exists a
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continuous function g from [0, 1] to 1P such that g(0) = 0, g is strictly increasing, and

c(a) = g-1(g(1) - g(a))

(3.9)

for all a E [0, 1].

Proof: See Appendix D.

0

Functions g defined in Theorem 3.7 are usually called increasing generators. Each
function g that qualifies as an increasing generator determines a fuzzy complement by (3.9).

For the standard fuzzy complement, the increasing generator is g(a) = a. For the
Sugeno class of fuzzy complements, the increasing generators are

gx(a) _

1

- ln(1+Xa)

(3.10)

for A > -1. Note that we have to take
iim gx(a) = a

for . = 0; that is, the standard fuzzy complement can be generated by this limit. For the
Yager class, the increasing generators are

g,, (a) = a'

(3.11)

for w > 0.

It is interesting that by taking the class of two-parameter increasing generators

gz.w(a) _

ln(1 +,law)

for A > -1 and w > 0, we obtain a class of fuzzy complements,
1

a'

t/w

cx.w(a) _ (1+Aaw)

(A > -1, w > 0),

(3.12)

which contains the Sugeno class (for w = 1) as well as the Yager class (for A = 0) as special
subclasses.
As one additional example, let us consider the class of the increasing generators

gy(a) = y + (1- y)a

(y > 0),

(3.13)

(y > 0).

(3.14)

which produce the class of fuzzy complements

y2(1 - a)
cy(a) =

a + y2(1 - a)

We suggest that the reader plot function cy for several values of y.
As expressed by the following theorem, fuzzy complements can also be produced by
decreasing generators.

Theorem 3.8 (Second Characterization Theorem of Fuzzy Complements).

Let c

be a function from [0, 1] to [0, 1]. Then c is a fuzzy complement iff there exists a continuous
function f from [0, 1] to 1R such that f (1) = 0, f is strictly decreasing, and
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c(a) = f-1(f (0) - f (a))

(3.15)

for all a r= [0, 1].

Proof: According to Theorem 3.7, function c is a fuzzy complement iff there exists an

increasing generator g such that c(a) = g'1(g(1) - g(a)). Now, let f (a) = g(1) - g(a).
Then, f (1) = 0 and, since g is strictly increasing, f is strictly decreasing. Moreover,

f`1(a) = g-1(g(1) - a)

=g 1(f(0)-a)
since f (0) = g(1)-g(0) = g(1), f (f -1(a)) = g(1)-g(f -1(a)) = g(1)-g(g-1(g(1)-a)) =
a, and f _1(f (a)) = g 1(g(1) - f (a)) = g-1 (g(1) - (g(1) - g(a))) = g-1(g(a)) = a. Now,
c(a) = g-1(g(1) - g(a))
= f-1(g(a))
= f -1(g(1) - (g(1) - g(a)))

= f-1(f(0) - f(a)).
If a decreasing generator f is given, we can define an increasing generator g as

g(a) = f (0) - f (a).
Then, (3.15) can be rewritten as

c(a) = f'1(f (0) - f (a))
= g 1(g(1) -g(a))
Hence, c defined by (3.15) is a fuzzy complement.
For example, applying (3.15) to any of the strictly decreasing functions

f (a) = -ka + k,
where k > 0, generates the standard fuzzy complement, and applying it to the functions

f(a)=1-aD,
where w > 0, generates the Yager class of fuzzy complements.

Functions f defined in Theorem 3.8 are usually called decreasing generators. Each
function f that qualifies as a decreasing generator also determines a fuzzy complement by
(3.15).

3.3 FUZZY INTERSECTIONS: t -NORMS

The intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B is specified in general by a binary operation on
the unit interval; that is, a function of the form

is [0,1]x[0,1]-.-- [0, 1].
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For each element x of the universal set, this function takes as its argument the pair consisting
of the element's membership grades in set A and in set B, and yield the membership grade of
the element in the set constituting the intersection of A and B. Thus,

(A n B) (x) = i[A(x), B(x)]

(3.16)

for all x EX.
In order for any function i of this form to qualify as a fuzzy intersection, it must
possess appropriate properties, which ensure that fuzzy sets produced by i are intuitively
acceptable as meaningful fuzzy intersections of any given pair of fuzzy sets. It turns out that
functions known as t-norms, which have extensively been studied in the literature, do possess
such properties. In fact, the class of t-norms is now generally accepted as equivalent to the
class of fuzzy intersections. We may thus use the terms "t-norms" and "fuzzy intersections"
interchangeably.

Given a t-norm i and fuzzy sets A and B, we have to apply (3.16) for each x E X
to determine the intersection of A and B based upon i. This requires keeping track of
each element x. However, the function i is totally independent of x; it depends only on
the values A(x) and B(x). Hence, we may ignore x and assume that the arguments of i
are arbitrary numbers a, b E [0, 1] in the following examination of formal properties of tnorms.

A fuzzy intersection/t-norm i is a binary operation on the unit interval that satisfies at
least the following axioms for all a, b, d E [0, 1]:

Axiom il.

i(a, 1) = a (boundary condition).

Axiom i2.

b < d implies i (a, b) < i (a, d) (monotonicity).

Axiom i3.

i (a, b) = i (b, a) (commutativity).

Axiom 1:4.

i (a, i (b, d)) = i (i (a, b), d) (associativity).

Let us call this set of axioms the axiomatic skeleton for fuzzy intersections/t-norms.

It is easy to see that the first three axioms ensure that the fuzzy intersection defined
by (3.16) becomes the classical set intersection when sets A and B are crisp: i(0, 1) = 0
and i (1, 1) = 1 follow directly from the boundary condition; i (1, 0) = 0 follows then from
commutativity, while i (0, 0) = 0 follows from monotonicity. When one argument of i is
1 (expressing a full membership), the boundary condition and commutativity also ensure,
as our intuitive conception of fuzzy intersection requires, that the membership grade in the
intersection is equal to the other argument.
Monotonicity and commutativity express the natural requirement that a decrease in the
degree of membership in set A or B cannot produce an increase in the degree of membership
in the intersection. Commutativity ensures that the fuzzy intersection is symmetric, that is,

indifferent to the order in which the sets to be combined are considered. The last axiom,
associativity, ensures that we can take the intersection of any number of sets in any order of
pairwise grouping desired; this axiom allows us to extend the operation of fuzzy intersection
to more than two sets.
It is often desirable to restrict the class of fuzzy intersections (t-norms) by considering
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various additional requirements. Three of the most important requirements are expressed by
the following axioms:
Axiom i5.

i is a continuous function (continuity).

Axiom i6.

i (a, a) < a (subidempotency).

Axiom i7.

al < a2 and bl < b2 implies i(a,, bl) < i(a2, b2) (strict monotonicity).

The axiom of continuity prevents a situation in which a very small change in the
membership grade of either set A or set B would produce a large (discontinuous) change
in the membership grade is A fl B. Axiom i6 deals with a special case in which both
membership grades in A and B (for some x) have the same value a. The axiom expresses
the requirement that the membership grade in A fl B in this special case must not exceed a.
Since this requirement is weaker than idempotency, the requirement that i(a, a) = a, we call
it subidempotency. Axiom i7 just expresses a stronger form of monotonicity.
A continuous t-norm that satisfies subidempotency is called an Archimedean t-norm; if
it also satisfies strict monotonicity, it is called a strict Archimedean t-norm. The following
theorem reveals another significant property of the standard fuzzy intersection.

Theorem 3.9.

The standard fuzzy intersection is the only idempotent t-norm.

Proof: Clearly, min(a, a) = a for all a E [0, 1]. Assume that there exists a t-norm such
that i (a, a) = a for all a E [0, 11. Then, for any a, b E [0, 11, if a < b, then

a =i(a,a) <i(a,b) <i(a,1) =a
by monotonicity and the boundary condition. Hence, i (a, b) = a = min(a, b). Similarly, if
a > b, then

b=i(b,b) <i(a,b) <i(1,b)=b
and, consequently, i (a, b) = b = min(a, b).

Hence, i (a, b) = min(a, b) for all a, b E

[0, 1].

The following are examples of some t-norms that are frequently used as fuzzy
intersections (each defined for all a, b E [0, 1]).

Standard intersection: i(a, b) = mina, b).
Algebraic product : i(a, b) = ab.
Bounded difference : i(a, b) = max(0, a b - 1).
a when b = 1
Drastic intersection : i (a, b) = b when a = 1
0

otherwise.

Graphs of these four fuzzy intersections are shown in Fig. 3.6. We can see from these
graphs that

i.i.(a, b) < max(0, a + b - 1) c ab < min(a, b)
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for all a, b r= [0, 1], where im;,, denotes the drastic intersection. These inequalities can also
be proven mathematically. The full range of all fuzzy intersections is specified in the next
theorem.

Theorem 3.10.

For all a, b E [0, 1], -

i, (a, b) < i (a, b) < min (a, b),

(3.17)

where i,,,w denotes the drastic intersection.

Proof. Upper bound. By the boundary condition and monotonicity,

i(a, b) -< i(a, 1) = a
and, by commutativity,

i(a, b) = i(b, a) <i(b,1) = b.
Hence, i (a, b) < a and i (a, b) < b; that is, i (a, b) < min(a, b).
Lower bound. From the boundary condition, i (a, b) = a when b = 1, and i (a, b) = b
when a = 1. Since i(a, b) < min(a, b) and i(a, b) E (0, 1], clearly,
i(a, 0) = i(0, b) = 0.

By monotonicity,

i(a,b) >-i(a, 0) = i(O, b) = 0.
Hence, the drastic intersection imi. (a, b) is the lower bound of i (a, b) for any a, b E [0, 1].
We proceed now to one of the fundamental theorems of t-norms, which provides us with
a method for generating Archimedean t-norms or classes of t-norms. Before formulating the
theorem, let us discuss relevant definitions. A decreasing generator, introduced in Theorem
3.8, is a continuous and strictly decreasing function f from [0, 11 to R such that f (1) = 0.
The pseudo-inverse of a decreasing generator f, denoted by f (-1), is a function from alb to
[0, 1] given by

f (-"(a) =

1

for a E (-oo, 0)

f -1(a)

for a E (0, f (0)]
for a E (f (0), 00)

0

where f '1 is the ordinary inverse of f . The concept of a decreasing generator and its pseudoinverse is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Specific examples of decreasing generators are:

fl (a) = 1 - aP, for any a c- [0, 1] (P > 0),
f2(a) = -Ina for any a e [0,_1] with fz(0) = oo.
Their pseudo-inverses are, respectively,
1

41- 21(a) =

(1 - a) 11P
0

for a E (moo, 0)
for a E (0, 11
for a E (1, oo),
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0
I

(a)

I

(b)

Figure 3.7 Example of (a) a decreasing generator and (b) its pseudo-inverse.

fi_1)(a) =

for a E (-oo, 0)
for a E ( 0 , co).

1_a

e

A decreasing generator f and its pseudo-inverse f (-1) satisfy f (-1) (f (a)) = a for any
a E [0, 1], and

for a E (-oc, 0)
for a E [0, f(0)]
f (0) for a E (f (0), oo).
An increasing generator, introduced in Theorem 3.7, is a continuous and strictly
increasing function g from [0, 1] to IR such that g(O) = 0. The pseudo-inverse of an

f(f(-1)(a)) =

0

a

increasing generator g, denoted by g(-1), is a function from ]R to [0, 11 defined by
0

g(`1)(a) = g 1(a)
1

where g-1 is the ordinary inverse of g.
Examples of increasing generators are:

for a E (-oo, 0)
for a E [0, g(1)]
for a E (g(1), oo)
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gl(a) = a' (p > 0) for any a E [0, 1],
g2(a) = - ln(1 - a) for any a E [0, 1] with g2(1) = oc.
Their pseudo-inverses are, respectively,

g',-"(a) =

gz

()a `

0

for a E (-oc, 0)

a lip

for a E [0, 1]

1

for a E (1, 00),

0

for a E (-oo, 0)

1 - e-°

for a E (0, oo).

An increasing generator g and its pseudo-inverse g(-1) satisfy g(_1)(g(a)) = a for any
a E [0, 1] and
0
for a c- (-oo, 0)

g(g(-"(a)) =

a
g(1)

for a r= [0, g(1)]

for a E (g(1), oo).

As expressed by the following two lemmas, decreasing generators and increasing
generators can also be converted to each other.

Lemma 3.1.

Let f be a decreasing generator. Then a function g defined by

g(a) = f (0) - f (a)
for any a E [0, 1] is an increasing generator with g(1) = f (0), and its pseudo-inverse g('1) is
given by
g(-n (a) = f (-n (f (0) - a)

for any a E R.
Proof. Since f is a decreasing generator, f is continuous, strictly decreasing, and such
that f (1) = 0. Then g must be continuous. For any a, b E [0, 1] such that a < b, clearly
f (a) > f (b) and g(a) = f (0) - f (a) < f (0) - f (b) = g(b). Thus, g is strictly increasing
and g(0) = f (0) - f (0) = 0. Therefore, g is continuous, strictly increasing, and such that
g(0) = 0. Thus, g is an increasing generator. Moreover, g(1) = f (0) - f (1) = f (0) since
f (1) = 0. The pseudo-inverse of g is defined by
g(-1)(a)

0

for a E (-oo, 0)

g 1(a)

for a E [0, g(1))
for a E (g(1), oo).

1

Let b = g(a) = f (0) - f (a), a E [0, g(1)] = [0, f(0)1; then, we have f (a) = f (O) - b
and a = f -1(f (0) - b). Thus, for any a E [0, g(1)] = [0, f (o)], g -1(a) _' f'1(f (0) - a).
On the other hand,
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for f(O) - a E (-00, 0)

1

0

for f (O) - a E [0, f (O)]
for f (0) - a E (f (0), oo)

1

for a E (f (0), oo)

f -1(f (0) - a)

for a E [0, f (0)]

f -1(f (0) - a)

f (-I) (f (0) - a) =

Chap. 3

for a E (-00, 0)

10
0

for a E (-oc, 0)

g-1(a)

for a E [0, g(1)]
for a E (g(1), oo).

1

Therefore,

g(-1)(a)

= f(-1)(f(0) - a).

This completes the proof.

Lemma 3.2.

Let g be an increasing generator. Then the function f defined by

f (a) = g(1) - g(a)
for any a E [0, 1] is a decreasing generator with f (0) = g(1) and its pseudo-inverse f (-1) is
given by

f (-1)(a) = gl-1)(g(1) - a)
for any a E R.
Proof: Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.1.

Theorem 3.11 (Characterization Theorem of t-Norms). Let i be a binary operation
on the unit interval. Then, i is an Archimedean t-norm if there exists a decreasing generator

f such that

i(a,b) = ft-1)(f(a) + f(b))

(3.18)

for all a, b E [0, I.J.

Proof. [Schweizer and Sklar, 1963; Ling, 1965].

Given a decreasing generator f, we can construct a t-norm i by (3.18).

The

following are examples of three parametrized classes of decreasing generators and the
corresponding classes of t-norms. In each case, the parameter is used as a subscript of 'f
and i to distinguish different generators and t-norms in each class. Since these classes of tnorms are described in the literature, we identify them by their authors and relevant references.

1. [Schweizer and Sklar, 1963]:
parameter p is defined by

The class of decreasing generators distinguished by

fp(a)=1-a"
Then

(p - 0).
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1

when z E (-oo, 0)

(1 - z) t/P

when z E [0, 1]
when z E (1, oo)

0

and we obtain the corresponding class of t-norms by applying (3.18):

ip(a,b) = fp-t)(f1(a) + fp(b))
= fP(-t)(2 - aP - b°)

_

{ (aP + bP - 1)'/P

when 2 - aP - bP E [0, 1]
otherwise

0

_ (max(0, aP + bP - 1)) 11P.
2. [Yager, 1980f]: Given a class of decreasing generators

f. (a) = (1 - a)w

(w > 0),

we obtain

f "(z)

(1 - zl/w

when z E [0, 1]
when z E (1, oo)

S! 0

and

iw(a, b) = f,`t)(fw(a) + fw(b))
= fw'tt((1 - )w + (1 - b)w)

_

1-((1-a)w+(1-b)w)ll'O

when (1-a)w+(1-b)w E[0,1]

0

otherwise

1 - min(1, [(1 - a)w + (1 -

b)w]tlw).

3. [Frank, 1979]: This class of t-norms is based on the class of decreasing generators

fs(a)=-Ins-11 (s>0,s#1),
whose pseudo-inverses are given by

f t-t" (z) = logs (1 + (s - 1)e z).
Employing (3.18), we obtain

i.t(a, b) =

=

fs(b))
fs-t)

in

a

(S-1)2

J

(sa - 1)(sb
- 1)
(s-1)2
J
(Sa -1)(S b - 1) l

= logs 1+(s-1)

=log, I1 +

s-1

J.
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Let us examine one of the three introduced classes of t-norms, the Yager class

i,,,(a, b) = 1 - min(1, [(1 - a)' + (1 - b)']'I') (w > 0).

(3.19)

It is significant that this class covers the whole range of i-norms expressed by (3.17). This
property of iw is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.12.

Let i,,, denote the class of Yager t-norms defined by (3.19). Then

in,;a(a, b) < iw(a, b) < min(a, b)
for all a, b E [0, 11.

Proof: Lower bound. It is trivial that i, (1, b) = b and i,,,(a, 1) = a independent of w.
It is also easy to show that

li o[(1 - a)' + (1 b) = 0
b E [0, 1).
Upper bound. From the proof of Theorem 3.17, we know that

lim min[l, [(1- a)w + (1-

w-00

Thus,

max[1- a, 1- b].

b) = 1 - max[1 - a, 1 - b] = min(a, b), which concludes the proof.

>s

The various t-norms of the Yager class, which are defined by different choices of the
parameter w, may be interpreted as performing fuzzy intersections of various strengths. Table

3.1a and Fig. 3.8a illustrate how the Yager fuzzy intersections increase as the value of w
increases. Thus, the value 1/w can be interpreted as the degree of strength of the intersection
performed. Since the intersection is analogous to the logical AND (conjunction), it generally
demands simultaneous satisfaction of the operands of A and B. The Yager intersection
for which w = 1, which is the bounded difference, returns a positive value only when the
summation of the membership grades in the two sets exceeds 1. Thus, it performs a strong
intersection with a high demand for simultaneous set membership. In contrast to this, the
Yager function for which w --> oc, which is the standard fuzzy intersection, performs a weak
intersection that allows the lowest degree of membership in either set to dictate the degree of
membership in their intersection. In effect, then, this operation shows the least demand for
simultaneous set membership.
The three classes of fuzzy intersections introduced in this section, as well as some other

classes covered in the literature, are summarized in Table 3.2. They are identified. by the
references in which they were published. For each class, the table includes its definition, its
decreasing generator (if applicable), the range of its parameter, and the resulting functions for
the two extreme limits of the parameter. We can see that some classes cover the whole range
of t-norms expressed by (3.17), while other classes cover only a part of the range.
As stated in the following theorem, new t-norms can also be generated on the basis of
known t-norms.
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EXAMPLES OF FUZZY SET OPERATIONS FROM THE YAGER CLASS

TABLE 3.1

(a) Fuzzy intersections
0

.25

.5

.75

0

.25

.5

.75

0

0

.25

.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.25

.5

0

.25

0

I

0

.25

.5

.75

0

.25

.5

.75

.75

0

.21

.44

.65

.75

.25

.5

0

.1

.29

.44

.5

0

0

.25

0

0

.1

.21

.25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.75

1

0

.25

.5

.75

1

.5

.75

1

0

.25

.5

.75

1

.25

.5

.73

.75

0

.25

.5

.75

.75

0

.25

.46

.5

.5

.5

0

.25

.5

.5

.5

.25

0

.20

.25

.25

.25

.25

0

.25

.25

.25

.25

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

w = I (strong)

0

I

1

w = 2

0

0

w -. - (weak)

w = 10
(b) Fuzzy unions

.25

0
I

.75

*

6=

.25

.5

.75

I

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.75

1

1

1

1

1

.25

.75

1

0

I

.5

.75

.25

.25

.5

.75

0

0

.25

.5

0

.25

.5

.75

1

I

I

I

1

.75

.75

.75

.8

1

.5

.5

.54

.75

1

.25

.27

.5

.75

0

.25

.5

.75

0

W = 10

.75

I

1

I

1

.79

.9

1

1

.5

.56

.71

.9

I

.25

.35

.56

.79

1

0

.25

.5

.75

1

0

.25

w = 1 (weak)

0

.5

w = 2
I

.5

.75

1

I

l

1

1

.75

.75

.75

.75

1

.5

.5

.5

.75

l

1

.25

.25

.5

.75

I

0

.25

.5

.75

I

w

-(strong)

1

1
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iw,:w=1.5

iW:w=3

iW:w=5

iW:w=10

M
Figure 3.8

Examples of fuzzy intersections and fuzzy unions from the Yager classes.
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U :w=3

u W : w=1.5

u.,:w=10

U,: w=5

0
Figure 3.8 (continued)

Examples of fuzzy intersections and fuzzy unions from the Yager classes.

L

+ I b - 1)
J

x1

[1+(5, 5)(i-1)]

1)x

+ b'-1))

Yo[1985]

Weber119831

Dubois & Prade [1980]

Yager [1990f)

a+b

1+A

b-I\

max[0,(I. +A)(a+b-1)-lab]

MU (0

ab
max(a, b, a)

1- min 11. ((1- a)'° + (1 - b)') )

[aP + V - aPbP]

A>-1

l+xa

a E (0,11

u; > 0

p>0

max(O,a+b-1)

max(O,a+b-1)

mina, b)

i.a (a. b)

ab

ab'

wben p = 1

when A = 1.

abasx-t-1;
max(0,2(a+b-ab/2-1)]

When A = 1.

max[0,(a+b+ab-1)/21

i,ain(a,b)asA-t -1;

ab when o = 1

max(0, a + b - 1) when w = I

ab

abwhen p=1

when p = -1.

fi.(a,b)
o+

a+b-ab '

ab

max(O, a + b - 1), when p = 1;

ab when r = 1

p>0

x>-1

in

when x = 1

abass-+1

b ab

abwhen p=l

ab

a
a -}- b

to 1 or -1

As parameter converges

ii.(a,b)

t0

ab
utb-ab

min(a.b)

imm (a, b)

As parameter
converges to 0

p>0

p

r>0

s>O,s e1

x>0

Parameter
range

ln(1+x(I-a)]

(I - a)'

a-P - I

-a 1

ab

1

r+(1-r)a

Schweizer & Skler 4

A

- In

x

-In(s_i l

/1 Q -1

IIn alp

1

exp(-(I InalP+IInbIP)Jr)

-(1- 4) P (1- b)P ]

1 - [Q - a)P + 0 - b) PP

(max (O ,a 1'

ab
r+(1-r)(a+b-ab)

log,

L

r/1 a -

Decreasing
generator f (a)

Schweizer & Sklar 3

+

i (a, b)

Formula

SOME CLASSES OF FUZZY INTERSECTIONS (t-NORMS)

Schweizer & Sklar 2

Schweizer
& Sklar 1 (19631

Hamacher [1978]

Frank [1979]

Dombi (1982)

Reference

TABLE 3.2
As parameter

iuia(a.b)

ab

mina, b)

min(a, b)

min(a.b)

min(a.b)

atin(°. b) asp

-oo.

i,(a, b) as p -+ oo;

imi.(a, b)

max(O,a+I,-1)

min(a, b)

converges to co or -oo
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Theorem 3.13. Let i be a t-norm and let g : [0. 1] -- [0. 1] be a function such that g
is strictly increasing and continuous in (0, 1) and g(0) = 0,g(1) = 1. Then, the function is
defined by

is(a, b) = g(-1)(i(g(a), g(b)))

(3.20)

for all a, b E [0, 1], where g(-t) denotes the pseudo-inverse of g, is also a t-norm.

0

Proof: See Appendix D.

To illustrate the meaning of this theorem, let

g(a) =

when a

I

0

2

when a = 0.

0

The pseudo-inverse of g is the function

when z e [0, 1)
when z E [z, 1].

g(-')(z) =
Graphs of g and g(

are shown in Fig. 3.9a. Given now i (a, b) = ab, we readily obtain

is (a, b) = max(0, (a + b + ab - 1)/2).
Considering now another increasing generator defined by

a

g(a) =

when a 54 1

2

I

when a = 1,

2z

When zE[0,Z]

1

when z E (2, 1]

whose pseudo-inverse is the function
g(-1)(z) _

(Fig. 3.9b), we obtain

9

(a, b) =

b
a
ab
2

when a = 1
when b = 1
otherwise

for the same t-norm i (a, b) = ab.
There are other methods for obtaining new t-norms from given t-norms, which are
based on various ways of combining several t-norms into one t-norm, but we do not deem it
necessary to cover them in this text.
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1

1

2

1/,

0

e -t)(a)

g(a)

(a)

1

r------------- T

1

1

2

0

t/2

gl-u(a)

g(a)
(b)

Figure 3.9 Illustration of Theorem 3.13.

3.4 FUZZY UNIONS: t-CONORMS

The discussion of fuzzy unions closely parallels that of fuzzy intersections. Like fuzzy
intersection, the general fuzzy union of two fuzzy sets A and B is specified by a function
u : [0, 1] x [0, 1] -+ [0, 1].

The argument to this function is the pair consisting of the membership grade of some
element x in fuzzy set A and the membership grade of that same element in fuzzy set B. The
function returns the membership grade of the element in the set A U B. Thus,
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(3.21)

for all x E X.
Properties that a function u must satisfy to be intuitively acceptable as a fuzzy union
are exactly the same as properties of functions that are known in the literature as t-conorms.
These functions, which are now well developed, capture exactly the full scope of fuzzy unions.
We may thus use the terms "t-conorms" and "fuzzy unions" interchangeably.
A fuzzy unionit-conorm u is a binary operation on the unit interval that satisfies at least
the following axioms for all a, b, d E [0, 1]:

Axiom ul.

u (a, 0) = a (boundary condition).

Axiom u2.

b < d implies u(a, b) < u(a, d) (monotonicity).

Axiom 0. u(a, b) = u(b, a) (commutativity).
Axiom u4.

u(a, u(b, d)) = u(u(a, b), d) (associativity).

Since this set of axioms is essential for fuzzy unions, we call it the axiomatic skeleton
for fuzzyunionsit-conorms.

Comparing Axioms ul-u4 with Axioms it-i4, we can see that they differ only in the
boundary condition. Axioms ul through u3 ensure that the fuzzy union defined by (3.21)
becomes the classical set union when sets A and B are crisp: u(0, 0) = 0, u(0, 1) = u(1, 0) _
u(1, 1) = 1. Otherwise, the axioms are justified on the same grounds as those for fuzzy
intersections.

The most important additional requirements for fuzzy unions are expressed by the
following axioms:

Axiom u5.

u is a continuous function (continuity).

Axiom u6.

u(a, a) > a (superidempotency).

Axiom u7.

al < a2 and bl < b2 implies u(a1, bl) < u(a2, b2) (strict monotonicity).

These axioms are analogous to Axioms i5-i7 for fuzzy intersections, but observe that the
requirement of subidempotency for fuzzy intersections is replaced here with the requirement
of superidempotency.

Any continuous and superidempotent t-conorm is called Archimedean; if it is also
strictly monotonic, it is called strictly Archimedean. The following theorem shows that the
standard fuzzy union is significant with respect to idempotency.
Theorem 3.14.

The standard fuzzy union is the only idenipotent t-conorm.

Proof: Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.9.
The following are examples of some t-conorms that are frequently used, as fuzzy unions
(each defined for all a, b E [0,1]):
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Standard union: u(a, b) = max(a, b).
Algebraic sum: u(a, b) = a + b - ab.
Bounded sum: u(a, b) = min(1, a + b).
when b = 0
a
Drastic union: u(a, b) = b when a = 0
otherwise.

1

Graphs of these four fuzzy unions are shown in Fig. 3.10. We can see from the graphs
that

max(a, b) < a + b - ab < min(l, a + b) < u.

(a, b)

for all a, b E [0, 1], where umax denotes the drastic union. These inequalities can also be
proven mathematically. The full range of fuzzy unions is specified in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.15.

For all a, b E [0, 1],

max(a, b) < u(a, b) < um.(a, b).

(3.22)

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.10.

We now proceed to a fundamental theorem of t-conorms, a counterpart of Theorem
3.11, which provides us with a method for generating Archimedean t-conorms or classes of tconorms.

Theorem 3.16 (Characterization Theorem of t-Conorms). Let u be a binary' operation on the unit interval. Then, u is an Archimedean t-conorm iff there exists an increasing generator such that

u(a, b) = g"I(g(a) + g(b))

(3.23)

for all a, b E [0, 1].
Proof. [Schweizer and Sklar, 1963; Ling, 1965].

Given an increasing generator g, we can construct a t-conorm u by (3.23). The
following are examples of three parameterized classes of increasing generators and the
corresponding classes of t-conorms, which are counterparts of the -three classes of tnorms introduced in Sec. 3.3.
1. [Schweizer and Sklar, 1963]: The class of increasing generators is defined by

g, (a) = 1 - (1 - a),'

(p 0 0).

Then,
g(_1)(
v

_ (1- (1 - z)11
z)

1

when z E [0,1]
when z E (1, co)

and we obtain the corresponding class of t-conorms by applying (3.23):
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- (1 - a)" + 1 - (1 - b)")

1 - [(1 - a)P + (1 - b)P - 1]'/P

when 2 - (1 - a)P - (1 - b)P E [0,1]

1

otherwise

= 1 - {max(0, (1 - a)P + (1 - b)P -

1)}1IP.

2. [Yager, 1980f]: Given a class of increasing generators

(w > 0),

gw(a) = aw
we obtain
1) (Z) _ I Zll w
9(-1)(z)

1

when z E [0, 1]
when z E (1, cc)

and

uw(a, b) = g.(-') (aw + bw)

= min(1, (aw + bw)1/w)
3. [Frank, 1979]: Using the class of increasing generators
s1-a - 1

g:(a)=-ln s-1

(s>0,s01)

whose pseudo-inverses are
g,(-"(z) = 1 - logs (1 + (s - 1)e-Z),

we obtain
rr

u5(a,b)=1-log, {i+
fill

(s1-Q

-

1)(s1-b

s-1

- 1)

Let us further examine only the Yager class of t-conorms

uw(a, b) = min(1, (aw +bw)1/w)

(w > 0).

(3.24)

As stated by the following theorem, this class covers the whole range of t-conorms.

Theorem 3.17.

Let uw denote the class of Yager t-conorms defined by (3.24). Then,

max(a, b) 5 uw(a, b) 5 u.(a, b)
for all a, b E [0, 1].

Proof: Lower bound. We have to prove that
lim min[1, (aw + bw)1/w] = max(a, b).

w-- 00

(3.25)

This is obvious whenever (1) a or b equal 0, or (2) a = b, because the limit of 21/1 as w -+ oo
equals 1. If a # b and the min equals (aw + bw)11w, the proof reduces to the demonstration
that
lim (aw + bw)1/w = max(a, b).

w- 00
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Let us assume, with no loss of generality, that a < b, and let Q = (aw + b')'.'. Then

lim In Q = lim

ln(aw + bw)

- w-.=

w-+ao

},U

Using 1'Hospital's rule, we obtain

lim In Q = lim

W-00

w-+oo

lim

w-oo

awlna+bwlnb
aw +bw

(a/b)wlna+lnb
(a/b)w + 1

=1nb.

Hence,

lim Q = lim
(a' + bw)ltw
w-oo

w-oo

b

(= max(a, b)).

It remains to show that (3.25) is still valid when the min equals 1. In this case,

(aw +b"')ll"' > 1
or

aw+bw>1
for all w c- (0, oo). When w --+ oo, the last inequality holds if a = 1 or b = 1 (since
a, b E [0, 1]). Hence, (3.25) is again satisfied.
Upper bound. It is trivial that u(0, b) = b and u(a, 0) = a independent of w. It is also
easy to show that
lim (aw + bw)rl w = co;

w-+0

hence,

lim uw(a, b) = 1

W-0

for all a, b E [0, 1].
The various functions of the Yager class, which are defined by different choices of the
parameter w, can be interpreted as performing union operations of various strengths. Table
3.1b and Fig. 3.8b illustrate how the values produced by the Yager functions for fuzzy unions
decrease as the value of w increases. In fact, we may interpret the value 1/w as indicating
the degree of interchangeability present in the union operation uw. The notion of the set
union operation corresponds to the logical OR (disjunction), in which some interchangeability
between the two arguments of the statement "A or B" is assumed. The Yager t-conorm for
which w = 1, which is the bounded sum, is very weak and indicates perfect interchangeability

between the two arguments. On the other hand, the Yager t-conorm for which w -+ cc,
which is the standard fuzzy union, represents the strongest fuzzy union. In this sense, the
t-conorms of the Yager class represent fuzzy unions that increase in strength as the value of
the parameter w increases.
Various classes of fuzzy unions covered in the literature are summarized in Table 3.3;
each of them is a counterpart of one of the classes of fuzzy intersections in Table 3.2.
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As stated by the following theorem, new t-conorms can also be generated on the basis
of known t-conorms. The theorem is a counterpart of Theorem 3.13.

Theorem 3.18. Let u be a t-conortn and let g : [0, 1] -). [0, 1] be a function such that
g is strictly increasing and continuous in (0, 1) and g(0) = 0, g(1) = 1. Then, the function
ug defined by

ug(a, b) = g(-I) (u(g(a), g(b)))
for all a, b c [0, 1] is also a t-conorm.

(3.26)

Proof: Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.13.
The construction of new t-conorms from given t-conorms by (3.26) is virtually the same
as the construction of new t-norms from given t-norms by (3.20). Hence, we leave it to the
reader as an exercise to try some of these constructions.
In analogy to t-norms, there are additional methods for constructing new t-conorms
from given t-conorms, but they are not covered in this text due to space constraints.

3.5 COMBINATIONS OF OPERATIONS

In classical set theory, the operations of intersection and union are dual with respect to the
complement in the sense that they satisfy the De Morgan laws

AnB=AUB and AuB=AFB.
It is desirable that this duality be satisfied for fuzzy sets as well. It is obvious that only some
combinations of t-norms, t-conorms, and fuzzy complements can satisfy the duality. We say
that a t-norm i and a t-conorm u are dual with respect to a fuzzy complement c if

c(i(a, b)) = u(c(a), c(b))

(3.27)

c(u(a, b)) = i(c(a), c(b)).

(3.28)

and

These equations describe the De Morgan laws for fuzzy sets. Let the triple (i, u, c) denote
that i and u are dual with respect to c, and let any such triple be called a dual triple.
We can easily verify that the following are dual t-norms and t-conorms with respect to
the standard complement cs (i.e., dual triples):
(min(a, b), max(a, b), c,)

(ab,a+b-ab,cs)
(max(0, a + b - 1), min(1, a + b), c,)
(imm(a, b), u,(a, b), c5)
Several useful characteristics of the duality between t-norms and t-conorms are expressed
by the following six theorems.
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Theorem 3.19. The triples (min, max, c) and (i,,,,,,, um,x, c) are dual with respect to
any fuzzy complement c.

Proof. Assume, without any loss of generality, that a < b. Then, c(a) ? c(b) for any
fuzzy complement and, hence,

rnax(c(a), c(b)) = c(a) = c(min(a, b)),
min(c(a), c(b)) = c(b) = c(max(a, b)).
The proof for i , and u,,in is left to the reader as an exercise.

Theorem 3.20. Given a t-norm i and an involutive fuzzy complement c, the binary
operation u on [0, 1] defined by
u(a, b) = c(i(c(a), c(b)))

(3.29)

for all a, b E [0, 1] is a t-conorm such that (i, u, c) is a dual triple.

Proof. To prove that u given by (3.29) is a t-conorm, we have to show that it satisfies
Axioms ul-u4.

(ul) For any a e [0, 1],
u(a, 0) = c(i(c(a), c(0)))

(by (3.29))

= c(i (c(a),1))

(by Axiom c1)

= c(c(a))

(by Axiom i1)

=a

(by Axiom c4).

Hence, u satisfies Axiom ul.

(u2) For any a, b, d E [0, 1], if b _< d, then c(b) > c(d). Moreover,

i(c(a), c(b)) ? i(c(a), c(d))
by Axiom U. Hence, by (3.29),
u(a, b) = c(i(c(a), c(b)))

_< c(i(c(a), c(d))) = u(a, d),

which shows that u satisfies Axiom u2.

(u3) For any, a, b, E [0, 1], we have

u(a, b) = c(i(c(a), c(b))) = c(i(c(b), c(a))) = u(b, a)
by (3.29) and Axiom i3; that is, u satisfies Axiom u3.
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(u4) For any a, b, d e [0, 1],

u(a, u(b, d)) = c(i(c(a), c(u(b, d))))

(by (3.29))

= c(i(c(a), c(c(i(c(b), c(d))))))

(by (3.29))

= c(i(c(a), i(c(b), c(d))))

(by Axiom c4)

= c(i(i(c(a), c(b)), c(d)))
= c(i(c(c(i(c(a), c(b)))), c(d)))

(by Axiom i4)

= u (u (a, b), d)

(by (3.29)).

(by Axiom c4)

Hence, u satisfies Axiom u4 and, consequently, it is a t-conorm.

By employing (3.29) and Axiom c4, we can now show that u satisfies the De Morgan
laws:

c(u (a, b)) = c(c(i (c(a), c(b)))) = i (c(a), c(b)),

u(c(a), c(b)) = c(i (c(c(a)), c(c(b)))) = c(i (a, b)).
Hence, i and u are dual with respect to c.
To illustrate the utility of this theorem, consider the t-norm i(a, b) = ab and the Sugeno
class of fuzzy complements

cc (a) =

1-a

l +,la (A > -1).

By applying these operations to (3.29), we obtain the class of t-conorms

ua(a, b) = ca(i(cx(a), cx(b)))

_

-

1-a

1-b

1 + .ka

1 + Ab

CA

_ a+b+(A-1)ab
l +,Lab
Now, taking r = A + 1, we obtain the Hamacher class of t-conorms defined in Table 3.3:

u,(a, b) =

a + b + (r - 2)ab
1 + (r - 1)ab

(r > 0).

For A = 0 (and r = 1), we obtain the standard fuzzy complement and the t-conorm
a + b - ab. Hence, the t-norm ab and this t-conorm are dual with respect to the standard
fuzzy complement. For A = 1 (and r = 2) we obtain the t-conorm

a+b
1+ab
and the fuzzy complement

1-a
1+a
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Hence,
ab,

a+b 1-a

1+ab' 1+a

Theorem 3.21. Given a t-conorm u and an involutive fuzzy complement c, the binary
operation i on [0, 1] defined by

i(a, b) = c(u(c(a), c(b)))

(3.30)

for all a, b E (0, 1] is a t-norm such that (i, u, c).
Proof: Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.20.
The following theorem enables us to generate pairs of dual t-norms and t-conorms for
any given involutive fuzzy complement c and an increasing generator of c.

Theorem 3.22. Given an involutive fuzzy complement c and an increasing generator
g of c, the t-norm and t-conorm generated by g are dual with respect to c.
Proof: For any a, b e [0, 11, we have

c(a) = g-'(g(1) - g(a)),
i(a, b) = g(-')(g(a) +g(b) - g(1)),
u(a, b) = g(-')(g(a) + g(b)).
Hence,

i (c(a), c(b)) = g(-')(g(g-'(g(1) - g(a))) + g(g-'(g(1) - g(b))) - g(1))
= g(-')(g(1) - g(a) +g(1) - g(b) - g(1))
= g(-') (g(1) - g(a) - g(b)),

c(u(a, b)) = g '(g(1) - g(gt-''(g(a) + g(b))))
= g '(g(1) - min(g(1), g(a) + g(b)))

= g(-')(g(1) - g(a) -g(b))
That is,

c(u(a, b)) = i(c(a), c(b)).

Applying this theorem to the Sugeno class of fuzzy complements, whose increasing
generators g are defined by

g(a) _

ln(1 +.la)

(A > -1)

for all a e [0, 1], we obtain

i (a, b) = max 01

a+b+Aab
1 + 'k

)

,
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which is the class of Weber t-norms (Table 3.2), and

u (a, b) = min(1, a + b + Aab),

which is the class of Yu t-conorms (Table 3.3). That is, the Weber t-norms and the Yu
t-conorms are dual with respect to the Sugeno complements for any A > -1. Observe,
however, that the Weber and Yu t-norms and conorms are identical for the standard fuzzy
complement (I = 0). That is, t-norms and t-conorms of each of these classes are dual with
respect to the standard fuzzy complement.
Note that each dual triple (i, u, c) obtained by Theorem 3.22 satisfies the law of excluded
middle and the law of contraction, but they do not satisfy the distributive laws of the Boolean
lattice (Table 1.1). These properties are formally expressed by the following two theorems.

Theorem 3.23. Let (i, u, c) be a dual triple generated by Theorem 3.22. Then, the
fuzzy operations i, u, c satisfy the law of excluded middle and the law of contradiction.
Proof: According to Theorem 3.22, we have

c(a) = g I(g(1) - g(a)),
i(a, b) = g(-)(g(a) + g(b) - g(1)),
u(a, b) = g(-I)(g(a) +g(b))
Then,

u (a, c(a)) = g(-I) (g(a) + g(c(a)))

= g1-'I(g(a) + g(g-I(g(1) - g(a))))
= gt-rn(g(a) + g(1) - g(a))
= g(-I)(9(1))

=1
for all a E [0, 1]. That is, the law of excluded middle is satisfied. Moreover,

i (a, c(a)) =

g(-r)

=

g(-t)

(g(a) + g(c(a)) - g(1))
= g(-I)(g(a) + g(gI(g(1) - g(a))) - g(1))
= g(-I)(g(a) +g(1) - g(a) - g(1))
(0)

=0
for all a E [0, 1]. Hence, the law of contradiction is also satisfied.

Theorem 3.24. Let (i, u, c) be a dual triple that satisfies the law of excluded middle
and the law of contradiction. Then, (i, u, c) does not satisfy the distributive laws.
Proof: Assume that the distributive law

i(a, u(b, d)) = u(i(a, b), i(a, d))
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is satisfied for all a, b, d E [0, 1]. Let e be the equilibrium of c. Clearly, e 0, 1 since
c(0) = 1 and c(1) = 0. By the law of excluded middle and the law of contradiction, we
obtain

u(e, e) = u(e, c(e)) = 1,

i(e, e) = i(e, c(e)) = 0.
Now, applying e to the above distributive law, we have

i(e, u(e, e)) = u(i(e, e), i(e, e));
substituting for u(e, e) and i(e, e), we obtain

i(e, 1) = u(0, 0),
which results (by Axioms it and ul) in e = 0. This contradicts the requirement that e 0.
Hence, the distributive law does not hold. In an analogous way, we can prove that the dual
distributive law does not hold either.

3.6 AGGREGATION OPERATIONS

Aggregation operations on fuzzy sets are operations by which several fuzzy sets are combined

in a desirable way to produce a single fuzzy set. Assume, for example, that a student's
performance (expressed in %) in four courses taken in a particular semester is described as
high, very high, medium, and very low, and each of these linguistic labels is captured by
an appropriate fuzzy set defined on the interval [0, 100]. Then, an appropriate aggregation
operation would produce a meaningful expression, in terms of a single fuzzy set, of the overall
performance of the student in the given semester.
Formally, any aggregation operation on n fuzzy sets (n > 2) is defined by a function

h:[0,1]"->[0,1].
When applied to fuzzy sets At, A2, ... , A. defined on X, function h produces an aggregate
fuzzy set A by operating on the membership grades of these sets for each x E X. Thus,

A(x) = h(A,(x), A2 W, ... , A. (x)).
for each x E X.
In order to qualify as an intuitively meaningful aggregation function, h must satisfy at
least the following three axiomatic requirements, which express the essence of the notion of
aggregation:
'

Axiom hl.

h(0, 0, ..., 0) = 0 and h(1, 1, ... , 1) = 1 (boundary conditions).

Axiom U. For any pair (at, a2, ..., an) and (bt, b2, ...,
a;, bi E [0, 1] for all i E N,,, if a, < b; for all i E N,, then

h (al, a2, ... , an) < h (bi, b2, ... ,
that is, h is monotonic increasing in all its arguments.

of n-tuples such that
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h is a continuous function.

Besides these essential and easily understood requirements, aggregating operations on
fuzzy sets are usually expected to satisfy two additional axiomatic requirements.

Axiom h4.

h is a symmetric function in all its arguments; that is,

h(al, a2, ... , an) = h(ap(1), ap(2), ... , ap("))
for any permutation p on N,,.
Axiom h5. - h is an idempotent function; that is,

h(a,a,...,a)=a
for all a E [0, 1].

Axiom h4 reflects the usual assumption that the aggregated fuzzy sets are equally
important. If this assumption is not warranted in some application contexts, the symmetry
axiom must be dropped. Axiom h5 expresses our intuition that any aggregation of equal fuzzy
sets should result in the same fuzzy set. Observe that Axiom h5 subsumes Axiom hl.
We can easily see that fuzzy intersections and unions qualify as aggregation operations
on fuzzy sets. Although they are defined for only two arguments, their property of associativity
provides a mechanism for extending their definitions to any number of arguments. However,
fuzzy intersections and unions are not idempotent, with the exception of the standard min and
max operations.
It is significant that any aggregation operation h that satisfies Axioms h2 and h5 satisfies
also the inequalities

min(al, a2, ..., a,,) < h(al, a2, ... , a,,) < max(al, a2, ..., a.,)

(3.31)

for all n-tuples (al, a2, ... , a") E [0, i]". To see this, let

a. = min(al, a2, .. , a") and a' = max(al, a2, . , a").
If h satisfies Axioms h2 and h5, then

,a')=a'.

a.=h(a.,,a.,...,a*)<h(al,a2, ,a,,)<h(a',a',
Conversely, if h satisfies (3.31), it must satisfy Axiom h5, since

a = min(a, a, ..., a) <h(a,a,...,a) :S max(a,a,...,a)=a
for all a E [0, 1]. That is, all aggregation operations between the standard fuzzy intersection
and the standard fuzzy union are idempotent. Moreover, by Theorems 3.9 and 3.14, we
may conclude that functions h that satisfy (3.31) are the only aggregation operations that are
idempotent. These aggregation operations are usually called averaging operations.
One class of averaging operations that covers the entire interval between the min and
max operations consists of generalized means. These are defined by the formula

a, +az +... +an
n

ri°`

(3.32)
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where a E R (a r 0) and a, 0 0 for all i e N. when a < 0; a is a parameter by which
different means are distinguished. For a < 0 and a; --). 0 for any i E Pdn, it is easy to see that

ha(al, a2, ... , an) converges to 0. For a -* 0, the function h,, converges to the geometric
mean, (a1

a2

an)1/n. To show this, let us first determine the limit

ln(ai +a;+...+an) -Inn

lim In ha = lim
a-0
a
Using 1'Hospital's rule, we now have
ai In a1 +a2 In a2 +... +an In an
lim In ha = lim
a-.o

a-,o

a-a

ai + a2 +... + aR

_ Ina1 +lna2+...+lnan

= In(a1 . a2 .. an)1/

n

Hence;
1/n
llm ha = (al a2 ... an)

Function ha satisfies Axioms hl through h5; consequently, it represents a parametrized
class of continuous, symmetric, and idempotent aggregation operations. It also satisfies the
inequalities (3.31) for all a E Ilk, with its lower bound

h-.(a1,a2,...,an)= lim ha(at,a2,...,an)=mm(at,a2,.-.,an)
and its upper bound
h.(a1, a2, ... , an) = lim
a-00ha(a1, a2, ..., an) = max(a1, a2, ..., an).

Force = -1,
h-1(a1, a2, ... , an

_

n
1
a1

1

a2

1'
an

which is the harmonic mean; for a = 1,

h1(a1,a2,...,an) n_ (al+a2+...+a.),
which is the arithmetic mean.
Another class of aggregation operations that covers the entire interval between the min
and max operations is called the class of ordered weighted averaging operations; the acronym
OWA is often used in the literature to refer to these operations. Let
w = (w1, w2, ... , wn)

be a weighting vector such that w; E [0, 1] for all i E N. and
n

>1w;=1.
=1

Then, an OWA operation associated with w is the function
hw(a1, a2, - - , an) = tu1b1 + w2b2 + ... + wnbn,
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where bi for any i E N. is the i th largest element in a1, a2, ... , an. That is, vector
(b1, b2, ... , b,) is a permutation of vector (a1, a2.... , an) in which the elements are ordered:

bi > b, if i < j for any pair i, j E N,,.

.4),

we have hw(.6, .9_2_7) = .3 x .9 + .1 x .7 +
.2 x .6 +.4 x .2 = .54.
It is easy to verify that the OWA operations h satisfy Axioms h1 through h5, and
Given, for example, w = (.3, .1, .2,

consequently, also the inequalities (3.31). The lower and upper bounds are obtained for

w.= (0,0,...,1)andw`=(1,0,...,0),
respectively. That is,
hw. (al, a2,

, an) = min (ai, a2, ... , an),

h,- (al, a2, ... , an) = max(al, a2, ... , an).

For w = (1/n, 1/n, ... , 1/n), hw is the arithmetic mean.

In general, by varying the

assignment of weights from w. to w*, we can cover the whole range between min and max.
Next, let us formulate three classes of aggregation operations, each of which satisfies
a particular compositional property. These formulations are a subject of the following three
theorems.

Theorem 3.25.
h2, and the property

be a function that satisfies Axiom hl, Axiom

Let It : [0, 1]n -> 1

h(a1 + bi,a2 + b2,...,a. +

h(a1,az,...,a.) + h(b1,b2....,.b,,)

(3.33)

where ai, bi, a, + bi E [0,1] for all i E Nn. Then,
n

h(ai, a2, .

-,

a,) = E wiai,

(3.34)

izl

where wi > 0 for all i E N,,.
Proof. Let hi(ai) = h(0, ... ,0 , a 1 , 0 . . . . . 0) for all i E Mn- Then, for any a, b, a +b E
[0, 1],
hi(a + b) = hi(a) + hi(b).

This is a well-investigated functional equation referred to as Cauchy's functional equation. Its
solution is
hi(a) = wia

for any a E [0, 1], where wi > 0 [Aczel, 1966]. Therefore,

h(at,a2,...,an) = h(a1,0,...,0)+h(O,az,0,...,0)+...+h(O,0,...,an)
= he(al) + h2(a2) + ... + hn(an)
= w1a1 + w2a2 + ... + wean
n

wiai.

ial
This completes the proof.
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It is easy to show that function h, defined in Theorem 3.25, becomes a weighted average

if h also satisfies Axiom M. In this case, when a1 = a2 = ... = ax = a # 0, we have
n

x

i=1

i.1

Hence, it is required that

1wi=1.
j.1

Theorem 3.26. Let h : [0, 1]1 -+ [0, 1] be a function that satisfies Axiom hl, Axiom
h3, and the properties

h(max(al, b1), ... , max(ax, bx)) = max(h(al,... , ax), h(bi, ..., b,,)),

hi(hi(ai)) = hi(ai),

(3.35)

(3.36)

where h-(a1) = h(0, ..., 0, aj, 0, ..., 0) for all i E N,,. Then,
h (al, ... , a,,) = max(min(wl, a1), ... , min(wx, a,,)),

(3.37)

where wi E [0, 1] for all i E N,,.

Proof: Observe that h(al, a2, .. , ax) = h(max(al, 0), max(0, a2), ..., max(0, ax)),
and by (3.35) we obtain h(al, a2, .... ax) = max(h(at, 0, ..., 0), h(0, a2, ..., ax)). We
can now replace h(0, a2, a3, ... , ax) with max(h(0, a2, 0, ... , 0), h(0, 0, a3, ... , a,,)) and repeating the same replacement with respect to a3, a4.... , ax, we eventually obtain

h(al,a2,...,a.) = max[h(al,0,...,0),h(0,a2,0,...,0),...,h(0,0,...,a.)]
= max[hi(ai), h2(a2),...,h,,(ax)]
It remains to prove that hi(ai) = min(wi,a') for all i E N,,. Clearly, hi (a) is continuous,
nondecreasing, and such that h,(0) = 0 and hi(hi(aj)) = hj(ai). Let hi(1) = wi; then, the
range of hi is [0, wi]. For any a, E [0, wj], there exists b, such that ai = hj(bj) and hence,
hi(ai) = hi(hi(bj)) = hi(bi) = aj = min(wi, ai) by (3.36); for any ai E (wi, 1], w, = hi(1) =
hi(hi(1)) = hi(wi) < hi(ai) < h(1) = wi and, consequently, hi(ai) = wi = min(wi, aj).
Observe that function h, given by (3.37), may be viewed as a weighted quasi-average,
in which the min and max operations replace, respectively, the arithmetic product and sum.

Theorem 3.27.

Let h : [0, 1]x -> [0, 1] be a function that satisfies Axiom hl, Axiom

h3, and the properties

h(min(al, b1), ..., min(ax, bx)) = min(h(a1,... , ax), h(bt,... , b,,)),

(3.38)

hi(ab) = hi(a)hi(b) and hi(0) = 0
(3.39)
for all i E Nx, where hi (ai) = h (1, ... , 1, a1, 1, ... , 1). Then, there exist numbers
a1, a2, ... , ax E [0, 1] such that
ay

a=

h(al, a2> ... , ax) = 1ni11(a1 + a2 ,

ax

)
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Proof. Left to the reader as an exercise.
A special kind of aggregation operations are binary operations h on [0, 1] that satisfy the
properties of monotonicity, commutativity, and associativity of t-norms and t-conorms, but
replace the boundary conditions of t-norms and t-conorms with weaker boundary conditions

h(0,0)=0and h(1,1)=1.
Let these aggregation operations be called norm operations.

Due to their associativity, norm operations can be extended to any finite member
of arguments. When a norm operation also has the property h(a, 1) = a, it becomes a
t-norm; when it has also the property h(a, 0) = a, it becomes a t-conorm. Otherwise, it
is an associative averaging operation. Hence, norm operations cover the whole range of
aggregating operations, from inj. to umaz.

An example of a parametrized class of norm operations that are neither t-norms nor tconorms is the class of binary operations on [0, 1] defined by

ha(a, b) =

min (,l, u(a, b))
max(A, i (a, b))
),

when a, b E [0, A]
when a, b e [,X, 11
otherwise

for all a, b E [0, 11, where I E (0, 1), i is a t-norm and u is a t-conorm. Let these operations
be called X-averages.
Dombi

=3X

Dombi

ice eo

00

Schweizer/Sklar
)

p

w-0

oo - 4

I

I

oo

m
a-averages

0

A- 4

0

Schweizer/Sklar

0-- w

Yager

0

4

Yager
E

w

-oe

i

E

0

I

a
Generalized means

>-

p .-.4

1

-m - a - - o0
OWA

w-

max

min

t min

w

U,,

Y

Intersection
operations
(associative)

Averaging

Union

operations
(idempotent)

operations
(associative)

Figure 3.11 The full scope of fuzzy aggregation operations.
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Special norms operations, referred in the literature as medians, are defined in the
following theorem, by which their existence is established.

Theorem 3.28.

Let a norm operation h be continuous and idempotent. Then, there

exists X E [0, 1] such that

h(a, b) =

-

max(a, b)

when a, b e [0,A]

min (a, b)

when a, b E [1., 1]
otherwise

X

for any a, b E [0, 1].
Proof. See Appendix D.

The full scope of fuzzy aggregation operations is summarized in Fig. 3.11. Only some
representative classes of t-norms, t-conorms, and averaging operations are shown in the figure.

For each of these classes, the range of the respective parameter is indicated. Given one of
these families of operations, the identification of a suitable operation for a specific application
is equivalent to the estimation of the parameter involved.

-NOTES
3.1. In the seminal paper by Zadeh [1965b], fuzzy set theory is formulated in terms of the standard
operations of complement, union, and intersection, but other possibilities of combining fuzzy
sets are also hinted at.
3.2. The first axiomatic treatment of fuzzy set operations was presented by Bellman and Giertz
[1973]. They demonstrated the uniqueness of the max and min operators in terms of axioms
that consist of -our axiomatic skeleton for u and i, and the axioms of continuity, distributivity,
strict increase of u(a, a) and i(a, a) in a, and lower and upper bounds u(a, b) > max(a, b) and
i (a, b) < min(a, b). They concluded, however, that the operation of a fuzzy complement is not
unique even when all reasonable requirements (boundary conditions, monotonicity, continuity,
and involution) are employed as axioms. A thorough investigation of properties of the max
and min operators was done by Voxman and Goetschel [1983].
3.3. The Sugeno class of fuzzy complements results from special measures (called A-measures)
introduced by Sugeno [1977]. The Yager class of fuzzy complements is derived from his
class of fuzzy unions, defined by (3.24), by requiring that A U cA = X, where A is a fuzzy
set defined on X. This requirement can be expressed more specifically by requiring that

u,, (a, c (a)) = l for all a e [0, 1] and all w > 0.
3.4. Different approaches to the study of fuzzy complements were used by Lowen [1978], Esteva,
Trillas, and Domingo [1981], and Ovchinnikov [1981a, 1983]. Yager [1979b, 1980g]
investigated fuzzy complements for the purpose of developing useful measures of fuzziness
(Sec. 9.4). Our presentation of fuzzy complements in Sec. 3.2 is based upon a paper by Higashi
and Klir [1982], which is also motivated by the aim of developing measures of fuzziness.
3.5. The Yager class of fuzzy unions and intersections was introduced in a paper by Yager [1980f],
which contains some additional characteristics of these classes. Yager [1982d] also addressed

the question of the meaning of the parameter w in his class and the problem of selecting
appropriate operations for various purposes.
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3.6. The axiomatic skeletons that we use for characterizing fuzzy intersections and unions which

are known in the literature as triangular norms (or t-nornrs) and triangular conorms (or
t-conorms), respectively, were originally introduced by Menger [1942] in his study of statistical
metric spaces. In current literature on fuzzy set theory, the terms "t-norms" and "tconorms" are used routinely.

3.7. References to papers in which the various t-norms and t-conorms listed in Tables 3.2 and
3.3 were introduced are given directly in the tables. More general studies of t-norms and
t-conorms, particularly studies of procedures by which classes of these functions can be
generated, were undertaken by Schweizer and Sklar [1961, 1963, 1983], Ling [19651, Frank
[19791, Alsina et at. [1983], and Fodor [1991a, 19931. An overview of t-norms and tconorms was prepared by Gupta and Qi [1991a].

3.8. The issue of which operations on fuzzy sets are suitable in various situations was studied
by Zimmermann [1978a], Thole, Zimmermann, and Zysno [1979], Zimmermann and Zysno
[1980], and Yager [1979a, 1982c].
3.9. One class of operators not covered in this chapter is the class of fuzzy implication operators.
These are covered in Chapter 11 in the context of approximate reasoning.
3.10. An excellent overview of the whole spectrum of aggregation operations on fuzzy sets was
prepared by Dubois and Prade [1985e]; it covers fuzzy unions and intersections as well as
averaging operations. The class of generalized means defined by (3.32) is covered in a paper
by Dyckhoff and Pedrycz [1984].

EXERCISES
3.1. Find the equilibrium of the fuzzy complement cx,,, given by (3.12).
3.2. Find the equilibrium of the fuzzy complement cY given by (3.14).

3.3. Does the function c(a) = (1 - a)' qualify for each w > 0 as a fuzzy complement? Plot the
function for some values w > 1 and some values w < 1.
c, (a)) = 1 for a E [0, 1] and all w > 0, where u and c denote the Yager
3.4. Show that
union and complement, respectively.
3.5. Give an example to show that for a discontinuous, strictly increasing function g from [0, 11 to
1I8 such that g(0) = 0, the function c generated by (3.9) is not a fuzzy complement.
3.6. Determine whether each of the following functions is an increasing generator; if it is, find and
plot the fuzzy complement, t-norm and t-conorm generated by it:

(a) g(a) =sin (a);
(b) g(a) = tg (a);
(c) g(a) = 1 + a;

(d) g(a) _
(e) g(a) _

a

i
a

for0<a<1
fort<a<1;
for0<a<

Za+s

fort <a:5

3.7. Let i be a t-norm such that

i(a,b+c) = i(a, b)+i(a, c)
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for all a, b, c E [0, 1], b + c < 1. Show that i must be the algebraic product; that is,
i(a, b) = a b for all a,bE[0,1].
3.8. Show that the function
c(a)

=

y2(1 - a)
a+y2(1-a),

`da E [0, 1], Y > 0 .

is a fuzzy complement. Plot the function for some values of y. Find the generator of c.
3.9. Let u,, and cu, be the Yager fuzzy union and fuzzy complement, respectively. Find the dual
fuzzy intersection of uw with respect to c,,.
3.10. Prove Theorem 3.21.
3.11. Show that the generalized means defined by (3.32) become the min and max operations for

a -+ -oo and a
oo, respectively.
3.12. Show that an OWA operation h satisfies Axioms hs through h5.
3.13. Show that the following operations satisfy the law of excluded middle and the law of
contradiction:
(a) umu, ice, c(a) = 1 - a;

(b) u(a, b) = min(1, a + b), i (a, b) = max(0, a + b - 1), c(a) = 1 - a.
3.14. Show that the following operations on fuzzy sets satisfy De Morgan's laws:

(a) u.-, ice, c(a) = 1 - a;
(b) max, min, cx is a Sugeno complement for some ) E (-1, on);
(c) max, min, cw is a Yager complement for some w E (0, oo).
3.15. Demonstrate that the- generalized means h, defined by (3.32) are monotonic increasing with a
for fixed arguments.
3.16. Prove Theorem 3.27.

4
FUZZY ARITHMETIC

4.1

FUZZY NUMBERS

Among the various types of fuzzy sets, of special significance are fuzzy sets that are defined
on the set R of real numbers. Membership functions of these sets, which have the form

A:iR -r (0, 1]
clearly have a quantitative meaning and may, under certain conditions, be viewed as fuzzy
numbers or fuzzy intervals. To view them in this way, they should capture our intuitive
conceptions of approximate numbers or intervals, such as "numbers that are close to a given
real number" or "numbers that are around a given interval of real numbers." Such concepts
are essential for characterizing states of fuzzy variables and, consequently, play an important
role in many applications, including fuzzy control, decision making, approximate reasoning,
optimization, and statistics with imprecise probabilities.
To qualify as a fuzzy number, a fuzzy set A on IR must possess at least the following
three properties:
(i) A must be a normal fuzzy set;
(ii) °A must be a closed interval for every a E (0, 1];
(iii) the support of A, °+A, must be bounded.

The fuzzy set must be normal since our conception of a set of "real numbers close to r" is
fully satisfied by r itself; hence, the membership grade of r in any fuzzy set that attempts to
capture this conception (i.e., a fuzzy number) must be 1. The bounded support of a fuzzy
number and all its a-cuts for a # 0 must be closed intervals to allow us to define meaningful
arithmetic operations on fuzzy numbers in terms of standard arithmetic operations on closed
intervals, well established in classical interval analysis.
Since a-cuts of any fuzzy number are required to be closed intervals for all a E (0, 1],
every fuzzy number is a convex fuzzy set. The inverse, however, is not necessarily true, since acuts of some convex fuzzy sets may be open or half-open intervals.
97
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Special cases of fuzzy numbers include ordinary real numbers and intervals of real
numbers, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1: (a) an ordinary real number 1.3; (b) an ordinary (crisp)
closed interval [1.25, 1.35]; (c) a fuzzy number expressing the proposition "close to 1.3;" and
(d) a fuzzy number with a flat region (a fuzzy interval).

(c)

(a)

0
1.3

(d)

(b)

0
1.3

Figure 4.1 A comparison of a real number and a crisp interval with a fuzzy number and a fuzzy
interval, respectively.

Although the triangular and trapezoidal shapes of membership functions shown in
Fig. 4.1 are used most often for representing fuzzy numbers, other shapes may be preferable
in some applications. Furthermore, membership functions of fuzzy numbers need not be
symmetric as are those in Fig. 4.1. Fairly typical are so-called "bell-shaped" membership
functions, as exemplified by the functions in Fig. 4.2a (symmetric) and 4.2b (asymmetric).
Observe that membership functions which only increase (Fig. 4.2c) or only decrease (Fig. 4.2d)
also qualify as fuzzy numbers. They capture our conception of a large number or a small
number in the context of each particular application.
The following theorem shows that membership functions of fuzzy numbers may be, in
general, piecewise-defined functions.

Theorem 4.1. Let A E T(R). Then, A is a fuzzy number if and only if there exists a
closed interval [a, b] 0 such that

A(x) =

1

for x E [a, b]

l(x)

for x E (-oo, a)
forx E (b,co),

r(x)

(4.1)

where l is a function from (-co, a) to [0, 1] that is monotonic increasing, continuous
from the right, and such that l(x) = 0 for x E (-oo, wt); r is a function from (b, oo) to
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(a)

I

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2 Basic types of fuzzy numbers.

[0, 1] that is monotonic decreasing, continuous from the left, and such that r(x) = 0 for

xE(w,no).

Proof: Necessity. Since A is a fuzzy number, "A is a closed interval for every
a E (0, 1]. For a = 1, 'A is a nonempty closed interval because A is normal. Hence, there
exists a pair a, b c- R such that 'A = [a, b], where a < b. That is, A(x) = 1 for x E [a, b]
and A(x) < 1 for x ¢ [a, b]. Now, let 1(x) = A(x) for any x e (-oo, a). Then, 0 < 1(x) < 1
since 0 < A(x) < 1 for every x E (-oo, a). Let x -< y < a; then

A(y) > min[A(x), A(a)] = A(x)
by Theorem 1.1 since A is convex and A(a) = 1. Hence, 1(y) > 1(x); that is, I is ronotonic
increasing.

Assume now that 1(x) is not continuous from the right. This means that for some
xo E (-oo, a) there exists a sequence of numbers {xn} such that x, > x0 for any n and

limxn=xo,
but

lim 1(xn) = lim A(xn) = a > 1(xo) = A(xo).

n-+oo

n-+oo

Now, x,, E "A for any n since "A is a closed interval and hence, also xo IE "A. Therefore,
1(x0) = A(xo) > a, which is a contradiction. That is, 1(x) is continuous from the right.
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The proof that function r in (4.1) is monotonic decreasing and continuous from the left
is similar.

Since A is a fuzzy number, °+A is bounded. Hence, there exists a pair w1i w2 E R of
finite numbers such that A(x) = 0 for x E (- 00, (ot) U (w2, oo).
Sufficiency. Every fuzzy set A defined by (4.1) is clearly normal; and its support, °+A,
is bounded, since °+A C [w1, w2]. It remains to prove that RA is a closed interval for any
a E (0, 1]. Let
-

x. = inf(xII(x) > a, x < a),
ya, = sup{xIr(x) > a,x > b}
for each a E (0, 1]. We need to prove that °`A = [xe, ya] for all a E (0, 1].

For any xo E °A, if x0 < a, then l(xo) = A(xo) > a. That is, xo E (xIl(x) > a,x < a)
and, consequently, x0 > inf{x11(x) > a, x < a) = x,,. If xg > b, then r(xo) = A(xo) a;
that is, x° E {xjr(x) > a, x > b} and, consequently, x0 < sup{xlr(x) > a, x > b} = y,,.
Obviously, x, < a and y,,, > b; that is, [a, b] C [xc, ye]. Therefore, x0 E [xa , y.] and hence,
'A C [x5, y.]. It remains to prove that x,, y5 E -A.
By the definition of x,,, there must exist a sequence (xn} in {x11(x) > a, x < a} such
that limnw.. x = x,,, where xn > x,, for any n. Since 1 is continuous from the right, we have
1(xa,) = 1(lim xn) = lim I(xn) > a.
n-+oo

n-+oo

Hence, x, E °A. We can prove that y. E °A in a similar way.

The implication of Theorem 4.1 is that every fuzzy number can be represented in the
form-of (4.1). In general, this form allows us to define fuzzy numbers in a piecewise manner,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.3.

6

I

r(x)

I

(,

0

x

Figure 43 General fuzzy number A
expressed in the form (4.1).

As an example, let us define the four fuzzy numbers in Fig. 4.1 in terms of (4.1):

(a) wl = a = b = & = 1.3,1(x) = 0 for all x E (-oo, 1.3), r(x) = 0 for all x E (1.3, oo).
(b) wl = a = 1.25, b = w2 = 1.35,1(x) = 0 for all x E (-oc, 1.25), r(x) = 0 for all
x e (1.35,co).
(c) a=b=1.3,w1=1.2,cv2=1.4,
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1(x)=(1

for x E (-oo, 1.2)
for x E [1.2, 1.3),

r(x) _

for x e (1.3,1.4]
for x e (1.4, oo).

{10(1.3_x)+1
0

(d) a = 1.28, b = 1.32, co, = 1.2, cv2 = 1.4,
1(x) =

J0
1

2.5(x-1.28)+1

12.5(1.32 - x) + 1

r(x) =

0

for x E (-co, 1.2)
for x E [1.2, 1.28),
for x E (1.32, 1.4]
for x E (1.4, 00).

Observe that (4.1) is also capable of expressing fuzzy numbers of the types depicted
in Figs. 4.2c and d. For example, the fuzzy number by which we express the linguistic
concept very large, as defined in Fig. 4.4, is expressed in terms of (4.1) as follows.
a = 90, b = 100, co, = 77.5, cv2 = 100,
I(x)

r(x) = 0

0

for x E (-oo, 77.5)

0.08(x - 90) + 1

for x E [77.5, 90),

for x E (100, 00).

Using fuzzy numbers, we can define the concept of a fuzzy cardinality for fuzzy sets
that are defined on finite universal sets. Given a fuzzy set A defined on a finite universal set
X, its fuzzy cardinality, IAt, is a fuzzy number defined on N by the formula
PERFORMANCE

very large

10

22.5

32.5

45

55

67.5

77.5

v (performance)

I

Base variable

Figure 4.4 An example of a linguistic variable.
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IAI(I°AI) = a
for all a E A(A). For example, the fuzzy cardinality of fuzzy set D2 defined in Table 1.2,
whose a-cuts are shown in Fig. 1.8a, is

ID2I =.13/19+.27/17+.4/15+.53/13+.67/11+.8/9+.93/7+1/5.
4.2 LINGUISTIC VARIABLES

The concept of a fuzzy number plays a fundamental role in formulating quantitative fuzzy
variables. These are variables whose states are fuzzy numbers. When, in addition, the
fuzzy numbers represent linguistic concepts, such as very small, small, medium, and so on,
as interpreted in a particular context, the resulting constructs are usually called linguistic
variables.
Each linguistic variable the states of which are expressed by linguistic terms interpreted
as specific fuzzy numbers is defined in terms of a base variable, the values of which are
real numbers within a specific range. A base variable is a variable in the classical sense,
exemplified by any physical variable (e.g., temperature, pressure, speed, voltage, humidity,
etc.) as well as any other numerical variable, (e.g., age, interest rate, performance, salary,
blood count, probability, reliability, etc.). In a linguistic variable, linguistic terms representing
approximate values of a base variable, germane to a particular application, are captured by
appropriate fuzzy numbers.
Each linguistic variable is fully characterized by a quintuple (v, T, X, g, m) in which v

is the name of the variable, T is the set of linguistic terms of u that refer'to a base variable
whose values range over a universal set X, g is a syntactic rule (a grammar) for generating

linguistic terms, and m is a semantic rule that assigns to each linguistic term t E T its
meaning, m(t), which is a fuzzy set on X (i.e., in : T
T(X)).
An example of a linguistic variable is shown in Fig. 4.4. Its name is performance.
This variable expresses the performance (which is the base variable in this example) of a
goal-oriented entity (a person, machine, organization, method, etc.) in a given context by
five basic linguistic terms-very small, small, medium, large, very large-as well as other
linguistic terms generated by a syntactic rule (not explicitly shown in Fig. 4.4), such as not
very small, large or very large, very very small, and so forth. Each of the basic linguistic
terms is assigned one of five fuzzy numbers by a semantic rule, as shown in the figure. The
fuzzy numbers, whose membership functions have the usual trapezoidal shapes, are defined

on the interval [0, 100], the range of the base variable. Each of them expresses a fuzzy
restriction on this range.
To deal with linguistic variables, we need not only the various set-theoretic operations

presented in Chapter 3, but also arithmetic operations on fuzzy numbers. The latter are
examined in the rest of this chapter.
4.3 ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ON INTERVALS

Fuzzy arithmetic is based on two properties of fuzzy numbers: (1) each fuzzy set, and thus
also each fuzzy number, can fully and uniquely be represented by its a-cuts (Sec. 2.2); and
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(2) a-cuts of each fuzzy number are closed intervals of real numbers for all a E (0, 1].
These properties enable us to define arithmetic operations on fuzzy numbers in terms of
arithmetic operations on their a-cuts (i.e., arithmetic operations on closed intervals). The latter
operations are a subject of interval analysis, a well-established area of classical mathematics;
we overview them in this section to facilitate our presentation of fuzzy arithmetic in the next
section.

Let * denote any of the four arithmetic operations on closed intervals: addition -I-,
subtraction -, multiplication , and division /. Then,

[a,b]*[d,el=(f*gla< f<b,d<g<e}

(4.2)

is a genetal property of all arithmetic operations on closed intervals, except that [a, b]/[d, e]

is not defined when 0 E [d, e]. That is, the result of an arithmetic operation on closed
intervals is again a closed interval.
The four arithmetic operations on closed intervals are defined as follows:

[a, b] + [d, e] _ [a + d, b + e] ,

(4.3)

[a,b]-[d,e] _ [a-e,b-d],

(4.4)

[a, b] [d, e] = [min(ad, ae, bd, be), max(ad, ae, bd, be)],

(4.5)

and, provided that 0 ¢ [d, e],

[a, b]/[d, e] = [a, b] [11e, l/d]

= [min(a/d, ale, b/d, b/e), max(a/d, ale, b/d, b/e)].

(4.6)

Note that a real number r may also be regarded as a special (degenerated) interval [r, r].
When one of the intervals in (4.3)-(4.6) is degnerated, we obtain special operations; when
both of them are degenerated, we obtain the standard arithmetic of real numbers.
The following are a few examples illustrating the interval-valued arithmetic operations
defined by (4.3)-(4.6):

[2, 5] + [l, 3] = [3, 8]

[0, 1] + [-6, 5] = [-6, 61,

[2, 5] - [l, 3] = [-1, 4]
[-1, 1] [-2, -0.5] = [-2, 2]

[0, 1] - [-6, 5] = [-5, 7],

[-1,11 / [-2, -0.5] = [-2, 2)

[4, 10] / [1, 2] = [2,10] .

[3, 4] - [2, 2] = [6, 81,

Arithmetic operations on closed intervals satisfy some useful properties. To overview them,

let A = [at, a2], B = (bt, b2], C = [cl, c2], 0 = [0, 0],1 = [1, 1]. Using these symbols, the
properties are formulated as follows:

1. A+B=.B+A,
A B = B . A (commutativity).

2. (A+B)+C=A+(B+C)

(A B) C = A (B C) (associativity).

3. A=O+A=A+O
A = 1 A = A -1 (identity).
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4. A (B + C) C A - B + A - C (subdistributivity).
5. If b c >_ 0 for every b E B and C E C, then A - (B +C) = A - B +A - C (distributivity).
Furthermore, if A = [a, a], then a (B + C) = a - B + a - C.

6.OEA-Aand1EA/A.
7. If A C E and B C F, then:

A+B C E+F,

A-B C E-F,
C E-F,
A/B c E/F (inclusion monotonicity).
Most of these properties follow directly from (4.3){4.6). As an example, we prove
only the less obvious properties of subdistributivity and distributivity. First, we have

A-(B+C) = {a (b+c)Ia EA,beB,cEC)
=
C

Assume now, without any loss of generality, that bt > 0 and cl > 0. Then, we have to
consider the following three cases:

1. If a, > 0, then
[a,

A A. (B + C)

(bl + cl), a2 (b2 + c2)]

= [a, b1, a2 b2]+[a,-c1+a2-c2]

0, (-A) = [-a2, -al], and
(-A) (B +C) = (-A) - B + (-A) - C.

2. If at < 0 and a2 < 0, then -a2
Hence,

A (B + C) =

[a1 - (b2 + cz), az (b2 + cz)]

= [a1 -b2,a2-b2]+[a1 -c2,a2-c2]

To show that distributivity does not hold in general, let A = [0, 1], B = [1, 2], C = [-2, -1].

Then, A - B = [0, 2], A C = [-2, 0], B + C = [-1, 1], and

A-(B+C)=[-1,1]C[-2,2]=A-B+A-C.
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4.4 ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS ON FUZZY NUMBERS

In this section, we present two methods for developing fuzzy arithmetic. One method is
based on interval arithmetic, which is overviewed in Sec. 4.3. The other method employs
the extension principle, by which operations on real numbers are extended to operations on
fuzzy numbers. We assume in this section that fuzzy numbers are represented by continuous
membership functions.

Let A and B denote fuzzy numbers and let * denote any of the four basic arithmetic
operations. Then, we define a fuzzy set on R, A * B, by defining its a-cut, "(A * B), as

"(A*B)="A*"B

(4.7)

clearly, we have to require that 0 ¢ "B for all a E (0, 1].)
for any a E (0, 1]. (When
Due to Theorem 2.5, A * B can be expressed as

U "(A*B).

A*B

QW.11

Since "(A * B) is a closed interval for each a E (0, 1] and A, B are fuzzy numbers, A * B is
also a fuzzy number.

As an example of employing (4.7) and (4.8), consider two triangular-shape fuzzy
numbers A and B defined as follows:

for x < -1 and x > 3

0

A(x) =

(x + 1)/2
(3 - x)/2

10

(x -1)/2

B(x)

(5 - x)/2

for -1<x<1
fort<x<3,

forx<1andx>5

fort<x<3

for 3 <x:55.

Their a-cuts are:

"A = [2a-1,3-2a],
"B = [2a+1,5-2a].
Using (4.3)-(4.7), we obtain

"(A + B) = [4a, 8 - 4a]

fora E (0,1],

"(A - B) = [4a - 6,2 - 4a]
"(A B) =
"(A/B)

for a E (0, 1],

- 5, 4a2 -'16a + 15]
1 4a
[ 4a2 +1,12a
4x22 - 16a + 151

for a E (0, .5]
for a E (.5, 1],

= { [(2a - 1)/(5 2a), (3 - 2a)/(2a + 1)]

The resulting fuzzy numbers are then:
0

(A + B) (x) =

x/4
(8 - x)/4

forx < 0 and x > 8
for 0 < x < 4
for 4 < x <8,

for a e (.5, 1].
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(A - B)(x) =

10

(x+6)/4
(2 - x)/4

for x < -6 and x > 2

for -6<x<-2
for -2<x<2,

for x < -5 and x > 15

10

(A B) (x) _

Chap. 4

[3 - (4x)1,`2]
(1 + x) 1/2 /2

/2

[4 - (1 +x)1/2] /2

for - 5 << x < 0

for0<x <3

for 3 < x < 15,

for x < -1 and x > 3

(A/B)(x) _

(x + 1)/(2 - 2x)
(5x + 1)/(2x + 2)
(3
To

- x)/(2x + 2)

for -1<x<0
for 0 < x < 1/3
for 1/3 < x < 3.

The four arithmetic operations performed in this example are illustrated in Fig. 4.5.

We now proceed to the second method for developing fuzzy arithmetic, which is
based on the extension principle (Section 2.3). Employing this principle, standard arithmetic
operations on real numbers are extended to fuzzy numbers.

Let * denote any'of the four basic arithmetic operations and let A, B denote fuzzy
numbers. Then, we define a fuzzy set on 1R, A * B, by the equation

(A * B)(z) = sup min[A(x), B(y)]

(4.9)

z=x*y

for all z E R. More specifically, we define for all z E 1R:

(A + B) (z) = sup min[A(x), B(y)],

(4.10)

(A - B)(z) = sup min[A(x), B(y)],

(4.11)

z=x+y

z=x-Y

(A B) (z) = sup min[A(x), B(y)],

(4.12)

z=x'Y

(A/B)(z) = sup min[A(x), B(y)].

(4.13)

Z-/Y

Although A * B defined by (4.9) is a fuzzy set on 42 , we have to show that it is a fuzzy

number for each * E (+, -, , /}. This is a subject of the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let * E {+, -, , /}, and let A, B denote continuous fuzzy numbers.
Then, the fuzzy set A * B defined by (4.9) is a continuous fuzzy number.

Proof: First, we prove (4.7) by showing that "(A * B) is a closed interval for every
a E (0, 1]. For any z E "A * "B, there exist some xo E "A and Yo E "B such that z = xo * yo.
Thus,

(A* B)(z) = sup min[A(x), B(y)]
z=xsy

min[A(xo), B(yo)]
> a.
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Figure 4.5 Illustration of arithmetic operations on fuzzy numbers.
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Hence, z E a(A * B) and, consequently,

aA*aBca(A*B).
For any z E a(A * B), we have

(A * B)(z) = sup min[A(x), B(y)] > a.
:=X-Y

Moreover, for any n > [1/a] + 1, where [1/a] denotes the largest integer that is less than or
equal to 1/a, there exist x" and yn such that z = x" * yn and
min[A(xn), B(yn)]
That is, xn E

>a -

"I"A, yn E a-lj"B and we may consider two sequences, {xn} and (y"). Since
1
1
a--<an
n+1'

we have
a-11(n+I)A c a-1/nA' a-11(n+l)B c a-Ij"B.

Hence, (x,) and (y, J fall into some a-l j"A and a-1 j"B, respectively. Since the latter are
closed intervals, [xn} and (y"} are bounded sequences. Thus, there exists a convergent
subsequence {x i} such that xn i --)- xo. To the corresponding subsequence {yn,i}, there also
exists a convergent subsequence (y} such that yn,i, j -* yo. If we take the corresponding
subsequence, {xn,i, j}, from (x",i }, then x",;, j -> xo. Thus, we have two sequences, {xi,1 } and
{yn,i, j}, such that xn,i, j -+ xo, Yn,i, j -+ yo, and xn,i,j * Yn,i, j = z.
Now, since * is continuous,

z = lim xn.i.j * Yn,i.j = (llm
x,, ,1) * (11m
Yn.i.j) = X0 * Yo
1- 00
j-.o0

j

oo

Also, since A(xn,i,j) > a - 1 and B(yn,i,j) > a ni, j

n,.1

1)

4m A(xn,i.j) > lim (a A(xo) = A(hm xn,i,j) = j-.0
ni,j = a
J..oo
and

B(yo) = B(lim Yn,i.j) = lim 'B(Yn,i.j) ?j-00
lim (a j-.oo

j-.oo

= a.
1)
ni, j

Therefore, there exist xo E 'A, Yo E aB such that z = xo * yo. That is, z E aA * B. Thus,

a(A*B)c"A*aB,
and, consequently,

a(A*B)=aA*'B.
Now we prove that A * B must be continuous. By Theorem 4.1, the membership function of
A * B must be of the general form depicted in Fig. 4.3: Assume A * B is not continous at zo;
that is,
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lim (A * B)(z) < (A * B)(zo) = sup min[A(x), B(y)].

Z-Zo

zasx,y

Then, there must exist x0 and yo such that zo = xo * yo and

lim (A * B)(z) < min[A(xo), B(Yo)]

(4.14)

Z-iZ,-

Since the operation * E (+, -, , /} is monotonic with respect to the first and the second
arguments, respectively, we can always find two sequences (x,} and

such that x --> x0,
Ya --)- yo as n -- oo, and xn * y < zo for any n. Let z = x * yn; then zn -* zo as n -> oc.
Thus,

.

urn (A * B)(z) = lim (A * B)(zn) = lim sup min[A(x), B(y)]

z.zo-

>- lim min[A(xn), B(yn)] = min[A(1
It

n-00

00

xn), B(li-m yn)] = min[A(xo), B(yo)]

n00

This contradicts (4.14) and, therefore, A * B must be a continuous fuzzy number. This
completes the proof.

4.5 LATTICE OF FUZZY NUMBERS

As is well known, the set R of real numbers is linearly ordered. For every pair of real
numbers, x and y, either x < y or y < x. The pair (R,<) is a lattice, which can also be
expressed in terms of two lattice operations,

x
y

min(x, Y) =
(

max(x, y) _ {

ifx <y
ify <X,
if X::5 Y

x

ify <x

(4.15)

(4.16)

for every pair x, y E R. The linear ordering of real numbers does not extend to fuzzy
numbers, but we show in this section that fuzzy numbers can be ordered partially in a natural
way and that this partial ordering forms a distributive lattice.

To introduce a meaningful ordering of fuzzy numbers, we first extend the lattice
operations min and max on real numbers, as defined by (4.15) and (4.16), to corresponding
operations on fuzzy numbers, MIN and MAX. For any two fuzzy numbers A and B, we
define

MIN (A, B) (z) =

sup

min[A(x), B(y)],

(4.17)

min[A(x), B(y))

(4.18)

z=min(x.y)

MAX(A, B) (z) =

sup
z=max(x.y)

for all zE R.
Observe that the symbols MIN and MAX, which denote the introduced operations on
fuzzy numbers, must be distinguished from the symbols min and max, which denote the
usual operations of minimum and maximum on real numbers, respectively. Since min and
max are continuous operations, it follows from (4.17), (4.18), and the proof-of Theorem 4.2
that MIN (A, B) and MAX (A, B) are fuzzy numbers.
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It is important to realize that the operations ivflN and MAX are totally different from
the standard fuzzy intersection and union, min and max. This difference is illustrated in
Fig. 4.6, where

(x + 2)/3

forx < -2 and x > 4
for - 2 < x < 1

(4 - x)/3

for 1 < x < 4,

0

A(x) _

0

B(x) _

forx < 1 and x > 3

x-1 fort<x<2

3-x for2<x<3,
0

MIN (A, B) (x) _

(x + 2)/3

(4 - x)/3

3-x
0

MAX (A, B) (x) _

x-1
3-x

(4 - x)/3

forx < -2 and x > 3
for - 2 < x < 1
for l < x < 2.5
for 2.5 <x <3,
forx < l and x > 4

fort<x<2

for2<x<<2.5
for 2.5 < x < 4.

Let R denote the set of all fuzzy numbers. Then, operations MIN and MAX are clearly
functions of the form R x R -+ R . The following theorem, which establishes basic properties
of these operations, ensures that the triple (R, MIN, MAX) is a distributive lattice, in which
MIN and MAX represent the meet and join, respectively.

Theorem 43. Let MIN and MAX, be binary operations on R defined by (4.17) and
(4.18), respectively. Then, for any A, B, C E R, the following properties hold:

(a) MIN(A,B) =MIN(B,A),
MAX (A, B) = MAX (B, A) (commutativity).
(b) MIN [MIi (A, B), C] = MIN [A, MIN (B, C)],
MAX [MAX (A, B), C] = MAX [A, MAX (B, C)] (associativity).

(c) MIN (A, A) = A,
MAX (A, A) = A (idempotence).
(d) MIN [A, MAX (A, B)] = A,
MAX [A, MIN (A, B)] = A (absorption).
(e) MIN [A, MAX (B, C)] = MAX [MIN (A, B), MIN (A, C)],
MAX [A, MIN (B, C)] = MIN [MAX (A, B), MAX (A, C)] (distributivity).

Proof. We focus only on proving properties (b), (d), and (e); proving properties (a) and
(c) is rather trivial.

(b) For allzER,
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of the operations MIN, min, MAX, max.
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MIN [A, MIN (B, C)](z) =
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min[A(x), MIN (B, C)(y)]

sup
z=min(x.y)

min[A(x),

sup
z=min(x,Y)

sup

min[B(u), C(v)]]

Y=min(u,v)

min[A(x), B(u), C(v)]

sup

sup

z=min(x.Y) y=min(u, u)

min[A(x), B(u), C(v)]

sup
z=mia(x,u, v)

min[A(x), B(u), C(v)]

sup

sup

z=min(s,v) s=min(x,u)

sup

min[

sup

min[A(x), B(u)], C(v)]

sup

s=min(x,u)

z=min(s,v)

min[vIIN (A, B)(s), C(v)]

z=min(s, v)

= MIN [MIN (A, B), C](z).
The proof of the associativity of MAX is analogous.
(d) For all zEIR,

MIN [A, MAX (A, B)] (z) =

sup

min[A (x), MAX (A, B) (y)]

z=mm(x,Y)

sup

min[A(x),

sup

sup

min[A(u), B(v)]]

Y=Max(u.u)

z=min(x.Y)

min[A(x), A(u), B(v)].

z=min(x,max(u,v))

Let M denote the right-hand side of the last equation. Since B is a fuzzy number, there exists
vo E R such that B(vo) = 1. By z = min[z, max(z, vo)], we have

M > min[A(z), A(z), B(vo)] = A(z).
On the other hand, since z = min[x, max(u, v)], we have

min(x, u) < z < x < max(x, u).
By the convexity of fuzzy numbers,

A(z)

min[A[min(x, u)], A[max(x, u)]]
min[A(x), A(u)]

min[A(x), A(u), B(v)].

Thus, M = A (z) and, consequently, MIN[A, MAX(B, C)] = A. The proof of the other
absorption property is similar.
(e) For any z E ]R, it is easy to see that
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MIN [A, MAX (B, C)](z) =

min[A(x), B(u), C (u)],

(4.19)

min[A(m), B(n), A(s), C(t)].

(4.20)

sup
z=min(X. mac(u, v))

MAX [MIN (A, B), MIN (A, C)](z) _,
sup
z=max[min(m.n),min(s.[ ))

To prove that (4.19) and (4.20) are equal, we first show that E S: F, where

E _ {min[A(x), B(u), C(v)]I min[x, max(u, v)] = z},
F = {min[A(m), B(n), A(s), C(t)JI max[min(m, n), min(s, t)] = z}.

For every a = min[A(x), B(u), C(v)] such that min[x, max(u, v)] = z (i.e., a E E), there
exists m = s = x, n = u, and t = v such that
max[min(m, n), min(s, t)j = max[min(x, u), min(x, v)J

= minx, max(u, v)] = z;
hence, a = min[A(x), B(u), A(x), C(v)J = min[A(m), B(n), A(s), C(t)]. That is, a E F
and, consequently, E c F. This means that (4.20) is greater than or equal to (4.19). Next,
we show that these two functions are equal by showing that for any number b in F, there
exists a number a in E such that b < a.
For any b E F, there exist m, n, s, and t such that
max[min(m, n), min(s, t)] = z,

b = min[A(m), B(n), A(s), C(t)].
Hence, we have

z

min[max(s, m), max(s, n), max(t, m), max(t, n)].

Let x = min[max(s, m), max(s, n), max(t, m)], u = n, and v = t. Then, we have z =
min[x, max(u, v)]. On the other hand, it is easy to see that

min(s, m) < x < max(s, m).
By convexity of A,

A(x) > min[A(min(s, m)), A(max(s, m))]

= min[A(s), A(m)].
Hence, there exists a = min[A(x), B(u), C(v)J with min[x, max(u, v)] = z (i.e., a E F), and

a = min[A(x), B(u), C(v)] ? min[A(s), A(m), B(n), C(t)] = b.
That is, for any b E F, there exists a E F such that b < a. This implies that

sup F ¢ sup E.
This inequality, together with the previous result, ensure that (4.19) and (4.20) are equal.
This concludes the proof of the first distributive law. The proof of the second distributive law
is analogous.
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The lattice (R, MIN, MAX) can also be expressed as the pair (R, -<), where 1 is a
partial ordering defined as:

A < B iff IvIIN(A, B) = A or, alternatively,
A

B if MAX(A, B) = B

for any A, B E R. We can also define the partial ordering in terms of the relevant a-cuts:
A
A

"B) = "A,
B iff m i n
B iff max("A, "B) =3B

for any A, B E R and a E (0, 1], where 'A and "B are closed intervals (say, "A =
[ai, a2], "B = [bi, b2]). Then,
min("A, "B) = [min(al, bi), min(a2, bz)],
max("A, "B) = [max(ai, bi), max(a2, b2)].
If we define the partial ordering of closed intervals in the usual way, that is,

[ai, az] < [bi, b2] iff ai < bi and a2 < b2,
then for any A, B E R, we have
A < B if "A < "B

for all a E (0, 1). This means, for example, that the two fuzzy numbers, A and B, in Fig. 4.6
are not comparable. However, values of linguistic variables in most applications are defined
by fuzzy numbers that are comparable. For example, the values of the linguistic variable
"performance" defined in Fig. 4.4 form a chain:

very small < small < medium < large < very large.
Although the set R is not linearly ordered, contrary to the set R, there are some subsets of a
that are linearly ordered. Such subsets are most prevalent in common applications of fuzzy
set theory.

4.6 FUZZY EQUATIONS

One area of fuzzy set theory in which fuzzy numbers and arithmetic operations on fuzzy
numbers play a fundamental role are fuzzy equations. These are equations in which
coefficients and unknowns are fuzzy numbers, and formulas are constructed by operations of
fuzzy arithmetic. Such equations have a great potential applicability. Unfortunately, their
theory has not been sufficiently developed as yet; moreover, some of the published work

in this area is rather controversial. Due to the lack of a well-established theory of fuzzy
equations, we only intend to characterize some properties of fuzzy equations by discussing
equations of two very simple types: A + X = B and A . X = B, where A and B are fuzzy
numbers, and X is an unknown fuzzy number for which either of the equations is to be
satisfied.
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Equation A + X = B
The difficulty of solving this fuzzy equation is caused by the fact that X = B - A is not the
solution. To see this, let us consider two' closed intervals, A = [at, a2] and B = [bl, b2],
which may be viewed as special fuzzy numbers. Then, B - A = [bt - a2, b2 - all and

A + (B - A) = [at, a2] + [bt - a2, b2 - at]

[at+bt-a2,a2+b2-al]
[bl, b2] = B,

whenever at 54 a2. Therefore, X = B - A is not a solution of the equation.
Let X = [xt, x2]. Then, [at + xt, a2 + x2] = [b1, b2] follows immediately from the
equation. This results in two ordinary equations of real numbers,

at +x1 = b1,
a2 + x2 = b2,

whose solution is xt = bt - at and x2 = b2 - a2. Since X must be an interval, it is required
that xt < x2. That is, the equation has a solution iff bt - at < b2 - a2. If this inequality is
satisfied, the solution is X = [b1 - at, b2 - a2].
This example illustrates how to solve the equation when the given fuzzy numbers A
and B are closed intervals. Since any fuzzy number is uniquely represented by its a-cuts
(Theorem 2.5), which are closed intervals, the described procedure can be applied to a-cuts of
arbitrary fuzzy numbers. The solution of our fuzzy equation can thus be obtained by solving
a set of associated interval equations, one for each nonzero a in the level set AA U AB.

For any a E (0, 1], let "A = ["at, "a2], "B = ["bt, "b2], and "X = (XI, 'X2] denote,
respectively, the a-cuts of A, B, and X in our equation. Then, the equation has a solution iff:

(i) "lit - "at <

"a2 for every a E (0, 1], and

(ii) a < 8 implies "bt - "at < abt - aat < Pb2 - 8a2 < "b2 - "a2.
Property (i) ensures that the interval equation

"A + "X = "B
has a solution, which is "X = ["bt - "at, "b2 - "a2]. Property (ii) ensures that the solutions of
the interval equations for a and ,6 are nested; that is, if a < 6, then JOX c "X. If a solution
"X exists for every a E (0, 1] and property (ii) is satisfied, then by Theorem 2.5, the solution
X of the fuzzy equation is given by

X= aE(0.1]
U "X.
To illustrate the solution procedure, let A and B in our equation be the following fuzzy
numbers:

A = .2/[0, 1) +.6/[l, 2) +.8/[2, 3) +.9/[3, 4) + 1/4 +.5/(4, 5] + .1/(5, 6],
B = .1/[0, 1) +.2/[l, 2) +.6/[2, 3) +.7/[3,4) +,8/[4,5) + .9/[5, 6)
+ 1/6 +.5/(6,7] +.4/(7, 8] +.2/(8, 9] +.l/(9, 10].
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TABLE 4.1 a-CUTS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE DISCUSSED FUZZY
EQUATION OF TYPE A + X = B

a

"A

"B

"X

1.0

[4,4]

[6,6]

[2,2]

0.9

[3,4]

[5,6]

[2,2]

0.8

[2,4]

[4,6]

(2,21

0.7

[2,4]

[3,6]

[1,2]

0.6

[1,4]

[2,6]

[1,2]

0.5

[2,7]
[2,81

[1,2]

0.4

[1,5]
[1,5]

0.3

(1,5]

[2,8]

(1,3]

0.2

[0,5]

[1,9]

(1,4]

0.1

[0,61

[0,101

[0,41

[1,3]

All relevant a-cuts of A, B, and X are given in Table 4.1. The solution of the equation is the
fuzzy -number

X = 3 "X = .1/[0, 1) +.7/[1, 2) + 1/2 +.4/(2,3] +.2/(3, 4].
ae(0.11

Equation A X = B
Let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that A, B are fuzzy numbers on iR+. It is easy to

show that X = B/A is not a solution of the equation. For each a E (0, 1], we obtain the
interval equation

Our fuzzy equation can be solved by solving these interval equations for all a E (0, 1]. Let
"A = [aai, aaz], "B = ["b1, ab2], and "X = [1x1, °k2]. Then, the solution of the fuzzy equation
exists iff:

(i) ab1/"a1 < "b2/a2 for each a E (0, 1], and
(ii) a < A implies abi/aai <'abi/oat < "b2/a2 < 'b2/"a2If the solution exists, it has the form

X = aE(0,1]
U aX.
As an example, let A and B in our equation be the following triangular-shape fuzzy
numbers:

10

forx<3andx>5

A(x) = x-3 for3 <x <4
5-x for4<x<5
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B(x) _

0

forx<12andx>32

(x - 12)/8

for 12 < x < 20

(32 - x)/12

for 20 < x < 32.

Then, "A = [a + 3, 5 - a] and "B = [8a + 12, 32 - 12a]. It is easy to verify that

8a+12
a+3

32-12a

5-a

consequently,

32-12a
"X- [8ct+12
a+3 ' 5-a
for each a E (0, 1]. It is also easy to check that a < P implies '6X C "X for each pair a,
E (0, 1J. Therefore, the solution of our fuzzy equation is

forx < 4 and x > 32/5

0

X= "r(0,11
U "X=

12-3x

x-8

32 - 5x

12-x

for 4<x<-5
for 5 < x < 32/5.

NOTES
4.1. Interval arithmetic is thoroughly covered in two books by Moore [1966, 19791. A specialized
book on fuzzy. arithmetic was written by Kaufmann and Gupta [1985]; a good overview of
fuzzy arithmetic was also prepared by Dubois and Prade [1987d].
4.2. Fuzzy equations were investigated by Buckley [1992d] and Buckley and Qu [1990]. A fuzzy

differential calculus was initiated by Dubois and Prade [1982a].

EXERCISES
4.1. Determine which fuzzy sets defined by the following functions are fuzzy numbers:

(a) A(x) _ I sin(x)
0
(b) B(x) = x0
1

(c) C(x) =
(d) D (x)

for 0 < x <_ zr
otherwise;

for0<x <1
otherwise;

1

for0<x<10

0

otherwise;

min(1, x)

_ 0

forx > 0
forx < 0;
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(e) E(x)=1
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fort=5
otherwise.

4.2. Calculate the following:

(a) [-1,2]+[1,3];
(b) [-2, 4] - [3, 6];
(c) [-3, 4] [-3, 4];

(d) [-4, 6]/[1, 2].
4.3. Prove that 0 E A - A and 1 E A/A for 0 ¢ A, where A is a closed interval.
4.4.

and

A/B C E/F (0 ¢ F, in this case), where A, B, E, and F are closed intervals.
4.5. Let A, B be two fuzzy numbers whose membership functions are given by

A(x) =

B(x) =

(x + 2)/2

for - 2 < x < 0

(2-x)/2

for0 <x <2

0

otherwise,

(x - 2)/2
(6 - x)/2

for 2 < x < 4
for 0 < x < 6

0

otherwise.

Calculate the fuzzy numbers A +B, A - B, B - A, A B, A/B, MIN(A, B) and MAX(A, B).
4.6. Let A, B be two fuzzy numbers given in Exercise 4.5 and let

(10-x)/2

for 6 < x < 8
for 8 < x < 10

0

otherwise.

(x - 6)/2
C (x) =
Solve the following equations for X:

(a) A+ X = B;
(b)

4.7. In the ordinary arithmetic of real numbers, the equation a = a + b - b holds for any
a, b E R. Does this equation hold for fuzzy numbers? Justify your answer and
illustrate it by two symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers A = (cA, sA) and B = (cB, sB),
where cA, cg are centers and 5A, sB are spreads of A and B, respectively. That is,
CA ='A, ce = 'B, °iA = [cA - sA, CA + sA], °}B = [CB - sB, CB + SB]. Is A = A + B - B?

4.8. Repeat Exercise 4.7 for the equation A = A (B/B), where 0 ¢ °}B.
4.9. Consider fuzzy sets A and B whose membership functions are defined by formulas

A(x)=x/(x+1) andB(x)=1-x/10
for all x E {0, 1, 2, ... , 10} = X. Calculate:
(a) Scalar and fuzzy cardinalities of A and B (also.plot the fuzzy cardinalities);
(b) degrees of subsethood S(IAI, IBI) and S(IBI, IAI).

5
FUZZY RELATIONS

5.1

CRISP AND FUZZY RELATIONS

A crisp relation represents the presence or absence of association, interaction or interconnectedness between the elements of two or more sets. This concept can be generalized to allow
for various degrees or strengths of association or interaction between elements. Degrees of association can be represented by membership grades in a fuzzy relation in the same way as degrees of set membership are represented in the fuzzy set. In fact, just as the crisp set can be
viewed as a restricted case of the more general fuzzy set concept, the crisp relation can be considered to be a restricted case of the fuzzy relation.

Throughout this chapter, the concepts and properties of crisp relations are briefly
discussed as a refresher and in order to demonstrate their generalized application to fuzzy
relations.
A relation among crisp sets X1, X2, ... , X, is a subset of the Cartesian product

It is denoted either by R(XI, X2, ... ,

)N. Xi X.
.

or by the abbreviated form R(Xi Ii E Na). Thus,

C XI x X2 x ... x X,,,
so that for relations among sets X1, X2, ... , X,,, the Cartesian product X1 x X2 x ... x X
represents the universal set. Because a relation is itself a set, the basic set concepts
such as containment or subset, union, intersection, and complement can be applied without
modification to relations.
Each crisp relation R can be defined by a characteristic function which assigns a value

of 1 to every tuple of the universal set belonging to the relation and a 0 to every tuple not
belonging to it. Denoting a relation and its characteristic function by the same symbol R, we
have

R(xi,x2,...,x.)-{0

i$(xl,x2,...,x,,) E R,
otherwise

The membership of a tuple in a relation signifies that the elements of the tuple are related
to or associated with one another. For instance, let R represent the relation of marriage between
119
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the set of all men and the set of all women. Of all the possible pairings of men and women,
then, only those pairs who are married to each other will be assigned a value of 1 indicating
that they belong to this relation. A relation between two sets is called binary; if three, four, or
five sets are involved, the relation is called ternary, quaternary, or quinary, respectively. In
general, a relation defined on n sets is called n-ary or n-dimensional.
A relation can be written as a set of ordered tuples. Another convenient way of
involves an n-dimensional membership array:
representing a relation R(X1, X2, ...,
Each element of the first dimension ii of this array corresponds to exactly
R=
one member of X1 and each element of dimension i2 to exactly one member of X2, and so
x
X corresponds to the element r,,,,2,.,,,;,
on. If the n-tuple (x1, x2, ... ,
of R, then
.

1

if and only if (x1, x,, ... ,

0

otherwise.

E R,

Example 5.1
Let R be a relation among the three sets X = (English, French), Y = (dollar, pound, franc, mark)
and Z = {US, France, Canada, Britain, Germany), which associates a country with a currency
and language as follows:

R(X, Y, Z) = {(English, dollar, US), (French, Franc, France), (English, dollar,
Canada), (French, dollar, Canada), (English, pound, Britain)).
This relation can also be represented with the following three-dimensional membership array:

US Fra Can Brit Ger

US Fra Can 'Brit Ger

dollar

1

0

1

0

0

dollar

0

0

1

pound

0

0

0

1

0

pound

0

0

0

franc
mark

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0

franc

1

'0

mark

0
0

0
0

0

English

0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

French

To illustrate the convenience of representing n-ary relations by n-dimensional arrays
(especially important for computer processing), a possible structure for a five-dimensional
array based on sets X, (i E N5) is shown in Fig. 5.1. The full array (five-dimensional) can be
viewed as a "library" that consists of ]XiI "books" (four-dimensional arrays) distinguished
from each other by elements of X1. Each "book" consists of 1X21 "pages" (three-dimensional
arrays) distinguished from each other by elements of X2. Each "page" consists of X31
matrices (two-dimensional arrays) distinguished from each other by elements of X3. Each
matrix consists of IX41 rows (one-dimensional arrays) distinguished from each other by
elements of X4. Each row consists of IX5 1 individual entries distinguished from each other
by elements of X5.
Just as the characteristic function of a crisp set can be generalized to allow for degrees
of set membership, the characteristic function of a crisp relation can be generalized to allow
tuples to have degrees of membership within the relation. Thus, a fuzzy relation is a fuzzy set
defined on the Cartesian product of crisp sets X1, X2, ..., X,,, where tuples (x1, x2, ...,
may have varying degrees of membership within the relation. The membership grade
indicates the strength of the relation present between the elements of the tuple.
A fuzzy relation can also be conveniently represented by an n-dimensional membership
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Xs

X,

X I marnces

Xs
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Xs

... X4

each with
I X,I rows
I X51 columns

Xs

Xs

X40

x4

X,
xs

X, X, ... X,

Xs

X5

X,

Xs

X,

x,
Xs

Xs

X5

X,

x, X, ... X,
xs

... x,
Xs

X,
Xs

X5

X4

X5

x,

X5

... X, U

Figure 5.1 A possible representation of quinary relation by five-dimensional array.
array whose entries correspond to n-tuples in the universal set. These entries take values

representing the membership grades of the corresponding n-tuples.
Example 5.2
Let R be a fuzzy relation between the two sets X = (New York City, Paris) and Y = {Beijing,
New York City, London), which represents the relational concept "very far." This relation can
be written in list notation as

R(X, Y) = 1/NYC, Beijing +0/NYC, NYC+.6/NYC, London +
.9/Paris, Beijing + .7/Paris, NYC + .3/Paris, London.
This relation can also be represented by the following two-dimensional membership array (matrix):

NYC Paris
Beijing

1

NYC

0
.6

London

.9
.7
.3

Ordinary fuzzy relations (with the valuation set [0, 1]) can obviously be extended to
L-fuzzy relations (with an arbitrary ordered valuation set L) in the same way as fuzzy sets
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are extended to L-fuzzy sets. Similarly, type t, level k, and interval-valued fuzzy relations
can be defined.
5.2 PROJECTIONS AND CYUNDRIC EXTENSIONS
Consider the Cartesian product of all sets in the family X = (Xi I i E N }. For each sequence
(n-tuple)

X = (xJi EN") E.1E

Xi

and each sequence (r-tuple, r < n)

y=(yjljEJ)E. Xj,
where J c N. and I J I = r, let y be called a subsequence of x iff y j = x j for all j E J. Let
y -< x denote that y is a subsequence of x. More appropriate names may be used in various
specific contexts. For example, if n-tuples x represent states of a system, y may be called a
substate of x; if they are strings of symbols in a formal language, y may be called a substring
of x.

Given a relation R(XI, X2, ... , X,), let [R J. ] denote the projection of R on

that

disregards all sets in X except those in the family
Y

is a fuzzy relation whose membership function is defined on the Cartesian
Then, [R
product of sets in by the equation

[R y

(y) = maxR(x).

Example 5.3

Consider the sets X, = (0, 1), Xz = {0, 1}, X3 = (0, 1, 2) and the ternary fuzzy relation on
X, x X2 x X3 defined in Table 5.1. Let R;j = [R 4. {X;,Xj}] and R; = [R y (X,)] for all
i, j E (1, 2, 3). Using this notation, all possible projections of R are given in Table 5.1. A
detailed calculation of one of these projections, R12, is shown in Table 5.2.
TABLE 5.1

TERNARY FUZZY RELATION AND ITS PROJECTIONS

(x1,

X2,

x3)

R(x1,x2,x3)

R12(X1,x2)

0

0
0
0

0

0.4

1

0.9

2

1

0

1
1

1

1

0

1

R13(xl,x3)

R23(x2,x3)

RI(xl)

R2(x2)

R3(x3)

0.9

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.9

1.0

0.9

0.9

1.0

0.9

0.9

0.2

0.9
0.9

0.8

0.2

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
0.9
0.8

1.0
0.5
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.9

2

1.0
0.0
0.8

0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.9

1.0

1

0.3

0.5

0.5

0.9

1.0

0.9

0.9

1

0
0

2

0.1

0.5

1.0

0.2

1.0

0.9

1.0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0.0
0.5

1

1

2

1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.5
0.5
1.0

1.0
0.5
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
0.9
1.0

0

0
0
0
0

1.0
1.0
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Projections and Cyfindric Extensions
TABLE 5.2

CALCULATION OF THE PROJECTION R12 IN EXAMPLE 5.3

(x1,

X2,

X3)

R(xl, X2, X3)

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0.4

0

1
1

0

1.0

0

1

0.0

0

1

2

0.8

1

0
0
0

0

0.5

1

0.3

2

0.1

1
1

0

0.0

1

1

0.5

1

1

2

1.0

1
1

1
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1

0.9

2

0.2

Rtz(xi, xz)
max [R(0, 0, 0), R(0, 0, 1), R(0, 0, 2)] = 0.9

max [R(0, 1, 0), R(0, 1, 1), R(0, 1, 2)] = 1.0

max [R(1, 0, 0), R(1, 0, 1), R(1, 0, 2) ] = 0.5

max [R(1, 1, 0), R(1. 1, 1), R(1, 1, 2)] = 1.0

Under special circumstances, the projection defined by (5.1) can be generalized by
replacing the max operator by another t-conorm.
Another operation on relations, which is in some sense an inverse to the projection, is
called a cylindric extension. Let X and denote the same families of sets as employed in the
definition of projection. Let R be a relation defined on the Cartesian product of sets in the
that
denote the cylindric extension of R into sets Xi (i E
family', and let [R T X

are in X but are not in . Then,
[R 'h X - VI(x) = R(y)

(5.2)

for each x such that x >- y.

The cylindric extension clearly produces the largest fuzzy relation (in the sense of
membership grades of elements of the extended Cartesian product) that is compatible with
the given projection. Such a relation is the least specific of all relations compatible with
the projection. The cylindric extension thus maximizes the nonspecificity (see Chapter 9) in
deriving the n-dimensional relation from one of its r-dimensional projections (r ¢ n). That
is, it guarantees that no information not included in the projection is employed in determining
the extended relation. Hence, the cylindric extension is totally unbiased.
Example 5.4
Membership functions of cylindric extensions of all the projections in Example 5.3 are actually
those shown in Table 5.1 under the assumption that their arguments are extended to (xl, x2, x3).
For instance:
[R23 'r {Xi}](0, 0, 2) = [R23 T {Xi}](1, 0, 2) = R23(0, 2) .- 0.2.

We can see that none of the cylindric extensions (identical with the respective projections in
Table 5.1) are equal to the original fuzzy relation from which the projections involved in the
cylindric extensions were determined. This means that some information was lost when the given
relation was replaced by any one of its projections in this example.
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Relations that can be reconstructed from one of their projections by the cylindric
extension exist, but they are rather rare. It is more common that a relation can be exactly
reconstructed from several of its projections by taking the set intersection of their cylindric
extensions. The resulting relation is usually called a cylindric closure: When projections are
determined by the max operator (see Sec. 3.1), the min operator is normally used for the set
intersection. Hence, given a set of projections {P; li E I} of a relation on x, the cylindric
closure, cyl {P;}, based on these projections is defined by the equation

cy1{P,}(x) = min{Pr T X - `J(x)
iE1

for each x E x where 1z denotes the family of sets on which P; is defined.
Cylindric closures of three families of projections involved in Example 5.3 are shown
in Table 5.3. We can see that none of them is the same as the original relation R. Hence, the
relation is not fully reconstructible from its projections.
TABLE 5.3 CYLINDRIC CLOSURES OF THREE FAMILIES
OF PROJECTIONS CALCULATED IN EXAMPLE 5.3
(x1,

x2,

x3)

cyi(Ri2, R13, R23)

cyl(Ri, R2, R3)

cyl(R 2, R3)

0
0
0

0
0

0
1

0.5
0.9

0.9
0.9

0.9
0.9

0

2

0.2

0.9

0.9

0

1

0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0

1

1

0.5

0.9

0.9

0

1

2

0.3

1.0

1.0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0.5
0.5

0.9
0.9

0.5
0.5

1

0

2

0.2

0.9

0.5

1

1

0

1.0

1.0

1

1

1

0.5
0.5-

0.9

0.9

1

1

2

1.0

1.0

1.0

5.3 BINARY FUZZY RELATIONS
Binary relations have a special significance among n-dimensional relations since they are, in
some sense, generalized mathematical functions. Contrary to functions from X to Y, binary

relations R (X, Y) may assign to each element of X two or more elements of Y. Some
basic operations on functions, such as the inverse and composition, are applicable to binary
relations as well.

Given a fuzzy relation R(X, Y), its domain is a fuzzy set on X, dom R, whose
membership function is defined by

domR(x) = maxR(x, y)
yEY

(5.3)

for each x E X. That is, each element of set X belongs to the domain of R to the degree
equal to the strength of its strongest relation to any member of set Y. The range of R(X, Y)
is a fuzzy relation on Y, ran R, whose membership function is defined by
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ran R(y) =max R(x,y)

(5.4)

for each y E Y. That is, the strength of the strongest relation that each element of Y has to
an element of X is equal to the degree of that element's membership in the range of R. In
addition, the height of a fuzzy relation R(X, .Y) is a number, h(R), defined by

h(R) = max max R(x, y).
yEY sex

(5.5)

That is, h(R) is the largest membership grade attained by any pair (x, y) in R.

A convenient representation of binary relation R(X, Y) are membership matrices
R = [rxy], where r.,y = R(x, y). Another useful representation of binary relations is a
sagittal diagram. Each of the sets X, Y is represented by a set of nodes in the diagram;
nodes corresponding to one set are clearly distinguished from nodes representing the other
set. Elements of X x Y with nonzero membership grades in R(X, Y) are represented in the
diagram by lines connecting the respective nodes. These lines are labelled with the values
of the membership grades. An example of the sagittal diagram of a binary fuzzy relation
R(X, Y) together with the corresponding membership matrix is shown in Fig. 5.2.
The inverse of a fuzzy relation R(X, Y), which is denoted by R-1(Y, X), is a relation
on Y x X defined by

R-1(y, x) = R(x, y)
for all x E X and all y E Y. A membership matrix R-1 = [ryX ] representing R-1(Y, X) is the
transpose of the matrix R for R(X, Y), which means that the rows of R-1 equal the columns
of R and the columns of R-1 equal the rows of R. Clearly,

(R-1)-1 = R

(5.6)

for any binary fuzzy relation.

Consider now two binary fuzzy relations P(X, Y) and Q(Y, Z) with a common set
Y. The standard composition of these relations, which is denoted by P (X, Y) o Q (Y, Z),
produces a binary relation R(X, Z) on X x Z defined by
R(x, z) = [P ° Q] (x, z) = max min[P(x, y), Q(y, z)]
yam'

(5.7)

for all x E X and all z E Z. This composition, which is based on the standard t-norm and tconorm, is often referred to as the max-min composition. It follows directly from (5.7) that
Z)]-1 = Q-1(Z Y) o P-1(l, X),
[P(X, Y) ° Q(Y,

[P(X,Y)°Q(Y,Z)] °R(Z,W) = P(X,Y)°[Q(Y,Z)°R(Z,W)].
That is, the standard (or max-min) composition is associative and its inverse is equal to
the reverse composition of the inverse relations. However, the standard composition is not
commutative, because Q(Y, Z) o P(X, Y) is not well-defined when X # Z. Even if X = Z
and Q(Y, Z) o P(X, Y) are well-defined, we may have

P(X,Y)°Q(Y,Z) 0 Q(Y, Z)°P(X,Y).
Compositions of binary fuzzy relations can be performed conveniently in terms of
membership matrices of the relations. Let P = [pik], Q = [qkj], and R = [r;1] be membership
matrices of binary relations such that R = P c Q. We can then write, using this matrix notation,
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0

0

0
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0

.4

0

0

0

X3

0

.5

1

.2

0

x4

0

0

0

1

.4

0

0

0

0

.5

xs L0

0

0

0

.2J

R=
x5

1

(b)
Figure 5.2 Examples of two convenient representations of a fuzzy binary relation: (a) sagittal
diagram; (b) membership matrix.

[rij] = [Pik]° [gkj1,

where
ri j = max min(pik, qkj ).

(5.8)

Observe that the same elements of P and Q are used in the calculation of R as would be
used in the regular multiplication of matrices, but the product and sum operations are here
replaced with the min and max operations, respectively.

The following matrix equation illustrates the use of (5.8) to perform the standard
composition of two binary fuzzy relations represented by their membership functions:

L

3

.5

.8

.9

.5

.7

.7

0

.7

1

.3

.2

0

.9

.4

.6

.5

1

0

.5

.5

i

=
L

.8

.3

.5

.5

1

.2

.5

.7

.5

.4

.5

.6
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For example,

.8(= r11) = max[min(.3,.9), min(.5,.3), min(.8, 1)]
= max[nlin(P11, qu), min(P12, q21), min(P13, q31)],

.4(= r32) = max[min(.4, .5), min(.6,.2), min(.5, 0)]
max[min(P31, q12), min(P32, q22), min(p33, q32)1-

A similar operation on two binary relations, which differs from the composition in
that it yields triples instead of pairs, is known as the relational join. For fuzzy relations
P(X, Y) and Q(Y, Z), the relational join, P * Q, corresponding to the standard maxmin composition is a ternary relation R (X, Y, Z) defined by

R(x, y, z) = [P * Q](x, y, z) = min[P(x, y), Q(y, z)]

(5.9)

foreach xEX,yEY,andzEZ.
The fact that the relational join produces a ternary relation from two binary relations is
a major difference from the composition, which results in another binary relation. In fact, the
max-min composition is obtained by aggregating appropriate elements of the corresponding

(a)

Composition: R = P - Q

Join: S = P Q
As (X, Y, Z)

Y

Z

I

a

a

I

a

a

b
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. 51
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2

a

a

2

a

a

3

b

a

4

b

4

c

X
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X
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2

a

.6

.6

2

a

.8

.8

3

a
a

.

(b)

AR(X, Z)
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4

a

Z

a

.

.

4

4
31

(c)

Figure 5.3 Composition and join of
binary relation.
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join by the max operator. Formally,
[P 0 Q](x, z) = m [P * Q](x, y, z)

Y

(5.10)

for each x E X and Z E Z.
Example 5.5
The join S = P * Q of relations P and Q given in Fig. 5.3a has the membership function given
in Fig. 5.3b. To convert this join into the corresponding composition R = P - Q by (5.10), the
two indicated pairs of values of S(x, y, z) in Fig. 5.3b are aggregated by the max operator. For
instance,

R(1, $) = max[S(1, a,,8), S(1, b,,6)]

=max[.7,.5J=.7.
Although the standard max-min composition and the associated join are used most
frequently in typical applications of fuzzy relations, some applications suggest broadening
these concepts by employing general t-norms and t-conorms. The generalized compositions
are covered in Secs. 5.9 and 5.10.
5.4 BINARY RELATIONS ON A SINGLE SET

In addition to defining a binary relation that exists between two different sets, it is also
possible to define a crisp or fuzzy binary relation among the elements of a single set X.
A binary relation of this type can be denoted by R(X, X) or R(X2) and is a subset of
X x X = X2. These relations are often referred to as directed graphs or digraphs.
Binary relations R (X, X) can be expressed by the same forms as general binary relations
(matrices, sagittal diagrams, tables). In addition, however, they can be conveniently expressed
in terms of simple diagrams with the following properties: (1) each element of the set X is
represented by a single node in the diagram; (2) directed connections between nodes indicate

pairs of elements of X for which the grade of membership in R is nonzero; and (3) each
connection in the diagram is labeled by the actual membership grade of the corresponding pair
in R. An example of this diagram for a relation R(X, X) defined on X = {1, 2, 3, 4) is shown
in Fig. 5.4, where it can be compared with the other forms of representation of binary relations.

Various significant types of relations R(X, X) are distinguished on the basis of three
different characteristic properties: reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity. First, let us consider
crisp relations.

A crisp relation R(X, X) is reflexive if (x, x) E R for each x E X, that is, if every
element of X is related to itself. Otherwise, R(X, X) is called irrefiexive. If (x, x) ¢ R for
every x E X, the relation is called antireflexive.

A crisp relation R(X, X) is symmetric if for every (x, y) E R, it is also the case
that (y, x) E R, where x, y, E X. Thus, whenever an element x is related to an element y
through a symmetric relation, y is also related to x. If this is not the case for some x, y, then
the relation is called asymmetric. If both (x, y) E R and (y, x) E R implies x = y, then the
relation is called antisymmetric. If either (x, y) E R or (y, x) E R, whenever x T y, then the
relation is called strictly antisymmetric.
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X
1

1

2

3

4

.7

0

.3

0

2

0

1

0

3

.9

0

0

I

4

0

0

.8

.7

X

Membership matrix

Sagittal diagram

2

x

y

R(x, y)

1

I

.7

1

3

.3

2

2

.7

2

3

3

1

3

4

4

3

4

4

1

.9
1

.

.8
.5

.8

Simple diagram

Table

Figure 5.4 Forms of representation of a
fuzzy relation R(X, X).

A crisp relation R(X, X) is called transitive iff (x, z) E R whenever both (x, y) E R
and (y, z) E R for at least one y E X. In other words, the relation of x to y and of y to
z implies the relation of x to z in a transitive relation. A relation that does not satisfy this
property is called nontransitive. If (x, z) It R whenever both (x, y) E R and (y, z) E R, then
the relation is called antitransitive.
The properties of reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity are illustrated for crisp relations
R(X, X) in Fig. 5.5. We can readily see that these properties are preserved under inversion
of the relation.

Reflexivity

Symmetry

Transitivity

Figure 5.5 Characteristic components of
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive
relations.
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Example 5.6

Let R be a crisp relation defined on X x X, where X is the set of all university courses and
R represents the relation "is a prerequisite of." R is antireflexive because a course is never a
prerequisite of itself. Further, if one course is a prerequisite of another, the reverse will never be
true. Therefore, R is antisymmetric. Finally, if a course is a prerequisite for a second course that
is itself a prerequisite for a third, then the first course is also a prerequisite for the third course.
Thus, the relation R is transitive.

These three properties can be extended for fuzzy relations R(X, X), by defining them
in terms of the membership function of the relation. Thus, R(X, X) is reflexive iff

R(x, x) = 1
for all x E X. If this is not the case for some x E X, the relation is called irreflexive; if it is
not satisfied for all x E X, the relation is called antireflexive. A weaker form of reflexivity,
referred to as s-reflexivity, is sometimes defined by requiring that
R(x, x) > s,

where 0 < s < 1.
A fuzzy relation is symmetric iff

R(x, y) = R(y, x)
for all x, y E X. Whenever this equality is not satisfied for some x, y E X, the relation is
called asymmetric. Furthermore, when R(x, y) > 0 and R(y, x) > 0 implies that x = y for
all x, y E X, the relation R is called antisymmetric.
A fuzzy relation R (X, X) is transitive (or, more specifically, max-min transitive) if

R(x, z) > max min[R(x, y), R(y, z)]
yEY

(5.11)

is satisfied for each pair (x, z) E X2: A relation failing to satisfy this inequality for some
members of X is called nontransitive, and if
R(x, z) < max min[R(x, y), R(y, z)],
yEY

for all (x, z) E X2, then the relation is called antitransitive.
Example 5.7
Let R be the fuzzy relation defined on the set of cities and representing the concept very near.
We may assume that a city is certainly (i.e., to a degree of 1) very near to itself. The relation is
therefore reflexive. Furthermore, if city A is very near to city B, then B is certainly very near to
A to the same degree. Therefore, the relation is also symmetric. Finally, if city A is very near
to city B to some degree, say .7, and city B is'very near to city C to some degree, say .8, it is
possible (although not necessary) that city A is very near to city C to a smaller degree, say 0.5.
Therefore, the relation is nontransitive.

Observe that the definition of the max-min transitivity (5.11) is based upon the max-min

composition (5.7). Hence, alternative definitions of fuzzy transitivity, based upon other tnorms and t-conorms, are possible (Sets. 5.9 and 5.10) and useful in some applications.
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By considering the four variants of reflexivity, three variants of symmetry, and three
variants of transitivity defined for binary relations, we can distinguish 4 x 3 x 3 = 36 different

types of binary relations on a single set. Some of the most important of these types are
discussed in Secs. 5.5 through 5.7; their names and properties are given in Fig. 5.6.

L
^

-

T
n

T

ti

=_

E-

Equivalence
Quasi-equivalence

Compatibility or
tolerance

Partial ordering
Preordering or

quasi-ordering
Strict ordering

Figure 5.6 Some important types of
binary relations R(X, X).

The transitive closure of a crisp relation R(X, X) is defined as the relation that is
transitive, contains R(X, X), and has the fewest possible members. For fuzzy relations,
this last requirement is generalized such that the elements of the transitive closure have the
smallest possible membership grades that still allow the first two requirements to be met.
Given a relation R (X, X), its transitive closure RI. (X, X) can be determined by a simple
algorithm that consists of the following three steps:

1. R'=RU(ROR).
2. If R'# R, make R = R' and go to Step 1.
3. Stop: R' = RT.
This algorithm is applicable to both crisp and fuzzy relations.

However, the type of

composition and set union in Step 1 must be compatible with the definition of transitivity
employed. When max-min composition and the max operator for set union are used, we call
RT the transitive nax-min closure.
Example 5.8
Using the algorithm just given, we can determine the transitive max-min closure R7. (X, X) for a
fuzzy relation R (X, X) defined by the membership matrix
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0

7
0

.5
0

0

0

1

0

.4

0

0

0

.8

0
0

Applying Step 1 of the algorithm, we obtain

R-R-

.7
0
0
0

.5

0
0
.4

0
.8

.5

0
0

.4
0

0

RU (R. R) =

.7
0

.5

0
.8

.5

0

0

.4

0

.4

0

.4

.8

0

1

Since R' r R, we take R' as a new matrix R and, repeating the previous procedure, we obtain
.7

RJR=

.5

.5

.5

.7
0
0

.5
.4
.4

.5
.8
.4

.1

0

.4

.8

.4

0

.4

.4

.4

0

.4

.4

.4

RU (R- R)

.5

.4

=

Since R' - R at this stage, we must again repeat the procedure with the new relation. If we do
this, however, the last matrix does not change. Thus,
7
0

.5

.5
.8

.5

.4

0

.4

.4

.4

0

.4

.8

.4

1

is the membership matrix of the transitive closure RT corresponding to the given relation
R (X, X).

5.5 FUZZY EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS

A crisp binary relation R(X, X) that is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive is called an
equivalence relation. For each element x in X, we can define a crisp set A, which contains
all the elements of X that are related to x by the equivalence relation. Formally,
Ax = {yI (x, y) E R(X, X)}.

Ax is clearly a subset of X. The element x is itself contained in A,z due to the reflexivity
of R; because R is transitive and symmetric, each member of Ax is related to all the other
members of A. Furthermore, no member of Ax is related to any element of X not included
in Ax. This set Ax is referred to as an equivalence class of R(X, X) with respect to x. The
members of each equivalence class can be considered equivalent to each other and only to
each other under the relation R. The family of_all such equivalence classes defined by the
relation, which is usually denoted by X/R, forms a partition on X.
Example 5.9

Let X = {1, 2, ... , 10). The Cartesian product X x Y contains 100 members: (1, 1), (1, 2),
(1, 3), ... , (10, 10). Let R(X, X) = {(x, y)Ix and y have the same remainder when divided by
31. The relation is easily shown to be reflexive, symmetric, and transitive and is therefore an
equivalence relation on X. The three equivalence classes defined by this relation are:
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At = A4=A7 =A10 = (1,4,7,10),

A2 = A5=A8-(2,5,8),
A3 =A6=A9=(3,6,9).
Hence, in this example, X/R = ((1, 4, 7, 10), (2, 5, 8), (3, 6, 9}}.

A fuzzy binary relation that is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive is known as a fuzzy
equivalence relation or similarity relation. In the rest of this section, let us use the latter term.
While the max-min form of transitivity is assumed in the following discussion, the concepts
can be generalized to the alternative definitions of fuzzy transitivity.
While an equivalence relation clearly groups elements that are equivalent under the relation
into disjoint classes, the interpretation of a similarity relation can be approached in two different
ways. First, it can be considered to effectively group elements into crisp sets whose members.
are "similar" to each other to some specified degree. Obviously, when this degree is equal to
1, the grouping is an equivalence class. Alternatively, however, we may wish to consider the

degree of similarity that the elements of X have to some specified element x E X. Thus, for
each x E X, a similarity class can be defined as a fuzzy set in which the membership grade
of any particular element represents the similarity of that element to the element x. If all the
elements in the class are similar to x to the degree of 1 and similar to all elements outside the
set to the degree of 0, then the grouping again becomes an equivalence class. The following
discussion briefly elaborates on each of these approaches in turn.
Due to Theorem 2.5, every fuzzy relation R can be uniquely represented in terms of its acuts by the formula

R= U

a `R.

(5.12)

CCE(0.11

It can easily be shown, if R is a similarity relation, then each a-cut "R is a crisp equivalence
relation. Effectively, then, we may use any similarity relation R and, by taking an a-cut °R
for any value a E (0, 11, create a crisp equivalence relation that represents the presence of
similarity between the elements to the degree a. Each of these equivalence relations forms a
partition of X. Let rr(R) denote the partition corresponding to the equivalence relation 'R.
Clearly, two elements x and y belong to the same block of this partition if R(x, y) > a.
Each similarity relation is associated with the set

1I(R) _ (n(aR)la E (0, 1])
of partitions of X. These partitions are nested in the sense that rr(°R) is a refinement of
7r (OR) if a > P.
Example 5.10
The fuzzy relation R(X, X) represented by the membership matrix
a

b
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.8

0

0

.8

1
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.4
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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g

Figure 5.7 Partition tree for the
similarity relation in Example 5.10.

is a similarity relation on X = (a, b, c, d, e, f, g). To verify that R is reflexive and symmetric is
trivial. To verify its transitivity, we may employ the algorithm for calculating transitive closures
introduced in Sec. 5.4. If the algorithm is applied to R and terminates after the first iteration,
then, clearly, R is transitive. The level set of R is AR = (0,.4,.5,.8,.9, 11. Therefore, R

is associated with a sequence of five nested partitions xr(R), for a E AR and or > 0. Their
refinement relationship can be conveniently diagrammed by a partition tree, as shown in Fig. 5.7.

The equivalence classes formed by the levels of refinement of a similarity relation can
be interpreted as grouping elements that are similar to each other and only to each other to a
degree not less than a. Thus, in Example 5.10, c, e, f, and g are all similar to each other to
a degree of .5, but only c and e are similar to each other to a degree of 1.
Just as equivalence classes are defined by an equivalence relation, similarity classes are
defined by a similarity relation. For a given similarity relation R(X, X), the similarity class

for each x E X is a fuzzy set in which the membership grade of each element y E X - is
simply the strength of that element's relation to x, or R(x, y). Thus, the similarity class for.
an element x represents the degree to which all the other members of X are similar to x.
Except in the restricted case of equivalence classes themselves, similarity classes are fuzzy,
and therefore not generally disjoint.

Similarity classes are conveniently represented by membership matrices. Given a
similarity relation R, the similarity class for each element is defined by the row of the
membership matrix of R that corresponds to that element. For instance, the similarity classes

for the element c and the element e of the similarity relation in Example 5.10 are equal.
Therefore, the relation defines six different similarity classes.

Fuzzy equivalence is a cutworthy property of binary relations R(X, X) since it is
preserved in the classical sense in each a-cut of R. This implies that the properties of fuzzy
reflexivity, symmetry, and max-min transitivity are also cutworthy.
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Binary relations that are symmetric and transitive but not reflexive are usually referred
to as quasi-equivalence relations. They are, however, of only marginal significance, and we
omit a detailed discussion of them.

5.6 FUZZY COMPATIBILITY RELATIONS

A binary relation R(X, X) that is reflexive and symmetric is usually called a compatibility
relation or tolerance relation. When R(X, X) is a reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relation, it
is sometimes called a proximity relation.
An important concept associated with compatibility relations are compatibility classes
(also tolerance classes). Given a crisp compatibility relation R(X, X), a compatibility class
is a subset A of X such that (x, y) E R for all x, y E A. A maximal compatibility class or
maximal compatible is a compatibility class that is not properly contained within any other
compatibility class. The family consisting of all the maximal compatibles induced by R on
X is called a complete cover of X with respect to R.
When R is a fuzzy compatibility relation, compatibility classes are defined in terms of
a specified membership degree a. An a-compatibility class is a subset A of X such that

R(x, y) > a for all x, y E A. Maximal a-compatibles and complete a-cover are obvious
generalizations of the corresponding concepts for crisp compatibility relations.
Compatibility relations are often conveniently viewed as reflexive undirected graphs. In
this context, reflexivity implies that each node of the graph has a loop connecting the node
to itself; the loops are usually omitted from the visual representations of the graphs, although
they are assumed to be present. Connections between nodes, as defined by the relation, are
not directed, since the property of symmetry guarantees that all existing connections appear in
both directions. Each connection is labeled with the value of the corresponding membership

grade R(x, y) = R(y, x).
Example 5.11
Consider a fuzzy relation R(X, X) defined on X = N9 by the following membership matrix:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

1

.8

0

0

0

0

.8

1

0

3

0

1

1

0
0

1

1

.7

0
0
.5

0
0
0

0
0

4

0
0

0
.8
.8

0
0
0

0

2

0
0

0

.8

.8

1

.7

.5

.7

0

0
0

0

.7

.7

1

.4

0

0

0

.5

.5

1

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

.7

.4
0
0

0
0

1

0

0

1

5

6
7
8

9

0
0
0
0

0

0

Since the matrix is symmetric and all entries on the main diagonal are equal to 1, the relation
represented is reflexive and symmetric; therefore, it is a compatibility relation. The graph of the

relation is shown in Fig. 5.8; its complete a-covers for a > 0 and a e AR = (0,.4_5,.7,.8, 1)
are depicted in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.8 Graph of the compatibility
relation in Example 5.11.

The complete a-covers of compatibility relations R(X, X) may, for some values of a,
form partitions of X; in general, however, this is not the case due to the lack of transitivity.
For example, the complete a-covers illustrated in Fig. 5.9 form partitions of Ng for a > .8.
It is obvious that similarity relations are special cases of compatibility relations for which
all complete a-covers form partitions of X. Since the lack of transitivity distinguishes
compatibility relations from similarity relations, the transitive closures of compatibility
relations are similarity relations.

I

1

2

5

4

2

2

415

0

4

4

3

2

I

5

a

5

6

5

6

7

5

8

a=.5

5

8

a=.7

7

7

a=.4

a = .8

a=1..

Es

Figure 5.9 All complete a-covers for the compatibility relation R in Example 5.11.
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5.7 FUZZY ORDERING RELATIONS
While similarity and compatibility relations are characterized by symmetry, ordering relations

require asymmetry (or antisymmetry) and transitivity. There are several types of ordering
relations.
A crisp binary relation R(X, X) that is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive is called

a partial ordering. The common symbol < is suggestive of the properties of this class of
relations. Thus, x < y denotes (x, y) E R and signifies that x precedes y. The inverse partial
ordering R-1 (X, X) is suggested by the symbol >. If y > x, indicating that (y, x) E R-',
then we say that y succeeds x. When x < y, x is also referred to as a predecessor of y, while
y is called a successor of x. When x < y and there is no z such that x < z and z < y, x is
called an immediate predecessor of y, and y is called an immediate successor of x. If we
need to distinguish several partial orderings, such as P, Q, and R, we use the symbols <, 4,
R

and <, respectively.
Observe that a partial ordering

on X does not guarantee that all pairs of elements
x, y in X are comparable in the sense that either x < y or y < x. Thus, for some x, y E X,
it is possible that x is neither a predecessor nor a successor of y. Such pairs are called
noncomparable with respect to < .
The following are definitions of some fundamental concepts associated with partial
orderings:

If x e X and x < y for every y E X, then x is called the first member (or minimum) of
X with respect to the relation denoted by < .
If X E X and y < x for every y E X, then x is called the last member (or maximum) of
X with respect to the partial ordering relation.

If X E X and y < x implies x = y, then x is called a minimal member of X with
respect to the relation.

If x E X and x < y implies x = y, then x is called a maximal member of X with
respect to the relation.
Using these concepts, every partial ordering satisfies the following properties:

1. There exists at most one first member and at most one last member.
2. There may exist several maximal members and several minimal members.
3. If a first member exists, then only one minimal member exists, and it is identical with
the first member.
4. If a last member exists, then only one maximal member exists, and it is identical with
the last member.
5. The first and last members of a partial ordering relation correspond to the last and first
members of the inverse partial ordering, respectively.

Let X again be a set on which a partial ordering is defined, and let A be a subset of
X(A C X). If X E X and x < y for every y E A, then x is called a lower bound of A on X
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with respect to the partial ordering. If X E X and y < x for every y E A, then x is called
an upper bound of A on X with respect to the relation. If a particular lower bound succeeds
every other lower bound of A, then it is called the greatest lower bound, or infimum, of A.
If a particular upper bound precedes every other upper bound of A, then it is called the least
upper bound, or supremum, of A.

A partial ordering on a set X that contains a greatest lower bound and a least upper
bound for every subset of two elements of X is called a lattice.

A partial ordering < on X is said to be connected if for all x, y E X, x ; y implies
either x < y or y < x. When a partial ordering is connected, all pairs of elements of X
are comparable by the ordering. Such an ordering is usually called a linear ordering; some
alternative names used in the literature are total ordering, simple ordering, and complete
ordering.
Every partial ordering on a set X can be conveniently represented by a diagram in
which each element of X is expressed by a single node that is connected only to the nodes
representing its immediate predecessors and immediate successors. The connections are
directed in order to distinguish predecessors from successors; the arrow +- indicates the
inequality < . Diagrams of this sort are called Hasse diagrams.
Example 5.12

Three crisp partial orderings P, Q, and R on the set X = (a, b, c, d, e} are defined by their
membership matrices (crisp) and their Hasse diagrams in Fig. 5.10. The underlined entries in
each matrix indicate the relationship of the immediate predecessor and successor employed in the

corresponding Hasse diagram. P has no special properties, Q is a lattice, and R is an example
of a lattice that represents a linear ordering.

A fuzzy binary relation R on a set X is a fuzzy partial ordering if it is reflexive,
antisymmetric, and transitive under some form of fuzzy transitivity. Any fuzzy partial
ordering based on max-min transitivity can be resolved into a series of crisp partial orderings
in the same way in which this is done for similarity relations, that is, by taking a series of acuts that produce increasing levels of refinement.
When a fuzzy partial ordering is defined on a set X, two fuzzy sets are associated with
each element x in X. The first is called the dominating class of x. It is denoted by R>1 1 and
is defined by

R>[.1(y) = R(x, y),
where y E X. In other words, the dominating class of x contains the members of X to the
degree to which they dominate x.
The second fuzzy set of concern is the class dominated by x, which is denoted by R<[=]
and defined by
R<[:1(y) = R(y, x),

where y E X. The class dominated by x contains the elements of X to the degree to which
they are dominated by x.
An element x E X is undominated if

R(x,y)=0

Fuzzy Ordering Relations
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P

Q
a

b

c

d

e

0

0

0

0

a

1

1

0

0

0

b

c

1

0

1

0

0

C

d

1

I

0

1

0

d

e

1

0

1

0

1

e

a

R
C

b

c

d

e

0

0

0

0

a

I

a

b

d

e

0

0

0

---

a

b

1

0

0

0

0

b

1

I

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

c

I

l

I

0

0

I

1

1

1

0

d

I

1

1

1

0

1

I

I

1_ I

e

1

1

1

1

1

I

I

0

11

Last and
maximal
element

O
Minimal

Minimal

element

element

0
0
O

Figure 5.10

First and
minimal

element

Examples of partial ordering (Example 5.12).

for all y E X and x # y; an element x is undominating if

R(y, x) = 0

for ally EXandy#x.
For a crisp subset A of a set X on which a fuzzy partial ordering R is defined, the furry
upper bound for A is the fuzzy set denoted by U(R, A) and defined by

U(R, A) = n R>1 1,
xeA

where fl denotes an appropriate fuzzy intersection. This definition reduces to that of the
conventional upper bound when the partial ordering is crisp. If a least upper bound of the set
A exists, it is the unique element x in U(R, A) such that

U(R, A)(x) > 0 and R (x, y) > 0,
for all elements y in the support of U(R, A).
Example 5.13
The following membership matrix defines a fuzzy partial ordering R on the set X = {a, b, c, d, a}:
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a

a

b

e

d

e

1

.7

0

1

.7

b

0

1

0

.9

0

R = c

.5

.7

1

1

.8

0
0

0

0
0

1

0

.1

.9

1

d
e
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The dominating class for each element is given by the row of the matrix corresponding to that
element. The columns of the matrix give the dominated class for each element. Under this
ordering, the element d is undominated, and the element c is undominating. For the subset
A = (a, b), the upper bound is the fuzzy set produced by the intersection of the dominating
classes for a and b. Employing the min operator for fuzzy intersection, we obtain

U(R, (a, b}) = .7/b+.9/d.
The unique least upper bound for the set A is the element b. All distinct crisp orderings
captured by the given fuzzy partial ordering R are shown in Fig. 5.11. We can see that the
orderings became weaker with the increasing value of a.

a=.1

a=.8

a=.9

a=l

Figure 5.11 The set of all distinct crisp orderings captured by the fuizy partial ordering R in
Example 5.13.

Several other concepts of crisp orderings easily generalize to the fuzzy case. A fuzzy
preordering is a fuzzy relation that is reflexive and transitive. Unlike a partial ordering, the
preordering is not necessarily antisymmetric.
A fuzzy weak ordering R is an ordering satisfying all the properties of a fuzzy linear
ordering except antisymmetry. Alternatively, it can be thought of as a fuzzy preordering
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in which either R(x, y) > 0 or R(y, x) > 0 for all x 54 y. A fuzzy strict ordering is
antireflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive; it can clearly be derived from any partial ordering

R by replacing the values R(x, x) = 1 with zeros for all x E X.

5.8 FUZZY MORPHISMS
If two crisp binary relations R (X, X) and Q (Y, Y) are defined on sets X and Y, respectively,
then a function h : X -> Y is said to be a homomorphism from (X, R) to (Y, Q) if

(xl, x2) E R implies (h(xj), h(x2)) E Q,
for all x1, x2 E X. In other words, a homomorphism implies that for every two elements of
set X which are related under the relation R, their homomorphic images h(x1), h(x2) in set
Y are related under the relation Q.

When R(X, X) and Q(Y, Y) are fuzzy binary relations, this implication can be
generalized to

R(xt, x2) < Q(h(xi), h(x2)),
for all x1, x2 E X and their images h(x1), h(x2) E Y. Thus, the strength of relation between

two elements under R is equaled or exceeded by the strength of relation between their
homomorphic images under Q.
Note that it is possible for a relation to exist under Q between the homomorphic images
of two elements that are themselves unrelated under R. When this is never the case under a
homomorphic function h, the function is called a strong homomorphism. It satisfies the two
implications,
(x1, x2) E R implies (h(xt), h(x2)) E Q
for all x1, x2 E X, and
(yl, y2) E Q implies (x1, x2) E R
for all yl, y2 E Y, where x1 E h-1(y1) and x2 E h-'(y2). Observe that when h is many-to-one,
the inverse of h for each element of Y is a set of elements from X instead of a single element
of X.
If relations R (X, X) and Q (Y, Y) are fuzzy, then the criteria that a many-to-one function
h must satisfy in order to be a strong homomorphism are somewhat modified. The function h
imposes a partition rth on the set X such that any two elements xj, x2 E X belong to the same
block of the partition if h maps them to the same element of Y. Let A = (a1, a2, ... ,
and
B = (b1, b2_., bR) be two blocks of this partition 7rh, and let all elements of A be mapped
to some element yl E Y and all elements of B to some element y2 E Y. Then the function
h is said to be a strong homomorphism from (X, R) to (Y, Q) iff the degree of the strongest
relation between any element of A-and any element of B in the fuzzy relation R equals the
strength of the relation between yl and y2 in the fuzzy relation Q. Formally,

maxR(a;,
bi) = Q(yl, y2)
14
This equality must be satisfied for each pair of blocks of the partition 7rh.
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Example 5.14
The following membership matrices represent fuzzy relations R(X, X) and Q(Y, Y) defined on
sets X = (a, b, c, d) and Y = (a, 0, y}, respectively:
a

R=

a

b

e

d

0

.5

0

0

0

O

b

0
d

0

a

Q=

5
.6

0

y

0

[

a

0

y

.5

.9
0
.9

0
.9
0

1
1

The second relation, Q, is the homomorphic image of R under the homomorphic function h,
which maps elements a and b to element a, element c to element , and element d to element
y. Note that the pair (y, ry) in Q does not correspond to any pair in the relation R. Figure 5.12a
illustrates this fuzzy homomorphism.
Consider now alternative relations R(X, X) and Q(Y, Y) defined on X = (a, b, c, d, e, f }
and Y = (a, 0, y}, respectively, which are represented by the following membership matrices:
a
b

R-_

c
d
e

f

a

b

c

d

e

f

.8
0
0
0
0
0

.4

0

0

.5

0

.7

0
0

0

0

.3

.5

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

0
.9
0

0

1

0

0
.5

0
.8

a

0

y

a

7

0

.9

Q = $

.4

.8

0

Y

1

0

1

]

In this case the second relation, Q, is a strong homomorphic image of R under the
homomorphic function h, which maps element a to element 6, elements b, c, and d to element a,
and elements e and f to element y. The set X is therefore partitioned into the three equivalence
classes (a), (b, c, d) and (e, f). Figure 5.12b depicts this strong homomorphism.

If a homomorphism exists from (X, R) to (Y, Q), then the relation Q(Y, Y) preserves
some of the properties of the relation R (X, X) -namely, that all the pairs (xt, x2) E X X X
which are members of R have corresponding homomorphic images (h(xt), h(xZ)) E Y X Y

which are members of Q. Other members of Q may exist, however, that are not the
counterparts of any member of R. This is not the case when the homomorphism is strong.
Here, more properties of the relation R are preserved in the relation Q. In fact, Q represents
a simplification of R in which elements belonging to the same block of the partition Irk
created by the function It on the set X are no longer distinguished. These functions are useful
for performing various kinds of simplifications of systems that preserve desirable properties
in sets, such as ordering or similarity.
If It : X -* Y is a homomorphism from (X, R) to (Y, Q), and if It is completely
specified, one-to-one, and onto, then it is called an isomorphism. This is effectively a

translation or direct relabeling of elements of the set X into elements of the set Y that
preserves all the properties of R in Q. If Y e X, then It is called an endomorphism. A
function that is both an isomorphism and an endomorphism is called an automorphism. In
this case, the function maps the set X to itself, and the relations R and Q are equal. Each of
these terms applies without modification to fuzzy homomorphisms.
The notion of a crisp or fuzzy homomorphism can be generalized from binary relations
on a single set to relations on two or more different sets. For instance, a homomorphism
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(a) Ordinary fuzzy homomorphism

Q(Y, Y)

(b) Strong fuzzy homomorphism
Figure 5.12 Fuzzy homomorphisms (Example 5.14): (a) ordinary fuzzy homomorphism; (b)
strong fuzzy homomorphism.
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between two relations such as R1(X1, Y1) and R2(X2, Y2) would consist of two functions,
h1 : X1 -* X2 and hz : Yl - Yz. The properties described earlier must then be satisfied by
each of these functions.

5.9 SUP-1 COMPOSITIONS OF FUZZY RELATIONS

Sup-i compositions of binary fuzzy relations, where i refers to a t-norm, generalize the
standard max-min composition. The need to study these generalizations emerges from some
applications, such as approximate reasoning and fuzzy control. Given a particular t-norm i
and two fuzzy relations P(X,Y) and Q(Y, Z), the sup-i composition of P and Q is a fuzzy

relation P 0 Q on X x Z defined by

[P ° Q](X,z) = supi[P(x,Y), Q(Y,z)]

(5.13)

yEY

I

for all x E X, Z E Z. When i is chosen to be the min operator, P Q becomes the standard
composition P ° Q.
Given fuzzy relations P(X,Y), Pj(X, Y), Q(Y, Z), Qj(Y, Z), and R(Z, V), where j
takes values in an index set J, the following are basic properties of the sup-i composition
under the standard fuzzy union and intersection:

(PQ)RP (Q°R),

(5.14)

(UQj) = U(P ° Qj)'

(5.15)

P ° (nQj) C n(P ° Qi),

(5.16)

P

jEJ

jEJ

jEJ

jEJ

(UPj)Q=U(Pj°Q),
jEJ
jEJ
(nPj)QCn(P1Q),

(5.17)
(5.18)

jEJ

jEJ

(P ° Q)-1 =

Q-1

P-1

(5.19)

These properties follow directly from the corresponding properties of t-norms, and their
verification is left to the reader as an exercise. Sup-i composition is also monotonic
increasing, that is, for any fuzzy relations P(X, Y), Q1(Y, Z), Q2(Y, Z), and R(Z, V), if
Qt C Q2, then

P ° Qt C P ° Qz,

(5.20)

Q1R_Q2R.

(5.21)

The set of all binary fuzzy relations on X2 forms a complete lattice-ordered monoid
(3(X2), fl, u, o ), where f1 and U represent the meet and join of the lattice, respectively, and o
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represents the semigroup operation of the monoid. The identity of o is defined by the relations

whenx=y

E(x, y) = 10

when x ; y.

The concept of transitivity of a fuzzy relation, which is introduced in terms of the
max-min composition in Sec. 5.4, can be generalized in terms of the sup-i compositions for
the various t-norms i. We say that relation R on X2 is i-transitive if

R(x, z) > i(R(x, y), R(y, z)]

(5.22)

for all x, y, z E X. It is easy to show that a fuzzy relation R on X2 is i-transitive iff
R o R c R, which may be used as an alternative definition of i-transitivity.
When a relation R is not i-transitive, we define its i-transitive closure as a relation
Rr(,) that is the smallest i-transitive relation containing R. To investigate properties of the
i-transitive closure, let
R(n) = R -' R(n-1),

for n = 2, 3, ..., where R is a fuzzy relation on X2 and R(1) = R. Using this notation, we
can now formulate two theorems regarding i-transitive closure.

Theorem 5.1.

For any fuzzy relation R on X2, the fuzzy relation
Rr(r) = U00R(")

(5.23)

n=1

is the i-transitive closure of R.

Proof. First, by (5.15) and (5.17),
00

00

Rr(i) = (U R()) ° (U R(m))

RTU)

n=1

00

m=1
00

= n=1
U m=1
U

(R(n)

R(m))

= U00R(n+m)
n,m=1
00

c U R(k)
x=1

= Rr(j)
This'means that Rrq) is i-transitive.
Consider now a fuzzy relation S that is i-transitive and contains R(R C S). Then,

R(2) =R RcS o ScS
and, moreover, if R(n) c S, then
R(n+1)

=R

R(n) c S

S c S.
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Hence, R(k) c S for any k e N and, therefore,
00

RT(;) = U R(k) c S.
k=t

That is, RT(i) is the smallest i-transitive fuzzy relation containing R.

It follows directly from this theorem that any given fuzzy relation on X2 is i-transitive
if R = RT(I). For finite and reflexive fuzzy relations, the i-transitive closure has a simpler
form, as expressed by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2.

RT(;) = R(n-1)

Let R be a reflexive fuzzy relation on X2, where JXi = n > 2. Then,

Proof: Since R is reflexive, E c R and R = E . R S; R

R = R(Z). Thus,

R(m) - R(m+i) for any m E N. Now, we prove that R("-1) = R("). For any x, y E X, if x = y,
then R(") (x, x) = R("-1) (x, x) = 1; if x y, then

R(") (x, y) = sup i [R(x, z1), R (zi, z_), ..., R (zn-1, Y)]zl,...,z,_,

Since IXI = n, the sequence x = zo, zi, ... , z"_i, z" = y of n + 1 elements must contain at
least two equal elements. Assume Zr = z,., where r < s; then,
i[R(x, z1), ... , R(z,-i, z , ) ,... , R(zs, z.,+i), ..., R(zn-1, y)]

< i[R(x,zi),...,R(z,_i,zr),R(zs,zs+i),...,R(z"-l,y)]
< R(") (x, y)

(k < n - 1)

< R("-1)(x, y).

Hence, R(")(x, y) 5 R(n-1)(x, y) for any x, y E X and, consequently, R(") c
follows that R(") = R(rt-1) and, therefore, RT(;) =

R("_1).

It

R("-1).

The i-transitivity, together with reflexivity, symmetry, antisymmetry, and so on, can be
used for defining fuzzy i-equivalence, i-compatibility, and other types of fuzzy relations, but
the coverage of these generalizations is beyond the scope of this text.

5.10 INF-w, COMPOSITIONS OF FUZZY RELATIONS
Given a continuous r-norm i, let

w; (a, b) = sup(x E [0,1] I i (a, x) < b}
for every a, b E [0, 1]. This operation, referred to as operation w;, plays an important role
in fuzzy relation equations (Chapter 6). While the t-norm i may be interpreted as logical
conjunction, the corresponding operation w, may be interpreted as logical implication. Basic
properties of wi are expressed by the following theorem.

Theorem 53. For any a, a1, b, d E [0, 1], where j takes values from an index set J,
operation w, has the following properties:

Inf-wi Compositions of Fuzzy Relations
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1. i (a, b) < d iff wi (a, d) > b;
2. coi[wi(a, b), b] > a;
3. wi[i (a, b), d] = wi[a, wi(b, d)];
4. a < b implies wi (a, d) > wi (b, d) and w; (d, a) < wi (d, b);
5. i [wi (a, b), wi (b, d)] < wi (a, d);
6. wi[infaj, b] supwi(aj, b);
JEJ

jEJ

7. wi [sup aj, b] = inf wi (a j , b);
jEJ

jEJ

.

8. wi [b, sup a j ] > sup wi (b, aj );
jEJ

jEJ

9. wi[b, infaj] = infwi(b, aj);
.

jEJ

jEJ

10. i[a, wi(a, b)] < b.
Proof. We illustrate the full proof by proving only properties 1, 3, and 7, and leave the
rest of the proof to the reader.
-

If i(a, b) < d, then b E {xIi (a, x) < d} and, consequently, b < sup{xIi (a, x)
d} = wi(a, d). If b < wi(a, d), then
1.

i(a,b) 5 i[a, wi(a, d)]

= i[a,sup{xli(a,x) <d}]
= sup{i (a, x) Ii (a, x) < d} (since i is continuous)

< d.

3. By property 1, i (a, x) < wi (b, d) q i [b, i (a, x)] < d t* i [i (a, b), x]

<dqx<

wi[i(a, b), d]. Hence,

wi[a,wi(b,d)] = sup{xli(a,x) <wi(b,d)}
= sup{xIx < wi[i(a, b), d]}
= wi [i (a, b), d].

7. Let s = sup aj. Then, aj < s and wi (s, b) < w (a j , b) for any j e J by property
jEJ

4.

Hence, wi (s, b) < inf wi (a j , b). On the other hand, since inf wi (aj, b) < wi (a j, b)
jEJ

jEJ

for all jo E J, by property 1 we have i (ajo, inf wi (aj, b)) < b for all .lo E J. Thus,
jEJ

i (s, inf wi (a j , b)) = sup i (ajo, inf wt (a j , b)) < b. Again by property 1, we have
JEJ

joEJ

JEJ

wi(s, b) > inf wi(aj,b);
JEJ

consequently,
wi(sup aj, b) = wi(s, b) = inf wi(aj,b),
jEJ

which completes the proof of property 7.

JEJ
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Given a t-norm i and the associated operation w;, the inf-w; composition, P wo' Q, of
fuzzy relation P(X, Y) and Q(Y, Z) is defined by the equation
(P 0' Q)(x,z) = inf wi [ P (x, y), Q(y,z)]

(5.24)

YCY

for all x E X, Z E Z.
Basic properties of the inf-w, composition are expressed by the following two theorems.
Since these properties follow directly from the properties of operations w; expressed by
Theorem 5.3, we omit their proofs.

Theorem 5.4. Let P(X, Y), Q(Y, Z), R(X, Z), and S(Z, V) be fuzzy relations. Then:
(1) the following propositions are equivalent:

Pi QcR,
Q c P-1

(5.25)

R,

(5.26)

P c (Q °' R-1)-1;
P

(2)

(Q °' S) = (P i Q)

S.

Theorem 5.5. Let P (X, Y), Pj (X, Y), Q (Y, Z), and Q j (Y, Z) be fuzzy
where j takes values in an index set J. Then,

(5.27)
(5.28)
relations

(U PJ) ° Q = n (Pj ° Q),

(5.29)

(nPj)

Q ? U(Pi °' Q),

(5.30)

P°'(nQJ)=n(P°'Qj),

(5.31)

jEJ

jEJ

JEJ

JEJ

P

(UQj) ? U(P

Qj).

(5.32)

JEJ

JEJ

This theorem is instrumental in proving the two properties of monotonicity of the infw, composition that are stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.6.
Q1 c Q2, then

Let P(X, Y), Q1(Y, Z), Q2(Y, Z), and R(Z, V) be fuzzy relations. If

P

Q1 c P4" Q2 and Q1 o R ? Q2 ' R.

Proof: Q1 S; Q2 implies Q1 fl Q2 = Q1 and Q1 U Q2 = Q2. Hence,

(P ° Q1) fl (P00' Q2) = P °' (Q1 f1 Q2) = P ° Q1
by (5.31), which implies that P a Q1 c P T Q2. Similarly,

(Q1 °' R) fl (Q2 ° R) = (Q1 U Q2) ° R = Q2 °' R
by (5.29), and this implies Ql o R 2 Q2

R.
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This theorem and its predecessors in this section enable us to prove another theorem,
which plays an important role in fuzzy relation equations based on the inf-w, composition
(Sec. 6.5).
Theorem 5.7.

Let P(X, Y), Q(Y, Z), and R(X, Z) be fuzzy relations. Then,

P-1

(P'0' Q) S Q,

(5.33)

R C P a' (P-1

R),

(5.34)

P c (P °' Q)

Q-1,

(5.35)

R C (R a` Q-1) `0 Q.

(5.36)

Proof. When the trivial proposition P Q C (P-1)-1 0' Q is interpreted in terms of
(5.26) and then replaced with the equivalent proposition (5.25), we directly obtain (5.33).
Similarly, when the trivial proposition P-1 a R C P-1 o R is interpreted in terms of (5.25)
and then replaced with the equivalent proposition (5.26), we obtain (5.34). By (5.33), we

have Q'1 D [P'1 0 (P '' Q)]-1; hence, Q-1 D (P

Q)-1 o P. Interpreting the last

proposition in terms of (5.25) and then replacing it with the equivalent proposition (5.26), we
obtain (5.35). Proposition (5.36) follows then directly from (5.35).

Note that (5.33) and (5.34) indicate that the sup-i composition and inf-0), composition
(P 0' Q) C Q instead of
are opposite compositions in the following weak sense: P-1
0i

P'1 0 (P

Q) = Q, and R c P 0' (P'1 a R) instead of R = P o (P-1 o R).

NOTES
5.1. The basic ideas of fuzzy relations and the concepts of frizzy equivalence, compatibility, and fuzzy
orderings were introduced by Zadeh [1971a]. Binary fuzzy relations were further investigated

by Rosenfeld [1975], Yeh and Bang [1975], Yager [1981a]; and Ovchinnikov [1984]; they
are also extensively covered in one of the early books on fuzzy set theory (Kaufmann, 1975].
Relational morphisms were studied in great detail for both crisp and fuzzy relations by Bandler
and Kohout [1986a, b].
5.2. The concepts of projection, cylindric extension, and cylindric closure, for n-dimensional crisp
relations are due to Zadeh [1975a, b]; these concepts are essential for procedures of approximate
reasoning.

EXERCISES
5.1. The fuzzy relation R is defined on sets X1 = {a, b, c}, X2 = IS, t}, X3 = (x; y}, X4 = {i, j} as
follows:
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R(XI, X2, X3, X4) = .4/b, t, y, i + .6/a, s, x, i + .9/b, s, y, i - I/b, s, y, j
+ .6/a, t, y, j + .2/c, s, y, i.
(a) Compute the projections R1,2,4, R1,3,, and R,.
(b) Compute the cylindric extensions (R1,2.4 T (X3)], (R1.3 T (X2, X4)], (R4 T (X1, X2, X3)].
(c) Compute the cylindric closure from the three cylindric extensions in (b).
(d) Is the cylindric closure from (c) equal to the original relation R?
5.2. Given any n-ary relation, how many different projections of the relation can be taken?
53. Express the relation defined in Exercise 5.1 in terms of a four-dimensional array.
5.4. Consider matrices M1, M2, M3 in Table 5.4 as pages in a three-dimensional array that represents
a fuzzy ternary relation. Determine:
(a) all two-dimensional projections;
(b) cylindric extensions and cylindric closure of the two-dimensional projections;
(c) all one-dimensional projections;
(d) cylindric extensions and cylindric closure of the one-dimensional projections;

(e) two three-dimensional arrays expressing the difference between each of the cylindric
closures and the original ternary relation.
TABLE 5.4 MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS OF FUZZY BINARY RELATIONS
ON X x Y EMPLOYED IN EXERCISES (ASSUME EITHER

X=(xili e NJ,Y=(y;I/ EN.),ORX=Y=(xili EPT,),n=3,4,5,7)

M10

.

2

1

M4

M6 =

I

M8=

L

M10 =

.01

M2_1

]

0

1

.2

0

0

0

0

.4

.3

0
.3

1

.2

0

0

0

.4

.7

.4

0

1

7
.5

.6

.2

0

0
.2
0

0
.6

.2
.3

.6
0

0

1

.7

1

.5

0

0

0

0

1

.5
.2
0

.3

MS=

I

M7

=

I

I

0

.5

.5

.4

.3

0

.8

0

1

0

0
.3

.5
0

0
.1

.4

.5

0

0

.5

0

0

.3

.6

.2

0

.3

.7

.7

.3

0

.7

0

0

0

M9=

1

.7

1

0,6.7.3.5
.2

.3

.6

0

0

1

0

1

.2

.6'

1

.1

.1

.1

.9

0

.9

0

.8

.1

.2

.9

.4

0
3

.2

1

.8

.4

.9

0
0

0
0

.4

.5

1

0
0
.3

.4

0

.7
0

0
0

1.5

0
.2

bf11 =

.7
0

1

1

I

0

1

0

1

0

103.41

1

0

.8

0

.6

.8

0

r o

0
.8
0
.6

1

0

0

.5

1

0

0

0
0

3

0
.6
0

.6
.8

.8

1

0

.8

0

0

1

0
.6

.8

.5

0

.6

1

0

0

0

0
0

0
.1
.3
0

.8

0

0

1

1

0

0

10

.7

1.100.60
M12 =

M3=L 0

.1

M13 =

.6

0

0

1

.8

.7

.1

.2

0
0
.2
.2

1

0

.5
0

1

.7
0

0
.3
.9

1

1

0

1

0

.5

1

1

.7

.6

.2

0

1

.5

1

.5

.7

.3

.2

1

0 '1

.2
.2
.7
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5.5, Repeat Exercise 5.4 under the assumption that (1NI4, M5) and (M6, M>) are pages of a fourdimensional array that represents a fuzzy quaternary relation.
5.6. The fuzzy binary relation R is defined on sets X = (1, 2, ..., 100) and Y = (50, 51, ..., 100)
and represents the relation "x is much smaller than y" It is defined by membership function
x

R(x,y)=

10

forx<y

Y

otherwise,

where xcXandyEY.
(a) What is the domain of R?
(b) What is the range of R?
(c) What is the height of R?
(d) Calculate R`1.
5.7. For each of the following binary relations on a single set, state whether the relation is reflexive,
irreflexive, or antireflexive, symmetric, asymmetric, antisymmetric, or strictly antisymmetric,
and transitive, nontransitive, or antitransitive:

(a) "is a sibling of";
(b) "is a parent of";
(c) "is smarter than";
(d) "is the same height as";
(e) "is at least as tall as:'
5.8. For some of the binary relations given in Table 5.4, determine:
(a) the domain, range, and height of the relation;
(b) the inverse of the relation.
5.9. Prove that the max-min composition and min join are associative operations on binary fuzzy
relations.
5.10. For some of the binary relations given in Table 5.4, draw each of the following:
(a) a sagittal diagram of the relation;
(b) a simple diagram of the relation under the assumption that X = Y.

5.11. Assuming X = Y, perform the max-min composition of some sequences of comparable
relations given in Table 5.4. For example:
(a) M1 0 M2, '14 ° M5, Ma ° M9,'f12 ° M13;

(b) M1 aM20M3,M40M5M60M7, etc.
5.12. Repeat Exercise 5.11 for some other max-i compositions.
5.13. Using binary relations given in Table 5.4, perform the following relational joins:
(a) M1 * M2;
(b) M4 * M5;
(e) M8 * M9;
(d) M12 * M13.

5.14. Prove that the properties of symmetry, reflexivity, and transitivity (or the lack of these properties)
are preserved under inversion for both crisp and fuzzy relations.

5.15. Assuming that X = Y for binary relations given in Table 5.4, determine for some of the
relations whether they are reflexive, e-reflexive (for some 0 < e < 1), irreflexive, antireflexive,
symmetric, asymmetric, antisymmetric, strictly antisymmetric, transitive, nontransitive, or
antitransitive (assuming max-min transitivity).
5.16. Assuming that X = Y, determine the max-min transitive closure for some relations given in
Table 5.4.
5.17. Repeat Exercise 5.16 for max-product transitive closure.
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5.18. Given a fuzzy equivalence relation R(X, X) and two partitions rr(R) and 7r('R), where "R and
sR are a-cuts and a > j6, prove that each element of ;r("R) is contained in some element of
r (BR).

5.19. The transitive closure of the relation defined by matrix M12 in Table 5.4 (Exercise 5.16) is a
equivalence relation. Determine its partition tree.
5.20. Relations defined by matrices M3 and M12 in Table 5.4 are compatibility relations (assume
X = Y). Determine:
(a) simple diagrams of the relations;
(b) all complete a-covers of the relations.
5.21. Prove the following proposition: When R(X, X) is max-min transitive, then R - R C R.
5.22. Show that for every fuzzy partial ordering on X, the sets of undominated and undominating
elements of X are nonempty.
5.23. Assuming X = Y, construct simplifications of some of the relations given in Table 5.4 under
appropriate homomorphic mappings defined by you.
5.24. Let R be a reflexive fuzzy relation. Prove that Rr = lim Rf), where R(k) is defined recursively
k-eo

as R(k) =ReRck-), fork=2,3,..., and Rt`> = R.
5.25. Repeat Exercise 5.11 for some inf-co, compositions based, for example, on the Yager t-norms
ie, for various values of the parameter w.
5.26. Prove (5.14)-(5.19),
5.27. Prove Theorem 5.3.
5.28. Prove Theorem 5.4.
5.29. Prove Theorem 5.5.

6
FUZZY RELATION EQUATIONS

6.1

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The notion of fuzzy relation equations is associated with the concept of composition of
binary relations. As explained in Sec. 5.3, the composition of two fuzzy binary relations
P(X, Y) and Q(Y, Z) can be defined, in general, in terms of an operation on the membership
matrices of P and Q that resembles matrix multiplication. This operation involves exactly
the same combinations of matrix entries as in the regular matrix multiplication. However,

the multiplications and additions that are applied to these combinations in the matrix
multiplication are replaced with other operations; these alternative operations represent, in
each given context, the appropriate operations of fuzzy set intersection and union, respectively.
In the max-min composition, for example, the multiplications and additions are replaced with
the min and max operations, respectively.
For the sake of simplicity and clarity, let our further discussion in this section be limited
to the max-min form of composition. This form is not only viewed as the most fundamental
composition of fuzzy relations, but it is also the form that has been studied most extensively
and has the highest utility in numerous applications.
Consider three fuzzy binary relations P(X, Y), Q(Y, Z) and R(X, Z), which are defined
on the sets

X={x;fi EI},Y={yjjj EJ}, Z= {zkfkEK},
where we assume that I = N,,, J = Nm, and K = N3. Let the membership matrices of P, Q,
and R be denoted by

P = [p,i],

Q = [qjk],

R = [rfk],

respectively, where

pjj = P(Xi,Yr), qik = Q(yf, zk), r jk = R(xI, zk)
for all i E 1(= NO, E J(= Nm) and k E K(= N3). This means that all entries in the
matrices P, Q, and R are real numbers in the unit interval [0, 1].
153
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Assume now that the three relations constrain each other in such a way that

P - Q=R,

(6.1)

where o denotes the max-min composition. This means that
(6.2)
maxmin(pi
qjk) = rik
jej
for all i E I and k E K. That is, the matrix equation (6.1) encompasses n x s simultaneous

equations of the form (6.2). When two of the components in each of the equations are given
and one is unknown, these equations are referred to as fuzzy relation equations.

When matrices P and Q are given and matrix R is to be determined from (6.1), the
problem is trivial. It is solved simply by performing the max-min multiplication-like operation

on P and Q, as defined by (6.2). Clearly, the solution in this case exists and is unique. The
problem becomes far from trivial when one of the two matrices on the left-hand side of (6.1)
is unknown. In this case, the solution is guaranteed neither to exist nor to be unique.

Since R in (6.1) is obtained by composing P and Q, it is suggestive to view the
problem of determining P (or, alternatively, Q) from R and Q (or, alternatively, R and P) as
a decomposition of R with respect to Q (or, alternatively, with respect to P). Since many
problems in various contexts can be formulated as problems of decomposition, the utility
of any method for solving (6.1) is quite high. The use of fuzzy relation equations in some
applications is illustrated in Part II of this text.

Assume that we have a method for solving (6.1) only for the first decomposition
problem (given Q and R). Then, we can indirectly utilize this method for solving the second
decomposition problem as well. We simply rewrite (6.1) in the form

Q-1 a P-1 = R-1,

(6.3)

employing transposed matrices. We can now solve (6.3) for Q-1 by our method and, then,
obtain the solution of (6.1) by

(Q-1)-1= Q.
6.2 PROBLEM PARTITIONING
In the following discussion, let us assume that a pair of specific matrices R and Q from (6.1)
is given and that we wish to determine the set of all particular matrices of the form P that
satisfy (6.1). Let each particular matrix P that satisfies (6.1) be called its solution, and let

S(Q, R) = (PIP- Q = R}

(6.4)

denote the set of all solutions (the solution set).
It is easy to see that this problem can be partitioned, without loss of generality, into a
set of simpler problems expressed by the matrix equations

pi ° Q = r,

(6.5)

for all i e I, where

pi=[piilj EJJ

and r1

[r;kjkEKJ.
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Indeed, each of the -equations in (6.2) contains unknown pij identified only by one particular

value of the index i; that is, the unknowns pij distinguished by different values of i do
not appear together in any of the individual equations. Observe that p,, Q, and r, in (6.5)
represent, respectively, a fuzzy set on Y, a fuzzy relation on Y x Z, and a fuzzy set on Z.'
Let
(6.6)

Si (Q, ri) = {pilpi - Q = r,}

denote, for each i E I, the solution set of one of the simpler problems expressed by (6.5).
Then, the matrices P in (6.4) can be viewed as one-column matrices

where p; E Si (Q, r.) for all i E 1(= Nn).
It follows immediately from (6.2) that if

maxgjk < r;k

(6.7)

for some i E I and some k E K, then no values p;j E [0, 1] exist (j E J) that satisfy (6.1);
therefore, no matrix P exists that satisfies the matrix equation. This proposition can be stated
more concisely as follows: if
max q jk < max rik

jEj

(6.8)

iEl

for some k E K, then S(Q, R) = 0. This proposition allows us, in certain cases, to determine
quickly that (6.1) has no solution; its negation, however, is only a necessary, not sufficient,
condition for the existence of a solution of (6.l), that is, for S(Q, R) ; 0 .
Example 6.1
Consider the matrix equation

CPU
P21

P12
P22

P1310[.7
P23 J

1

.6

.3

L .2

1

B1=L

.4

whose general form is
[Prj] ° [qjk] = [rrk],

where i E N2, j E N3, and k E N2. The first matrix in this equation is unknown, and our
problem is to determine all particular configurations of its entries for which the equation is
satisfied.
The given matrix represents the following four equations of the form (6.2):

max [min(p11, .9), min(P12, .7), min(P13, 1)] = .6,
max [min(p11, .5), min(P12, .8), min(p13, .4)] = .3,
max [min(p21. 9), min(p22,.7), min(p23, 1)] _ .2,
Max [min(P21,.5), min(pn, .8). min(p23,.4)] = 1.

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d),

Observe that equations (a) and (b) contain only unknowns P11> pie, and p13, whereas equations
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(c) and (d) contain only unknowns p21, p22, pz3. This means that each of these pairs of equations

can be solved independent of the other. Hence, as previously argued, the given set of four
equations can be partitioned into two subsets, expressed by the matrix equations
[Pii

P13]'

P12

.9
.7

.5
.8

1

.4

=[.6

.3]

= [.2

1].

and

[P21

P22

.9
.7

P231 '
L

1

.81
.8

.4

We see, however, that the second matrix equation, which is associated with i = 2, satisfies the
inequality (6.7) for k = 2 (and i = 2) and, therefore, has no solution. In fact,
max(4u, q22, q32) < rz,
or, specifically,

max(.5,.8,.4) < 1.
Thus, the given matrix equation has no solution.

Since (6.1) can be partitioned without loss of generality into a set of equations of the
form (6.5), we need only methods for solving equations of the latter form in order to arrive at
a solution. We may therefore restrict our further discussion of matrix equations of the form
(6.1) to matrix equations of the simpler form

poQ=r,

(6.9)

where

P=[Pi[j EJ],Q=[gixlJ E J,k E K], r = [rklk E K].
6.3 SOLUTION METHOD

For the sake of consistency with our previous discussion, let us again assume that p, Q, apd
r represent, respectively, a fuzzy set on Y, a fuzzy relation on Y x Z, and a fuzzy set on Z.
Moreover, let J = Nm and K = N5 and let

S(Q, r) = (plp' Q = r)

(6.10).

denote the solution set of (6.9).
In order to describe a method for solving (6.9), we need to introduce some additional
concepts and convenient notation. First, let T denote the set of all possible vectors

P=[Pi11 EJ]
such that pi E [0, 11 for all j E J, and let a partial ordering on T be defined as follows: for
any pair tp, 2p E T,
IP:5 2piff tpi :5 2pi
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for all j E J. Given an arbitrary pair 'p, 2p E P such that tp < 2p, let

[1p,2P]=(pEPI 1p<p<_2p1.
For any pair 'p, 2p E P, (['p, 2p], _<) is clearly a lattice.
Consider now some properties of the solution set S(Q, r). Employing the partial
ordering on P. let an element P of S(Q, r) be called a maximal solution of (6.9) if, for all

p E S(Q, r), p > P implies p = P; if, for all p E S(Q, r), p < P, then P is the maximum
solution. Similarly, let an element p of S(Q, r) be called a minimal solution of (6.9) if, for
all p E S(Q, r), p <_ p implies p = p; if, for all p E S(Q, r), p p, then p is the minimum
solution (unique).

It is well established that whenever the solution set S(Q, r) is not empty, it always
contains a unique maximum solution, p, and it may contain several minimal solutions. Let
9(Q, r) denote the set of all minimal solutions. It is known that the solution set S(Q, r) is
fully characterized by the maximum and minimal solutions in the following sense: it consists
exactly of the maximum solution p, all the minimal solutions, and all elements of P that are
between P and each- of the minimal solutions. Formally,

S(Q, r) = U[P, P],

(6.11)

P

where the union is taken for all p E §(Q, r). For quick orientation, the meaning of (6.11) is
illustrated visually in Fig. 6.1.
Equation (6.11) enables us to solve (6.9) solely by determining its unique maximum
solution p and the set S(Q, r) of its minimal solutions.
When S (Q. r) 0 0, the maximum solution

Figure 6.1 Structure of the solution set
(shaded area) of (6.11).
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0=[PJIj EJ]
of (6.9) is determined as follows:

Pi = mm
a (4ik, rk),
kcK

(6.12)

where

a(gjk,rk) =

j rk

1

if qik > rk,

otherwise.

When 0 determined in this way does not satisfy (6.9), then S(Q, r) = 0. That is, the existence
of the maximum solution 0, as determined by (6.12), is a necessary and sufficient condition
for S(Q, r) # 0. (This claim is justified in Sec. 6.4.)
Once 0 is determined by (6.12), we must check to see if it satisfies the given matrix
equation (6.9). If it does not, then the equation has no solution (S(Q, r) = 0). Otherwise, 0
is the maximum solution of the equation, and we next determine the set S(Q, r) of its minimal
solutions.
The method we describe here for determining all minimal solutions of (6.9) is based

on the assumption that the components of the vector r in (6.9) are ordered such that
rl > rZ > ... > r3. If the components are not initially ordered in this way, we permute
them appropriately and perform the same permutation on the columns of the matrix Q. This
procedure clearly yields an equivalent matrix equation, which has exactly the same set of
solutions as the original equation.
Assume now that Q and r of (6.9) are given, and that we wish to determine the set S(Q, r)
of all minimal solutions of the equation. Assume further that components of r are arranged
in decreasing order, and that 0 has been determined by (6.12) and has been verified as the
maximum solution of (6.9). At this point, (6.9) may be reduced in some cases. When PJ = 0
for some j E J, we may eliminate this component from 0 as well as the j th row from matrix
Q, since, clearly, PJ = 0 implies pJ = 0 for each p E S(Q, r). Furthermore, when rk = 0 for
some k E K, we may eliminate this component from r and the kth column from matrix Q,
since each p < 0 (p E P) must satisfy, in this case, the max-min equation represented by p, the
kth column of Q, and rk = 0. Although this reduction is not necessary, the reduced equation is
easier to deal with. When we obtain solutions of the reduced equation, we simply extend them
by inserting zeros at the locations that were eliminated in the reduction step.
For convenience, assume for our further discussion that (6.9) is a reduced equation and

is its maximum solution (i.e., PJ ; 0 for all j E J = Nm, and rk 0 0 for all k e K = N,s).
Given Q, r, and 0, the set S(Q, r) of all minimal solutions of (6.9) can be determined by the
following procedure:
1. Determine the sets

Jk(I3) = {j E JI min(fJ, 4Jk) = rk}
for all k E K and construct their Cartesian product
J(0) =k 5 Jk(13).
Denote elements (s-tuples) of J(0) by
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R = [8klk e K].
2. For each (3 E J(p) and each j E J, determine the set

K(R, j) = (k E KI/3k = j)3. For each

E J(P), generate the m-tuple

g(R) = [gi (R)I j E J]
by taking

gl(R) _

k

K(O.j) rk

K(R> I) r 0>
otherwise.

0

4. From all the m-tnples g(R) generated in Step 3, select only the minimal ones by
pairwise comparison. The resulting set of m-tuples is the set . (Q, r) of all minimal
solutions of (6.9).

The described procedure is based on several nontrivial theorems, which we do not
consider essential to present here. Appropriate references are given in Note 6.1.
Example 6.2
Given
.1

.4

.5

.9

.7

.2

0

8

1

.5

0

.1

.3

6

0

and r= [.8.7.501,

determine all solutions of (6.9).
First, we determine the maximum solution p by (6.12):

pl = min(1, 1. 1, 0) = 0,
pz = min(.8, 1, 1, 1) = .8,

P3 = min(1,.7, 1, 1) _ .7,

pa = min(1,1,.5, 1) = .5.
Thus,

= [0 .8 .7 .5]. We can easily check that p E S(Q, r); hence, S(Q, r) ,-E 0.
Since p3 = 0, we may reduce the matrix equation by excluding pl and the first row of

matrix Q; since r4 = 0, we may make a further reduction by excluding r4 and the fourth column
of Q. The reduced equation has the form
9

.7

[p' Pz P31 ° [ .8

1

1

.3

2 l
.5
6 J

= [.8 .7 .5].

We must remember that p1, pz, and p3 in this reduced equation represent p2. p3, and p4 of the
original equation, respectively.

Next, we apply the four steps of the procedure for determining the set S(Q, r) of all
minimal solutions of this reduced matrix equation:
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1. Employing the maximum solution 13 = [.8 .7 .5] of the reduced equation, we obtain
J, (0) = (1), J2(0) = (1, 2), J3 (0) _ (2, 31; hence, J(0) = (1} X (1, 21 x (2, 3).
2. The sets K((3, j) that we must determine for all R E J(0) and all j E J are listed in
Table 6.1.
TABLE 6.1

ILLUSTRATION TO EXAMPLE 6.2

1

2

= 1 1 2

(1,2)

{3}

113
122
123

(1,2)

0

(1)
(1)

(2,3)

0

(2}

(3)

K(A,j)

3

0
{3)

g(13)

(.8,

.5,

0)

(.8, 0, .5)
(.8, .7, 0)
(.8, .7, .5)

3. For each P E J(O), we generate the triples g(f3), which are also listed in Table 6.1.
4. TWo of the triples g(13) in Table 6.1 are minimal: (.8,.5, 0) and (.8, 0_5). These therefore
comprise all the minimal solutions of the reduced matrix equation. By adding 0 as the
first component to each of these triples, we obtain the minimal solutions of the original
matrix equation. Hence,
S(Q, r) = (tp = [0 .8 .5 0], 20 = [0 .8 0 .5)}.

The set S(Q, r) of all solutions of the given matrix equation is now fully captured by the
maximum solution
P = [0 .8 .7 .5),
and the two m in imal sol uti ons
rp = [0

.8 .5 0],

10 = [0 .8 0 .5].
According to (6.11), we have

S(Q,r)=(peP('P<p<>3JU(pe (20 <p<p1.
Let us now summarize concisely the described procedure for solving finite maxmin fuzzy relation equations.
Basic Procedure

1. Partition (6.1) into equations of the form

p- Q = r,
(a)
one for each row in P and R (p is associated with index j, Q with indices j and k, and
r with index k).
2. For each equation (a), if
max qjk < Max rk
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for some k, then the equation has no solution: S(Q, r) = 0 and the procedure
terminates; otherwise, proceed to Step 3.
3. Determine P by Procedure 1.

4. If P is not a solution of (a), then the equation has no solution: S(Q, r) = 0 and the
procedure terminates; otherwise, proceed to Step 5.
5. For each p1 = 0 and rk = 0, exclude these components as well as the corresponding
rows j and columns k from matrix Q in (a): This results in the reduced equation

p' ° Q' = r',

(b)

where we assume j E J', k E K'.
6. Determine all minimal solutions of the reduced equation (b) by Procedure 2: this results

in S(Q', r').
7. Determine the solution set of the reduced equation (b):

S(Q', r') = U[P'1 p'],
ly

where the union is taken over all P' E . (Q, r').
8. Extend all solutions in S(Q', r') by zeros that were excluded in Step 5: this results in
the solution set S(Q, r) of equation (a).
9. Repeat Steps 24 for all equations of type (a) that are embedded in (6.1): this results in
all matrices P that satisfy (6.1).
Procedure 1

Form the vector P =. [p1 I j E J] in which

Pi = min c (qik, rk),
where
a (gik+ rk)

=

Irk
1

if gfk>rk,
otherwise.

Procedure 2
1. Permute elements of r' and the corresponding columns of Q appropriately to arrange
them in decreasing order.
2. Determine sets

Jk(P') = tj E J'I min('- , 4J k) = rk}
for all k E K' and form

J(P)=k K'Jk(P)
3. For each 0 E J(p') and each j e J', determine the set
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K(13,j)={kcK'Idk=j}.
4. For each (3 E J (p'), generate the tuple
g(13) = [g1(0)Ij E J']
by taking

_ maxrk
g,(13) - 0

ifK(Q, j)0r,kEK({3, j)
otherwise.

5. From all tuples g(13) generated in Step 4, select only the minimal ones: this results in

S(Q', r').
6.4 FUZZY RELATION EQUATIONS BASED
ON SUP-i COMPOSITIONS
A matrix formulation of this kind of fuzzy relation equations, analogous to (6.1), has the form

P Q=R,

(6.13)

where o denotes the sup-i composition, based upon a t-norm i, and P, Q, R are matrix
representations of fuzzy relations on X x Y, Y x Z, and X x Z, respectively. Let

P=[Pik],Q=[gkt],R=[rJt],
where j E N,,, k E N., and 1 E N,. The matrix equation (6.13) represents the set of equations
of the form
(6.14)

Max ai (P Jk, qld) = r1r

for all j E N and I E Ns, where i is a continuous t-norm.
As in Sec. 6.1, we assume that Q and R are given and P that satisfies (6.13) is to be
determined. Let

S(Q, R) = (PIP a Q = R}
denote the corresponding solution set.

The following theorem provides us with a procedure for determining the maximum
solution of (6.13) provided that the equation is solvable at all.

Theorem 6.1. If S(Q, R) :0-0 for (6.13), then P = (Q wo' R-1)-1 is the greatest
member of S(Q, R).

Proof Assume that P' E S(Q, R) (i.e., P' o Q = R). By (5.27) of Theorem 5.4, we
have

P C (Q o'

R-1)-1

= P.

It remains to show that P E S(Q, R). Let

T = (Q ° R-1)-1 Q = P

Q.
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By (5.33) of Theorem 5.7, we have
R-1

T-1 = Q-t ° (Q 0' R-')C:
and, consequently, T C R. On the other hand,

T=P ° Q?P' Q=R
and, hence, P o' Q = R; that is, P E S(Q, R).
Theorem 6.1 can be utilized for testing whether (6.13) has a solution. The test is very
simple: S(Q, R) T 0 (i.e., (6.13) has a solution) iff
R-1)-1

(Q °

° Q = R.

(6.15)

Example 63
Let the t-norm i employed in (6.13) rbe the product, and let
1

Q=L 3] andR=I .18J.
.27

Then,
.1
P_1

=

' [.12 .18 .27 ]

.2

(= Q T R-')

.3

L

1=

1

1

.6

.9

1

.4

.6

.9

1

1
1

_

.6

.4

.9

.6

1

.9

Since
1
1

.6

.4

.9

.6
.9

1

L.31 = 1.27

P is the greatest solution of
P

.2

L3

=

.18
.27

Theorem 6.2. Let P1, P2 F S(Q, R). Then, (i) P1 c P C P2 implies that P E S(Q, R);
(ii) P1 U P2 E S(Q, R), where U denotes the standard fuzzy union.

Proof: (i) Since R = P1 o Q c P 1 Q c P2 o Q= R, we have P o Q= R; consequently, P E S(Q, R). (ii) Since, by (5.17), (P1 U P2) a Q = (PI o Q) U (P2
R U R = R, we have (Pt U P2) E S(Q, R).

o'

Q) _
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Unfortunately, no general method for obtaining all minimal solutions of (6.13) has been
developed as yet. However, employing the method described in Sec. 6.3, we can find minimal
solutions for some particular equations.

6.5 FUZZY RELATION EQUATIONS BASED
ON INF-w1 COMPOSITIONS
Equations of this kind are expressed by the matrix form

Q = R,

P

(6.16)

where o' denotes the inf-cw; composition based upon a continuous t-norm i, and P, Q, R have
the same meaning as in Sec. 6.4.

Given Q and It, let S(Q, R) denote the solution set of (6.16) for P. The maximum
element of the solution set is given by the following theorem, but no method is currently
known by which all minimal elements of S(Q, R) could be determined.
Theorem 6.3.

If S(Q, R) ,-£ 0, then P = R 0' Q-1 is the greatest member of S(Q, R).

Proof; Assume that P E S(Q, R). Then, P o' Q = R and, by (5.35) of Theorem 5.7,
we have

R

Q-1

Q) '0"' Q-' :) P.

= (P

(6.17)

Moreover, by Theorem 5.6 and (5.36) of Theorem 5.7, we have

RS(R °'Q-1) °'QSP o Q=R.
Hence, P Q = R and, by (6.17), P is the greatest element of S(Q, R).
It follows directly from Theorem 6.3 that (6.16) has a solution for P if

(R °' Q-1)

an

Q = R.

Example 6.4
Let the t-norm i employed in (6.16) be the product, and let

Q=L

.6

.1

.9]andR=1

.8

25

1

.1

.8
.9

1

J

Then,

R

2

Q_r

=

1 .25

5

[.4
Since

1
1

.9
.9

] [

.6

]
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.4

, o [

.9

.8

.4

.25

.9

1
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]

.9

is the maximum solution of (6.16) for the given Q and R.

Q)-1 # Q-1
P-1 for the inf-w; composition, the previous problem
Since (P
(determine P for given Q and R) cannot be directly converted to the problem in which P
and R are given and Q is to be determined. Denoting the solution set of the latter problem
by S(P, R), the (unique) minimum element of this solution set is given by the following
theorem, which is a counterpart of Theorem 6.3. Unfortunately, no method is Imown for
determining all maximal elements of S(P, R).
Theorem 6.4.

If S(P, R) # 0, then 4) = P-1 o R is the smallest member of S(P, R).

Proof. Assume that Q E S(P, R). Then, P

" Q = R and, by (5.33) of Theorem 5.7,

we have

P-1 o R= P-1 ° (P ° Q) c Q.

(6.18)

Moreover, by Theorem 5.6 and (5.34) of Theorem 5.7, we have

RCP
Hence, P

=R

R)cPoQ=R.

-(P-t

R and, by (6.18), 4) is the smallest element of S(P, R).

It follows directly from Theorem 6.4 that (6.16) has a solution for Q if P

(P-1 o R)

It is easy to verify the following properties of the solution sets S(Q, R) and S(P, R) of
(6.16), when U and fl denote, respectively, the standard fuzzy union (max) and intersection
(min) :

1. if P1, P2 E S(Q, R), then P1 U P2 E S(Q, R);
2. if P1, P2 E S(Q, R) and P1 C P C- P2, then P E S(Q, R);
3. if Q1, Q2 E S(P, R), then Q1 fl Q2 E S(P, R); and
4. if Q1, Q2 E S(Q, R) and Q1 S Q S Qz, then Q E S(P, R).
Example 6.5
Let again the r-norm i in (6.16) be the product, and let

P
Then,

.-5

4

-9
.9

]

and

.-2

25

1
1
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R=

.

.2
.25

5

.9

1

]-[

.225
.1
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.9
.5

Since

.4

.9

]

[

.225

.9

]

-[

.25

1

Q=[.225 .9](=P`'R)
is the minimum solution of (6.16) for the given P and R.

6.6 APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
It is quite common that fuzzy relation equations of the general form

P i Q=R,

(6.19)

in which Q and R are given, have no solutions for P. Since a solution is.essential in some
applications, it is important to consider the notion of approximate solutions.
Given (6.19) that has no solution for P, we may slightly modify Q and R into Q and
R', respectively, such that the equation

P' o Q' = R'

(6.20)

has a solution P'. It is reasonable to view any solution of (6.20) as an approximate solution of
(6.19) provided that Q and R' satisfy the requirements specified in the following definition.

Definition 6.1. A fuzzy relation P is called an approximate solution of (6.19) if the
following requirements are satisfied:

1. there exist Q' D Q and R' C R such that
(6.21)

2. if there exist P", Q", and R" such that Q c Q" C Q', R' C R" C R, P" o Q" = R",
then Q" = Q and R" = W.
Requirement 1 means that we pursue the approximate solution of (6.19), making Q
larger and R smaller; requirement 2 means that Q and R' in (6.21) are the closest relations
to Q and R, respectively, for which a solution exists.
Example 6.6
Consider the equation
i

P=

.1

[.2

.3
.4

.5

where o is the algebraic product. Then, by Theorem 6.1,

.6],
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.4][]]'=[i

[[.2

1

and, since

.4]=[.2

.6],

.5

the equation has no solution. To pursue approximate solutions of the equation, let as reduce
.6] to R = [.2 .4]. Then, (Q R-')-' = [1 1] and

R = [.5

[1

l

i

a[

:

.4 .

] = [ .2

4

Assume that there exists R" such that R C R" C R, and the equation

P

[

.2

=R

]

.4

has a solution for P. Then,
max(.1pl, .2p2) = Ti,

max(.3p1, 4pz) = r2,

where P" = [p, p2] and R" _ [r, rz]. These equations can be satisfied only when r, < .2
and r2 < .4. That means that R c R" and, hence, R" = W. This implies that, by Def. 6.1,
P = [1 1] is an approximate solution of the original equation. Furthermore, we can easily
1] for any a E [0, 1] is also an approximate solution of the equation. That is,
approximate solutions are not unique.
Let us pursue now approximate solutions of the given equation by increasing Q to

see that [a

.3

.6

Then,

(Q ° R-1)-1= [[
and [1

1

.5

.3
.6

]o[

.1
.6

]]-1 = [

1

1

11

1] is a solution of the equation P a Q = R since
1

[

1

.5

.6

] _[ .5

.6 1-

If there is Q" such that Q S; Q" C Q and there exists a solution for P", then

P";Q"=[.5 .61.
Let P" _ [p1 p2] and Q" = [qik]. Then, .1 < q11 < .1_3 < q12 < .3_2 < q21 < .5, and
.4 < q22 .6. This means that q11 = .1, q12 = .3, q21 E [.2, .5], and q22 E [.4, .6]. The previous
equation now has the form
[ P1

I

which represents the simple equations

1
q21

.3

qzz] - [

.5

6
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max(.lp,, g21pa) = .5.
max(.3p,, g2,-pa) = .6.

Clearly. gzip2 = .5 and q2 p, = .6, which implies that q;,, ? .5 and q_ > .6. Hence, Q" D Q
and, therefore, Q" = Q. Again, by Def. 6.1, P is an approximate solution of the original
equation.

We can see from Example 6.6 that not only are approximate solutions of fuzzy relation
equations (in the sense of Def. 6.1) not unique, but also the modified relations Q and R' that
facilitate the approximate solutions are not unique. The following theorem guarantees that
approximate solutions of (6.19) always exist.

Theorem 6.5.

P = (Q o'

R-1)-1 is the greatest approximate solution of (6.19).

Proof: First, we need to verify that P satisfies requirements 1 and 2 of Def. 6.1. Let
Q. Then, clearly, P .' Q = R'_ However, we also have to
show that R' J R. It follows from (5.33) of Theorem 5.7 that

Q = Q, R' = (Q o' R-1)-'

Oi

[Q-'

R-')]-'

(Q °

C

(R-1)-1

= R;

hence, requirement 1 of Def. 6.1 is satisfied.

Assume now that there exist P" and R" such that R' C R" _c R and P" Oi Q = R".
Then (Q Ri-1)-1 E S(Q, R"), which by Theorem 6.1 is the greatest element in S(Q, R").

Thus, (Q o R"-1)-' o Q = R. Since R' C R" C R, we have

Q

°' [Q-1 ° (Q °' R-1)] D Q ° R-1

Therefore,

R-1 and, consequently,

Q

R" = (Q'00'

° Q = (Q

R-1)-1 ° Q = W.

Thus, requirement 2 of Def. 6.1 is verified.
It remains to show that P is the greatest approximate solution of (6.19). Assume that P'
is another approximate solution; that is, there exist Q and R' such that Q Q Q, R' C R, and
Q = W. Then, by Theorem 6.1, P' C (Q' R'-1)-1; moreover,

(Q' °'
by Theorem 5.6. Hence, P' C P.

R'-r)-1

S (Q

R-')-' = P

Although Theorem 6.5 provides us with a method for obtaining the greatest approximate
solution of (6.19), it does not give us any indication of how good an approximation it is. We
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need a suitable index to characterize how well given fuzzy relation equations are approximated
by a calculated approximate solution. To formulate such an index, we need to measure, in a
justifiable way, the extent to which two given fuzzy sets are regarded as equal.
Let IIPI1 denote the degree of truth of a fuzzy proposition P (see Chapter 8). Then, for
any given fuzzy sets A and B on the same universal set X, let IIA = B 11 be cal: td an equality
index. This index, which may be viewed as a reasonable measure of the degree to which the
two sets are equal, should be determined (in analogy with crisp sets) by the formula

IIA=B11=min(IIASB1I,IIA?BII)

(6.22)

However, to utilize this formula, we have to determine the meaning of IIA c_ B II and IIA B11
first.
It seems essential, on intuitive grounds, that 11A c B lI must satisfy at least the following
conditions:

1. IIA c B II E [0, 1] (desirable range);
2. 11A c B11 = 1 if A(x) < B(x) for all x E X, that is, if A C B (boundary condition);
3. if C c B, then IIA c Bib > IIA C CII and IIC C All > IIB c All (monotonicity).

Although these conditions are necessary for an acceptable definition of IIA C B Il, they are
not sufficient to determine it uniquely.
One possible definition of 11A C BI1, which is often used in the literature, is
IIA S BII =

AIAIBI
I

(6.23)

where IA fl B I and IA I denote the sigma counts (scalar cardinalities) of the respective fuzzy
sets, and fl denotes the standard fuzzy intersection.
It is easy to verify that IIA C B11 defined by (6.23) satisfies the three conditions. Ho :. ever,
this definition is applicable only when X is finite. Hence, we prefer to use the definition

IIA C BII = f wi[A(x), B(x)l,

(6.24)

which also satisfies the three conditions and is applicable to infinite sets as well.
When IIA c B11 defined by (6.24) is applied to the definition of IIA = B II given by
(6.22), it is easy to verify that IIA = BII satisfies the following properties, analogous to th.:
required conditions 1-3 for IIA S B 11:

(a) IIA = BII E [0, 1] (range);
(b) 11A = B11 = 1 if A = B (boundary value);
(c) if C c B c A, then IIA =BII ? IIA =CII and IIC =BII ? IIC = A 11 (monotonicity).
These properties are essential, on intuitive grounds, for any acceptable definition of IIA = B II
Moreover, substituting to (6.22) from (6.24), we obtain

IIA = B11 = min(infwL[A(x), B(x)], inff ca,[B(x), A(x)])
XeX

= infmin(cot[A(x), B(x)], ca;[(B(x), A(x)]).

(6.25)
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Let IIA = B11 given by this equation be called an equality index. It is obvious that the index
may have different values for different t-norms i.
The equality index plays a key role in measuring the goodness of approximate solutions

of fuzzy relation equations. Assuming that P' is an approximate solution of (6.19), a
meaningful goodness index of P', G(P'), is defined by the equation

G(P') = IIP' ° Q = RII,

(6.26)

where r o' Q and R are matrix representations of fuzzy relations on X x Z. That is, the
goodness of r is expressed in terms of the degree of equality of the left-hand side of (6.19),
when P' is employed in the composition, and its right-hand side. According to G (r), the
greater the equality degree, the better r approximates (6.19). Furthermore, G (r) = 1 iff P'
is an exact solution of (6.19).
Employing the goodness index defined by (6.26) the following theorem shows that the
greatest approximate solution P is the best approximation of (6.19).

Theorem 6.6.

The fuzzy relation P = (Q

R'1)-1 is the best approximation (in

terms of the goodness index G defined by (6.26)) of fuzzy relation equations (6.19).

Proof. To prove this theorem, we have to show that G(P) < G(P) for any approximate
solution P' of (6.19). By (6.22) and (6.26), we have

G(P) =IIP ° Q = RII = min(IIP ° Q S RII, IIP o Q 3 RII).
Since P Q c R (see the proof of Theorem 6.5), Ilk a Q c RII = 1. Hence,

G(P)=IIP0' Q?RII.
Assume now that P' is any approximate solution of (6.19). Then, P c P by Theorem 6.5
and, consequently,

F'

Q9

QcR.

It follows, then, from condition 3 of IIA c BI1, that

Q2RII.

IIPa
Hence,

G(P) = Ilk ° Q 2 Rii >_ ItP' ° Q ? Rif
min(IIP' ° Q ? RII, IIP' a Q S R11)

Let us introduce another useful index, called a solvability index, which characterizes the
ease in solving fuzzy relation equations of the general form (6.19). The solvability index, S,
is defined by the formula

8=

sup (IIP ° Q = RII)

Pe3(X XY)

(6.27)
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It is obvious that S E [0, 1]. Moreover, if (6.19) is solvable exactly, then 8 = 1. Unfortunately,

the inverse implication is still an open question. When 8 < 1, the given equations have no
exact solution. The smaller the value of 8, the more difficult it is to solve the equations
approximately.

It follows directly from the definition of S and from property (c) of the equality index

that S > G(P). That is, G(P) is the lower bound of 8; its upper bound is stated by the
following theorem.

Theorem 6.7.

Let S be the solvability index of (6.19) defined by (6.27). Then
S < inf w; (sup R(x, z), sup Q(y, z)).
yEY

ZEZ

(6.28)

Proof: For all P E T(X X Y),

I P° Q= R11 = min(!P ° Q S; R!l, IIR C P o Q!)
IIR c P

QI!

= inf inf w;[R(x, z), (P ° Q)(x, z)]
ZeZ xEX

inf inf w; [R(x, z), (1 o Q) (x, z)]
ZEZ xEX

= inf inf w, [R(x, z), sup Q(y,z)]
ZEZ xEX

yEY

= inf w; [sup R(x, z), sup Q(y, z)].
ZEZ

xEX

yEY

The inequality (6.28) then follows immediately from the definition of S.

6.7 THE USE OF NEURAL NETWORKS
Fuzzy relation equations play a fundamental role in fuzzy set theory. They provide us with
a rich framework within which many problems emerging from practical applications of the
theory can be formulated. These problems can then be solved by solving the corresponding
fuzzy relation equations.
This great utility of fuzzy relation equations is somewhat hampered by the rather high
computational demands of all known solution methods. To overcome this difficulty, the
possibility of using neural networks (see Appendix A) for solving fuzzy relation equations
has lately been explored. While the feasibility of this approach has already been established,
a lot of research is needed to develop its full potential.
Our aim in this section is rather modest: to illustrate the way in which fuzzy relation
equations can be represented by neural networks. Our discussion is restricted to the form
P o Q = R,

(6.29)

where o is the max-product composition. Let P = [ps,], Q = [qjk], R = [rik], where
i E N,,, j E Nm, k E N,,. We assume that relations Q and R are given, and we want to
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determine P. Equation (6.29) represents the set of equations
max pijgjk = r,k

(6.30)

jeN.

for all i EN,,,kEN5.
To solve (6.30) for pij(i E N,,, j E Nm), we can use a feedforward neural network
with m inputs and only one layer with n neurons, shown in Fig. 6.2. Observe that,
contrary to the analogous one-layer neural network discussed in Appendix A (Fig. A.3),
we do not employ the extra input xo by which biases of individual neurons are defined.
For our purpose, we assume no biases. There are two deviations of the neural network
considered here other than the one introduced in Appendix A. First, the activation function

employed by the neurons is not the sigmoid function, as in Appendix A, but the socalled linear activation function f defined for all a E )Ea by

f (a) =

ifa <0

0
a
I

'if a E [0,1]

ifa> 1.

Second, the output yi of neuron i is defined by
Yi = f(max WijXj)
jeN.

(i E Na).

(6.31)

Given (6.29), the training set consists of columns qk of matrix Q as inputs (X j = qjk for
each j E Nm, k E N) and columns rk of matrix R as expected outputs (yi = rik for each
i E N,,, k E Ni). Applying this training set to the learning algorithm described in Appendix
A, we obtain a solution to (6.29) when the error function reaches 0. The solution is then
expressed by the weights Wij as
XI
21

1

1

X2

w22

I

wm2

Xn'

Win

wmn

n

W

Figure 6.2

ONI

ON,

ON.

YI

Y2

yin

The structure of neural networks used for solving fuzzy relation equations.
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p;j = Wij

(6.32)

for all i EN,,, j EN..
When (6.29) has no solution, the error function does not reach zero. In this case,
any set of weights for which the error function reaches its minimum is not necessarily an
approximate solution of (6.29) in the sense defined in Sec. 6.6.
Example 6.7

To illustrate the described procedure, let us consider the same fuzzy relation equation as in
Example 6.3. That is,
Po[.3]-[.212

.2

.18

7]

We form a neural network with three inputs and three neurons in the output layer. The training

set consists of only one input (.1, .2-3) and one expected output (.12_18-27). This training
pair is applied to the learning algorithm repeatedly until the error function reaches zero. The
speed of convergence depends on the choice of initial values of the weights and on the chosen
learning rate. In our experiment, the cost function reached zero after 109 cycles, The final
weights are shown in Fig. 6.3. Hence, the solution is

r .1324

P=

.2647

L .2925

.2613
.404
.5636

4
.6
.9

Observe that this solution is not the maximum solution obtained in Example 6.3.

As already mentioned, this unorthodox way of solving fuzzy relation equations is not
fully developed as yet, but it seems to have great potential.

NOTES
6.1. The notion of fr=y relation equations based upon the max-min composition was first proposed
and investigated by Sanchez [1976]. A comprehensive coverage of fuzzy relation equations is
in a book by Di Nola et al. [1989]. The method for solving fuzzy relation equations described

in Sec. 6.3 is based on the paper by Higashi and Klir [1984a]; all theorems by which the
method is justified can be found in this paper. Fuzzy relation equations for other types of
composition were studied by Pedrycz [1983b], Sanchez [1984b], and Miyakoshi and Shimbo
[1985]. Generalizations to L -fuzzy relations were explored by numerous authors, for example,
Di Nola and Sessa [1983], and Sessa [1984].
6.2. Existing methods for obtaining approximate solutions of fuzzy relation equations are reviewed
by Di Nola et al. [1984, 1989]. Investigations of this topic were initiated by Pedrycz [1983c].
They were further pursued by Wu [1986], Gottwald and Pedrycz [1986], and Pedrycz [1988].
The solvability index employed in Sec. 6.6 was introduced by Gottwald [1985]. The way in
which we define approximate solutions (Def. 6.1) was originally proposed by Wu [1986].
6.3. Solving fuzzy relation equations by neural networks was proposed by Pedrycz [1991b], and
Wang [1993b].
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Figure 6.3 Illustration to Example 6.7: (a) neural network with initial weights; (b) neural
network representing a solution.
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EXERCISES
6.1. Solve the following fuzzy relation equations for the max-min composition.
9 .6

(a)

1

.8.8.5 J =[ .6

p°

.6

.5

6 .4 .6

(b) p °

(c) p °

(d)

p°

5

.7

0

.4

.6

1

0

.2

.4

.5

.6

0

.2

0

.8

.5

0

.3

0

.4

1

.3

0

5

.3

.3

.1

0

.1

1

.1

.5

.4

.4

.2

.4

.3

.3

.5

.5

.4

.6

.7

.2

0

.6

.8

2

.4

.5

.7

.1

.4

.6

.7

.2

.2

.2

0

.3

0

1

.2

_ [ .5

_

.5

.1

.4

.2 ] ;

6.2. Let i be a t-norm in the equation

P
°

2

.4

.5

0

.9

8

.3
0

1

.7

.2
0

=

.7

.4

3

.4

.8
.9

1

.7

.2

Determine if the above equation has a solution for i = min, product, and bounded difference,
respectively.
6.3. Given two fuzzy relation equations

P ° Q=R
R=Q

P-i

on a finite universal set with a continuous t-norm i, where R and Q are the standard fuzzy
complements of R and Q, respectively, prove the proposition: if there is a common solution
for both equations, then

(Q ° R-1) n (k o U-)
is the greatest solution for both equations, where n stands for the standard fuzzy intersection.
6.4. Let i be the min, product, and bounded difference, respectively. Determine if each of the
following fuzzy relation equations has a solution. If it has, find the maximum or minimum
solution.
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(b)

[

.9

1

.2

Q= [

.6 ]

. Chap. 6

.2
1

6.5. Let i be the min, product, and bounded difference, respectively. Find an approximate solution
for each of the following fuzzy relation equations:

[

(a)

(b)

[..6
8

.2
.4

.5

]=[.6

.7] ;

]Q=[].

Using the goodness index (6.26), express the goodness of the solution obtained. Also try
to find approximate solutions other than the maximum solutions and compare them by the
goodness index.

7
POSSIBILITY THEORY

7.1

FUZZY MEASURES

The fuzzy set provides us with an intuitively pleasing method of representing one form of
uncertainty. Consider, however, the jury members for a criminal trial who are uncertain
about the guilt or innocence of the defendant. The uncertainty in this situation seems to be
of a different type; the set of people who are guilty of the crime and the set of innocent
people are assumed to have very distinct boundaries. The concern, therefore, is not with the
degree- to which the defendant is guilty, but with the degree to which the evidence proves his
membership in either the crisp set of guilty people or the crisp set of innocent people. We
assume that perfect evidence would point to full membership in one and only one of these
sets. However, our evidence, is rarely, if ever, perfect, and some uncertainty usually prevails.
In order to represent this type of uncertainty, we could assign a value to each possible crisp
set to which the element in question might belong. This value would indicate the degree
of evidence or certainty of the element's membership in the set. Such a representation of
uncertainty is known as a fuzzy measure. Note how this method differs from the assignment of
membership grades in fuzzy sets. In the latter case, a value is assigned to each element of the
universal set, signifying its degree of membership in a particular set with unsharp boundaries.
The fuzzy measure, on the other hand, assigns a value to each crisp set of the universal set,
signifying the degree of evidence or belief that a particular element belongs in the set.
Fuzzy measure theory, which is now well developed [Wang and Klir, 1992], is not of
primary interest in this text. However, we need to introduce the concept of a fuzzy measure for
at least two reasons. First, the concept will provide us with a broad framework within which
it is convenient to introduce and examine possibility theory, a theory that is closely connected
with fuzzy set theory and plays an important role in some of its applications. Second, it will
allow us to explicate differences between fuzzy set theory and probability theory.

Definition 7.1. Given a universal set X and a nonempty family e of subsets of X, a
fuzzy measure on (X, C) is a function
177
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g:e--[0,1]
that satisfies the following requirements:

(gl) g(m) = 0 and g(X) = 1 (boundary requirements);
(g2) for all A, B E C, if A C B, then g(A) < g(B) (monotonicity);
00
(g3) for any increasing sequence AI C A2 C ... in C, if UA1
G C, then
i=1

ilim g(Ai) = g

O00

i=1

(continuity from below);

(g4) for any decreasing sequence Al D A2 D ... in C, if f]
00 A, E C, then
i=1

lim g(A1) = g (A1)
i=1
ioo
(continuity from above).

The boundary requirements (gi) state that, regardless of our evidence, we always know
that the element in question definitely does not belong to the empty set and definitely does
belong to the universal set. The empty set, by definition, does not contain any element; hence,
it cannot contain the element of our interest, either; the universal set, on the other hand,
contains all elements under consideration in each particular context; therefore, it must contain
our element as well.
Requirement (g2) states that the evidence of the membership of an element in a set
must be at least as great as the evidence that the element belongs to any subset of that set.
Indeed, when we know with some degree of certainty that the element belongs to a set, then
our degree of certainty that it belongs to a larger set containing the former set can be greater
or equal, but it cannot be smaller.
Requirements (g3) and (g4) are clearly applicable only to an infinite universal set. They
can therefore be disregarded when the universal set is finite. The requirements state that for
every infinite sequence A1, A2, ... of nested (monotonic) subsets of X which converge to the
CO

set A, where A = Uco Ai for increasing sequences and A= n A. for decreasing sequences,
i=1

t=1

the sequence of numbers g(A1), g(A2), .. , must converge to the number g(A). That is, g
is required to be a continuous function. Requirements (g3) and (g4) may also be viewed as
requirements of consistency: calculation of g(A) in two different ways, either as the limit of
g(A1) for i -> co or by application of the function g to the limit of A; for i -+ cc, is required
to yield the same value.
Fuzzy measures are usually defined on families e that satisfy appropriate properties
(rings, semirings, o-algebras, etc.). In some cases, C consists of the full power set T (X).
Three additional remarks regarding this definition are needed. First, functions that satisfy
(gl), (g2), and either (g3) or (g4) are equally important in fuzzy measure theory as functions
that satisfy all four requirements (g1)-(g4). These functions are called semicontinuous fuzzy
measures; they are either continuous from below (satisfy (g3)) or continuous from above
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(satisfy (g4)). Second, it is sometimes needed to generalize fuzzy measures by extending
the range of function g from [0, 1] to the set of nonnegative real numbers and by excluding
the second boundary requirement, g(X) = 1. These generalizations are not desirable for our
purpose. Third, we can easily see that fuzzy measures, as defined here, are generalizations
of probability measures or, when conceived in the broader sense, generalizations of classical
measures. In either case, the generalization is obtained by replacing the additivity requirement
with the weaker requirements of monotonicity and continuity or, at least, semincontinuity.

The number g(A) assigned to a set A E C by a fuzzy measure g signifies the total
available evidence that a given element of X, whose characterization is deficient in some
respect, belongs to A. The set in C to which we assign the highest value represents our best
guess concerning the particular element in question. For instance, suppose we are trying
to diagnose an ill patient. In simplified terms, we may be trying to determine whether
this patient belongs to the set of people with, say, pneumonia, bronchitis, emphysema, or
a common cold. A physical examination may provide us with helpful yet inconclusive
evidence. For example, we might assign a high value, say 0.75, to our best guess, bronchitis,
and a lower value to the other possibilities, such as 0.45 for the set consisting of pneumonia
and emphysema and 0 for a common cold. These values reflect the degrees to which the
patient's symptoms provide evidence for the individual diseases or sets of diseases; their
collection constitutes a fuzzy measure representing the uncertainty associated with several
well-defined alternatives. It is important to realize that this type of uncertainty, which results
from information deficiency, is fundamentally different from fuzziness, which results from
the lack of sharp boundaries.
The difference between these two types of uncertainty is also exhibited in the context
of scientific observation or measurement. Observing attributes such as "a type of cloud
formation" in meteorology, "a characteristic posture of an animal" in ethology, or "a degree
of defect of a tree" in forestry clearly involves situations in which it is not practical to draw
sharp boundaries; such observations or measurements are inherently fuzzy and, consequently,

their connection with the concept of the fuzzy set is suggestive. In most measurements in
physics, on the other hand, such as the measurement of length, weight, electric current, or
light intensity, we define classes with sharp boundaries. Given a measurement range, usually
represented by an interval of real numbers [a, b], we partition this interval into n disjoint
subintervals
[a, at), [a1, a2), [a2, a3), ... ,

b]

according to the desired (or feasible) accuracy. Then, theoretically, each observed magnitude
fits exactly into one of the intervals. In practice, however, this would be warranted only

if no observational errors were involved. Since measurement errors are unavoidable in
principle, each observation that coincides with or is in close proximity to one of the
between two neighboring intervals involves uncertainty regarding
boundaries al, a2.... ,
its membership in the two crisp intervals (crisp subsets of the set of real numbers). This
uncertainty clearly has all the characteristics of a fuzzy measure.
Since both A n B S A and A n B C B for any two sets A and B, it follows from the
monotonicity of fuzzy measures that every fuzzy measure g satisfies the inequality

g(A n B) < min[g(A), g(B)]

(7.1)

for any three sets A, B, A n B e C. Similarly, since both A C A U B and B g A U B for any
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two sets, the monotonicity of fuzzy measures implies that every fuzzy measure g satisfies the
inequality

g(A U B) ? max[g(A), -(B)]

(7.2)

for any three sets A, B, A U B E e.

Since fuzzy measure theory is not of interest in this text, we restrict our further
consideration in this chapter to only three of its special branches: evidence theory, possibility
theory, and probability theory. Although our principal interest is in possibility theory and its
comparison with probability theory, evidence theory will allow us to examine and compare
the two theories from a broader perspective.
Before concluding this section, one additional remark should be made. Fuzzy measure
theory, as well as any of its branches, may be combined with fuzzy set theory. That is,
function g characterizing a fuzzy measure may be defined on fuzzy sets rather than crisp sets.

7.2 EVIDENCE THEORY
Evidence theory is based on two dual nonadditive measures: belief measures and plausibility
measures. Given a universal set X, assumed here to be finite, a belief measure is a function
.Bel : T(X) --+ [0, 1]

such that Bel (0) = 0, Bel (X) = 1, and

Bel (Aj) - T Bel (Aj fl Ak )

Bel (A 1 U A2 U ... U

jck

+... + (-1)"x'1 Bel (A, fl A2 fl ... fl

(7.3)

for all possible families of subsets of X. Due to the inequality (7.3), belief measures ar
called superadditive. When X is. infinite, function Bel is also required to be continuous from
above.

For each A E P(X), Bel (A) is interpreted as the degree of belief (based on available
evidence) that a given element of X belongs to the set A. We may also view the subsets of
X as answers to a particular question. We assume that some of the answers are correct, but
we do not know with full certainty which ones they are.
When the sets A1, A2, ... , A in (7.3) are pair-wise disjoint, the inequality requires that
the degree of belief associated with the union of the sets is not smaller than the sum of the
degrees of belief pertaining to the individual sets. This basic property of belief measures is
thus a weaker version of the additivity property of probability measures. This implies that
probability measures are special cases of belief measures for which the equality in (7.3) is
always satisfied.

We can easily show that (7.3) implies the monotonicity requirement (g2) of fuzzy
measures. Let A c B (A, B E T (X)) and let C = B - A. Then, A U C = B and A fl C= 0.
Applying now A and C to (7.3) for n = 2, we obtain
Bel (A U C) = Bel (B) > Bel (A) + Bel (C) - Bel (A fl C).
Since A fl C = 0 and Bel (0) = 0, we have
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Bel (B) ? Bel (A) + Bel (C)
and, consequently, Bel (B) ? Bel (A).

Let Al = A and A2 = A in (7.3) for n = 2. Then, we can immediately derive the
following fundamental property of belief measures:

Bel (A) + Bel (A) < 1.

(7.4)

Associated with each belief measure is a plausibility measure, P1, defined by the
equation

PI (A) = 1 - Bel (A)

(7.5)

Bel (A) = 1 - PI (A).

(7.6)

for all A E P(X). Similarly,
Belief measures and plausibility measures are therefore mutually dual. Plausibility measures,
however, can also be defined independent of belief measures.
A plausibility measure is a function

PI : T(X) -> [0, 1]
such that PI (0) = 0, PI (X) = 1, and

PI(Aj)-

PI(A1nA2n...nA.)

+...+(-1)"

PI(Aj UAk)
j<k

j

PI(A1UA2U...UAn)

(7.7)

for all possible families of subsets of X. Due to (7.7), plausibility measures are called
subadditive. When X is infinite, function PI is also required to be continuous from below.

Let n = 2, Al = A, and A2 = A in (7.7). Then, we immediately obtain the following
basic inequality of plausibility measures:

PI (A) + PI (A) > 1.

(7.8)

Belief and plausibility measures can conveniently be characterized by a function

m : P(X) ->- [0, 1],

such that m(.) = 0 and

E m (A) = 1.

(7.9)

Ae5(X)

This function is called a basic probability assignment. For each set A E T (X), the value m (A)
expresses the proportion to which all available and relevant evidence supports the claim that
a particular element of X, whose characterization in terms of relevant attributes is deficient,

belongs to the set A. This value, m(A), pertains solely to one set, set A; it does not imply
any additional claims regarding subsets of A. If there is some additional evidence supporting
the claim that the element belongs to a subset of A, say B g A, it must be expressed by
another value m(B).
Although (7.9) resembles a similar equation for probability distribution functions, there
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is a fundamental difference between probability distribution functions and basic probability
assignments: the former are defined on X, while the latter are defined on P(X).
Upon careful examination of the definition of the basic assignment, we observe the
following:

1. it is not required that m(X) = 1;
2. it is not required that m(A) m(B) when A e B; and
3. no relationship between m (A) and mCA) is required.

It follows from these observations that the basic assignments are not fuzzy measures.
However, given a basic assignment m, a belief measure and a plausibility measure are
uniquely determined for all set A E P(X) by the formulas

m(B),

Bel (A)

(7.10)

BIBCA

PI (A). _ E m (B).

(7.11)

BlAr.8 r

The inverse procedure is also possible. Given, for example, a belief measure Bel, the
corresponding basic probability assignment m is determined for all A E P(X) by the formula

m(A) _ E

(-1)IA-,l

I Bel (B).

(7.12)

BIBCA

If a plausibility measure is given, it can be converted to the associated belief measure
by (7.6), and (7.12) is then applicable to make a conversion to function in. Hence, each of
the three functions, m, Bel and P1, is sufficient to determine the other two.
The relationship between m (A) and Bel (A), expressed by (7.10), has the following
meaning: while m (A) characterizes the degree of evidence or belief that the element in

question belongs to the set A alone (i.e., exactly to set A), Bel (A) represents the total
evidence or belief that the element belongs to A as well as to the various special subsets of A.
The plausibility measure Pl(A), as defined by (7.11), has a different meaning: it represents
not only the total evidence or belief that the element in question belongs to set A or to any
of its subsets, but also the additional evidence or belief associated with sets that overlap with
A. Hence,
P1(A) >_ Bel (A)

(7.13)

for all A E P(X).
Every set A E P(X) for which m(A) > 0 is usually called a focal-element of m. As
this name suggests, focal elements are subsets of X on which the available evidence focuses.
When X is finite, m can be fully characterized by a list of its focal elements A with the
corresponding values m(A). The pair (3', m), where 3' and m denote a set of focal elements
and the associated basic assignment, respectively, is often called a body of evidence.

Total ignorance is expressed in terms of the basic assignment by m(X) = 1 and
in (A) = 0 for all A 0 X. That is, we know that the element is in the universal set, but
we have no evidence about its location in any subset of X. It follows from (7.10) that
the expression of total ignorance in terms of the corresponding belief measure is exactly
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the same: Bel (X) = 1 and Bel (A) = 0 for all A # X. However, the expression of total
ignorance in terms of the associated plausibility measure (obtained from the belief measure
by (7.5)) is quite different: PI(0) = 0 and Pl(A) = 1 for all A 56 0. This expression follows
directly from (7.11).
Evidence obtained in the same context from two independent sources (for example,
from two experts in the field of inquiry) and expressed by two basic assignments m1 and m2
on some power set P(Y) must be appropriately combined to obtain a joint basic assignment
m1.2. In general, evidence can be combined in various ways, some of which may take into
consideration the reliability of the sources and other relevant aspects. The standard way of
combining evidence is expressed by the formula

E

M1.2 (A) =

BrC=A

1-K

(7.14)

for all A 0 0, and m1.2(0) = 0, where

K= E mt(B) . mz(C)

(7.15)

BnC=D

Formula (7.14) is referred to as Dempster's rule of combination. According to this rule,

the degree of evidence m1(B) from the first source that focuses on set B E P(X) and the
degree of evidence m2(C) from the second source that focuses on set C E P(X) are combined
by taking the product ml(B) mz(C), which focuses on the intersection B fl C. This is exactly
the same way in which the joint probability distribution is calculated from two independent

marginal distributions; consequently, it is justified on the same grounds. However, since
some intersections of focal elements from the first and second source may result in the same
set A, we must add the corresponding products to obtain m1.2(A). Moreover, some of the
intersections may be. empty. Since it is required that m1.2(0) = 0, the value K expressed by
(7.15) is not included in the definition of the joint basic assignment m1,2. This means that the

sum of products mI(B) m2(C) for all focal elements B of m1 and all focal elements C of
rn2 such that B f1 C # 0 is equal to 1- K. To obtain a normalized basic assignment m1.2, as
required (see (7.9)), we must divide each of these products by this factor 1 - K, as indicated
in (7.14).
Example 7.1
Assume that an old painting was discovered which strongly resembles paintings by Raphael.
Such a discovery is likely to generate various questions regarding the status of the painting.
Assume the following three questions:
1. Is the discovered painting a genuine painting by Raphael?
2. Is the discovered painting a product of one of Raphael's many disciples?
3. Is the discovered painting a counterfeit?

Let R, D, and C denote subsets of our universal set X-the set of all paintings-which
contain the set of all paintings by Raphael, the set of all paintings by disciples of Raphael, and
the set of all counterfeits of Raphael's paintings, respectively.

Assume now that two experts performed careful examinations of the painting and
subsequently provided us with basic assignments ml and m2, specified in Table 7.1. These
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are the degrees of evidence which each expert obtained by the examination and which support
the various claims that the painting belongs to one of the sets of our concern. For example,
m1(R U D) = .15 is the degree of evidence obtained by the first expert that the painting was
done by Raphael himself or that the painting was done by one of his disciples. Using (7.10), we
can easily calculate the total evidence, Belt and Be12, in each set, as shown in Table 7.1.
COMBINATION OF DEGREES OF EVIDENCE
TABLE 7.1
FROM TWO INDEPENDENT SOURCES (EXAMPLE 7.1)
Combined
Expert 2

Expert 1

evidence

Focal

elements

ml

Belt

m2

Bel2

mt.:

Be11,2

R

.05
0
.05
.15

.05
0
.05
.2

.15
0
.05
.05

.15

.21
.01

.21
.01

.09
.12

.09
.34

.1

.2

.2

.4

.2

.5

.05

.1
1

.05
.5

.1

.06

.16

1

.31

1

D
C

RU D

RUC

DUC
RUDUC

.6

0
.05
.2

Applying Dempster's rule (7.14) to ml and m2, we obtain the joint basic assignment
m1.2, which is also shown in Table 7.1. To determine the values of m1,2, we calculate the
normalization factor 1 - K first. Applying (7.15), we obtain

K = mt(R) m2(D) +mt(R) m2(C) +mt(R) m2(D U C) +mt(D) m2(R)
+ -j(D) -2(C) + -j (D) m2(R U C) + ml (C) m2 (R) + ml (C) m2 (D)
+ ml(C) .m2(R U D) +ml(R U D) m2(C) + ml(R U C) m2(D)
+ ml(D U C) m2(R)
= .03.
The normalization factor is then 1 - K = .97. Values of m1.2 are calculated by (7.14). For
example,

m1,2(R) _ [m1(R) m2(R) +mt(R) m2(R U D) +mt(R) m2(R U C)
+ m1(R) m2(R U D U C) +mt(R U D). m2(R)
+ ml(R U D) m2(R U C) +mt(R U C) m2(R)
+ ml(R U C) m2(R U D) + m1(R U D U C) m2(R)]/.97

= .21,
m1,2(D) = [mt(D) m2(D) +ml(D) m2(R U D) +ml(D) m2(D U C)
+ m1(D) m2(R U D U C) + m1(R U D) m2(D)

+ m1(R U D) m2(D U C) + ml(D U C) m2(D)
+ m1(D U C) m2(R U D) + ml(R U D U C) m2(D)]/.97

= .01,
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m1,2(R U C) _ [m1(R U C) . m,(R U C) 1- ml(R U C) m2(R U D U C)

+ m1(R U D U C) m2(R U C)]/.97
.2,

m1,2(RUDUC) _
.31,

and similarly for the remaining focal elements C, R U D, and D U C. The joint basic assignment
can now be used to calculate the joint belief Bell .z (Table 7.1) and joint plausibility P11.2.

Consider now a basic assignment m defined on the Cartesian product Z = X x Y;
that is,

m : 9(X x Y) -- [0, 1].
Each focal element of m is, in this case, a binary relation R on X x Y. Let Rx denote the
projection of R on X. Then,

R = {x E XI(x,y) R for some y Y}.
Similarly,

Ry = (y E YI(x, Y) E R for some x E X)

defines the projection of R on Y. We can now define the projection mx of m on X by the
formula

mx(A) =

m(R) for all A E P(X).

(7.16)

RIArRx

To calculate mx(A) according to this formula, we add the values of m(R) for all focal
elements R whose projection on X is A. This is appropriate since all the focal elements R
whose projection on X is A are represented in mx by A. Similarly,

my(B) = E m(R) for all B E 9(Y)

(7.17)

RiB_Ry

defines the projection of m on Y. Let mx and my be called marginal basic assignments, and
let (9'x, m1) and (Ty, my) be the associated marginal bodies of evidence.
Two marginal bodies of evidence (,x, mx) and (3y, my) are said to be noninteractive
iff for all A E Yx and all B E Yy

m(A x B) = mx(A) my(B)

(7.18)

and

m(R)=O for allR o A x B.
That is, two marginal bodies of evidence are noninteractive iff the only focal elements of the
joint body of evidence are Cartesian products of focal elements of the marginal bodies and if
the joint basic assignment is determined by the product of the marginal basic assignments.
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Example 7.2
Consider the body of evidence given in Table 7.2a. Focal elements are subsets of the Cartesian

product X x Y, where X = (1, 2, 3) and Y = (a, b, c); they are defined in the table by their
characteristic functions. To emphasize that each focal element is, in fact, a binary relation on
X x Y, they are labeled R1, R2, ... , R12. Employing (7.16) and (7.17), we obtain the marginal
bodies of evidence shown in Table 7.2b. For example,

mx((2, 3}) = m(R1) + m(R2) +m(R3) _ .25,

mx({l, 2}) = m(R5) +m(Rs) +m(R11) _ .3,
my({a)) = m(R2) +m(R7) +m(R3) +m(R9) = .25,
my({a, b, c}) = m(R3) +m(Rlo) + m(R11) + m(R12) = 5,
TABLE 7.2 JOINT AND MARGINAL BOGIES OF EVIDENCE: ILLUSTRATION
OF INDEPENDENCE (EXAMPLE 7.2)

(a) Joint body of evidence

(b) Marginal bodies of evidence

XxY

la lb lc 2a 2b 2c 3a 3b 3c

R1 = 0
R2 = 0
R3 = 0
R4 = 0
Rs = 0
R6 = 0
R7 = 1
R8 = 1
R9 = 1
Rio =
R11=
R12 =

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0
0
0

1

1

0
0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0
0
0
0

0

1

0
0
0
0

1

0

0
0
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

000

X
m(R;)
.0625
.0625
.125
.0375
.075
.075
.375
.075
.075
.075
.15
.15

mx(A)

1

2

3

A= 0

1

1

.25

1

0

1

.15

1

1

0

.3

1

1

1

.3

MX : P(X) -> [0, 11
Y
b

c

MY(B)

B= 0

1

1

.25

1

0

0

.25

1

1

1

.5

a

m:P(XxY)-.(0,1]

My :P(Y)-*(0,11
and similarly for the remaining sets A and B. We can easily verify that the joint basic assignment
m is uniquely determined in this case by the marginal basic assignments through (7.18). The
marginal bodies of evidence are thus noninteractive. For example,

m(RI) = mx({2, 3}) mY({b, c})
= .25 x .25 =.0625.
Observe that {2, 3) x {b, c} = {2b, 2c, 3b, 3c} = R1. Similarly,

m(R1,)) = -x((1, 3)) my((a, b, c))

= .15 x .5 = .075,
where R10 = {1, 31 x {a, b, c) _ {la, 1b, 1c, 3a, 3b, 3c}.
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In addition to the basic probability assignment, belief measure, and plausibility measure,
it is also sometimes convenient to use the function

Q(A) = E m(B),
BIACB

which is called a commonality function. For each A E P(X), the value Q(A) represents the
total portion of belief that can move freely to every point of A. Each commonality function
defined on the power set of X is a unique representation of a body of evidence on the power
set. All conversion formulas between m, Bel, P1, and Q are given in Table 7.3.
TABLE 7.3

CONVERSION FORMULAS IN THE EVIDENCE THEORY

Bel

in

m(A) =

m(A)

(-1)IA_RI[1- pi (B)}

(-1)IA-BI Bel (B)

BG

BCjA

Bel (A) =

Pi

E m(B)
BCA

P1(A)=

E m(B)
F m(B)
ACB

F (-1)IBI Q(B)
Bc.A

1-Bel(A-)

P1(A)

BflA#PJ

Q(A) =

E (-1)IB-AI Q(B)
ACB

1-Pl (A)

Bel (A)

Q

F_ (-1)I8I+1Q(B)
$ABCA

E (-1)IRIBel (B)
RCA

F (_1)IBI+1 Pt (B)
P BCA

Q(A)

7.3 POSSIBILITY THEORY

A special branch of evidence theory that deals only with bodies of evidence whose focal
elements are nested is referred to as possibility theory. Special counterparts of belief measures
and plausibility measures in possibility theory are called necessity measures and possibility
measures, respectively.
The requirement that focal elements be nested (also called consonant) restricts belief
and plausibility measures in a way that is characterized by the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1. Let a given finite body of evidence (T, m) be nested. Then, the
associated belief and plausibility measures have the following properties for all A, B E 9(X):
(i) Bel (A fl B) = min [Bel (A), Bel (B)];
(ii) P1 (A U B) = max [Bel (A), Bel (B)].
Proof. (i) Since the focal elements in 3 are nested, they may be linearly ordered by the

subset relationship. Let Y = (A1, A2, ...,A, 1, and assume that Al C At whenever i < j.
Consider now arbitrary subsets A and B of X. Let i1 be the largest integer i such that
A; C A, and let i2 be the largest integer i such that A; c B. Then, A; c A and Al c B iff
i < i1 and i < i2, respectively. Moreover, Ai 9 A fl B iff i min(i1, i2). Hence,
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is

m(Ai) =min Tm(Ai), Em(Ai)

;a

i=1

i=1

= min[ Bel (A), Bel (B)].
(ii) Assume that (i) holds. Then, by (7.5),

PI (A U B) = 1 - Bel (A U B) = 1 - Bel (A fl B)
= 1 - min[Bel (A), Bel (B)]
= max[1 - Bel (A), 1 - Bel (B)]
max[ Pl (A), PI (B)]

for allA, B E P(X). 7
Let necessity measures and possibility measures be denoted by the symbols Nec and
Pos, respectively. Then, Theorem 7:1 provides us directly with the following basic equations
of possibility theory, which hold for every A, B E P(X):
Nee (A fl B)

min[ Nec (A), Nee (B)],

(7.19)

Pos (A U B) = max[ Pos (A), Pos (B)].

(7.20)

When we compare these equations with the general properties (7.1) and (7.2) of fuzzy
measures, we can see that possibility theory is based on the extreme values of fuzzy measures
with respect to set intersections and unions. From this point of view, necessity and possibility

measures are sometimes defined axiomatically by (7.19) and (7.20), and their underlying
nested structure can then be proven as a theorem in the theory. This approach allows us to
define necessity and possibility measures for arbitrary universal sets, not necessarily finite.
This general formulation of necessity and possibility measures is given by the following two
definitions.

Definition 7.2.
necessity measure if

Let Nec denote a fuzzy measure on (X, C). Then, Nec is called a

Ak' = inf Nec (Ak)

Nec
kEK

/

keK

(7.21)

for any family (AkIk E K} in e such that n Ak E C, where K is an arbitrary index set.
keK

Definition 7.3. Let Pos denote a fuzzy measure on (X, C). Then, Pos is called a
possibility measure iff

Pos (u Ak} = sup Pos (Ak)

(7.22)

kEK

EK

for any family (AkIk E K} in C such that U Ak E C, where K is an arbitrary index set.
kEK

Since necessity measures are special belief measures and possibility measures are
special plausibility measures, they satisfy (7.4)-(7.6) and (7.8). Hence,
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Nec (A) + Nec (A) c 1,

(7.23)

Pos (A) + Pos (A) ? 1,

(7.24)

Nec (A) = 1 - Pos (A).

(7.25)

Furthermore, it follows immediately from (7.19) and (7.20) that

min[ Nec (A), Nec (A)] = 0,

(7.26)

max[Pos (A), Pos (;)j = 1.

(7.27)

In addition, possibility measures and necessity measures constrain each other in a strong way,
as expressed by the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2.

For every A E P(X), any necessity measure, Nec, on P(X) and the

associated possibility measure, Pos, satisfy the following implications:

(i) Nec (A) > 0 = Pos (A) = 1;
Nec (A) = 0.
(ii) Pos (A) < 1
Proof. (i) Let Nec (A) > 0 for some A E T(X). Then, Nec (A) = 0 by (7.26), and
Pos (A) = 1 - Nec (A) = 1. (ii) Let Pos (A) < 1 for some A E P(X). Then, Pos (A) = 1 by
(7.27), and Nec (A) = 1 - Pos (A) = 0.

Given a possibility measure Pos on T(X), let function r : X -+ [0, 1] such that
r(x) -- Pos ({x}) for all x E X be called a possibility distribution function associated with
Pos. An important property of possibility theory is that every possibility measure is uniquely
represented by the associated possibility distribution function. For finite universal sets, the
property is formally expressed by the following theorem.

Theorem 73. Every possibility measure Pos on a finite power set P(X) is uniquely
determined by a possibility distribution function
r : X --> [0, 1]

via the formula
Pos (A)

max r (x)

(7.28)

for each A E P(X).
Proof We prove the theorem by induction on the cardinality of set A. Let JAI = 1.
Then, A = (x), where x E X, and (7.28) is trivially satisfied. Assume now that (7.28) is
Then, by (7.20),
satisfied for Al C= n - 1, and let A = (xl, x2, ... ,
Pos (A) = max[Pos ((x1, x2, ...,

Pos

max[max[Pos ((x1)), Pos ({x2}), ... , Pos

max[Pos ((xl}), Pos ([x2}), ... , Pos

maxr(x).
XE.a

Pos
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When X is not finite, (7.28) must be replaced with the more general equation

Pos(A) = supr(x).

(7.29)

XEA

Let us now introduce a convenient notation applicable to finite universal sets. Assume that a
possibility distribution function r is defined on the universal set X = (x1, x2, ... , xn). Then,
the n-tuple

r = (rl, r2, ... , r"),
where r, = r (x1) for all xi E X, is called a possibility distribution associated with the function
r. The number of components in a possibility distribution is called its length.

It is convenient to order possibility distribution in such a way that ri ? r1 when i < j.
Let "R denote the set of all ordered possibility distributions of length n, and let

._- oz= U"R.
nERI

Given two possibility distributions,

lr = ('ri,'r2, ... , trn) E "R
and

2r = (2rl, 2r2i .... 2rn) E "R,

for some n e N, we define

1 r<2rifflr1 <2ri for all i EN N.
This ordering on "R is partial and forms a lattice whose join, v, and meet, A , are defined,
respectively, as

`r v'r = (max('r1,'rl), max(`r2,'r2)..... max(`rn,'rn))
and

`r Air = (rnin(`rl, 1rl), min('r2,'rz), ..., min(r, jr,,))
for all 'r, jr E "R. For each n E N, let ("R, <) be called a lattice of possibility distributions
of length n.

Consider again X = (xl, x2, ... , x"} and assume that a possibility measure Pos is
defined on R(X) in terms of its basic assignment m. This requires (by the definition
of possibility measures) that all focal elements be nested. Assume, without any loss of
generality, that the focal elements are some or all of the subsets in the complete sequence of
nested subsets

Al C A2 C ... C A"(= X),
where Ai = (xl, ..., xi}, i E N", as illustrated in Fig. 7.1a. That is, m(A) = 0 for each

A#Ai(iEN)and

n
Em(Ai)=1.

1=l

(7.30)
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r(xt)=Pt
r(x4) = P4

r(x2) = P2
1

r(x3) = P3

(a) Complete sequence of nested subsets of X

m(A3) = .4

m(A6) = . l

m(A2) = .3

r(x7)=P?=.2

r(xt)=Pt=l

I

r(xb)=P6=.3

r(x2)=P2=1

r(x;)=P;=.7

r(xs)=P5=.3

r(x4)=P4=.3
(b) A possibility measure defined on X

figure 71 Nested focal elements of possibility measure on 9(X), where X = (xt, x2, ... ,
(a) complete sequence of nested subsets of X; (b) a possibility measure defined on X.
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0 for all i E Nn, as illustrated by an example in

It is not required, however, that m (A;)
Fig. 7.1b.

It follows from the previous discussion that every possibility measure on a finite
universal set can be uniquely characterized by the n-tuple

m=(ml,m2,...,mn)
for some finite n E N , where m; = m(A;) for all i E N. Clearly,
n

T, mi=1

(7.31)

1=1

and m; E [0, 1] for all i E N. Let m be called a basic distribution. Let nM denote the set of
all basic distributions with n components (distributions of length n), and let
M = U n7Yt.
nEN

Using the introduced notation, let us demonstrate now that each basic distribution
m e M represents exactly one possibility distribution r E R, and vice versa. First, it follows
from (7.28) and from the definition of possibility measures as special plausibility measures
that

ri = r(xi) = Pos ({xi }) = P1((xi})
for all x, E X. Hence, we can apply (7.11) to PI((xi}) and thus obtain a set of equations
n

n

ri = P1 ({xi}) _ Em(Ak) _ >mk,
k=i

(7.32)

k=i

with one equation for each i E Nn. Written more explicitly, these equations are:
r1

rz =

m2 +m3 +...+ mi +mi+1 +...+ nsn

ri =
mn

Solving these equations for mi (i r= N,,), we obtain

mi = ri - r,+1

(7.33)

for all i E Nn, where rn}1 = 0 by convention. Equations (7.32) and (7.33) define a one-toone correspondence

t:R+*M
between possibility distributions and the underlying basic distributions. Given

r= (r;,r2,...,rn) E Randm= (m1,m2,...,m,,) EM
for some n E N, t (r) = m iff (7.33) is satisfied; similarly, t-1(m) = r iff (7.32) is satisfied.
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Function t enables us to define a partial ordering on set M in terms of the partial
ordering defined on set R. For all lm, 2m E M, we define
t

in < 2m if and only if t-1(tm) < t-t(2m).

Example 73
Consider the basic assignment m specified in Fig. 7.1b. We observe that (7.30) is satisfied, but
m(A;) = 0 in this case for some subsets of the complete sequence

A1CA.C...CA7
of nested subsets. For example, m(A1) =m({x1}) = 0 and m(A4) = m({xl,x2,x3,x4}) = 0.
The basic distribution is

m= (0,.3,.4,0,0,.1,.2).
Applying (7.32) to this basic distribution for all i E N7, we obtain the possibility distribution

r = (1, 1, .7, 3..3,.3,.2),
as shown in Fig. 7.1b. For instance,
7

r3

= 1: Mk =.4+0 0+.1+.2=.7,
k=3
7

rs = 1: mk=0-x.1+.2=.3.
k-5

Degrees of possibility Pos (A) can now be calculated for any subset A of X = (x1, x2, ... , x7)
from components of the possibility distribution r by (7.28). For instance,

Pos ((xl, ..., xk)) = max(r1,

... rk) = max(1, ..., rk) = 1

for each k e N7; similarly,
Pos ({x3, x4, x5}) = max(r3, rt. r5) = max(.7, .3, .3) = .7.

It follows from (7.31) and (7.32) that r1 = 1 for each possibility distribution

r = (rt,r2,...,rn) E °R.
Hence, the smallest possibility distribution r of length n has the form

rn=(1,0,0, ,0)
with n - 1 zeros. This possibility distribution, whose basic assignment

(1,0,...,0,0)
has the same form, represents perfect evidence with no uncertainty involved. The largest
possibility distribution r of length n consists of all l's, and

with n - 1 zeros. This distribution represents total ignorance, that is, a situation in which
no relevant evidence is available. In general, the larger the possibility distribution, the less
specific the evidence and, consequently, the more ignorant we are.
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Let us consider now joint possibility distributions r defined on the Cartesian product
X X Y. Projections rr and ry of r, which are called marginal possibility distributions, are
defined by the formulas

rx(x) = maxr(x, y)

(7.34)

ry(y) = maxr(x, y)

(7.35)

yEY

for each x E X and
xEX

for each y E Y. These formulas follow directly from (7.28). To see this, note that each
particular element x of X, for which the marginal distribution rx is defined, stands for the set
{(x, y) ly E Y} of pairs in X x Y for which the joint distribution is defined. Hence, it must
be that
Posx((x}) = Pos({(x, Y) I Y E Y}),

where Posx and Pos are possibility measures corresponding to rx and r, respectively.
Applying (7.28) to the left-hand side of this equation, we obtain

PosX((x}) = rx(x);
and applying it to the right-hand side of the equation yields

Pos({(x, Y) I Y E Y}) = maxr(x, y).
yEY

Hence, (7.34) is obtained. We can argue similarly for (7.35).
Nested bodies of evidence on X and Y represented by possibility distribution functions
rx and ry, respectively, are called noninteractive (in the possibilistic sense) if

r(x, y) = min[rx(x), ry(y)}

(7.36)

for all x E X and all y E Y. An example of noninteractive nested bodies of evidence is given
in Fig. 7.2, which is self-explanatory. Observe that for each joint possibility ri1 in Fig. 7.2b,
we have

ri1 = min(ri, rj),
where ri, r are the respective marginal possibilities given in Fig. 7.2a. For instance,

r3z = min(r3, ri) = min(.6, 1) = .6
or

r43 = min(r4, r3) = min(.5,.3) = .3.

This definition of possibilistic noninteraction (see (7.36)) is clearly not based upon the
product rule of evidence theory. Consequently, it does not conform to the general definition
of noninteractive bodies of evidence as expressed by (7.18). The product rule cannot be used
for defining possibilistic noninteraction because it does not preserve the nested structure of
focal elements. This is illustrated by the following example.
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!13 = .1

Al =.4

/

Pt = I

(a) Marginal consonant (nested) bodies of evidence

942 = .2

P32 =.I
m t2 = .4

P12 = 1

P,1 = .6
p22 _ .6

p3i=.6

I

1

P4,=.5

p3, =.6 P31 = 5

(b) Joint consonant (nested) body of evidence

Figure 7-1 Example of noninteractive sets with possibility measure: (a) marginal consonant
bodies of evidence; (b) joint consonant body of evidence.

Example 7.4
Consider the marginal possibility distributions and basic distributions specified in Fig. 7.3a,
which represent two nested bodies of evidence. When we combine them by (7.36), we obtain
the joint possibility distribution shown in Fig. 7.3b. That is, the result of combining two nested
bodies of evidence by the min operator is again nested so that we remain in the domain of
possibility theory. In contrast to this, when the product rule is employed, we obtain the joint
basic assignment shown in Fig. 7.3c. This basic assignment does not represent a nested body of
evidence; consequently, it is not a subject of possibility theory. It follows directly from (7.34)
and (7,35) that
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Figure 73
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Combinations of consonant (nested) bodies of evidence by the minimum operator

versus Dempster's rule (Example 7.4).

r(x, y) < rx(x) and r(x, y) < ry(y).
Hence,

r(x, y) < min(rx(x), ry(y)].

(7.37)

This means that the joint possibility distribution defined by (7.36) is the largest joint distribution
(or, equivalently, the least constrained joint distribution) that satisfies the given marginal

distributions. As such, it represents the least specific claim about the actual joint distribution.
It is certainly desirable, at least on intuitive grounds, to define noninteraction in terms of this
extreme condition.

Let rx and ry be marginal possibility distribution functions on X and Y, respectively,
and let r be the joint possibility distribution function on X x Y defined in terms of rx and
ry by (7.36). Then, assuming that PosX, Posy, and Pos denote the possibility measures
corresponding to rx, ry,and r, Pos can be calculated from PosX and Posy by the equation

Pos (A x B) = min[Posx(A), Posy(B)]
for all A E T(X) and all B E T(Y), where

(7.38)
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Posx(A) = maxrx(x),
XErt

Posy(B) = maxry(y),

Pos (A x B) = max r(x, y).
X EA,yEB

Furthermore,

Nec (A + B) = max[Necx(A), Necy(B)]

(7.39)

for all A E T(X) and all B E P(Y), where Nec, Neck, and Necy are the necessity measures
associated with possibility measures Pos, Posx, Posy, respectively, by (7.25), and A + B is
the Cartesian coproduct A x B. This equation can easily have been derived by using (7.25)
and (7.38):

max[Necx(A), Necy(B)j = max(1 - Posx(A), 1 - Posy(B)j
= 1 - min[Posx(A), Posy(-B)]

=1- Pos (AxB)
= Nec (A + B).
Let us now discuss the concept of a conditional possibility distribution function, which is
essential for defining possibilistic independence. We say that two marginal possibilistic
bodies of evidence are independent if the conditional possibilities do not differ from the
corresponding marginal possibilities. This is expressed by the equations

rxiy(xIY) = rx(x),

(7.40)

(7.41)
rylx(Ylx) = ry(y)
for all x e X and all y E Y, where rxiy(xl y) and rylx(ylx) denote conditional possibilities

on XxY.
Observe that possibilistic independence, expressed by (7.40) and (7.41), is distinguished
from possibilistic noninteraction, which is expressed by (7.36). To show that these concepts
are not equivalent, contrary to their probabilistic counterparts, we employ the basic equations

r(x, y) = min[ry(y), rxly(xly)],

(7.42)

r(x,y) = min[rx(x),rylx(yIx)],
(7.43)
which must be satisfied for any two marginal possibilistic bodies of evidence and the
associated joint body of evidence, regardless of their status with respect to independence.

Assume first that (7.40) is satisfied (independence). Then, substituting rx(x) for
rxly(xly) in (7.42), we obtain (7.36) (noninteraction). Similarly, assuming (7.41) and
substituting ry(y) for rylx(ylx) in (7.43), we obtain (7.36). Hence, the property of
possibilistic independence implies the property of possibilistic noninteraction.
Assume now that (7.36) is satisfied (noninteraction). Then, substituting min[rx(x), ry(y)]
for r (x, y) in (7.42), we obtain the equation

min[rx(x), ry(Y)] = min[ry(y), rxly(xIY)].
Solving this equation for rxly(xly), we obtain
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for rx(x) < ry(y)
for rx(x) ? ry(y).

(7.44)

for ry(y)
rx(x)
> rx(x).
for ry(y) _

(7.45)

In a si mil ar way, we can ob ta i n

ryl x(ylx) =

Fry(y)

[rx(x),1]

Hence, the property of possibilistic noninteraction does not imply the property of possibilistic
independence. The two concepts are thus not equivalent; possibilistic independence is
stronger than possibilistic noninteraction.

We can see from (7.44) and (7.45) that conditional possibilities are not uniquely
determined solely by the constraints of possibility theory. The choices of one value of
rxly(xly) from the interval [ry(y), 1] or one value of rylx(ylx) from the interval [rx(x), 1]
depend on some additional conditions. Several distinct conditions proposed for this purpose
in the literature are still subjects of debate. We overview these proposals in Note 7.8.
As explained in this section, possibility theory is based on two dual functions: necessity
measures, Nec, and possibility measures, Pos. The two functions, whose range is [0, 1], can
be converted to a single combined function, C, whose range is [-1, 1]. For each A E 9(X),
function C is defined by the equation

C(A) = Nec (A) + Pos(A) - 1.

(7.46)

Conversely, for each A E T(X),
Nec (A)
Pos (A )

J 0

= l C(A)

when nC(A)-0
when C(A) > 0,

C(A) + 1
1

when C(A) < 0
when C (A) > 0.

(7.47)
( 748

)

Positive values of C(A) indicate the degree of confirmation of A by the evidence available,
while its negative values express the degree of disconfirmation of A by the evidence.
7.4 FUZZY SETS AND POSSIBILITY THEORY
Possibility theory can be formulated not only in terms of nested bodies of evidence, but also
in terms of fuzzy sets. This alternative formulation of possibility theory is suggestive since
fuzzy sets, similar to possibilistic bodies of evidence, are also based on families of nested
sets, the appropriate a-cuts.
Possibility measures are directly connected with fuzzy sets via the associated possibility
distribution functions. To explain this connection, let V denote a variable that takes values in
a universal set V, and let the equation V = v, where v E V, be used for describing the fact
that the value of V is v.
Consider now a fuzzy set F on V that expresses an elastic constraint on values that may
be assigned to V. Then, given a particular value v E V, F(v) is interpreted as the degree of
compatibility of v with the concept described by F. On the other hand, given the proposition
"V is F" based upon F, it is more meaningful to interpret F(v) as the degree of possibility
that V = v. That is, given a fuzzy set F on V and the proposition "V is F," the possibility,
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rp(v), of V = u for each v E V is numerically equal to the degree F(v) to which v belongs
to F. Formally,

rF(v) = F(v)

(7.49)

for all V E V.

Function rF: V -+ [0, 1] defined by (7.49) is clearly a possibility distribution function
on V. Given rF, the associated possibility measure, PosF, is defined for all A E T(V) by the
equation

PosF(A) = suprF(v),

(7.50)

vEA

which is a counterpart of (7.29). This measure expresses the uncertainty regarding the actual
value of variable V under incomplete information given in terms of the proposition "V is F."
For normal fuzzy sets, the associated necessity measure, NecF, can then be calculated for all
A E P(V) by the equation

Necp(A) = 1 - PosF(A),

(7.51)

which is a counterpart of (7.25).

As an example, let variable V be temperature measured in °C and assume that only
its integer values are recognized (i.e., V = Z). Let information about the actual value of
V be given in terms of the proposition "V is around 21°C" in which the concept around
21°C is expressed by the fuzzy set F given in Fig. 7.4a. This incomplete information
induces a possibility distribution function rF that, according to (7.49), is numerically
identical with the membership function F. The a-cuts of F, which are nested as shown
in Fig. 7.4b, play the same role as the focal elements in possibilistic bodies of evidence
formulated within evidence theory. That is, focal elements and a-cuts correspond to
each other in the two formulations of possibility theory. In our example, the a-cuts
(or focal elements) are Al = (21), A2 = (20, 21, 221, A3 = (19, 20, 21, 22, 231. Using
(7.50), we can readily find that Pos (A1) = Pos (A2) = Pos (A3) = I and Pos (A1)
2/3, Pos (A2) = 1/3, Pos (A3) = 0. Then, using (7.51), we obtain Nec (A1) = 1/3,
1.0

0.8
0.6

(a)
0.4
0.2

0-06
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

-- * v
19
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23

(b)

23
rF :

1/3

FYgure 7.4 Possibility distribution for a
fuzzy proposition.
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Nec (AZ) = 2/3, Nec (A3) = 1. We can also easily see that Nec (A) = 0 for any set A
that contains no a-cut. Furthermore, using (7.33), we can calculate the basic probability
assignment: m(A1) = 1 - 2/3 = 1/3, m(A2) = 2/3 - 1/3 = 1/3, m(A3) = 1/3 - 0 = 1/3,
and m(A) = 0 for any set A that is not an a-cut. Converting functions Pos and Nec into
the combined function C, we obtain: C(A1) = 1/3, C(AZ) = 2/3, C(A3) = 1, C(A1) _
-1/3, C(A2) = -2/3, C(A3) = 0.
When rF is derived from a normal set F, as in our example, the two formulations of
possibility theory are equivalent. The full equivalence breaks when F is not normal. In this
case, the basic probability assignment function, which is defined in terms of the differences
in values of function rF, is not directly applicable. The reason is that the differences do not
add to 1 when F is not normal. However, all other properties of possibility theory remain
equivalent in both formulations.
We can see that possibility theory is a measure-theoretic counterpart of fuzzy set theory
based upon the standard fuzzy operations. It provides us with appropriate tools for processing
incomplete information expressed in terms of fuzzy propositions; consequently, it plays a
major role in fuzzy logic (Chapter 8) and approximate reasoning (Chapter 11).
7.5 POSSIBILITY THEORY VERSUS PROBABILITY THEORY

The-purpose of this section is to compare probability theory with possibility theory, and to
use this comparison in comparing probability theory with fuzzy set theory. It is shown that
probability theory and possibility theory are distinct theories, and neither is subsumed under
the other.

The best way of comparing probabilistic and possibilistic conceptualizations of uncertainty is to examine the two theories from a broader perspective. Such a perspective is offered by evidence theory, within which probability theory and possibility theory are recognized as special branches. While the various characteristics of possibility theory within the broader framework of evidence theory are expounded in Sec. 7.3, we need to introduce their probabilistic counterparts to facilitate our discussion.
As is well known, a probability measure, Pro, is required to satisfy the equation

Pro (A U B) = Pro (A) + Pro (B)

(7.52)

for all sets A, B E T(X) such that A f1 B = 0.
This requirement is usually referred to as the additivity axiom of probability measures.

Observe that this axiom is stronger than the superadditivity axiom of belief measures
expressed by (7.3). This implies that probability measures are a special type of belief
measures. This relationship between belief measures and probability measures is more
precisely characterized by the following theorem.

Theorem 7.4. A belief measure Bel on a finite power set T(X) is a probability
measure if and only if the associated basic 'probability assignment function m is given by
m({x}) = Bel ({x)) and m(A) = 0 for all subsets of X that are not singletons.
Proof: Assume that Bel is a probability measure. For the empty set 0, the theorem

trivially holds, since m(0) = 0 by definition of m.

Let A 74 0 and assume A =

{XI, x2, ... , x, }. Then, by repeated application of the additivity axiom (7.52), we obtain
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Bel (A) = Be] ((XI 1) + Bel ({x2, x3, ... ,

Bel ((xi)) + Bel ({x2}) + Bel ((a

x4, ... ,

Bel ({xl }) + Be1((x2}) + ...

+ Bel ((x }).

Since Bel ({x}) = m({x}) for any x E X by (7.10), we have

Bel (A) = T n((x;)).
i=1

Hence, Bel is defined in terms of a basic assignment that focuses only on singletons.
Assume now that a basic probability assignment function m is given such that

Em((x}) = 1.
xEX

Then, for any sets A, B E J(X) such that A f1 B = 0, we have

Bel(A)+Bel(B) _ Em({x})+Em({x))
xEA

xEB

m({x}) = Bel (A U B);
xEAUB

consequently, Bel is a probability measure. This completes the proof.
According to Theorem 7.4, probability measures on finite sets are thus fully represented
by a function

p:X --* [0,1]
such that p(x) = m({x}). This function is usually called a probability distribution function.
Let p = (p(x)Ix E X) be referred to as a probability distribution on X.
When the basic probability assignment function focuses only on singletons, as required
for probability measures, then the right-hand sides of (7.10) and (7.11) become equal. Hence,

Bel (A) = P1(A) = E m({x})
xEA

for all A E P(X); this can also be written, by utilizing the notion of a probability distribution
function, as

Bel (A) = P1(A) = E p(x).
This means that the dual belief and plausibility measures merge under the additivity axiom
of probability measures. It is therefore convenient, in this case, to denote them by a single
symbol. Let us denote probability measures by Pro. Then,

Pro (A) = 7" p(x)

(7.53)

XE.4

for all A E P(X).
Within probability measures, total ignorance is expressed by the uniform probability
distribution
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(= m((x}))

IXI

for all x E X. This follows directly from the fact that basic assignments of probability
measures are required to focus only on singletons (Theorem 7.4).
Probability measures, which are the subject of probability theory, have been studied at
length. The literature of probability theory, including textbooks at various levels, is abundant.
We therefore assume that the reader is familiar with the fundamentals of probability theory;
consequently, we do not attempt a full coverage of probability theory in this book. However,
we briefly review a few concepts from probability theory that are employed later in the text.
When a probability distribution p is defined on the Cartesian product X x Y, it is called
a joint probability distribution. Projections px and py of p on X and Y, respectively, are
called marginal probability distributions; they are defined by the formulas

Px (x) = E P(x, Y)

(7.54)

yEY

for each x r= X and

Py(Y) = EP(x,Y)

(7.55)

xEX

for each y E Y. The marginal distributions are called noninteractive (in the probabilistic
sense) with respect to p iff
P(x, Y) = Px(x) . FY (Y)

(7.56)

for all x E X and all y E Y. This definition is a special case of the general definition of
noninteractive bodies of evidence expressed by (7.18).
Two conditional probability distributions, pxly and pylx are defined in terms of a joint
distribution p by the formulas
PxIY(xIY) =

AX,
PY(Y)

)

(7.57)

and

PYIx(Ylx) =

P(x,Y)

(7.58)

Px(x)
for all x E X and all y e Y. The value pxly (x l y) represents the probability that x occurs
provided that y is known; similarly, pylx(ylx) designates the probability of y given x.
The two marginal distributions are called independent iff

PxIY(xIY) = Px(x),
Pylx(YIx) = PY(Y)
for all x E X and all y E Y. Since the joint probability distribution is defined by

P(x, Y) = PxIY(xIY) py(y) = PYIx(Ylx) PX(x),

(7.59)
(7.60)

(7.61)

we can immediately see that the marginal distributions are independent if and only if they are
noninterative.
We are now in a position to discuss similarities and differences between probability
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theory and possibility theory. Basic mathematical properties of both theories are summarized
and contrasted in Table 7.4 to facilitate our discussion.
The two theories are similar in the sense that they both are subsumed not only under
fuzzy measure theory, but also under the more restricted evidence theory. The inclusion

relationship among the six types of measures employed in these theories is depicted in
Fig. 7.5.

FUZZY MEASURES:

monotonic and continuous
or semi continuous

PLAUSIBILITY MEASURES:
subadditive and continuous
from below

PROBABILITY
MEASURES:
additive
OSSIBIUTY
MEASURES

BELIEF MEASURES:

superadditive
and continuous
from above

NECESSITY
MEASURES

Figure 7.5 Inclusion relationship among
the discussed types of measures.

As obvious from their mathematical properties, possibility, necessity, and probability
measures do not overlap with one another except for one very special measure, which is
characterized by only one focal element, a singleton. The two distribution functions that
represent probabilities and possibilities become equal for this measure: one element of the
universal set is assigned the value of 1, with all other elements being assigned a value of 0.
This is clearly the only measure that represents perfect evidence.
Let us examine now some aspects of the relationship between probability theory and
possibility theory in more detail. While possibility theory is based on two dual measures,
which are special versions of belief and plausibility measures, probability theory coincides
with that subarea of evidence theory in which belief measures and plausibility measures are
equal. This results from a fundamental difference in the structure of respective bodies of
evidence. While probabilistic bodies of evidence consist of singletons, possibilitiec bodies
of evidence are families of nested sets. Both probability and possibility measures are
uniquely represented by distribution functions, but their normalization requirements are very
different. Values of each probability distribution are required to add to 1, while for possibility

distributions the largest values are required to be 1. Moreover, the latter requirement may
even be abandoned when possibility theory is formulated in terms of fuzzy sets.
These differences in mathematical properties of the two theories make each theory
suitable for modeling certain types of uncertainty and less suitable for modeling other types.
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TABLE 7.4 PROBABILITY THEORY VERSUS POSSIBILITY THEORY:
COMPARISON OF MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES FOR FINITE SETS

Possibility Theory

Probability Theory
Based on measures of one type:
probability measures, Pro

Based on measures of two types: possibility
measures, Pos, and necessity measures, Nec

Body of evidence consists of singletons

Body of evidence consists of a
family of nested subsets

Unique representation of Pro by a probability
distribution function

Unique representation of Pos by a
possibility distribution function

p:X->[0,1]

r:X-). [0,1]

via the formula

via the formula

Pro(A) = F p(x)

Pos (A) = maxr(x)
zCA

.GA

Normalization:

Normalization:

Ep(x)=1

maxr(x)=1

seX

zeX

Additivity:

Pro(A U B) =Pro(A)+Pro(B)-Pro(A f1 B)

Max/Min rules:
Pos (A U B) = max[Pos (A),Pos (B)]
Nec (A It B) = min[Nec (A),Nec (B)]

Not applicable

Nec (A) = 1 - Pos (A)

Pos(A)<1=Nec(A)=0
Pas (A) = 1

Nec (A) > 0

Pos (A) + Pos (A) > 1

Pro(A)+Pro(A) = 1

Nec(A)+Nec(A) < 1
max(Pos (A),Pos (A)] = 1
min[Nec (A),Nec (A)] = 0
Total ignorance:

Total ignorance:

p(x)=1/IXIfor all xEX

r(x)=l for all xEX

Conditional probabilities:

Conditional possibilities:

pxly(xly) =

rxr(xIY) = rX(x)
[ry(Y), 1]

p(x,Y)

py(y)

I

p(x,Y)

pylx(ylx) =

rylx(ylx) =

Px(x)

Probabilistic noninteraction:
P(x,y) =

for ry(y) < rx(x)

for ry(y) ? rx(x)

Possibilistie noninteraction:
(a)

Probabilistic independence:

Pxly(xly) = px(x)
pylx(ylx) = py(y)
(a) .. (b)

ry(y)

{ [rx(x), 1]

for rx(x) < ry(y)
for rx(x) > rr(Y)

r(x,y) = min[rx(x),ry(y)]

(a)

Possibilistic independence:
(b)

rxly(xly) = rx(x)
rylx(ylx) = ry(y)
(;3)

. (a), but (a)

(6)
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As is well known, for example, probability theory is an ideal tool for formalizing uncertainty

in situations where class frequencies are known or where evidence is based on outcomes
of a sufficiently long series of independent random experiments. Possibility theory, on the
other hand, is ideal for formalizing incomplete information expressed in terms of fuzzy
propositions, as explained in Sec. 7.4.
A fundamental difference between the two theories is in their expressions of total
ignorance. In possibility theory, total uncertainty is expressed in the same way as in evidence
theory: m(X) = 1 and m(A) = 0 for all A X or, equivalently, r(x) = 1 for all x e X. In
probability theory, on the contrary, it is expressed by the uniform probability distribution on
the universal set: m((x}) = 11IXI for all x. This choice is justified on several grounds within
probability theory, where it is required that every uncertainty situation be characterized by a
single probability distributiort.-On purely intuitive grounds, however, this requirement is too
strong to allow us to obtain an lionest characterization of total ignorance. If no information
is available about the situation under consideration, then no distribution is supported by any
evidence and, hence, a choice of one particular distribution does not make any sense. Total
ignorance should be expressed in terms of the full set of possible probability distributions on
X. This means, in turn, that the probability of each element of X should be allowed to take
any value in [0, 1]: in face of total ignorance, we know, by definition, that the value of each
probability is in [0, 1], but we have no rationale to narrow down this range. However, such a
formulation, which is based on imprecise probabilities, is foreign to probability theory.
It is significant that the mathematical structure of evidence theory allows us to describe
and deal with interval-valued probabilities. Due to their properties, belief measures and
plausibility measures may be interpreted as lower and upper probability estimates. In this
interpretation, the two dual measures, Bel and P1, are employed to form intervals [Bel (A),
PI (A)] for each A E 9(X), which are viewed as imprecise estimates of probabilities. These
estimates are derived from coarse evidence expressed by the basic probability assignment
function.

Possibility theory may also be interpreted in terms of interval-valued probabilities,
provided that the normalization requirement is applied. Due to the nested structure of
evidence, the intervals of estimated probabilities are not totally arbitrary. If Pos (A) < 1, then
the estimated probabilities are in the interval [0, PI (A)]; if Bel (A) > 0, then the estimated
probabilities are in the interval [Bel (A), 1].
As is well known, there are multiple interpretations of probability theory. Similarly,
there are multiple interpretations of possibility theory. Viewing necessity and possibility
measures as lower and upper probabilities opens a bridge between the two theories, which
.allows us to adjust some of the interpretations of probability theory to the interval-valued
probabilities of possibilistic type. However, other interpretations of possibility theory, totally
devoid of any connection to probability theory, appear to be even more fundamental.
An important interpretation of possibility theory is based on the concept of similarity.
In this interpretation, the possibility r(x) reflects the degree of similarity between x and an
ideal prototype, xi, for which the possibility degree is 1. That is, r (x) is expressed by a
suitable distance between x and x, defined in terms of relevant attributes of the elements
involved. The closer x is to x; according to the chosen distance, the more possible we
consider it in this interpretation of possibility theory. In some cases, the closeness may be
determined objectively by a defined measurement procedure. In other
may be based
on a subjective judgement of a person (e.g., an expert in the application area involved).
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Another interpretation of possibility theory, distinct from the similarity-based interpretation, is founded on special orderings, <pc,, defined on the power set T(X). For any
A, B E T(X), A <pos B means that B is at least as possible as A. When <pos satisfies the requirement

A<p, B#, AUC<p,, B U C

(7.62)

for all A, B, C E T(X), it is called a comparative possibility relation. It is known that the
only measures which conform to comparative possibility ordering are possibility measures. It
is also known that for each ordering <pos there exists a dual ordering, _yo,, defined by the
equivalence
A <Pos B

A <Nec B.

(7.63)

These dual orderings are called comparative necessity relations; the only measures that
conform to them are necessity measures.
Although interpretations of possibility theory are still less developed than their probabilistic counterparts, it is already well established that possibility theory provides a link be-

tween fuzzy sets and probability theory. While some interpretations of possibility theory are connected with probability theory, other interpretations are not. The growing literature on interpretations of possibility theory is overviewed in Note 7.7.

When information regarding some phenomenon is given in both probabilistic and
possibilistic terms, the two descriptions -should be in some sense consistent. That is, given
a probability measure, Pro, and a possibility measure, Pos, both defined on T(X), the two
measures should satisfy some consistency condition. Although various consistency conditions
may be required, the weakest one acceptable on intuitive grounds can be expressed as follows:
an event that is probable to some degree must be possible at least to the same degree. That
is, the weakest consistency condition is expressed formally by the inequality
Pro (A) < Pos (A)

(7.64)

for all A E T(X). The strongest consistency condition would require, on the other hand, that
any event with nonzero probability must be fully possible. Formally,

Pro (A) > 0

. Pos (A) = 1

(7.65)

for all A E T(X). Other consistency conditions may also be formulated that are stronger than
(7.64) and weaker than (7.65).

The degree of probability-possibility consistency, c, between Pro and Pos can be
measured in terms of the associated probability distribution function p and possibility
distribution function r by the formula

p(x) r(x).

c(p, r) _

(7.66)

xEX

Probability-possibility consistency, at least in its weakest form (7.64), is an essential
requirement in any probability-possibility transformation. The motivation to study probabilitypossibility transformations has arisen not only from our desire to comprehend the relationship
between the two theories of uncertainty, but also from some practical problems. Examples of
these problems are: constructing a membership grade function of a fuzzy set from statistical
data, constructing a probability measure from a given possibility measure in the context of
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decision making or systems modeling, combining probabilistic and possibilistic information

in expert systems, or transforming probabilities to possibilities to reduce computational
complexity. To deal with these problems, various probability-possibility transformations
have been suggested in the literature. Except for the normalization requirements, they differ
from one another substantially, ranging from simple ratio scaling to more sophisticated
transformations based upon various principles.
To discuss these various possibility-probability transformations, let us introduce convenient notational assumptions first. Let X = (xt, xz. ... . xn} and let pi = p(xi), ri = r(xi).
Assume that elements of X are ordered in such a way that possibility distributions,

r = (ri, r,..... rn),
and 'probability distributions,

P = (Pi, Pz,
, P.),
are always nonincreasing sequences. That is, ri > ri+l and pi > pi+i for all
1, 2, ... , n - 1. Furthermore, we have

i

r1=1and Epi=1
i-i

as possibilistic and probabilistic normalization, respectively.
The most common transformations p H r are based on the ratio scale: ri = pia for all
i, where a is a positive constant. They are expressed by the equations

ri =
Pi =

P`

(7.67)

,

Pi
ri

rl+rz+...+rn

(7.68)

Another type of transformations, less common, is based on the interval scale: ri = pla +,8
for all i, where a and i8 are positive constants. These transformations are defined by the
equations:

ri = 1 - a(PI - pi),
(ri - T) +

Pt =

(7.69)
(7.70)

where r denotes the arithmetic mean of the given possibilities ri. This transformation type
depends on the value of a and, hence, it is not unique; the value can be determined by adding
a requirement regarding the relationship between p and r.
Transformations defined by the equations
n

ri =

min(Pi, PI),

(7.71)

f=t

(rt - rt+i)

Pi =

i=i

(7.72)

1

are often cited in the literature. Equation (7.71) is based on the view that the degree of
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necessity of event A C X is the extra amount of probability of elementary events in A
over the amount of probability assigned to the most frequent elementary event outside A.
Equation (7.72) expresses a probabilistic approximation of the given possibilistic body of
evidence obtained by distributing values of the basic probability assignment equally among
singletons of the respective focal elements. It was also suggested to replace (7.71) in these
transformations with the formula
n

r, _ TPi,
j=i

(7.73)

which yields the smallest possibility distribution that satisfies the weak probability-possibility

consistency (7.64). However, when (7.73) is combined with (7.72), then p - r and r --* p',
where p' ,-r- p. Observe that p' = p in each of the other pairs of transformations. Additional
probability-possibility transformations, which employ relevant information measures, were
proposed in the literature. These transformations, referred to as information-preserving
transformations, are discussed in Sec. 9.7.

NOTES
7.1. The concept of a fuzzy measure was introduced by Sugeno [1974, 1977]. A graduate textbook
on fuzzy measure theory was written by Wang and Klir [1992].
7.2. The mathematical theory of evidence that is based on the complementary belief and plausibility
measures was originated and developed by Glenn Shafer [1976]. It was motivated by previous
work on upper and lower probabilities by Dempster [1967], as well as by Shafer's historical
reflection upon the concept of probability [Shafer, 1978] and his critical examination of the
Bayesian approach to evidence [Shafer, 1976, 19811. Although Shafer's book [1976] is still
the best introduction to evidence theory, the two-volume book by Guan and Bell [1991, 1992]
is more up-to-date and covers the rapidly growing literature dealing with this theory.
7.3. Derivations of the conversion formulas in Table 7.3 are given in the books by Shafer [1976]
and Guan and Bell [1991, 1992].
7.4. Given a body of evidence
m) , the corresponding functions PI and Bel can be viewed
as upper and lower probabilities that characterize a set of probability measures. Individual
probability measures in the set can be defined by the following allocation procedure:
1. Choose a particular xA E A for each A E F.

2. Set Pro ({x}) = p(x) _ E m(A) for all x E X.
AIXA=x

For all probability measures Pro that can be assigned in this way, the inequalities
Bel (A) < Pro (A) < PI (A)

(7.74)

are known to hold for all A E Y. This explains the interpretation of PI and Bel as upper and
lower probabilities, respectively. A body of evidence thus represents for each A E T(X), the
range [Bel (A), P1(A)] of feasible probabilities; this range is clearly [0, 1] for all A 36 0 and
A # X in the face of total ignorance.
Lower and upper probabilities were first investigated by Dempster [1967] independent
of the concepts of belief and plausibility measures.
7.5. Evidence theory is only one mathematical tool for dealing with imprecise probabilities. A
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general coverage of statistical reasoning and decision making with imprecise probabilities, not
restricted to evidence theory, was prepared by Walley [1991].
7.6. Possibility theory was originally introduced in the context of fuzzy sets by Zadeh [1978b]. A
book by Dubois and Prade [1988a] is the most comprehensive coverage of possibility theory.
It is interesting that the need for possibility theory in economics was perceived by the British
economist Shackle [1961] well before it emerged from fuzzy set theory [Zadeh, 1978b] or
from evidence theory [Shafer, 1976].
7.7. Connections between probability theory, possibility theory, and fuzzy set theory are explored
in a paper by Dubois and Prade [1993b]. Some interpretations of possibility theory are also
overviewed in the paper. Other publications that deal with various interpretations of possibility
theory include [Ruspini, 1989, 1991b; Shafer, 1987; Klir and Harmanec, 1994; Zadeh, 1978b;
Shackle, 1961].
7.8. Equations (7.44) and (7.45) for conditional possibilities were derived by Hisdal [1978]. Various
proposals for choosing one value from the interval of conditional possibilities were presented

by Dubois and Prade [1985a, 1986b, 1990a, 1991a], Nguyen [1978c], Ramer [1989], and
Cavallo and Klir [1982].
7.9. Various forms of probability-possibility consistency are overviewed in a paper by Delgado and
Moral [1987].

EXERCISES
7.1. Compare the concepts of fuzzy sets and fuzzy measures in some situations connected with, for
example, the degree of education of a person, the age of a painting or a collector's coin, the
size of a city or a country, the degree of inflation or unemployment in a country, the distance
between two cities, and so on.

7.2. Let X = (a, b, c, d). Given the basic assignment m((a, b, c)) = .5, m((a, b, d}) = .2, and
m(X) .3, determine the corresponding belief and plausibility measures.
7.3. Repeat Exercise 7.2 for some of the basic assignments given in Table 7.5, where subsets of X
are defined by their characteristic functions.
7.4. Show that the function Bel determined by (7.10) for any given basic assignment m is a belief
measure.

7.5. Show that the function PI determined by (7.11) for any given basic assignment m is a
plausibility measure.

7.6. Let X = [a, b, c, d}. Given the belief measure Bel ((b)) = .1, Bel ((a, b)) = .2., Bel ((b, c)) _
.3, Bel ({b, d}) = 1, determine the corresponding basic assignment.
7.7. Using (7.5) and (7.12), derive a formula by which the basic assignment for a given plausibility
measure can be determined.

7.8. Calculate the joint basic assignment m1,2 for the focal elements C, R U D, and D U C in
Example 7.1. Also determine Be11,2 for these focal elements.

7.9. For each of the focal elements in Example 4.1 (Raphael's paintings), determine the ranges
[Bell(A), P11(A)], [Be12(A), P12(A)], [Be11,2(A), P11,2(A)], which can be viewed as ranges of
feasible probabilites corresponding to these bodies of evidence (Note 7.4).
7.10. Repeat Exercise 7.9 for some of the basic assignments given in Table 7.5.
7.11. Calculate mx((1, 3)), m. (X), and my((b, c)) in Example 7.2.
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TABLE 7.5

BASIC ASSIGNMENTS EMPLOYED IN EXERCISES
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0

I

0
0

0
0

1

.2

0

0

0

l

I

I

0

.1

.4

0

I

I

1

1

0
0

0
0

.1

.7

0

0
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7.12. Verify completely that the marginal bodies of evidence given in Table 7.2b, which were
obtained as projections of the joint body of evidence given in Table 7.2a, are noninteractive.

7.13. Determine whether each of the basic assignments given in Table 7.5 represents a probability
measure, possibility measure, or neither of these.
7.14. Given two noninteractive marginal possibility distributions rx = (1, .8, .5) and ry = (1, .7)
on sets X = (a, b, c) and Y = {a, tg}, respectively, determine the corresponding basic
distributions. Then, calculate the joint basic distribution in two different ways:
(a) by the rules of possibility theory;
(b) by the rules of evidence theory.
Show visually (as in Fig. 7.3) the focal elements of the marginal and joint distributions.
7.15. Repeat Exercise 7.14 for the following marginal possibility distributions:

(a) rx = (1, .7,.2) on X = (a, b, c) and ry = (1, 1, .4) on Y = {a, 8, y};
(b) rx = (1, .9, .6, .2) on X = (a, b, c, d} and ry = (1,.6) on Y = {a, fl}.
7.16. Show that a belief measure that satisfies (7.19) is based on nested focal elements.
7.17. Show that a plausibility measure that satisfies (7.20) is based on nested focal elements.
7.18. Determine the basic assignment, possibility measure, and necessity measure for each of the
following possibility distributions defined on X = {x1 ji E
for appropriate values of n:
(a) tr = (1,.8,.8,.5,.2);

(b) 2r = (1, 1, 1, .7,.7,.7,.7);
(c) 3r = (1, .9,.8,.6_5,.3,.3);

(d) 4r = (1,.5,.4,.3,.2,.1);
(e) Sr = (1,1,.8,.8,.5,.5,.5,.1).

Assume in each case that r; = r(x;), i E N',,.
7.19. Determine the possibility distribution, possibility measure, and necessity measure for each of
the following basic distributions defined on X = (x; Ii E
for appropriate values of n:
(a) tin = (0, 0,.3,.2, 0,.4,.1);

(b) 2m = (.1,.1,.1, 0,.1,.2,.2,.2);

(C) 3m = (O, O, O, 0, .5,.5);

(d) 4m= (0,.2,0,.2,0,.3,0,.3);
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(e) 5m = (.1,.2,.3,.4);
(f) 6m = (.4,.3,.2,.1).

Assume in each case that in, = m((xi,x...... x;}), i E N .
7.20. Calculate the commonality numbers for some of the basic assignments given in Table 7.5.
7.21. Let basic probability assignments m1 and m2 on X = (a, b, c, d}, which are obtained from two

independent sources, be defined as follows: m1((a, b}) = .2, mI((a, c)) = .3, m1((b, d}) =
.5; m2({a, d}) = .2, m2({b, c}) = .5, m2((a, b, c)) = .3. Calculate the combined basic probability assignment m1,2 by using the Dempster rule of combination.

7.22. Let X = {a, b, c, d, e} and Y = Na. Using a joint possibility distribution on X x Y given in
terms of the matrix
0

.3

.5

.2

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

.8

0

.9

.6
0
.5
0

1

0

0
.7
.5

0
.7

1

0

0

1

where rows are assigned to elements a, b, c, d, e, and columns are assigned to numbers
1, 2, ... , 8, determine:
(a) marginal possibilities;
(b) joint and marginal basic assignments;
(c) both conditional possibilities given by (7.44) and (7.45);
(d) hypothetical joint possibility distribution based on the assumption of noninteraction.
7.23. Determine values of function C given by (7.46) for the bodies of evidence defined by m3, m4,
and m6 in Table 7.5.

7.24. Let C(A) for all subsets of X = (a, b, c, d) be the numbers 0, .4, .6, .7, -.7,.4, .6_9, -.9,.4,
.6,.7, -.7-4, -.4, and 1 (listed in the same order as in Table 7.5). Determine Nec (A) and
Fos (A) for all A.
7.25. Let a fuzzy set F be defined on N by F = .4/1 + .7/2 + 1/3 + .8/4 + .5/5 and A(x) = 0 for all
x ¢ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Determine Nec (A) and Pas (A) induced by F for all A E P({1, 2, 3, 4,51).
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FUZZY LOGIC

8.1

CLASSICAL LOGIC: AN OVERVIEW

We assume that the reader of this text is familiar with the fundamentals of classical logic.
Therefore, this section is solely intended to provide a brief overview of, the basic concepts of
classical logic and to introduce terminology and notation employed in our discussion of fuzzy
logic.

Logic is the study of the methods and principles of reasoning in all its possible forms.
Classical logic deals with propositions that are required to be either true or false. Each
proposition has its opposite, which is usually called a negation of the proposition. A
proposition and its negation are required to assume opposite truth values.
One area of logic, referred to as propositional logic, deals with combinations of variables
that stand for arbitrary propositions. These variables are usually called logic variables (or
propositional variables). As each variable stands for a hypothetical proposition, it may assume

either of the two truth values; the variable is not committed to either truth value unless a
particular proposition is substituted for it.
One of the main concerns of propositional logic is the study of rules by which new logic
variables can be produced as functions of some given logic variables. It is not concerned with
the internal structure of the propositions that the logic variables represent.
Assume that n logic variables v1, v2, ... , V. are given. A new logic variable can then

be defined by a function that assigns a particular truth value to the new variable for each
combination of truth values of the given variables. This function is usually called a logic
function. Since n logic variables may assume 2" prospective truth values, there are 22"
possible logic functions of these variables. For example, all the logic functions of two
variables are listed in Table 8.1, where falsity and truth are denoted by 0 and 1, respectively,
and the resulting 16 logic variables are denoted by w1, W2, ... , w16. Logic functions of one
or two variables are usually called logic operations.

The key issue of propositional logic is the expression of all the logic functions of n
variables (n E Nl), the number of which grows extremely rapidly with increasing values of
n, with the aid of a small number of simple logic functions. These simple functions are
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LOGIC FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES

TABLE 8.1

0
0

Adopted name
of function

0
0

0

1

0

1

1

V2

1

1

0

Vt

1

0

1

0

0
0
0
0

Adopted
symbol

w2

0

W3

w4

0
0

W5

0

1

0

0

w6

0

1

0

1

W7

0

1

1

0

ws

0

1

1

1

W9

1

0

0

W10

1

0
0

0

1

Zero function
Nor function
Inhibition
Negation
Inhibition
Negation
Exclusive-or
function
Nand function
Conjunction
Biconditional

W11

1

0

1

0

Assertion

w12

1

0

1

1

Implication

01 = u2

W13

1

1

1

1

0
0

0

W14

1

Assertion
Implication

111

w15

1

1

1

0

Disjunction

W16

1

1

1

1

One function

wl

.

1

0

v1 >f v,
ut
v2
v2

vt 1' v2
91
V1 O V2

vt A, V,
V1 A V2

u1 n' v2
Vt

V2
UZ

vt V V2

I

Other names used
in the literature

Other symbols used
in the literature

Falsum

F, 1

Pierce function
Proper inequality
Complement
Proper inequality
Complement
Nonequivalence

vt . v2, NOR(vl, u2)

vt > u;
--.u2, .., v2. v,0

ui < u2

-v1, ti vl, 00
V1 T v_, vt ® 02

Sheffer stroke
And function
Equivalence

v1I02, NAND(v1, v2)

Identity
Conditional,
inequality
Identity
Conditional,
inequality
Or function
Verum

v1

u1&v2, 0102

Vi = 02
V1 C V2, V > u2
vZ

ul D u2, ul < u2
at + u2

T, I

preferably logic operations of one or two variables, which are called logic primitives. It is
known that this can be accomplished only with some sets of logic primitives. We say that a
set of primitives is complete if any logic function of variables v1, v2, ... , v (for any finite n)
can be composed by a finite number of these primitives.
Two of the many complete sets of primitives have been predominant in propositional
logic: (i) negation, conjunction, and disjunction; and (ii) negation and implication. By
combining, for example, negations, conjunctions, and disjunctions (employed as primitives)
in appropriate algebraic expressions, referred to as logic formulas, we can form any other
logic function. Logic formulas are then defined recursively as follows:
1. if v denotes a logic variable, then v and v are logic formulas;
2. if a and b denote logic formulas, then a A b and a V b are also logic formulas;
3. the only logic formulas are those defined by the previous two rules.
Every logic formula of this type defines a logic function by composing it from the three
primary functions. To define a unique function, the order in which the individual compositions

are to be performed must be specified in some way. There are various ways in which this
order can be specified. The most common is the usual use of parentheses as in any other
algebraic expressions.
Other types of logic formulas can be defined by replacing some of the three operations
in this definition with other operations or by including some additional operations. We may

replace, for example, a A b and a v bin the definition with a = b, or we' may simply add
b to the definition.
a
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While each proper logic formula represents a single logic function and the associated
logic variable, different formulas may represent the same function and variable. If they do,
we consider them equivalent. When logic formulas a and b are equivalent, we write a = b.
For example,
(Ut A 2) V (VI A 173) V (v2 A v3) _ (V2 A U3) V (VI A V3) V (VI A v,),

as can be easily verified by evaluating each of the formulas for all eight combinations of truth
values of the logic variables v1, v2, v3.
When the variable represented by a logic formula is always true regardless of the truth
values assigned to the variables participating in the formula, it is called a tautology; when it is

always false, it is called a contradiction. For example, when two logic formulas a and b are
equivalent, then a 4 b is a tautology, while the formula a A b is a contradiction. Tautologies
are important for deductive reasoning because they represent logic formulas that, due to their
form, are true on logical. grounds alone.
Various forms of tautologies can be used for making deductive inferences. They are
referred to as inference rules. Examples of some tautologies frequently used as inference
rules are
(a A (a

b)) z b (modus ponens),

(b A (a = b))

((a = b) A (b

c))

a (modus tollens),

. (a

. c) (hypothetical syllogism).

Modus ponens, for instance, states that given two true propositions, "a" and "a = b" (the
premises), the truth of the proposition "b" (the conclusion) may be inferred.

Every tautology remains a tautology when any of its variables is replaced with any
arbitrary logic formula. This property is another example of a powerful rule of inference,
referred to as a rule of substitution.
It is well established that propositional logic based on a finite set of logic variables
is isomorphic to finite set -theory under a particular correspondence between components of
these two mathematical systems. Furthermore, both of these systems are isomorphic to a
finite Boolean algebra, which is a mathematical system defined by abstract (interpretationfree) entities and their axiomatic properties.
A Boolean algebra on a set B is defined as the quadruple

B = (B, +, , -),
where the set B has at least two elements (bounds) 0 and 1; + and are binary operations on
B, and - is a unary operation on B for which the properties listed in Table 8.2 are satisfied.
Not all of these properties are necessary for an axiomatic characterization of Boolean algebras;
we present this larger set of properties in order to emphasize the relationship between Boolean
algebras, set theory, and propositional logic.
Properties (B1)-(B4) are common to all lattices. Boolean algebras are therefore lattices
that are distributive (B5), bounded (B6), and complemented (B7)-{B9). This means that each
Boolean algebra can also be characterized in terms of a partial ordering on a set, which is

defined as follows: a < b if a b = a or, alternatively, if a + b = b.
The isomorphisms between finite Boolean algebra, set theory, and propositional logic
guarantee that every theorem in any one of these theories has a counterpart in each of the
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PROPERTIES OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

a +a = a

(B!) ldempotence

a

a

a

(B3)

(a + b) + c = a + (b + c)

Associativity

(a

b) = a
a

a - (b + c) _ (a b) + (a c)

a+

a+
a

1

a-ii = 0
1=0

aa

(B8) Involution
(B9) Dualization
a

b=a+b

TABLE 8.3 CORRESPONDENCES DEFINING
ISOMORPHISMS BETWEEN SET THEORY,
BOOLEAN ALGEBRA, AND PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC

Set theory

Boolean algebra

P(X)

B

U

+

n
X

1

C

<

0

Propositional logic

0

other two theories. These counterparts can be obtained from one another by applying the
substitutional correspondences in Table 8.3. All symbols used in this table are previously
defined in the text except for the symbols V and .C(V), which denote here, respectively,
a set of logic variables and the set of all combinations of truth values of these variables.
The combination containing only truths is denoted by 1; the one containing only falsities is
denoted by 0. It is required that the cardinalities of sets T(X), B, and .L(V) be equal. These
isomorphisms allow us, in effect, to cover all these theories by developing only one of them.
Propositional logic is concerned only with those logic relationships that depend on the
way in which propositions are composed from other propositions by logic operations. These
latter propositions are treated as unanalyzed wholes. This is not adequate for many instances
of deductive reasoning for which the internal structure of propositions cannot be ignored.
Propositions are sentences expressed in some language. Each sentence representing a
proposition can fundamentally be broken down into a subject and a predicate. In other words,
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a simple proposition can be expressed, in general, in the canonical form

x is P,
where x is a symbol of a subject, and P designates a predicate that characterizes a property.
For example, "Austria is a German-speaking country" is a proposition in which "Austria"
stands for a subject (a particular country) and "a German-speaking country" is a predicate that
characterizes a specific property, namely, the property of being a country whose inhabitants
speak German. This proposition is true.

Instead of dealing with particular propositions, we may use the general form "x is
P," where x now stands for any subject from a designated universe of discourse X. The
predicate P then plays the role of a function defined on X, which for each value of x forms
a proposition. This function is usually called a predicate and is denoted by P(x). Clearly, a
predicate becomes a proposition which is either true or false when a particular subject from
X is substituted for x.
It is useful to extend the concept of a predicate in two ways. First, it is natural to extend
it to more than one variable. This leads to the notion of an n-ary predicate P(x1, X2.... ,
which for n = 1 represents a property and for n > 2 an n-ary relation among subjects from
designated universal sets X. (i E Na). For example,
x1 is a citizen of x2

is a binary predicate, where x1 stands for individual persons from a designated population
X1 and x2 stands for individual countries from a designated set X2 of countries. Here,
elements of X2 are usually called objects rather than subjects. For convenience, nary predicates for n = 0 are defined as propositions in the same sense as in propositional logic.

Another way of extending the scope of a predicate is to quantify its applicability
with respect to the domain of its variables. Two kinds of quantification have been
predominantly used for predicates; they ' are referred to as existential quantification and
universal quantification.
Existential quantification of a predicate P(x) is expressed by the form

(3x)P(x),
which represents the sentence "There exists an individual x (in the universal set X of the
variable x) such that x is P" (or the equivalent sentence "Some X E X are P"). The symbol
3 is called an existential quantifier. We have the following equality:

(3x)P(x) = V P(x),

(8.1)

XEX

Universal quantification of a predicate P (x) is expressed by the form

(Vx)P(x),
which represents the sentence "For every individual x (in the designated universal set), x is

P" (or the equivalent sentence, "All X E X are P"). The symbol V is called a universal
quantifier. Clearly, the following equality holds:

(vfx)P(x) = A P(x).
XEX

(8.2)
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For n-ary predicates, we may use up ton quantifiers of either kind, each applying to one
variable. For instance,
(3x1) (dx2) (3X3) P (XI, X2, X3)

stands for the sentence "there exists an x1 E XI such that for all x2 E X2 there exists X3 E X3

such that P(x1, x2, x3)." For example, if XI = X2 = X3 = [0, 1] and P(XI, x2, x3) means
x1 < x2 < x3, then the sentence is true (assume x1 = 0 and x3 = 1).
The standard existential and universal quantification of predicates can be conveniently
generalized by conceiving a quantifier Q applied to a predicate P(x), X E X, as a binary
relation

QS{(a,fl)Ia,,8EN, a+IXI},
where a, i4 specify the number of elements of X for which P(x) is true or false, respectively.
Formally,

a = I{x E XIP(x) is true}I,
0 = I(x E X1 P (X) is false) 1,

For example, when Q is defined by the condition a ¢ 0, we obtain the standard existential
quantifier; when $ = 0, Q becomes the standard universal quantifier; when a > B, we obtain
the so-called plurality quantifier, expressed by the word "most."

New predicates (quantified or not) can be produced from given predicates by logic

formulas in the same way as new logic variables are produced by logic formulas in
propositional logic. These formulas, which are called predicate formulas, are the essence of
predicate logic.
8.2 MULTIVALUED LOGICS

The basic assumption upon which classical logic (or two-valued logic) is based-that every
proposition is either true or false-has been questioned since Aristotle. In his treatise On
Interpretation, Aristotle discusses the problematic truth status of matters that are futurecontingent. Propositions about future events, he maintains, are neither actually true nor actually
false, but potentially either; hence, their truth value is undetermined, at least prior to the event.

It is now well understood that propositions whose truth status is problematic are not
restricted to future events. As a consequence of the Heisenberg principle of uncertainty,
for example, it is known that truth values of certain propositions in quantum mechanics
are inherently indeterminate due to fundamental limitations of measurement. In order
to deal with such propositions, we must relax the true/false dichotomy of classical twovalued logic by allowing a third truth value, which may be called indeterminate.
The classical two-valued logic can be extended into three-valued logic in various ways.
Several three-valued logics, each with its own rationale, are now well established. It is
common in these logics to denote the truth, falsity, and indeterminacy by 1, 0, and 1/2,
respectively. It is also common to define the negation a of a proposition a as 1 - a; that
is, 1 = 0, 0 = 1, and 1/2 = 1/2. Other primitives, such as A, v,
and .., differ from
one three-valued logic to another. Five of the best-known three-valued logic's, labelled by the
names of their originators, are defined in terms of these four primitives in Table 8.4.
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PRIMITIVES OF SOME THREE-VALUED LOGICS

E.ukasiewicz

Sochvar

Kleene

AV=> e*

AV 'c

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

i

1

1

1

a

b

AV=;> c_>

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

l

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

i

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Heyting

A V 'c

Reichenbach

AV=> r*

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

i

I

i

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

#

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1
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We can see from Table 8.4 that all the logic primitives listed for the five three-valued
logics fully conform to the usual definitions of these primitives in the classical logic for
a, b E (0, 1), and that they differ from each other only in their treatment of the new truth
value 1/2. We can also easily verify that none of these three-valued logics satisfies the law of
contradiction (a A a = 0), the law of excluded middle (a v a` = 1), and some other tautologies
of two-valued logic. The Bochvar three-valued logic, for example, clearly does not satisfy any
of the tautologies of two-valued logic, since each of its primitives produces the truth value 1/2
whenever at least one of the propositions a and b assumes this value. Therefore, it is common
to extend the usual concept of the tautology to the broader concept of a quasi-tautology. We

say that a logic formula in a three-valued logic which does not assume the truth value 0
(falsity) regardless of the truth values assigned to its proposition variables is a quasi-tautology.
Similarly, we say that a logic formula which does not assume the truth value 1(truth) is a quasicontradiction.
Once the various three-valued logics were accepted as meaningful and useful, it became

desirable to explore generalizations into n-valued logics for an arbitrary number of truth
values (n > 2). Several n-valued logics were, in fact, developed in the 1930s. For any given
n, the truth values in these generalized logics are usually labelled by rational numbers in the
unit interval [0, 1]. These values are obtained by evenly dividing the interval between 0 and
1 exclusive. The set T. of truth values of an n-valued logic is thus defined as
0

1

2

..

10= n-1'n-1'n-1'

n-2 n-1=11.
n-1' n-1

These values can be interpreted as degrees of truth.
The first series of n-valued logics for which n > 2 was proposed by Lukasiewicz in
the early 1930s as a generalization of his three-valued logic. It uses truth values in T and
defines the primitives by the following equations:

a A b = min(a, b),
a v b = max(a, b),
a

b = min(1,1 + b - a),

a*b=1-Ia-bi.

(8.3)
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Lukasiewicz, in fact, used only negation and implication as primitives and defined the other
logic operations in terms of these two primitives as follows:

b)=: b,

aAb=dvb,
aG&,b= (a=: b)A(b= a).
It can be easily verified that (8.3) subsumes the definitions of the usual primitives of
two-valued logic when n = 2, and defines the primitives of Lukasiewicz's three-valued logic
as given in Table 8.4,
For each n > 2, the n-valued logic of Lukasiewicz is usually denoted in the literature

by L. The truth values of L are taken from T,,, and its primitives are defined by (8.3).
The sequence (L2, L3, ... , Lam) of these logics contains two extreme cases-logics L2 and
L. Logic L2 is clearly the classical two-valued logic discussed in Sec. 8.1. Logic L.. is an
infinite-valued logic whose truth values are taken from the countable set Tc" of all rational
numbers in the unit interval [0, 1].
When we do not insist on taking truth values only from the set T_,, but rather accept as
truth values any real numbers in the interval [0, 11, we obtain an alternative infinite-valued
logic. Primitives of both of these infinite-valued logics are defined by (8.3); they differ in
their sets of truth values. While one of these logics uses the set T.. as truth values, the
other employs the set of all real numbers in the interval [0,11. In spite of this difference,
these two infinite-valued logics are established as essentially equivalent in the sense that
they represent exactly the same tautologies. However, this equivalence holds only for logic
formulas involving propositions; for predicate formulas with quantifiers, some fundamental
differences between the two logics emerge.
Unless otherwise stated, the term infinite-valued logic is usually used in the literature to
indicate the logic whose truth values are represented by all the real numbers in the interval
[0, 1]. This is also quite often called the standard Lukasiewicz logic L 1, where the subscript
1 is an abbreviation for N1 (read aleph 1), which is the symbol commonly used to denote the
cardinality of the continuum.
We can see that the standard Lukasiewicz logic L 1 -is isomorphic to fuzzy set theory
based on the standard fuzzy operators, in the same way as the two-valued logic is isomorphic
to the crisp set theory. In fact, the membership grades A(x) for X E X, by which a fuzzy set
A on the universal set X is defined, can be interpreted as the truth values of the proposition "x
is a member of set A" in L 1. Conversely, the truth values for all x E X of any proposition "x
is P" in L1, where P is a vague (fuzzy) predicate (such as tall, young, expensive, dangerous,
etc.), can be interpreted as the membership degrees P(x) by which the fuzzy set characterized
by the property P is defined on X. The isomorphism follows then from the fact that the
logic operations of L1, defined by (8.3), have exactly the same mathematical form as the
corresponding standard operations on fuzzy sets.
The standard Lukasiewicz logic L 1 is only one of a variety of infinite-valued logics in
the same sense that the standard fuzzy set theory is only one of a variety of fuzzy set theories
which differ from one another by the set operations they employ. For each particular infinitevalued logic, we can derive the isomorphic fuzzy set theory.
The insufficiency of any single infinite-valued logic (and therefore the'desirability of a
variety of these logics) is connected with the notion of a complete set of logic primitives. It
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is known that there exists no finite complete set of logic primitives for any one infinite-valued

logic. Hence, using a finite set of primitives that defines an infinite-valued logic, we can
obtain only a subset of all the logic functions of the given primary logic variables. Because
some applications require functions outside this subset, it may become necessary to resort to
alternative logics.

8.3 FUZZY PROPOSITIONS
The fundamental difference between classical propositions and fuzzy propositions is in the
range of their truth values. While each classical proposition is required to be either true or
false, the truth or falsity of fuzzy propositions is a matter of degree. Assuming that truth
and falsity are expressed by values 1 and 0, respectively, the degree of truth of each fuzzy
proposition is expressed by a number in the unit interval [0, 1].

In this section, we focus on simple fuzzy propositions, which we classify into the
following four types:

1. unconditional and unqualified propositions;
2. unconditional and qualified propositions;
3. conditional and unqualified propositions;
4. conditional and qualified propositions.
For each type, we introduce relevant canonical forms and discuss their interpretations.

Unconditional and Unqualified Fuzzy Propositions
The canonical form of fuzzy propositions of this type, p, is expressed by the sentence

p:VisF,

(8.4)

where V is a variable that takes values v from some universal set V, and F is a fuzzy set on
V that represents a fuzzy predicate, such as tall, expensive, low, normal, and so on. Given a
particular value of V (say, v), this value belongs to F with membership grade F(v). This
membership grade is then interpreted as the degree of truth, T (p), of proposition p. That is,
(8.5)
T (p) = F(v)
for each given particular value v of variable V in proposition p. This means that T is in
effect a fuzzy set on [0, 1], which assigns the membership grade F(v) to each value v of

variable V.

To illustrate the introduced concepts, let variable V be the air temperature at some
particular place on the Earth (measured in °F) and let the membership function shown in
Fig. 8.1a represent, in a given context, the predicate high. Then, assuming that all relevant
measurement specifications regarding the temperature are given, the corresponding fuzzy
proposition, p, is expressed by the sentence
p : temperature (V) is high (F).
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Components of the fuzzy proposition p: Temperature (V) is high (F).

The degree of truth, T (p), depends on the actual value of the temperature and on the given
definition (meaning) of the predicate high; it is defined by the membership function T in
Fig. 8.1b, which represents (8.5). For example, if v = 85, then F (85) = 0.75 and T (p) = 0.75.
We can see that the role of function T is to provide us with a bridge between fuzzy sets
and fuzzy propositions. Although the connection between grades of membership in F and
degrees of truth of the associated fuzzy proposition p, as expressed by (8.5), is numerically
trivial for unqualified propositions, it has a conceptual significance.
In some fuzzy propositions, values of variable V in (8.4) are assigned to individuals in
a given set 1. That is, variable V becomes a function V : I -- V, where V(i) is the value of
V for individual i in V. The canonical form (8.4) must then be modified to the form

p : V(i) is F,

(8.6)

where i E I.
Consider, for example, that I is a set of persons, each person is characterized by his
or her Age, and a fuzzy set expressing the predicate Young is given. Denoting our variable
by Age and our fuzzy set by Young, we can exemplify the general form (8.6) by the specific
fuzzy proposition
p : Age(i) is Young.

The degree of truth of this proposition, T (p), is then determined for each person i in I via
the equation

T(p) =Young (Age(i))
As explained in Sec. 7.4, any proposition of the form (8.4) can be interpreted as a
possibility distribution function rF on V that is defined by the equation
r.-(v) = F(v)

for each value v E V. Clearly, this interpretation applies to propositions of the modified form
(8.6) as well.
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Unconditional and Qualified Propositions
Propositions p of this type are characterized by either the canonical form

p:VisFisS,

(8.7)

p : Pro (V is F) is P,

(8.8)

or the canonical form

where V and F have the same meaning as in (8.4), Pro (V is F) is the probability of
fuzzy event "V is F," S is a fuzzy truth qualifier, and P is a fuzzy probability qualifier.
If desired, V may be replaced with V(i), which has the same meaning as in (8.6). We
say that the proposition (8.7) is truth-qualified, while the proposition (8.8) is probabilityqualified. Both S and P are represented by fuzzy sets on [0,1].
An example of a truth-qualified proposition is the proposition "Tina is young is very
true," where the predicate young and the truth qualifier very true are represented by the
respective fuzzy sets shown in Fig. 8.2. Assuming that the age of Tina is 26, she belongs
to the set representing the predicate young with the membership grade 0.87. Hence, our
proposition belongs to the set of propositions that are very true with membership grade 0.76,
as illustrated in Fig. 8.2b. This means, in turn, that the degree of truth of our truth-qualified
proposition is also 0.76. If the proposition were modified by changing the predicate (e.g., to
very young) or the truth qualifier (e.g., to fairly true, very false, etc.), we would obtain the
respective degrees of truth of these propositions by the same method.
In general, the degree of truth, T (p), of any truth-qualified proposition p is given for
each v E V by the equation

T(p) = S(F(v)).
A (x)j

(8.9)

t(a)j
I

0.87

0.36

20

40
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Age
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Figure 8.2

Truth values of a fuzzy proposition.
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Viewing the membership function G(v) = S(F(v)), where v E V, as a simple predicate, we
can interpret any truth-qualified proposition of the form (8.7) as the unqualified proposition
"V is G."
Observe that unqualified propositions are, in fact, special truth-qualified propositions,

in which the truth qualifier S is assumed to be true.

As shown in Figs. 8.1b and

8.2b, the membership function representing this qualifier is the identity function. That is,

S(F(v)) = F(v) for unqualified propositions; hence, S may be ignored for the sake of
simplicity.
Let us discuss now probability-qualified propositions of the form (8.8). Each proposition
of this type describes an elastic restriction on possible probability distributions on V. For any

given probability distribution f on V, we have

Pro (V is F) = 1 f (v) F(v);

(8.10)

UEV

and, then, the degree T (p) to which proposition p of the form (8.8) is true is given by the
formula

T (p) = P(E f (v) F(v)).

(8.11)

VrV

As an example, let variable V be the average daily temperature t in OF at some place on
the Earth during a certain month. 'Then, the probability-qualified proposition

p : Pro [temperature t (at given place and time) is around 75°F) is likely
may provide us with a meaningful characterization of one aspect of climate at the given place

and time and may be combined with similar propositions regarding other aspects, such as
humidity, rainfall, wind speed, and so on. Let in our example the predicate "around 75°F"
be represented by the fuzzy set A on R specified in Fig. 8.3a and the qualifier "likely" be
expressed by the fuzzy set on [0, 1] defined in Fig. 8.3b.
Assume now that the following probability distribution (obtained, e.g., from relevant
statistical data over many years) is given:

A

(i) T-----
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0
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Figure 83 Example of a probability-qualified proposition.
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82

83

.002 .001

Then, using (8.10), we obtain

Pro (t is close to 75°F) = .01 x .25 +.04 x .5 + .11 x .75 +.15 x 1 + .21 x 1

+ .16 x 1 + .14 x .75 + .11 x .5+.04 x .25 = .8,
and, applying this result to the fuzzy probability likely in Fig. 8.3b (according to (8.11)), we
find that T (p) = .95 for our proposition. That is, given the definitions of around 75 and likely

in Fig. 8.3, it is true with the degree of .95 that it is likely that the temperature (at a given
place, time, etc.) is around 75°F. Due to this high degree of truth, we may conclude that
our proposition is a good characterization of the actual situation. However, if we replaced
the qualification likely in our proposition with very likely (as also defined in Fig. 8.3b), the
degree of truth of the new proposition would be only .32. This low degree of truth would not
make the new proposition a good description of the actual situation.
Observe that the degree of truth depends on the predicate F, the qualifier P, and the
given probability distribution. Replacing, for example, our fuzzy predicate around 75 with a
crisp predicate in the 70s, we obtain
79

Pro (t is in the 70s} = E f (t) = .98,
t=70

and T (p) becomes practically equal to 1 even if we apply the stronger qualifier very likely.

Conditional and Unqualified Propositions
Propositions p of this type are expressed by the canonical form

p: IfIisA, then YisB,

(8.12)

where X, d are variables whose values are in sets X, Y, respectively, and A, B are fuzzy sets
on X, Y, respectively. These propositions may also be viewed as propositions of the form
(X, Y) is R,

(8.13)

where R is a fuzzy set on X x Y that is determined for each x E X and each y E Y by the
formula

R(x, y) = a[A(x), B(y)],
where a denotes a binary operation on [0, 11 representing a suitable fuzzy implication.
Fuzzy implications are discussed in detail in the context of approximate reasoning in
Sees. 11.2 and 11.3. Here, let us only illustrate the connection between (8.13) and (8.12) for
one particular fuzzy implication, the Lukasiewicz implication

g(a, b) = min(1, 1 - a + b).
Let A = .1/x1 + .8/x2 + 1/x3 and B

.5/y1 + 1/y2. Then

R = 11x1, y1 + 11x1, y2 + .7/xr, y1 + 1/x2, y2 + .5/x3, y1 + 1/x3, y2.

(8.14)
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This means, for example, that T (p) = 1 when X = xi and
and ' = yj; and so on.

= yi; T (p) = .7 when X = x,

Conditional and Qualified Propositions
Propositions of this type can be characterized by either the canonical form

p : If X is A, then' is B is S

(8.15)

p : Pro [X is AI's is B} is P,

(8.16)

or the canonical form
where Pro {X is AI's is B} is -a conditional probability.
Since methods introduced for the other types of propositions can be combined to deal
with propositions of this type, we do not deem it necessary to discuss them further.

8.4 FUZZY QUANTIFIERS

Similar to how the scope of classical predicates can be extended by quantifying their
applicability, we can extend the scope of the fuzzy predicates by the use of fuzzy quantifiers.
In general, fuzzy quantifiers are fuzzy numbers that take part in fuzzy propositions. They are
of two kinds. Fuzzy quantifiers of the first kind are defined on l and characterize linguistic
terms such as about 10, much more than 100, at least about 5, and so on. Fuzzy quantifiers
of the second kind are defined on [0,1] and characterize linguistic terms such as almost all,
about half, most, and so on.
There are two basic forms of propositions that contain fuzzy quantifiers of the first kind.
One of them is the form

p : There are Q i's in I such that V(i) is F,
(8.17)
where V is a variable that for each individual i in a given set I assumes a value V(i), F is
a fuzzy set defined on the set of values of variable V, and Q is a fuzzy number on R. In
general, I is an index set by which distinct measurements of variable V are distinguished.
An example of this form is the proposition: "There are about 10 students in a given
class whose fluency in English is high." Given a set of students, I, the value V(i) of variable
V represents in this proposition the degree of fluency in English of student i (expressed, e.g.,
by numbers in [0, 1]), F is a fuzzy set defined on the set of values of variable V that expresses
the linguistic term high, and Q is a fuzzy number expressing the linguistic term about 10.
Any proposition p of the form (8.17) can be converted into another proposition, p', of
a simplified form,

p' : There are Q E's,
(8.18)
where Q is the same quantifier as in (8.17), and E is a fuzzy set on a given set I that is
defined by the composition

E(i) = F(V(i))
for all i E I. Thus, for example, the proposition

(8.19)
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p : "There are about 10 students in a given class whose fluency in English is high"
can be replaced with the proposition
p' : "There are about 10 high-fluency English-speaking students in a given class."
Here, E is the fuzzy set of "high-fluency English-speaking students in a given class."
Proposition p' of the form (8.18) may be viewed as a simplified expression of proposition
p of the form (8.17). It is common in natural language to use the simplified form in lieu of

the full form. For the sake of simplicity, we adopt this usage. Then, proposition p' of the
form (8.18) may be rewritten in the form

p' : W is Q,

(8.20)

where W is a variable taking values in ]R that represents the scalar cardinality (sigma count)

of fuzzy set E(i.e., W =IEI). Obviously,

IEI = EE(i) =

F(V(i))
iEI

and, for each given fuzzy set E, we have
T (p) = T (p') = Q (I E D.

(8.21)

As explained in Sec. 7.4, any given proposition "W is Q" induces a possibility
distribution function, rQ, that is defined for each IEI E P by the equation
(8.22)
rQ(IEI) = Q(IEI)
This possibility distribution acts as an elastic constraint on values of variable W; that is
.

rQ(IEI) expresses the degree of possibility that W = IEI.
As an example, let us discuss the proposition
p : There are about three students in I whose fluency in English, V(i), is high.

Assume that I = (Adam, Bob, Cathy, David, Eve), and V is a variable with values in the
interval [0, 100] that express degrees of fluency in English. Comparing this proposition with
its general counterpart (8.17), we can see that Q is, in our case, a fuzzy quantifier "about 3,"
and F is a fuzzy set on [0, 100] that captures the linguistic term "high fluency." Both Q and
F are defined in Fig. 8.4. Assume now that the following scores are given: V(Adam) = 35,
V(Bob) = 20, V(Cathy) = 80, V(David) = 95, V(Eve) = 70. The truth value of the proposition
is then determined as follows. First, we construct the fuzzy set defined by (8.19):

E = 0/Adam + 0/Bob +.75/Cathy + 1/David +.5/Eve.
Next, we calculate the cardinality of E:

IEI =EE(i)=2.25.
iel

Finally, we use (8.21) to obtain the truth value of our proposition:

T (p) = Q(2.25) = 0.625.
Assuming, on the other hand, that the students' scores are not known, we are not able to
construct the set E. The proposition provides us, in this case, with information about the
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Figure 8.4

Fuzzy sets in a quantified fuzzy proposition.

degrees of possibility of various values of the cardinality of E. For instance, since Q (3) = 1,
the possibility of JEl = 3 is 1; since Q(5) = 0, it is impossible that JEl = 5, and so on.
Fuzzy quantifiers of the first kind may also appear in fuzzy propositions of the form

p : There are Q i's in I such that V1(i) is F1 and V2(i) is F2,

(8.23)

where. V1, V2 are variables that take values from sets V1, V2, respectively, I is an index set
by which distinct measurements of variables V1, V2 are identified (e.g., measurements on a
set of individuals or measurements at distinct time instants), Q is a fuzzy number on ]l8, and
F1, F2 are fuzzy sets on V1, V2, respectively.
An example of this form of a quantified fuzzy proposition is the proposition "There are
about 10 students in a given class whose fluency in English is.high and who are young." In
this proposition, I is an index set by which students in the given class are labelled, variables

Vl and V2 characterize fluency in English and age of the students, Q is a fuzzy number
that captures the linguistic term "about 10," and F1, F2 are fuzzy sets that characterize the
linguistic terms "high" and "young," respectively.
Any proposition p of the form (8.23) can be expressed in a simplified form,

p': QE1's E2's,

(8.24)

where Q is the same quantifier as in (8.23), and El, E2 are fuzzy sets on I that are defined
by the compositions

E1(i) = F1(Vj(i))

(8.25)

E2(i) = F2(V2(i))
for all i E I. Moreover, (8.24) may be interpreted as

p' : There are Q(E1 and E2)'s.

(8.26)

Comparing now (8.26) with (8.18), we may rewrite (8.26) in the form

p':WisQ,

(8.27)
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where W is a variable taking values in Lg that represents the scalar cardinality of the fuzzy set
El fl E2 (i.e., W = 1EI fl E2J). Using the standard fuzzy intersection and (8.25), we have

W=

min[FI(Vj(i)), F2(V2(i))]

(8.28)

iEI

Now, for any given sets E1 and E2,

T (p) = T (p') = Q (W ).

(8.29)

Furthermore, proposition p' (and, hence, also the equivalent proposition p) induces a
possibility distribution function, rQ, that is defined for each W = JE1 fl E21 by the equation

rQ(W) = Q(W).

(8.30)

Let us now discuss fuzzy propositions with quantifiers of the second kind. These are
quantifiers such as "almost all," "about half," "most," and so on. They are represented by
fuzzy numbers on the unit interval [0, 1]. Examples of some quantifiers of this kind are
shown in Fig. 8.5.

About half

Most

I

0.4

0.63

0

Figure 8.5 Examples of fuzzy quantifiers of the second kind.

Fuzzy propositions with quantifiers of the second kind have the general form

p : Among i's in I such that V1(i) is Fl there are Qi's in I such that

(8.31)

V2(i) is F2,

where Q is a fuzzy number on (0, 1], and the meaning of the remaining symbols is the same
as previously defined. An example of a proposition of this form is the proposition "Among
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students in a given class that are young, there are almost all whose fluency in English is
high."

As previously explained, any proposition of the form (8.31) may be written in a
simplified form,

p' : QE1's are EZ's,

(8.32)

where Q is the same quantifier used in (8.31), and E1, E2 are fuzzy sets on X defined by

El(i) = FI(V1(i)),

(8.33)

E2(i) = F2(Vz(i))
for all i E I. In this form, the previous example is modified as follows: "Almost all young
students in a given class are students whose fluency in English is high:'
Comparing (8.32) with (8.24), we can see that both these propositions have the same
form, but the quantifiers involved are different. By analogy of the two forms, we may rewrite
(8.32) in the form

p' : W is Q,

(8.34)

where W is a variable that represents the degree of subsethood of E2 in E1; that is,

W = IE1 n E2I
IEII

Using the standard fuzzy intersection and (8.33), we obtain
E min[F, (VI (i)), F2(V2(i))]

W

_ 'Et

(8.35)

EF1(VI(i))

for any given sets El and E2. Clearly, T (p) is obtained by (8.29). On the other hand, given
a proposition p of the form (8.31), we obtain a possibility distribution rQ defined by (8.30).
Quantifiers of the first kind are also called absolute quantifiers, while quantifiers of the
second kind are called relative quantifiers. This terminology makes sense when we compare
the definitions of variable W for quantifiers of the first kind, given by (8.28), and the second
kind, given by (8.35).
8.5 LINGUISTIC HEDGES
Linguistic hedges (or simply hedges) are special linguistic terms by which other linguistic terms

are modified. Linguistic terms such as very, more or less, fairly, or extremely are examples
of hedges. They can be used for modifying fuzzy predicates, fuzzy truth values, and fuzzy
probabilities. For example, the proposition "x is young," which is assumed to mean "x is young
is true," may be modified by the hedge very in any of the following three ways:
"x is very young is true,"
"x is young is very true,"
"x is very young is very true."
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Similarly, the proposition "x is young is likely" may be modified to "x is young is very
likely," and so forth.
In general, given a fuzzy proposition

p : x is F
and a linguistic hedge, H, we can construct a modified proposition,

Hp : x is HF,
where HF denotes the fuzzy predicate obtained by applying the hedge H to the given
predicate F. Additional modifications can be obtained by applying the hedge to the fuzzy
truth value or fuzzy probability employed in the given proposition.

It is important to realize that linguistic hedges are not applicable to crisp predicates,
truth values, or probabilities. For example, the linguistic terms very horizontal, very pregnant,
very teenage, or very rectangular are not meaningful. Hence, hedges do not exist in classical
logic.
Any linguistic hedge, H, may be interpreted as a unary operation, h, on the unit interval

[0, 1]. For example, the hedge very is often interpreted as the unary operation h(a) = a2,
while the hedge fairly is interpreted as h(a) = i (a E [0, 1]). Let unary operations that
represent linguistic hedges be called modifiers.
Given a fuzzy predicate F on X and a modifier h that represents a linguistic hedge H,
the modified fuzzy predicate HF is determined for each x E X by the equation

HF(x) = h(F(x)).

(8.36)

This means that properties of linguistic hedges can be studied by studying properties of the
associated modifiers.
Any modifier h is an increasing bijection. If h(a) < a for all a E [0, 11, the modifier

is called strong; if h(a) > a for all a E [0, 1], the modifier is called weak. The special
(vacuous) modifier for which h(a) = a is called an identity modifier.
A strong modifier strengthens a fuzzy predicate to which it is applied and, consequently,
it reduces the truth value of the associated proposition. A weak modifier, on the contrary,
weakens the predicate and, hence, the truth value of the proposition increases, For example,
consider three fuzzy propositions:

Pt : John is young,
p2 : John is very young,

P3 John is fairly young,
and let the linguistic hedges very and fairly be represented by the strong modifier a2 and the
weak modifier /a. Assume now that John is 26 and, according to the fuzzy set YOUNG
representing the fuzzy predicate young, YOUNG (26) = 0.8. Then, VERY YOUNG

(26) = 0.82 = 0.64 and FAIRLY YOUNG (26) = 0.8 = 0.89. Hence, T(pt) = 0.8,
T (P2) = 0.64, and T (P3) = 0.89. These values agree with our intuition: the stronger
assertion is less true and vice versa.
It is easy to prove that every modifier h satisfies the following conditions, which are selfexplanatory:
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1. h(0) = 0 and h(1) = 1;
2. h is a continuous function;
3. if h is strong, then h-' is weak and vice versa;
4. given another modifier g, compositions of g with h and h with g are also modifiers and,
moreover, if both h and g are strong (weak), then so are the compositions.
A convenient class of functions that satisfy these conditions is the class

h,, (a) = a°,
(8.37)
where a E R+ is a parameter by which individual modifiers in this class are distinguished
and a c: [0, 1]. When a < 1, h. is a weak modifier; when a > 1, h, is a strong modifier;
h, is the identity modifier. This class of modifiers (as well as any other acceptable class)
enables us to capture the meaning of each relevant linguistic hedge in a particular context
by determining an appropriate value of the parameter a. This is a similar problem as the
problem of constructing a membership function, which is discussed in Chapter 10.
In representing modifiers of linguistic hedges, we should avoid various ambiguities of
natural language. For example, the linguistic term not very may be viewed as the negation
of the hedge very, but it may also be viewed (as some authors argue) as a new hedge that
is somewhat weaker than the hedge very. In our further considerations, we always view any
linguistic term not H, where H is an arbitrary hedge, as the negation of H.

8.6 INFERENCE FROM CONDITIONAL FUZZY PROPOSITIONS
As explained in Sec. 8.1, inference rules in classical logic are based on the various tautologies.

These inference rules can be generalized within the framework of fuzzy logic to facilitate
approximate reasoning. In this section, we describe generalizations of three classical inference
rules, modus ponens, modus tollens, and hypothetical syllogism. These generalizations are
based on the so-called compositional rule of inference.
Consider variables X and that take values from sets X and Y, respectively, and

assume that for all x E X and all y e Y the variables are related by a function y = f (x).
Then, given X = x, we can infer that' = f (x), as shown in Fig. 8.6a. Similarly, knowing
that the value of X is in a given set A, we can infer that the value of is in the set
B = {y E Yly = f (x), x E A), as shown in Fig. 8.6b.
Assume now that the variables are related by an arbitrary relation on X x Y, not
necessarily a function. Then, given X = u and a relation R, we can infer that E B, where
B = {y E YI (x, y) E R}, as illustrated in Fig. 8.7a. Similarly, knowing that X E A, we
can infer that 'z4 E B, where B = {y E YI (x, y) E R, X E A}, as illustrated in Fig. 8.7b.
Observe that this inference may be expressed equally well in terms of characteristic functions
XA, XB, XR of sets A, B, R respectively, by the equation
X1(y) =SUP min[X A (x), X R (x, y)]
XrX

(8.38)

for all y E Y.
Let us proceed now one step further and assume that R is a fuzzy relation on X x Y,

and A', B' are fuzzy sets on X and Y, respectively., Then, if R and A' are given, we can
obtain B' by the equation
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two variables: (a) x - y, where
y - f (x); (b) A --> B, where

B=(yEYly=f(x),xEAl.

(b)

B'(y) = supmin[A'(x), R(x, y)]

(8.39)

xeX,

for all y E Y, which is a generalization of (8.38) obtained by replacing the characteristic
functions in (8.38) with the corresponding membership functions. This equation, which can
also be written in the matrix form as

B'=A'-R,
is called the compositional rule of inference. This rule is illustrated in Fig. 8.8.
The fuzzy relation employed in (8.39) is usually not given directly, but in some other

form. In this section, we consider the case in which the relation is embedded in a single
conditional fuzzy proposition. A more general case, in which the relation emerges from
several conditional fuzzy propositions, is discussed in Chapter 11.
As explained in Sec. 8.3, relation R that is embedded in a conditional fuzzy proposition

p of the form

p:
is determined for all x E X and all y E Y by the formula

R(x, y) = a[A(x), B(y)],
where 9 denotes a fuzzy implication (Chapter 11).

(8.40)
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Using relation R obtained from given proposition p by (8.40), and given another
proposition q of the form

q : X is A',
we may conclude that is B' by the compositional rule of inference (8.39). This procedure
is called a generalized modus ponens.

Viewing proposition p as a rule and proposition q as a fact, the generalized modus
ponens is expressed by the following schema:

If x is A, then

Rule :
Fact :

is B

X is A'

Conclusion :

(8.41)

is B'

In this schema, B' is calculated by (8.39), and R in this equation is determined by (8.40).

Observe that (8.41) becomes the classical modus ponens when the sets are crisp and
A' = A, B' = B.
Example 8.1

Let sets of values of variables X and ' be X = (x1, xz, x3} and Y = {y,, y2}, respectively.
Assume that a proposition "if X is A, then '' is B" is given, where A = .5/xl + 1/x2 + .6/x3
and B = 1/yi + .4/y2. Then, given a fact expressed by the proposition "x is A'," where
A' = .6/x1 + .9/x2 + .7/x3, we want to use the generalized modus ponens (8.41) to derive a
conclusion in the form " is B'."
Using, for example, the Lukasiewicz implication (8.14), we obtain

R = 1/xx, yi + .9/x1, Yz + 1/x2, yl +.4/xz, yz + 1/x3, yi, +.8/x3, yz
by (8.40). Then, by the compositional rule of inference (8.39), we obtain

B'(yi) = supmin[A'(x), R(x, yi)]
xeX

= max[min(.6, 1), min(.9, 1), min(.7, 1)]

= .9
B'(y2) = sup min[A'(x), R(x, yz)]
xeX

= max[min(.6,.9), min(.9, .4), min(.7,.8)]
= .7

Thus, we may conclude that

is B', where B' = .9/y, + .7/y2.

Another inference rule in fuzzy logic, which is a generalized modus tollens, is expressed
by the following schema:
Rule :
Fact :

If X is A, then Y is B
is B'

Conclusion : I is A'
In this case, the compositional rule of inference has the form
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A'(x) = sup min[B'(y), R(x, y)],

(8.42)

YEY

and R in this equation is again determined by (8.40).

When the sets are crisp and

A' = A, B' = B, we obtain the classical modus tollens.
Example 8.2

Let X, Y, 8, A, and B are the same as in Example 8.1. Then, R is also the same as in
Example 8.1. Assume now that a fact expressed by the proposition "" is B"' is given, where

B'=.91y, + .7/y2. Then, by (8.42),
A'(xi) = sup min[B'(y), R(xi, y)]
yeY

= max[min(.9, 1), min(.7,.9)] = .9,
A'(x2) = sup min[B'(y), R(x2, y)]
yeY

= max[min(.9, 1), min(.7, .4)] = .9,

A'(x3) = supmin[B'(y), R(x3, y)]
yeY

= max[min(.9, 1), min(.7,.8)] = .9.

Hence, we conclude that X is A' where A' = .9/xl +.9/x2 +.9/x3.

Finally, let us discuss a generalization of hypothetical syllogism, which is based on two
conditional fuzzy propositions. The generalized hypothetical syllogism is expressed by the
following schema:

Rule 1:

IfXisA, then isB

Rule 2 :

If

is B, then Z is C

(8.43)

Conclusion : If X is A, then Z is C

In this case,
Z are variables taking values in sets X, Y, Z, respectively, and A, B, C are
fuzzy sets on sets X, Y, Z, respectively.
For each conditional fuzzy proposition in (8.43), there is a fuzzy relation determined by
(8.40). These relations are determined for each x E X, Y E Y, and z E Z by the equations

R1(x, y) = a[A(x), B(y)],
R2(y, z) = 3[B(y), C(z)],

R3 (X, z) = 0[A(x), C(z)]
Given R1, R2, R3, obtained by these equations, we say that the generalized hypothetical
syllogism holds if
R3 (X, z) = sup min(Ra(x, y), R2(y, z)],
yEY

(8.44)

which again expresses the compositional rule of inference. This equation may also be written
in the matrix form
R3 = Rt o R2.

(8.45)
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Example 8.3

Let X, Y be the same as in Example 8.1, and let Z = (zi, z2}.

Moreover,

let A =

.5/xi + 1/x2 + .6/x3, B = 1/y, +.41Y2, C = .2/zl + 1/z2, and
J(a, b)

1 ifa<b
b

if a > b.

Then, clearly,

R

1

=1

1

.4

1

.4

,

R2

.2

1

j

,

Ra=

r

2

1

L.

1

1

The generalized hypothetical syllogism holds in this case since R, a R2 = R3.

8.7 INFERENCE FROM CONDITIONAL
AND QUALIFIED PROPOSITIONS
The inference rule of our concern in this section involves conditional fuzzy propositions with
fuzzy truth qualifiers. Given a conditional and qualified fuzzy proposition p of the form

p: IfXisA, then isBisS,

(8.46)

where S is a fuzzy truth qualifier, and a fact is in the form "X is A'," we want to make an
inference in the form " is B'."
One method developed for this purpose, called a method of truth-value restrictions, is
based on a manipulation of linguistic truth values. The method involves the following four
steps.

Step 1. Calculate the relative fuzzy truth value of A' with respect to A, denoted by
RT (A'/A), which is a fuzzy set on the unit interval defined by

RT(A'/A)(a) = sup A'(x),

(8.47)

x:A(x)=a

for all a E [0, 1]. The relative fuzzy truth value RT (A'/A) expresses the degree to which the
fuzzy proposition (8.46) is true given the available fact "X is A'."

Step 2. Select a suitable fuzzy implication 8 by which the fuzzy proposition (8.46) is
interpreted. This is similar to the selection of fuzzy implication in Sec. 8.6, whose purpose is
to express a conditional but unqualified fuzzy proposition as a fuzzy relation.
Step 3.

Calculate the relative fuzzy truth value RT (B'/B) by the formula

RT(B'/B)(b) = sup min[RT(A'/A)(a), S(3(a, b))]

(8.48)

ae[0,11

for all b E [0, 1], where S is the fuzzy qualifier in (8.46). Clearly, the role of the qualifier
S is to modify the truth value of 3(a, b). Note that when S stands for true (i.e., S(a) = a)
for all a E [0, 1], then S(a(a, b)) = 3(a, b), and we obtain the case discussed in Sec. 8.6.
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The relative fuzzy truth value RT(B'/B) expresses the degree to which the conclusion of the
fuzzy proposition (8.46) is true.

Step 4.

Calculate the set B' involved in the inference "i is B"' by the equation

B'(y) = RT(B'IB)(B(y)),

(8.49)

for all y E Y.
Example 8.4
Suppose we have a fuzzy conditional and qualified proposition,

p: IfXis Athen Vis Bis very true,
where A = 1/x1 + .5/x2 + .7/x3, B = .6/y' + 1/y2, and S stands for very true; let S(a) = a2
for all a E [0, 1]. Given a fact "X is A'," where A' = .9/xt +.6/x2 + .7/x3, we conclude that
"'! is B'," where B' is calculated by the following steps.
Step 1.

We calculate RT (A'/A) by (8.47):

RT(A'/A)(1) = A'(xl) =.9,
RT (A'/A)(.5) = A'(x2) = .6,

RT (A'/A) (.7) = A'(x3) =.7,
RT(A'/A)(a) = 0 for all a E [0, 11 - (.5, .7, 11.
Step 2.
Step 3.

We select the Lukasiewicz fuzzy implication a defined by (8.14).

We calculate RT (B'/B) by (8.48):

RT(B'/B)(b) = max(min[.9, S(3(.9, b))], min[.6, S(3(.6, b))],
min[.7, S(3(.7, b))]l
(.4 + b)2
.6

for b E (0, .375)
for b E'[.375,.475)

.7

for b E [.475, .537)
for b E [.537,.737)

(.1 + b)2

for b E [.737,.849)

.9

for b E (.849, 1]

(.3 + b)2

A graph of this function RT (B'/B) is shown in Fig. 8.9.

Step 4.

We calculate B' by (8.49):

B'(yt) = RT(B'/B)(B(yt)) =
.7,
B'(y2) = RT(B'/B)(B(y2)) = RT(B'/B)(1) =.9.
Hence, we make the inference "' is B'," where B' = .7/yt + .9/y2.

When S in (8.46) stands for true (i.e., S is the identity function), the method of
truth-value restrictions is equivalent to the generalized modus ponens under a particular
condition, as stated in the following theorem.
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Figure 8.9 Function RT(B/B') in Example 8.3.

Theorem 8.1. Let a fuzzy proposition of the form (8.46) be given, where S is the
identity function (i.e., S stands for true), and let a fact be given in the form "X is A'," where
sup A'(x) = A'(xo)

(8.50)

x:A(x)=a

for all a E [0, 1] and some xo such that A(xo) = a. Then, the inference "i is B"' obtained by
the method of truth-value restrictions is equal to the one obtained by the generalized modus
ponens (i.e., (8.41) and (8.49) define the same membership function B'), provided that we
use the same fuzzy implication in both inference methods.

Proof: When S(a) = a for all a E [0, 1], B', defined by (8.49), becomes

B'(y) = sup min[RT (A'/A)(a), 3(a, B(y))J
ae10,1]

._

(8.51)

for all y E Y. Using the same fuzzy implication 9, B', defined by (8.41), becomes

B'(y) = sup min[A'(x), 8(A(x), B(y))]
xEx

(8.52)

for all y E Y. To prove the theorem, we have to show that (8.51) and (8.52) define the same
membership function B. To facilitate the proof, let Bl, B2' denote the functions defined by
(8.51) and (8.52), respectively. Since

A'(x) <

sup

A'(x') = RT(A'/A)(A(x))

x':A(x')=A(x)

for all x E X, we have

min[A'(x), a(A(x), B(y))] < min[RT(A'/A)(A(x)), p(A(x), B(y))]
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for all y E Y. Hence,

BZ(y) = sup min[A'(x), 8(A (x), B(y))]
xEX

sup min[RT(A'/A)(4(x)), 3(A(x), B(y))]
XEX

sup min[RT(A'/A)(a), 8(a, B(y))]
ae(0.11

= B1(y)
for all y E Y. On the other hand, by condition (850), we have

min[RT(A'/A)(a), 3(a, B(y))] = min[ sup A'(x), 3(a, B(y))]
x:A(x)=a

= min[A'(x0), a(A(xo), B(y))]
sup min[A'(x), a(A(x), B(y))]
xEX

= B; (y)
for all y E Y. Thus,

Bi(y) = sup min[RT(A'/A)(a), 3(a, B(y))]
aE(O.11

Bz(y)

for all y E Y and, consequently, Bi = B.

Observe that the condition (8.50) is rather weak and, hence, easy to satisfy. For
example, it is satisfied whenever the universal set X is finite or the sets {x E XIA(x) = a),
a E [0, 1], are finite. The significance of the theorem is that, under this weak condition, the
two inference methods are equivalent when S stands for true. Under these circumstances,
propositions (8.12) and (8.15) may be considered equivalent.
8.8 INFERENCE FROM QUANTIFIED PROPOSITIONS
As explained in Sec. 8.4, all quantified fuzzy propositions can be expressed in the form

p:WisQ,
where W is a variable whose values are specified either as JEJ (E defined by (8.19)), when
Q is an absolute quantifier, or as Prop (E2/EI) = JE1 n E2l/1E1I(E1, E2 defined by (8.25)),
when Q is a relative quantifier. Observe that Prop (E2/E1) = S(E1, E2).
In general, the problem of inference from quantified fuzzy propositions may be stated
as follows. Given n quantified fuzzy propositions of the form
(8.53)
pi : Wi is Qi (i E N.),
where Qi is either an absolute quantifier or a relative quantifier, and W; is a variable

compatible with the quantifier Qi for each i E N,,, what can we infer from these propositions?

One possible principle that addresses this question is known in the -literature as the
quantifier extension principle. To discuss this principle, let us assume that the prospective
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inference is expressed in terms of a quantified fuzzy proposition of the form

p:WisQ.

(8.54)

The principle states the following: if there exists a function f : R" -+ R such that W =
f (W1, W2, ... , W") and Q = f (Q1, Q2,
, Q"), where the meaning of f (Q1, Q2, ..., Q")
is defined by the extension principle (Sec. 2.3), then we may conclude that p follows from
p1, p2, ..., p". An alternative, more general formulation of the principle is: if there exist two
functions f : IRR" -} R /and g : R" + 118 such that

f(W1,1472,...,W") <W <g(W1,ti72,...,W"),
then we may conclude that p follows from p1, p2, ... , p", where Q in proposition p is a
special quantifier denoted by
g(Q1, Q2, ... , Q")},
Q = [ f (Q1, Q2, ..., Qn)] n
whose meaning is "at least f (Q1, Q2, ... , Q") and at most g(Q1, Q2, ... , Q")." Fuzzy sets

, Q") and g(Q1, Q2,..., Q") are again obtained by the extension principle.
To illustrate the quantifier extension principle, let the following quantified fuzzy

f (Q1, Q2,

propositions be given:
p1

There are about 10 persons in the room.

P2 : About half of the persons in the room are females.
If we want to make an inference in terms of the proposition

p : There are Q females in the room,

we need to determine Q. Let us discuss how this can be accomplished by the quantifier
extension principle.
To facilitate our discussion, let the quantifiers "about 10" and "about half" be denoted

by Q1 and Q2, respectively. Furthermore, let E, F denote, respectively, the set of persons
and the set of females in the room. Using these symbols, we can now be given propositions
in the form

Pi : W1 is Q1,
P2 : W2 is Q2,

P: W is Q,
where W1i W2, W are variables with values LEI, IE n FI/IEI, IFI, respectively.
Now, there exists a function f : R2 -* IR such that f (W1, W2) = W for the variables
in our example. It is the product function, f (a, b) = ab :
f (WI, W2) = W1W2
IE n FI

= lEl

LEI

= IE n F1 = IFI = W.
Hence, by the quantifier extension principle, if Q = Q1 Q. Q2 is the quantifier in proposition
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p, where Q1 QZ is the arithmetic product of fuzzy numbers Q1 and Q2 employed in the
given propositions, then p is a correct inference from Pl and P2.
The quantifier extension principle can be used for deriving various inference rules for
quantified fuzzy propositions. Let us mention two of them.
One of the inference rules is called the intersection/product syllogism. It is expressed
by the following schema:

Pl Q1 E's are F's
P2 : Q2 (E and F)'s are G's

(8.55)

p : Q1 Q2 E's are (F and G)'s
where E, F, G are fuzzy sets on a universal set X, Q1 and Q2 are relative quantifiers (fuzzy
numbers on (0, 1]), and Ql Q2 is the arithmetic product of the quantifiers.
As previously explained (Sec. 8.4), propositions pl, p2, and p may be expressed in the
form

P1 : W1 is Q1,

P2 : W2 is Q2,

p:WisQ,
where W1 = Prop (F/E), W2 = Prop (G/E n F), and W = Prop (F n G/E). To prove
that the inference schema (8.55) is valid, we have to demonstrate (according to the quantifier
extension principle) that W = Wl W2. This demonstration is rather simple:

W1 W2 = Prop (F/E) Prop (G/E n F)

_ IEnFI IEnFnGI
IEI

fE n FI

IEnFnGI
IEI

= Prop (F n G/E) = W.
Hence, the inference schema (8.55) is valid.
As an example, let us consider quantified fuzzy propositions

pl : Most students are young.
p2 : About half young students are males.
Using the intersection/product syllogism (8.55), we may infer the proposition

p : Q of students are young and males,

where Q is a quantifier obtained by taking the arithmetic product of fuzzy numbers that
represent the quantifiers most and about half.

Another inference rule, which is called the consequent conjunction syllogism, is
expressed by the following schema:
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pt : Qr E's are F's
P2 : Q2 E's are G's
p : Q E's are (F and G)'s

(8-56)

where E, F, G are fuzzy sets on some universal set X, Q1, Q2 are relative quantifiers, and Q
is a relative quantifier given by

Q = [? MAX(0, Q1 + Qz - 1)] fl [< MIN(Q1, Q2)];
that is, Q is at least MAX(0, Q1 + Q2 - 1) and at most MIN(Q1, Q2). Here, MIN and MAX
are extensions of min and max operations on real numbers to fuzzy numbers (Sec. 4.5).
We leave the proof that inference schema (8.56) follows from the quantifier extension
principle to the reader as an exercise.

NOTES
8.1. An excellent and comprehensive survey of multivalued logics was prepared by Rescher [1969],

which also contains an extensive bibliography on the subject. A survey of more recent
developments was prepared by Wolf (1977]. Various aspects of the relationship between
multivalued logics and fuzzy logic are examined by numerous authors, including Bellman
and Zadeh [1977], Giles [1977], Gaines [1978], Baldwin [1979a], Pavelka [1979], Gottwald
[1980], Skala [1978], and Novak [1989, 19901.

8.2. Fuzzy propositions of the various types introduced in this chapter and the various fuzzy
inference rules based on these propositions were introduced, by and large, by Zadeh in
numerous articles. Most of these articles are included in [Yager et al., 1987]. Important
contributions to this subject were also made by Goguen [1968-69], Lee and Chang [1971],
Dubois and Prade [1979b, 1984a, 1991a, b, 1992b], Baldwin [1979b], Baldwin and Guild
[1980a, b], Mizumoto [1981], and Turksen and Yao [1984].

EXERCISES
8.1. Give an example from daily life of each type of fuzzy proposition introduced in this chapter,
and express the proposition in its canonical form.
8.2. For each of the three-valued logics defined in Table 8.4, determine the truth values of each of
the following logic expressions for all combinations of truth values of logic variables a, b, c
(assume that negation a is defined by 1 - a):
(a) (a A b) = c;
(b) (a v b)

(c)

(a A b);
(c-

8.3. Define in the form of a table (analogous to Table 8.4) the primitives A, V p, and q of the
Lukasiewicz logics L 4 and L 5.

8.4. Assume four types of fuzzy predicates applicable to persons (age, height, weight, and level
of education). Several specific fuzzy predicates for each of these types are represented by
fuzzy sets whose membership functions are specified in Fig. 8.10. Apply these membership
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functions and the fuzzy truth values defined in Fig. 8.2b to some person x (perhaps yourself)
to determine the truth values of various propositions such as the following:
x is highly educated and not very young is very true;
x is very young, tall, not heavy, and somewhat educated is true;
x is more or less old or highly educated is fairly true;
x is very heavy or old or not highly educated is fairly true;
x is short, not very young, and highly educated is very true.
In your calculations, use standard fuzzy set operators (min, max, 1 - a).
8.5. Consider a fuzzy logic based on the standard logic operators (min, max, 1 - a). For any two
arbitrary propositions, A and B, in the logic, assume that we require that the equality

AAB=Bv(AAB)
holds. Imposing such a requirement means that pairs of truth values of A and B become
restricted to a subset of [0, 111. Show exactly how they are restricted.

8.6. Solve the problem in Example 8.1 by using A = .6/xr + 1/x2 + .9/x2, B = .6/yt + 1/y2, and
A' = .51x2 + -9/x2 + 1/x3.
8.7. Use the method of truth-value restrictions to solve Exercise 8.6.
8.8. Assume that there are ten students in a class. About half of them are young girls. Most of
those young girls are good students. Using the quantifiers specified in Fig. 8.5, answer the
question: Approximately how many young girls in the class are good students?
8.9. Suppose there are five people in a women's figure skating competition. They are A.nny, Bonnie,
Cathy, Diana, and Eve. Assume that their relative goodness of performance is given by a fuzzy
set E = 1/Army + .9/Bonnie + .5/Cathy + .9/Diana + .1/Eve. Using the quantifiers specified in
Figs. 8.4 and 8.5, determine the truth values of the following fuzzy propositions:
(a) There are about three persons who had good performances.
(b) Most of them have good performance.
(c) About half of them have good performance.

8.10. Consider some other linguistic hedges than those discussed in Section 8.5 and determine
reasonable modifiers for them.

UNCERTAINTY-BASED INFORMATION

9.1

INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTY

The concept of information, as a subject of this chapter, is intimately connected with the
concept of uncertainty. The most fundamental aspect of this connection is that uncertainty
involved in any problem-solving situation is a result of some information deficiency.
Information (pertaining to the model within which the situation is conceptualized) may be
incomplete, imprecise, fragmentary, not fully reliable, vague, contradictory, or deficient in
some other way. In general, these various information deficiencies may result in different
types of uncertainty.
Assume that we can measure the amount of uncertainty involved in a problem-solving
situation conceptualized in a particular mathematical theory. Assume further that the amount

of uncertainty can be reduced by obtaining relevant information as a result of some action
(finding a relevant new fact, designing a relevant experiment and observing the experimental
outcome, receiving a requested message, or discovering a relevant historical record). Then,
the amount of information obtained by the action may be measured by the reduction of
uncertainty that results from the action.
Information measured solely by the reduction of uncertainty does not capture the rich
notion of information in human communication and cognition. It is not explicitly concerned
with semantic and pragmatic aspects of information viewed.in the broader sense. This
does not mean, however, that information viewed in terms of uncertainty reduction ignores
these aspects. It does not ignore them, but they are assumed to be fixed in each particular
application. Furthermore, the notion of information as uncertainty reduction is sufficiently
rich as a base for an additional treatment through which human communication and cognition
can adequately be explicated.
It should be noted at this point that the concept of information has also been investigated

in terms of the theory of computability, independent of the concept of uncertainty. In this
approach, the amount of information represented by an object is measured by the length
of the shortest possible program written in some standard language (e.g., a program for
the standard Turing machine) by which the object is described in the sense that it can
245
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be computed. Information of this type is usually referred to as descriptive information or
algorithmic information.

In this chapter, we are concerned solely with information conceived in terms of
uncertainty reduction. To distinguish this conception of information from various other
conceptions of information, let us call it uncertainty-based information.
The nature of uncertainty-based information depends on the mathematical theory within
which uncertainty pertaining to various problem-solving situations is formalized. Each
formalization of uncertainty in a problem-solving situation is a mathematical model of the

situation. When we commit ourselves to a particular mathematical theory, our modeling
becomes necessarily limited by the constraints of the theory. Clearly, a more general theory
is capable of capturing uncertainties of some problem situations more faithfully than its less
general competitors. As a rule, however, it involves greater computational demands.
Uncertainty-based information was first conceived in terms of classical set theory and,
later, in terms of probability theory. The term information theory has almost invariably been
used to refer to a theory based upon the well-known measure of probabilistic uncertainty
established by Claude Shannon [1948]. Research on a broader conception of uncertainty-based
information, liberated from the confines of classical set theory and probability theory, began
in the early 1980s. The name generalized information theory was coined for a theory based
upon this broader conception.

The ultimate goal of generalized information theory is to capture properties of
uncertainty-based information formalized within any feasible mathematical framework. Although this goal has not been fully achieved as yet, substantial progress has been made in
this direction since the early 1980s. In addition to classical set theory and probability theory, uncertainty-based information is now well understood in fuzzy set theory, possibility theory, and evidence theory.
When the seemingly unique connection between uncertainty and probability theory was
broken, and uncertainty began to be conceived in terms of the much broader frameworks

of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy measure theory, it soon became clear that uncertainty can
be manifested in different forms. These forms represent distinct types of uncertainty. In
probability theory, uncertainty is manifested only in one form.
Three types of uncertainty are now recognized in the five theories, in which measurement
of uncertainty is currently well established. These three uncertainty types are: nonspecifrcity
(or imprecision), which is connected with sizes (cardinalities) of relevant sets of alternatives;
fuzziness (or vagueness), which results from imprecise boundaries of fuzzy sets; and strife (or
discord), which expresses conflicts among the various sets of alternatives.
It is conceivable that other_types of uncertainty will be discovered when the investigation
of uncertainty extends to additional theories of uncertainty. Rather than speculating about

this issue, this chapter is restricted to the three currently recognized types of uncertainty
(and the associated information). It is shown, for each of the five theories of uncertainty,
which uncertainty type is manifested in it and how the amount of uncertainty of that type can
adequately be measured. The chapter is intended as a summary of existing results rather than
a detailed exposition of the broad subject of uncertainty-based information. Hence, we do
not cover axiomatic characterization of the various measures of uncertainty, proofs of their
uniqueness, and other theoretical issues associated with them.
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9.2 NONSPECIFICITY OF CRISP SETS
Measurement of uncertainty (and associated information) was first conceived in terms of
classical set theory. It was shown by Hartley [1928] that using a function from the class of
functions
AI,

where JAI denotes the cardinality of a finite nonempty set A, and b, c are positive constants
(b > 1, c > 0), is the only sensible way to measure the amount of uncertainty associated with
a finite set of possible alternatives. Each choice of values of the constants b and c determines
the unit in which uncertainty is measured. When b = 2 and c = 1, which is the most common
choice, uncertainty is measured in bits, and we obtain
(9.1)

U (A) =1og2 IA I .

One bit of uncertainty is equivalent to the total uncertainty regarding the truth or falsity of
one proposition.
Let the set function U defined by (9.1) be called a Hartley function. Its uniqueness
as a measure of uncertainty (in bits) associated with sets of alternatives can also be proven
axiomatically.
When the Hartley function U is applied to nonempty subsets of a given finite universal
set X, it has the form
U:P(X)-{0)-+R'.

In this case, its range is

0 < U(A) < log2 IXI.

The meaning of uncertainty measured by the Hartley function depends on the meaning of
the set A. For example, when A is a set of predicted states of a variable (from the set X
of all states defined for the variable), U(A) is a measure of predictive. uncertainty; when A
is a set of possible diseases of a patient determined from relevant medical evidence, U(A)
is a measure of diagnostic uncertainty; when A is a set of possible answers to an unsettled
historical question, U(A) is a measure of retrodictive uncertainty; when A is a set of possible
policies, U(A) is a measure of prescriptive uncertainty.
Observe that uncertainty expressed in terms of sets of alternatives results from the
nonspecificity inherent in each set. Large sets result in less specific predictions, retrodictions,
and so forth than their smaller counterparts. Full specificity is obtained when all alternatives
are eliminated except one. Hence, uncertainty expressed by sets of possible alternatives and
measured by the Hartley function is well characterized by the term nonspecificity.
Consider now a situation characterized by a set A of possible alternatives (predictive,

prescriptive, etc.). Assume that this set is reduced to its subset B by some action. Then,
the amount of uncertainty-based information, I (A, B), produced by the action, which is
relevant to the situation, is equal to the amount of reduced uncertainty given by the difference

U(A) - U(B). That is,
AL I

I (A, B) =1og2
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When the action eliminates all alternatives except one (i.e., when IBI = 1), we obtain
I (A, B) = loge JAI = U(A). This means that U(A) may also be viewed as the amount of
information needed to characterize one element of set A.

Consider now two universal sets, X and Y, and assume that a relation R C_ X x Y
describes a set of possible joint alternatives in some situation of interest. Assume further that

the domain and range of R are sets Rx e X and Ry g Y, respectively. Then three distinct
Hartley functions are applicable, defined on the power sets of X, Y, and X x Y. To identify
clearly which universal set is involved in each case, it is useful (and a common practice) to
write U(X), U(Y), U(X, Y) instead of U(RX), U(Ry), and U(R), respectively. Functions
(9.3)

U(X) = 1og21Rx1,

(9.4)

U (Y) = loge IRyI
are called simple uncertainties, while function

(9.5)

U(X, Y) = 1092 IRJ

is called a joint uncertainty.
Two additional Hartley functions are defined by the formulas

U(XIY) = 1092 IRyJ
IRI ,

U(YIX) = log
a2

JRI

IRxI

9.6)

(9.7)
,

which are called conditional uncertainties.
Observe that the ratio IRI/IRyI in U(XIY) represents the average number of elements

of X that are possible alternatives under the condition that an element of Y has already
been selected. This means that U(XIY) measures the average nonspecificity regarding
alternative choices from X for all particular choices from Y. Function U(YIX) clearly
has a similar meaning, with the roles of sets X and Y exchanged. Observe also that the
conditional uncertainties can be expressed in terms of the joint uncertainty and the two simple
uncertainties:

U(XIY) = U(X, Y) - U(Y),
U(YIX) = U(X, Y) - U(X).

(9.8)
(9.9)

Furthermore,

U(X) - U(Y) = U(X[Y) - U(YIX),

(9,10)

which follows immediately from (9.8) and (9.9).
If possible alternatives from X do not depend on selections from Y, and vice versa, then
R = X x Y and the sets X and Y are called noninteractive. Then, clearly,

U(X(Y) = U(X),
U(YIX) = U(Y),
U(X, Y) = U(X) + U(Y).

(9.11)
(9.12)
(9.13)

In all other cases, when sets X and Y are interactive, these equations become the inequalities
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U(XIY) < U(X),
U(YIX) < U(Y),
U(X, Y) < U(X) + U(Y).

(9.14)
(9.15)
(9.16)

The following symmetric function, which is usually referred to as information transmission,
is a useful indicator of the strength of constraint between sets X and Y:

T (X, Y) = U(X) + U(Y) - U(X, Y).

(9.17)

When the sets are noninteractive, T (X, Y) = 0; otherwise, T (X, Y) > 0. Using (9.8) and
(9.9), T (X, Y) can also be expressed in terms of the conditional uncertainties

T(X,Y) = U(X) - U(XJY),
T(X, Y) = U(Y) - U(YIX).

(9.18)
(9.19)

Information transmission can be generalized to express the constraint among more than two
sets. It is always expressed as the difference between the total information based on the
individual sets and the joint information. Formally,
n

T (X1, X2, ... , X.)

U(Xi) - U(X1, X2, ... , Xn).

(9.20)

i=1

Example 9.1
Consider two variables x and y whose values are taken from sets X = {low, medium, high) and
Y = (1, 2, 3, 4), respectively. It is known that the variables are constrained by the relation R,
expressed by the matrix
Low
Medium
High

1

2 3

4

1
1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0
0

We can see that the low value of x does not constrain y at all, the medium value of x constrains
y partially, and the high value constrains it totally. The following types of Hartley information
can be calculated in this example:

'& (X) = loge IXI = loge 3 = 1.6,

U(Y) = log, IYl = log, 4 = 2,
U(X, Y) = log, I R I =log, 7 = 2.8,

U(XIY) = U(X, Y) - U(Y) =2.8-2=.8,
U(YIX) = U(X, Y) - U(X) = 2.8 - 1.6 = 1.2,

TM Y) = U(X)+U(Y)-U(X,Y)=1.6+2-2.8=.8.
The Hartley function in the form (9.1) is applicable only to finite sets. However, this
form may be appropriately modified to infinite sets on JR (or, more generally, II8k for some
natural number k). Given a measurable and Lebesgue-integrable subset A' of JR (or II8k), a
meaningful counterpart of (9.1) for infinite sets takes the form
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(9.21)

where FL(A) is the measure of A defined by the Lebesgue integral of the characteristic function

of A. For example, when A is an interval [a, b] on IR, then fc(A) = b - a and

U([a, b]) = log[1 + b - a].
The choice of the logarithm in (9.21) is less significant than in (9.1) since values U(A)
obtained for infinite sets by (9.21) do not yield any meaningful interpretation in terms of
uncertainty regarding truth values of a finite number of propositions and, consequently, they
are not directly comparable with values obtained for finite sets by (9.1). For its mathematical
convenience, the natural logarithm is a suitable choice.

9.3 NONSPECIFICITY OF FUZZY SETS
A natural generalization of the Hartley function from classical set theory to fuzzy set theory
was proposed in the early 1980s under the name U-uncertainty. For any nonempty fuzzy set
A defined on a finite universal set X, the generalized Hartley function has the form

U(A) =

h(A)

1

(9.22)

loge i°Alda,

h(
Jo
where IA I denotes the cardinality of the a-cut of A and h (A) is the height of A. Observe that

U(A), which measures nonspecificity of A, is a weighted average of values of the Hartley
function for all distinct a-cuts of the normalized counterpart of A, defined by A(x)/h(A) for

all x E X. Each weight is a difference between the values of at of a given a-cut and the
immediately preceding a-cut. For any A, B E 3(X) - {0), if A(x)/h(A) = B(x)/h(B) for
all x e X, then U(A) = U(B). That is, fuzzy sets that are equal when normalized have the
same nonspecificity measured by function U.
Example 9.2
Consider a fuzzy set A on N whose membership function is defined by the dots in the diagram
in Fig. 9.1; we assume that A(x) = 0 for all x > 15. Applying formula (9.22) to A, we obtain:

J
0

1

loge JAlda = ! log,15da + f loge 12da +
0

J

y

log, llda

.3

+r

J4

61og2 9da

/
+ J loge 7da +
6

J

9log2 5da
7

+ J I log,. 3da
9

.1 log215 +.2 log212 + .1 log2 11 + .2 log, 9 + .1 loge 7

+ .21og2 5 + .l loge 3 = 2.99.
The amount of nonspecifity associated with the given fuzzy set is thus approximately three bits.
This is equivalent to the nonspecifity of a crisp set that contains eight elements, for example, the
set (6, 7, ..., 13), whose characteristic function is illustrated in Fig. 9.1 by the shaded area.
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Figure 9.1

Membership functions of fuzzy set A (defined by the dots) and crisp set C (defined

by the shaded area).

When a nonempty fuzzy set A is defined on R (or Rk for some k E N), and the a-cuts "A
are infinite sets (e.g., intervals of real numbers), we have to calculate U(A) by the modified
form
rh(A)

U(A) =

J

log[1+µ(A)]da,

(9.23)

h(A)
which is a generalization of (9.21). It is assumed that "A is a measurable and Lebesgueintegrable function; µ("A) is the measure of "A defined by the Lebesgue integral of the
characteristic function of A. As in the discrete case, defined by (9.22), fuzzy sets that are
equal when normalized have the same nonspecificity.

Example 93
Consider fuzzy sets A1, A2, A3 on R, whose membership functions are depicted in Fig. 9.2.
To calculate the nonspecificities of these fuzzy sets by (9.23), we have to determine for

each set At (i = 1,2,3) the measure /.c(°A;) as a function of a.

In each case, the a-

cuts "A; are intervals "A; = [a; (a), b; (a)], and hence, A(°A;) = br(a) -a;(a). For AI,
A1(x) =

1x/2
2 - x/2
10

for x E [0, 2]
for x E [2, 4]
otherwise,

and al(a) and bl(a) are determined by the equations a= a1(a)/2 and a= 2-br(a)/2. Hence,
'A1 = [2a, 4 - 2a] and µ(xAI) = 4 - 4a. Now applying (9.23) and choosing the natural
logarithm for convenience, we obtain

U(AI) =

=

Jo
S

4

I ln(5

- 4a)da = i -1(5 - 4a) ln(5 - 4a) - aJ I

ln5-1=1.012.

L4

0
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3

Figure 9.2 Fuzzy sets employed in
Example 9.3.

Similarly, for the other two fuzzy sets, we have
1(3

U(A2) = J ln(3 - 2a)da = 1-2

- 2a) ln(3 - 2a) -

a

0

t
0

= 2 In 3 - 1 = 0.648,

U(A3) = 2

J0

ln(3 - 4a)da = 2 [-1(3 - 4a) In (3 - 4a)

- aj.s

4

=2(3ln3-2)=0.648.
Observe that set A3, which is not normal, can be normalized by replacing A3(x) with 2A3(x)
for each x E lIl' . Since 2A3(x) = A2(x), set A2 may be viewed as the normalized counterpart of
A3. These two sets have the same nonspecificity, which is true for any fuzzy set and its normal
counterparts (the latter may, of course, be the set itself).

In general, given a normal fuzzy set A E 9(X), all fuzzy sets B in the infinite family
-

BA = {B E 9(X) - (o l I B(x) = h(B)A(x) for all x E X}

(9.24)

have the same nonspecificity, regardless whether X .is finite or infinite and we apply (9.22) or
(9.23), respectively. Although the sets in BA are not distinguished by the nonspecificity, they
are clearly distinguished by their heights h(B). For each fuzzy set B E BA, its height may be
viewed as the degree of validity or credibility of information expressed by the fuzzy set. From
this point of view, information expressed by the empty set has no validity. This explains why
it is reasonable to exclude the empty set from the domain of function U.
The U-uncertainty was investigated more thoroughly within possibility theory, utilizing
ordered possibility distributions. In this domain, function U has the form

U : R s ]ta;,
where R denotes the set of all finite and ordered possibility distributions, each of which
represents a normal fuzzy set. Given a possibility distribution

r=(rr,r2,..

that 1=rr>r2>...>r,,,
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the U-uncertainty of r, U(r), can be expressed by a convenient form,
n

U(r) = E(ri - r+1) log2 i,

(9.25)

i_2

where

0 by convention.

Assume that the possibility distribution r in (9.25) represents a normal fuzzy set A in
(9.22) in the way discussed in Sec. 7.4. Then it is easy to see that U(r) = U(A) whenever
ri - r;+1 > 0, i represents the cardinality of the a-cut with a = r,.

When terms on the right-hand side of (9.25) are appropriately combined, the Uuncertainty can be expressed by another formula:

U(r) _ .r; loge
i=2

(9.26)
i - 1

Furthermore, (9.25) can be written as

U(m) _

m; loge i,

(9.27)

i=2 2

represents the basic probability assignment corresponding to r
in the sense of the convention introduced in Sec. 7.3.

where m = (m1, m2, ...,
Example 9.4

Calculate U(r) for the possibility distribution
r = (1, 1, .8,.7,.7_7,.4_3,.2,.2).

Let us use (9.27), which is particularly convenient for calculating the U-uncertainty. First, using
the equation m; = ri - ri}1 for all i = 1, 2, ..., 10, and assuming r11 = 0, we determine

m=t(r)=(0,.2,.1,0,0,.3,.1,.1,0,.2).
Now, we apply components of m to (9.27) and obtain
U (r) = 0 log21 +.2 log2 2 + .l log., 3 + O loge 4 + 01092 5 + .3 loge 6
+ .11og2 7 + .1 loge 8 + O loge 9 + .2 log210 = 2.18

Consider now two universal sets, X and Y, and a joint possibility distribution r defined
on X x Y. Adopting the notation introduced for the Hartley function, let U(X, Y) denote the
joint U-uncertainty, and let U(X) and U(Y) denote simple U-uncertainties defined on the
marginal possibility distributions rx and ry, respectively. Then, we have

U(X) = 7, mx(A) loge At,

(9.28)

A EYx

U(Y) = E my(B) loge JBI,

(9.29)

BEYy

U(X,Y) = 37 m(A x B)log2IA x BJ,
AXBE3

(9.30)
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where Fx,FY, F are sets of focal elements induced by mx, my, in, respectively. Furthermore,
we define conditional U-uncertainties, U(XIY) and U(YIX), as the following generalizations
of the corresponding conditional Hartley functions:

U(XIY) _ E

JA

B)

(9.31)

AXBES

U(YIX) = E m(A x B) loge

JA

(9.32)

AxBe3

Observe that the term IA x BI/IBI in (9.31) represents for each focal element A x B in T the
average number of elements of A that remain possible alternatives under the condition that an
element of Y has already been selected. Expressing U(XIY) in the form of (9.22), we have

U(XIY) =

F)Ida
flog2 I0'(E11x
JFJ
t

1

= f log, IU(E x F)Ida - J loge IaFIda

(9.33)

0

6

= U(X, Y) - U(Y).
- This equation is clearly a generalization of (9.8) from crisp sets to normal fuzzy sets, and by
(9.22) to subnormal fuzzy sets. Observe that the focal elements A, B in (9.31) correspond to the
a-cuts 1E, °F in (9.33), respectively. In a similar way, a generalization of (9.9) can be derived.

Using these two generalized equations, it can easily be shown that (9.10)-(9.16) are also
valid for the U-uncertainty. Furthermore, information transmission can be defined for the Uuncertainty by (9.17), and, then, (9.18) and (9.19) are also valid in the generalized framework.

9.4 FUZZINESS OF FUZZY SETS
The second type of uncertainty that involves fuzzy sets (but not crisp sets) is fuzziness (or
vagueness). In general, a measure of fuzziness is a function

f : F(X) - 1R+,
where F(X) denotes the set of all fuzzy subsets of X (fuzzy power set). For each fuzzy set
A, this function assigns a nonnegative real number f (A) that expresses the degree to which
the boundary of A is not sharp.
In order to qualify as a sensible measure of fuzziness, function f must satisfy some
requirements that adequately capture our intuitive comprehension of the degree of fuzziness.
The following three requirements are essential:

1. f(A)=0iff Aisacrispset;
2. f (A) attains its maximum if A (x) = 0.5 for all x E X, which is intuitively conceived
as the highest fuzziness;

3. f (A) < f (B) when set A is undoubtedly sharper than set B, which, according to our
intuition, means that
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A(x) < B(x) when B(x) < 0.5
and

A(x) ? B(x) when B(x) > 0.5
for all x E X.
There are different ways of measuring fuzziness that all satisfy the three essential requirements.

One way is to measure fuzziness of any set A by a metric distance between its membership
grade function and the membership grade function (or characteristic function) of the nearest
crisp set. Even when committing to this conception of measuring fuzziness, the measurement
is not unique. To make it unique, we have to choose a suitable distance function.
Another way of measuring fuzziness, which seems more practical as well as more
general, is to view the fuzziness of a set in terms of the lack of distinction between the set
and its complement. Indeed, it is precisely the lack of distinction between sets and their
complements that distinguishes fuzzy sets from crisp sets. The less a set differs from its
complement, the fuzzier it is. Let us restrict our discussion to this view of fuzziness, which is
currently predominant in the literature.
Measuring fuzziness in terms of distinctions between sets and their complements is
dependent on the definition of a fuzzy complement (Sec. 3.2). This issue is not discussed
here. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that only the standard fuzzy complement is
employed. If other types of fuzzy complements were also considered, the second and third
of the three properties required of function f would have to be generalized by replacing the
value 0.5 with the equilibrium of the fuzzy complement employed.

Employing the standard fuzzy complement, we can still choose different distance
functions to express the lack of distinction of a set and its complement. One that is simple
and intuitively easy to comprehend is the Hamming distance, defined by the sum of absolute
values of differences. Choosing the Hamming distance, the local distinction (one for each
x E X) of a given set A and its complement is measured by

IA(x) - (1 - A(x))I = 12A(x) - 11,
and the lack of each local distinction is measured by

1-12A(x)-11.
The measure of fuzziness, f (A), is then obtained by adding all these local measurements:

f(A) = E(1 - 12A(x) - 11).

(9.34)

SEX

The range of function f is [0, IXI]; f(A) = 0 if A is a crisp set; f(A) = 1XI when
A(x) = 0.5 for all x E X.
Applying, for example, (9.34) to the fuzzy set A defined in Fig. 9.1, we obtain
is

f (A) = E(1 - 12A(x) -11)

= 15- (.8+.8+.4+.2+.2+.4+.8+1+1+1-1-.8+.4+,.2+.2+.8)
= 15-9=6.
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Formula (9.34) is applicable only to fuzzy sets defined on finite universal sets. However,
it can be readily modified to fuzzy sets defined on infinite but bounded subsets of R (or 1Rk
for some natural number k). Consider, for example, that X = [a, b], which is perhaps the
most practical case. Then, (9.34) needs to be modified by replacing the summation with
integration. This replacement results in the formula
b

f(A) =

f(1 - I2A(x) - 1l)dx
b

-a-

fb

(9.35)

I2A(x) - 1ldx.

Example 9.5

-2

Calculate the degrees of fuzziness of the three fuzzy sets defined in Fig. 9.2. Assuming that the
sets are defined within the interval [0, 4] and using (9.35), we obtain:

f (A1) =

4-f 2 Ix - Ildx - J

4

13 - xldx

2

= 4-

f

r3

2

1

(1 - x)dx - J (x - 1)dx - J (3 - x)dx - J (x - 3)dx

4+[(1

[x)2]3

x)231I

2

2

0

3

x

1

00

= 4-.5-.5-.5-.52,

-

2

2

f dx- Jprr=
12x-3Idx-J 15-2xdx- J

3

dx

3

1

= 4-1-.5-.5-1=1,
2

1

4

3

f(A3) = 4-J dz- ! Ix-2ldx- J 12-xldx- J dx
'
0

3

1

= 4 - 1 - .5 - .5 - 1 = 1.
Although set A3 and its normal counterpart, set- A2, happen to be equally fuzzy, this is not
a general property, contrary to nonspecificity, of sets in a given family BA defined by (9.24).
To illustrate this difference between nonspecificity and fuzziness, let us calculate the degree of
fuzziness for two additional fuzzy sets, A4 and A5, both of which belong to B,,2 with h(A4) _ .4
and h(A5) = .625. That is,

A,t(x) _

h(Ak)(x - 1)
h(Ak)(3 - x)
10

for x E [1, 21
for x E [2, 3]
otherwise,

where k = 4, 5, and we obtain:

f(A4)

=4-f
0

3

2

1

dx - I (1.8-.8x)dx- J (.8x-1.4)dx1

4-1-.6-.6-1=.8,

z

r4
JJJ3

dx
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f(A5) =4-dx- f 1.25x-2.251dx-12.75-1.25xIdx-dx
z

t

= 4 -1-.425-.425-1=1.15.
The meaning of the calculations in this example is illustrated in Fig. 9.3. For the universal

set [0, 4] and each of the fuzzy sets Al-A5, the shaded areas indicate for each x E [0, 4] the
difference between membership grades of the set and its complement. Since the degree of
fuzziness is expressed in terms of the deficiency of these differences with respect to 1, it is
measured by the total size of the unshaded areas in each diagram.

.5

.5

2

3

4

0

1([0.4])-0

.5

.5

0

0

.5

.5

0

1

2
f(A4)=0.8

3

4

0

1

2

3

f(A5)=1.15

Figure 93 Illustration of the meaning of (9.35) in the context of Example 9.5.
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It is important to realize that nonspecificity and fuzziness, which are both applicable to
fuzzy sets, are distinct types of uncertainty. Moreover, they are totally independent of each
other. Observe, for example, that the two fuzzy sets defined by their membership functions
in Fig. 9.1 have almost the same nonspecificity (Example 9.2), but their degrees of fuzziness
are quite different. On the other hand, fuzzy sets depicted in Fig. 9.4 have very different
nonspecificities, but their degrees of fuzziness are exactly the same.

0

1

2

3

4

u(A)= 2.079, ((A)=t

Figure 9.4. Example of a fuzzy set with very different nonspecificities, but equal fuzziness.

Fuzziness and nonspecificity are also totally different in their connections to information.

When nonspecificity is reduced, we view the reduction as a gain in information, regardless
of the associated change in fuzziness. The opposite, however, is not true. Whether it
is meaningful to view a reduction in fuzziness as a gain in information depends on the
accompanied change in nonspecificity. The view is reasonable when nonspecificity also
decreases or remains the same, but it is questionable when nonspecificity increases. To
illustrate this point, let us consider an integer-valued variable whose exact value is of interest,
but the only available information regarding its value is given in terms of the fuzzy set A
whose membership function is defined by the dots in Fig. 9.1. This information is incomplete;
consequently, it results in uncertainty regarding the actual value of the variable: U(A) = 2.99,
f (A) = 6. Assume now that we learn, as a result of some action, that the actual value of the
variable is at least 6 and no more than 13. This defines a crisp set B = {6, 7, ... ,13} whose
characteristic function is illustrated in Fig. 9.1 by the shaded area. We have now U(B) = 3
and f (B) = 0. Although there is virtually no change in nonspecificity, the action helped us
to completely eliminate fuzziness. It is reasonable.ttr view the amount of eliminated fuzziness
as a result of some proportional amount of information gained.
9.5 UNCERTAINTY IN EVIDENCE THEORY

Nonspeciflcity
The Hartley function, as a measure of nonspecificity, was first generalized from classical set
theory to fuzzy set theory and possibility theory (Sec. 9.3). Once this generalized function,
the U-uncertainty, was well established in possibility theory, a special branch of evidence

theory, it was relatively easy to generalize it further and make it applicable within all of
evidence theory.
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To distinguish the U-uncertainty from its more general counterpart in evidence theory,
let the latter be denoted by N. It is defined by the formula

N(m) = Em(A) log, JAI,

(9.36)

AE3

where (,T, m) is an arbitrary body of evidence. This function was proven a unique
measure of nonspecificity in evidence theory under well justified axioms and the choice
of bits as measurement units. When focal elements in 3 are nested, N becomes the Uuncertainty.
Function N is clearly a weighted average of the Hartley function for all focal elements.
The weights are values of the basic probability assignment. For each focal element A, m (A)
indicates the degree of evidence focusing on A, while Iog, IAI indicates the lack of specificity

of this evidential claim. The larger the value of m (A), the stronger the evidence; the larger
the set A (and loge IAI), the less specific the evidence. Consequently, it is reasonable to view
function N as a measure of nonspecificity.
The range of function N is, as expected, 10, 1092 JXI]. The minimum, N(m) = 0, is
obtained when m({x}) = 1 for some x E X (no uncertainty); the maximum, N(m) = loge IXI,
is reached for m(X) = 1 (total ignorance). It can easily be shown that (9.8)-(9.19) for the
Hartley function remain valid when it is generalized to the N-uncertainty.
Since focal elements in probability measures are singletons, JAI = 1 and log, IAI = 0
for each focal element. Consequently, N(m) = 0 for every probability measure. That is,
probability theory is not capable of incorporating nonspecificity, one of the basic types of
uncertainty. All probability measures are fully specific and, hence, are not distinguished
from one another by their nonspecificities. What, then, is actually measured by the Shannon
entropy, which is a well-established measure of uncertainty in probability theory? Before
attempting to answer this question, let us review the key properties of the Shannon entropy.

The Shannon Entropy
The Shannon entropy, H, which is applicable only to probability measures, assumes in
evidence theory the form

H(m)

T m ({x }) loge m({x}).
.rer

(9.37)

This function, which forms the basis of classical information theory, measures the average
uncertainty (in bits) associated with the prediction of outcomes in a random experiment; its
range is 10, 1092 IXII. Clearly, H(m) = 0 when m({x}) = 1 for some x E X; H(m) = log, IXI
when m defines the uniform probability distribution on X (i.e.,*m({x)) = 1/IXI for all x E X).
As the name suggests, function H was proposed by Shannon [1948). It was proven in
numerous ways, from several well-justified axiomatic characterizations, that this function is
the only sensible measure of uncertainty in probability theory. It is also well known that (9.8)(9.19) are valid when function U is replaced with function H.
Since values m({x}) are required to add to 1 for all x E X, (9.37) can be rewritten as

H(m) = -Em({x})loo2[1 - Em({y})].
zee

y#x

(9.38)
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The term

Con ({x}) _ T m({y})

(9.39)

Y?E-x

in (9.38) represents the total evidential claim pertaining to focal elements that are different
with the focal element (x). That is, Con ({x}) expresses the sum of all evidential claims that
fully conflict with the one focusing on {x}. Clearly, Con ({x}) E [0, 1] for each x E X. The
function - log ,[1 - Con ({x})], which is employed in (9.38), is monotonic increasing with
Con ({x)) and extends its range from [0, 1] to [0, oo). The choice of the logarithmic function
is a result of the axiomatic requirement that the joint uncertainty of several independent
random variables be equal to the sum of their individual uncertainty.
It follows from these facts and from the form of (9.38) that the Shannon entropy is the
mean (expected) value of the conflict among evidential claims within a given probabilistic
body of evidence.
When a probability measure is defined on a real interval [a, b] by a probability density
function f, the Shannon entropy is not directly applicable as a measure of uncertainty. It can
be employed only in a modified form,
pb

D(f (x), g(x)Ix E [a, b]) = J AX) loge

g-(x) dx,

(9.40)

which involves two probability density functions, f (x) and g(x), defined on [a, b]. Its finite
counterpart is the function'

D (p(x), q(x)Ix E X) = E P(x) togz p
xex

q(x)

(9.41)

which is known in information theory as the Shannon cross-entropy or directed divergence.
Function D measures uncertainty in relative rather than absolute terms.
When f (x) in (9.40) is replaced with a density function, f (x, y), of a joint probability
distribution on X x Y, and g(x) is replaced with the product of density functions'of marginal
distributions on X and Y, fx(x) fy(y), D becomes equivalent to the information transmission
given by (9.17). This means that the continuous counterpart of the information transmission
can be expressed as

D(f (x, y), fx(x) - fy(y)Ix r= [a, b],,y E [c, d]) _

(d fb
f (x, y)
dxdy.
f (x, y) loge fX(x) . fYV)
Jc

(9.42)

Entropy-like Measure in Evidence Theory

What form should the generalized counterpart of the Shannon entropy take in evidence
theory? The answer is by no means obvious, as exhibited by several proposed candidates for
the entropy-like measure in evidence theory. Let us introduce and critically examine each of
them.

Two of the candidates were proposed in the early 1980s. One of them is function E,
defined by the formula
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E (m)

m (A) log, Pl (A),

(9.43)

Ae3

which is usually called a measure of dissonance. The other one is function C, defined by the
formula

Y'm(A) log, Bet (A),

C(m)

(9.44)

Aes

which is referred to as a measure of confusion. It is obvious that both of these functions
collapse into the Shannon entropy when m defines a probability measure.
To decide if either of the two functions is an appropriate generalization of the Shannon
entropy in evidence theory, we have to determine what these functions actually measure.
From (7.11) and the general property of basic assignments (satisfied for every A E P(X)),

1: in (B) + E m(B) = 1,
AnB#0

AnB=O

we obtain

E(m)=-Em(A)log,[1AE'

m(B)).

(9.45)

.AnB=O

The term

K(A)

m(B)
Ana=Z

in (9.45) represents the total evidential claim pertaining to focal elements that are disjoint
with the set A. That is, K(A) expresses the sum of all evidential claims that fully conflict
with the one focusing on the set A. Clearly, K(A) E [0, 1]. The function

- log,[1 - K(A)J,
which is employed in (9.45), is monotonic increasing with K(A) and extends its range from
[0, 1] to [0, oo). The choice of the logarithmic function is motivated in the same way as in
the classical case of the Shannon entropy.
It follows from these facts and the form of (9.45) that E(m) is the mean (expected) value
of the conflict among evidential claims within a given body of evidence (T, m); it measures
the conflict in bits, and its range is [0, log,
Function E is not fully satisfactory since we feel intuitively that m(B) conflicts with
m(A) not only when B fl A = 0; but also when B % A. This -broader view of conflict is
expressed by the measure of confusion C given by (9.44). Let us demonstrate this fact.
1Xi1.

From (7.10) and the general property of basic assignments (satisfied for every A E P(X)),

Y' m(B)+Em(B)=1,
BcA

B¢_A

we get

m(A) log, [1- E m(B)J.

C(m)
Ae3

The term

BgA

(9.46)
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L(A)=I: m(B)
85A

in (9.46) expresses the sum of all evidential claims that conflict with the one focusing on
the set A according to the following broader view of conflict: m (B) conflicts with m (A)
whenever B ¢ A. The reason for using the function
-1og2[1 - L (A)]
instead of L (A) in (9.46) is the same as already explained in the context of function E. The
conclusion is that C(m) is the mean (expected) value of the conflict, viewed in the broader
sense, among evidential claims within a given body of evidence (37, m).
Function C is also not fully satisfactory as a measure of conflicting evidential claims
within a body of evidence, but for a different reason than function E. Although it employs
the broader, and more satisfactory, view of conflict, it does not properly scale each particular
conflict of m(B) with respect to m(A) according to the degree of violation of the subsethood
relation B C A. It is clear that the more this subsethood relation is violated, the greater the
conflict. In addition, function C also has some undesirable mathematical properties. For
example, its maximum is greater than log2 1X+.

To overcome the deficiencies of function E and C as adequate measures of conflict in
evidence theory, a new function, D, was proposed:

I-i
D(m)=-EmAlog21-Em(B)JBA1

I

AEI

(9.47)

BET

Observe that the term
m(B)JBiB+Al

Con (A)

(9.48)

BE3

in (9.47) expresses the sum of individual conflicts of evidential claims with respect to a
particular set A, each of which is properly scaled by the degree to which the subsethood
B C A is violated. This conforms to the intuitive idea of conflict that emerged from the critical

reexamination of functions E and C. Let function Con, whose application to probability
measures is given by (9.39), be called a conflict. Clearly, Con(A) E [0, 1] and, furthermore,

K(A) < Con (A) < L (A).

(9.49)

The reason for using the function

- loge [1 - Con (A)]
instead of Con in (9.47) is exactly the same as previously explained in the context of function
E. This monotonic transformation extends the range of Con(A) from [0, 1] to (0, oo).

Function D, which is called a measure of discord, is clearly a measure of the mean
conflict (expressed by the logarithmic transformation of function Con) among evidential
claims within each given body of evidence. It follows immediately (9.47) that

E(m) < D(m) < C(m).
Observe that JB - Al = JBI - IA fl BI; consequently, (9.47) can be rewritten as

(9.50)
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-

D (m) _ -m (A) log, T m (B)

IAIBI

It is obvious that

Bel (A) < T' m(B)

(9.51)

IBI

BE3

AE3

IA fl BI

:5 PI (A).

(9.52)

IBI

BET

Although function D is intuitively more appealing than functions E and C, further examination

reveals a conceptual defect in it. To explain the defect, let sets A and B in (9.48) be such
that A C B. Then, according to function Con, the claim m(B) is taken to be in conflict with
the claim m(A) to the degree IB - AI/IBI. This, however, should not be the case: the claim
focusing on B is implied by the claim focusing on A (since A C B), and hence, m(B) should
not be viewed in this case as contributing to the conflict with m(A).
Consider, as an example, incomplete information regarding the age of a person, say, Joe.

Assume that the information is expressed by two evidential claims pertaining to the age of
Joe: "Joe is between 15 and 17 years old" with degree m (A), where A = [15, 17], and "Joe
is a teenager" with degree m(B), where B = [13, 19]. Clearly, the weaker second claim does
not conflict with the stronger first claim.
Assume now that A D B. In this case, the situation is inverted: the claim focusing on B
is not implied by the claim focusing on A and, consequently, m(B) does conflict with m(A)
to a degree proportional to number of elements in A that are not covered by B. This conflict
is not captured by function Con since IB - Al = 0 in this case.
It follows from these observations that the total conflict of evidential claims within a
body of evidence (T, m) with respect to a particular claim m(A) should be expressed by
function
Em(B)IA-BI

CON(A) =
BE3

IA I

rather than function Con given by (9.48). Replacing Con(A) in (9.47) with CON(A), we
obtain a new function, which is better justified as a measure of conflict in evidence theory
than function D. This new function, which is called strife and denoted by S, is defined by the
form

S(ni)=-Em(A)log,L1-Lm(B) IA-Bi1
BE3

AE3

IAI

(9.53)

J

It is trivial to convert this form into a simpler one,

S(m) _ - E m (A) log, 5'm (B) IAIA IB I ,
AE3

(9.54)

BE3

where the term IA fl BI/IAI expresses the degree of subsethood of set A in set B. Equation
(9.54) can also be rewritten as

S(m) = N(m) -

m(A) loge Em(B)IA fl BI,
AE3

BE3

where N(m) is the nonspecificity measure given by (9.36). Furthermore, introducing

(9.55)
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(9.56)

Be5

Ae3

we have

S(m) = N(m) - Z(m)It is reasonable to conclude that function S is well justified on intuitive grounds. It also
has some desirable mathematical properties: it is additive, its measurement units are bits, it
becomes the Shannon entropy for probability measures, and its range is [0, loge JXl], where
S(m) = 0 when m({x}) = 1 for some x E X and S(m) = loge JXI when m({x}) = 1/IXI for
all x E X.
Strife in Possibility Theory

Employing ordered possibility distributions 1 = rl > r2 > ... >_ rn, the form of function S
(strife) in possibility theory is very simple:
n

I

S(r) = U(r) - Y(ri - r+1) log, E rj,

(9.57)

j=1

i=2

where U(r) is the measure of possibilistic nonspecificity (U-uncertainty) given by (9.25).
Combining the two terms in (9.57), we can express S(r) in a more compact form,

i

n

S(r) = Dri - rill) loge
i=2

i

T rj

(9.58)

j=1

It turns out that the mathematical properties of this function are almost the same as those of
possibilistic discord function D. In particular, the maximum of possibilistic strife, given by
(9.57), depends on n in exactly the same way as the maximum value of possibilistic discord:
it increases with n and converges to a constant, estimated as 0.892 as n -> 00. However, the
possibility distributions for which the maximum of possibilistic strife are obtained (one for
each value of n) are different from those for possibilistic discord.
Maximum values of possibilistic discord and possibilistic strife are plotted in Fig. 9.5
for n = 2, 3, ..., 21 by the circles and diamonds, -respectively. We can observe the perfect
match of maxima of the two functions. In Fig. 9.6, values of r2, r3, ... , rn are shown for
which the maxima are obtained (2 < n < 21).

We may conclude from these results that the measures of both discord and strife,
whose range in evidence theory is LO, 1092 JXI], are severely constrained within the domain
of possibility theory. We may say that possibility theory is almost conflict-free. For large
bodies of evidence, at least, these measures can be considered negligible when compared with
the other type of uncertainty, nonspecificity. Neglecting strife (or discord), when justifiable,
may substantially reduce computational complexity in dealing with large possibilistic bodies
of evidence.
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Total Uncertainty
Since the two types of uncertainty, nonspecificity and strife, coexist in evidence theory, and
both are measured in'the same units, it is reasonable to consider the possibility of adding their
individual measures to form a measure of total uncertainty. Following this idea and choosing
the measure of strife defined by (9.54) as the best justified generalization of the Shannon
entropy, the total uncertainty, NS, is defined by the equation

NS(m) = N(in) + S(m).
Substituting for S(m) from (9.55) and for N(m) from (9.36), we obtain

NS(m)=2Em(A)log2JAI-57 m(A)1og2Tm(B)IAnB)
AET

AET

BET

or, in a more compact form,
2

NS(m) = m(A)log2
A cIr

m(B)IA nB

(9.59)

BET

In possibility theory, the measure of total uncertainty clearly assumes the form
n

NS(r) = E(r1 - r,+t) loge
tae

Z2

Ei rj

(9.60)
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The range of the total uncertainty NS is [0, log, )X)], which is the same as the range of each

of its components. The minimum, NS(m) = 0, is obtained if m((x)) = 1 for some x E X,
which is the correct representation of complete certainty (full information). The maximum,
NS(m) = 1092 )X), is not unique. Two significant maxima are obtained for m(X) = 1 (when
S(m) = 0) and for m({x}) = 1/)X) for all x E X (when N(m) = 0).
Another measure of total uncertainty in evidence theory is based on the recognition
that any given body of evidence defined on T(X) may be viewed as a set of constraints that
define which probability distributions on X are acceptable. Among the acceptable probability
distributions, one has the largest value of the Shannon entropy. It is reasonable to take this
value as a measure of total uncertainty associated with the body of evidence. The measure,
denoted by AU, is a function whose domain is the set of all belief measures. It is defined by

AU(Be]) = maxf- 57 P- 1092 P111,
XCX

where the maximum is taken over all distributions (p., )x E X) that satisfy the constraints:

(a) px E [0, 1] for all x c X and E px - 1;
XEX

(b)

Bel (A) < E px < 1- Bel (A) for all A e X.
XEA

This measure has even stronger justification in terms of mathematical properties than the
measure NS, but it is computationally more cumbersome.

Fuzziness in Evidence Theory
Evidence theory normally operates with focal elements that are crisp subsets of a given
universal set. However, the theory can be fuzzified, as can any other mathematical theory.
Focal elements in fuzzified evidence theory are fuzzy sets, each of which has some degree
of fuzziness. Given a body of evidence (m, Y) in which elements of 0= are fuzzy sets, it
is reasonable to express the total degree of fuzziness, F(m), of this body by the weighted
average of the individual degrees of fuzziness, f (A), of all focal elements (A E 5), each
weighted by m (A). That is,

F(m)m(A)f(A),

(9.61)

AE3

where f (A) is defined by (9.34).
Observe that the formulas for nonspecificity and strife, given by (9.36) and (9.54),

remain unchanged when evidence theory is fuzzified, provided that the set cardinalities
involved are interpreted as sigma counts of the respective fuzzy sets, and the standard fuzzy
intersection is employed in (9.54).
9.6 SUMMARY OF UNCERTAINTY MEASURES

The three types of uncertainty whose measures are now well established in classical set theory,
fuzzy set theory, probability theory, possibility theory, and evidence theory are summarized
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p FUZZINESS
Lack of definite or

sharp distinctions
:vagueness
cloudiness
haziness
unclearness
Indistinctness
sharplessness

NONSPECIFICITY
Two or more alternatives
are left unspecified

DISCORD

variety
generality
diversity
equivocation
Imprecision

Disagreem ent In

choosing among
several alternatives
dissonance
incongruity
discrepancy
conflict
Figure 9.7

Three basic types of uncertainty.

in Fig. 9.7. Each type is depicted by a brief common-sense characterization and
of
pertinent synonyms. Two of. the uncertainty types, nonspecificity and strife, are viewed as
species of a higher uncertainty type, which seems well captured by the term ambiguity; the
latter is associated with any situation in which it remains unclear which of several alternatives
should be accepted as the genuine one. In general, ambiguity results from the lack of certain
distinctions characterizing an object (nonspecificity),.from conflicting distinctions, or from
both of these. The third uncertainty type, fuzziness, is different from ambiguity; it results
from the lack of sharpness of relevant distinctions.
Functions by which the various types of uncertainty are measured are summarized for
finite sets in Table 9.1. For each function, four pieces of information are given in the
table: the type of uncertainty measured by the function, the uncertainty theory to which the
function applies, the year in which the function was proposed as a measure of the respective
uncertainty, and the number of equation by which the function is defined. When dealing with
infinite sets, no direct counterparts exist for some of these uncertainty measures, particularly
in probability theory and evidence theory. However, for nonspecificity and fuzziness of
fuzzy sets defined on bounded subsets of R, such counterparts exist and are expressed by the
formulas (9.21) and (9.35), respectively.
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SUMMARY OF BASIC UNCERTAINTY MEASURES FOR FINITE SETS

Uncertainty Theory

Uncertainty Measure

Equation

Classical set theory

U(A) = 1092 JAI

J

h(

t=2

N(m) _

Evidence theory

(9.1)

Nonspecificity

1928

loge I° l Ida

(9.22)

Nonspecificity

19,13

(9.26)

Nonspecificity

1983

(9.36)

Nonspecificity

1985

(9.37)

Strife

1948

(9.54)

Strife

1992

(9.58)

Strife

1992

(9.59)

Total: N(m) + S(m)

1992

(9.60)

Total: N(r) + S(r)

1992

(9.34)

Fuzziness

1979

(9.61)

Fuzziness

1988

0

U(r) _ E r; loge

Possibility theory

Year

n(A)

1

U(A) =

Fuzzy set theory

Uncertainty Type

i - 11

m(A) loge JAI
AE3'

Probability theory

Evidence theory

H(m)

E m((x}) loge m((x})

S(m)

m(A) 1092 F m(B)

Possibility theory

IA I n

BI

Bey

AE3

S(r) = E(rt - ri+1) loS2 t_2
rJ

i=t

Evidence theory

NS(m) _ >2 m(A) loge
Ae

Possibility theory

7

E m(B)IA n BI

BE3

t

i2
NS(r) = F(r; -ri+l) log,
t=2

ri

1=i

Fuzzy set theory

f (A) = F[l - 12A(x) - l11
.ex

Fuzzified evidence theory

F(m) = F m(A)f(A)
AET

9.7 PRINCIPLES OF UNCERTAINTY
Once uncertainty (and information) measures become well justified, they can very effectively
be utilized for managing uncertainty and the associated information. For example, they can
be utilized for extrapolating evidence, assessing the strength of relationship between given
groups of variables, assessing the influence of given input variables on given output variables,
measuring the loss of information when a system is simplified, and the like. In many problem

situations, the relevant measures of uncertainty are applicable only in their conditional or
relative terms.

'

Although the utility of relevant uncertainty measures is as broad as the utility of
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any relevant measuring instrument, their role is particularly significant in three fundamental
principles for managing uncertainty: the principle of minimum uncertainty, the principle of
maximum uncertainty, and the principle of uncertainty invariance. Since types and measures
of uncertainty substantially differ in different uncertainty theories, the principles result in
considerably different mathematical problems when we move from one theory to another. In
this section, we only explain the principal characteristics of each of these principles.

The Principle of Minimum Uncertainty
The principle of minimum uncertainty is basically an arbitration principle. It is used, in
general, for narrowing down solutions in various systems problems that involve uncertainty.
The principle states that we should accept only those solutions, from among all otherwise
equivalent solutions, whose uncertainty (pertaining to the purpose concerned) is minimal.
A major class of problems for which the principle of minimum uncertainty is applicable
are simplification problems. When a system is simplified, the loss of some information
contained in the system is usually unavoidable. The amount of information that is lost in
this process results in the increase of an equal amount of relevant uncertainty. Examples
of relevant uncertainties are predictive, retrodictive, or prescriptive uncertainty.. A sound
simplification of a given system should minimize the loss of relevant information (or the
increase in relevant uncertainty) while achieving the required reduction of complexity. That
is, we should accept only such simplifications of a given system at any desirable level of
complexity for which the loss of relevant information (or the increase in relevant uncertainty)
is minimal. When properly applied, the principle of minimum uncertainty guarantees that no
information is wasted in the process of simplification.
There are many simplification strategies, which can perhaps be classified into three main
classes:
1. simplifications made by eliminating some entities from the system (variables subsystems,
etc.);
2. simplifications made by aggregating some entities of the system (variables, states, etc.);
3. simplifications made by breaking overall systems into appropriate subsystems.

Regardless of the strategy employed, the principle- of minimum uncertainty is utilized in the
same way. It is an arbiter that decides which simplifications to choose at any given level of
complexity.

Another application of the principle of minimum uncertainty is the area of conflictresolution problems. For example, when we integrate several overlapping models into one
larger model, the models may be locally inconsistent. It is reasonable, then, to require that
each of the models be appropriately adjusted in such a way that the overall model becomes
consistent. It is obvious that some information contained in the given models is inevitably
lost by these adjustments. This is not desirable. Hence, we should minimize this loss of
information. That is, we should accept only those adjustments for which the total loss of
information (or total increase of uncertainty) is minimal. The total loss of information may
be expressed, for example, by the sum of all individual losses or by a weighted sum, if the
given models are valued differently.
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The Principle of Maximum Uncertainty
The second principle, the principle of maximum uncertainty, is essential for any problem that

involves ampliative reasoning. This is reasoning in which conclusions are not entailed in
the given premises. Using common sense, the principle may be expressed by the following
requirement: in any ampliative inference, use all information available, but make sure
that no additional information is unwittingly added. That is, employing the connection
between information and uncertainty, the principle requires that conclusions resulting from
any ampliative inference maximize the relevant uncertainty within the constraints representing
the premises. This principle guarantees that our ignorance be fully recognized when we try
to enlarge our claims beyond the given premises and, at the same time, that all information

contained in the premises be fully utilized. In other words, the principle guarantees that
our conclusions are maximally noncommittal with regard to information not contained in the
premises.

Ampliative reasoning is indispensable to science in a variety of ways. For example,
whenever we utilize a scientific model for predictions, we employ ampliative reasoning.
Similarly, when we want to estimate microstates from the knowledge of relevant macrostates and
partial information regarding the microstates (as in image processing and many other problems),
we must resort to ampliative reasoning. The problem of the identification of an overall system
from some of its subsystems is another example that involves ampliative reasoning.

Ampliative reasoning is also common and important in our daily life, where, unfortunately, the principle of maximum uncertainty is not always adhered to. Its violation leads almost invariably to conflicts in human communication, as well expressed by Bertrand Rus-

sell in his Unpopular Essays (London, 1950): "...whenever you find yourself getting angry about a difference in opinion, be on your guard; you will probably find, on examination, that your belief is getting beyond what the evidence warrants."
The principle of maximum uncertainty is well developed and broadly utilized within
classical information theory, where it is called the principle of maximum entropy. A general
formulation of the principle of maximum entropy is: determine a probability distribution
(p(x)Ix E X) that maximizes the Shannon entropy subject to given constraints CI, c2, ...,
which express partial information about the unknown probability distribution, as well as general
constraints (axioms) of probability theory. The most typical constraints employed in practical

applications of the maximum entropy principle are mean (expected) values of one or more
random variables or various marginal probability distributions of an unknown joint distribution.

As an example, consider a random variable x with possible (given) nonnegative real
values x1, x2, ... , x,,. Assume that probabilities p(xi) are not known, but we know the mean
(expected) value E(x) of the variable, which is related to the unknown probabilities by the
formula
n

E(x) = Tx;p(x,).

(9.62)

i=t

Employing the maximum entropy principle, we estimate the unknown probabilities p(xj),.
i = 1, 2, ... , n, by solving the following optimization problem: maximize function
n

H(P(xI)li = 1,2,...,n) =-EP(x0log2P(x1)
i=1
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subject to the axiomatic constraints of probability theory and an additional constraint
expressed by (9.62), where E (x) and x1, x2, ._x, x are given numbers. When solving this
problem, we obtain
e-9Xi

p(xi)=

(9.63)

E e-s=k
k=1

for all i = 1, 2, ..., n, where 0 is a constant obtained by solving (numerically) the equation
n

fxi -

E(x)]e-als,-E(X)1 = 0.

(9.64)

i=1

Our only knowledge about the random variable x in this example is the knowledge of
its expected value E(x). It is expressed by (9.62) as a constraint on the set of relevant
probability distributions. If E(x) were not known, we would be totally ignorant about x,
and the maximum entropy principle would yield the uniform probability distribution (the
only distribution for which the entropy reaches its absolute maximum). The entropy of the
probability distribution given by (9.63) is'smaller than the entropy of the uniform distribution,
but it is the largest entropy from among all the entropies of the probability distributions that
conform to the given expected value E(x).
A generalization of the principle of maximum entropy is the principle of minimum crossentropy. It can be formulated as follows: given a prior probability distribution function q on a
finite set X and some relevant new evidence, determine a new probability distribution function
p that minimizes the cross-entropy D given by (9.41) subject to constraints c1, c2, ..., which
represent the new evidence, as well as to the standard constraints of probability theory.
New evidence reduces uncertainty. Hence, uncertainty expressed by p is, in general,
smaller than uncertainty expressed by q. The principle of minimum cross-entropy helps us
to determine how much smaller it should be. It allows us to reduce the uncertainty of q in
the smallest amount necessary to satisfy the new evidence. That is, the posterior probability
distribution function p estimated by the principle is the largest. among all other distribution
functions that conform to the evidence.
Optimization problems that emerge from the maximum uncertainty principle outside

classical information theory have yet to be properly investigated and tested in praxis.
When several types of uncertainty are applicable, .we must choose one from several possible
optimization problems. In evidence theory, for example, the principle of maximum uncertainty
yields four possible optimization problems, which are distinguished from one another by the
objective function involved: nonspecificity, strife, total uncertainty, or both nonspecificity and
strife viewed as two distinct objective functions.
As a simple example to illustrate the principle of maximum nonspecificity in evidence
theory, let us consider a finite universal set X, three nonempty subsets of which are of interest

to us: A, B, and A fl B. Assume that the only evidence on hand is expressed in terms
of two numbers, a and b, that represent the total beliefs focusing on A and B, respectively
(a, b e [0, 1]). Our aim is to estimate the degree of support for A fl B based on this evidence.
As a possible interpretation of this problem, let X be a set of diseases considered in an
expert system designed for medical diagnosis in a special area of medicine, and let A and
B be sets of diseases that are supported for a particular patient by some diagnostic tests to
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degrees a and b, respectively. Using this evidence, it is reasonable to estimate the degree
of support for diseases in A n B by using the principle of maximum nonspecificity. This
principle is a safeguard which does not allow us to produce an answer (diagnosis) that is
more specific than warranted by the evidence.
The use of the principle of maximum nonspecificity leads, in our example, to the
following optimization problem:

Determine values m(X), m(A), m(B), and m(A fl B) for which the function
m(X) log2 IXI + m(A) log, Al I+ m(B) log, IBI + m(A n B) loge IA fl BI reaches its maximum subject to the constraints

m(A)+m(AnB) =a,
m(B)+m(AnB) = b,
m(X)+m(A)+m(B)+m(AnB) = 1,
m(X), m(A), m(B), m(A fl B) ? 0,
where a, b E [0, 1] 'are given numbers.

The constraints are represented in this case by three linear algebraic equations of
four unknowns and, in addition, by the requirement that the unknowns be nonnegative
real numbers. The first two equations represent our evidence; the third equation and the
inequalities represent general constraints of evidence theory. The equations are consistent and
independent. Hence, they involve one degree of freedom. Selecting, for example, m (A fl B)
as the free variable, we readily obtain

m(A) = a - m(A n B),
m (B) = b - m (A n B),

(9.65)

m(X) = 1-a-b+m(AnB).
Since all the unknowns must be nonnegative, the first two equations set the upper bound of
m (A fl B), whereas the third equation specifies its lower bound; the bounds are

max(0, a + b - 1) < m(A fl B) < min(a, b).

(9.66)

Using (9.65), the objective function can now be expressed solely in terms of the fire variable
m (A n B). After a simple rearrangement of terms, we obtain
m (A n B)11092 IXI - loge IA I - loge I B I + loge IA n BI]

+(1- a - b) loge IXI + a loge IAI + b loge IB I.
Clearly, only the first term in this expression can influence its value, so we may rewrite the
expression as
m (A n B) loge Kt + K2,
where

Kt and

(9.67)
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K2=(1-a--b)log2IXI+ alog2JAI +blog, IBI
are constant coefficients. The solution to the optimization problem depends only on the value
of Kt. Since A, B, and A fl B are assumed to be nonempty subsets of X, Kt > 0. If Kt < 1,
then loge Kt < 0, and we must minimize m (A fl B) - to obtain the maximum of expression

(9.67); hence, m (A n B) = max(0, a + b - 1) due to (9.66). If Kl > 1, then loge Kt > 0,
and we must maximize m(A fl B); hence, m(A fl B) = min(a, b), as given by (9.66). When
Kl = 1, log, Kl = 0, and expression (9.67) is independent of m (A fl B); this implies that the
solution is not unique or, more precisely, that any value of m(A It B) in the range (9.66) is
a solution to the optimization problem. The complete solution can thus be expressed by the
following equations:

m(A fl B) =

max(0, a + b - 1)
[max(0, a + b - 1), min(a, b)]
mina, b)

when Kt < 1
when Kr = 1
when Kt > 1.

(9.68)

The three types of solutions are exemplified in Table 9.2.
TABLE 9.2 EXAMPLES OF THE THREE TYPES OF SOLUTIONS OBTAINED
BY THE PRINCIPLE OF MAXIMUM NONSPECIFICITY

K,<1
Kl = 1
Kl > 1

IXI

IAI

10
10
20

5
5
10

-

m(X)

m(A)

m(B)

.5

0

.2

[0,.2]

[0_21

[.4,.6]

S

.5

.5
[.2, .4]
0

.3

.6

.1

.4

IBI

IA fl BI

a

b

5
4
12

2

.7

2

.8

4

.4

m(A fl B)

Observe that, due to the linearity of the measure of nonspecificity, the use of the
principle of maximum nonspecificity leads to linear programming problems. This is a great
advantage when compared with the maximum entropy principle. The use of the latter leads
to nonlinear optimization problems, which are considerably more difficult computationally.
The use of the maximum nonspecificity principle does not always result in a unique
solution, as demonstrated by the case of Kt = 1 in (9.68). If the solution is not unique, this

is a good reason to utilize the second type of uncertainty-strife. We may either add the
measure of strife, given by (9.54), as a second objective function in the optimization problem,
or use the measure of total uncertainty, given by (9;59), as a more refined objective function.
These variations of the maximum uncertainty principle have yet to be developed.

Principle of Uncertainty Invariance

Our repertory of mathematical theories by which we can characterize and deal with
situations under uncertainty is already quite respectable, and it is likely that additional
theories will be added to it in the future. The theories differ from one another in
their meaningful interpretations, generality, computational complexity, robustness, and other
aspects. Furthermore, different theories may be appropriate at different stages of a problemsolving process or for different purposes at the same stage. Based on various studies, it

is increasingly recognized that none of the theories is superior in all respects and for all
purposes. In order to opportunistically utilize the advantages of the various theories of
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uncertainty, we need the capability of moving from one theory to another as appropriate.
These moves, or transformations, from one theory to another should be based on some
justifiable principle. When well-established measures of uncertainty are available in the
theories involved, the following principle, called a principle of uncertainty invariance, is
germane to this purpose.
To transform the representation of a problem-solving situation in one theory, T1, into
an equivalent representation in another theory, T2, the principle of uncertainty invariance
requires that:

1. the amount of uncertainty associated with the situation be preserved when we move
from T1 into T2i and

2. the degrees of belief in T1 be converted to their counterparts in T2 by an appropriate
scale, at least ordinal.
Requirement I guarantees that no uncertainty is added or eliminated solely by changing
the mathematical theory by which a particular phenomenon is formalized. If the amount

of uncertainty were not preserved, then either some information not supported by the
evidence would unwittingly be added by the transformation (information bias), or some
useful information contained in the evidence would unwittingly be eliminated (information
waste). In either case, the model obtained by the transformation could hardly be viewed as
equivalent to its original.
Requirement 2 guarantees that certain properties, which are considered essential in a
given context (such as ordering or proportionality of relevant values), are preserved under
the transformation. Transformations under which certain properties of a numerical variable
remain invariant are known in the theory of measurement as scales.
Due to the unique connection between uncertainty and information, the principle of
uncertainty invariance can also be conceived as a principle of information invariance or
information preservation. Indeed, each model of a decision-making situation, formalized in
some mathematical theory, contains information of some type and some amount. The amount
is expressed by the difference between the maximum possible uncertainty associated with the
set of alternatives postulated in the situation and the actual uncertainty of the model. When
we approximate one model with another one, formalized in terms of a different mathematical
theory, this basically means that we want to replace one type of information with an equal
amount of information 'of another type. That is, we want to convert information from one
type to another while, at the same time, preserving its amount. This expresses the spirit of
the principle of information invariance or preservation: no information should be added or
eliminated solely by converting one type of information to another. It seems reasonable to
compare this principle, in a metaphoric way, with the principle of energy preservation in
physics.

Let us illustrate the principle of uncertainty invariance by describing its use for
formalizing transformations between probabilistic and possibilistic conceptualizations of
uncertainty. The general idea is illustrated in Fig. 9.8, where only nonzero components of the
probability distribution p and the possibility distribution r are listed. It is also assumed that
the corresponding components of the distributions are ordered in the same way: pi > pi+1
and ri ? ri+1 for all i = 1, 2, ..., n - 1. This is equivalent to the assumption that values pi
correspond to values r, for all i = 1, 2, . .. , n by some scale, which must be at least ordinal.
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Possibilistic
formalization
r=( r1, r2, ..., rn )

Figure 9.8 Probability-possibility transformations.

Thus far, the following results regarding uncertainty-invariant transformations p r
under different scales have been obtained: (1) transformations based on ratio and difference
scales do not have enough flexibility to preserve uncertainty and, consequently, are, not
applicable; (2) for interval scales, uncertainty -invariant transformations p - r exist and are
p that preserve
unique for all probability distributions, while the inverse transformations r
uncertainty exist (and are unique) only for some possibility distributions; (3) for log-interval
scales, uncertainty -invariant transformations exist and are unique in both directions; and (4)
ordinal-scale transformations that preserve uncertainty always exist in both directions, but, in
general, are not unique.
The log-interval scale is thus the strongest scale under which the uncertainty ipvariance

transformations p +* r always exist and are unique. A scheme of these transformations
is shown in Fig. 9.9. First, a transformation coefficient a is determined by Equation II,
which expresses the required equality of the two amounts of total uncertainty; then, the
obtained value of a is substituted to the transformation formulas (Equation I for p -* r and
Equation III f o r r -} p). It is known that 0 < a < 1, which implies that the possibilityprobability consistency condition (r1 > p, for all i = 1, 2, ... , n), is always satisfied by these
transformations. When the transformations are simplified by excluding S(r) in Equation II,
which for large n is negligible, their basic properties (existence, uniqueness, consistency)
remain intact.

For ordinal scales, uncertainty-invariant transformations p H r are not unique. They
result, in general, in closed convex sets of probability or possibility distributions, which
are obtained by solving appropriate linear inequalities constrained by the requirements of
normalization and uncertainty invariance. From one point of view, the lack of uniqueness is a
disadvantage of ordinal-scale transformations. From another point of view, it is an advantage
since it allows us to impose additional requirements on the transformations. These additional
requirements may be expressed, for example, in terms of second-order properties, such as
projections, noninteraction, or conditioning.
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From probabilities to possibilities: p --

Eg.I:

Eg.M:

H(p)

rim

-

r.

pt
P",

N(r) +S (r)

rk1/a

Eg.III:

k=1

From possibilities to probabilities: r
i

pi

Figure 9.9 Uncertainty-invariant probability-possibility transformations based on log-interval
scales.

NOTES
9.1. The Hartley function discussed in Sec. 9.2 was derived by Hartley [1928]; it was justified on
axiomatic grounds by REnyi [1970].

9.2. Literature on information theory based on the Shannon entropy, which is abundant, is
overviewed in [Klir and Folger, 1988]. The original paper by Shannon [1948] is also available
in a book [Shannon and Weaver, 1964].

9.3. The developments regarding nonclassical measures of uncertainty and uncertainty-based
information are overviewed in a paper by Kiir [1993]; a chronology of the main events in these
developments is also presented in a paper by Harmanec and Klir [1994], which introduces the
well-justified measure AU of total uncertainty in evidence theory.
9.4. The principle of uncertainty invariance was introduced by Klir [1990b] and further developed
by Geer and Klir [1992], Klir and Parviz [1992b], Jumarie [1994], and Wonneberger [1994].
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EXERCISES
9.1. Calculate the nonspecificity and fuzziness for each of the following fuzzy sets:

(a) A = .3/a + .5/b + .9/c + 1/d +.7/e + .4/f + .2/g;
(b) fuzzy relation R defined by the matrix

R=

1

.7

.5
0

1

0
.3

.5
.9

.5

1

0

0
.4
.9

(c) some of the fuzzy relations specified in Table 5.4 (p. 150);
(d) fuzzy sets in Fig. 8.4 (pp. 227).
9.2. Calculate the nonspecificity and fuzziness for each fuzzy relation involved in the procedure for
obtaining transitive closure of the relation R, defined by the matrix

R=

.7

.5

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

.4

0

0

0

0

.8

0

93. For some relations on X x Y specified in Table 5.4 (p. 150), calculate U(X),,U(Y), U(X, Y),
U(XIY), and U(YIX).
9.4. Calculate the nonspecificity and fuzziness for the following fuzzy sets defined on the interval
[0,101:

(a) A(x)=x/10;
(b) B(x) = 2--T;

(c) C(x) = x/5 for x <_ 5 and C(x) = 2 - x/5 for.x > 5.
9.5. Consider the following basic assignments defined on X = (a, b, Cl:

mt({c}) = .2,
m2({a)) =.5,

-2({b}) = .2,

ml (X) = .5;
m2((c}) = .3;

m3({c}) = .2,

m3({a, b}) = .3,

m3(X) = .5.

mt ((b, c}) = .3,

Calculate N(m;), E (mr), C(m;), S(mj), and NS(m;) for each i = 1, 2, 3.
9.6. Six joint basic assignments on X x Y, where X = 11, 2, 31, and Y = {a, b, c), are given in
Table 9.3. Focal elements are specified in the table by their characteristic functions. Determine:
(a) which of the basic assignments represent probability or possibility measures; .
(b) which of the basic assignments represent noninteractive marginal bodies of evidence;

(c) measures of strife, nonspecificity, and total uncertainty for all the given joint basic
assignments as well as the associated marginal basic assignments (projections), and
check the additivity properties of the three measures for basic assignments that represent
noninteractive marginals;
(d) joint basic assignments reconstructed from their marginals on the assumption of noninteraction, and their measures of strife, nonspecificity, and total uncertainty.
9.7. Prove that the nonspecificity function N defined by (9.36) is subadditive and additive.
9.8. Calculate the U-uncertainty and strife for the following possibility distributions:
(a) tr = (1, 1, .9_8_7_6);
(b) 2r = (1,.9,.8,.7,.6,.5);
(c) 3r = (1,.7,.5,.3,.1,.1);
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R;

R,
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

R,
R8
R9

Rio
R11

R,2
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JOINT BASIC ASSIGNMENTS FOR EXERCISE 9.6

Ia Ib lc 2a 2b 2c 3a 3b 3c m,(R,)
1

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

m3(R;)

-,(R;)
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0
.02

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.2
.05

.25
.15

0

0

0

0

.1

.1

0

1

0

0
0

0

1

0

0

0

0
0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

.12
.08
.05
.03
.02

0

0
0
0

.05
.25
.04
.25

0

1

0
0

.2

0

0
0
0
0

0

1

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

1

0
0

I

0
0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

1

1

0
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0
0
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0
0
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.17
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(d) 4r (1, .5, .4, .3, .2, . 1);
(e) 5r= (1,.2,.2,.2,.2,.2).
9.9. Consider a universal set X, four nonempty subsets of which are of interest: A fl B, A fl C,
B fl C, and A fl B fl C. The only evidence we have is expressed by the equations

m(Af1B) + m(AflBfC)=.2,

m(AfC) +m(9flB0C)=.5,
m(Bf) C) +m(AflBflC)=.1.
Estimate, using the maximum nonspecificity principle, the values of m(A fl B), m(A fl C),
m(B fl C), m(A fl B fl C), and m(X).

PART TWO: APPLICATIONS

10
CONSTRUCTING FUZZY SETS

AND OPERATIONS ON Fuzzy SETS

i0, i

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Fuzzy set theory, as overviewed in Part I of this text, provides us with a respectable inventory
of theoretical tools for dealing with concepts expressed in natural language. These tools
enable us to represent linguistic concepts, most of which are inherently vague, by fuzzy sets
of various types, and to manipulate them in a great variety of ways for various purposes; they

enable us to express and deal with various relations, functions, and equations that involve
linguistic concepts; and they allow us to fuzzify any desired area of classical mathematics to
facilitate emerging applications. That is, we have at our disposal theoretical resources of great
expressive power and, consequently, great utility.
Linguistic concepts are not only predominantly vague, but their meanings are almost
invariably context-dependent as well. For example, the concept of large distance has different
meanings in the contexts of walking, driving, or air travel; the concepts cheap, expensive, very
expensive, and so on, depend not only on the items to which they are applied (e.g., a house
versus a vacation trip), but also on the affluence of the buyer and a host of other circumstances;

the meanings of young and old change when applied to different animal species, and they
change even more drastically when applied to mountain formations in geology or stars in
astronomy; the concept of high temperature has two very different meanings when. applied
to a patient or a nuclear reactor; concepts such as beautiful, pleasing, painful, or talented
certainly have many different meanings, which may differ from person to person even under
the same circumstances. We may go on and on; the examples are countless.
The context dependency involves not only meanings of linguistic terms, but also
meanings of operations on linguistic terms. We have to determine, in each particular
application, which of the available operations on fuzzy sets best represent the intended
operations on the corresponding linguistic terms. It is now experimentally well established
that the various connectives of linguistic terms, such as and, or, not, and if-then, have different

meanings in different contents. We have to determine which of the t-norms, t-conorms,
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complements, or other operations on fuzzy sets best approximate the intended meanings of
the connectives. The various linguistic hedges are context dependent as well.
While context dependency is not essential for developing theoretical resources for
representing and processing linguistic concepts, it is crucial for applications of these tools
to real-world problems. That is, a prerequisite to each application of fuzzy set theory are
meanings of relevant linguistic concepts expressed in terms of appropriate fuzzy sets as well
as meanings of relevant operations on fuzzy sets.
The problem of constructing membership functions that adequately capture the meanings
of linguistic terms employed in a particular application, as well as the problem of determining

meanings of associated operations on the linguistic terms, are not problems of fuzzy set
theory per se. These problems belong to the general problem area of knowledge acquisition
within the underlying framework of fuzzy set theory. That is, fuzzy set theory provides a
framework within which the process of knowledge acquisition takes place and in which the
elicited knowledge can effectively be represented. Knowledge acquisition is a subject of a
relatively new field of study referred to as knowledge engineering.

We do not attempt to cover methods of knowledge acquisition comprehensively.
However, we overview basic types of methods that are applicable to the construction of
membership functions of fuzzy sets and to the selection of appropriate operations on fuzzy
sets. In addition, we describe some representative methods in more detail.

10.2 METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION: AN OVERVIEW

Both fuzzy sets and operations on fuzzy sets are characterized by functions of the form
X -+ [0, 1]. For a fuzzy set, X is a given universal set; for a fuzzy set operation, X [0, 1]k
for some positive integer k. Both fuzzy sets and fuzzy set operations are also employed,
in general, as approximators of meanings of relevant linguistic terms in given contexts.
Therefore, the problem of constructing membership functions of fuzzy sets is essentially the
same as the problem of constructing functions that represent fuzzy set operations. That is,
methods developed for constructing membership functions are applicable for constructing
fuzzy set operations as well. In our discussion, we focus primarily on the construction of
membership functions.
The following is a general scenario within which the construction of fuzzy sets (or fuzzy
set operations) takes place. The scenario involves a specific knowledge domain of interest,
one or more experts in this domain, and a knowledge engineer. The role of the knowledge
engineer is to elicit the knowledge of interest from the experts, who are assumed to possess
it, and to express the knowledge in some operational form of a required type. In our case, the
knowledge is supposed to be expressed in terms of propositions involving linguistic variables.
Knowledge can be elicited only through an interaction of the knowledge engineer with
the expert(s). In the first stage, the knowledge engineer attempts to elicit knowledge in terms
of propositions expressed in natural language. In the second stage, he or she attempts to
determine the meaning of each linguistic term employed in these propositions. It is during this
second stage of knowledge acquisition that functions representing fuzzy sets and operations
on fuzzy sets are constructed.
Numerous methods for constructing membership functions, almost invariably based on
experts' judgement, have been described in the literature. All these methods may usefully be
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classified, in the most fundamental way, into direct methods and indirect methods. In direct
methods, experts are expected to give answers to questions of various kinds that explicitly
pertain to the constructed membership function. In indirect methods, experts are required

to answer simpler questions, easier to answer and less sensitive to the various biases of
subjective judgement, which pertain to the constructed membership function only implicitly.
The answers are subject to further processing based on various assumptions.
Both direct and indirect methods are further classified to methods that involve one expert
and methods that require multiple experts. This results in four principal classes of methods
for constructing membership functions: direct methods/one expert, direct methods/multiple
experts, indirect methods/one expert, and indirect methods/multiple experts. In the following
four sections, we describe representative methods in each of these four classes.

10.3 DIRECT METHODS WITH ONE EXPERT

In this category of methods, an expert is expected to assign to each given elenlent x E X
a membership grade A(x) that, according to his or her opinion, best captures the meaning
of the linguistic term represented by the fuzzy set A. This can be done by either defining
the membership function completely in terms of a justifiable mathematical formula or
exemplifying it for some selected elements of X.
The complete definition of the membership function in question by the expert is feasible
for some linguistic concepts. It is feasible for any concept that satisfies two conditions: the

concept is perfectly represented by some elements of the universal set, which are usually
called ideal prototypes of the concept; and the compatibility of other elements of the universal

set with these ideal prototypes can be expressed mathematically in terms of a meaningful
similarity function.
For example, in pattern recognition of handwritten characters, the expert may define a
fuzzy set of straight lines, S, in terms of the least square straight-line fitting with minimum
error, e(x), for each given line x. Then, the function

Sx)=

1-e(x)/e,
0

whene(x) <e,
otherwise,

where e, is the largest acceptable least square error, is a meaningful membership function that
captures quite well the linguistic concept straightness in the context of handwritten character
recognition. The ideal prototypes are in these cases all perfect straight lines, that is, lines x
for which e(x) = 0. Given a particular line x, e(x) expresses the dissimilarity between x and
its best straight-line approximation, and e, expresses the largest dissimilarity (in the opinion
of the expert) to capture the concept of lines that are approximately straight.

Although it is often not feasible to define the membership function that adequately

captures a given linguistic term, the expert should be able to exemplify it for some
representative elements of X. The exemplification may be facilitated by asking the expert
questions of the form
"What is the degree of membership of x in A?"
or, alternatively,
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"What is the degree of compatibility of x with LA?"
where LA is the linguistic term that we want to represent in a given context by fuzzy set A. If
desirable, the questions may be formulated in reverse forms:

"Which elements x have the degree A(x) of membership in A?"
"Which elements x are compatible with LA to degree A(x)?"

These questions, regardless of their form, result in a set of pairs (x, A(x)) . This set is then
used for constructing the membership function A of a given shape (triangular, trapezoidal, Sshaped, bell-shaped, etc.) by an appropriate curve-fitting method (Sec. 10.7).
The described procedure of direct exemplification and curve fitting is feasible only for
linguistic terms that describe simple concepts such as high temperature, close driving distance,

normal blood pressure, and the like. More elaborate procedures are needed to determine
meanings of concepts that-do not enjoy this simplicity, such as high violence, depressed
economy, or highly stressful situation. One such procedure, referred to as the method of a
semantic differential, is well developed and widely used. It is based on selecting a set of
scales for polar adjectives (bad-good, usual-unusual, chaotic-ordered, etc.) that are relevant
to the concept in question and evaluating the concept in terms of these scales for each given
object of the universal set. This results, for each object, in a vector whose entries are values
assigned to the object under the chosen scales. The degree of compatibility of a given object
with the concept is then expressed by calculating a normalized distance of this vector from the
vector (0, 0, ... , 0). This general method for measuring meanings of linguistic terms, the full
description of which is beyond the scope of this text, is thoroughly covered in a monograph
by Osgood et al. [1957].

10.4 DIRECT METHODS WITH MULTIPLE EXPERTS

When a direct method is extended from one expert to multiple experts, the opinions of
individual experts must be appropriately aggregated. One of the most common methods is
based on a probabilistic interpretation of membership functions. Assume that n experts (or,
generally, subjects) are asked for some x E X to valuate the proposition "x belongs to A" as
either true or false, where A is a fuzzy set on X that represent a linguistic term associated with
a given linguistic variable. Given a particular element x E X, let ai(x) denote the answer of
expert i (i E N,,). Assume that ai(x) = 1 when the proposition is valued by expert i as true,
and ai (x) = 0 when it is valued as false. Then,

A(x) =

(10.1)

may be viewed as a probabilistic interpretation of the constructed membership function. It
is often useful to generalize this interpretation by allowing one to distinguish degrees of
competence, ci, of the individual experts (i E N,,). This results in the formula
n

A(x) _

ci ai (x),

i=r

(10.2)
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where

E c; = 1.
Consider now two fuzzy sets, A and B, defined on the same universal set X. Using
(10.2), we can calculate A(x) and B(x) for each x E X, and then choose appropriate fuzzy
operators to calculate A, B, A U B, A n B, and so forth. Alternatively, we can combine
valuations a; (x) and b; (x) for each expert i by relevant operations of classical logic (v for
U, v for n, etc.), and then aggregate the resulting vector. By this procedure, each fuzzy
operation is unique for each x E X. Let

a(x) = (ai(x)Ii E N) and b(x) = (b;(x)Ii E N,)
be vectors of experts' valuations associated with fuzzy sets A and B, respectively, both
defined on the same universal set X and constructed in the same context. Then, employing
the generalized formula (10.2), we obtain

A(x)

_ Ec;[1-aj(x)],

(10.3)

(AnB](x) _

(10.4)

[AUB](x) _ Ec;[a;(x)+b;(x) - aj(x) b;(x)].

(10.5)

Observe that fuzzy intersection and union defined in this way are unique, but they are
not truth functional; that is, for all x E X,

[A n B] (x) o i[A(x), B(x)l,
[A U B] (x) # u[A(x), B(x)].
In general, different operations are used for different elements x E X, depending on the
vectors a(x) and b(x). However, it is easy to see that fuzzy intersections and unions defined
by (10.4) and (10.5) satisfy the inequalities

0 < [A n B] (x) < min[A(x), B(x)],
max[A(x), B(x)] < [A U B] (x) < 1
for each x E X. These inequalities are exactly the same as those for t-norms and t-conorms.
This means that operations defined by (10.4) and (10.5) yield for each x E X values which
coincide with the values of a particular t-norm and a particular t-conorm, respectively. These
values are uniquely determined by the vectors a(x) and b(x). Moreover, they are such that
all properties of the Boolean lattice are locally satisfied for each x E X. We can thus obtain
unique operations of fuzzy intersection, union, and complement that preserve the Boolean
lattice at the cost of losing truth functionality. Observe also that a fuzzy complement defined
in this way is always the standard fuzzy complement.
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For some concepts (e.g., those involving aesthetic judgements), subjective perceptions
of distinct subjects may be too different to justify their aggregation. Instead, the results may
be summarized in terms of an appropriate interval-valued fuzzy set. This is reasonable since
the graphs of membership functions elicited from different subjects tend to have the same
shape.
As a specific example of eliciting membership functions that characterize subjective
perceptions of a linguistic term by different subjects, let us describe two relevant experiments
performed by Norwich and Turksen [1982 a-c, 1984].
The experiments to be described are based on the assumption that the interval scale is
employed. Two techniques, referred to as direct rating and reverse rating, were used; these are
described later. Experiments were performed with 30 subjects. Membership functions were
constructed for each subject by randomly generating different stimuli (each one at least nine
times) and then averaging the subject's responses. The following is a brief characterization of
each of the two experiments:
1. The first experiment involves the subjective perception of each participant of the notion
of tall persons. It uses a life-sized wooden figure of adjustable height.

2. The second experiment involves the notion of aesthetically pleasing houses among
one-story houses of fixed width and variable heights. A cardboard model of a house is
used, which consists of a chimney and a triangular roof sitting on a rectangle of width
12 inches and of height adjustable from 0 inches to 34 inches.
Membership ratings in both experiments are indicated with movable pointer along a horizontal

line segment. The right-hand end of this segment corresponds to the membership degree
of those persons who are definitely "tall" (or to those houses that are definitely "pleasing"),
and the left-hand end to those persons felt to be definitely not tall (or to those houses that
are definitely not pleasing). The distance at which the pointer is placed between these
two endpoints is interpreted as the strength of agreement or truth of the classification of
each person (or house) as tall (or pleasing). In the direct ratings procedure, the subject is
presented with a random series of persons (houses) and asked to use this method of indicating
membership degree to rate each one as tall (or pleasing). In the reverse rating procedure,

the same method of depicting membership degree is used to give the subject a random
membership rating; the_ subject is then presented with an ordered series of persons (houses)

and asked to select the one person (house) that best seems to correspond to the indicated
degree of membership in the category of tall persons (or pleasing houses).
An example of the membership functions obtained for the fuzzy sets of tall, very tall,
not tall, and short persons, as perceived by a particular subject, is shown in Fig. 10.1. The
plots in this figure represent the mean response to nine stimuli based on the direct rating
procedure. An example of a membership function for the fuzzy set of pleasing houses, again
representing the mean response of a particular subject to nine stimuli based on the direct
rating procedure, is shown in Fig. 10.2.
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Figure 10.1 Membership grade functions of four fuzzy sets expressing the subjective perception
of a particular subject related to the concept of tall persons (adopted from Norwich and Turksen
[1984]).
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Figure 10.2 Membership grade function of the fuzzy set expressing the subjective perception of
a particular subject of aesthetically pleasing houses (adopted from Norwich and Turksen (I9841).
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10.5 INDIRECT METHODS WITH ONE EXPERT

Unless a membership function can be defined in terms of a suitable similarity function
with respect to an ideal prototype (or a set of ideal prototypes), direct methods have one
fundamental disadvantage. They require the expert (or experts) to give answers that are overly
precise to capture subjective judgments. As a consequence, the answers are always somewhat
arbitrary, which becomes critical for complex concepts, such as beauty, talent, creativity, and

the like. Indirect methods attempt to reduce this arbitrariness by replacing direct estimates
of membership grades with simpler tasks. As an example, let us describe a method in which
direct estimates are replaced with pairwise comparisons.
Given a linguistic term in a particular context, let A denote a fuzzy set that is supposed
to capture the meaning of this term. Let x1, x2.... , x,, be elements of the universal set X
for which we want to estimate the grades of membership in A. That is, our problem is to
determine the values ai = A(xi) for all i E Nn. Instead of asking the expert to estimate values
a; directly, we ask him or her to compare elements x, , x2, ... , x,, in pairs according to their
relative weights of belonging to A. The pairwise comparisons, which are easier to estimate
than the direct values, are conveniently expressed by the square matrix P = [pt,], i, j E Nn,
which has positive entries everywhere.
Assume first that it is possible to obtain perfect values pij. In this case, pij = ai/aj,
and matrix P is consistent in the sense that
Pik = PijPik

(10.6)

for all i, j, k E Nn, which implies that pii = 1 and p,, = 1/pii. Furthermore,
n

n

Epijaj = Lai = nai
i=1

j=1

for all i E Nn or, in matrix form,

Pa = na,

(10.7)

where

a= [al aZ ... an]z.
Equation (10.7) means that n is an eigenvalue of P and a is the corresponding eigenvector.
The equation may also be rewritten in the form

(P - nI)a = 0,

(10.8)

where I is the identity matrix. This matrix equation represents a system of homogeneous
linear equations, which have a nonzero solution if the determinant of (P - nI) is zero (i.e., n
is an eigenvalue of P). If we assume that
n

ai = 1,
i=1

then a j for any j E N,, can be determined by the following simple procedure:
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1

al

hence,

aj -

n

1

.

(10.9)

E Pii

i=t

In practice, the pairwise comparisons pig elicited from the user are usually not fully
consistent. That is, (10.6) is violated to some degree. In this case, matrix P can be viewed as
a perturbation of the ideal, fully consistent matrix. It is well known that when the values pig
change slightly, the eigenvalues of P change in a similar way. As a consequence, the maximum

eigenvalue remains close to n (always greater than n), while all the other eigenvalues are
close to zero. The problem of estimating vector a from matrix P now becomes the problem
of finding the largest eigenvalue ?.,,, and the associated eigenvector. That is, the estimated
vector a must satisfy the equation

Pa =),.a,

(10.10)

where Amax is usually close to n. In fact, the closer Am,, is to n, the more accurate is the
estimate of a. That is, the relative deviation of ' maz from n, (?.m. - n)/n, may be employed
as a measure of the accuracy of the obtained estimate.
Various numerical methods for obtaining the largest eigenvalue and the associated

eigenvector are available, but coverage of them does not belong in this text. We should
mention, however, that an initial estimate of a by (10.9) is in many cases sufficiently accurate,'
and no further procedure is needed.
Fuzzy sets obtained by the described method are not normal. We can normalize them
by dividing each entry of the estimated vector a by its largest entry.

10.6 INDIRECT METHODS WITH MULTIPLE EXPERTS
Let us illustrate methods in this category by describing an interesting method, which enables us
to determine degrees of competence of participating experts, which are then utilized, together
with the experts' judgments, for calculating grades of membership of relevant elements in the

fuzzy set that is supposed to represent a given linguistic concept. The method is based on
the assumption that, in general, the concept in question is n-dimensional (based on n distinct
features), each defined on R. Hence, the universal set on which the concept is defined is IR".

Let LJi, xj,] denote the interval of values of feature j that, in the opinion of expert
i, relate to the concept in question (i E N,,,, j E N"). The full opinion of expert i
regarding the relevance of elements (n-tuples) of R" to the concept is then expressed by the
hyperparallelepiped

x Lxv, xy] x ... x [x;, Xni]hi =
With m experts, we obtain m hyperparallelepipeds of this form, one for each expert.
Membership function of the fuzzy set by which the concept is to be represented is then
constructed by the following algorithmic procedure:
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1. For each j, consider all intervals obtained from the experts, and construct a union of
each subset of intervals that overlap. This results in a set of nonoverlapping intervals

[jtj,XjtjI (j E Nn, tj E
where mj is an appropriate integer for each j.
2. Employing the intervals obtained in Steep. 1, construct the hyperparallelepipeds

gk = Lx ,,,Xlt,I x L2t.+X'f.] x ... x

for all kE{(t1,t2,...,tn)It, eNmj, j ENn}=K.
3. Evaluate for each x E gk the function
O` (x)

-

1

when gkflh;,-fQ

0

otherwise,

where i E N,,,.

4. Let r = 1 (r denotes the number of an iteration).
5. Define the initial coefficients of competence, 'c1, the same for all experts:

rci= 1 for all iEN. (r=1).
M

6. Calculate approximate grades of membership, 'A(x), of elements (n-tuples) x in fuzzy
set A that, according to experts' testimony, represent the given concept by the formula
m

'A (x) = T'ci wx)
i=1

for all x E gk and all k E K, where values rci are assumed to be normalized in the sense
that

7. For each i E Nm, calculate the aggregated difference
TrA(x)

'St =

- (pi (x)]2

keK xEg

between the opinion of expert i and the opinion of the whole group of participating
experts in iteration r.

8. Calculate A = Em, 11r8j.
9. Increase r by one.
10. Calculate rci = 0/r-15;.
11. If max f' c; - rci ( < s, where a is a small positive number chosen by the knowledge
then we take A (x) = r-1A (x) for all x E gk and all k E K (assuming that
A(x) = 0 for all x ' gk for any k E K); otherwise, go to Step 6.
engineer,
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10.7 CONSTRUCTIONS FROM SAMPLE DATA
In this section, we address the problem of constructing a membership function from samples

of membership grades for some elements of the given universal set X. We restrict our
discussions to the case X = R.
Two approaches to this problem are overviewed. One of them is based on the
mathematical theory of curve fitting, which is exemplified here by two methods, the method
of Lagrange interpolation and the least-square error method. The other approach is based on
learning through artificial neural networks and employs the method of backpropagation.
In each of the discussed methods, we assume that n sample data
(x1, a1), (x2, a2), ... , (x,,,

(10.11)

are given, where x, E X(== IR) for each i e N,,, and a; is a given grade of membership of
x; in a fuzzy set A (i.e., a; = A(x;)). The problem is to determine the whole membership
function A.

Lagrange Interpolation
The method of Lagrange interpolation is a curve-fitting method in which the constructed
function is assumed to be expressed by a suitable polynomial form. According to this method,
the function f employed for the interpolation of given sample data (10.11) for all x E R has
the form

f (x) = ajL1(x) +a2L2(x) + ... +a

(10.12)

where

Li(x)= (x-a1)...(x-a`-1)(x-a;+1) ...
(xi

- a1)...(xi - a;-1)(x1 - a;+1)...(x1 -

(10.13)

for all i E N,,.
Since values f (x) need not be in [0, 1] for some x E IR, function f cannot be directly
considered as the sought membership function A. We may convert f to A for each x E IR by
the formula

A(x) = max[0, min[1, f (x)]].

(10.14)

An advantage of this method is that the membership function matches the sample data
exactly. Its disadvantage is that the complexity of the resulting function (expressed by the

degree of the polynomial involved) increases with the number of data samples. Furthermore,
the method does not work well for values of x that are less than the smallest value in the set
(x1, x2, ... ,
or greater than the largest value in this set. Hence, the method requires that
the sample data be well distributed over the estimated support of the constructed membership
function. Another disadvantage of this method is that the data may be overfitted.
Example 10.1
To realize some difficulties involved in using this method for constructing membership functions,
let us consider the following sample data:
(0, 0), (.5_2), (.8_9), (1, 1), (1.2,.9), (1.5,.2), (2, 0).
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These data are shown graphically in Fig. 10.3a. Using (10.12) and (10.13), we obtain function

f (x) = 6.53x6 - 39.17x5 + 92.69x4 - 109.65x3 + 64.26x2 - 13.66x,
whose graph is shown in Fig. 10.3b. Applying now (10.14), we obtain function A whose graph
is given in Fig. 10.3c. We can see on intuitive grounds that this function is not a reasonable
representation of the data outside the interval [0, 2]. It can be corrected by assuming that the
estimated support of A is the interval [0, 2]. The corrected function is shown in Fig. 10.3d.

This example illustrates that the method of Lagrange interpolation requires that the
resulting function be critically evaluated and appropriately corrected. In particular, an
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estimate of the support of the constructed membership function plays an important role in this
evaluation and correction.

Least-square Curve Fitting
Given sample data (10.11) and a suitable parametrized class of functions f (x; a, l4, ...),
where a, /3, ... are parameters whose values distinguish functions in the class from one
another, the method of least-square curve fitting selects that function f (x; ao, (30, ...) from
the class for which
(10.15)

E_
reaches its minimum. Then,

A(x) = max[0, min(1, f (x; ao, flu, ...))]

(10.16)

for all x E IR.

The method of least-square curve fitting requires that a suitable parametrized class of
functions be chosen. The choice may reflect the opinion of an expert or, alternatively, it may
be based on some theory, previous experience, or experimental comparison with other classes.
An example of a class of functions that is frequently used for this purpose is the class
of bell-shaped functions, f (x; a, fl, y), defined by the formula
(10.17)
f (x; a, fi, Y) = Ye (X-a)=Id
where a controls the position of the center of the bell, P/2 defines the inflection points, and
y control the height of the bell (Fig. 10.4a). Given sample data (10.11), we determine (by any
effective optimization method) values ao, Po, yo of parameters a, , y, respectively, for which

E=

N
Y"[ye-(s,-a)=/d

- ail 2

(10.18)

reaches its minimum. Then, according to (10.16), the bell-shape membership function A that
best conforms to the sample data is given by the formula

A(x) = max[0, min(1,

Yoe-(r-a0)2

0)]

(10.19)
for all x E R.
Another class of functions that is frequently used for representing linguistic terms is the
class of trapezoidal-shaped functions, f (x; a, 0, y, 8, (9), defined in the following way:

1'('9

A

y, g

g)=

I

a-'5
9
(S - x)8
S - y

when a < x < p
when

x<y

wheny <x <a

The meaning of the five parameters is illustrated in Fig. 10.4b.

(10.20)
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a
(a) Bell-shaped functions defined by (10.17) (8 = rOT2).

a

j

y

S

(b) Trapezoidal-shaped functions defined by (10.20).

Figure 10.4 Frequently used classes of functions in the least-square curve fitting method: (a)

bell-shaped functions defined by (10.17) (8 =); (b) trapezoidal-shaped functions defined
by (10.20).

Example 10.2
To illustrate the least-square curve fitting method, let us apply it by using the class of bell-shaped
functions to the sample data given in Example 10.1 (Fig. 10.3a). First, we find that, given the
sample data, the minimum of function E defined by (10.18) is reached for ao = 1, 8o = 0.164,
and yo = 1.074. Hence, we obtain function

f(x) =

1.074e-a-n2io.tea

with E (f) = 0.0146. Now applying (10.19), we obtain function A, shown in Fig. 10.5a, and
E (A) = 0.0091. This function is certainly acceptable as a membership function representing the
given data.
Assume now that it is required that the constructed membership function A have only one
maximum. This is a reasonable requirement when, for example, A is supposed to represent the
concept around one or approximately one. To satisfy the requirement, we may constrain the
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Figure 10.5 Two possible membership functions constructed from sample data by the method
of least-square curve fitting.
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class of bell-shaped functions by choosing y = 1. Then, we directly obtain the membership
function

e-1-pr1o le

A(x) = f (x) =

which is shown in Fig. 10.5b, and E(A) = 0.0246. Although this function does not fit the data
as closely as the function in Fig. 10.5a (due to the imposed constraint on the class of acceptable
functions), it keeps the bell shape and satisfies the requirement of a unique maximum.

Constructions by Neural Networks
Neural networks have lately been recognized as an important tool for constructing membership
functions, operations on membership functions, fuzzy inference rules, and other contextdependent entities in fuzzy set theory. They are increasingly utilized for this purpose in many
application areas. In this section, we discuss only the construction of membership functions.
In general, constructions by neural networks are based on learning patterns from sample
data. For basic ideas of neural networks and associated learning algorithms, see Appendix A.
To explain the process of learning a membership function from sample data by a neural

network, let us consider the two-layer network structure shown in Fig. 10.6. In describing
this network and the learning process, we use master symbols that have the same meaning as
symbols introduced in Appendix A.
'The network has two inputs: input x, which accepts values xP(p (= N,) of the sample
data, and input b, whose purpose is to represent the bias of each neuron and which is
b = -1 ----)

win

W,.0

I win

Wm0

X

It
HNt

HN2

F.

Wl2

1

11

HNm
Wlm

1

ON1

l
Figure 10.6 The structure of a neural network for constructing a membership function from
sample data.
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permanently set to -1. The output layer consists of one neuron, ON,, whose output y is
expected to produce value tP for each input value xP; the actual output value is denoted by
yP. The hidden layer consists of m neurons, HN1, HN2, ... , HN,,, which are connected
to both inputs and the output neurons as shown in Fig. 10.6. The neurons operate under a
suitable activation function (e.g., a particular sigmoid function).
Following the backpropagation learning algorithm, we first initialize the weights in the
network. This means that we assign a small random number to each weight. Then, we apply
pairs (xP, tP) of the training set

((xP, t") I P E
to the learning algorithm in some order. For each xP, we calculate the actual output yP and
calculate the square error

EP = 2(YP - t')2.

Using EP (for each p E N.), we update the weights in the network according to the backpropagation algorithm described in Appendix A. We also calculate a cumulative cycle error,
1

E=2

(YP - tP)2.
P=1

At the end of each cycle, in which each sample in the training set is applied once, we compare the
cumulative error with the largest acceptable error, Em, specified by the user. When E < Em,x,
a solution is obtained, which means that the neural network represents the desired membership
function; when E > Em,.,, we initiate a new cycle. The algorithm is terminated when either we
obtain a solution or the number of cycles exceeds a number specified by the user.
Example 10.3

Let the sample data be the same as in Example 10.1 (Fig. 10.3a), and let the neural network
employed have the structure specified in Fig. 10.6, with three neurons in the hidden layer
(m = 3). Before applying the backpropagation algorithm, we have to select an activation
function (or functions) under which the neurons will operate, initial weights, and various
parameters required by the learning algorithm (maximum acceptable error, maximum number of
iterations, learning rate, etc.).
Two neural networks that represent distinct solutions to our problem, which were obtained
for different initial weights and different activation functions, are shown in Fig. 10.7. They are
based on the sigmoid functions with fl = 1 and 0 = 2, respectively. Graphs of the membership

functions represented by these networks are shown in Fig. 10.7 under the respective block
diagrams.
This example illustrates that, given the same training set, we are likely to obtain different
solutions for different activation functions or different parameters in the backpropagation learning
algorithm. However, the differences are, by and large, rather small and insignificant, provided

that we stay within reasonable ranges of functions or parameters, as determined by previous
experience.

Example 10.4

In this example, we want to illustrate how a neural network can learn from a training set a
membership function that captures the conception of a "close driving distance" in a particular
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context. The training set is given in terms of the following pairs (xi', to), where x" denotes a
particular driving distance and to expresses the perceived degree of compatibility of xP with the
conception of a "close driving distance" in a given context:
XP I 0
tP

1

1
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A neural network with the structure shown in Fig. 10.6 is again suitable for our problem.
Assume that the chosen network has four neurons in the hidden layer. Assume further that the
activation function chosen for the hidden layer is the sigmoid function with ! = 1, while the
activation function chosen for the output neuron is the hyperbolic tangent function

h(a) = tangh a =

e° - e°

e° + e-Then, starting with the initial weights specified in Fig. 10.8a (chosen randomly by the computer
program employed), the resulting weights, obtained by the backpropagation learning algorithm
for 10,000 cycles, are shown in Fig. 10.8b. The neural network with these weights represents a
continuous function on l+, which is illustrated by the graph in Fig. 10.8c.

NOTES
10.1. Direct methods with multiple experts can be formulated in terms of models of modal logic
based on possible worlds [Resconi et al., 1992, 1993; Klir, 1994]. This formulation seems
promising since other theories of uncertainty, such as evidence theory, possibility theory, and
rough set theory, can also be interpreted in terms of models of modal logic [Harmanec et al.,
1994; Klir, 1994].
10.2. Indirect methods based on pairwise comparisons of relevant elements by experts (Sec. 10.5)
were investigated by Saaty [1974, 1977, 1978, 1986], Chu et at., [1979], and Triantapbyllou
and Mann [1990].
10.3. Methods for constructing membership functions from statistical data were explored by Devi
and Sarma [1985], Civanlar and Trussell [1986], and Dubois and Prade [1985c, 1986a].
The literature dealing with the use of neural networks for learning membership functions or
inference rules is rapidly growing; the following are a few relevant references: [Takagi and
Hayashi, 1991; Keller and Tahani, 1992; Wang and Mendel, 1992b; Hayashi et al., 1992;
Jang, 1992, 1993; Berenji, 1992; Berenji and Khedkar, 1992; Wang, 1994]. Overview papers
of different methods for constructing membership functions were written by Chameau and
Santamarina [1987] and Turksen [1991]. Experimental studies regarding fuzzy operation used
by human beings were performed by Zimmermann [1978a], Zimmermann and Zysno [1980],
and Kovalerchuk and Taliansky [1992]. More general studies regarding the measurement
of fuzzy concepts, including the notion of context, were pursued by Nowakowska [1977],
Smithson [1987], and Ezhkova [1989].
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EXERCISES
10.1. In Sec. 10.3, a fuzzy set of straight lines is defined as an example of using the method
of mathematically defined compatibility of given elements with ideal prototypes. Using this
method, define fuzzy sets of straight lines that are horizontal, vertical, or diagonal (two kinds).
10.2. Consider X = {x1, x5, x3, x,, x5} and propositions "x; belongs to A" and "x; belongs to B"
(i E N5), where A and B are fuzzy sets. Given valuations of these propositions by 10 experts
in Table 10.1, determine for each x; E X:
(a) A(x1), B(x1) by (10.1) and [A f1 B](x;), [A U B](x;) by the standard fuzzy operators (or
some other t-norms and t-conorms);
(b) A(x;), B(x;) by (10.1) and [A f1 B](x;), [A U B](x;) by (10.4) and (10.5), respectively.
TABLE 10.1
EXAMPLE OF VALUATIONS
OF TWO FUZZY PROPOSITIONS BY TEN EXPERTS (EXERCISE 10.2)

X

A

x1

a(x1) _ (0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0)
a(x2) = (1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1)
a(x3)=(1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)
a(x4) = (0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1)
a(x5) = (1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)

x2
x3

x4
x5

B

I

b(xl) = (1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1)
b(x2) = (1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)
b(x3)=(0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)
b(x4) = (1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1)
b(x5) = (0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0)

103. Apply the indirect method with one expert explained in Sec. 10.5 to the matrix of pairwise
comparisons (matrix P) given in Table 10.2 to determine the degrees of membership of the
countries listed in the table in the fuzzy set of wealthy nations (adopted from [Chu et al., 1979]).
TABLE 10.2
Country

WEALTH-OF-RELATIONS MATRIX (MATRIX PIN EXERCISE 10.3)
U.S.

USSR

China

France

U.K.

Japan

W. Germany
5

U.S.

1

4

9

6

6

5

USSR
China

1/4
1/9

1

7

4

1

5
1/5

3

1/7

5
U5

1/7

1/5

France

1/6

1/5

1

1/3

1/3

1/6

1/5

5
5

1

U.K
Japan
W. Germany

1

1

1/3

1/3
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1/3
1/4

7

3

1

2

5

3

3
3

1/2

1

1/5

10.4. Suppose we have the following sample data,
(0, 0), (1, .1), (2,.2), (3, 3), (4, .4), (5-5),
(6,.6), (7,.7), (8, .8), (9,.9), (10, 1), (11,.9),
(12,.8), (13,.7), (14, .6), (15,.5), (16, .4), (17,.3),

(18,.2), (19-1), (20, 0)

in the form of (xP, tP) for a fuzzy set A. Assume that the support of A is [0, 20]. Using some
of the methods described in Sec. 10.7, determine the membership function of A, respectively.
Compare results obtained by different methods.

11
APPROXIMATE REASONING

11.1 FUZZY EXPERT SYSTEMS: AN OVERVIEW

An expert system, as the name suggests, is a computer-based system that emulates the
reasoning process of a human expert within a specific domain of knowledge. Expert systems
are primarily built for the purpose of making the experience, understanding, and problemsolving capabilities of the expert in a particular subject area available to the nonexpert in this
area. In addition, they may be designed for various specific activities, such as consulting,
diagnosis, learning, decision support, design, planning, or research.
A typical architecture of an expert system is depicted by the block diagram in Fig. 11.1.
Let us describe the role of each of the units shown in the diagram. Our focus is, of course, on
fuzzy expert systems.
The kernel of any expert system consists of a knowledge base (also called a long-term

memory), a database (also called a short-term memory or a blackboard interface), and an
inference engine. These three units, together with some interface for communicating with the
user, form the minimal configuration that may still be called an expert system.
The knowledge base contains general knowledge pertaining to the problem domain. In
fuzzy expert systems, the knowledge is usually represented by a set of fiLzzy production rules,
which connect antecedents with consequences, premises with conclusions, or conditions with
actions. They most commonly have the form "If A, then B," where A and B are fuzzy sets.
The purpose of the database is to store data for each specific task of the expert system.
The data may be obtained through a dialog between the expert system and the user. Typically,
such data are parameters of the problem or other relevant facts. Other data may be obtained
by the inference of the expert system.
The inference engine of a fuzzy expert system operates on a series of production rules
and makes fuzzy inferences. There exist two approaches to evaluating relevant production
rules. The first is data-driven and is exemplified by the generalized modus ponens. In this

case, available data are supplied to the expert system, which then uses them to evaluate
relevant production rules and draw all possible conclusions. An alternative method of
evaluation is goal-driven; it is exemplified by the generalized modus tollens form of logical
302
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Figure 11.1 Architecture of an expert system.

inference. Here, the expert system searches for data specified in the IF clauses of production
rules that will lead to the objective; these data are found either in the knowledge base, in
the THEN clauses of other production rules, or by querying the user. Since the data-driven
method proceeds from IF clauses to THEN clauses in the chain through the production rules,
it is commonly called forward chaining. Similarly, since the goal-driven method proceeds
backward, from the THEN clauses (objectives) to the IF clauses, in its search for the required
data, it is commonly referred to as backward chaining. Backward chaining has the advantage
of speed, since only the rules leading to the objective need to be evaluated. Moreover, if
certain data are difficult to obtain, and these are only potentially necessary, then the backwardchaining method is clearly superior.
The inference engine may also use knowledge regarding the fuzzy production rules in
the knowledge base. This type of knowledge, whose appropriate name is- metaknowledge,
is located in the unit called a metaknowledge base. This unit contains rules about the use
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of production rules in the knowledge base. These rules, or rather metarules, prescribe, for
example, stopping criteria, require precedences in applying certain production rules under
various conditions or whether a needed fact should be inferred or requested from the user.
The primary purpose of the metaknowledge base is to simplify computation by pruning
unnecessary paths in the search space.
The explanatory interface facilitates communication between the user and the expert
system. It enables the user to determine how the expert system obtained various intermediate
or final conclusions, or why specific information is being requested from the user. This
capability is crucial for building user confidence in the expert system. It is also very important
for the identification of errors, omissions, inconsistencies, and so on, during the debugging of
the knowledge base or inference engine.

The knowledge acquisition module, which is included only in some expert systems,
makes it possible to update the knowledge base or metaknowledge base through interaction
with relevant human experts. In general, this unit must implement suitable algorithms for
machine learning, such as algorithms conceptualized in terms of artificial neural networks
(Appendix A) or genetic algorithms (Appendix B), by which fuzzy productions can be learned
from examples obtained from human experts. This capability allows the expert system
to expand or modify its knowledge base or metaknowledge base through feedback during
operation.
When the knowledge domain is removed from an expert system, the remaining structure
is usually referred to as an expert system shell. The applicability of an expert system shell is
not necessarily restricted'to one particular knowledge domain. An inference engine embedded

in an appropriate expert system shell is thus, in principle, reusable for different domains of
knowledge and, thus, for different expert systems.

The purpose of this chapter is to cover fundamentals of reasoning based on fuzzy
production rules, which is usually referred to as approximate reasoning. This material is
essential for the design of inference engines for fuzzy expert systems. The actual design of
fuzzy expert systems or even inference engines for approximate reasoning is beyond the scope
of this book. However, we guide the reader through the literature on this topic in Note 11.1.

11.2 FUZZY IMPLICATIONS

The logic operation of implication is as essential for approximate reasoning as it is for
reasoning within classical two-valued logic. In general, a fuzzy implication, a, is a function
of the form
[0,

(0,

which for any possible truth values a, b of given fuzzy propositions p, q, respectively, defines
the truth value, 3(a, b), of the conditional proposition "if p, then q." This function should be
an extension of the classical implication, p
q, from the restricted domain (0, 1) to the full
domain [0, 1] of truth values in fuzzy logic.

In classical logic, where a, b e (0, 11, a can be defined in several distinct forms.
While these forms are equivalent in classical logic, their extensions to fuzzy logic are not
equivalent and result in distinct classes of fuzzy implications. This fact makes the concept
of fuzzy implication somewhat complicated. The purpose of this section is to discuss the
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issues involved in a comprehensive manner and to overview the specific operators of fuzzy
implications that are most common in the literature.
One way of defining 3 in classical logic is to use the logic formula

a(a,b)=avb

(11.1)

for all a, b e (0, 1}. When extending this formula to fuzzy logic, we interpret the disjunction
and negation as a fuzzy union (t-conorm) and a fuzzy complement, respectively. This results
in defining a in fuzzy logic by the formula

3(a, b) = u(c(a), b)

(11.2)

for all a, b E [0, 1], where u and c denote a fuzzy union and a fuzzy complement, respectively.
Another way of defining 8 in classical logic is to employ the formula

a(a, b) = max(x E {0, 1} I a n x < b)

(11.3)

for all a, b E (0, 1}. Interpreting the conjunction in this formula as a fuzzy intersection
(t-norm), 8 in fuzzy logic is then defined by the extended formula

a(a, b) = sup(x E [0,1] 1 i (a, x) < b}

(11.4)

for all a, b E [0, 11, where i denotes a continuous fuzzy intersection.
While the definitions (11.1) and (11.3) of implication in classical logic are equivalent,
their extensions (11.2) and (11.4) in fuzzy logic are not. Moreover, (11.1) may also be
rewritten, due to the law of absorption of negation in classical logic, as either
8(a, b) = i v (a n b)

(11.5)

a(a, b) = (a n b) v b.

(11.6)

or

The extensions of these equations in fuzzy logic are, respectively,

3(a, b) = u(c(a), i(a, b)),

(11.7)

2(a, b) = u(i(c(a), c(b)), b),

(11.8)

where u, i, c are required to satisfy the De Morgan laws (i.e., u and i are dual with
respect to c). Again, while definitions (11.1), (11.5), and (11.6) pertaining to classical logic
are equivalent, their counterparts in fuzzy logic-{11.2), (11.7), and (11.8), respectivelyare distinct (the law of absorption of negation does not hold in fuzzy logic in general).
Equations (11.2), (11.4), (11.7), and (11.8) thus yield distinct classes of fuzzy implication
operators. Specific implication operators are obtained by choosing specific t-norms, t-

conorms, or fuzzy complements, as relevant in each class. Let us examine each of these
classes by looking at a few examples and discussing some general properties of the class. To
denote specific fuzzy implications, we adopt symbols that are usually used for them in the
literature. We also adopt names that are commonly used for these implications.
First, let us examine fuzzy implications that are obtained from (11.2), which are usually

referred to in the literature as S-implications (the symbol S is often used for denoting
t-conorms). The following are examples of four well-known S-implications, all of which are
based on the standard fuzzy complement and differ from one another by the chosen fuzzy
unions:
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1. When we choose the standard fuzzy union, we obtain a function ab defined for all
a, b r= [0, 1] by the formula

ab(a, b) = max(1- a, b),
which is called a Kleene-Dienes implication.

2. Choosing the algebraic sum as a fuzzy union (i.e., u(a, b) = a + b - ab), we obtain

a,(a,b)=1-a+ab,
which is called a Reichenbach implication.
3. The choice of the bounded sum u(a, b) = min(i, a + b) results in the function

aa(a, b) = min(1, 1 - a + b),
which is called a Lukasiewicz implication.
4. When we choose the drastic fuzzy union um., which is the largest t-conorm, we obtain
b

3LS(a, b) = 1-a
1

whena = 1
when b = 0
otherwise,

which is the largest S-implication. This fact is a consequence of the following theorem,
which establishes that S-implications based on the same fuzzy complement are ordered
in the same way as the associated t-conorms.

Theorem 11.1. Let ul, u2 be t-conorms such that ul(a, b) < u2(a, b) for all a, b E
[0, 1], and let 01, a2 be S-implications based on the same fuzzy complement c and u1, u2i
respectively. Then 91 (a, b) < 02 (a, b) for all a, b E [0, 1].

Proof. For all a, b E [0,1], we have 01(a, b) = ul(c(a), b) < .u2(c(a), b)
02 (a, b)

Since u, is the largest t-conorm, aLS is the largest S-implication by Theorem 11.1.
Similarly, ab is the smallest S-implication. Furthermore,
ab < ar < 30 < 3LS.

Let us proceed now to fuzzy implications that are characterized by (11.4). They are
usually called R-implications, as they are closely connected with the so-called residuated
semigroup. We do not deem it necessary to discuss this connection, which would require that
we introduce the appropriate mathematical background first. The following are examples of
four well-known R-implications.

1. When we choose the standard fuzzy intersection, we obtain
J 1

a8(a, b) =sup{x I mina, x} < b} = 1 b
which is called a Godel implication.
2. Choosing i (a, b) = ab, we obtain

when a < b
whena > b,
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ao(a, b) = sup[x]ax < b} =

1

b/a

when a < b
when a > b,

which is called a Goguen implication.
3. The choice of i (a, b) = max(O, a+b-1) (bounded difference) results in the Lukasiewicz
implication

3a(a, b) = sup{xI max(0, a +x - 1) < b}

= min(1,1 - a + b).
Hence, the Lukasiewicz implication is both S-implication and R-implication.
4. Another implication, defined by

aLR(a. b) =

b

when a = 1

1

otherwise,

is actually the limit of all R-implications. It serves as the least upper bound of
the class of R-implications. For this reason, we still categorize it as the largest Rimplication, although it cannot be defined through (11.4).

Theorem 11.2. Let il, i2 be t-norms such that il(a, b) < i2(a, b) for all a, b E [0, 1],
and let 31, 92 be R-implications based on i1, i2, respectively. Then 31(a, b) > 92(a, b) for all
a, b.E [0, 1].

Proof. Since il(a, b) < i2(a, b) for all a, b E [0, 1], we have il(a, xo) < i2(a, xo) < b
for all x0 E {xIi2(a, x) < b}. Then, xo E {xlil(a, x) < b} and, consequently,

{xIi2(a, x) < b} c {xIil(a, x) < b}.
Hence,

92(a, b) = sup{xli2(a, x) < b} < sup{xlil(a, x) < b} = 31(a, b).
It follows immediately from this theorem that 8g is the smallest R-implication and

ag < 3A < Oa < gLR
Next, let us examine fuzzy implications based on (11.7), where the t-norm i and t-conorm u
are required to be dual with respect to the complement c. These fuzzy implications are called
QL-implications, since they were originally employed in quantum logic. The following are
four examples of QL-implications, in all of which the standard fuzzy complement is assumed.
1. When i and u are the standard min and max operations, we obtain

pm (a, b) = max[1- a, min(a, b)],
which is sometimes called a Zadeh implication.
2. When i is the algebraic product and u is the algebraic sum, we obtain

ap(a,b) = 1 - a + a2b.
3. When i is the bounded difference and u is the bounded sum, we obtain the KleeneDienes implication Cab.
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4. When i = imio and u = Um,x, we obtain
b

$q(a,b) = 1-a
1

when a = -1

whena 56 1,b # 1

when a56 l,b=1.

In addition to the three classes of fuzzy implications, which are predominant in the
literature, other fuzzy implications are possible. For example, we may use (11.8) as a source
of another class of fuzzy implications, but we leave it to the reader to explore this source.
We may also form new fuzzy implications by combining existing ones (Table 11.1). The
following combinations, for example, have been suggested in the literature:

a5g(a, b) = min[2s(a, b), ag(1- b, 1 - a)],
ags(a, b) = min[ag(a, b), 9.J1 - b, 1 - a)],

355(a, b) = min[as(a, b), 3 (1- b, 1- a)],
Ogg(a, b) = min[og(a, b), 3 (1 - b, 1 - a) ],

aoe(a, b) = min[pn(a, b), ao(1 - b, 1 - a)].
All fuzzy implications are obtained by generalizing the implication operator of classical
logic. That is, they collapse to the classical implication when truth values are restricted to
0 and 1. Identifying various properties of the classical implication and generalizing them
appropriately leads to the following properties, which may be viewed as reasonable axioms
of fuzzy implications.

Axiom I. a < b implies 3(a, x) ? 3(b, x) (monotonicity in first argument). This
means that the truth value of fuzzy implications increases as the truth value of the antecedent
decreases.
Axiom 2. a < b implies 3(x, a) < 3(x, b) (monotonicity in second argument). This
means that the truth value of fuzzy implications increases as the truth value of the consequent
increases.

Axiom 3.

3(0, a) = 1 (dominance of falsity). This means that the falsity implies

everything.

Axiom 4.

0(1, b) = b (neutrality of truth). This means that the truth does not imply

anything.

Axiom 5. 3(a, a) = 1 (identity). This means that fuzzy implications are true whenever
the truth values of the antecedent and consequent are equal.

Axiom 6. 3(a, 3(b, x)) = 3(b, 3(a, x)) (exchange property). This is a generalization
of the equivalence of a = (b = x) and b
x) that holds for the classical implication.
(a

Axiom 7.

3(a, b) = 1 iff a < b (boundary condition). This means that fuzzy

implications are true if and only if the consequent is at least as true as the antecedent.

ay

2y

aq

Yager

Klir and Yuan 1

KlirandYuan2

3 ..

aW,

Willmott

Wu

a,

Reichenbach

(w> D)

PseudoLukasiewicz 2

ax

Pseudo-

()L > -1)

R, S

a,

Lukasiewicz

Lukasiewicz 1

S, QL

ab

Kleene-Dienes

QL

QL

S

R, S

RI S

R

aA

Goguen

R

a8

GOdcl

,

1 + Aa

2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9

others

=0

a#1,b=1

a01,bj6 1

1-a
I

a = I

b

1 - a + alb

b°

a>b

l min(1- a, b)

{

a <b

(1
S

2,4

2,3,4,9

1,2, 3, 4, 6

1,2,3,5,7,8

1-a

1-a

1-a

1-a

4,6,8,9

LL

min[max(1- a, b), max(a,1 - a), max(b,1 - b)]

1 +)<a

1994

1994

1980

1986

1980

1935

1987

1 9 87

1920

1-a
1-a

1938,1949

1-a

1-a

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

1,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

1,2,3,4,6,8,9

1969

1976

1,2,3,4,5,6,7

1,2,3,4,5,6, 7.9

1969

(1

1973

1-a

1,2,3,4,6,8,9

]

1 -a +(I + )L)b

Year

Complement c(a)

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

1,2,3,4,9

Axioms

1 - a + ab

I

1

min(1", I - a + b)

max(1 - a, b)

a>b

a>b

min 11, (1 - a W + b'°)

m in

b

{ b/a

{

a>b

max[l - a, min(a, b)]

QL

{ II0

Function a(a, b)

Class

aJ

Symbol
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Axiom 8. 3(a, b) = a(c(b), c(a)) for a fuzzy complement c (contraposition). This
means that fuzzy implications are equally true when the antecedent and consequent are
exchanged and negated.

Axiom 9.

a is a continuous function (continuity). This property ensures that small

changes in the truth values of the antecedent or consequent do not produce large (discontinuous)
changes in truth values of fuzzy implications.

These nine axioms are not independent of one another. For example, Axioms 3 and 5
can be derived from Axiom 7, but not vice versa. The reason for listing the weaker axioms as
well is that some fuzzy implications suggested in the literature satisfy Axioms 3 and 5, but not
the stronger Axiom 7. Fuzzy implications that satisfy all the listed axioms are characterized
by the following theorem.

Theorem 11.3. A function a : [0, If -* [0, 1] satisfies Axioms 1-9 of fuzzy
implications for a particular fuzzy complement c iff there exists a strict increasing continuous
function f : [0, 1]
[0, oo) such that f (0) = 0,

f

a(a, b) =

f (b))

(11.9)

for all a, b E [0, 1], and

c(a) = f -t(f (1) - f (a))

(11.10)

for all a E [0, 1].

Proof: See [Smets and Magrez, 1987].

Let us apply Theorem 11.3 to some functions f. In the simplest case, when f is
the identity function, we obtain the Lukasiewicz implication and c is the standard fuzzy
complement. This also means the following: given the standard fuzzy complement, the only
fuzzy implication that satisfies Axioms 1-9 is the Lukasiewicz implication.
Consider now the function f (a) = ln(1 + a), a E [0, 1]. Its pseudo-inverse is

fI_')(a) _ e° - 1

when 0 < a < In 2
otherwise,

1

and the fuzzy complement generated by f is given by
c(a) =

1-a
1+a

for all a E [0, 1]. The resulting fuzzy implication is defined by the formula

a(a,b)=min

1,

1-a+2b
l+a

for all a, b E [0, 1].

This example can be generalized by using f (a) = ln(1 + 1a), where I is a positive
parameter (I > 0). Then,
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I

f( t)(a) _

when 0 < a < ln(1 +A)

A

otherwise,

1

and we obtain the Sugeno class of fuzzy complements,

cx(a) =

1-a
1 + La'

and the parameterized class of fuzzy implications,

3x(a, b) = min[l, (1 - a + b +) b)/(1 +.la)].

Fuzzy implications in this class, which can be extended to A > -1 by using f (a) _
- ln(1 + ).a) for A E (-1, 0), are called pseudo-Lukasiewicz implications. Observe that ax
increases with increasing .L.

Given a particular Sugeno fuzzy complement for .L 0 0, the associated pseudoLukasiewicz implication is not necessarily the only fuzzy implication that satisfies Axioms
1-9. To illustrate this point, let f (a) = 2a/(1 + a), a E [0, 1]. Then,
a

f(-1)(a) = 2-a
1

c(a) =

w he n 0 < a

<1

otherwise,

1-a
1+3a

for all a E [0, 1]. Under this fuzzy complement (Sugeno complement for ,l = 3), the fuzzy
implication

a(a, b) = min

/1. 1 - a + 3b + ab

(a, b E [0, 1])
1+ 3a - b + ab
satisfies, according to Theorem 11.3, Axioms 1-9. However, it is not the pseudo-

Lukasiewicz implication ax for A = 3. The latter has the form

33(a, b) = min[l, (1- a + 4b)/(1 + 3a)].
Another class of pseudo-Lukasiewicz implications, associated with the Yager class of fuzzy
complements,

cw(a) = (1 - a
is defined by the formula

9. (a, b) = min[l, (1 aw +bw)1/w],
where w > 0. Again, aw increases with increasing w. This class of fuzzy implications is
based on f (a) = aw.
Some of the main fuzzy implications discussed in the literature are summarized in Table

11.1. In Fig. 11.2, we show ordering among some of these implications; the greatest fuzzy
implication is on top of the diagram; i denotes the classical implication.
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7LR

1
Y LS

7g

,b

5wu

9m

Js

3wi

Figure 11.2 Ordering of fuzzy
implications.

11.3 SELECTION OF FUZZYIMPLICATIONS
To select an appropriate fuzzy implication for approximate reasoning under each particular
situation is a difficult problem. Although some. theoretically supported guidelines are now
available for some situations, we are still far from a general solution to this problem.
In this section, we discuss some of the issues involved in dealing with this problem, and
we also examine some theoretical results pertaining to it. Our presentation is restricted to
reasoning with unqualified fuzzy propositions.
We recall from Chapter 8 that any unqualified conditional fuzzy proposition p of the
form

p: If X is A, then V is B

(11.11)

R(x, y) = 3(A(x), B(x))

(11.12)

is determined by
for all x E X and y E Y, where 3 denotes a fuzzy implication, and R expresses the relationship
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between the variables X and involved in the given proposition. For each x E X and each
y E Y, the membership grade R(x, y) represents the truth value of the proposition

pxy:Ifx=x,then =y.
Now, the truth values of propositions "X = x" and "Y = y" are expressed by the membership
grades A(x) and B(y), respectively. Consequently, the truth value of proposition pxy, given
by R (x, y), involves a fuzzy implication in which A (x) is the truth value of the antecedent
and B(y) is the truth value of the consequent. This is formally expressed by (11.12).
Since the meaning of fuzzy implication is not unique, contrary to classical logic, we
have to resolve the following question to make (11.12) operational: which fuzzy implication
should be used for calculating the fuzzy relation R? To answer this question, we need to
identify meaningful criteria in terms of which distinct fuzzy implications could be evaluated
and compared. It is obvious that these criteria must emerge from the various fuzzy inference
rules. In the following, we examine criteria that emerge from the three fuzzy inference
rules introduced in Sec. 8.6: the generalized rules of modus ponens, modus tollens, and
hypothetical syllogism.
Let us begin with the generalized modus ponens. According to this fuzzy inference rule,
given a fuzzy proposition of the form (11.11) and a fact "X is A'," we conclude that "Y is B"'
by the compositional rule of inference

BI =At o R,
where
is the sup-i composition for a t-norm i. However, in the classical modus ponens,
the fact is always given as the proposition "X is A" (i.e., it is tacitly assumed that A' = A),

and we obtain the conclusion "Y is B" by (11.11) (i.e., B' = B). The generalized modus
ponens should coincide with the classical one in the special case when A' = A. That is, the
compositional rule of inference for this special case should be

B =A

R,

or, more specifically,

B(y) = sup i[A(x), a(A(x), B(y))].

(11.13)

XEX

This equation provides us with a meaningful criterion for selecting an appropriate fuzzy
implication a: any fuzzy implication suitable for approximate reasoning based on the
generalized modus ponens should satisfy (11.13) for arbitrary fuzzy sets A and B. Although
no general results regarding this criterion have been obtained as yet, some restricted but useful
results are expressed by the following two theorems.

Theorem 11.4. Let A be a normal fuzzy set. For any continuous t-norm i and the
associated wi operator, let 3 = w;; that is,
a(A(x), B(y)) = wi (A(x), B(y))
for all x E X, Y E Y. Then, (11.13) holds.

Proof. Since i[a, wt(a, b)] < b for all a, b E [0, 1], we have
i[A(x), wi (A (x), B(y))] < B(y)
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for all x E X, y E Y. On the other hand, since A is normal, there exists xo E X such that
A (xo) = 1, and we have

i[A(xo), wi(A(xo), B(y))] = wi(1, B(y)) = B(y)
Hence,

supi [A(x), w;(A(x), B(y))] = B(y).
xeX

Theorem 11.5.

Let the range of the membership function A in (11.13) cover the

whole interval [0, 1]. Then, the following fuzzy implications satisfy (11.13) for any t-norm is

1. Gaines-Rescher implication as;
2. Gddel implication a8;
3. Wu implication awu.

Proof: We show the proof only for the Wu implication and leave the other two proofs
to the reader as an exercise. For all y E Y,

supi[A(x), aw,.(A(x), B(y))] = sup i[a, awu(a, B(y))]
XeX

aE(O.1l

= max( sup i[a, aura(a, B(y))], sup i[a, 3 (a, B(y))])
a>B(y)

4<B(y)

= max(B(y), sup i[a, min(1- a, B(y))]}
a>B(y)

= B(y).
Known results (including those stated in Theorem 11.5) regarding the outcome of the
expression

supi[A(x), 3(A(x), B(y))]
xEX

are summarized in Table 11.2 for some fuzzy implications and some r-norms. These results
are based on the assumption that the ranges of membership functions A and B are [0, 1].
Another criterion for selecting an appropriate fuzzy implication may be derived from
the requirement that the generalized modus tollens coincide with the classical modus tollens.
In this case, fuzzy implications suitable for approximate reasoning based upon the generalized
modus tollens should satisfy the equation

c(A(x)) = supi[c(B(y)), AA (x), B(y))]

(11.14)

yEY

for all x EX.
Known results regarding the outcome of the right-hand side of this equation for some
fuzzy implications and some t-norms are summarized in Table 11.3. It is again assumed that
the ranges of both membership functions A and B are [0, 1].'
It is now obvious that we can derive a criterion for the selection of fuzzy implications
from each fuzzy inference rule that has a counterpart in classical logic, for example, from the
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GENERALIZED MODUS PONENS
Algebraic product

Standard intersection

1, BI

coax I

max

Gaines-Rescher

.

1

LLL

B]

Bounded difference

Drastic intersection

B

B

4

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

8112

B

B

B

BI

B

B

4(1+B)2

B

B

B

B

maxl 4BI

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

asg

B

B

B

B

aas

B

B

B

B

a8:

B

B

B

B

Gbdel
ag
Goguen

Kleene-Dienes

Lukasiewicz

Reichenbach

[2

max 4

B

1

-(1+B)
max B

1

wu

maxI 2 , B

,

L

2- B

a.
wrli

max

L

J

1

1

4- 4 min(B, 1/2) J

3WU

generalized hypothetical syllogism. The derivation is analogous to the described derivations
for modus ponens and modus tollens. For the generalized hypothetical syllogism, the
counterpart of (11.13) and (11.14) is the equation

a(A(x), C(z)) = supi[a(A(x), B(y)), a(B(y), C(z))]

(11.15)

yEY

for all x E X and Z E Z.
In Table 11.4, we indicate for some fuzzy implications and some t-norms whether
(11.15) is satisfied (Y) or not (N). It is again assumed that the ranges of all membership
functions involved are [0, 1].
By examining Tables 11.2-11.4, we can see that the only fuzzy implications (among
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Name

GENERALIZED MODUS TOLLENS

Standard intersection

Earl yZadeh

- Al

max I

3el
s

Algebraic product
max

A

A

A

A
A

14,

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

LA

A

A

,

Max LL' A]

max

L

Goguen

JA
10een3 Dienes

max l

_

2 Al
A

LLLL

wlllmott
0.1

JJ

max l 4 AJ
(A - 2)2
LLLLL

1

4

2

as

Reichenbach
ar

Max 4A'A

1+A

b

Lukasiewicz

Drastic intersection

LL

1

A4

JJ

Bounded difference

A

Gaines-Rescber
a,
G
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1+A
max

A(x)>

1

4A(x)

1

A(x) < 2

X(x)

( Al

2

ma x q ,

A

wu
aw

LA

a

A

A

A

A

a,8

A

A

A

A

af8

max 1-2

A

A

ag,

max L2 Al

A

A

1

J

A

1

max A A
max

A

[
4

those listed in the tables) which satisfy all the three derived criteria with respect to the four
considered t-norms are the following four: J, a.u, ass, and 3sg. This means that these
four fuzzy implications are suitable for the generalized modus ponens, modus tollens, and
hypothetical syllogisms. It does not mean, however, that these fuzzy implications are superior
in general. Any general claims in this regard will have to be based on a comprehensive study,
taking into account all feasible fuzzy inference rules (including qualified and quantified fuzzy
propositions) and the whole continuum of t-norms.
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GENERALIZED HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS

Name

Standard intersection

Algebraic product

Bounded difference

Drastic intersection

Early Zadeh

N

N

N

N

Gaines-Rescher

y,

y,

y,

y,

Godel

y

Y

Y

Y

Goguen
ao

N

Y

Y

Y

Kleene-Dienes

N

N

y

y

N

N

Y

y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

y

Y

Y

Y

as$

Y

Y

Y

Y

a,g

y

Y

Y

Y

agg

y

Y

Y

Y

ag,

Y

Y

Y

Y

am

ag

ab

Lukasicwicz
as
Reichenbach

a.
Willmott
ow

Wu
awu

11.4 MULTICONDITIONAL APPROXIMATE REASONING
The general schema of multiconditional approximate- reasoning has the form:

Rule I :
Rule 2:

If X is A,, then
If X is A2, then

Rule n :
Fact :

If X is A,,, then' is B

is Bt
is B2

...................................

Conclusion :

X is A'

is B'

(11.16)
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Given n if-then rules, rules 1 through n, and a fact "X is A'," we conclude that "Y is B',"
where A', Aj E T(X), B', Bt E 3(Y) for all j E N,,, and X, Y are sets of values of variables
I and'. This kind of reasoning is typical in fuzzy logic controllers (Chapter 12).

The most common way to determine B' in (11.16) is referred to as a method of
interpolation. It consists of the following two steps:

Step 1. Calculate the degree of consistency, rj (A'), between the given fact and the
antecedent of each if-then rule j in terms of the height of intersection of the associated sets
A' and A. That is, for each j E N,,,
rj (A') = h (A' fl A1)
or, using the standard fuzzy intersection,

rj(A') = sup min[A'(x), Aj(x)].

(11.17)

XEX

Step 2. Calculate the conclusion B' by truncating each set Bj by the value of r j (A'),
which expresses the degree to which the antecedent A j is compatible with the given fact A',
and taking the union of the truncated sets. That is,
B'(y) = sup rnin[rj (A'), Bj (y)]

(11.18)

jEN,

for all y E Y.
An illustration of the method of interpolation for two if-then rules is given in Fig. 11.3,
which is self-explanatory.
The interpolation method is actually a special case of the compositional rule of inference.
To show this, assume that R is a fuzzy relation on X x Y defined by

R(x, y) = sup min[Aj(x), Bj(y)]
jeN

(11.19)

for all x E X, y r= Y. Then, B' obtained.by (11.18) is equal to A'- R, where o denotes the
sup-min composition. This equality can be easily demonstrated. Using (11.18) and (11.17),
the following holds:

B' (y) = sup min[rj (A'), B j (y)]
jEN

= sup min[sup min(A' (x), A j (x)), Bj (y)]
jEN

XEX

= sup sup[min(A'(x), Aj (x), Bj (y))]
jEN., xeX

= sup sup min[A'(x), min(A j (x), B j (y))]
xEX jEN

= sup min[A'(x), sup min(Aj (x), Bj (y))]
XEX

jEN

= supmin[A'(x), R(x, y)]
xEX

= (A'-R)(y)
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yEY

RIII r2

XeX

yEY

0
CONCLUSION

GIVEN FACT

Figure 113 Illustration of the method of interpolation.

Hence, B' = A' o R.
Observe that the fuzzy relation R employed in the reasoning is obtained from the given
if-then rules in (11.16)-in the following way. For each rule j in (11.16), we determine a
relation Rj by the formula

Rj(x, y) = min[A j(x), Bj(y)]

(11.20)

for all x E X, y E Y. Then, R is defined by the union of relations Rj for all rules in (11.16).
That is,

R = U R j.

(11.21)

jEN

In this case, we treat the if-then rules as disjunctive. This means that we obtain a conclusion
for a given fact A' whenever r j (A') > 0 for at least one rule j. When r j (A') > 0, we say that
rule j fires for the given fact A' .
The if-then rules in (11.16) may also be treated as conjunctive. In this case, we define
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R by the intersection

R=nRi.

(11.22)

WT.

We obtain a conclusion for a given fact A' only if ri (A') > 0 for all j E I,. That is, to obtain
a conclusion, all rules in (11.16) must fire.
The interpretation of the rules in (11.16) as either disjunctive or conjunctive depends on
their intended use and the way Ri is obtained. For either interpretation, there are two possible
ways of applying the compositional rule of inference: the compositional rule is applied to
the fuzzy relation R, after it is calculated by either (11.21) or (11.22); or the compositional
rule is applied locally to each relation Ri, and then, the resulting fuzzy sets are combined in
either disjunctive or conjunctive ways. Hence, we have the following four possible ways of
calculating the conclusion B':
(11.23)

iEN.

=A'o(nR1),

B2I

(11.24)

iEM.

B3= UA'- Ri,

(11.25)

B4 = n A'oR1.

(11.26)

jEN
jEM.

The four distinct fuzzy sets obtained by these formulas are ordered in the way stated in the
following theorem.

Theorem 11.6.

BZ C By C Bi = B.

Proof: First, we prove that B? C B. For ally E Y,
B4(y) = inf(A'o Ri)(y)
j eN.

= inf sup min[A'(x), Ri (x, y)]
XEX

sup inf min[A'(x), Ri (x, y)]
XEX iEN

,

-

supmin[A'(x), inf Ri (x, y)]
iEN

XEX

= sup min[A'(x),( n R,)(x,y)]

iEN

XEX

_ [A'°(n Ri)](y)
JEN

= B'(y)

Hence, B.' C B4. Next, we prove that B4 c B'. This is rather trivial, since

A'oRI cA'o(IJRi)
iEM.
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for all j E N. and, hence,

B41= f A'°Rj CA'°(URj)=Bi.
jEi r

jElN

Finally, we prove that Bi = B. For all y E Y,
B'(y) = sup min[A'(x), U Rj(x,y)]

jrN

xEX

= sup sup min[A'(x), Rj(x, y)]
XEX jEN

= sup supmin[A'(x), R1(x, y)]
jEN xEX
_ (U A'° R1) (y)
j CM.

= B3(y)
Hence, Bi = B3, which completes the proof.

Let us mention that this theorem is not restricted to the sup-min composition. It holds
for any sup-i composition, provided that the t-norm i is continuous.

In general, Rj may be determined by a suitable fuzzy implication, as discussed in
Sec. 11.3. That is,

R1(x,y) = a[A1(x),Bj(y)]

(11.27)

is a general counterpart of (11.20). Furthermore, R may be determined by solving appropriate

fuzzy relation equations, as discussed in the next section, rather than by aggregating
relations R j.

11.5 THE ROLE OF FUZZY RELATION EQUATIONS
As previously explained, any conditional (if-then) fuzzy proposition can be expressed in terms
of a fuzzy relation R between the two variables involved. One of the key issues in approximate
reasoning is to determine this relation for each given proposition. Once it is determined, we
can apply the compositional rule of inference to facilitate our reasoning process.
One way of determining R, which is discussed in Sec. 11.3, is. to determine a suitable

fuzzy implication 9, which operates on fuzzy sets involved in the given proposition, and
to express R in terms of a (see, e.g., (11.12)). As criteria for determining suitable fuzzy
implications, we require that the various generalized rules of inference coincide with their
classical counteiparts. For each rule of inference, this requirement is expressed by a fuzzy
relation equation that fuzzy implications suitable for the rule must satisfy. However, the
problem of determining R for a given conditional fuzzy proposition may be detached from
fuzzy implications and viewed solely as a problem of solving the fuzzy relation equation
for R.
As explained in Sec. 11.3, the equation to be solved for modus ponens has the form

B =A

R,

(11.28)
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where A and B are given fuzzy sets that represent, respectively, the antecedent and consequent
in the conditional fuzzy proposition involved, and i is a continuous t-norm. We recall from
Chapter 6 that this equation is solvable for R if A o B is a solution.
For modus tollens, the required equation has the form

c(A) = c(B) o R-1,

(11.29)

where c denotes a fuzzy complement and R-1 is the inverse of R.
Suppose now that both modus ponens and modus tollens are required. Then, the problem
of determining R for a given conditional fuzzy proposition with antecedent A and consequent
B becomes the problem of solving the following system of fuzzy relation equation:

B=AoR,

(11.30)

c(A) = c(B) o R-1.
The question of solvability of this system of equations is addressed by the following theorem.

Theorem 11.7.
and only if

The system of fuzzy relation equations (11.30) has a solution for R if

F2 = (A o B) n [c(B) a

(11.31)

c(,9)]-1

is the greatest solution, where fl is the standard fuzzy intersection.

Proof: The "if" part of the statement is trivial. To prove the "only if" part, let us
assume that R is a solution to (11.30). Then, R C A TO B since A o R = B; furthermore,
R-1 C c(B) o c(A) or R C [c(B)
c(A)j-1 since c(B) a R-t = c(A). Therefore,

R C (A o B) n [c(B) .'

c(A)]"1

= R.

Since R C R C (A o B), f? satisfies the first equation in (11.30). Similarly, since
R-1 C R-1 C c(B) c(A), A satisfies the second equation in (11.30). Hence, A is the
greatest solution to (11.30).

This theorem has at least two implications. First, it allows us to use formula (11.31) to
test whether (11.30) has a solution. Second, if h given by (11.31) is not a solution to (11.30),
then the system of equations (11.30) has no solution and, consequently, there are no fuzzy
implications for the given conditional proposition that are suitable for both modus ponens and
modus tollens.
When the equations in (11.30) have no solutions for R, we need to search for appropriate

approximate solutions. We know from Chapter 6 that A o B and [c(B) v c(A)]-1 are,
respectively, the greatest approximate solutions to the first and second equation in (11.30).
Obviously, if

A O B = [c(B) o c(A)]-1,

(11.32)

then R = A BB is also the greatest approximate solution to the system (11.30).
following theorem establishes one case in which (11.32) is satisfied.

The
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Theorem 11.8. Let i (a, b) = max(0, a + b - 1) for all a, b E [0, 1], and let 3a be the
Lukasiewicz implication; that is,

w: (a, b) = 9. (a, b) = min(1, 1 - a + b)

for all a, b E [0, 1].

Then, (11.32) holds for any fuzzy sets A, B and, consequently,

R = A o B is the greatest approximate solution to (11.30) for the standard fuzzy complement
c.

Proof.- For all x E X, Y E Y,
(A

M

B)(x, y) = w; [A(x), B(y)] = min[1, 1 - A(x) + B(y)]

and

[c(B)

c(A)]-'(x, y) = [c(B) ° c(A)](y,x) = wi[c(B(y)), c(A(x))]
= w; [1- B(y), 1 - A(x)]

= min[1, 1 - (1 - B(y)) + (1 - A(x))]
= min[1, 1 - A(x) + B(y)].
Hence, (11.32) holds.

It should be clear from the examples examined in this section that fuzzy relation
equations play a fundamental role in approximate reasoning. However, more research is
needed to fully utilize their potential in this area.
11.6 INTERVAL-VALUED APPROXIMATE REASONING

Although this text is largely restricted to ordinary fuzzy sets, we occasionally explore some
issues that involve other types of fuzzy sets. This section is one of those explorations. Its
purpose is to characterize approximate reasoning with interval-valued fuzzy sets. This subject
is important for the development of inference engines of expert systems in any application
area in which it is not sensible to define exact membership grades.
Let A denote an'interval-valued fuzzy set. Then,

A(x) = [LA(x), UA(x)] C [0, 1]

(11.33)

for each x E X, where LA, UA are fuzzy sets that are called the lower bound of A and the
upper bound of A, respectively. For convenience, (11.33) may be written in a shorthand
notation as
A = [LA, UA].

(11.34)

When LA = UA, clearly, A becomes an ordinary fuzzy set.

The basic issue of approximate reasoning with interval-valued fuzzy sets can be
expressed as follows: given a conditional fuzzy proposition (if-then rule) of the form

If x is A, the Y is B,

(11.35)
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where A, B are interval-valued fuzzy sets defined on universal sets X and Y, respectively, and
given a fact
X is A',

(11.36)

how can we derive a conclusion in the form

'is B'

(11.37)

from (11.35) and (11.36)?

To address this question, we have to use some interpretation of the conditional fuzzy
proposition (11.35). One possible interpretation is to view this conditional proposition as an
interval-valued fuzzy relation R = [LR, UR], where
LR(X, Y) = a[UA(x), L.B(Y)],

(11.38)

UR(x,Y) = a[LA(X), UB(Y)]

for all x E X, y E Y; a denotes a fuzzy implication satisfying at least Axioms 1 and 2 in
Sec. 11.2. It is easy to prove that L R (x, y) UR(x, y) for all x E X and y E Y and, hence,
R is well defined.
Once relation R is determined, it facilitates the reasoning process. Given A"= [L A,, UA-],
UB,] by the compositional rule of inference
we derive a conclusion B' _

B' = A'

R,

(11.39)

where i is a t-norm and
LB, = LA,

°r

LR,

(11.40)

UB = UA, o UR.

The choice of the t-norm depends on the choice of fuzzy implication in (11.38) as well as
other circumstances,
To illustrate the described reasoning procedure, let a proposition of the form (11.35) be

given, where X = {x1, x2, x3}, Y = {yl, y2}, LA = .5/x1+.6/x2+1/x3, UA = .6/x1+.8/x2+
1/x3, LB = .4/yr + 1/y2, UB = .6/yr + 1/y2. Assuming that the Lukasiewicz implication

a(a, b) = min(1, 1 - a + b)

(a, b E [0, 1])

is chosen, we obtain the lower and bounds of relation R by (11.38):
L R = .8/xl, Yt + 1/xt, y2 + .6/xz, yl + 1/x2, y2 + .4/x3, Yl + 1/x3, Y2,
UR = 1/XI, Yl + 1/x1, y2 + 1/x2, yl + 1/x2, Y2 +.61X3, yl + 1/x3, y2.

Given now LA, = .4/xl + .8/x2 + 1/x3 and UA, = .5/x1 + .9/x2 + 1/x3i and choosing
i (a, b) = max[0, a + b - 1], we obtain the lower and upper bounds of the conclusion B' by
(11.40):

LB, _ .4/Y, + 1/Y2,
UB, _ .9/Y1 + 1/Y2
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NOTES
11.1. Literature dealing with fuzzy expert systems is quite extensive. To guide the reader, we deem
it sufficient to refer only to books on the subject, each of which contains many additional
references to papers in journals or conference proceedings, The key books on this subject were
written or edited by Negoita [1985], Zemankova-Leech and Kandel [1984], Gupta et at [1985],
Hall and Kandel (1986], Verdegay and Delgado [1990], Kruse, Schwecke, and Heinsohn

[1991], and Kandel [1991]. Thorough overviews of the role of fuzzy sets in approximate
reasoning were prepared by Dubois and Prade [1991a, b] and Nakanishi et al. [1993].
11.2. This issue of fuzzy implication in approximate reasoning was addressed in an early paper by
Gaines [1976]. The first systematic study of fuzzy implications was undertaken by Bandler
and Kohout [1980a, b]. Important contributions related to the material in Secs. 11.2 and
11.3 were made by Willmott [1980], Weber [1983], Trillas and Valverde [1985], Wu [1986],
Oh and Bandler [1987], Smets and Magrez [1987], and Fodor [1991b]. Perhaps the most
comprehensive study of fuzzy implications was undertaken by Ruan and Kerre [1993] and
Kerre [1991]. Numerous articles by Zadeh collected in [Yager et at., 1987] are also relevant to
this chapter. In fact, most ideas associated with approximate reasoning were first presented by
Zadeh and later developed by other researchers. A few additional contributors to approximate
reasoning should be mentioned: Baldwin [1979a, b, 1993a, b], Dubois and Prade [1991a,
b, 1992b], Giles [1982], Gorzalczany [1987, 1989a, b], Koczy and Hirota [1993], Mizumoto
[1981], Raha and Ray [1992], Thornber [1993a, b], Turksen [1989], Uehara and Fujise [1993a,
b], and Whalen and Schott [1985b].

EXERCISES
11.1. Prove that (11.1) and (11.3) are equivalent in the sense of classical two-value logic.
11.2. Explore fuzzy implications defined by (11.7) and (11.8), respectively, in the following cases:

(a) i = min, u = max;
(b) i = product, u = algebraic sum;
(c) i = bounded difference, u = bounded sum;

(d) i = i,,, u =

Assume that c is always the standard fuzzy complement.
11.3. Determine, for each fuzzy implication obtained in Exercise 11.2, which axioms it satisfies.
11.4. Let i and u be the standard fuzzy intersection and fuzzy union, respectively. Suppose that 3 is
a fuzzy implication satisfying Axiom 1 and Axiom 2. Prove that the following equations hold
for any a, b, c E [0, 1] :
(a) 3(a, i(b, c)) = i (3(a, b), 3(a, c));
(b) 3(a, u(b, c)) = u(3(a, b), 3(a, c));
(c) 3(i (a, b), c) = u(3(a, c), 3(b, c));
(d) 3(u(a, b), c) = i(3(a, c), 3(b, c)).
11.5. Prove that Axiom 7 implies Axiom 3 and Axiom 4.
11.6. Let f be a function defined by f (a) = e° for all a E [0, 1]. Determine the fuzzy intersection,
fuzzy union, fuzzy implication, and fuzzy complement generated by f .
11.7. Prove that the following fuzzy implications satisfy the generalized modus ponens, modus
tollens, and hypothetical syllogism: (a) 3,; (b) 3,,,; (c)
(d) 3,8;
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11.8. Consider the if-then rules
(1) If X is A1, then is B1,
(2) If X is A2, then is B,,

where At E T(X), Bi E 3(Y) (j = 1, 2) are fuzzy sets
Al = 1/xj +.9/x2 +.1/x3; A2 = .9/x1 + 1/x2 +.2/x3;

Bl = 1/yl +.2/y2; B2 = .2/yl + .9/y2.
Given the fact

X is A',
where A' = .8/r1 +.9/x2+.1/x3i use the method of interpolation to calculate the conclusion B'.
11.9. Let the Lukasiewicz implication a, be employed to calculate fuzzy relation Rj in (11.12); that

is, Rj(x, y) = a,(Aj(x), Bj(y)), for all x E X, Y E Y. Calculate B' and B,' in (11.24) and
(11.26) for Exercise 11.8.
11.10. Prove that Theorem 11.6 holds for sup-i composition based on a continuous t-norm i.
11.11. If modus ponens is required, find fuzzy relation R for Rule (1) in Exercise 11.8.
11.12. If modus tollens is required, find fuzzy relation R for Rule (1) in Exercise 11.8.
11.13. If both modus ponens and modus tollens were required, what would happen to fuzzy relation
R for Rule (1) in Exercise 11.8?
11.14. If modus ponens is required, find fuzzy relation R for both rules in Exercise 11.8.
11.15. Generalize Theorem 11.7 to multiconditional cases.

12
FUZZY SYSTEMS

12.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION
In general, a fuzzy system is any system whose variables (or, at least, some of them) range
over states that are fuzzy sets. For each variable, the fuzzy sets are defined on some relevant
universal set, which is often an interval of real numbers. In this special but important case, the
fuzzy sets are fuzzy numbers, and the associated variables are linguistic variables (Sec. 4.2).
Representing states of variables by fuzzy sets is a way of quantizing the variables.
Due to the finite resolution of any measuring instrument, appropriate quantization, whose
coarseness reflects the limited measurement resolution, is inevitable whenever a variable
represents a real-world attribute. For example, when measurements of values of a variable

can be obtained only to an accuracy of one decimal digit, two decimal digits, and so
on, a particular quantization takes place. The interval of real numbers that represents the
range of values of the variable is partitioned into appropriate subintervals. Distinct values
within each subinterval are indistinguishable by the measuring instrument involved and,
consequently, are considered equivalent. The subintervals are labelled by appropriate real
numbers (i.e., relevant real numbers with one significant digit, two significant digits, etc.),
and these labels are viewed as states of the variable. That is, states of any quantized
variable are representatives of equivalence classes of actual values of the variable. Each
given state of a quantized variable is associated with uncertainty regarding the actual value
of the variable. This uncertainty can be measured by the size of the equivalence class, as
explained in Sec. 9.2.
To illustrate the usual quantization just described, let us consider a variable whose range
is [0, 1]. Assume that the measuring instrument employed allows us to measure the variable
to an accuracy of one decimal digit. That is, states of the variable are associated with intervals

[0, .05), [.05, .15), [.15-25),..., [.85,.95), [.95, 1] that are labelled, respectively, by their
representatives 0, .1, .2...... 9, 1. This example of quantization is shown in Fig. 12.1a.
Measurement uncertainty, expressed for each measuring instrument by a particular

coarseness of states of the associated variable, is an example of forced uncertainty. In
general, forced uncertainty is a result of information deficiency. Measurement uncertainty,
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Figure 12.1 Examples of distinct types of quantization: (a) crisp forced; (b) fuzzy forced; (c)
crisp opted; (d) fuzzy opted.

for example, results from the principal inability of any measuring instrument to overcome its
limiting finite resolution,
Although the usual quantization of variables is capable of capturing limited resolutions
of measuring instruments, it completely ignores the issue of measurement errors. While representing states of a variable by appropriate equivalence classes of its values is mathematically
convenient, the ever-present measurement errors make this representation highly unrealistic. It can be made more realistic by expressing the states as fuzzy sets. This is illustrated
for our previous example in Fig. 12.1b. Fuzzy sets are, in this example, fuzzy numbers with
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the shown triangular membership functions, and their representations are the linguistic labels around 0, around .1, around .2, and so forth. Fuzzy quantization is often called granulation.

Forced uncertainty must be distinguished from opted uncertainty. The latter is not a
result of any information deficiency but, instead, results from the lack of need for higher
certainty. Opted uncertainty is obtained, for example, by quantizing a variable beyond the
coarseness induced by the measuring instrument involved. This additional quantization allows
us to reduce information regarding the variable to a level desirable for a given task. Hence,

while forced uncertainty is a subject of epistemology, opted uncertainty is of a pragmatic
nature.

Considering our previous example, assume that we need to distinguish only three
states of the variable instead of the eleven states that are made available by our measuring
instrument. It is reasonable to label these states as low, medium, and high. A crisp definition
of these states and its more meaningful fuzzy counterpart are shown in Figs. 12.1c and d,
respectively.

One reason for eliminating unnecessary information in complex systems with many
variables is to reduce the complexity when using the system for a given task. For example,
to describe a procedure for parking a car in terms of a set of relevant variables (position of
the car relative to other objects on the scene, direction of its movement, speed, etc), it would
not be practical to specify values of these variables with high precision. As is well known, a
description of this procedure in approximate linguistic terms is quite efficient. This important
role of uncertainty in reducing complexity is well characterized by Zadeh [1973]:
Given the deeply entrenched tradition of scientific thinking which equates the understanding
of a phenomenon with the ability to analyze it in quantitative terms, one is certain to strike
a dissonant note by questioning the growing tendency to analyze the behavior of humanistic
systems as if they were mechanistic systems governed by difference, differential, or integral
equations.

Essentially, our contention is that the conventional quantitative techniques of system
analysis are intrinsically unsuited for dealing with humanistic systems or, for that matter, any
system whose complexity is comparable to that of humanistic systems. The basis for this
contention rests on what might be called the principle of incompatibility. Stated informally, the
essence of this principle is that as the complexity of a system increases, our ability to make
precise and yet significant statements about its behavior diminishes until a threshold is reached
beyond which precision and significance (or relevance) become almost mutually exclusive
characteristics. It is in this sense that precise analyses of the behavior of humanistic systems are
not likely to have much relevance to the real-world societal, political, economic, and other types
of problems which involve humans either as individuals or in groups.

An alternative approach... is based on the premise that the key elements in human
thinking are not numbers, but labels of fuzzy sets, that is, classes of objects in which the
transition from membership to non-membership is gradual rather than abrupt. Indeed, the
pervasiveness of fuzziness in human thought processes suggests that much of the logic behind
human reasoning is not the traditional two-valued or even multivalued logic, but a logic with
fuzzy truths, fuzzy connectives, and fuzzy rules of inference. In our view, it is this fuzzy, and
as yet not well-understood, logic that plays a basic role in what may well be one of the most
important facets of human thinking, -namely, the ability to summarize information-to extract
from the collection of masses of data impinging upon the human brain those and only those
subcollections which are relevant to the performance of the task at hand.
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By its nature, a summary is an approximation to what it summarizes. For many
purposes, a very approximate characterization of a collection of data is sufficient because most
of the basic tasks performed by humans do not require a high degree of precision in their
execution. The human brain takes advantage of this tolerance for imprecision by encoding
the "task-relevant" (or "decision-relevant") information into labels of fuzzy sets which bear an
approximate relation to the primary data. In this way, the stream of information reaching the
brain via the visual, auditory, tactile, and other senses is eventually reduced to the trickle that
is needed to perform a specific task with a minimal degree of precision. Thus, the ability to
manipulate fuzzy sets and the consequent summarizing capability constitute one of the most
important assets of the human mind as well as a fundamental characteristic that distinguishes

human intelligence from the type of machine intelligence that is embodied in presentday digital computers.
Viewed in this perspective, the traditional techniques of system analysis are not well suited
for dealing with humanistic systems because they fail to come to grips with the reality of the
fuzziness of human thinking and behavior. Thus to deal with such systems radically, we need
approaches which do not make a fetish of precision, rigor, and mathematical formalism, and
which employ instead a methodological framework which is tolerant of imprecision and partial
truths.

A lot of work has already been done to explore the utility of fuzzy set theory in various
subareas of systems analysis. However, the subject of systems analysis is too extensive to
be covered here in a comprehensive fashion. Hence, we can cover only a few representative
aspects and rely primarily on the Notes at the end of this chapter to overview the rapidly
growing literature on this subject.
The most successful application area of fuzzy systems has undoubtedly been the area of
fuzzy control. It is thus appropriate to cover fuzzy control in greater detail than other topics.
Our presentation of fuzzy control includes a discussion of the connection between fuzzy
controllers and neural networks, the importance of which has increasingly been recognized.
Furthermore, we also discuss the issue of fuzzifying neural networks.

12.2 FUZZY CONTROLLERS: AN OVERVIEW
In general, fuzzy controllers are special expert systems (Sec. 11.1). Each employs -a knowledge
base, expressed in terms of relevant fuzzy inference rules, and an appropriate inference engine
to solve a given control problem. Fuzzy controllers vary substantially according to the nature

of the control problems they are supposed to solve. Control problems range from complex
tasks, typical in robotics, which require a multitude of coordinated actions, to simple goals,
such as maintaining a prescribed state of a single variable. Since specialized books on fuzzy
controllers are now available (Note 12.2), we restrict our exposition to relatively simple
control problems.
Fuzzy controllers, contrary to classical controllers, are capable of utilizing knowledge
elicited from human operators. This is crucial in control problems for which it is difficult
or even impossible to construct precise mathematical models, or for which the acquired
models are difficult or expensive to use. These difficulties may result from inherent
nonlinearities, the time-varying nature of the processes to be controlled, large unpredictable
environmental disturbances, degrading sensors or other difficulties in obtaining precise and
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reliable measurements, and a host of other factors. It has been observed that experienced
human operators are generally able to perform well under these circumstances.
The knowledge of an experienced human operator may be used as an alternative to a
precise model of the controlled process. While this knowledge is also difficult to express
in precise terms, an imprecise linguistic description of the manner of control can usually be
articulated by the operator with relative ease. This linguistic description consists of set of
control rules that make use of fuzzy propositions. A typical form of these rules is exemplified
by the rule

IF the temperature is very high
AND the pressure is slightly low
THEN the heat change should be slightly negative,

where temperature and pressure are the observed state variables of the process, and heat
change is the action to be taken by the controller. The vague terms very high, slightly low,
and slightly negative can be conveniently represented by fuzzy sets defined on the universes
of discourse of temperature values, pressure values, and heat change values, respectively.
This type of linguistic rule has formed the basis for the design of a great variety of fuzzy
controllers described in the literature.
A general fuzzy controller consists of four modules: a fuzzy rule base, a fuzzy inference
engine, and fuzziflcation/defuzzifzcation modules. The interconnections among these modules
and the controlled process are shown in Fig. 12.2.
A fuzzy controller operates by repeating a cycle of the following four steps. First,
measurements are taken of all variables that represent relevant conditions of the controlled
process. Next, these measurements are converted into appropriate fuzzy sets to express
measurement uncertainties. This step is called a fuzzification. The fuzzifed measurements
are then used by the inference engine to evaluate the control rules stored in the fuzzy rule
base. The result of this evaluation is a fuzzy set (or several fuzzy sets) defined on the universe

--------------
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FYgure 12.2 A general scheme of a fuzzy controller.
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of possible actions. This fuzzy set is then converted, in the final step of the cycle, into a
single (crisp) value (or a vector of values) that, in some sense, is the best representative of the
fuzzy set (or fuzzy sets), This conversion is called a defuzzification. The defuzzified values
represent actions taken by the fuzzy controller in individual control cycles.
To characterize the steps involved in designing a fuzzy controller, let us consider a very
simple control problem, the problem of keeping a desired value of a single variable in spite
of environmental disturbances. In this case, two conditions are usually monitored by the
controller: an error, e, defined as the difference between the actual value of the controlled
variable and its desired value, and the derivative of the error, e, which expresses the rate
of change of the error. Using values of e and e, the fuzzy controller produces values of a
controlling variable v, which represents relevant control actions.

Let us now discuss the basic steps involved in the design of fuzzy controllers and
illustrate each of them by this simple control problem, expressed by the scheme in Fig. 12.3.
Disturbances

Actions
v

Fuzzy
controller

Controlled
process

Conditions

Figure 123 A general scheme for
controlling a desired value of a single
variable.

The design involves the following five steps.

Stop 1. After identifying relevant input and output variables of the controller and
ranges of their values, we have to select meaningful linguistic states for each variable and
express them by appropriate fuzzy sets. In most cases, these fuzzy sets are fuzzy numbers,
which represent linguistic labels such as approximately zero, positive small, negative small,
positive medium, and so on.
To illustrate this step by the simple control problem depicted in Fig. 12.3, assume that
the ranges of the input variables e and a are [-a, a] and [-b, b], respectively, and the range
of the output variable v is [-c, c]. Assume further that the following seven linguistic states
are selected for each of the three variables:

NL-negative large
NM-negative medium
NS-negative small

PL-positive large
PM-positive medium
PS-positive small

A7,--approximately zero
Representing, for example, these linguistic states by triangular-shape fuzzy numbers that are
equally spread over each range, we obtain the frizzy quantizations exemplified for variable
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Figure 12.4 Possible fuzzy quantization of the range [-a, a] by triangular-shaped fuzzy
numbers.

e in Fig. 12.4; for variables a and v, value a in Fig. 12.4 is replaced with values b and c,
respectively.

It is important to realize that the fuzzy quantization defined in Fig. 12.4 for the range
[-a, a] and the seven given linguistic labels are only a reasonable example. For various
reasons, emerging from specific applications, other shapes of the membership functions might

be preferable to the triangular shapes. The shapes need not be symmetric and need not be
equally spread over the given ranges. Moreover, different fuzzy quantizations may be defined
for different variables. Some intuitively reasonable definitions of the membership functions
(e.g., those given in Fig. 12.4) are usually chosen only as preliminary candidates. They are
later modified by appropriate learning methods, often implemented by neural networks.

Step 2. In this step, a fuzzification function is introduced for each input variable to
express the associated measurement uncertainty. The purpose of the fuzzification function
is to interpret measurements of input variables, each expressed by a real number, as more
realistic fuzzy approximations of the respective real numbers. Consider, as an example,
a fuzzification function fe applied to variable e. Then, the fuzzification function has the
form
fe : [-a, a] -+ fit.,
where R denotes the se& of all fuzzy numbers, and fe (xo) is a fuzzy number chosen by fe
as a fuzzy approximation of the measurement e = xo. A possible definition of this fuzzy
number for any x0 E [-a, a] is given in Fig. 12.5, where e denotes a parameter that has to
be determined in the context of each particular application. It is obvious that, if desirable,
other shapes of membership functions may be used to represent the fuzzy numbers fe(xo).
For each measurement e = x0, the fuzzy set fe(xo) enters into the inference process (Step 4)
as a fact.
In some fuzzy controllers, input variables are not fuzzified. That is, measurements
of input variables are employed in the inference process directly as facts. In these cases,
function fe has, for each measurement e = x0 the special form fe(xo) = x0.

Step 3.

In this step, the knowledge pertaining to the given control problem is

formulated in terms of a set of fuzzy inference rules. There are two principal ways in which
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An example of the fuzzification function for variable e.

relevant inference rules can be determined. One way is to elicit them from experienced
human operators. The other way is to obtain them from empirical data by suitable learning
methods, usually with the help of neural networks.
In our example with variables e, e, and v, the inference rules have the canonical form

If e = A and e =B, then v = C,

(12.1)

where A, B, and C are fuzzy numbers chosen from the set of fuzzy numbers that represent the

linguistic states NL, NM, NS, AZ, PS, PM, and PL. Since each input variable has, in this
example, seven linguistic states, the total number of possible nonconfiicting fuzzy inference
rules is 72 = 49. They can conveniently be represented in a matrix form, as exemplified in
Fig. 12.6. This matrix and the definitions of the linguistic states (Fig. 12.4) form the fuzzy
rule base of our fuzzy controller. In practice, a small subset of all possible fuzzy inference
rules is often sufficient to obtain acceptable performance of the fuzzy controller. Appropriate
pruning of the fuzzy rule base may be guided, for example, by statistical data regarding the
utility of the individual fuzzy inference rules under specified circumstances.

e

v

NL NM NS AZ

PS

PL

PM

PM PL

NL
AZ

NM
NS
e

AZ

PM
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Figure 22.6 An example of a fuzzy rule
base.
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To determine proper fuzzy inference rules experimentally, we need a set of inputoutput data
((xk, yk, Zk) Ik E K},

where zk is a desirable value of the output variable v for given values xk and yk of the input
variables e and e , respectively, and K is an appropriate index set. Let A(xk), B(yk), C(zk)
denote the largest membership grades in fuzzy sets representing the linguistic states of
variables e, e, v, respectively. Then, it is reasonable to define a degree of relevance of the
rule (12.1) by the formula
tl[t2(A(xk), B(yk)), C(zk)J,

where i1, i2 are t-norms. This degree, when calculated for all rules activated by the inputoutput data, allows us to avoid conflicting rules in the fuzzy rule base. Among rules that
conflict with one another, we select the one with the largest degree of relevance.

Step 4. Measurements of input variables of a fuzzy controller must be properly
combined with relevant fuzzy information rules to make inferences regarding the output
variables. This is the purpose of the inference engine. In designing inference engines, we
can directly utilize some of the material covered in Chapters 8 and 11.
In our example with variables e, e, v, we may proceed as follows. First, we convert
given fuzzy.inference rules of the form (12.1) into equivalent simple fuzzy conditional
propositions of the form

If(e,e)isAxB, thenvisC,
where

[A x B] (x, y) = min[A(x), B(y)]
for all x E [-a, a] and all y E [-b, b]. Similarly, we express the fuzzified input measurements
fe(xo) and fe(yo) as a single joint measurement,
.
(eo, eo) = fe(xo) x fe(yo)

Then, the problem of inference regarding the output variable v becomes the problem of
approximate reasoning with several conditional fuzzy propositions, which is discussed in
Sec. 11.4. When the fuzzy rule base consists of n fuzzy inference rules, the reasoning schema
has, in our case, the form
Rule 1

Rule 2:
Rule n :
Fact :

If (e, e) is A! x Bl, then v is C1
If (e, e) is A2 x B2, then v is C2

If (e, e) is A x B,,, then v is C
(e, e) is fe(xo) x fe(yo)

Conclusion : v is C

The symbols A j, Bp Cf (j = 1, 2, ... , n) denote fuzzy sets that represent the linguistic states
of variables e, e, v, respectively.
For each rule in the fuzzy rule base, there is a correspondin' relation R1, which is
determined as explained in Sec. 8.3. Since the rules are interpreted as disjunctive, we may
use (11.25) to conclude that the state of variable v is characterized by the fuzzy set
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C = U [fe(xo) x fe(yo)] ; R,,

(12.2)

1

where o is the sup-i composition for a t-norm i. The choice of the t-norm is a matter similar
to the choice of fuzzy sets for given linguistic labels. The t-norm can be either elicited from
domain experts or determined from empirical data.
The method of interpolation explained in Sec. 11.4 and illustrated in Fig. 11.3 is the
usual method employed in simple fuzzy controllers for determining the resulting fuzzy set
C in the described reasoning schema. The formulation of the method in Sec. 11.4 can be
applied to our case by taking I = (e, e) and Y = v. Linguistic states of (e, e) are fuzzy sets
defined on [-a, a] x [-b, b], which are calculated from their counterparts for e and a by the
minimum operator.

Step 5. In this last step of the design process, the designer of a fuzzy controller must
select a suitable defizzification method. The purpose of defuzzification is to convert each
conclusion obtained by the inference engine, which is expressed in terms of a fuzzy set, to
a single real number. The resulting number, which defines. the action taken by the fuzzy
controller, is not arbitrary. It must, in some sense, summarize the elastic constraint imposed
on possible values of the output variable by the fuzzy set. The set to be defuzzified in our
example is, for any input measurements e = x0 and e = yo, the set C defined by (12.2).
A number of defuzzification methods leading to distinct results were proposed in the
literature. Each method is based on some rationale. The following three defuzzification
methods have been predominant in the literature on fuzzy control.

Center of Area Method
In this method, which is sometimes called the center of gravity method or centroid method,
the defuzzified value, dcA(C), is defined as the value within the range of variable v for which
the area under the graph of membership function C is divided into two equal subareas. This
value is calculated by the formula
C (z)zdz
dCA(C) =

ff C(z)dz

For the discrete case, in which C is defined on a finite universal set {z1, z2, ... ,

(12.3)

the

formula is
n

E C(Zk)Zk
(12.4)

dCA(C)=k
C(zk)
k=1

If dcA(C) is not equal to any value in the universal set, we take the value closest to it.
Observe that the values
C(zk)
n

F- C(zk)

k-1
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for all k = 1, 2, ... , n form a probability distribution obtained from the membership function
C by the ratio-scale transformation. Consequently, the defuzzified value dcA(C) obtained by
formula (12.4) can be interpreted as an expected value of variable v.
Center of Maxima Method

In this method, the defuzzified value, dcM(C), is defined as the average of the smallest value
and the largest value of v for which C(z) is the height, h(C), of C. Formally,

dcu(C) _

infM+ supM

(12.5)

where

M = {z E [-c, c]IC(z) = h(C)}.

(12.6)

dcM(C) = min(zklzk E M) 2 max{zklzk E M}

(12.7)

M = {zklC(zk) = h(C)}.

(12.8)

For the discrete case,

where

Mean of Maxima Method

In this method, which is usually defined only for the discrete case, the defuzzified value,
dMM(C), is the average of all values in the crisp set M defined by (12.8). That is,
Zk
(12.9).

dMM(C)

In the continuous case, when M is given by (12.6), dMM(C) may be defined as the arithmetic
average of mean values of all intervals contained in M, including intervals of length zero.
Alternatively, dMM(C) may be defined as a weighted average of mean values of the intervals,
in which the weights are interpreted as the relative lengths of the intervals.
An application of the four defuzzification methods (dcA, dcM, dMM, and dMM weighted)

to a particular fuzzy set is illustrated in Fig. 12.7.
It is now increasingly recognized that these defuzzification methods, as well as other

methods proposed in the literature, may be viewed as special members of parametrized
families of defuzzification methods. For the discrete case, an interesting family is defii ed by
the formula
n

C"(Zk)Zk

dp(C)=k,1,
E CP(Zk)
k=1

(12.10)
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C

Figure 12.7 Illustration of the described defuzzificatioo methods: 1 - dcA, 2 - duu, 3 - dcu,

4 - d v (weighted).

where p E (0, oo) is a parameter by which different defuzzification methods are distinguished.

This parameter has an interesting interpretation. When p = 1, the center of area method
is obtained. When p 1, the parameter introduces a bias into the probability distribution
obtained from C by the ratio-scale transformation. When p < 1, probabilities of values zk
for which C(zk) < h(C) are magnified. The magnification increases with decreasing value p
and, for each given value of p, it increases with decreasing value of C(zk). When p > 1,
the biasing effect is inversed; that is, probabilities of value ik for which C(zk) < h(C) are
reduced. The reduction increases with decreasing values C(zk) and increasing values p.
When p
0, all values in (Zt, z2, ... , z,,) are given equal probabilities and, hence,
do(C) is equal to their arithmetic average. In this case, the shape of the membership function

C is totally discounted. Taking do(C) as a value that represents a summitry of fuzzy set
C may be interpreted as an expression of very low confidence in the inference process.
At the other extreme, when p --> oc, we obtain the mean of maxima method, and taking
di,.(C) = d.M(C) may be interpreted as the expression of full confidence in the reasoning
process. Hence, the value of p of the chosen defuzzification may be interpreted as an
indicator of the confidence placed by the designer in the reasoning process.
Observe that one particular value of p is obtained by the uncertainty invariance principle
explained in Sec. 9.7. In this case, the probability distribution that is used for calculating the
expected value of variable v preserves all information contained in the fuzzy set C. Hence, the
defuzzification method based on this value is the only method fully justified in informationtheoretic terms.
For the continuous case, the following formula is a counterpart of (12.10):

f c, CP(z)zdz

dp(C) = fecCp(z)dz

(12.11)

The formula is not directly applicable for p -+ oo, but it is reasonable (in analogy with the
discrete case) to define do,, as dMM given by (12.9).
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12.3 FUZZY CONTROLLERS: AN EXAMPLE

In this section, we describe a particular fuzzy controller of the simple type characterized
in Fig. 12.3. We use only one example since descriptions of many other fuzzy controllers,
designed for a great variety of control problems, can readily be found in the literattue
(Note 12.2).
We chose to describe a fuzzy controller whose control problem is to stabilize an inverted
pendulum. This control problem, which has been quite popular in both classical control and

fuzzy control, has a pedagogical value. It can easily be understood, due to its appeal to
common sense, and yet it is not overly simple. We describe a very simple version, which
consists of only seven fuzzy inference rules. It was designed and implemented by Yamakawa
[1989]. He demonstrated that even such a simple fuzzy controller works reasonably well for
poles that are not too short or too light, and under environmental disturbances that are not
too severe. Although performance can be greatly improved by enlarging the fuzzy rule base,
the simple version is preferable from the pedagogical point of view.
The problem of stabilizing an inverted pendulum, which is illustrated in Fig. 12.8, is
described as follows. A movable pole is attached to a vehicle through a pivot, as shown in
the figure. This situation can be interpreted as an inverted pendulum. The control problem is
to keep the pole (pendulum) in the vertical position by moving the vehicle appropriately. The
three variables- involved in this control problem have the following meaning: e is the angle
between the actual position of the pole and its desirable vertical position, a is the derivative
(rate of change) of variable e, and u is proportional to the velocity, w, of the vehicle. While
variable e is directly measured by an appropriate angle sensor, its derivative a is calculated
from successive measurements of e. When the pole is tilted toward left (or toward right), e is
viewed as negative (or positive, respectively), and a similar convention applies to e. Variable
v is a suitable electrical quantity (electric current or voltage). Its values determine, through
an electric motor driven by an appropriate servomechanism, the force applied to the vehicle.

Again, the force is viewed as negative (or positive) when it causes the vehicle to move to
the left (or to the right, respectively). For convenience, we may express v in a suitable scale
for which it is numerically equal to the resulting force. Then, propositions about v may be
directly interpreted in terms of the force applied to the vehicle.
Observe that this simplified formulation of the control problem does not include
the requirement that the position of the vehicle also be stabilized. Two additional input
variables would have to be included in the fuzzy controller to deal with this requirement:
a variable defined by the distance (positive or negative) between the actual position of the
vehicle and its desirable position, and the derivative of this variable expressing the velocity
of the vehicle (positive or negative). Assuming that seven linguistic states were again
recognized for each of the variables, the total number of possible nonconfticting fuzzy
inference rules would become 7° = 2,401. It turns out from experience that only a small

fraction of these rules, say 20 or so, is sufficient to achieve a high performance of the
resulting fuzzy controller.
To compare fuzzy control with classical control in dealing with the problem of stabilizing
an inverted pendulum, we briefly describe a mathematical model of the mechanics involved
by which proper movements of the vehicle would be determined in a classical controller.
The model consists of a system of four differential equations, whose derivation is outside the
scope of this text. The equations are
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CONTROLLER

Figure 12.8

Fuzzy controller as a stabilizer of an inverted pendulum.

I e= V L sine - HL cos e,
V - mg = -mL (e sine + e2 cos e),
H = mii + mL (e cos e - e2 sin e),

U - H=Miti,
where e, e, a are the angle and its first and second derivatives, 2L is the. length of the
pendulum, w is the second derivative of the position of the vehicle, m and M are masses
of the pendulum and the vehicle, H and V are horizontal and vertical forces at the pivot,
V is the driving force given to the vehicle, and I = mL2/3 is the moment of inertia. It
is clearly difficult to comprehend this model intuitively. Moreover, since the first three
equations are nonlinear, the system is difficult, if not impossible, to solve analytically. Hence,
we have to resort to computer simulation, which is not suitable for real-time control due to
excessive computational demands. To overcome these difficulties, special assumptions are
usually introduced to make the model linear. This, however, restricts the capabilities of the
controller. Another difficulty of the model-based classical control is that the model must
be modified whenever some parameters change, (e.g., when one pendulum is replaced with
another of different size and weight). Fuzzy control, based on intuitively understandable
linguistic control rules, is not subject to these difficulties.
Let us now discuss the main issues involved in the design of a fuzzy controller for
stabilizing an inverted pendulum. The discussion is organized in terms of the five design
steps described in Sec 12.2.

Step 1. It is typical to use seven linguistic states for each variable in fuzzy controllers
designed for simple control problems such as the stabilization of an inverted pendulum. The
linguistic states are usually represented by fuzzy sets with triangular membership functions,
such as those defined in Fig. 12.4. Let us choose this representation for all three variables,
each defined for the appropriate range.

Step 2. Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that measurements of input variables are
employed directly in the inference process. However, the distinction made in the inference
process by fuzzified inputs is illustrated in Fig. 12.11.
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Step 3. Following Yamakawa [19891, we select the seven linguistic inference rules
defined by the matrix in Fig. 12.9. The complete representation of these linguistic rules by
the fuzzy sets chosen in Step 1 is shown in Fig. 12.10. Observe that the linguistic states NL
and PL do not even participate in this very restricted set of inference rules.
re,-_

NM

NS
AZ

PS

NS

AZ

PS

AZ

NS
AZ

NM

AZ

PM

PM

PS

Figure 12.9 Minimum set of linguistic inference rules to stabilize an inverted pendulum.

The inference rules can easily be understood intuitively. For example, if the angle

is negative small (e = NS) and its rate of change is negative small (e = NS), then it
is quite natural that the velocity of the vehicle should be also negative small (v = NS)
to make a correction in the way the pole is moving. On the other hand, when the
angle is positive small (e = PS) and its rate of change is negative small (e = NS), the
movement of the pole is self-correcting; consequently, the velocity of the vehicle should be

approximately zero (v = AZ). Other rules can be easily explained by similar commonsense reasoning.

Step 4. To illustrate the inference engine, let us choose the interpolation method
explained in Sec. 11.4 and extended as explained in Sec. 12.2. This method is frequently
used in simple fuzzy controllers. For each pair of input measurements, e = x0 and a -= yo,
or their fuzzified counterparts, e = ff(xo) and e = fe(yo), we first calculate the degree of
their compatibility rj(xo, yo) with the antecedent (a fuzzy number) of each inference rule j.
When rj (xo, yo) > 0, we say that rule j fires for the measurements. We can see by a careful
inspection of our fuzzy rule base, as depicted in Fig. 12.10, that: (a) at least one rule fires for
all possible input measurements, crisp or fuzzified; (b) no more that two rules can fire when
the measurements of input variables are crisp; (c) more than two rules (and perhaps as many
as five) can fire when the measurements are fuzzified. For each pair of input measurements,
the value of the output variable v is approximated by a fuzzy set C(z) determined by (12.2),
as illustrated in Fig. 12.11 for both crisp and fuzzified measurements. Observe that only
rules 1 and 3 fire for the given crisp input measurements, while rules 1, 2, and 3 fire for their
fuzzified counterparts.

Step 5.

The most frequently used defuzzifications iethod in the simple fuzzy

controller is the centroid method. If we accept it for our controller, we obtain our defuzzified
values by (12.3), as exemplified in Fig. 12.11.
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Figure 12.10 Fuzzy rule base of the described fuzzy controller designed for stabilizing an*,,
inverted pendulum.
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e=yo

(a) Crisp measurements

(b) Fuzzifie& measurements
e=ts(xo)

e=fe(Yo)

Figure 12.11 Examples of fuzzy inference rules (of the fuzzy rue base specified in Fig.
11.10) that fire for given measurements of input variables: (a) crisp measurements; (b) fuzzified
measurements.
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12.4 FUZZY SYSTEMS AND NEURAL NETWORKS

It has increasingly been recognized that the areas of fuzzy systems and neural networks
are strongly interconnected. For example, neural networks have already been proven very
useful in numerous applications of fuzzy set theory for constructing membership functions
of relevant fuzzy sets and other context-dependent entities from sample data (Sec. 10.7).
They also show great promise as an efficient tool for solving fuzzy relation equations, which
play a fundamental role in dealing with many practical problems involving fuzzy systems
(Sec. 6.7).
In this section, we discuss the possibility of approximating a given fuzzy system by
an appropriate neural network. The discussion is restricted to the classical multilayer neural
networks, which are introduced in Appendix A.
The motivation for approximating fuzzy systems by neural networks is based upon the
inherent capability of neural networks to perform massive parallel processing of information.
This is important in those fuzzy controllers and, more generally, fuzzy expert systems, that
are required to process large numbers of fuzzy inference rules in real time. When the neural
network representing a given fuzzy expert system is implemented in hardware, all relevant
fuzzy inference rules are processed in parallel. This results in high computational efficiency,
which is crucial in many applications. Furthermore, the neural network representation is
eminently fitted for introducing suitable adaptive capabilities into the system. This is due to
the inherent learning capabilities of neural networks, which, in this context, can be utilized
for modifying fuzzy inference rules of the system on the basis of experience.
An important connection between fuzzy expert systems and neural networks, which
has been recognized and investigated since the early 1990s, is that they are both universal

approximators of continuous functions of a rather general class.

The term "universal

approximator" has the following precise mathematical meaning.
Let X be a compact subset of R" (i.e., a subset of W that is closed and bounded), and

let C(X; n, m) denote the set of all continuous functions f of the form f : X -a R. Then a
universal approximator, A, is a set of functions g of the form g : X - . R7 that satisfies the
following: for any given function f E C(X; n, m) and any real number a > 0, there exists a
function g E A such that If (x) - g(x) I < s for all x E X. While A is usually a subset of
C(X; n, m), the two sets may also be disjoint. The latter case takes place when functions in
A are not continuous.
The following is a summary of the main results regarding computational equivalences
between continuous functions, neural networks, and fuzzy expert systems (Note 12.4):

1. Feedforward neural networks with n inputs, m outputs (n > 1, m > 1), one hidden
layer, and a continuous activation function (e.g., the sigmoid function) in each neuron
are universal approximators. Comparable neural networks with more than one hidden
layer are, of course, universal approximators as well.
2. Fuzzy expert systems based on multiconditional approximate reasoning (Sec. 11.4) can
approximate feedforward neural networks with n inputs, m outputs, one or more hidden
layers, and a continuous activation function in each neuron, provided that the range of
the input variable is discretized into n values and the range of the output variable is
discretized into in values.
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3. It follows from (1) and (2) that fuzzy expert systems of the type described in (2) are
also universal approximators.
4. Fuzzy input-output controllers, that is, fuzzy expert systems based on multiconditional
approximate reasoning and a defuzzification of obtained conclusions, are universal
approximators.

Most of these results, which are of considerable theoretical significance, are thus far of
limited practical value. They are primarily existence results, which do not provide us with
procedures for constructing practical approximators.
In the rest of this section, we describe an example proposed by Patrikar and Provence
[1993] for approximating the inference engine of a simple fuzzy controller by a feedforward
neural network with one hidden layer.

For convenience, let us consider a simple fuzzy controller of the type introduced in
Sec. 12.2, but not necessarily its special application to the problem of stabilizing an inverted
pendulum discussed in Sec. 12.3. The fuzzy controller has two input variables, e and e, and
one output variable, v, which have the same meaning as in Sec. 12.2. Seven linguistic states
are distinguished for each variable, which are represented by triangular-shape fuzzy numbers
equally spread over the range of values of the variable, as depicted in Fig. 12.4. Assume, for

convenience, that the variables have the same range [-6, 6]. That is, the range [-a, a] in
Fig. 12.4 is interpreted for each variable as [-6, 6]. It is obvious that any given range can
be normalized to this convenient range. Assume further that the 49 fuzzy rules specified in
Fig. 12.6 are all included in the fuzzy rule base of our controller.
A possible structure of a feedforward neural network with one hidden layer by which
the inference engine of our fuzzy controller can be approximated is sketched in Fig. 12.12.
It is assumed that the sigmoid function is chosen as the activation function for each neuron,
and the backpropagation algorithm (Appendix A) is employed for training the neural network
to map a set of given input patterns into a set of desirable output patterns. We assume that
the neural network has q neurons in the hidden layer. According to available heuristic rules
(no definite formulas have been developed as yet), q > 6.
Inputs of the neural network are partitioned into two subsets that correspond to variables

e and a as shown in Fig. 12.12. Each input is assigned to a fuzzy number that represents
a particular linguistic state of the respective variable. Each output is allocated to one
of thirteen equally distributed discrete points in the range [-6, 6], which are the integers
-6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Its value specifies, at the given discrete point in
the range [-6, 6], the membership grade of the fuzzy number that represents the output
variable v.
Each fuzzy inference rule is represented in the neural network by an input vector, which

specifies the linguistic states of the input variables e and e, and an output vector, which
defines (at 13 discrete points) the corresponding fuzzy number of the output variable v. For
example, the fuzzy inference rule

IfeisAZandeisNS, thenvisPS
is represented in the neural network by the input vector
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

and the output vector
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Figure 12.12 A neural network approximating a fuzzy inference engine.

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, .5, 1_5, 0, 0, 0),

as illustrated in Fig. 12.12. These two vectors represent, in this application of the neural
network one input-output pair of a training set. The full training set consists of all 49 fuzzy
inference rules specified in Fig. 12.6. When this training set is applied to the backpropagation
algorithm (Appendix A), the neural network gradually learns to associate the proper fuzzy
number at the output with each of the possible pairs of input linguistic states.
After training, the neural network responds correctly to each input vector in the training
set. To utilize the network for producing appropriate control actions, it must be supplemented
with fuzzification and defirzzification modules. The role of the fuzzification module is to
feed appropriate input values into the neural network for any given measurements e = xo and
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yo. For general fuzzification functions fe and fe, these values form the input vector
(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7; b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7),

where aj expresses the degree of compatibility of fe(xo) with the antecedent e = A;, and b1
expresses the degree of compatibility of fe(yo) with the antecedent e = Bj (j = 1, 2, ... , 7).
Receiving an input vector of this form and meaning, the neural network produces an output
vector
(C-6, C-5, C-4, C-3, C-2, C-1, CO, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, CO,

by which a fuzzy set representing the conclusion of the inference is defined. This fuzzy set
must be converted to a single real number by the defuzzification module.
Once trained, the neural network provides us with a blueprint for a hardware implementation. Its actual hardware implementation involves massive parallel processing of information; hence, it is computationally very efficient. If desirable, the output representation of the neural network can be made more refined by dividing the range of the output variable into more discrete values and increasing the number of output neurons as needed.
12.5 FUZZY NEURAL NETWORKS

As discussed in Sec. 12.4, neural networks are eminently suited for approximating fuzzy
controllers and other types of fuzzy expert systems, as well as for implementing these
approximations in appropriate hardware. Although classical neural networks can be employed
for this purpose, attempts have been made to develop alternative neural networks, more attuned
to the various procedures of approximate reasoning. These alternative neural networks are
usually referred to as fizzy neural networks .
The following features, or some of them, distinguish fuzzy neural networks from their
classical counterparts:

1. inputs are fuzzy numbers;
2. outputs are fuzzy numbers;
3. weights are fuzzy numbers;
4. weighted inputs of each neuron are not aggregated by summation, but by some other
aggregation operation (Chapter 3).
A deviation from classical neural networks in any of these features requires that a properly
modified learning algorithm be developed. This, in some cases, is not an easy task.
Various types of fuzzy neural networks have been proposed in the literature. As an
example, we describe basic characteristics of only one type. Some other types are listed, with
relevant references, in Note 12.5.
Fuzzy neural networks to be described here were proposed by Hayashi, Buckley, and
Czogala [1993]. They are obtained by directly fuzzifying the classical feedforward neural
networks with one or more layers. The following are basic features of the resulting networks:
1. All real numbers that characterize a classical neural network become fuzzy numbers in
its fuzzified counterpart. These are numbers that characterize inputs to the network,
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outputs of neurons at hidden layers and the output layer, and weights at all layers.
Consider, for example, all numbers relevant to a particular output neuron, ONk, of a
single-layer feedforward neural network, as depicted in Fig. 12.13. If ONk is a fuzzy
neuron, then the inputs Xko, Xkl, ..., Xk,,, the weights W0, Wt, ... , W,,, and the output
Yk of this neuron are all fuzzy numbers.

Figure 12.13

Fuzzy numbers

characterizing a single fuzzy neuron.

2. The output of each neuron, exemplified here by the neuron characterized in Fig. 12.13,
is defined by the formula
n
So (E

W;Xki),

Yk =

(12.12)

where Sf is a sigmoid function for some chosen value of the steepness parameter a
(Appendix A). Since symbols Wj and Xki in (12.12) designate fuzzy numbers, the sum
n

Ak = E WJXki
i=o

must be calculated by fuzzy arithmetic. The output of the neuron,
Yk = S,6(Ak),

is then determined by using the extension principle.

3. Error function EP, employed in the backpropagation learning algorithm in a fuzzy
neural network with m outputs for each training sample p is defined by the formula
(12.13)

where T° is the target output and Yk is the actual output of output neuron ONk
for training sample p. Here, again, fuzzy arithmetic must be used to calculate E.
Otherwise, this formula for E. is exactly the same as its counterpart for classical neural
networks (compare (12.13) with (A.4) in Appendix A).

4. The stopping criterion for fuzzy neural networks must also be properly fuzzified.
Assume that Tk = YAP; for all k, which represents a perfect match of the actual outputs

with the target outputs. Then, assuming that the support of T° (and, in this case, also of
Yk) is the interval [tk , tk ], the support of Ep is included in the interval [-A, .k], where
n

E(tk -tkl)2.
k=1

Choosing now some number s > 0 as an acceptable deviation from the value of EP
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when T P = Yk for all k, it is reasonable to stop the learning algorithm whenever EP is
included in the interval [-,l - e, A + e].
5. Finally, we need to fuzzily the backpropagation learning algorithm. One way, proposed

by Hayashi et at.

[1993], is to replace the real numbers in the standard formulas

(Appendix A) with their fuzzy counterparts and apply fuzzy arithmetic to them.

12.6 FUZZYAUTOMATA

A finite automaton (also called a finite-state machine or sequential machine) is a dynamic
system operating in discrete time that transforms sequences of input states (stimuli) received
at the input of the system to sequences of output states (responses) produced at the output
of the system. The sequences may be finite or countably infinite. The transformation is
accomplished by the concept of a dynamically changing internal stag. At each discrete time,
the response of the system is determined on the basis of the received stimulus and the internal
state of the system. At the same time, a new internal state is determined, which replaces its

predecessor. The new internal state is stored in the system to be used the next time. An
automaton is called a fuzzy automaton when its states are characterized by fuzzy sets, and
the production of responses and next states is facilitated by appropriate fuzzy relations.
A finite fuzzy automaton, A, is a fuzzy relational system defined by the quintuple

A = (X, Y, Z, R, S),
where

X is a nonempty finite set of input states (stimuli),
Y is a nonempty finite set of output states (responses),
Z is a nonempty finite set of internal states,
R is a fuzzy relation on Z x Y, and

S is a fuzzy relation on X x Z x Z.

Assume that X = {x1, x2, ... , x,,}, Y = {yl, Y2, ... , ym}, Z = {z1, z2, ... , zq}, and let
A', B', C`, E' denote the fuzzy sets that characterize, respectively, the stimulus, response, current internal state, and emerging internal state (next state) of the automaton at time t.
The idea of a fuzzy automaton is depicted in Fig. 12.14. Given A` and C' at some time

t, fuzzy relations R and S allow us to determine B' and E'. Clearly, A' E 3(X), B` E 3(Y),
and C', E' E Y(Z). A fuzzy set C', which characterizes the initial internal state, must be
given to make the fuzzy automaton operate. Then, C' = E`-1 for each time t E N - (1). The
equation C' = E'-1 is assumed to be implemented by the block called storage in Fig. 12.14.
Its role is to store the produced fuzzy set E' at each time t and release it the next time under
the label C'.
Given a sequence A', A2, ... , and an initial characterization C1 of the internal state,
fuzzy relations R and S allow us to generate the corresponding sequences B1, B2, ... and
C2 = E1, C3 = E2, .... Due to the roles of relations R and S, it is reasonable to call R a
response relation and S a state-transition relation.
Assuming the standard fuzzy set operations, the fuzzy automaton operates as follows.
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Figure 12.14 Basic scheme of fuzzy
automata.

For any given fuzzy input state At, the ternary state-transition relation S is converted into a
binary relation, SA,, on Z x Z by the formula
SAL(z zj) = max(min[A'(xk), S(Xk, z:, z')])
keN,

(12.14)

for all pairs (z;, z,) E Z X Z. Then, assuming the present fuzzy state C' is given, the fuzzy
-next state Et and fuzzy output state B` are determined by the max-min compositions
Et = Ct o SAL,

(12.15)

B' = Ct o R.

(12.16)

Equations (12.14)-(12.16) are sufficient for handling sequences of fuzzy states. Consider, for
example, a sequence A', A2, ... , At of r fuzzy input states applied to a given initial fuzzy
state C'. Then, the fuzzy automaton produces the sequence of fuzzy internal states
C1°SA,

E1 =

-

E2 = E' o SA:,

Er = Er-'0SA,
and the corresponding sequence of fuzzy output states

B1 = C'oR,

B2 = E'-R,

..............

Br = E'-' o R.
If we are interested only in the final internal state and the final output state, we can use the
formulas
Er = C'oSAL 0 SA2 0 ... oSA,,

B' = C'0SAL0SA1o ...0SA.-i 0R.

Let us illustrate the concept of fuzzy automata by a simple example. Consider a fuzzy
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automaton with X = {xI, x2}, Y = (yI, y2, y3}, Z = {zI, z2, z3, z4} whose output relations R
and state-transition relation S are defined, respectively, by the matrix

R=

YI

y2

)'3

ZI

1

0

0

z2
z3

0

1

0

0

0

1

Z4

.5

1

.3

and the three-dimensional array
x2

XI

S=

ZI

Z2

Z3

Z4

zI

0

.4

.2

1

zI

Z2

1

0

.2

Z3

.3
.5

0

0

z4

0

0

0

ZI

Z2

Z3

Z4

0

1

0

z2

0
.2

0

1

1

Z3

0

0
0

1

Z4

1

.3

0
0

.6

1

I]

.

To describe how this fuzzy automaton operates, let fuzzy sets describing input, output, and
internal states at any time t be defined by the vectors

A` = [A`(xj), A`(x2)],
B` = [B`(yl), B'(y2), B'(y3)],
C` = [C`(z1), C`(z2), C`(z3), C`(z4)]

Assume now that the initial fuzzy state of the automaton is C' = [1 .8 .6 .4] and its fuzzy
input state is A' = [1 .4]. Then, using (12.14),

SAl _

Z1

Z2

Z3

zI

0

.4

.4

1

z2

1

0

0
0

.4

Z3

3
.5

z4

.4

.3

0

1

Z4

1

1

For example,
SAI (zl, Z3) = maX(min[At(xl), S(xl, zl, z3)], min[A`(x2), S(x2, zl, z3)])

= max(min[1, .2], min[.4, 1])

= max(.2,.4) = .4.
To calculate the fuzzy next state El and the fuzzy output state B' of the automaton, we now
use (12.15) and (12.16):
El

=[1 .8

.6

.4]-

0
.3
.5

.4

.4

1

1

.4

.4

.3

0
0
0

0

1

1

= [ .5

.8

.4

1],
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Bt=[1

0

00

10

L.5

1

0

.4]o

.6

.8

1
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Ol

1

.6].

.8

.3

Assuming now that the next fuzzy input state is A2 = [0 1], we obtain
0
0
0

1

0

2
0

0
0

1

1

.3

0

.6

0

E22=E1"SAZ=[ .5

.8

B`=E`oR=1.5 .8

.4

.4

1]

1

_ [1

=[ 5

1jo
.5

1

1

.3

.4

.5

.8 ] ,

]

.3

Similarly, we can produce larger sequences of fuzzy internal and output states for any given
sequence of fuzzy input states.
To define a meaningful fuzzy : .uaton, relations R and S cannot be arbitrary. For

example, some next intern:. ate and some output state must be assured for any given
input state and present internal state. That is, for each pair (xk, z;) E X X Z, we must
require that S(xk, zr, z1) > 0 for at least one z1 E Z; similarly, for each z; E Z, we must
require that R(z;, y,) > 0 for at least one yr E Y. These requirements may also be stated
in a stronger form: for each pair xk, z; E X X Z, S(Xk, Z;, ZJ) = 1 for at least one zj E Z;
and for each z; E Z, R(zr, yr) = 1 for at least one yr E Y. When these requirements are
satisfied, respectively, for exactly one zJ E Z and exactly one yr E Y, we call the relations
deterministic.

When all states of a fuzzy automaton are defined as crisp sets and R, S are crisp
relations, we obtain a crisp automaton, which, in general, is nondeterministic. When, in'
addition, all states are singletons taken from sets X, Y, Z and relations R, S are deterministic,
we obtain the classical deterministic automaton of the Moore type.
j
The operations min and max employed in (12.14)-(12.16) may, of course, be replaced

with other t-norms and t-conorms, respectively. For each replacement, we obtain an
automaton of a different type. When min is replaced with the product and max is replaced
with the algebraic sum, and we require, in addition, that input states are singletons and

Y, C1(zr) = 1,
ZjEZ

1: R (zr, yr) = 1 for each zr E Z,
y,EY

E S(xk, zr, zt) = 1 for each (xk, zr) E X X Z,
Zr EZ

we obtain a classical probabilistic automaton of the Moore type.

The concept of a fuzzy automaton is a broad one, which subsumes classical crisp
automata (deterministic and nondeterministic) as well as classical probabilistic automata as
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special cases. This concept, whose further study is beyond the scope of this text, clearly
extends the domain of applicability covered by the various classical types of finite automata.
12.7 FUZZY DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
Fuzzy dynamic systems, as the name suggests, are fuzzifications of classical (crisp) dynamic
systems. However, there are different types of classical dynamics systems, and the issues
involved in the fuzzification may be very different from one type to another. To discuss these
issues, let us introduce the classical concept of a general dynamic system, under which all
types of crisp dynamic systems are subsumed.

A general dynamic system, S, is a mathematical structure that is captured by the 8tuple
8 = (X, Y, Z, T, _<T, U, s, r, )

where

X, Y, Z are sets of input, output, and internal states of the system, respectively;
T is a time set;
<T is a total ordering of the time set T;

- U is a set of time functions, u : T -+ X, which is required to be closed under a
composition that is called a r-concatenation and defined as follows: for any u, v e U
and r E T, the r-concatenation, u °Lv, is the function

when t < r
when t > r;
s is a global state-transition function, s : T x 7 x Z x U --> Z, which is required to
f u (t)

[u orv](t) = t v(t)

have the following properties:

(a) s(t, t, z, u) = z (consistency);
(b) s(t3, tt, z, u) = s[t3, t2, s(t2, t1, z, u), u] for any t1 < t2 < t3 (state-substitution
property);

(c) s(t2, t1, z, u) = s(t2, t1i z, v) when u(t) = v(t) for t1 < t < t2 (causality);

r is a response function (or an output function), r : T x Z x A -+ B.
Special types of dynamic systems are obtained when some properties of the eight components
of 8 are modified or additional properties are required. When T = N, for example, we obtain

discrete-time dynamic systems. When, in addition, sets X, Y, Z are finite and the global
state-transition function is replaced with a local state-tftsition function s : Z x X -+ Z
(i.e., the behavior of the system is time-invariant), we obtain classical finite automata. We
explained in Sec. 12.6 how these special dynamic systems can be fuzzified.
When T = R (or R+), we obtain continuous-time dynamic systems. Then, in general,
X = R1, Y =1W", Z =1184 for some integers n, m, q > 1. In this important class of dynamic
systems, state-transition functions are expressed in terms of appropriate differential equations,
which are, in general, time-varying and nonlinear. One way of fuzzifying these systems is to
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use linguistic approximation, as explained in Sec. 12.2 and 12.3. Another way is to apply
the extension principle directly to the differential equations involved. This requires, in some
sense, the development of a fuzzy differential calculus. Important work along this line has
been pursued by Dubois and Prade [1982a], Puri and Ralescu [1983], and Kaleva [1987], but
this topic is beyond the scope of this text.

NOTES
12.1. Uncertainty resulting from resolution limitations of measuring instruments is analyzed by
Fridrich [1994a]. He introduces the concept of finite resolution, by which classical
mathematical concepts such as crisp sets, additive measures, and classical integrals become
fuzzy sets, fuzzy measures, and fuzzy integrals.
12.2. Several specialized books on fuzzy control are now available. Harris et aL [1993] wrote a
comprehensive textbook with a strong emphasis on the connection between fuzzy logic and
neural networks. A multiauthor book edited by Jamshidi et aL [1993] is also suitable as a
text; it covers the theoretical foundations of fuzzy control, relevant software and hardware,
and eleven application areas. Pedrycz [1989] wrote a more general book on fuzzy systems, in
which fuzzy control is covered more thoroughly than other topics; the specialty of the book is
its emphasis on the use of fuzzy relation equations in dealing with various problems involving
fuzzy systems. The book edited by Sugeno [1985a] covers a broad spectrum of applications
of fuzzy control and contains an excellent annotated bibliography on the subject. A handbook
edited by White and Sofge (1992] covers the role of fuzzy logic and neural networks in
intelligent control, with somewhat greater emphasis on neural networks.
12.3. Initial ideas of fuzzy systems were introduced by Zadeh [1965a, 1971a, 1973, 1974a, b]. In
these papers, but more explicitly in [Zadeh, 1972b] and [Chang and Zadeh, 1972], the idea of
applying fuzzy sets to control problems was presented for the first time. The actual research on
'fizzy controllers was initiated by Mamdani and his students at Queen Mary College in London
in the mid-1970s [Mamdani and Assilian, 1975; Mamdani, 1976]. Mamdani's work influenced
other researchers to explore the applicability of fuzzy controllers to various control problems.
Some of these efforts resulted in laboratory prototypes, and only one of them led eventually
to the development of a commercially available fuzzy controller for cement kilns [Holmblad
and Ostergaard, 1982]; according to the literature, this was the first commercially available
fuzzy controller. Literature on fuzzy controllers in the period 1975-1985 is well overviewed
by Tong [1985]. Another good overview of fuzzy controllers and other applications of fuzzy
set theory was prepared by Maters and Sherif [1985]; see also [Sugeno, 1985b; Tong, 1977,
1984]. In the late 1980s, the interest in fuzzy controllers increased very rapidly in Japan.
This increased interest was likely an outcome of the first implementation of fuzzy control
in a significant project, an automatic-drive fuzzy control system for subway trains
City. Although it took seven years to complete this project in 1987, the final product was
extremely successful. It is generally praised as superior to other comparable systems based
on classical control. The fuzzy controller achieves not only a higher precision in stopping at
any designated point, but makes each stop more comfortable; in addition, it saves about 10%
of energy. Many other industrial projects that employ fuzzy control have been completed in
Japan since the opening of the subway system in Sendai City in 1987. A complete list would
be too long. A few examples are chlorine control for water purification plants, elevator control
systems, traffic control systems, control of bulldozers, air conditioning systems, and control
systems for cement kilns. Fuzzy controllers have also been installed with great success in a
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broad variety of consumer products, including washing machines, refrigerators, video cameras,
vacuum cleaners, automobiles (antiskid brake systems, automatic transmissions), TV sets, and
many others. In the 1990s, some researchers began to explore the use of fuzzy controllers to
solve certain control problems that are considered beyond the capabilities of classical control
theory. One example is a fuzzy control system for an unmanned helicopter [Sugeno and

Park, 1993], a project headed by Sugeno at the Tokyo Institute of Technology, which has
already been completed and successfully tested. Another example is a fuzzy controller that
can stabilize a triple inverted pendulum [Zhang et al., 19931. Research on fuzzy controllers
in the 1990s is also characterized by exploring the integration of rule-based and model-based
approaches in fuzzy control, as exemplified by the work of Filev [1991, 1992] and Sugeno and
Yasakawa [1993], and by investigating connections between fuzzy controllers (and, in general,
fuzzy systems) and neural networks (Notes 12.4 and 12.5).

12.4, Fuzzy systems and neural networks are now established as universal approximators, as
originally recognized by Kosko [1992] and further investigated by Buckley [1993b], Buckley
and Hayashi [1993a, b], and Buckley, Hayashi, and Czogala [1993]. This implies that fuzzy
systems and neural networks can approximate each other. This leads to a symbiotic relationship,
in which fuzzy systems provide a powerful framework for knowledge representation, while
neural networks provide learning capabilities and exceptional suitability for computationally
efficient hardware implementations. The literature regarding this symbiotic relationship is
extensive. The following are a few representative papers: Berenji [1992], Berenji and Khedkar
[1992], fang [1992, 1993], Takagi and Hayashi [1991], and Wang and Mendel [1992b]. Various
ways of implementating fuzzy controllers by neural networks were explored, in addition to the
particular way proposed by Patricar and Provence [1993] and described in Sec. 12.4, by Yager
[1992a, b, d], Keller, Yager, and Tahani( [1992], and Keller and Tahani [1992].

12.5. Various fuzzifications of neural networks have been suggested, which attempt to extend
their capabilities or make them more attuned to fuzzy systems for the purpose of hardware
implementation. These efforts are exemplified by the following papers: Lee and Lee (1974,
1975], Keller and Hunt [1985], Gupta and Qi [1992], Hayashi, Buckley, and Czogala [1993],
Carpenter et al.' [1992], Pal and Mitra [1992), Simpson [1992, 1993], Horikawa, Furuhashi,
and Uchikawa [1992], Yager [1992a, b, d], Pedrycz [1991b, 1993a], and Pedrycz and Rocha
[1993].
12.6. An overview of defuzzification methods was prepared by Hellendoom and Thomas [1993].

General classes of parametrized defuzzification methods, including the one described in
Sec. 12.2, were explored by Filev and Yager [1991, 1993a] and Yager and Filev [1993a,
b]. They also show how a proper defuzzification method can be determined by learning
algorithms. An interesting strategy for dealing with the defuzzification problem, based on
sensitivity analysis, was developed by Mabuchi [1993]. A 4efuzzification based upon the
principle of uncertainty invariance was proposed by Klir [19G1a]. Defuzzification of fuzzy
intervals is addressed by Zhao and Govind [1991].
12.7. Fuzzy automata have been studied by Santos [1968, 1973, 19751, Santos and Wee [1968],
Wee and Fu [1969], Mizumoto, Toyoda, and Tanaka [1969], Dal Cin [1975a, b], Gaines and
Kohout [1975], Mo6kof [1991], and Ray et al. [1991]. They are also covered in the books by
Negoita and Ralescu [1975b], Wechler [1978], Kandel and Lee [1979], and Pal and Majumder
[1986]. These writings not only cover theoretical aspects of fuzzy automata, but also explore
their applicability in various areas, such as fault-tolerant design, learning, formal languages
and grammars, or pattern recognition.
12.8. The notion of fuzzy dynamic systems emerged from a series of papers by Zadeh [1965a, 1971a,
1973, 1974a, b, 1982a]. Properties of various types of fuzzy dynamic systems were further
investigated by Negoita and Ralescu [1975b], Kloeden [1982], De Glas [1983, 1984], Chen and
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Tsao [1989], and Kang [1993a, b]. The role of fuzzification of dynamic systems that exhibit
chaotic behavior has been investigated by Diamond (1992], Teodorescu [19921, Grim [1993],
Diamond and Pokrovskii [19941, and Fridrich [1994b]. Fuzzy Petri nets, whose applications
seem quite promising, are currently emerging as an important area of fuzzy systems. The
contributions by Chen, Ke, and Chang [1990], Garg, Ahson, and Gupta [1991], and Scarpelli
and Gomide [1993] are representative of this area. Iterated fuzzy systems were proposed by
Cabrelli et al. [1992] and applied to the inverse problem for fractals.
12.9. Literature dealing with various issues regarding the construction of fuzzy models is quite
extensive. The following are some representative publications on this subject: Gaines [1979a],
Pedrycz [1984b, 1985a, b, 1989, 1990a, 1991c), Hirota and Pedrycz [1983], Higashi and Klir
[1984b], Sugeno and Kang [1988], Sugeno and Tanaka [1991], Delgado and Gonzalez [1993],
Yi and Chung [1993], Sugeno and Yasakawa [1993], and Yoshinari, Pedrycz, and Hirota
[19931.

EXERCISES
12.1. Formulate reasonable fuzzy inference rules for an air-conditioning fuzzy control system.
12.2. Consider the fuzzy automaton employed in Sec. 12.6 as an example. Generate sequences of
three fuzzy internal and output states under the following conditions:

(a) the initial fuzzy state is Cr = [1 .8 .6 .4], the input fuzzy states are A' = [.2 11. A2 =
[1 0], A3 = [1 .4];
(b) the initial fuzzy state is C2 = [0 .5 1 11, the input fzzy states are AI = [1 0], A2 =
[1 0], A3 = [1 11;
(c) the initial fuzzy state is C' = [1 0 0 1], the input states are A' = [.2 1], A2 = [1 0], A3 =
[1 .4].
123. Modify the fuzzy automaton introduced in Sec. 12.6 by defining R as a fuzzy relation on

X x Z x Y. Reformulate all equations for the modified automaton.
12.4. Repeat Exercise 12.2 for the fuzzy automaton formulated in Exercise 12.3 under the assumption

that the fuzzy binary relation R employed in the example in Sec. 12.6 is replaced with the
fuzzy ternary relation
R = 1/xIYtzt + 1/x,Ytz2 + 1/X,Y3z3 + .7/x,Yiz4 + I/xlyZz4
+ 1/x2Y3z1 + 1/x2Y1z2 + :5/x2Y3z2 + 1/x2Y2z3 + 1/x2y2z4.

12.5. Discuss possible ways of fuzzifying the general dynamic system introduced in Se l. 12.7.

13
PATTERN RECOGNITION

13.1

INTRODUCTION

The capability of recognizing and classifying patterns is one of the most fundamental
characteristics of human intelligence. It plays a key role in perception as well as at the various
levels of cognition. As a field of study, pattern recognition has been evolving since the early
1950s, in close connection with the emergence and evolution of computer technology.

From a general point of view, pattern recognition may be defined as a process by
which we search for structures in data and classify these structures into categories such that
the degree of association is high among structures of the same category and low between
structures of different categories. Relevant categories are usually characterized by prototypical
structures derived from past experience. Each category may be characterized by more than
one prototypical structure.
The classification of objects into categories is the subject of cluster analysis. Since

cluster analysis plays a crucial role in pattern recognition, it is covered in this chapter.
However, the applicability of cluster analysis is not restricted to pattern recognition. It
is applicable, for example, to the construction of taxonomies in biology and other areas,
classification of documents in information retrieval, and sociQ groupings based on various
criteria.
The utility of fuzzy set theory in pattern recognition and cluster analysis was already
recognized in the mid-1960s, and the literature dealing with fuzzy pattern recognition and
fuzzy clustering is now quite extensive. This is not surprising, since most categories we
commonly encounter and employ have vague boundaries. Our aim in this chapter is to
characterize the spirit of fuzzy clustering and fuzzy pattern recognition. In addition to our
discussion of general issues of fuzzy pattern recognition, we also overview the area of fuzzy
image processing, which may be viewed as a special branch of fuzzy pattern recognition.
There are three fundamental problems in pattern recognition. The first one is concerned
with the representation of input data obtained by measurements on objects that are to be
recognized. This is called a sensing problem. In general, each object is represented by a
vector of measured values of r variables,
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a=[a, a2...a,],
where a, (for each i E N,) is a particular characteristic of the object of interest; this vector is
usually called a pattern vector.
The second problem concerns the extraction of characteristic features from the input
data in terms of which the dimensionality of pattern vectors can be reduced. This is referred
to as a feature extraction problem. The features should be characterizing attributes by which
the given pattern classes are well discriminated.
The third problem of pattern recognition involves the determination of optimal decision
procedures for the classification of given patterns. This is usually done by defining an
appropriate discrimination function for each class, which assigns a real number to each pattern
vector. Individual pattern vectors are evaluated by these discrimination functions, and their
classification is decided by the resulting values. Each pattern vector is classified to that class
whose discrimination function yields the largest value.
Computer-based automatic pattern recognition systems have vast applicability. The

following are examples of areas in which the- use of these systems is well established:
handwritten character and word recognition; automatic screening and classification of
X-ray images; electrocardiograms, electroencephalograms, and other medical diagnostic
tools; speech recognition and speaker identification; fingerprint recognition; classification
of remotely sensed data; analysis and classific\tion of chromosomes; image understanding;
classification of seismic waves; target identification; and human face recognition. Many
additional examples could be listed. It is obvious that we cannot describe the use of fuzzy
set theory in all these application areas of pattern recognition. We can only examine a few
representative examples. Similarly, we cannot cover all methodological nuances, but describe
only a few typical methods of fuzzy pattern recognition.

13.2 FUZZY CLUSTERING
Clustering is one of the most fundamental issues in pattern recognition. It plays a key role in
searching for structures in data. Given a finite set of data, X, the problem of clustering in X is
to find several cluster centers that can properly characterize relevant classes of X. In classical

cluster analysis, these classes are required to form a partition of X such that the degree of
association is strong for data within blocks of the partition and weak for data in different
blocks. However, this requirement is too strong in many practical applications, and it is thus
desirable to replace it with a weaker requirement. When the requirement of a crisp partition
of X is replaced with a weaker requirement of a fuzzy partition or a fuzzy pseudopartition
on X, we refer to the emerging problem area as fuzzy clustering. Fuzzy pseudopartitions are
often called fuzzy c partitions, where c designates the number of fuzzy classes in the partition.
The reader should be aware of the difference between fuzzy pseudopartitions, as defined
later in this section, and regular fuzzy partitions. Both of them are generalizations of classical
partitions. However, the latter are obtained from associated fuzzy equivalence relations, while
the former are not.
There are two basic methods of fuzzy clustering. One of them, which is based on fuzzy
c-partitions, is called a fuzzy c-means clustering method. The other method, based on fuzzy

equivalence relations, is called a fuzzy equivalence relation-based hierarchical clustering
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method. We describe basic characteristics of these methods and illustrate each of them by an
example. Various modifications of the described methods can be found in the literature.
Fuzzy c-Means Clustering Method

Let X = {x1, x25... , xn} be a set of given data. A fuzzy pseudopartition or fuzzy c-partition
of X is a family of fuzzy subsets of X, denoted by T = (A1, A2, ... , Aj, which satisfies
C

E Ai (xk) = 1

(13.1)

i-1

for all k E N,, and
n

0<EAi(xk)<n

(13.2)

k=1

for all i E Nc, where c is a positive integer.
For instance, given X = (x1, x2, x3} and

Al = .6/x1 + 1/x2 + .1/x3,

A2 = .4/xl + 0/x2 + .9/x3,
then'{Al, A21 is a fuzzy pseudopartition or fuzzy 2-partition of X. Fuzzy quantizations (or
granulations) of variables in fuzzy systems are also examples of fuzzy pseudopartitions (see,
e.g., Figs. 12.1 and 12.4).
Given a set of data X = {x1, x25... ,
where xk, in general, is a vector
xk = [xkl xk2 ... xkP] E lRP

for all k E Nn, the problem of fuzzy clustering is to find a fuzzy pseudopartition and the
associated cluster centers by which the structure of the data is represented as best as possible.

This requires some criterion expressing the general idea that associations (in the sense
described by the criterion) be strong within clusters and weak between clusters. To solve the
problem of fuzzy clustering, we need to formulate this criterion in terms of a performance
index. Usually, the performance index is based upon cluster centers. Given a pseudopartition
T = (A1, A2, ... , Ac}, the c cluster centers, v1, v2, ... , v. associated with the partition are
calculated by the formula
F_ [A1($k)]m xk
k=1
Vi =

n

(13.3)

E[A1(xk)]m
k=1

for all i E N,, where m > 1 is a real number that governs the influence of membership grades.
Observe that the vector vi calculated by (13.3), which is viewed as the cluster center of the
fuzzy class Ai, is actually the weighted average of data in A. The weight of a datum xk is
the mth power of the membership grade of xk in the fuzzy set Ai.
The performance index of a fuzzy pseudopartition T, Jm (T), is then defined in terms of
the cluster centers by the formula
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J,n(T)
where JJ

JJ

C

T[Ai(Xk)1m IIXk
k_1 i=1

- Vi1I2,

Chap. 13

(13.4)

is some inner product-induced norm in space R and IIxk - viI12 represents the

distance between Xk and v1. This performance index measures the weighted sum of distances
between cluster centers and elements in the corresponding fuzzy clusters. Clearly, the smaller
the value of J, ,(T), the better the fuzzy pseudopartition T. Therefore, the goal of the fuzzy
c-means clustering method is to find a fuzzy pseudopartition T that minimizes the performance
index Jm (9). That is, the clustering problem is an optimization problem. The following fuzzy cmeans algorithm was developed by Bezdek [19811 for solving this optimization problem.

Fuzzy c-Means Algorithm

The algorithm is based on the assumption that the desired number of clusters c is given and,
in addition, a particular distance, a real number m E (1, oo), and a small positive number s,
serving as a stopping criterion, are chosen.

Step 1.
Step 2 .
value of m.

Let t = 0. Select an initial fuzzy pseudopartition 3'(0).

Calculate the c cluster centers vi'), ... , v0) by (13.3) for TO and the chosen

Step 3. Update T(`+1) by the following procedure: For each xk E X, if 11xk - v;)112 > 0
for all i e Nc, then define

I 1-1
A(r+u
I

(xk) _

E

IIxk - vi(`)112
II

`

xk - v,(q II2

if IIxk - v;`)112 = 0 for some i E I C Nc, then define A;t+1)(xk) for i E I by any nonnegative
real numbers satisfying
E A,`+1) (Xk) = 1,
jet

and define A`+1)(xk) = 0 for i E Nc - I.

Step 4. Compare `p(`) and p(`+1). If IT(`+i) - T(`)1 < e, then stop; otherwise, increase
t by one and return to Step 2.
In Step 4, IT(`+1) - V)I denotes a distance between y(c+1) and 3'(`) in the space Rn'c
An example of this distance is
Ip(t+1)

- 3'(`)J = max

IA(1+1)(Xk)

- Ai`)(xk)I.

(13.5)

In the algorithm, the parameter m is selected according to the problem under consideration.

When m - 1, the fuzzy c-means converges to a "generalized" classical c means. When
m . ao, all cluster centers tend towards the centroid of the data set X. That is, the partition
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becomes fuzzier with increasing m. Currently, there is no theoretical basis for an optimal
choice for the value of m. However, it is established that the algorithm converges for any
m E (1, 00).
Example 13.1

[Bezdek, 1981]

To illustrate the fuzzy c-means algorithm, let us consider a data set X that consists of the
following 15 points in lRZ:
k

1

2

3

4

xk,
xt2

0
0

0

0

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1

1

1

4

5

5

2

2

1

2

6
2

6

3

5
3

6

2

2
2

3

1

0

4

The data are also shown in Fig. 13.1a. Assume that we want to determine a fuzzy pseudopartition
with two clusters (i.e., c = 2). Assume further that we choose m = 1.25, s = 0.01; II
is the
Euclidean distance, and the initial fuzzy pseudopartition is T() = (A1, A2) with
A 1 = .854/x1 + .854/x2 + ... + .854/x15,

A2 = .146/x1 +.146/x2 + ... + .146/x15.
xk2

4

3

2}-

a

a

13

11

1

1

0

2

1

4

3

6

5

(a)

k

4

5

6

.99

1

1

1

.O1

0

0

0

.01

2

3

A1(xk) .99

1

A2(xk) .O1

0

1

10

11

12

13

14

15

.991 .47 .01

0

0

0

.01

0

.01

.53 .99

1

1

1

.99

1

.99

7

8

9

1

(b)

Figure 13.1 Illustration to Example 13.1: (a) data; (b) fuzzy pseudopartition 9103 = {A1, A2)
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Then, the algorithm stops for t = 6, and we obtain the fuzzy pseudopartition defined in
Fig. 13.1b. The two cluster centers are
r, = (0.88, 2) and v2 = (5.14, 2).

Clustering Methods Based
Upon Fuzzy Equivalence Relations

The fuzzy c-means method requires that the desired number of clusters be specified. This
is a disadvantage whenever the clustering problem does not specify any desired number of
clusters. In such problems, the number of clusters should reflect, in a natural way, the
structure of given data. Methods based on fuzzy equivalence relations work in this way.
As discussed in Sec. 5.5, every fuzzy equivalence relation (a relation that is reflexive,
symmetric, and max-min transitive) induces a crisp partition in each of its ce-cuts. The fuzzy
clustering problem can thus be viewed as the problem of identifying an appropriate fuzzy
equivalence relation on given data. Although this cannot usually be done directly, we can
readily determine a fuzzy compatibility relation (reflexive and symmetric) in terms of an
appropriate distance function applied to given data. Then, a meaningful fuzzy equivalence
relation is defined as the transitive closure of this fuzzy compatibility relation.
Given a set of data X of the same form as defined earlier in this section (n p-tuples of
P), let a fuzzy compatibility relation, R, on X be defined in terms of an appropriate distance
function of the Minkowski class by the formula
P

(13.6)

R(xi,xk)=1-8(EIx;i-xkJ14)

i=1

for all pairs (xi, xk) E X, where q E R+, and 8 is a constant that ensures that R (x;, xk) E [0, 1).
Clearly, 3 is the inverse value of the largest distance in X.
In general, R defined by (13.6) is a fuzzy compatibility relation, but not necessarily a fuzzy

equivalence relation. Hence, we usually need to determine the transitive closure of R. This
can be done by the simple algorithm described in Sec. 5.4. However, since R is a compatibility
relation, we can utilize the following theorem to formulate a more efficient algorithm.

,

Theorem 13.1. Let R be a fuzzy compatibility relation on a finite universal set X
with 1X1 = n. Then, the max-min transitive closure-of R is the relation
Proof. Left to the reader as an exercise.
The theorem suggests calculating the transitive closure, RT = R("'t), by calculating the
sequence of relations

R(2)=R°R,
R(4) = R(2)° R(2),
R(2k-'), R(2't-')

until no new relation is produced or 21 >_ n - 1. This algorithm, applicable only to fuzzy
reflexive relations, is clearly computationally much more efficient than the more general
algorithm in Sec. 5.4.
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Example 13.2
To illustrate the clustering method based on fuzzy equivalence relations, let us use a small data
set X consisting of the following five points in jR2:
k

1

2

3

4

5

XkI

0

1

2

3

4

xrz

0

1

3

1

0

The data are also shown in Fig. 13.2a. To see the effect of the value of parameter q in (13.6) on
the results, let us analyze the data for q = 1, 2.
As the first step, we perform the analysis for q = 2, which corresponds to the Euclidean
distance. First, we need to determine the value of S in (13.6). Since the largest Euclidean distance
between any pair of the given data points is 4 (between xl and x5), we have 3 = 1/4 = 0.25.
Now, we can calculate membership grades of R by (13.6). For example,
R(xl, x3) = 1 - 0.25(22 + 32)0S = 0.1.

When determined, relation R may conveniently be represented by the matrix

R=

1

.65

.65

1

.1
.44

.21

0

.5

.21

.1

.44

1

.44

.1

.21

.5

1

.65

0

.21

.44
.1

.65

1

This relation is not max-min transitive; its transitive closure is

RT =

1

.65

.44

.65
.44
.5
.5

1

.44

.5
.5

.5
.5

.44
.5
.5

1

.44

.44
.44

1

.44
.65

.65

1

This relation induces four distinct partitions of its a-cuts:
a E (0, .441

.

((Xi, x2, x3, x4, xs)},

a E (.44,.5]

:

{(xl, x2, x4, XS), {x3}),

a E (.5, .65] : {(x1, x2), (x3}, {x4, xs)}
a e (.65, 1]

{(xl), (X2}, {X3}, (x4}, {Xs}).

:

This result agrees with our visual perception of geometric clusters in the data.

This is

undoubtedly due to the use of the Euclidean distance.

Let us now repeat the analysis for q = 1 in (13.6), which represents the Hamming
distance. Since the largest Hamming distance in the data is 5 (between x1 and x3 and between
x3 and x5), we have S = 1/5 = 0.2. The matrix form of relation R given by (13.6) is now

R =

and its transitive closure is

1

.6

0

.2

.2

.6

1

.4

.6

.2

0

.4

1

.4

0

.2

.6

.4

1

.6

.2

.2

0

.6

1
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xk2

3

2

a

1

a

1

I

I

I

1

0

1

2

3

4

0

xkt

(a)

0

.

0

44

.

5

.65

1

A

1

a x3

I

I

I

I

x1

x2

x4

x5

I

1

a x3

(b)

I

I

I

I

x1

x2

x4

x5

(c)

-

Figure 13.2 Illustration to Example 13.2: (a) data; (b) clustering tree for Euclidean distance; (c)
clustering tree for Hamming distance.

RT =

1

.6

.4

.6

.6

.6

1

.4

.6

.6

.4

.4

1

.4

.4

.6

.6

.4

1

.6

.6

.6

.4

.6

1

This relation yields the following partitions in its a-cuts:

a E [0,.4] : {{x1,x2,x3,xa,x5}{,
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a E (.4, .6}
a E (.6, 1]

IN, X2, ?4. X5}, (X3)},
:

{{X1}, {x2}, {X3}, {X4}, {X5}}.

This result again agrees with our visual perception, but it is less refined, since visually perceived
clusters {x1, x2} and (x4, x5} are not distinguished. This is due to the coarseness of the Hamming
distance. Both results are illustrated in Fig. 13.2 by their clustering trees, which are selfexplanatory.

In the next example, adopted from [Tamura et al., 1971], we want to illustrate some
additional aspects of clustering methods based on fuzzy equivalence relations.
Example 13.3
Consider 16 portraits labelled by the integers in Nib, which we know are portraits of members
of three families. We also know that each family consists of four to seven numbers. Our aim
is to cluster these portraits according to the families. First, a degree of similarity for each pair
of portraits must be determined. This can only be done subjectively, by a group of people and
some method by which their individual judgements are aggregated. Assume that the similarity
degrees obtained, which may be viewed as membership grades of a fuzzy compatibility relation
R on N16, are given in terms of the matrix in Table 13.1a. Since the matrix is symmetric, only
its lower triangle is shown.
An interesting feature of this example is that similarities can be expected between parents
and their children, but not between parents themselves. However, the connection between
parents can be established through their similarities to children by converting R into its transitive
closure RT; the latter is shown in Table 13.1b. Applying the algorithm based on Theorem 13.1,
we obtain RT = Rt8>.
The clustering tree of RT is shown in Fig. 13.3. We cep see that none of the partitions fully
satisfies the known constraints regarding the families: three families, each with four to seven
members. However, the partition that least violates these constraints is the one for a = 0.6:
6RT = ((3), (1, 6, 8, 13, 16), {2, 5, 7, 11, 14), (4, 9, 10, 12, 15)}.

The only violation of the constraints by this partition is that portrait 3 forms its own class. This
must be rejected and the portrait left unclassified. This is reasonable, since this unclassifiable
portrait may be a portrait of an adopted child or a child from a previous marriage.

Tamura et al. [1971] mention in their paper that they performed an experiment with 60
families divided into 20 groups, each consisting of three families. They report the overall rate
of 75% correct classification, 13% misclassification, and 12% rejection (unclassifiability).
These results are quite impressive, considering the extreme vagueness of information in this
application and the full dependence on subjective judgment.

13.3 FUZZY PATTERN RECOGNITION
In this section, we overview two classes of methods of fuzzy pattern recognition. One of them
consists of generalizations of classical membership-roster methods; the other one consists of
generalizations of classical syntactic methods.
In classical membership-roster methods of pattern recognition, each -pattern class is

characterized by a set of patterns that are stored in the pattern recognition system. An
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FUZZY RELATIONS IN EXAMPLE 13.3

(a) Matrix of fuzzy compatibility relation R on N16.
Portrait
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

1

1

2

0

1

4

0
0
0

0

0.4

1

5

0

0.8

0

0

1

6

0.5

0

0.2

0.2

0

1

7

0

0.8

0

0

0.4

0

8

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.5

0

0.8

0

1

9

0

0.4

0

0.8

0.4

0.2

0.4

0

1

10
11
12

0
0
0

0

0.2

0.2

0

0.2

0

0.2

1

0.5

0.2

0.2

0
0

0

0.8

0.4

0.2

1

0.2

0.8

0

0

0.8

0.8

0.2

0.4

0

0.4

0
0

0.4

13

0
0

0
0
0.4

0

0

0
0

0

0.8

0

0.2

0.4

0

0.8

0.2

0.2

0.6

0

1

15
16

0

0
0

0.4

0.8

0

0.2

0

0
0

0
0

1

14

0.2

0

0

0.2

0.2

0

1

0

0.2

0.2

0.8

0

0.4

0

0

0

0

0.4

0.2

0

1

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

3

0.6

1

1

1

(b) Matrix of the transitive closure RT of P
Portrait
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

1

2

0.4

1

3

0.4

0.4

1

4

0.5

0.4

0.4

1

5

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.4

1

6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

1

7

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.4

1

8
9
10

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.8

0.4

1

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.5

1

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.5

0.8

1

11

0.4

0.8

0.4.

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.4

1

12

05

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.5

0.8

0.8

0.4

1

13
14
15
16

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4

05

1

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.4

1

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.5

0.8

0.8

0.4

0.8

0.5

0.4

1

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.8

0.4

0.8

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.4

0.5

_
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Figure 133 Clustering tree in Example 13.3.

unknown pattern to be classified is compared with the stored phtterns one by one. The pattern

is classified as a member of a pattern class if it matches one of the stored patterns in that
class. For efficient pattern recognition, an appropriate set of patterns must be stored for each
pattern class to capture its pattern variety. For example, letters of all relevant fonts must be
stored in a printed character recognition system.
In classical syntactic methods of pattern recognition, a pattern is represented by a string
of concatenated subpatterns called primitives. These primitives are viewed as the alphabet of
a formal language. A pattern, then, is a sentence generated by some grammar. All patterns
whose sentences are generated by the same grammar belong to the same pattern class. An
unknown pattern is thus classified to a particular pattern class if it can be generated by the
grammar corresponding to that class.
Fuzzy Membership-Roster Methods
In fuzzy membership-roster methods, contrary to their classical counterparts, we need to store
only one standard pattern for each pattern class. For a given unknown pattern, we measure,
in an appropriate way, its degree of compatibility with each standard pattern and then classify
the pattern to a particular class according to some criteria.
Assume that n pattern classes are recognized, which are labelled by the integers in N.
Given a relevant pattern
U = (U1, U2, ... , Up),

where u, is the measurement associated with the ith feature of the pattern (i E Ne), let
Ak(u) denote the degree of compatibility of u with the standard pattern representing class
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k(k E Na). A given pattern is usually classified by the largest value of Ak(u) for all k E N,,,
but other classification criteria have also been suggested.
Specific methods for selecting pattern features, determining the degrees Ak(u), and
classifying given patterns according to these degrees have been developed for specific types
of pattern recognition problems. We illustrate this class of fuzzy pattern recognition method
by a particular example.
Example 13.4
Lee [1975] describes one straightforward method of examining the shape of chromosomes in order
to classify them into the three categories pictured in Fig. 13.4. As can be seen from this figure,
the classification scheme is based on the ratio of the length of the arms of the chromosome to its
total body length. It is difficult to identify sharp boundaries between these three types. Therefore,
Lee uses a method of fuzzy pattern recognition, which compares the angles and arm lengths of the
chromosome with those labeled in the idealized skeleton in Fig. 13.5. His method belongs to the
class of fuzzy membership-roster methods.
Each pattern u is characterized by 13 features (angles and distances), which are shown in
Fig. 13.5. That is,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13.4 Chromosome images: (a)
median; (b) submedian; (c) acrocentric.

Figure 13.3

Idealized pattern for

chromosome classification.
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u=(B1,0..... B8,dl,dz, ,ds).
In order to determine membership grade functions corresponding to the three classes of
chromosomes, a fuzzy set of symmetric chromosomes, S, is defined first. Fuzzy sets M, SM,
and AC, corresponding, to median, submedian, and acrocentric chromosomes respectively, are
then defined in terms of S.
The membership grade S(u) of each chromosome characterized by pattern u in the fuzzy
set of symmetric chromosomes is defined by the formula
Ieu-1 - 821,

S(u) = 1

720°

=1

The three fuzzy sets of primary interest in this pattern recognition problem, M, SM, and AC,
are defined in terms of S by the formulas
M(u) = S(u)

[1 -

Id, - dal + Idz - d31

dr

L

r1 ,

SM(u) = S(u) I 1 -

AC(u) = S(u) I 1 -

] >

dAC

rJ ,

where

dr = dl + d2 + d3 + d4 + ds,

ds.u = min(ld1 - 2d41 + Idz - 2d31, 12d1 - dsl + 12d2 - d31),

dAc = inin(ld,
Each chromosome can be classified as approximately median, approximately submedian,
or approximately acrocentric by calculating each of the three membership grades in M, SM, and
AC; the category in which the chromosome attains the maximum value is chosen if that value is
sufficiently large. If the maximum value falls below some designated threshold, then the image
is rejected from all three classes. If the maximum is not unique, then the classification is based
on a priority defined on the three classes. As can be seen from this example, geometric similarity
is conveniently represented in terms of membership grades in the interval [0, 1]. The further
advantages of this type of shape-oriented classification scheme lie in the fact that the method
is insensitive to rotation, translation, expansion, or contraction of the chromosome image; these
factors do affect the way in which humans are able to classify images.

Fuzzy Syntactic Methods'
Classical syntactic methods of pattern recognition are based on the theory of formal languages
and grammars. In these methods, pattern classes are represented by languages, each of which
is a set of strings of symbols from a vocabulary that are generated by the pattern grammar.

These methods are suitable for recognizing patterns that are rich in structural information
which cannot be easily expressed in numerical values.
Let V be a vocabulary, and let V* denote the set of all strings formed by symbols from
V, including the empty string. Then any subset of V* is called a language based upon the
vocabulary V. Some languages can be defined by grammars. A grammar, G, is the quadruple
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G=(VN,VT,P,s),

(13.7)

where

VN is a nonterminal vocabulary;
VT is a terminal vocabulary such that Vr fl VN = o;

P is a finite set of production rules of the form x -+ y, where x and y are strings of
symbols from V = VN U VT such that x contains at least one symbol of Vv; and
s is the starting symbol (s E VN).

The language generated by grammar G, denoted by L (G), is the set of all strings formed by
symbols in VT that can be obtained by the production rules in P.
As an example of a grammar G, let VN = (s, ni, n2} and Vr = It,, t2} and let P consist
of the following eight production rules:

ti
(5) nl
(6) n2 -9 St2
n2n2t1
(7) n2
(8) n2 -* t2

(1) s - n2t1
(2) s -* nit2

(3) nl -+ stl
(4) ni -* nlnlt2

The following are examples of generating strings x E VT that belong to the languag; L (G),
defined by this grammar:
s
(2)

(4)

(nt stt (ntt2tlz_1(5rtt2t
1z1
L(G21 21

(4)

S -2)) nit2 ---) n1n1t2t2 ---) ninlt2nln1t2t2t2

E

)

(5)

i tltlt2tltlt2t2t2 E L(G)

s (2) n2tl T) n2n2tltl

p.

t2t2tit1 E L(G)

In syntactic pattern recognition, features of patterns are represented by the elements of
the terminal vocabulary VT. They are usually called primitives. Each pattern is represented
by a string of these primitives, and each pattern class is defined by a grammar that generates
strings representing patterns in that class. For background in this area of classical pattern
recognition, we recommend the book Syntactic Methods in Pattern Recognition by K S. Fu
(Academic Press, 1974).
In many applications, structural information is inherently vague. In such applications,
it is desirable to increase the descriptive power of syntactic pattern recognition by fuzzifying

the concepts of a grammar and the associated language. This can be done by fuzzifying
the primitives involved (i.e., the primitives become labels of fuzzy sets) or by fuzzifying the
production rules of the grammar and, consequently, also the language defined by the grammar

(i.e., the language becomes a fuzzy set of strings formed by symbols from the terminal
vocabulary).
A fuzzy grammar, FG, is defined by the quintuple

FG = (V Vr, P, s, A),
where
VN is a nonterminal vocabulary as in (13.7);

(13.8)
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VT is a terminal vocabulary as in (13.7);
P is a finite set of production rules as in (13.7);
s is the starting symbol (s E Vv); and

A is a fuzzy set defined on P.

Every fuzzy grammar defined by (13.8) has an associated crisp grammar defined by
(13.7). The language generated by the fuzzy grammar is a fuzzy set, L (FG), defined on the
language generated by the associated crisp grammar. For each string x E L (G),

L(FG)(x) = max min A(pk),
t<k<rn 1<t<n,

(13.9)

where m is the number of derivations of string x by grammar FG, nk is the length of the
kth derivation chain, and pk denotes the ith production rule used in the kth derivation chain
(i = 1, 2, ... , nk).
Fuzzy syntactic pattern recognition proceeds as follows. After determining significant
features of patterns to be recognized, these features form a terminal vocabulary VT.
Appropriate fuzzy grammars are then defined for this vocabulary, each of which characterizes

one of the pattern classes to be distinguished. Given an unknown pattern to be classified,
whose features form a string x e Vr, its membership grades in languages generated by the
various fuzzy grammars are calculated by (13.9). The pattern is then classified by the largest
membership grade.
In classical syntactic pattern recognition, languages generated by grammars representing
different pattern classes are required to be pair-wise disjoint. This requirement is too strong
for many practical applications. The use of fuzzy grammars relaxes this requirement by
allowing overlaps between the associated fuzzy languages.
To illustrate the basic ideas of fuzzy syntactic pattern recognition, we use the following
example, adopted in a simplified form from [Pathak and Pal, 1986].
Example 13$
Consider the problem of identifying the skeletal maturity of children from X-ray images. Nine
stages of skeletal maturity are usually distinguished. Eight of the stages, expressed in terms of
the radius of hand and wrist and labelled by the integers 2, 3, ... , 8, are illustrated in Fig. 13.6
in terms of typical images of the radius of hand and wrist. The first stage (labelled by 1), during
which the epiphysis is totally absent, is not shown in the figure. Given a particular image of
this kind, the problem is to classify it into one of the nine classes on the basis of shapes of the
epiphysis and metaphysis as well as palmar and dorsal surfaces. Fuzzy syntactic methods are
suitable for dealing with this problem.
Since some stages are more difficult to distinguish from each other, a three-level hierarchical

classification scheme (shown in Fig. 13.7) is employed, where the subscripted symbols FG
designate the various fuzzy grammars involved in this pattern recognition process, and the
symbols C1, C2, ... are labels of the associated pattern classes. No grammar is assigned in
this figure to stage 1 (class C1) since epilepsies is totally absent in this stage; hence, C1 is
characterized by the empty string. In all fuzzy grammars in this example,
VT = ltt, r2, t3, t4),

where t1, t2, t3, t4 denote a line segment of unit length, a clockwise curve, an anticlockwise curve,
and a dot, respectively. The nonterminal vocabulary VN consists of 13 symbols n1, n2, ... , n13.
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Figure 13.7 Three-level hierarchical
classification procedure (Example 13.5).

Production rules of fuzzy grammars at the first classification level (FG3, FG4, FG5) are
listed in Table 13.2, together with membership grades of the associated fuzzy sets A3, A4, A5.

Symbols SH, FA, and GE in this table denote fuzzy sets defined on the set of curves
(both clockwise and anticlockwise) that represent the linguistic labels sharp, fair, and gentle,
respectively. We can see, for example, that the fuzzy grammar FG3 consists of production rules
1, 7, 8, 9, 10, production rule 11 with the membership grade FA(t2), and production rule 12 with
the membership grade SH(t2). Grammar FG2 is not included in Table 13.2 since it is trivial:
class C2 is characterized by a single string, string t4, hence, grammar FG2 is actually crisp and
consists of the single production rule s - - t4.
Fuzzy sets SH, FA, and GE are defined in terms of another fuzzy set, denoted by ARCp,
whose membership function is defined for any given curve c by the formula

ARC2(c)=

(i-b)p,

(13.10)

where a is the length of the straight line segment joining the two extreme points of curve c, b
is the length of the curve, and 0 > 0 is a parameter by which the definition can be adjusted as
needed. The value ARCp(c) expresses the degree of archness of c; clearly, the lower the ration
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alb, the higher the degree of archness. Now,

S11p(c) = f(ARCp(c)),
FA0(c) = g(I ARCp(x) -0.51),

GEp(c) = h(ARCp(c)),
where f is a monotonically increasing function on [0, 1], and g and h are monotonically
decreasing functions on [0, 0.5] and [0, 1], respectively.
Production rules of fuzzy grammars at the second classification level (FG32 and FG41) are
listed in Table 13.2b, together with membership grades of the associated fuzzy sets A32 and A,,.
The whole procedure of pattern classification in this example can now be summarized, in
a simplified manner, as follows. Given an X-ray image to be classified, it is first converted into a
string of symbols in Vr. If the string is empty, it is classified to C5; if it is t4, it is classified to
C2i otherwise, the string is classified in one of the classes C3, C4, and C5 according to the largest
membership grade in fuzzy languages generated by the associated fuzzy grammars FG3, FG4,
and FG5. If the string is classified in C3 or C4, we proceed to level 2, where fuzzy irammars
FG31 and FG41 are employed for further classification. Classification at level 3 (Fig. 13.7) is
based on specific measurements and crisp criteria.
Many additional details of this interesting example, omitted here for the sake of simplicity,

are covered in the original paper by Pathak and Pal [1986) as well as in the book by Pal and
Majumder [1986].

13.4 FUZZY IMAGE PROCESSING
Image processing is connected with pattern recognition in the sense that data in many pattern
recognition problems are given in terms of digital images. Examples of such problems
are printed and handwritten character recognition, automatic classification of X-ray images,
fingerprints recognition, target identification, human face recognition, and classification of
remotely sensed data. The role of image processing is to enhance a given image in an
appropriate way to make the subsequent pattern recognition and classification easier.
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider only monochrome or grey-tone images. In
general, a grey-tone image is a discrete approximation of a black and white picture, which is
essential for computer processing. Such an approximation is conveniently represented by the

m x n matrix

-

R=

rIl

r12

r21

r22

rml

rm2

...

rln
r2n

...

rmn

where ri/ expresses, for each i E N,, and each j E N,,, the level of brightness at the spatial
point whose position in a two-dimensional grid of discrete points is identified by the vertical
index i and the horizontal index j. The ordering of entries in R is assumed to be the same
as the ordering of points in the grid, and rid is assumed to be a value from a discrete set
{bl = 0, b2, ... , bq = bb}; we assume values bk increase with increasing k E N0,,,. Each
element of R is usually called a pixel.
There are basically two classes of methods for image processing, which are referred to
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as frequency domain methods and spatial domain methods. In frequency domain methods,
the image is processed in terms of its Fourier transform; in spatial domain methods, the
processing directly involves the pixels of matrix R. To illustrate the use of fuzzy sets in
image processing, we consider only spatial domain methods. In some of these methods, each
pixel is modified independent of other pixels, while in other methods, it is modified on the
basis of pixels in its neighborhood.
in fuzzy image-processing methods, matrix R = [r;ij of a given image is converted into
its fuzzy counterpart, k = [ijj], which is then manipulated by appropriate fuzzy operators.
The conversion from R to R is usually done by the formula

Fu = (1 +

b

- r;J

Y

(13.11)

for all i E N. and j E N,,, where b E [0, bma,,] is a reference constant defining the degree
of brightness for which F,J = 1, and ,6, y are positive parameters that affect the conversion
formula and are determined from required properties of enhancement operations to be applied
to a given image.

Two ways of manipulating images represented by fuzzy matrices are illustrated by a
particular example adopted from [Pal and King, 1981].
Example 13.6

The image considered in this example is the discrete approximation of a picture of three
handwritten letters, Shu, by a 96 x 96 spatial grid of points and 32 levels of brightness (grey
levels), shown in Fig. 13.8a. The image is represented by a 96 x 96 matrix R = [rij], where
31 is chosen in this
r1j E {0, 1, ... , 31} for all i, j E N%. For converting R into It, b =
example and, hence,

1
where appropriate values of parameters 0 and y are selected on the basis of the requireme
imposed upon the following contrast intensification operation, which is one of the operations
intended to enhance the image for subsequent pattern recognition and classification. Observe that
this conversion function is an S-shape function, since it is based on b = b,,, = 31.
Any contrast intensification operation, MT, is a function of the form
INT : [0, 1] --o- [0, 1]

such that

INT (a) > a when a E (0.5, 1),

INT (a) < a when a e (0, 0.5),
INT (a) = a when a = 0, 0.5, 1.
When function INT is applied to entries of matrix R, let INT(F,j) be denoted by F.
The intensification operation employed in this example is defined by

_

IIVT (rid) -

2Fj2j

11-2(l - Ffj)2

when Fij E [0, 0.5]

when Fj e [0.5, 1]
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(a) Original image

(b) Result of contrast stretching

(c) Result of smoothing

Figure 13.8 Image discussed in Example
13.6: (a) original image; (b) result of
contrast stretching, (c) result of smoothing.
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Observe that this operation can also be expressed by a sigmoid function (Appendix A).
The intensification operation INT requires selection of a suitable equilibrium point, b,, of
the conversion function to ensure that r;, > F,, for r;; > b, and F,'1 < Ftj for ri, < be. By choosing
a subinterval of [0, b,,,,,] within which we want to apply the intensification operation, we can
determine values of P and y in the conversion function that satisfy this requirement. Assume,
for example, that we want to apply the intensification operation within the subinterval [x, x + 1]
of [0, bm_]. Then b, = x + 0.5 and
r

1+

=0.5.

1

Considering, for example, x = 9 and choosing y = 1, we obtain

(1+

= 0.5,
18

which yields fi = 21.5. Similarly, choosing y = 2, we obtain = 52, and so on.
The intensification operator may be applied repeatedly. When it is applied twice to the
image in Fig. 13.8a for,8 = 43 and y = 2, we obtain the image in Fig. 13.8b.
The second operation on fuzzified images to be illustrated by this example is smoothing.
The purpose of smoothing is to equalize the level of brightness of image points that are spatially
close to each other. There are several known smoothing operations (or algorithms). One of them
is based on averaging the brightness levels within neighbors. Assuming the use of the arithmetic
average, the smoothing operation is defined by the formula

1 1:

r,'

(13.12)

(i.J)EQ

4

for all u E N. and V E N,, where Q = {(u, v + 1), (u, v - 1), (u + 1, v), (u - 1, v)} is the
neighborhood of pixel (u, v). Applying this operation to the image in Fig. 13.8b, we obtain the
smoother image in Fig. 13.8c.
Comparing the three images in Fig. 13.8, we can clearly see the effect of the two operations
illustrated, contrast stretching (intensification) and smoothing (averaging). After the original
image is processed by these two operations, it is undoubtedly more suitable for the subsequent
pattern recognition and classification.

NOTES
13.1. Books by Bezdek [1981] and Kandel [1982] are classics in fuzzy pattern recognition. Both
books also cover fuzzy clustering and various applications of fuzzy pattern recognition.
Kandel's book contains a large bibliography (with 3,064 entries) of fuzzy set theory that focuses
particularly on fuzzy pattern recognition. A more recent book on fuzzy pattern recognition [Pal
and Majumder, 1986] has a broad coverage, including the use of fuzzy sets in image processing,
fuzzy grammars and their use in syntactic pattern recognition, and numerous applications of the
various types of pattern recognition problems. The role of fuzzy logic and neural networks in
pattern recognition is also discussed in the book by Pao [1989].
13.2. A book edited by Bezdek and Pal [1992] is currently the main resource of information regarding
the various aspects of fuzzy pattern recognition. It contains reprints of 51 key articles in this
area, as well as thorough overviews of the whole area and four of its subareas: cluster analysis;
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classifier design and feature analysis; image processing and machine vision; and fuzzy logic,
neural networks and learning in pattern recognition. Each of these overviews contains a relevant
bibliography.

EXERCISES
13.1. Describe differences between fuzzy pseudopartitions and regular fuzzy partitions resulting from
fuzzy equivalence relations.

13.2. Repeat Example 13.1 (preferably by writing a computer program for the fuzzy c-means
algorithm) for different initial fuzzy pseudopartitions; for example,

Ar = .8/xr+...+.8/xa+.2/x9+...+.2/xr5,
A2 = .2/xr + ... + .2/xa + .8/x9 +... + .8/xu.
13.3. Apply the fuzzy c-means algorithm to the data in Example 13.2 with c = 2 and c = 3.
13.4. Prove Theorem 13.1.
V.S. Apply the clustering method based on the transitive closure of fuzzy relation defined by (13.6)
to the data in Example 13.1 for q = 1, 2.

14
Fuzzy DATABASES AND
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
.

14.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Applications of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic within the field of computer science have been
quite extensive, particularly in those endeavors concerned with the storage and manipulation

of knowledge in a manner compatible with human thinking. This includes fuzzy databases,
fuzzy information retrieval systems, and fuzzy expert systems. These three areas are not
independent of one another. For example, each expert system contains a database as a
subsystem. On the other hand, information retrieval may be handled by a specific database
system.
The principal difference between expert systems and database systems is the capability
of expert systems to make inferences. This capability is examined for fuzzy expert systems
in Chapter 11. In this chapter, we focus on fuzzy database and information retrieval systems.
Although information retrieval may be conceived in terms of a specific database system, the
agendas of database systems and information retrieval systems are sufficiently different that it
is preferable to discuss them as separate subjects.
The motivation for the application of fuzzy set theory to the design of databases and
information storage and `retrieval systems lies in the need to handle imprecise information.
The database that can accommodate imprecise information can store and manipulate not only
precise facts, but also subjective expert opinions, judgments, and values that can be specified
in linguistic terms. This type of information can be quite useful when the database is to
be used as a decision aid in areas such as medical diagnosis, employment, investment, and
geological exploration, where "soft" subjective and imprecise data are not only common
but quite valuable. In addition, it is also desirable to relieve the user of the constraint of
having to formulate queries to the database in precise terms. Vague queries such as "Which
employment candidates are highly educated and moderately experienced?", "Which industries
are forecasted to experience significant growth by a substantial number of experts?" or
"Which reasonably priced hotels are in close proximity to the city center?" often capture
the relevant concerns of database users more accurately and easily than precise queries.
It is important, however, that the database system which incorporates imprecision be able
379
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to appropriately propagate the level of uncertainty associated with the data to the level of
uncertainty associated with answers or conclusions based on the data. Precise answers should
not be generated from imprecise data.
The significance of fuzzy databases is well characterized by the following excerpt from
a paper by Gaines [1979b]:
The initial applications of computers were in the exact sciences and comparable commercial
areas such as accountancy. Database theory and practice in developing from this, even though
it allows for non-numerical data, still requires it to be precise and well-defined. As applications
move out of the realms of the accountant and into the less quantitative areas of the firm so also
does a requirement for high precision in specifying retrievals and updates of a database become
increasingly unnatural. It is possible to argue that precision in itself is always a virtue--a reply
to a request for a delivery data that says "soon" would be rated less satisfactory thaw one that
says "in 3 days time"-the latter is more "businesslike".
However, unwarranted precision can itself be highly misleading since actions may be taken

based on it-"we will deliver 7 parcels each weighing 15.2 kilograms at the rear entrance of
building 6A on 15th February at 0.03 p.m.", "we will deliver some heavy equipment to your site
Saturday evening", and "see you with the goods over the weekend", may each refer to the same
event but are clearly not interchangeable, i.e., each conveys an exact meaning that (presumably)
properly represents what is to occur. If we prefer the precision of the first statement it is not for
its own sake but because the tighter tolerances it implies on the actual situation allow us to plan
ahead with greater accuracy and less use of resources. However, if the third statement really
represents all that can, be said it would be ridiculous to replace it with either of the previous
ones. It would be equally ridiculous to say nothing, however, since even the least precise of
the three statements does provide a basis for planning and action. A key aspect of executive
action is planning under uncertainty and normal language provides a means for imprecision to
be clearly and exactly expressed.
In retrieving information from a database the requirement for artificial precision is at least
irritating and at worst highly misleading; e.g. the request, "list the young salesmen who have a
good selling record for household goods in the north of England", is perfectly comprehensible.
to a person. Translating it into, "list salesmen under 25 years old who have sold more than
£20,000 of goods in the categories... to shops in the regions...", generates unnecessary work
and makes no allowances for the whole spectrum of trade-offs possible, i.e., it will not list the
chap of 26 who has made a real killing, or the one of 19 who sold £19,000, etc. The second
request is more precise but the first represents far more accurately the actual meaning of the
retrieval required.

One of the major concerns in the design of both fuzzy database and information
retrieval systems is efficiency; these systems must be able to perform quickly enough to make
interaction with human users feasible, despite large amounts of stored data with their degrees

of membership. The implementation of these systems is thus strongly dependent on the
availability of integrated circuits designed specifically to implement fuzzy logic (Sec. 16.5). In
general, it is preferable to store fuzzy information in linguistic form and generate the implied
membership functions as required or, alternatively, handle fuzzy information completely in its
linguistic form.
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14.2 FUZZY DATABASES
A database is a computer-based system the purpose of which is to store information regarding

a set of entities and to provide users with the capability of organizing, manipulating, and
retrieving the stored information as requested. Several models for representing information in
databases have been proposed. One of these models, referred to as a relational model, has
become predominant. Virtually all fuzzy databases described in the literature are conceived in
terms of the relational model. To illustrate the issues involved in fuzzy databases, we describe
one of several known approaches to fuzzy databases.
Buckles and Petry [1982, 1983] developed a model for a fuzzy relational database that
contains, as a special case, the classical crisp model of a relational database. The model of a
classical relational database consists of a set of multidimensional relations conceptualized as
tables. The columns of these tables correspond to fields or attributes and are usually called

domains. Each domain is defined on an appropriate domain base (or universal) set. The
rows are elements of the relation; they correspond to records or entries, and are called tuples.
Access to the database is accomplished through a relational algebra. This algebra consists

of the procedural application of operations containing four basic elements: an operation
name, the names of relations and the names of domains to be operated on, and an optional
conditional expression. For instance, if our database contains a ternary relation STUDENT
with domains NAME, ADDRESS, and MAJOR, we can obtain the names and addresses of
all students whose major is computer science by constructing a new relation with domains
NAME and ADDRESS as a projection of the original relation. The algebraic operation
performing this task would be
Project (STUDENT: NAME, ADDRESS) where
MAJOR = "computer science."

The algebra also contains other relational operations, such as Complement, Union, Intersection, and Join, which perform the corresponding tasks on the relation and domains specified in order to produce the desired information.
The fuzzy relational database proposed by Buckles and Petry differs from this crisp
model in two ways: first, elements of the tuples contained in the relations may be crisp
subsets of the domain -universal set, and second, a similarity relation is defined on each
domain universal set. The first qualification allows the elements of tuples to consist of either
singletons of the domain universal sets (as in the conventional relational database model) or
crisp subsets of the domain universal sets, as in the relation MARKETS with the domains
AREA, SIZE, and POTENTIAL represented by the table

RELATION: MARKETS

AREA

SIZE

POTENTIAL

east
midwest
south

large
(large, medium)
small

good
(moderate, good)
(good, excellent)
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Domain values that are not singletons may indicate, for instance, the merging of the opinions
or judgments of several experts.
The second qualification is based on the assumption that in the classical database model,
a crisp equivalence relation is defined on each domain universal set which groups together
elements that are strictly equivalent. This equivalence is utilized, for example, when redundant
tuples are to be eliminated or ignored. Most often, the equivalence classes generated by this

relation are simply the singletons of the universal set. In the fuzzy database model, this
equivalence relation is generalized to a fuzzy equivalence relation (or a similarity relation).
This introduction of fuzziness provides an interesting element of flexibility, since the value
or meaning structures of different individual database users may be reflected by modifying
the domain equivalence relations appropriately. Moreover, as argued by Shenoi and Melton
[1989, 19901, it is desirable to further generalize the model by allowing fuzzy compatibility
(or proximity) relations in each domain rather than requiring fuzzy equivalence relations. By
dropping transitivity, users of the fuzzy relational database are given more freedom to express
their value structures.
The fuzzy relational algebra used to access this fuzzy database consists of the same four
components as the conventional relational algebra and, in addition, allows for the specification
of a threshold level defining the minimum acceptable degree of similarity between elements in
some specified domain. In the special case of the conventional database; all threshold levels
are implicitly assumed to be equal to 1, thus requiring strict equivalence for the merging or
elimination of tuples. In the fuzzy database, tuples may be merged if they are considered
sufficiently similar.
As an example of the use of this fuzzy database model and its associated fuzzy relational

algebra, suppose our database contains the opinions of a group of experts on three policy
options, X, Y, and Z. Two relations' are contained within the database: EXPERT, which
has domains NAME and FIELD and associates the name and field of each expert; and
ASSESSMENT, which has domains OPTION, NAME, and OPINION and associates the
name of each expert with their expressed opinions on the policy options. These two relations .
are specified in Table 14.1. In addition, the following fuzzy compatibility relation is defined
for the domain OPINION on the domain universal set (highly favorable (HF), favorable (F),
slightly favorable (SF), slightly negative (SN), negative (N), and highly negative (HN)):

HF F SF SN N HN
HF

1

.8

.6

-.2

0

0

.8

1

.8

.6

.2

0

.6

.8

1

.8

.6

.2

.2

.6

.8

1

.8

.6

N

0

.2

.6

.8

1

.8

HN

0

0

.2

.6

.8

1

F
SF
SN

Crisp equivalence relations in which equivalence classes are singletons are assumed to be
defined on domains NAME, FIELD, and OPTION.
Suppose now that our query to this fuzzy database consists of the following question:
"Which sociologists are in considerable agreement with Kass concerning policy option Y?"
The first step is to retrieve the opinion of Kass concerning option Y. This is accomplished
with the relational algebraic operation
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EXAMPLES OF RELATIONS IN RELATIONAL DATABASE
RELATION: ASSESSMENT

RELATION: EXPERT
NAME

FIELD

Cohen

sociologist
economist
attorney
economist
physician
sociologist
sociologist
sociologist

Fadem.

Fee
Feldman
Kass
Osborn
Schreiber
Specterman

OPTION NAME

OPINION

X
X

Osborn

favorable

Fee

negative

X

Fadem
Feldman
Cohen
Osborn
Fee
Schreiber
Kass
Fadem
Specterman
Feldman
Osborn
Kass
Fee

slightly favorable
highly favorable
slightly favorable
slightly favorable
highly favorable
favorable
favorable
negative
highly favorable
slightly negative
negative
slightly negative
slightly favorable

X
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Z
Z
Z

(Project (Select ASSESSMENT where NAME = Kass and
OPTION = Y) over OPINION) giving R1.
The resulting temporary relation R1 on domain OPINION is given by
RELATION: Rl
OPINION
favorable

The next step involves the selection of all sociologists from the table of experts. This is
accomplished by the operation
(Project (Select EXPERT where FIELD = Sociologists)
over NAME) giving R2.
Here, R2 is a temporary relation on domain NAME listing only sociologists. It is equal to
RELATION: R2
NAME
Cohen
Osborn
Schreiber
Specterman

Next, temporary relation R3 must be constructed on domains NAME and OPINION, which
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The algebraic expression

accomplishing this is

(Project (Select (Join R2 and ASSESSMENT over NAME)
where OPTION = Y) over NAME, OPINION) giving R3.
The relation R3 that is produced is given by
RELATION: R3
NAME

OPINION

Cohen
Osborn
Schreiber

slightly negative
slightly favorable
favorable

Specterman

highly favorable

Finally, we perform a join of relations R1 (giving the opinion of Kass) and R3 (giving the
opinion of the sociologists) that specifies a threshold similarity level of .75 on the domain
OPINION, which is chosen for this example to represent the condition of "considerable"
agreement. The algebraic expression for this task is
(Join R3 and R1 over OPINION) with
THRES(OPINION) ?.75, and THRES(NAME) > 0.

The specification of a zero similarity threshold level for NAME is necessary to allow the
merging of names into sets, as shown in the result given by
NAME

OPINION

(Osborn, Schreiber, Specterman)

(slightly favorable, favorable, highly favorable)

Note that the response which results is less than precise and contains less information than a
response of
NAME

OPINION

Osborn
Schreiber
Specterman

slightly favorable
favorable
highly favorable

In this way, the uncertainty contained in the specification of "considerable agreement" and in
the similarity defined over the possible opinions is propagated to the response given.

The illustrated fuzzy database model developed by Buckles and Petry [1982, 19831
introduces fuzziness only by means of fuzzy equivalence relations or, more generally, fuzzy
compatibility relations on individual.domain universal sets. Fuzziness in data is not addressed
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by this model. However, other fuzzy database models have been proposed in which attribute
values may be expressed in vague linguistic terms (Note 14.2).

14.3 FUZZY INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Information retrieval may be defined, in general, as the problem of the selection of
documentary information from storage in response to search questions. Each search question

is a statement, in words or other symbols, which expresses the subject of interest of the
inquirer. It is assumed that the subject of each document in the storage is characterized by a
set of key words or other symbols. The problem of information retrieval is to match the words
or other symbols of the inquiry with those characterizing the individual documents and make
appropriate selections. The aim is to select, at minimal cost, documents that are of maximum
relevance to the inquirer.
The term fuzzy information retrieval refers to methods of information retrieval that are

based upon the theory of fuzzy sets. These methods are increasingly recognized as more
realistic than the various classical methods of information retrieval. Among publications
dealing with fuzzy information retrieval, as reviewed in Note 14.4, the only comprehensive
treatment of this. subject is covered in a monograph by Miyamoto [1990].

Our aim in this section is to characterize the role of fuzzy set theory in dealing with
the problem of information retrieval. We do not attempt to describe specific methods of
fuzzy information retrieval. Readers interested in this subject should consult the abovementioned monograph.
The problem of information retrieval involves two finite crisp sets, a set of recognized
index terms,

and a set of relevant documents,

Y={Yt,Y2,...,Yn}.
Although these sets change whenever new documents are added to systems or new index
terms are recognized (or, possibly, when some documents or index terms are discarded), they
are fixed for each particular inquiry.
In fuzzy information retrieval, the relevance of index terms to individual documents is
expressed by a fuzzy relation,

R:XxY

[0, 1],

such that the membership value R (x;, y;) specifies for each x, E X and each y1 E Y the grade
of relevance of index term x; to document y.,. These grades are determined either subjectively,

by authors of the documents, or objectively, by some algorithmic procedure. One way of
determining the grades objectively is to define them in an appropriate way in terms of the
numbers of occurrences of individual index terms in titles and/or abstracts of the documents
involved. This can be combined with other criteria. One possible criterion is to discount
the grade of relevance involving old documents or old index terms by some rate. Other
possible criteria in defining the grades of relevance are to discriminate among different types
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of documents (journal articles, papers in conference proceedings, unpublished reports, etc.),
to rank relevant journals, and so on. These and other criteria may be specified by the user.
Another important relation in fuzzy information retrieval is called a fuzzy thesaurus.

This is a reflexive fuzzy relation, T, defined on X2.

For each pair of index terms

(x;, xk) E X2, T (x,, Xk) expresses the degree of association of x; with xk; that is, the degree
to which the meaning of index term xk is compatible with the meaning of the given index
term x;. The role of this relation is to deal with the problem of synonyms among index terms.
The relation helps to identify relevant documents for a given inquiry that otherwise would not
be identified. This happens whenever a document is characterized by an index term that is
synonymous with an index term contained in the inquiry.
Various methods have been developed for constructing fuzzy thesauri. For example,
experts in a given field of study are asked to identify, in a given set of index terms, pairs
whose meanings they consider associated (or, possibly, to give degrees of association for
each pair). Grades of membership in T are then determined by averaging the scores for
each pair. Another way of obtaining these grades is to use statistical data obtained from the
documents or such as frequencies of occurrence of pairs of index terms in the same document

or frequencies of associations based on citations. When a fuzzy thesaurus is updated by
introducing new index terms, old index terms are usually discounted at some rate.
In fuzzy information retrieval, an inquiry can be expressed by any fuzzy set defined on
the set of index terms X. Let A denote the fuzzy set representing a particular inquiry. Then,

by composing A with the fuzzy thesaurus T, we obtain a new fuzzy set on X (say, set B),
which represents an augmented inquiry (i.e., augmented by associated index terms). That is,

Aa T = B,

(14.1)

where o is usually understood to be the max-min composition, so that

B(x;) = max min[A (xi), T(x;,x;)]
X, EX

for all x1 E X. The retrieved documents, expressed by a fuzzy set D defined on Y, are then
obtained by composing the augmented inquiry, expressed by fuzzy set B, with the relevance
relation R. That is,
B a R = D.

(14.2)

Thus (14.1) and (14.2) represent the process of fuzzy information retrieval.
To illustrate this process, let us consider a -very simple example, in which the inquiry
involves only the following three index terms:

xl = fuzzy logic,
x2 =,fuzzy relation equations,
x3 =fuzzy modus ponens.
That is, °+A = {x1, x2, x3} is the support of fuzzy set A expressing the inquiry. Assume that
the vector representation of A is
xl

A=[1

X2

X3

.4

.1 ].
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Assume further that the relevant part of fuzzy thesaurus (restricted to the support of A and
nonzero columns) is given by the matrix

T

X3

x1

x2

x1

1

.2

X2
X3

.2

1

1

.4

1

X4

X5

X6

1

1

.5

1

.1

.7

.9

0

.9

.3

1

11

where

x4 = approximate reasoning,
xs = max-min composition,
x6 =fuzzy implication.
Then, by (14.1), the composition A o T results in fuzzy set B, which represents the augmented
inquiry; its vector form is
x1

x2

x3

X4

X5

B=[ 1

.4

1

1

.5

X6

1 ].

Assume now that the relevant part of the relevance relation (restricted to the support of B and
nonzero columns) is given by the matrix
Yl

Y2

Y3

Y4

Ys

Y6

Y7

Y8

Y9

Y10

xl F .2

1

0
0

0
.4
0
0
.6
0

0
0

0

0

0
.3

1

1

0
0

0
0

x2

R_ x3

0

0

.8

0

.4

X4

0

1

0

x5
x6

1

0

0

1

0
.5
0

0
0
.2

0
0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0
0

.9

.7
0
0

.5

1

0
0

0
.5

where yr, y2,
. Yto are the only documents related to index terms x1, x2, ... , x6. By (14.2),
the composition B o R results in fuzzy set D, which characterizes the retrieved documents; its
vector form is

D

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y6

Y7

Ys

Y9

[ .5

1

1

.3

.4

.5

1

.9

.7

Yto

.5 J.

The user can now decide whether to inspect all documents captured by the support of D or to
consider only documents captured by some a-cut of D.
The use of fuzzy set theory in information retrieval has at least the following advantages
in comparison with classical methods: fuzzy relevance relations and fuzzy thesauri are more
expressive than their crisp counterparts, and their construction is more realistic; the fuzzy set
characterizing the retrieved documents establishes, by its a-cuts, layers of retrieved documents
distinguished by.their relevance (the value of a) and thus provide the user with a guideline

regarding the order in which the documents should be inspected or which documents to
neglect when the total number of retrieved documents is too large; and fuzzy inquiry provides
the user with greater flexibility in expressing the subject area of interest.
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The reader should be aware that our presentation of fuzzy information retrieval in this
section is rather restricted. We ignore some important issues, such as the effect of the type
of composition in (14.1) and (14.2) on the performance, the role of citations, or aspects of
information retrieval with feedback. We also do not discuss the important role of fuzzy
clustering (Sec. 13.2) in information retrieval, which is well covered by Miyamoto [1990].

NOTES
14.1. For background regarding classical relational database systems, we recommend the book
Principles of Database Systems by J.D. Ullman (Computer Science Press, 1980).
14.2. In addition to the fuzzy database model developed by Buckles and Petry [1982, 1983] and
generalized by Shenoi and Melton [1989, 1990], as described in Sec. 14.2, three alternative
models were developed by Umano [1982], Prade and Testemale [1984], and Zemankova and
Kandel [1985]. In each of these models, attribute values may be expressed in linguistic terms,
which are represented by appropriate possibility distributions. The models differ in methods
of data manipulation and retrieval. An attempt to develop a framework under which all these
models can be integrated was made by Medina et at. [1994].
14.3. Research regarding theoretical issues pertaining to the design of fuzzy relational databases
(fuzzy functional dependencies, fuzzy lossless join decompositions, etc.) has been pursued
since the late 1980s- by Raju and Majumdar [1987, 1988], Tripathy and Saxena [1990], and
Shenoi, Melton, and Fan [1992]. An overview of these issues and other aspects of fuzzy
relational databases is covered in a book by Li and Liu [1990], whose focus is on the use of
fuzzy Prolog and a fuzzy relational query language, FSQL.
14.4. The principal source of information about fuzzy information retrieval is the previously
mentioned book by Miyamoto [1990]. Various issues of fuzzy information retrieval have been
investigated since the early 1970s by numerous authors, including Negoita [1973], Negoita and
Flondor [1976], Radecki [1981, 1983], Kohout et al. [1984], Zenner et aL [1985], Bezdek et
al. [1986], Boy and Kuss [1986], Tong [1986], Murai et al. [1988, 1989], Lopez de Mintaras
et at. [1990], Nomoto et aL [1990], Larsen and Yager [1990, 1993], and 0gawa et at. [1991].

EXERCISES
14.1. Repeat the example discussed in Sec. 14.2 with the following questions:
(a) Which sociologists or economists are in considerable agreement with Feldman concerning
option Y?"
(b) "Which experts who are not sociologists are somewhat in agreement with Fee regarding

option X?" (Assume that a threshold similarity of 0.5 represents the condition of
"somewhat in agreement.")

(c) "Which sociologists are in considerable agreement with any economists concerning
option Y?"

14.2. Repeat the example discussed in Sec. 14.3 for the frizzy inquiry

A = 11xx i- .7/x2,
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where xr = fuzzy information retrieval and x2 = fuzzy databases. Assume that the relevant part
of a fuzzy thesaurus is given by the matrix.

T

_

XI

X2

X3

X4

XS

X6

xi

1

.7

.8

1

1

.3

x2

[.7

1

0

0

1

.9

where x3 = fuzzy clustering, x4 = fuzzy thesaurus, x5 = fuzzy inquiry, and x6 = fuzzy relations.
Assuming that the relevance relation R is the same as in Sec. 14.3, calculate the fuzzy set D
that characterizes the retrieved documents.

15
Fuzzy DECISION MAKING

15.1

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Making decisions is undoubtedly one of the most fundamental activities of human beings. We
all are faced in our daily life with varieties of alternative actions available to us and, at least
in some instances, we have to decide which of the available actions to take. The beginnings
of decision making, as a subject of study, can be traced, presumably, to the late 18th century,
when various studies were made in France regarding methods of election and social choice.
Since these initial studies, decision making has evolved into a respectable and rich field of
study. The current literature on decision making, based largely on theories and methods
developed in this century, is enormous.
The subject of decision making is, as the name suggests, the study of how decisions.
are actually made and how they can be made better or more successfully. That is, the field
is concerned, in general, with both descriptive theories and normative theories. Much of the
focus in developing the field has been in the area of management, in which the decisionmaking process is of key importance for functions such as inventory control, investment,
personnel actions, new-product development, and allocation of resources, as well as many
others. Decision making itself, however, is broadly--defined to include any choice or selection
of alternatives, and is therefore of importance in many fields in both the "soft" social sciences
and the "hard" disciplines of natural sciences and engineering.

Applications of fuzzy sets within the field of decision making have, for the most
part, consisted of fuzzifications of the classical theories of decision making. While
decision making under conditions of risk have been modeled by probabilistic decision
theories and game theories, fuzzy decision theories attempt to deal with the vagueness and
nonspecificity inherent in human formulation of preferences, constraints, and goals. In this
chapter, we overview the applicability of fuzzy set theory to the main classes of decisionmaking problems.
Classical decision making generally deals with a set of alternative states of nature
(outcomes, results), a set of alternative actions that are available to the decision maker, a
relation indicating the state or outcome to be expected from each alternative action, and,
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finally, a utility or objective function, which orders the outcomes according to their desirability.
A decision is said to be made under conditions of certainty when the outcome for each action
can be determined and ordered precisely. In this case, the alternative that leads to the outcome

yielding the highest utility is chosen. That is, the decision-making problem becomes an
optimization problem, the problem of maximizing the utility function. A decision is made
under conditions of risk, on the other hand, when the only available knowledge concerning
the outcomes consists of their conditional probability distributions, one for each action. In
this case, the decision-making problem becomes an optimization problem of maximizing the
expected utility. When probabilities of the outcomes are not known, or may not even be
relevant, and outcomes for each action are characterized only approximately, we say that
decisions are made under uncertainty. This is the prime domain for fuzzy decision' making.
Decision making under uncertainty is perhaps the most important category of decisionmaking problems, as well characterized by the British economist Shackle [1961]:
In a predestinate world, decision would be illusory; in a world of perfect foreknowledge, empty;
in a world without natural order, powerless. Our intuitive attitude to life implies non-illusory,
non-empty, non-powerless decision... Since decision in this sense excludes both perfect foresight
and anarchy in nature, it must be defined as choice in face of bounded uncertainty.

This indicates the importance of fuzzy set theory in decision making.
Several classes of decision-making problems are usually recognized. According to
one criterion, decision problems are classified as those involving a single decision maker
and those which involve several decision makers. These problem classes are referred to
as individual decision making and multiperson decision making, respectively. According to
another criterion, we distinguish decision problems that involve a simple optimization of a
utility function, an optimization under constraints, or an optimization under multiple objective
criteria. Furthermore, decision making can be done in one stage, or it can be done iteratively,
in several stages. This chapter is structured, by and large, according to these classifications.
We do not attempt to cover fuzzy decision making comprehensively. This would require
a large book fully specialized on this subject. Instead, we want to convey the spirit of fuzzy
decision making, as applied to the various classes of decision problems.
15.2 INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING

Fuzziness can be introduced into the existing models of decision models in various ways. In
the first paper on fuzzy decision making, Bellman and Zadeh [1970] suggest a fuzzy model of
decision making in which relevant goals and constraints are expressed in terms of fuzzy sets,
and a decision is determined by an appropriate aggregation of these fuzzy sets. A decision
situation in this model is characterized by the following componaffts:
a set A of possible actions;
a set of goals Gi (i E N,,), each of which is expressed in terms of a fuzzy set defined
on A;
a set of constraints Ci (j E Nm), each of which is also expressed by a fuzzy set defined
on A.
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It is common that the fuzzy sets expressing goals and constraints in this formulation are
not defined directly on the set of actions, but indirectly, through other sets that characterize
relevant states of nature. Let G; and Cj be fuzzy sets defined on sets X; and Yi, respectively,
where i E N. and j E Nm. Assume that these fuzzy sets represent goals and constraints
expressed by the decision maker. Then, for each i e N. and each j E Nm, we describe the
meanings of actions in set A in terms of sets X, and Yi by functions
gi

: A-+X,,

c1:A-->Y1,
and express goals G; and constraints Ci by the compositions of g; with G; and the
compositions of ci and C; that is,

G,(a) = G,(gt(a)),

(15.1)

Ci (a) = C' (ci (a))

(15.2)

for each a E A.
Given a decision situation characterized by fuzzy sets A, G; (i E N.), and Ci (j E Nm),
a fuzzy decision, D, is conceived as a fuzzy set on A that simultaneously satisfies the given
goals Gi and constraints Ci. That is,

D (a) = min[tinf Gi (a), iiin Ci (a)]
eN

(15.3)

for all a E A, provided that the standard operator of fuzzy intersection is employed.
Once a fuzzy decision has been arrived at, it may be necessary to choose the "best"
single crisp alternative from this fuzzy set. This may be accomplished in a straightforward
manner by choosing an alternative a E A that attains the maximum membership grade in D.
Since this method ignores information concerning any of the other alternatives, it may not be

desirable in all situations. When A is defined on IR, it is preferable to determine a by an
appropriate defuzzification method (Sec. 12.2).

Before discussing the various features of this fuzzy decision model and its possible
modifications or extensions, let us illustrate how it works by two simple examples.
Example 15.1
Suppose that an individual needs to decide which of four possible jobs, al, a2, a3, a4, to choose.
His or her goal is to choose a job that offers a high salary under the constraints that the job is
interesting and within close driving distance. In this case, A = (a,, a2, a3, a4), and the fuzzy sets
involved represent the concepts of high salary, interesting job, and close driving distance. These
concepts are highly subjective and context-dependent, and must be defined by the individual in
a given context. The goal is expressed in monetary terms, independent of the jobs available.
Hence, according to our notation, we denote the fuzzy set expressing the goal by G'. A possible
definition of G' is given in Fig. 15.1a, where we assume, for convenience, that the underlying

universal set is R. To express the goal in terms of set A, we need a function g: A --r IR+,
which assigns to each job the respective salary. Assume the following assignments:

g(al) = $40,000,
g(a2) = $45,000,
g(a3) = $50,000,
g(a4) = $60,000.
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(b) Constraint C2: Close driving distance.

Figure 15.1 Fuzzy goal and constraint (Example 15.1): (a) goal G': high salary; (b) constraint
C'z: close driving distance.

This assignment is also shown in Fig. 15.1a. Composing now functions g and G', according to
(15.1), we obtain the fuzzy set
G = .11/at + .3/a2 + .48/a3 + .8/a4,

which expresses the goal in terms of the available jobs in set A.
The first constraint, requiring that the job be interesting, is expressed directly in terms of
set A (i.e., cl, in (15.2) is the identity function and Ct = Ci). Assume that the individual assigns
to the four jobs in A the following membership grades in the fuzzy set of interesting jobs:

Ct = .4/at +.6/a2 +.2/a3 + .2/a4.
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The second constraint, requiring that the driving distance be close, is expressed in terms
of the driving distance from home to work. Following our notation, we denote the fuzzy set
expressing this constraint by C. A possible definition of C: is given in Fig. 15.1b, where
distances of the four jobs are also shown. Specifically,

c,(a,) = 27 miles,
c2(a2) = 7.5 miles,

c,(a3) = 12 miles,
e2(a4) = 2.5 miles.
By composing functions c2 and C2, according to (15.2), we obtain the fuzzy set

C2 = .1/a1 + .9/a2 +31a3 + 1/a4,
which expresses the constraint in terms of the set A.
Applying now formula (15.3), we obtain the fuzzy set
D = .1/a, + .3/a2 +.2/a3 + .2/a4,

which represents a fuzzy characterization of the concept of desirable job. The job to be chosen

is a = a2; this is the most desirable job among the four available jobs under the given goal
G and constraints C1, C2, provided that we aggregate the goal and constraints as expressed by
(15.3).

Example 15.2
In this very simple example, adopted from Zimmermann [1987], we illustrate a case in which A
is not a discrete set. The board of directors of a company needs to determine the optimal dividend
to be paid to the shareholders. For financial reasons, the dividend should be attractive (goal G);
for reasons of wage negotiations, it should be modest (constraint Q. The set of actions, A, is
the set of possible dividends, assumed here to be the interval [(5; am,,,] of real numbers, where
denotes the largest acceptable dividend. The goal as well as the constraint are expressed
directly as fuzzy sets on A = [0, a,,,]. A possible scenario is shown in Fig. 15.2, which is selfexplanatory.

The described fuzzy decision model allows the decision maker to frame the goals and
constraints in vague, linguistic terms, which may more accurately reflect practical problem
solving situations. The membership functions of fuzzy goals in this model serve much the
same purpose as utility or objective functions in classical decision making that order the
outcomes according to preferability. Unlike the classical theory of decision making under
constraints, however, the symmetry between the goals and constraints under this fuzzy model
allows them to be treated in exactly the same manner.
Formula (15.3), based upon the standard operator of fuzzy intersection, does not allow,
however, for any interdependence, interaction, or trade-off between the goals and constraints
under consideration. For many decision applications, this lack of compensation may not be
appropriate; the full compensation or trade-off offered by the union operation that corresponds
to the logical "or" (the max operator) may be inappropriate as well. Therefore, an alternative
fuzzy set intersection or an averaging operator may be used to reflect a situation in which
some degree of positive compensation exists among the goals and constraints.
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Illustration to Example 15.2.

This fuzzy model can be further extended to accommodate the relative importance of
the various goals and constraints by the use of weighting coefficients. In this case, the fuzzy
decision D can be arrived at by a convex combination of the n weighted goals and m weighted
constraints of the form
m

n

D (a) = E u; G; (a) + > vj Cj (a)
i=1

(15.4)

j=1

for all a e A, where ui and vj are non-negative weights attached to each fuzzy goal Gi (i E
and each fuzzy constraint C j (j E N.), respectively, such that
n

m

Vj =1.

Ui
j=1

i=1

However, a direct extension of formula (15.3) may be used as well; that is,

D(a) = min[inf G,"`(a), inf Cj°i(a)],
iEN

(15.5)

where the weights ui and v j possess the above-specified properties.

15.3 MULTIPERSON DECISION MAKING

When decisions made by more than one person are modeled, two differences from the case
of a single decision maker can be considered: first, the goals of the individual decision
makers may differ such that each places a different ordering on the alternatives; second,
the individual decision makers may have access to different information upon which to
base their decision. Theories known as n-person game theories deal with both of these
considerations, team theories of decision making deal only with the second, and groupdecision theories deal only with the first.
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A fuzzy model group decision was proposed by Blin [1974] and Blin and Whinston
[1973]. Here, each member of a group of n individual decision makers is assumed to have a
reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive preference ordering PA:, k E

which totally or partially

orders a set X of alternatives. A "social choice" function must then be found which, given
the individual preference orderings, produces the most acceptable overall group preference
ordering. Basically, this model allows for the individual decision makers to possess different
aims and values while still assuming that the overall purpose is to reach a common, acceptable
decision. In order to deal with the multiplicity of opinion evidenced in the group, the social
preference S may be defined as a fuzzy binary relation with membership grade function

S:XxX -> (0, 1],
which assigns the membership grade S(x;, x1), indicating the degree of group preference of
alternative x; over xi. The expression of this group preference requires some appropriate
means of aggregating the individual preferences. One simple method computes the relative
popularity of alternative x; over xj by dividing the number of persons preferring x; to xj,
denoted by N (xi, xj), by the total number of decision makers, n. This scheme corresponds
to the simple majority vote. Thus,
(xi, xJ) =

N(xi, x1)
n

(15.6)

Other methods of aggregating the individual preferences may be used to accommodate
different degrees of influence exercised by the individuals in the group. For instance, a
dictatorial situation can be modeled by the group preference relation S for which

S(x; xj) =

k

1

0

if x;
xj for some individual k
>
otherwise,

where
represents the preference ordering of the one individual k who exercises complete
control>over the group decision.

Once the fuzzy relationship S has been defined, the final nonfuzzy group preference
can be determined by converting S into its resolution form

S= aE[O,1]
U as,
which is the union of the crisp relations IS comprising the a-cuts of the fuzzy relation S,
each scaled by a. Each value a essentially represents the level of agreement between the
individuals concerning the particular crisp ordering 'S. One procedure that maximizes the
final agreement level consists of intersecting the classes of crisp total orderings that are
compatible with the pairs in the a-cuts aS for increasingly smaller values of a until a single
crisp total ordering is achieved. In this process, any pairs (x,, x1) that lead to an intransitivity

are removed. The largest value a for which the unique compatible ordering on X x X is
found represents the maximized agreement level of the group, and the crisp ordering itself
represents the group decision. This procedure is illustrated in the following example.
Example 153
Assume that each individual of a group of eight decision makers has a total preference ordering
P; 0 e NB) on a set of alternatives X = {w, x, y, z} as follows:
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Pi = (w,x,y,z)

P5 = P5 =

w)

P3 = P7 = (x, w, y, z)
P4 = Ps = (w, z, x, Y)
P6 = (z, W, X, Y)

Using the membership function given in (15.6) for the fuzzy group preference ordering relation
S (where n = 8), we arrive at the following fuzzy social preference relation:
w

S= x

Y
z

w

x

y

z

0
.5

.5

0
.25

.75
.75
0

.625
.375
.375

.625

.625

0

.25

L .375
The a-cuts of this fuzzy relation S are:

rs=0

.75s

= {(W' Y), (x, Y)}

.essS = {(W, Z), (z,x), (z, y), (w, y), (.x, y)}

'S = ((x, w), (w, x), (w, z), (z, x), (z, y), (w, y), (x, Y)}
. 3 7 5 5 = ((z, w), (x z), (Y, z), (x, w), (w, x), (w, z), (z, x), (z, y), (w, Y), (x, y)}
zss
= ((y, w), (Y, x), (z, w), (x, z), (Y, z), (x, w), (w, x), (w, z), (z, x), (z, y), (w, Y), (x, Y)}

We can now apply the procedure to arrive at the unique crisp ordering that constitutes the group
choice. All total orderings on X x X are, of course, compatible with the empty set of IS. The
total orderings 750 that are compatible with the pairs in the crisp relations .75S are
750

= {(z, w, X. y), (w, x, y, z), (w, z, x, y), (w, x, z, y),
(z, x, w, Y), (x, w, Y, z), (x, z, w, Y), (x, w,z,Y)}.

Thus,

10 n'SO = 750.

The orderings compatible with -IS are
.6'0 = ((W' z, x, y), (w, z, y, X))
and

10 n .750 n 6250 = {(w, z, x, y)}.
Thus, the value .625 represents the group level of agreement concerning the social choice

denoted by the total ordering (w, z, x, y).

In the described procedure of group decision making, it is required that each group
member can order the given set of alternatives. This requirement may be too strong in
some cases. However, it is relatively easy for each individual to make pairwise comparisons
between the given alternatives. A simple method proposed by Shimura [1973] is designed
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to construct an ordering of all given alternatives on the basis of their pairvise comparisons.
In this method, f (xi, xj ), denotes the attractiveness grade given by the individual to x; with
respect to x1. These primitive evaluations, which are expressed by positive numbers in a
given range, are made by the individual for all pairs of alternatives in the given set X. They
are then converted to relative preference grades, F(.ri, xj), by the formula
f
J (Xi,xj)
F(xi,xj) = max[f (xi,
xj), r 1 (xj,xi)]
= min[ 1, f (xi, xj) / f (xj, xi) ]

(15.7)

for each pair (xi,xj) E X2. Clearly, F(xi,xj) E [0, 1] for all pairs (xi,xj) E V. When
F(xi, xj) = 1, xi is considered at least as attractive as xj. Function F, which may be viewed

as a membership function of a fuzzy relation on X, has for each pair (x,, yj) E X2 the
property

max[F(xi, xj), F(xj, xi)] = 1.
The property means: for each pair of alternatives, at least one must be as attractive as the
other.

For each xi E X, we can now calculate the overall relative preference grades, p(xi), of
xi with respect to all other alternatives in X by the formula

p(xi) = min F(xi, xj).

(15.8)

r

The preference ordering of alternatives in X is then induced by the numerical ordering of
these grades p(xi).
Example 15.4
To illustrate the described method, consider a group of people involved in a business partnership

who intend to buy a common car for business purposes. To decide what car to buy is a
multiperson decision problem. The method described in this section can be used, but each
person in the group has to order the available alternatives first. To do that, the method based on
the degrees of attractiveness can be used.
Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that only five car models are considered: Acclaim,
Accord, Camry, Cutlass, and Sable. Assume further that, using the numbers suggested in Table
15.1a for specifying the attractiveness grades, the evaluation prepared by one person in the group
is given in Table 15.1b. The corresponding relative preference grades (calculated by (15.7)) and
the overall relative preference grades (calculated by (15.8)) are given in Table 15.1c. The latter
induce the following preference ordering of the car models: Canary, Sable, Accord, Cutlass,
Acclaim. Orderings expressing preference by the other members of the group can be determined
in a similar way. Then, the method for multiperson decision making described in this section
can be applied to these preference orderings to obtain a group decision.
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ILLUSTRATION TO EXAMPLE 15.4

(a) Suggested numbers for attractiveness grading

f (xi,x1)

Attractiveness of xi with respect to xj

1

Little attractive
Moderately attractive
Strongly attractive
Very strongly attractive
Extremely attractive
Intermediate values between levels

3

5

7
9

2, 4, 6, 8

(b) Given attractiveness grades

f (x1, x.)

Acclaim

Accord

Camry

Cutlass

Sable

Acclaim

1

7

8

3

1

9
3

3

Accord

2

4

Camry

1

1

1

3

5

Cutlass
Sable

2

7

7

1

.6

7

2

8

3

1

(c) Relative preference grades and overall relative preference grades

F(x;,xj)

Acclaim

Accord

Camry

Cutlass

Acclaim
Accord

1

Camry

1
1

0.11
0.33
1.00
0.43
0.625

0.67

Cutlass
Sable

0.43
1.00
1.00
0.29
0.66

1

1

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

-

Sable

p(x.)

0.25
1.00
1.00
0.43
1.00

0.11
0.33
1.00
0.29
0.63

15.4 MULTICRITERIA DECISION MAKING

In multicriteria decision problems, relevant alternatives are evaluated according to a number
of criteria. Each criterion induces a particular ordering of the alternatives, and we need a
procedure by which to construct one overall preference ordering. There is a visible similarity
between these decision problems and problems of multiperson decision making. In both
cases, multiple orderings of relevant alternatives are involved and have to be integrated into
one global preference ordering. The difference is that the multiple orderings represent either
preferences of different people or ratings based on different criteria.
The number of criteria in multicriteria decision making is virtually always assumed to
be finite. In this section, we assume, in addition, that the number of considered alternatives
is also finite. Decision situations with infinite sets of alternatives are considered in Sec. 15.7,
which deals with fuzzy mathematical programming.
Let X = (x1, x2, ... ,
and C = (ct, c2, ... , cm} be, a set of alternatives and a set of
criteria characterizing a decision situation, respectively. Then, the basic information involved
in multicriteria decision making can be expressed by the matrix
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rc2
r22
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Cm

rml

rm2

...
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Assume first that all entries of this matrix are real numbers in [0, 1], and each entry rij
expresses the degree to which criterion ci is satisfied by alternative x1(i E Nm, j E Na). Then
R may be viewed as a matrix representation of a fuzzy relation on C x X.

It may happen that, instead of matrix R with entries in [0, 1], an alternative matrix
R' = [r,'j, whose entries are arbitrary real numbers, is initially given. In this case, R' can be
converted to the desired matrix R by the formula

r1 -mind
r;j =

jEN,,

maxr'" - minr'
jE !

(15.9)

JEN,,

for all i ENmand j EN,,.
The most common approach to multicriteria decision problems is to convert them
to single-criterion decision problems. This is done by finding a global criterion, rj =
h(r1J, r2J, . . . , rm1), that for each xj E X is an adequate aggregate of values r1f, r2J, ... , rmj
to which the individual criteria c1, c2, ... , cm are satisfied.
An example of multicriteria decision problem is the problem of recruiting and selecting
personnel. In this particular problem, the selection of conditions from a given set of
individuals, say xj, x 2 ,... , x,,, is guided by comparing candidates' profiles with a required
profile in terms of given criteria c1i c2, ..., cm. This results in matrix R (or in a matrix that

can be converted to matrix R by (15.9)). The entries ri1 of R express, for each i E Nm
and j E N,,, the degree to which candidate x1 conforms to the required profile in terms of
criterion ci. Function h may be any of the aggregating operations examined in Chapter 3.
A frequently employed aggregating operator is the weighted average
m

Flwiril

rj=t-

,(jEN),

(15.10)

Ewi
i=1

where wt, w2, ..., wm are weights that indicate the relative importance of criteria c1, c2, ... , C,A class of possible weighted aggregations is given by the formula

r7

r7

where h is an aggregation operator and w1, W2,..., wm are weights.

Consider now a more general situation in which the entries of matrix R are fuzzy
numbers FFFi j on lR+, and weights are specified in terms of fuzzy numbers i , on [0, 1]. Then,
using the operations of fuzzy addition and fuzzy multiplication, we can calculate the weighted
average r1 by the formula
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rj

(15.11)

i=I

Since fuzzy numbers are not linearly ordered, a ranking method is needed to order the
resulting fuzzy numbers rl, r2, ... , r,,. This issue is addressed in Sec. 15.6.
15.5 MULTISTAGE DECISION MAKING

Multistage decision making is a sort of dynamic process. A required goal is not achieved by
solving a single decision problem, but by solving a sequence of decision-making problems.

These decision-making problems, which represent stages in overall multistage decision
making, are dependent on one another in the dynamic sense. Any task-oriented control, for
example, is basically a multistage decision-making problem.
In general, theories of multistage decision making may be viewed as part of the theory
of general dynamic systems (Sec. 12.7). The most important theory of multistage decision
making, which is closely connected with dynamic systems, is that of dynamic programming
[Bellman, 1957]. As can any mathematical theory, dynamic programming can be fuzzified.
A fuzzification of dynamic programming extends its practical utility since it allows decision
makers to express their goals, constraints, decisions, and so on in approximate, fuzzy terms,
whenever desirable.
Fuzzy dynamic programming was formulated for the first time in the classical paper by
Bellman and Zadeh [1970]. In this section, we explain basic ideas of this formulation, which

is based on the concept of a finite-state fuzzy automaton introduced in Sec. 12.6. To see
connections between the two sections, we adopt here the notation used in Sec. 12.6.
A decision problem conceived in terms of fuzzy dynamic programming is viewed as a
decision problem regarding a fuzzy finite-state automaton. However, the automaton involved
is a special version of the general fuzzy automaton examined in Sec. _12.6. One restriction
of the automaton in dynamic programming is that the state-transition relation is crisp and,
hence, characterized by the usual state-transition function of classical automata. Otherwise,
the automaton operates with fuzzy input states and fuzzy internal states, and it is thus fuzzy
in this sense. Another restriction is that no special output is needed. That is, the next internal
state is also utilized as output and; consequently, the two need not be distinguished.

Under the mentioned restrictions, the automaton, A, involved in fuzzy dynamic
programming is defined by the triple

A = (X, Z, f),
where X and Z are, respectively, the sets of input states and output states of A, and

f:ZxX -* Z
is the state-transition function of A, whose meaning is to define, for each discrete time t
(t E N), the next internal state, zt+1, of the automaton in terms of its present internal state,
z`, and its present input state, x'. That is,
z1+1 = f (z`, x`).

(15.12)

A scheme of the described automaton is shown in Fig. 15.3a. This type of automata are used
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t

One-time
storage

S

I

S

One-time
storage

+ Ct.t

zc+t

(a) Crisp automaton

(b) Fuzzified automaton

Figure 153 The automaton employed in crisp or fuzzy dynamic programming:

(a) crisp

automaton; (b) fuzzified automaton.

in classical dynamic programming. For fuzzy dynamic programming they must be fuzzified
by using the extension principle. A scheme of the fuzzified version is shown in Fig. 15.3b,
where Ar, Cr denote, respectively, the fuzzy input state and fuzzy internal state at time t, and
C+1 denotes the fuzzy internal state at time t + 1. Clearly, A' is a fuzzy set on X, while C'
and Crfl are fuzzy sets on Z.
Employing the fuzzified automaton depicted in Fig. 15.3b, we can now proceed to
a description of fuzzy dynamic programming. In this conception of decision making, the
desired goal is expressed in terms of a fuzzy set CI (the fuzzy internal state of A at time N),
where N is the time of termination of the decision process. The value of N, which defines
the number of stages in the decision process, is assumed to be given. It is also assumed that
the input of A is expressed at each time t by a fuzzy state A' and that a particular crisp initial
internal state z° is given.
Considering fuzzy input states A°, A'. ... . AN-1 as constraints and fuzzy internal state
C'v as fuzzy goal in a fuzzy decision making, we may conceive of a fuzzy decision (in the
sense discussed in Sec. 15.2) as a fuzzy set on XI defined by

D = A° fl Al fl ... AN-1 fl CN,
where At is a cylindric extension of A' from X to XN for each t = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1, and CN

is the fuzzy set on XI that induces CN on Z. That is, for any sequence x°, x1, ... ,

xN-1,

viewed as a sequence of decisions, the membership grade of D is defined by
D(x°, x1, ... ,

xN-1)

= min[A°(x°), A'(xl), .... AN-1(xN-1), C9 (Z11)],

(15.13)

where zN is uniquely determined by x0, x1, ... , xN-1 and z° via (15.12); this definition
assumes, of course, that we use the standard operator of intersection. The decision problem
is to find a sequence x°, z 1... XN-1 of input states such that

D(. °, zl,

,

XN-1)

= a0.....x-t
max D(x°, xl, .. , xN_1).

(15.14)

To solve this problem by fuzzy dynamic programming, we need to apply a principle known in
dynamic programming as the principle of optimality [Bellman,1957], which can be expressed
as follows: An optimal decision sequence has the property that whatever the initial state and
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initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard to
the state resulting from the first decision.
Applying the principle of optimality and substituting for D from (15.13), we can write
(15.14) in the form
D(z°,

xl, ... , XN-1) = ,max {maxmin[A°(x°), A1(x1), ... , AN-1(xN-1),
x ,...,x -- x

CN(f (-1,

xN-1))]}.

This equation can be rewritten as
D(X°, X1,

... , xN-1)

max (min[A°(x°), A1(x1), ... , AN-2(xN-2),

x°.....xN'2

maxmin[AN-1(xN-1), CN(f (ZN-l, xN-1))]]}
X?/_I

max (min[A°(x°), A1(x1), ... , AiV-2(xN-2),

X0.....xN-2

maxmm[AN-1(xN-1), CN(zN)]]}

max {min[A°(x°),

A1(x1), ... ,

AN-2(xN-2),

x0..... xN_'

CN-1(NN-1)]}

where
CN-1(z1V-1) =

maxmin[AN-l(xN-1), CN(zR)].

Repeating this backward iteration, we obtain the set of N recurrence equations
maxmin[AN-k(xN-k), C.V-k+l(zN-k+1)]
CN-k(zN-k) =

(15.15)

for k = 1, 2, ... , N, where
ZV-k+l = f(ZN-k, xN-k).

Hence, the optimal sequence z°, xl,
of decisions can be obtained by successively
,.
maximizing values xN-k in (15.15) for k = 1, 2, ..., N. This results successively in values
Example 15.5

[Bellman and Zadeh, 1970]

Let us consider an automaton with X = (x1, x2}, Z = {z1, z2, z3}, and the state-transition function
expressed by the matrix
x1

X2

z1

zl

z2

Z2

Z3

z1

Z3

z1

Z3

whose entries are next internal states for any given present internal and output states. Assume
that N.= 2, and the fuzzy goal at t = 2 is

C2 = .3/il + 1/z2 +.8/z3.
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Assume further that the fuzzy constraints at input at times t = 0 and t = 1 are

A° = .7/x1 + 1/x2,
A' = 11x1 +.6/X2-

To solve this decision problem, we need to find a sequence z°, z' of input states for which the
maximum,

maxmin[A°(x°), A'(x`), C2(f(z',x'))],
is obtained. Applying the first backward iteration for t = 1, we obtain

C'(z,) = max{min[A'(x1), C2(f (z,, x,))], min[A1(x2), C2(f (z,, x2))]}
= max{min[A'(x1), C2(z1)], min[A'(x2), C2 (Z2)1)
= max(min[1,.3], min(-6, III

=.6
C'(z2) = max(min[A'(x1), C2(f (z2, x1))], min[A'(x2), C2(f (z2, x2))]}
= max{rnin[A'(x1), C2(z3)], min[A'(x2), C2(z1)]}

= max(tnin[l, .81, min[.6,.3]}

=.8
C' (z3) = max(min[A' (xl), C2 (f (z3, x,))1, min[A' (x2), C2 (f (z3, x2))]}
= max{min(A' (x1), C2(z,)], min[A' (x2), C2(z3)]}

= max{min[1, .3], min[.6,.8]}

=.6
Hence,
C' _ .6/z, +.8/z2 + .6/z3.

By maximizing the expression

min[A'(x'), C2(f (z', x'))],
we find the following best decision X' for each state z' E Z at time t = 1:
z1

XI

z2

Z3

x2 ' x1

x2

z1

Applying now the second backward iteration for t = 0, we obtain
C°(z1) = max{min[A°(xt), C'(f (z1, xl))], min[A°(x2), C1(f (z1, x2))]}
= max(min[A°(xl), C'(z,)], min[A°(x2), C'(z2)]}
= max(min[.7, .6], min[1, .8]}

=.8
C°(z2) = max{min[A°(xl), C' (f (z2, x1))], min[A°(xz), C' (f (zz, x2))]}
= max{min[A°(x1), C'(z3)], min[A°(x2), C'(z1)]}
= max{min[.7, .6], min[1, .6])

=.6
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C°(z3) = max(min[A°(x1), C'(f (z3. x1))1, min[A°(x2), C'(f (z3, x2))]}

= max(min[A°(xj), C'(z1)], min[A°(x2), C'(z3)]}
= max(min[.7,.6], min[1, .6])

=.6
Hence,
Co = .8/z1 + .6/z2 + .6/Z3.

By maximizing the expression
min[A°(x°), C' (f (z°, x°))],

we find the following best decision x° for each state z° E Z at time t = 0:
z°

Z1

Z2

Z3

z°

X2

x1 or x2

x1 or x2

The maximizing decisions for different initial states z° are summarized in Fig. 15.4. For
example, when the initial state is z1, the maximizing decision is to apply action x2 followed by
x1. In this case, the goal is satisfied to the degree .
C°(zz)

=

min[A°(x2), C'(zz)]

= mi0[A°(xz), min[A1(xl), CZ(z3)1]
min[A°(xz), A'(xl), C2(z3)1

= min[1, 1, .8]

= .8.
That is, the degree to which the goal is satisfied is expressed in terms of C°(z1), where z1 is the
initial state. When the initial state is z2, we have two maximizing decisions (Fig. 15.4); hence,
there are two ways of calculating C°(z2):

C°(z2) = min[A°(xl),A'(x2),C2(z3)]

= min[.7,.6,.8] _ .6
C°(z2) = min[A°(x2), A'(xz), C2(zz)]

= min[1, .6, 1] = .6.

That is, this goal is satisfied to the degree .6 when the initial state is z2, regardless of which of
the two maximizing decisions is used. We can easily find the same result for the initial state Z3-

15.6 FU2ZYR4NKING METHODS
In many fuzzy decision problems, the final scores of alternatives are represented in terms of
fuzzy numbers. In order to express a crisp preference of alternatives, we need a method for
constructing a crisp total ordering from fuzzy numbers. Unfortunately, the lattice of fuzzy
numbers, (R. MIN, MAX), is not linearly ordered, as discussed in Sec. 4:5. Thus, some
fuzzy numbers are not directly comparable.
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Z3

X2
Z3
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Z
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z3
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Figure 15.4 Maximizing decisions in
Example 15.5 for different initial states zA.

Numerous methods for total ordering of fuzzy numbers have been suggested in the
literature. Each method appears to have some advantages as well as disadvantages. In the
context of each application, some methods seem more appropriate than others. However,
the issue of choosing a proper ordering method in a given context is still a subject of active.
research. To illustrate the problem of total ordering of fuzzy numbers, we describe three
simple methods and illustrate them by examples.
The first method is based upon defining the Hamming distance on the set T, of all fuzzy
numbers. For any given fuzzy numbers A and B, the Hamming distance, d(A, B), is defined
by the formula

d(A, B) =

J

IA(x) - B(x)Idx.

(15.16)

For any given fuzzy numbers A and B, which we want to compare, we first determine their
least upper bound, MAX (A, B), in the lattice. Then, we calculate the Hamming distances
d(MAX (A, B), A) and d(MAX (A, B), B), and define

A < B if d(MAX (A, B), A) > d(MAX (A, B), B).
If A j B (i.e., fuzzy numbers are directly comparable), then MAX (A, B) = B and, hence,
A < B. That is, the ordering defined by the Hamming distance is compatible with the
ordering of comparable fuzzy numbers in R. Observe that we can also define a similar
ordering of fuzzy numbers A and B via the greatest lower bound MIN (A, B).
The second method is based on a-cuts. In fact, a number of variations of this method
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have been suggested in the literature. A simple variation of this methods proceeds as follows.
Given fuzzy numbers A and B to be compared, we se::ct a particular value of a E [0, 1] and
determine the a-cuts "A = [at, a2] and °B = [b1, b2]. Then, we define

A < B if a2 < b2.

This definition is, of course, dependent on the chosen value of a. It is usually required
that a > 0.5. More sophisticated methods based on a-cuts, such as the one developed by
Mabuchi [1988], aggregate appropriately defined degrees expressing the dominance of one
fuzzy number over the other one for all a-cuts.
The third method is based on the extension principle. This method can be employed for
ordering several fuzzy numbers, say At, A2, ... , A,,. The basic idea is to construct a fuzzy
set P on {A1, A2, ...,
called a priority set, such as P(A;) is the degree to which Al is
ranked as the greatest fuzzy number. Using the extension principle, P is defined for each
i E N by the formula

P(A;) = sup minAk(rk),

(15.17)

where the supremum is taken over all vectors (rl, r,, ... ,

E 1W' such that r, > ri for all

ke,`i,

jEN.

Example 15.6

In this example, we illustrate and compare the three fuzzy ranking methods. Let A and B
be fuzzy numbers whose triangular-type membership functions are given in Fig. 15.5a. Then,
MAX (A, B) is the fuzzy number whose membership 'function is indicated in the figure in
bold. We can see that the Hamming distances d (MAX (A, B), A) and d (MAX (A, B), B) are
expressed by the areas in the figure that are hatched horizontally and vertically, respectively.
Using (15.16), we obtain
x-]dx

2

d (MAX (A, B), A)

1-

is

3

x

2.23

[-x + 3 - -]dx

+

3

4

3

+ 1.[X- +x-3]dx+ f [4-x]dx
3

= 12+24
d(MAX (A, B), B) =

f
3

+g+2=1

1.5 x

0

=

s

3

dx -

f

1.5

[x - 1]dx

1
-8=0.25.

Since d(MAX (A, B), A) > d(MAX (A, B), B), we may conclude that, according to the first
ranking method, A :5 B. When applying the second method to the same example, we can
easily find, from Fig. 15.5a, that A < B for any a E (0, 1]. According to the third method, we
construct the priority fuzzy set P on (A, B} as follows:

P(A) = sup min[A(rl), B(r2)] = 0.75,
rl?r2

P(B) = sup min[A(rt), B(r2)] = 1.
n_n
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(a)

2.75 3

1.92

3.5

(b)

Figure 15.5 Ranking of fuzzy members (Example 15.6).

Hence, again, we conclude that A < B.
Consider now the fuzzy numbers A and B whose membership functions are given in
Fig. 15.5b. The horizontally and vertically hatched areas have the same meaning as before. We
can easily find that
d (MAX (A, B), A) = 1, d(MAX (A, B), B) = 0.25.
Hence, A < B according to the first method. The second method gives the same result only for
a > 0.5. This shows that the method is inconsistent. According to the third method, we again

obtain P(A) = 0.75 and P(B) = 1; hence, A < B.

15.7 FUZZY LINEAR PROGRAMMING

The classical linear programming problem is to find the minimum or maximum values of a
linear function under constraints represented by linear inequalities or equations. The most
typical linear programming problem is:
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Minimize (or maximize) clx1 + c2x2 + ... +
Subject to

alix1 + a12x2 + ... +

b1

a21x1+a=.r2+...+a,,x <b2
amlxl + am2X2 + .. . + a,,,x, < bm

X1,X2,...,X > 0.
The function to be minimized (or maximized) is called an objective function;
let us
denote it by z. The numbers ci (i E
are called cost coefficients, and the vector
c = (Cl, c2, ... ,
is called a cost vector. The matrix A = [a,t], where i E K. and j E IY,,,
is called a c o n s t r a i n t m a t r i x , and the vector b = (bl, b2, ... , bm)T is called a right-handside vector. Using this notation, the formulation of the problem can be simplified as

Min z = cx
s.t. Ax < b

(15.18)

x>0,
where x = (xl, x2, ...

,
is a vector of variables, and s.t. stands for "subject to." The set
of vectors x that satisfy all given constraints is called a feasible set. As is well known, many
practical problems can be formulated as linear programming problems.

Example 15.7
To illustrate the spirit of classical linear programming, let us consider a simple example:

Min z;xl-2x2
s.t.

3x1 -x2 ? 1

2x1+x2<6

0<x2<2
0<xl
Using Fig. 15.6 as a guide, we can show graphically how the solution of this linear programming
problem can be obtained. First, we need to determine the feasible set. Employing an obvious
geometrical interpretation, the feasible set is obtained in Fig. 15.6 by drawing straight lines
representing the equations x1 = 0, x2 = 0, x2 = 2, 3x1-x2 = 1, and 2x1 +x2 = 6. These straight
lines, each of which constrains the whole plane into a half-plane, express the five inequalities in
our example. When we take the intersection of the five-half planes, we obtain the shaded area
in Fig. 15.6, which represents the feasible set. This area is always a convex polygon.
To find the minimum of the objective function z within the feasible set, we can draw a
family of parallel straight lines representing the equation x1 - 2x2 = p, where p is a parameter,
and observe the direction in which p decreases. Then, we can imagine a straight line parallel
to the others moving in that direction until it touches either an edge or a vertex of the convex
polygon. At that point, the value of parameter p is the minimum value of the objective function
z. If the requirement were to maximize the objective function, we would move the line in the
opposite direction, the direction in which p increases.
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xi =0

Figure 15.6 An example of a classical linear programming problem.

In many practical situations, it is not reasonable to require that the constraints or the
objective function in linear programming problems be specified in precise, crisp terms. In
such situations, it is desirable to use some type of fuzzy linear programming.
The most general type of fuzzy linear programming is formulated as follows:
n

max ECjXj
j=1
n

S.t. 1: Ai1Xj < Bi

(i E Nn)

(15.19)

j=1

Xj ? 0 (j E NO,
where Aij, B1, Cj are fuzzy numbers, and Xj are variables whose states are fuzzy numbers
(i E Nm, j E Na); the operations .of addition and multiplication are operations of fuzzy
arithmetic, and < denotes the ordering of fuzzy numbers. Instead of discussing this general
type, we exemplify the issues involved by two special cases of fuzzy linear programming
problems.
Case 1. Fuzzy linear programming problems in which only the right-hand-side numbers
B, are fuzzy numbers:
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max E Cj
j=1

aijxj < B,

S.t.

(i E Nm)

(15.20)

j=1

xj>0 (jEN).
Case 2. Fuzzy linear programming problems in which the right-hand-side numbers B;
and the coefficients Ai j of the constraint matrix are fuzzy numbers:
n

max Ecjxj
j=1
n
S.C.

EA,ixj < B,

(i E Nm)

(15.21)

j=1

Xj>0 (jEN,,).
In general, fuzzy linear programming problems are first converted into equivalent crisp
linear or nonlinear problems, which are then solved by standard methods. The final results of
a fuzzy linear programming problem are thus real numbers, which represent a compromise in
terms of the fuzzy numbers involved.
Let us discuss now fuzzy linear programming problems of type (15.20). In this case,
fuzzy numbers B,(i E Nm) typically have the form

i
B, (x)

_

when x < b;

bi+pi - x
A

when b, <x <b,+pi

when b, + pi < x,
where x E R (Fig. 15.7a). For each vector x = (x1, x2, ... , x,), we first calculate the degree,
0

D; (x), to which x satisfies the i th constraint (i E Nm) by the formula
n

Di(x) = BA(Eaijxj).
j=1

These degrees are fuzzy sets on Rn, and their intersection, n Di, is a fuzzy feasible set
i=1

Next, we determine the fuzzy set of optimal values. This is done by calculating the
lower and upper bounds of the optimal values first. The lower bound of the optimal values,
zi, is obtained by solving the standard linear programming problem:

max z=cx
aijxj < bi

S.t.

(i E Nm)

j=1

xj>0

(j ENn);
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(a) Fuzzy numbers in (15.20).

Figure 15.7 "Types of fuzzy numbers
employed in fuzzy Linear programming
problem: (a) fuzzy number in (15.20);
(b) triangular fuzzy numbers employed in
(15.21).

(b) Triangular fuzzy numbers employed in (15.21).

the upper bound of the optimal values, z,,, is obtained by a similar linear programming
problem in which each bi is replaced with b; + pi:

max z = ex
n

aijxj < bi + pi

S.t.

(i E Nm)

j=1

xj ? 0 (1 E Nn).
Then, the fuzzy set of optimal values, G, which is a fuzzy subset of R, is defined by

when z < ex

1

cx - zL

G(x) =

z- zl

when z1 < cx :5 z,,
when ex < zL.

0

Now, the problem (15.20) becomes the following classical optimization problem:

max I
s.t. .t(zu-z1)-cx<-z1
n

)pi +

aijx1 5 bi +pi
iol

,l,x1?0 (1 ENn)

(i E lYm)
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The above problem is actually a problem of finding x E R" such that
M

[(nD;) n G](x)
i=1

reaches the maximum value; that is, a problem of finding a point which satisfies the
constraints and goal with the maximum degree. As discussed in Sec. 15.2, this idea is due
to Bellman and Zadeh [1970]. The method employed here is called a symmetric method
(i.e., the constraints and the goal are treated symmetrically). There are also nonsymmetric
methods. The following example illustrates the described method.
Example 15.8
Assume that a company makes two products. Product P1 has a $0.40 per unit profit and product
P2 has a $0.30 per unit profit. Each unit of product P1 requires twice as many labor hours

as each product P2. The total available labor hours are at least 500 hours per day, and may
possibly be extended to 600 hours per day, due to special arrangements for overtime work. The
supply of material is at least sufficient for 400 units of both products, P1 and P2, per day, but
may possibly be extended to 500 units per day according to previous experience. The problem
is, how many units of products P1 and P2 should be made per day to maximize the total profit?
Let x1, x2 denote the number of units of products P1. P2 made in one day, respectively.
Then the problem can be formulated as the following fuzzy linear programming problem:

max z = .4x1 +.3x2 (profit)
s.t. x1 + x2 < B1
2x1 + x2 < B2
X1, x2 > 0,

(material)
(labor hours)

where B1 is defined by
when x < 400

1

B1(x)

=

500-x
100

when 400 < x < 500

0

when 500 < x,

1

when x < 500

and B2 is defined by

B2(x) =

600 - x

when 500 < x < 600

100

when 600 < x.

0

First we need to calculate the lower and upper bounds of the objective function. By solving the
following two classical linear programming problems, we obtain z, = 130 and z = 160.
(Pi) max z=.4x1+.3x2
s.t.

x1+x2<400
2x1+x2<500
XI, x2 > 0-

(P2) max

z = .4x1 + .3x2

s.t. x1 + x2:5 500

2x1 + x2 < 600
X1, x2 ? 0.
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Then, the fuzzy linear programming problem becomes:

max X
s.t.

30A - (.4x1 + .3x2) < -130

100.+X1+x2 <500
1001 + 2x1 + x2 < 600

x1, x2, ,1>0.

Solving this classical optimization problem, we find that the maximum, A = 0.5, is obtained for
zl = 100,;Z2 = 350. The maximum profit, 2, is then calculated by

2=.4x1+.322=145.
Let us consider now the more general problem of fuzzy linear programming defined by
(15.21). In this case, we assume that all fuzzy numbers are triangular. Any triangular fuzzy
number A can be represented by three real numbers, s, 1, r, whose meanings are defined in
Fig. 15.7b. Using this representation, we write A = (s, 1, r). Problem (15.21) can then be
rewritten as
n

max 1: cjxj
j=1
n

S.t.

>(Sij, lij, rj)xij < (ti, ui, vi)

(1 E Nm)

j=1

x1>0 (j ENn),
where Aij = (sij, l,, r11) and B, = (ti, u; , vi) are fuzzy numbers. Summation and multipli-

cation are operations on fuzzy numbers, and the partial order < is defined by A < B if
MAX (A, B) = B. It is easy to prove that for any two triangular fuzzy numbers A = (Si, 11, r1)
and B = (s2, 12, r2), A < B iff s1 < s2, s1 - 11 < S2 - l2 and st + ri < sz + T2. Moreover,
(s1, 11, ri)+(s2, 12, r2) = (S1+S2, 11+12, rl+r2) and (si, 11, rj)x = (six, lix, rix) for any nonnegative real number x. Then, the problem can be rewritten as
n

max Ecjxj
j=1
n

S.t. T, sijxj < ti
j=1
n

E(sij -lij)xj `ti -ui
j=1
N

E(Sij +rij)xj < ti + vi
J=1

xj>0 (jre Nn).

(i E Nm)
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However, since all numbers involved are real numbers, this is a classical linear programming
problem.
Example 15.9
Consider the following fuzzy linear programming problem:

max z = 5x1 + 4x2
s.t.

(4, 2, 1)x1 + (5, 3, 1)x2 < (24, 5, 8)
(4, 1, 2)x1 + (1, .5, 1)x2 < (12, 6, 3)

xt,x2>0.
We can rewrite it as
max z = 5x1 + 4x2
s.t.

4x1 + 5x2 < 24
4x1 + x2 < 12

2x1+2x2<19
3x1 + 0.5x2 < 6
5x1 + 6x2 < 32
6x1 + 2x2 < 15

xl, x2 > 0.

Solving this problem, we obtain zl = 1.5, 22 = 3, z = 19.5.
Notice that if we defuzzified the fuzzy numbers in the constraints of the original problem
by the maximum method, we would obtain another classical linear programming problem:

max z = 5x1 + 4x2
s.t.

4x1 + 5x2 < 24

4x1 + x2 < 12
X1, x2 > 0.

We can see that this is a classical linear programming problem with a smaller number of
constraints than the one converted from a fuzzy linear programming problem. Therefore,
fuzziness in (15.21) results in stronger constraints, while fuzziness in (15.20) results in weaker
constraints.

NOTES
15.1. The classical paper by Bellman and Zadeh [1970] is a rich source of ideas regarding fuzzy
decision making and certainly worth reading; it is also reprinted in [Yager et al., 1987]. An
early book on fuzzy decision making was written by Kickert [1978]; although it is not fully up
to date, this book is still pedagogically the best comprehensive introduction to the subject. A
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deeper and more up-to-date introduction to fuzzy decision making was written by Zimmermann

[1987]. A rich source of information on various aspects of fuzzy decision making, which
consists of 30 properly selected articles, was prepared by Zimmermann et a1. [1984]. An
approach to decision making (both fuzzy and crisp) based on binary relations that encode
pairwise preferences is systematically investigated by Kitainik [1993].
15.2. For information on the various issues of multiperson fuzzy decision making, we recommend
the book edited by Kacprzyk and Fedrizzi [1990].
15.3. Literature on multicriteria fuzzy decision making is extensive. Two important monographs
on the subject, written by Hwang and Yoon [1981] and Chen and Hwang [1992], are now
available. They cover the subject in great detail and provide the reader with a comprehensive
overview of relevant literature. For a systematic study, they should be read in the given
order. Another important source on the subject, focusing on the comparison between fuzzy
and stochastic approaches, is the book edited by Slowinski and Teghem [1990].
15.4. Literature dealing with multistage fuzzy decision making is rather restricted. The book written
by Kacprzyk [1983] is undoubtedly the most important source. Another notable reference is
the paper by Baldwin and Pilsworth [1982].
15.5. The problem of fuzzy ranking or, more generally, ordering of fuzzy sets defined on R has been
discussed in the literature quite extensively. The discussion is still ongoing. The following are.
some major representative references or this subject: Baas and Kwakernaak [1977], Efstathiou,
and Tong [1982], Dubois and Prade [1983], Bortolan and Degani [1985], and Saade and
Schwarzlander [1992]. A good overview of fuzzy ranking methods is in Chapter IV of the
book by Chen and Hwang [1992].
15.6. Fuzzy linear programming is covered in the literature quite extensively. The book by Lai and
Hwang [1992] is a comprehensive overview of this subject as well as relevant literature.

EXERCISES
15.1. Consider five travel packages at, a2, a3, a4, as, from which we want to choose one. Their costs
are $1,000, $3,000, $10,000, $5,000, and $7,000, respectively. Their travel times in hours
are 15, 10, 28, 10, and 15, respectively. Assume that they are viewed as interesting with the
degrees 0.4, 0.3, 1, 0.6, 0.5, respectively. Define your own fuzzy set of acceptable costs and
your own fuzzy set of acceptable travel times. Then, determine the fuzzy set of interesting
travel packages whose costs and travel times are acceptable, and use this set to choose one of
the five travel packages.
15.2. Repeat Exercise 15.1 under the assumption that the importance of cost, travel time, and interest
are expressed by the weights of .6, .1, and .3, respectively.
15.3. Assume that each individual of a group of five judges has a total preference ordering P; (i e N5)

on four figure skaters a, b, c, d. The orderings are: Pi = (a, b, d, c), P2 = (a, c, d, b), P3 =
(b, a, c, d), P4 = (a, d, b, c). Use fuzzy multiperson decision making to determine the group
decision.

15.4. Employ the fuzzy multicriteria decision-making method described in Sec. 15.4 for solving
Exercise 15.2.
15.5. Repeat Example 15.5 for the fuzzy goal

C2 = .8/zi + 1/z2 +.9/z3
and the fuzzy constraints
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Exercises
A° = .8/x1 + 1/x2 and Al = 1/x, + .7/x2.

15.6. Let A be a symmetric trapezoidal-type fuzzy number with °*A = [0, 4] and 'A = [1, 3], and
let B, C be symmetric triangular-type fuzzy numbers with centers CB = 4, cc = 5, and spreads
sB = sc = 2. Rank these fuzzy numbers by each of the three ranking methods described in
Sec. 15.6.
15.7. Solve the following fuzzy linear programming problems.
max z = .5x, + .2x2

(a)

s.t.

xt +x2 < B,
2x1 +X2 < B2

xl, x2 > 0,
where

for x < 300

1

400 - x
B1(x) =

for 300 < x < 400

100

for x > 400

0
and

for x < 400

1

B2

500-x
(x) =

100

0

(b)

max
s.t.

for 400 < x < 500
for x > 500

z = 6x1 + 5x2

(5, 3, 2)x, + (6, 4, 2)x2 < (25, 6, 9)
(5, 2, 3)x1 + (2, 1.5, 1)x2 < (13, 7, 4)

xl, x2 > 0.

16
ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

16.1

INTRODUCTION

In applications of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy measure theory, the field of
engineering has undoubtedly been a leader. All engineering disciplines have already been
affected, to various degrees, by the new methodological possibilities opened by fuzzy sets
and fuzzy measures. The whole field of engineering is too broad to be covered here in a
comprehensive way. Hence, we characterize only some typical and easily understandable
engineering problems in the main engineering disciplines in which the use of fuzzy set theory
has already proven useful. As always, further information regarding relevant literature is
given in the Notes.
By developing fuzzy controllers, which are currently the most significant systems based
on fuzzy set theory, electrical engineering was the first engineering discipline within which
the utility of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic was recognized. Since fuzzy controllers and other
topics related to electrical engineering, such as fuzzy image processing, electronic circuits

for fuzzy logic, or robotics, are covered elsewhere in this book, no special section on
electrical engineering is included in this chapter. However, relevant literature is overviewed
in Note 16.5.
Among other engineering disciplines, the utility of fuzzy set theory was recognized
surprisingly early in civil engineering. Some initial ideas regarding the application of fuzzy
sets in civil engineering emerged in the early 1970s and were endorsed by the civil engineering
community quite enthusiastically. Since these beginnings, many civil engineers have become
active in exploring the potential of fuzzy sets for dealing with a variety of specific problems in
civil engineering. In Sec. 16.2, we examine a few representative problems in civil engineering
in which the utility of fuzzy sets is now well established.
In mechanical engineering, the prospective role of fuzzy set theory was recognized only
in the mid-1980s, and its full potential has not been fully realized as yet. Nevertheless, the
number of publications dealing with applications of fuzzy sets in mechanical engineering has
been steadily growing. The special nature of these applications is illustrated by a few typical
examples in Sec. 16.3.
_
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Since the mid-1980s, interest in fuzzy set theory has also been visible in industrial
engineering. This interest is primarily connected with the use of fuzzy controllers in
manufacturing, fuzzy expert systems for various special areas of industrial engineering, and

virtually all types of fuzzy decision making, as well as fuzzy linear programming. The role
of fuzzy set theory in industrial engineering is over-viewed and illustrated by a few examples
in Sec. 16.4.
Fuzzy set theory is also becoming important in computer engineering and knowledge
engineering. Its role in computer engineering, which primarily involves the design of

specialized hardware for fuzzy logic, is discussed in Sec. 16.5. Its role in knowledge
engineering involves knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, and human-machine
interaction; some aspects of this role are implicitly covered in Chapters 10-14.
Other engineering disciplines, such as chemical, nuclear, or agricultural engineering,
have not been much affected by fuzzy set theory as yet, but some successful examples of the
use of fuzzy controllers in chemical engineering are described in the literature.

16.2 CIVIL ENGINEERING

Civil engineering, when compared with other engineering disciplines, is fundamentally
different in the sense that available theories never fully fit the actual design problem. This
is because each civil engineering project is, by and.large, unique; hence, there is almost
never a chance to test a prototype, as in other engineering disciplines. As a consequence,
the uncertainty in applying theoretical solutions to civil engineering projects is large. How
the designer deals with this uncertainty is crucial, because the standards of safety required by
the general public regarding civil engineering constructions (such as bridges, buildings, dams,
etc.) are extremely high. The designer has to make decisions in spite of the high uncertainty
he or she faces.
The most fundamental knowledge of the civil engineer concerns the materials employed:
how they are made, shaped, and assembled; how resistant they are to stress, weather, and use;
and how they may fail. Before scientific knowledge regarding these aspects of materials was
available, civil engineering was a craft. Design decisions (e.g., regarding the great cathedrals
or elaborate mansions) were made by subjective judgments based on the experience of the
designer and "rules of thumb" derived by accumulating design experience over the centuries.
In spite of the scientific knowledge now available, great uncertainty concerning the application
of the knowledge to actual design problems still remains, primarily due to the uniqueness of
each design problem in civil engineering, and the use of subjective judgments and relevant
"rules of thumb" is unavoidable. This seems to explain why civil engineers so quickly found
a strong affinity with fuzzy set theory.
One important category of problems in civil engineering for which fuzzy set theory has
already proven useful consists of problems of assessing or evaluating existing constructions.

Typical examples of these problems are the assessment of fatigue in metal structure, the
assessment of quality of highway pavements, and the assessment of damage in buildings after
an earthquake. To illustrate the use of fuzzy set theory in these problems, we describe the
problem of assessing the physical condition of bridges, as formulated by Tee et a1. [1988].
With approximately 600,000 highway bridges in the United States, about one half of
which were built before 1940, the problem of assessing their physical conditions is acute. The
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seriousness of the situation is magnified by the fact that many of these bridges, particularly the
older ones, were designed for less traffic, lighter loads, and smaller speeds than required by
current standards. Periodic assessment of bridges is thus essential for establishing priorities
of funding for their rehabilitation or replacement.
All accumulated experience regarding the assessment of physical conditions of bridges is
summarized in the Bridge Inspector's Training Manual, published by the U.S. Department of
Transportation. The manual provides bridge inspectors with basic guidelines and procedures
to perform their task. It specifies three components of each bridge, its deck, superstructure and
substructure, which are further divided into 13, 16, and 20 subcomponents, respectively. The
inspector is required to assess the condition of each subcomponent individually, to assess the
relative structural importance of the subcomponents in the context of each particular bridge
inspection, and to aggregate these individual assessments to obtain an overall assessment of
the bridge.

Since each bridge inspection involves highly imprecise information, it is based to a
large extent on the experience, intuition, and subjective judgment of the inspector. Human
subjectivity and imprecision can be taken into account by using an appropriate fuzzy set to
express the condition of each inspected component and, similarly, by using an appropriate
fuzzy set to express the structural importance of each component. The latter fuzzy sets
are obtained by surveying a group of engineers and inspectors regarding the dependence of
structural importance on condition rating for each component and averaging their responses,
Once the two kinds of fuzzy sets are determined for all components (see the original
paper for more details), the overall evaluation is obtained by calculating the weighted average
for all components. Since numbers expressing conditions of the individual components and
weights expressing the structural importance of these conditions are fuzzy numbers, the
weighted average is a fuzzy number that is calculated by fuzzy arithmetic. Let Ci, Wi denote,
respectively, the fuzzy number expressing the condition of component i and the fuzzy number
expressing the structural significance of component i (weight of i), and let n denote the
number of components that are assessed. Then, the fuzzy set expressing the overall evaluation,
A, is defined by the formula

wici
A = `_;,

(16.1)

Wi

As a simple illustration of the described procedure, let us assume that only three
components are to be assessed, which are referred to as deck, beams, and piers and labelled
with i = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Assume further that each of these components is evaluated in
linguistic terms as poor, fair, and good. The meaning of these linguistic terms is expressed by
the fuzzy sets defined in Fig. 16.1 in terms of the interval [1, 5] of assumed condition ratings
(the smaller the number, the worse the condition). For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our
example to the integers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as the only accepted condition ratings. Then, the three
linguistic terms are represented by the following fuzzy sets;

P = 0/1 + 1/2 + 0/3 + 0/4 + 0/5 for poor,
F = 0/1 + 0/2 + 1/3 +.5/4 + 0/5 for fair,
G = 0/1 + 0/2 + 0/3 +.5/4 + 1/5 for good.
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Figure 16.1

Membership functions in the

example of bridge ratings.

Bridge condition rating

Assume that it was found, during the bridge inspection, that the deck is in good condition,
beams are in fair condition, and piers are in poor condition. Assume further that the fuzzy
sets for structural importance are associated with the given condition assessments as follows:

I P = 0/1 + 0/2 + 1/3 + 0/4 for poor,

IF = 0/1 + 0/2 + .5/3 + 1/4 for fair,
I G = 0/1 + 1/2 +.5/3 + 0/4 for good.
Using the labels i = 1, 2, 3, the symbols in (16.1) have the following meanings in this
example:

C1 = G,
C2 = F,
C3 = P,

W1 = IG;

W2 = IF;
W3 = I P.

That is, (16.1) assumes the form

IG+IF+IP
After evaluating this expression by fuzzy arithmetic, we obtain

A = 0/1 + 0/2 + 1/3 +.6/4 + 0/5
(details of the calculation are in the original paper).
To interpret the resulting fuzzy set A in terms of one of the three linguistic terms (poor,

fair, good), we may calculate a distance A to each of the fuzzy sets P, F, G, and select
that linguistic term whose fuzzy representation is closest to A. Employing, for example, the
Euclidean distance, d, we have
s

d(A, P) = (E[A(k) - P(k)]2)l'
k=t

= (0+1+1+0.36+0) = 1.536.
Similarly, we obtain d(A, F) = 0.1 and d(A, G) = 1.418. Since A is closest to F, we may
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conclude in this highly simplified example that the overall assessment of the inspected bridge
is fair.
Several applied areas of fuzzy set theory have already been found to be of great utility
in civil engineering. They include fuzzy decision making (often combined with fuzzy risk
analysis), approximate reasoning (utilized in specialized expert systems), and fuzzy control
(applied, e.g., to the control of traffic in cities). Since these applied areas are covered at

other places in this book, we do not deem it necessary to discuss their specific utility in
civil engineering. However, we describe an unorthodox application of fuzzy control to a
transportation problem.
Consider a terminal where vehicles of different routes arrive and depart at fixed times.

Assume that we want to design a schedule for which the transfer times from one route to
another are minimized. This problem is called a schedule coordination problem. Three
variations of the problem are possible, depending on which of the following objective criteria
is chosen:
to minimize the maximum transfer time;
to minimize the average transfer time;
to minimize the sum of all transfer times.

It is assumed that arrival and departure times of all vehicles and their routes are known, that
the schedule is periodic with a given period (one day, one week, etc.), and that passengers
transfer from a vehicle of one route to the next available vehicle of another route.
The schedule coordination problem is known to be computationally difficult. In terms
of the classical theory of crisp algorithms, it belongs to the class of NP-complete problems.
We describe an alternative approach to the problem, proposed by Kikuchi and Parameswaran
[1993], which is based on the idea of fuzzy control.
Let a terminal be characterized by arriving and departing vehicles of n routes, and let tilt
denote the transfer time from the kth vehicle of route i to the next available vehicle of route

j. Then,

m; = m

tilt

is the maximum time a passenger could wait during a transfer from route i to route j, and

maxm

i.jeN

is the maximum possible transfer time for all pairs of routes.

Assume that the objective in this example is to minimize the maximum transfer
combinations. That is, we want to minimize the sum of values mi for all i, j E N,. This
objective is pursued by a fuzzy controller based upon four properly formulated fuzzy inference
rules, which determine the amount by which the arrival times of route r are shifted towards

the departure times of route s. The rules also specify whether the shift should be made in
the positive or negative direction. To formulate the rules, let in = m; and let hs denote the
headway (the time interval between arrivals) on vehicles on route s. Using this notation, the
rules are formulated as follows.
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(a) m > 25 : If m is high, then make a small negative shift.
If m is low, then make a large negative shift.
(b)

m < Zs : If m is high, then make a large positive shift.
If m is low, then make a small positive shift.

The linguistic terms high, low, large positive (or negative), and small positive (or negative)
are represented by fuzzy sets whose membership functions are determined in the context

of each particular problem. The membership functions employed in this example are
defined in Fig. 16.2 (either rules (a) or rules (b) are applied at each time). Using the
inference method described in Chapter 12, restricted in this example to one input variable,
m, the rules are combined in the way illustrated for a particular value of m in Fig. 16.3.
Output fuzzy sets for each inference are defuzzafied in this example by the center-ofgravity method.
large
neggtrve

small
negative

small
positive

large
positive

n
y
E
0

m

60 [min]

0

60[min]

(b) Shift of arnval times

(a) Transfer time

Figure 16.2 Membership functions of fuzzy sets representing the linguistic labels in the schedule
coordination problem.

The described fuzzy inference rules are applied to a given initial schedule, S(0), according
to the following algorithm:

1. Let p = 0 and let S(P) be a given schedule.
2. For all i, j E N , determine the maximum transfer times mi (p) in schedule S(P).
3. Identify a route pair r, s with the largest transfer time (m; = m).
4. Apply relevant inference rules to the route pair r, s (i.e., m = m;). This results in a new
schedule denoted by S(P+t)
5. For all i, j E N,,, determine the maximum transfer times mi (p + 1) in schedule S(P+t)
and calculate the difference
D(P)

= 57, [mi (p) - m1(p + 1)]
i, j EN

6. If D(P) > 0, increase p by one and go to (step 2).
7. If D(P) < 0 and at least one route pair has not been examined yet, choose a route pair r,
s with the next largest transfer time; otherwise, terminate the algorithm.
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Figure 16.3 Example of the use of the inference rules in the schedule coodination problem: (a)
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In Table 16.1, results obtained by the algorithm based on fuzzy inference rules are compared

with results obtained by a crisp enumeration method for a given schedule with 25 routes.
While the enumeration method improved the schedule by 3.3% in 500 seconds of CPU time,
the fuzzy-based algorithm made an improvement of 21% in only 34.07 seconds of CPU time.
The improvement produced by the two methods in time is expressed by the plots in Fig. 16.4a.

Similar plots for a schedule with 50 routes are shown in Fig. 16.4b. We can see that the
power of the fuzzy-based algorithm growth tremendously stronger with the increasing size of
the scheduling problem.

20
Fuzzy control method

10
Enumeration method

0

400

200

600

(a) 25 routes (see Table 16.1)
I

Fuzzy-based algorithm

C`_

Enumeration method

I

0

0
1000
2000
Computation time in CPU time (seconds)

(b) SO routes

Flgurt 16A Comparison of forty control
and enumeration for the scheduling
problem: (a) 25 routes (see Table 16.1);
(b) 50 routes.
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TABLE 16.1
COMPARSION OF RESULTS OBTAINED
FOR THE SCHEDULING PROBLEM BY FUZZY-BASED ALGORITHM
AND ENUMERATION METHOD

Departure Times (in min. after the hour)
Route
No.

Headway
(min.)

Layover Time at
Terminal (min.)

Initial
Schedule

After
Fuzzy Control

After
Enumeration

1

20

8

5, 25, 45

3, 23, 43

5, 25, 45

2

60

6

5

5

5

3

60

12

0

17

0

4

23
20

0, 30
11, 41

7, 37
11, 41

0, 30

5

30
30

6

60

13

5

23

5

7

30
30

10

7

25, 55
16, 46

4, 34
7, 37

25, 55
16, 46

8

11, 41

9

25

6

25

10

60
60

16

35

8

35

11

60

12

55

20

55

12

4

10, 25, 40, 55

14, 29, 44, 59

10, 25, 40, 55

13

15
60

9

30

7

30

14

30

6

15

15

13

16

20

2

8, 38
6, 21, 36, 51
0, 20, 40

8, 38
6, 21, 36, 51
19, 39, 59

8, 38
6, 21, 36, 51
0, 20, 40

17

60

0

12

1

12

18

60

0

9

16

9

19

30

0

21, 51

0, 30

21, 51

20

60

0

34

16

29

21

20

0

15

0

30
60
30

0

19, 39, 59
13, 28, 43, 58
15, 45

19, 39, 59
16, 31, 46
3, 33

9, 29, 49
3, 18, 33, 48
0, 30

0

22

0

24, 54

7
1, 31

29,5 9

Total Max. Transfer Time

15685 (min).

12630 (min.)

15255 (min.)

Percentage Improvement

-

21%

3.3%

Computation Time (CPU sets.)

-

34.07

500

9

22
23
24

25

47

16.3 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

It has increasingly been recognized in engineering that the early stages in engineering design

are more important than the later stages. This is a consequence of the fact that any early
design decisions restrict the set of available design alternatives. If good alternatives in a
design problem are eliminated by these decisions, they cannot be recovered in later stages
of the design process. This means that every wrong early design decision is very costly.
Unfortunately, if the early decisions are required to be precise, then it is virtually impossible
to determine how good or bad each decision is in terms of the subsequent design steps and,
eventually, in terms of the final design. Experienced designers recognize this difficulty and
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attempt to begin the design process with a complete but approximate, imprecise description of
the desired artifact to be designed. As the design process advances from the formative stage
to more detailed design and analysis, the degree of imprecision in describing the artifact is
reduced. At the end of the design cycle, the imprecision is virtually eliminated, except for
unavoidable tolerances resulting from imperfections in the manufacturing process.

Classical mathematics is not equipped to deal with imprecise descriptions. As a
consequence, it has been difficult to provide the designer with computational tools for the
early stages of the design process. It was realized around the mid-1980s, primarily in the
context of mechanical engineering design, that fuzzy set theory is eminently suited to facilitate
the whole design process, including the early stages. The basic idea is that fuzzy sets allow
the designer to describe the designed artifact as approximately as desired at the early stages
of the design process. This approximate description in terms of imprecise input parameters
is employed to calculate the corresponding approximate characterization of relevant output
parameters. The latter are compared with given performance criteria, and information obtained
by this comparison is then utilized to determine appropriate values of input parameters.

To illustrate these general ideas pertaining to engineering design of any kind, we
describe their more specific application to typical problems of mechanical engineering design,
as developed by Wood and Antonsson [1989J and Otto et al. [1993a, bJ.
Variables involved in an engineering design are usually referred to as parameters. They
are classified into input parameters (also called design parameters), output parameters, and
performance parameters. An input parameter is any independent parameter whose value is
determined during the design process. An output parameter involved in the design process

is any parameter that is functionally dependent on the input parameters and, possibly, on
some performance parameters, but is not subject to any specified functional requirement.
A performance parameter, contrary to an output parameter, is subject to some functional
requirement. The term functional requirement refers to a value, range of values, or fuzzy
number that is specified for a performance parameter. Functional requirements, which are
included in the formulation of each design problem, are independent of the design process.
Performance achievable by the design is expressed in terms of the performance parameters.
After relevant parameters in a particular design problem are determined, the first step
in applying fuzzy sets to this problem is to express preferences regarding values of input
parameters by appropriate fuzzy sets. Given an input parameter v, that takes values in set
Vi, which is usually an interval of real numbers, let preferences for different values of v, be
expressed by a fuzzy set-F, on Vi. For each x E V,, the value F, (x) designates the degree of
desirability of using the particular value x within the given set of values Vt. Set F, may thus
be referred to as the set of desirable values of parameter vi (within the context of the given
design problem), and Fi(x) may be viewed as the grade of membership of value x in this set.
Index i is used here to distinguish different input parameters in the same design problem. In
general, we assume that i E N for some positive integer n.
Membership grades F, (x), which are interpreted as representing the designer's desire to
use the various values v, E V, for the input parameter v,, are obtained either subjectively, by
the designer, or objectively, by relevant engineering data. In subjective terms, the designer
may express the various dimensions of the design artifact by appropriate fuzzy numbers
representing linguistic descriptions such as about 15 cm or smaller than but close to 50 kg.
Triangular fuzzy numbers seem most convenient for this purpose. Consider, for example,
the linguistic description about 15 cm pertaining to parameter v,. Assume that there is a
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restriction on the dimension to be greater than 10 cm and that the designer wants to keep the
dimension under 22 cm. Then, F = (15, 5, 7) is the corresponding triangular fuzzy number
expressed by the triple (s, 1, r), defined in Fig. 15.7b.
Membership functions of fuzzy sets representing objective preferences are determined
by relevant physical, chemical, and other characteristics. For example, a wide range of
materials might be used and the membership function expressed in terms of corrosion, thermal
expansion, or some other measurable material property. A combination of several properties,
including the cost of different materials, may also be used. An example of a membership
function constructed from the cost data for certain steel alloys is shown in Fig. 16.5; it is
based on the designer's preference for minimum cost [Wood and Antonsson, 1989].
1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.3

0.6

0.9

1.2

1.5

Tensile strength, S(GPa)

Figure 16.5 Preference function: steel
alloy data.

Once the fuzzy sets expressing preferences of the designer are determined for all input
parameters, they are employed for calculating the associated fuzzy sets for performance
parameters. The latter fuzzy sets express the achievable performance of the design project.
They are calculated on the basis of known functional dependencies of individual performance
parameters on some or all of the input parameters by the extension principle. The calculation

may conveniently be performed in approximate discrete fashion by using the following
algorithm. It is assumed that fuzzy sets Fi expressing preferences for input parameters
vi (i E
are given, and that these sets are normalized and convex (i.e., they are fuzzy
numbers). It is also assumed that a single performance parameter p is involved, which takes
values from set P, and which is expressed by a function

f:VrxV2x...xV, --. P.
For each ai E V1 (i e N ),

b=f(at,az,...,a,1)
is the value of the performance parameter p that corresponds to the values ar, a2, ... , a,, of the
input parameters ul, v2, ... , v,,, respectively (b E P). The algorithm to determine a fuzzy set G
that is induced on P by fuzzy sets Fi (i E
through function f has the following steps:
1. Select appropriate values at, a2,...,a, in (0, 1], preferably equally spaced, such as

0.1,0.2,..., 1. Letk= 1.
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2. For each v determine intervals of V that represent the ak-cuts of fuzzy sets F, (i E Na).

3. Generate all 2" combinations of the endpoints of the intervals representing the akcuts of sets F; (i E Na); each combination is an n-tuple, (el, e2, ... ,
4. For each n-tuple generated in Step 3, determine

bi = f(el,e2,..

E 1,2,.. ,2'.

Then,
°`!G = [min b1, max bj ].

5. If k < r, increase k by one and return to Step 2; otherwise, stop.
While input parameters are subject to the designer's desires (preferences), target values
of performance parameters are specified by functional requirements and do not directly express

desires (preferences) of the designer. However, the fuzzy sets calculated for performance
parameters from their counterparts defined for input parameters do express the designer's
preferences, but in a somewhat different way than the input parameters. The output parameter
value with preference (membership grade) 1 corresponds to the input values with preference
1. This follows the extension principle as well as fuzzy arithmetic. That is, if the designer's
desires are fully met, then the performance is expressed by the output value with preference
1. If this output value satisfies the functional requirements, then the designer is justified to

use the values of input parameters with preference 1. If it is necessary to use an off-peak
value of a performance parameter to satisfy the functional requirements, then input values
other than the most desirable must be used. For example, if it is necessary to use a value of
a performance parameter whose performance is 0.7, then this implies that at least one input
parameter must have a preference of 0.7 or less.
When only one performance parameter is involved, the method consists basically of
two steps: a value of the performance parameter is determined that satisfies the functional
requirements and has the highest performance; and suitable values of the input parameters
are identified that are functionally connected with the value determined in the first step.
After completing the two steps, the designer may decide to redefine the input preferences
and repeat the procedure. In design problems with multiple performance parameters,

a figure of merit must be introduced to combine the different performance parameter
preferences.
To illustrate the procedure, we describe a simple example of mechanical engineering
design that is adopted from the mentioned paper by Otto et a1. [1993].

Consider the problem of designing a simple structural frame, depicted in Fig. 16.6,
whose purpose is to support a weight w at a distance from a wall. Assuming that the
configuration shown in Fig. 16.6 is required, the designer needs to express preferences
regarding values of the various input parameters introduced in the figure, which are based on
geometric constraints, customer requirements, and so forth. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume that values of all these parameters, except v1, v2, are given. In particular, d = 4 m
and w = 20 kN. We also assume that the designer specified the preferences for values of vl
and v2 (the width and thickness of the supporting beams) that are shown in Fig. 16.7a and b.

After expressing the preferences for the input parameters, the designer must rate
different values of these parameters in terms of their effect on a performance parameter. In
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this example, a typical performance parameter is the maximum bending stress, a, in the
horizontal beam, whose dependence on vl and v2 is expressed by the formula
2dw + pgvlv2d2/3

or =

v1 v2z

where g = 9.8 m/s2 and p = 7830 kg/m2 are relevant physical constants. It must be ensured

that the bending stress is not excessive. A specification of the range of bending stress
(measured in gigapascals, GPa) that is not excessive is represented by a fuzzy set NE whose
membership is specified in Fig. 16.7c.
Given the preferences for values of the input parameters vl and v2, and the functional
dependence of the performance parameter a on the input parameters, the designer can now

apply the extension principle to determine the induced fuzzy set G for the performance
parameter a. Applying the above-described algorithm based on discrete a-cuts, we obtain
the membership function shown in Fig. 16.7d.

Comparing the value of or for which the membership function G has its maximum
with function NE, we can see that this value is almost 0.5; hence it does not satisfy the
requirement that the bending stress not be excessive. Consequently, the values of input
parameters with the highest preferences (i.e., ideal values) cannot be employed in the design.
To obtain the optional value, a*, of the performance parameter, we need to find a value of a
that belongs to the intersection of sets G and NE with the highest membership grade. That
is, a* is the value of a for which
sup min[G (a), NE (or)]
oellt

is obtained. This calculation, which is illustrated graphically in Fig. 16.7e, results in
a* = 0.298 [GPa].
Once we obtain the optimal values a* of the performance parameter a, it remains to
determine the corresponding optimal values vl and v2 of the input parameters v1 and v2. This
can be done by determining the a-cuts

'Fl = [ell, e12],
°`F2 = [e21, e22

for a = G(a*) and calculating
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Figure 16.7 Fuzzy sets involved in the example of mechanical system design depicted in
Fig. 16.6.
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bi = f (ell, e,1),
b2 = f (ell, e,.w),
b3 = P e12, e2r),

b4 = f (ere, ell)
for all combinations of the endpoints of "Fr and °F2. Then vi and v2 are equal to the endpoints

for which minbj is obtained. In our example, where o' = 0.298[Gpal and G(o') = 0.58,
jENs

the optimal values of the input parameters are vi = 0.07003 [m] and vz = 0.08834 [m] (see
also Fig. 17.7a, b, and e).
16.4 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

In general, industrial engineering is concerned with the design, operation, and control of
systems whose components are human beings, machines, material, and money. Contrary
to other engineering disciplines, industrial engineering deals not only with technical issues
involving man-made systems, but also with behavioral, ergonomic, organizational, economic,
and other issues. This implies that industrial engineering is a cross-disciplinary field. Subject
areas covered by industrial engineering include manufacturing, project management, control
of industrial processes, organizational design, financial management, quality control, human
factors, risk analysis, ergonomics, inventory control, safety engineering, and others.

Although human beings play an important role in most problems of concern in
industrial engineering, traditional techniques for dealing with these problems are adaptations
of techniques developed for solving problems of mechanistic systems. Fuzzy set theory,

which was motivated to a large extent by the need for a more expressive mathematical
framework to deal with humanistic systems, has undoubtedly a great deal to offer to industrial
engineering. Two well-developed applied areas of fuzzy set theory that are directly relevant
to industrial engineering are fuzzy control (Chapter 12) and fuzzy decision making (Chapter
15). Numerous other applications of fuzzy set theory in industrial engineering have also
been explored to various degrees. The main sources of information regarding these other
applications are two books, a book edited by Karwowski and NEW [1986], which focuses
on problems concerning human factors, and a broader book edited by Evans et al. [1989].
In this section, we illustrate the utility of fuzzy set theory in industrial engineering by a few

examples borrowed primarily from these books.
Fuzzy sets are convenient for estimating the service life of a given piece of equipment

for various conditions under which it operates. Some information about the estimated
service life of the equipment is expected from its manufacturer. However, it is usually not
reasonable to request a precise estimate. A realistic estimate of this kind is always only
approximate, and a statement in natural language is often the best way to express it. A
typical statement expressing the estimated service life might have the form: "Under normal
operating conditions, the estimated service life of the equipment is around x years:' The term
normal operating conditions may conveniently be expressed by a collection of fuzzy sets,
one for each operational characteric (variable) that is known to effect the service life of the
equipment. The term around x years is expressed by a fuzzy number whose spread around
its peak at x indicates the degree of nonspecificity in the estimate.
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Considering the above statement regarding the estimated service life of equipment,
let the fuzzy sets that express the individual normal operating conditions be denoted by
C1, C2, ... , C,,, and let the fuzzy number expressing the estimated service life be denoted
by L. Assume that fuzzy sets C1, C2, ... , C are defined on universal sets X1, X2, ... , X,,,
respectively, which are often appropriate subsets of real numbers. Assume further that the
fuzzy number L is defined on a universal set Y, which is always a given subset of real
numbers. Then, all normal operating conditions can be expressed by one fuzzy set, C, on
X = Xl x X2 x ... x X,,. Assuming that the conditions are mutually independent, set C is
defined by the formula

C(x) = rnin[C!(xl),---,
C2 42),
C.(xn)]
for all n-tuples x = (xl, x2, ...,
E X. Clearly, C is the cylindric closure of C1, C2, ... , C,,.
Using set C, we can now define a fuzzy relation R on X x Y by the formula
R(x, y) = min(C (x), L (y) ]

for all x E X and y e Y. This relation, which is a cylindric closure of C and L, is a
convenient representation of the available information regarding the estimated service life
of the equipment in question. It can readily be used for estimating the service life under
operating conditions that deviate the normal operating conditions. We have

L'=C'-R,
where C' is a fuzzy set on X that expresses the actual operating conditions (not necessarily
normal) and L' is a fuzzy number expressing the estimated service life of the given equipment
under these conditions.
Let us proceed to another application of fuzzy sets in industrial environment, the problem
of designing built-in tests for industrial systems. The term built-in test is loosely defined as a
system's ability to evaluate its own state of repair and take appropriate action in the event of an
anomaly. Consider, for example, an automobile with a temperature warning light. If the engine
coolant temperature rises above a certain threshold, the warning light is illuminated. In this
case, the automobile could be said to be performing a built-in test; its state of repair is evaluated
using coolant temperature, and, if necessary, appropriate action is taken by illuminating the
warning light rather than, say, turning the engine off. This example illustrates special builtin tests known as range tests.

Classically, we think of warning lights such as the one in the example above as
being actuated by mechanical systems. Increasingly, however, tasks such as this are the
responsibility of a computer, resident in an embedded control or monitoring system. In a
range test, the computer must determine if a quantity is acceptable; typically, the quantity
is a function of the values of one or more signals monitored by the system, for example,
the signal above, the average of several signals, or the difference between two signals. The
computer obtains data about the monitored quantity through an observation channel, which
typically consists of some conditioning circuitry and a digital sampler. That is, the quantity
is observed only at discrete instants of time at which samples are taken. This means that
information regarding the quantity is limited by the resolution of the sampler. The computer,
then, is really making an educated guess about the acceptability of the quantity with respect
to a specified operating range.
'
If the quantity is determined to be unacceptable, an appropriate action must be taken
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quickly enough to allow the prevention of adverse effects, such as permanent damage of the
machinery involved. To develop a procedure by which to decide when the action is needed,
the linguistic terms acceptable, unacceptable, and quickly enough must be examined. The
term unacceptable would frequently require the following definition:
A quantity is unacceptable if its sample values violate the range of acceptable values to a
sufficiently high degree and often enough to believe that the quantity itself consistently violates
this range.

This definition takes into account the fact that the amount of noise introduced due to the
physical characteristics of the electronics and/or the harshness of the operation environment
is not always insignificant. It is recognized that an occasional violation of the range of
acceptable values is not necessarily indicative of an unacceptable condition. In order to avoid
failures due to noise or some other inexplicable fluke of nature, the idea of consistency is
introduced into the definition of the term unacceptable.
Next, we must examine the linguistic term quickly enough. While it is evident from
the above discussion that more than one sample value should be collected before declaring

a failure, there is a limit to the amount of time that may be used to make the decision.
In the boundary condition, where all sample values are definitely unacceptable, this limit is
governed by the shortest amount of time required by the system to incur adverse effects.
Thus, we need to make sure that in this case, the number of samples required to record a
failure is large enough to provide sufficient noise intolerance and overall belief that the actual
signal is indeed unacceptable, yet small enough that the associated execution time is safely

less than the worst-case reaction time of the system. At the other boundary condition, as
long as the sample values of the quantity are definitely acceptable, a failure should never be
declared. In between these boundary conditions, the general "rule of thumb" is as follows:
The larger the deviation of the quantity value from the required range, the greater the chances
are of incurring adverse effects, and the faster a failure must be declared.

Using all these considerations, a meaningful procedure for constructing a range test is
described as follows:
1. Define a universal set X consisting of all possible sample values of the given quantity,
which are assumed to be discrete.
2. Define fuzzy sets A and U on X that characterize the set of acceptable sample values
and the set of unacceptable sample values, respectively. Membership functions of these
fuzzy sets may conveniently be defined by the trapezoidal shapes shown in Fig. 16.8.

3. Define an overall level of belief, b, that the actual behavior of the quantity is
unacceptable as a function of the accumulation over time of the membership of the
individual sample values in the sets A and U. In general,
b(xk) = f{b(xk-t), A(xk), U(xk)],
where k denotes the kth iteration of the built-in test logic and xk denotes the kth sample of
the quantity being evaluated. A reasonable specific function f is given by the formula:

b(xk) = max(O, b(xk-t) +A(xk) - U(xk)]
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Fuzzy sets in the example of

4. Define a threshold value, t, such that b(xk) > t is a necessary and sufficient condition
to declare a failure, and such that the time required for b(xk) > t to occur is consistent
with the needs of the boundary conditions discussed above.

A range built-in test using this procedure was applied to turbines, where the monitored
quantity was the turbine blade temperature. This use of the fuzzy sets, upon which the
procedure is based, showed a substantial improvement in carefully designed simulation
experiments when compared with procedures based on crisp sets [Brown and Klir, 1993].
Some important problems pertaining to industrial engineering have been formulated
in terms of networks of various kinds. In general, a network is a graph whose edges are
associated with one or more numerical characteristics. In location problems, for example,
vertices of a network represent places of demand for service, and edges are viewed as the
routes that connect them. Each edge is described by the estimated travel time between the

two places and, possibly, by other characteristics (safety, quality of the route, etc.). The
objective is to find a point on the graph (at a vertex or along an edge) for which the maximum
travel time to any place (vertex) is minimized, possibly under constraints specified in terms
of the other characteristics. Such a point is called an absolute center.
It is easy to understand that the network for a location problem can be formulated more
realistically if the estimated travel times and other characteristics are allowed to be expressed
in terms of fuzzy numbers. The solution to the problem is a fuzzy set of points of the graph
that is called a fuzzy absolute center.

The location problem is important, for example, in flexible manufacturing systems.
These systems use automated guided vehicles that deliver materials to robotics workstations
as required. A fuzzy absolute center is a very useful concept by which the resting area for
these vehicles is efficiently characterized.
Other fuzzy networks are used for describing complex production processes consisting
of many mutually dependent activities. In these networks, each edge is associated with a
particular activity and is characterized by the approximate length of time of that activity. One
problem regarding this kind of network is to determine critical paths in each given network
(paths of maximal duration) and time floats of other paths.
To cover details of the many problems involving fuzzy networks of various types that
are relevant to industrial engineering would require too much space. Readers interested in
this topic are referred to [Evans et al., 1989].
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16.5 COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Since the mid-1980s, when the utility of fuzzy controllers became increasingly visible,
the need for computer hardware to implement the various operations involved in fuzzy
logic and approximate reasoning has been recognized. Initial attempts to develop hardware
for fuzzy computing, at least those described in the literature, date from 1985. These
developments intensified in the late 1980s and especially in the 1990s, and eventually resulted
in commercially available hardware for certain types of fuzzy computing. The primary
focus of these developments has been on the implementation of fuzzy rules of inference and
defuzzification procedures for fuzzy controllers.
The principal reason for using specialized hardware for fuzzy computing is to increase

operational speed via parallel processing. In principle, fuzzy computer hardware allows
all inference rules of a complex fuzzy inference engine to be processed in parallel. This
increases efficiency tremendously and, as a consequence, extends the scope of applicability
of fuzzy controllers and, potentially, other fuzzy expert systems.
In general, computer hardware for fuzzy logic is implemented in either digital mode or
analog mode. In digital mode, fuzzy sets are represented as vectors of numbers in [0, 1].
Operations on fuzzy sets are thus performed as operations on vectors. In analog mode, fuzzy
sets are represented in terms of continuous electric signals (electric currents or voltages)
by appropriate electric circuits. These circuits play a role similar to function generators in
classical analog computers.
Either of the two modes of fuzzy computer hardware has some favorable features.
Digital fuzzy hardware is characterized by flexible programmability and good compatibility
with existing computers, which are predominantly digital; it is suitable for implementing
complex schemes of multistage fuzzy inference. Analog fuzzy hardware, on the contrary,
is characterized by high speed and good compatibility with sensors; it is thus particularly
suitable for complex on-line fuzzy controllers.
As an illustration, we outline a few basic ideas regarding fuzzy computer hardware of
the analog type that was developed by Yamakawa (1993]. Technical details, which are not
covered here, can be found in the references mentioned in Note 16.4.

Yamakawa's hardware is designed for fuzzy controllers of the type discussed in
Secs. 12.2 and 12.3. It consists of units that implement individual fuzzy inference rules (rule
units), units that implement the Max operation needed for aggregating inferences made by
multiple inference rules (Max units), and defuzzification units. Each rule unit is capable
of implementing one fuzzy inference rule with three antecedents or less. Inputs for each

antecedent are required to be crisp. One of seven linguistic labels can be chosen for
each antecedent and each consequent: NL (negative large), NM (negative medium), NS
(negative small), AZ (approximately zero), PS (positive small), PM (positive medium), or
PL (positive large). Fuzzy sets representing these linguistic labels for antecedents may be
expressed by membership functions of either triangular or trapezoidal shapes. The triangles
or trapezoids can be positioned as desired by choosing appropriate values of voltage in the
circuits, and their left and right slopes can be adjusted as desired by choosing appropriate

resistance values of variable resistors in the circuits.

For consequents, the shapes of

membership functions may be arbitrary, as explained later.

A block diagram of the hardware implementation of a fuzzy controller with n fuzzy
inference rules is shown in Fig. 16.9. For each k E N,,, the rule unit k is characterized
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by membership functions Xk, Yk, Zk, which represent the antecedents in fuzzy inference-rule
k, and membership function Ck, which represents the associated consequent. Functions
Xk, Yk, Zk have either triangular or trapezoidal shapes with required slopes. Crisp input

signals x, y, z are applied to all rule units in parallel. The output of each rule unit, which
represents the inference obtained by the associated fuzzy inference rule, is expressed in
discrete form by a vector of 25 numbers in [0, 1] represented by appropriate voltages on 25
signal lines. All these outputs, denoted in Fig. 16.9 by symbols Ci, C2, ... , C;,, are fed to a
unit that determines their component-wise maximum. The resulting membership function C,
expressed again in discrete form, is then defuzzified by the unit referred to as the defuzzifier.
The output is a single real number, d(C), which represents the value of the control variable.
The current defuzzifiers are based on the centroid method of defuzzification, but there is no
reason why they could not be extended to a parametrized family of defuzzification methods.

Rule Unit 1
(XI, Y1, Z1, Ci)

C;

25

Crisp
Inputs
Rule Unit 2
X e+-i

(X2.Y2.Z2.C2) 25

y

Z0

Fuzzy
Output

Rule Unit n
(Xn. Yn, Zn. Cn)

25

Figure 16.9 Hardware implementation of a fuzzy controller.

A block diagram of one rule unit (say, unit k) is shown in Fig. 16.10. At the input of the
unit are three membership function circuits, one for each antecedent. The aim of each of these
circuits is to express, in analog mode, the membership function of one particular antecedent
and to determine the degree of compatibility of the actual value of the relevant input variable
with the antecedent. The membership function is defined by three inputs to the circuit. The
first input specifies one of the seven linguistic labels and, in addition, may also specify that
no linguistic label is assigned (denoted by NA), which is needed for implementing inference
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klgure 16.10 Block diagram of rule unit k.

rules that contain less than three antecedents. The second input specifies whether the shape
of the membership function is triangular or trapezoidal. The third input specifies the left
and right slopes of the membership function. The ranges of values of the three variables for
which the various membership functions are defined are assumed here to be normalized to
the interval [-1, 1].
An example of the fuzzy inference rule "If Xk(= e) is PS and Yk (= e) is NS, then
Ck (= v) is AZ," which conforms to the type of inference rules discussed in Secs. 12.2 and
12.3, is illustrated in Fig. 16.10. Since the rule has only two antecedents, no linguistic label
is assigned to Zk. The circuit for Zk is thus not utilized in this case. This degenerate case,
labelled by NA, is conveniently handled by defining Zk as the whole interval [-1, 1] and by
setting the input z to any convenient constant in [-1, I]. The output of the circuit is then
equal to 1 and, consequently, does not have any effect on the output produced by the rule
unit. In our example, Xk is of trapezoidal shape and Yk is of triangular shape, as indicated in
the figure.

According to the inference procedure, the outputs of the three membership function
circuits are fed to a circuit that determines their minimum. The output of this circuit
is then applied to a circuit called a truncation gate. The purpose of this circuit is to
produce a truncated vector Ck of 25 values that approximate the membership function
of the consequent Ck of the inference rule. In our example, Ck (= v) is a triangular
membership function representing the linguistic label AZ. This function is approximated
in discrete form by a circuit referred to as a membership function generator;, its 25 outputs
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are fed to the truncation gate. The seven linguistic labels and the special label NA
(not assigned) are specified by three binary digits, and two additional binary digits are
used for defining four distinct shapes of the membership functions (triangular, trapezoidal,
S-shaped, and Z-shaped). The decoding from the five-bit characterization to the 25tuple of members in [0, 1] is done by a circuit called a control matrix.
We feel that this level of detail is sufficient for general understanding of one type of
computer hardware for fuzzy logic. Further details, including diagrams of the various electric
circuits, are covered in the mentioned article by Yamakawa [1993].
16.6 RELIABILITY THEORY
Reliability theory is a cross-disciplinary engineering discipline that studies the dependability
of engineering products in behaving as required under specific operating conditions when put
into service. The central concept of reliability theory, as the name suggests, is reliability. In
a broad sense, reliability is a measure of the expected capability of an engineering product to
operate without failures under specific conditions for a given period of time.
The classical reliability theory, which has been developed, by and large, since World
War II, is based on two basic assumptions:
(a) Assumption of dichotomous states-At any given time, the engineering product is either
in functioning state or in failed state.

(b) Probability assumption The behavior of the engineering product with respect to the
two critical states (functioning and failed) can adequately be characterized in terms of
probability theory.

These assumptions, which in the classical reliability theory are taken for granted, are, under
closer scrutiny, questionable in many practical situations. They make sense only when
the mathematical ideal of crisp events is acceptable in a given experimental context, large

collections of relevant data are available, and observed frequencies are indicators of the
underlying physical process.
An alternative reliability theory, rooted in fuzzy sets and possibility theory, has been
proposed, which is based on fundamentally different assumptions:

(a') Assumption of fuzzy states-At any given time, the engineering product may be in
functioning state to some degree and in failed state to another degree.

(b') Possibility assumption The behavior of the engineering product with respect to the
two critical fuzzy states (fuzzy functioning state and fuzzy failed state) can adequately
be characterized in terms of possibility theory.
By accepting either assumption (a) or assumption (a') and, similarly, either (b) or (b'), we can
recognize four types of reliability theories. When (b) is combined with either (a) or (a'), we
obtain two types of probabilistic reliability theories. The first one is the classical reliability
theory; the second one is a probabilistic reliability theory based on fuzzy events. When (b') is
combined with either (a) or (a'), we obtain two types of possibilistic reliability theories. The
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first one is based on classical set theory, while the second one is based on fuzzy set theory.
All these reliability theories are meaningful and have been developed. Which of them to use
depends on the context of each application. In general, possibilistic reliability theories are
more meaningful than their probabilistic counterparts when only a small number of statistical
samples is available, as is typical, for example in astronautics (reliability problems of space
shuttles, space probes, etc.) and software engineering.
We do not deem it necessary to cover the new, nonclassical reliability theories here;
to cover them adequately would require too much space. However, we provide readers
interested in these theories with relevant references in Note 16.6.

16.7 ROBOTICS
Robotics is a cross-disciplinary subject area that is concerned with the design and construction
of machines that are capable of human-like behavior. Such machines are referred to as robots.
Although industries began interested in robots in the 1960s, the first commercial robots were

produced only in the 1970s. These early robots, which are called industrial robots, were
designed for repetitive actions of a typical production line. Advances in computer technology
and in the area of artificial intelligence in the 1980s stimulated greater ambitions in robotics.
Research in robotics became oriented primarily on robots with high intelligence.
Intelligent robots must be equipped with at least three types of functions: appropriate
perceptual functions facilitated by visual, auditory, and other sensors to allow the robot to
perceive its environment; intelligent information processing functions that allow the robot to
process the incoming information with respect to a given task; and mechanical functions with
appropriate controls to allow the robot to move and act as desired.
To achieve human-like behavior, an intelligent robot must have some key capabilities that
distinguish human beings from classical nonintelligent machines. They include the capability of
common-sense reasoning in natural language that is based on incoming information as well as
background knowledge, high-level capabilities of pattern recognition and image understanding,
refined motor controls, and the capability of making decisions in the face of bounded uncertainty.
It is clear that the use of fuzzy set theory is essential for all these capabilities.
The main subjects of fuzzy set theory that are relevant to robotics include approximate
reasoning, fuzzy controllers and other kinds of fuzzy systems, fuzzy pattern recognition and
image processing, fuzzy data bases, information retrieval systems, and fuzzy decision making.
In robotics, all these subjects, and a host of others, are utilized as components integrated in
the overall architecture of intelligent robots. To cover this important role of fuzzy set theory

in the formidable task of designing intelligent robots would require the introduction of a
prohibitively extensive background information. Readers interested in this area are given a
few relevant references in Note 16.8.

NOTES
16.1. Existing and prospective applications of fuzzy set theory in civil engineering are overviewed
in articles by Blockley [1982], Chameau et al. [1983], Brown et al. in [Bezdek 1987], and
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Ayyub [1991]. Using fuzzy sets in architectural design is explored by Oguntade and Gero
[1981]. The primary source of information regarding specific applications of fuzzy sets in
civil engineering is the journal Civil Engineering Systems. Conference proceedings edited by
Brown et at [1985] and a book edited by Ayyub et at [1992] are also valuable sources.
16.2. Applications of fuzzy set theory in mechanical engineering are discussed in articles by Otto et
at [1991, 1993 a, b] and by Wood et at [1989, 1990, 1992].
16.3. In addition to the books mentioned in Sec. 16.4, a good overview of the utility of fuzzy sets
in industrial engineering was written by Karwowski and Evans [1986]. Issues of dealing with
fuzzifted networks are discussed by Mares and Horak [1983]. A thorough coverage of the role

of fuzzy sets in risk analysis was prepared by Schmucker [1984]. The use of approximate
reasoning and fuzzy Petri nets in flexible manufacturing systems is explored by Scarpelli and
Gomide [1993].
16.4. Yamakawa's fuzzy logic hardware of analog mode is described in several papers by Yamakawa
[1988, 1989, 1993], Yamakawa and Kaboo [1988], Yamakawa and Miki [1986], and Miki

et at [1993].

Other approaches to fuzzy logic hardware are described in Gupta and

Yamakawa [1988a], Diamond et al. [1992], and proceedings of various conferences in the
1990s (particularly IFSA and IEEE). An important contribution to fuzzy logic hardware is a
design and implementation of a fuzzy flip-flop by Hirota and Ozawa [1989]. This is a memory
element that allows us to store one-digit fuzzy information. It is essential for implementing
multistage procedures of fuzzy inference.
16.5. Electrical engineering has been affected by fuzzy set theory primarily through fuzzy controllers
and fuzzy computer hardware. However, there are other areas of electrical engineering where
methods based on fuzzy sets have been proven useful. The use of fuzzy adaptive filters
to nonlinear channel equalization [Wang and Mendel, 1993], signal detection [Saade and
Schwarz]ander, 1994], and the use of fuzzy cognitive maps to qualitative circuit analysis
[Styblinski and Meyer, 1991] are three examples.
16.6. The new, nonclassical reliability theories mentioned in Sec. 16.6 are covered in several papers
by Cai et at [1991 a-d, 1993], and also in books by Kaufmann and Gupta [1988] and Kerre
[1991]. Additional contributions to these theories and their applications to specific problems
can be found in many issues of IEEE Trans. on Reliability, Microelectronics and Reliability
and Reliability Engineering and System Safety published in the 1980s and 1990s.
16.7. The name "robot" was coined by the Czech writer Karel Capek in his play Rossum's Universal
Robots, written in 1920.
16.8. No book or major survey paper describing the use of fuzzy set theory in robotics is currently
available. Many specific applications of fuzzy set theory in robotics are described in short
papers in proceedings of conferences oriented to either fuzzy systems or robotics, in particular
IEEE Conferences and IFSA Congresses. The following are a few relevant journal articles:
[Dodds, 1988; Palm, 1989, 1992; Hirota, Arai, and Hachisu, 1989; Nedungadi, 1993; Kim,
Ko, and Chung, 1994].

EXERCISES
16.1. Repeat the example of bridge evaluation discussed in Sec. 16.2 by assuming that it was found
during the bridge inspection that the deck is in poor condition, beams are 'in poor condition,
and piers are in fair condition.
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16.2. Repeat the example of mechanical design discussed in Sec. 16.3 by replacing F, and F2 with
symmetric triangular-type fuzzy numbers with centers 0.06 and 0.07, and spreads 0.45 and 0.3,
respectively.

16.3. Using the procedure of estimating service life of a given equipment discussed in Sec. 16.4,
consider the following fuzzy proposition regarding the estimated life of a furnace: "If
the furnace is operated under normal temperature, its service life is estimated around 7
years." Assume that the linguistic terms normal temperature [in °C] and around 7 years are
approximated, respectively, by the fuzzy sets

T = .4/780 +.8/800 + 1/820 +.8/840 +.4/860,

L = .5/6 + 1/7 + .5/8.
Assuming now that the actual operating temperature is characterized by the fuzzy set

T' = .4/840 +.8/860 + 1/880 +.8/900 + .4/920,
determine the estimated service life of the furnace under this operating condition.

17
MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS

17.1

INTRODUCTION

The inventory of successful applications of fuzzy set theory has been growing steadily,
particularly in the 1990s. Few areas of mathematics, science, and engineering remain
that have not been affected by the theory. Some emerging applications were previously
unsuspected, and the performance of many exceeds previous expectations.

Thus far, some areas of human endeavors have been particularly active in exploring
the utility of fuzzy set theory and developing many diverse applications. These include
information and knowledge-base systems, various areas of engineering, and virtually all
problem areas of decision making. These have been covered in previous chapters. The
purpose of this chapter is to overview applications of fuzzy set theory in other areas. We do
not attempt to be fully comprehensive. The utility of fuzzy set theory in each area covered in
this chapter has already been established, and future developments seem quite promising.
Scattered applications of fuzzy set theory in some additional areas can also be found
in the literature. These areas include physics, chemistry, biology, ecology, political science,
geology, meteorology, nuclear engineering, and many others. However, these applications are
still rather isolated, unconvincing, or insufficiently developed. We mention some of them in
the Notes.
The last section in the chapter is devoted to our speculations about prospective future
applications of fuzzy set theory. We focus on applications that are generally recognized as
very important, but appear to involve insurmountable difficulties. In these speculations, we
attempt to look far into the future to stimulate imagination.

17.2 MEDICINE
As overviewed in Note 17.1, medicine is one field in which the applicability of fuzzy set
theory was recognized quite early, in the mid-1970s. Within this field, it is the uncertainty
found in the process of diagnosis of disease that has most frequently been the focus of
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applications of fuzzy set theory. In this section, we examine some basic issues of these
applications.

With the increased volume of information available to physicians from new medical
technologies, the process of classifying different sets of symptoms under a single name
and determining appropriate therapeutic actions becomes increasingly difficult. A single
disease may manifest itself quite differently in different patients and at different disease
stages. Furthermore, a single symptom may be indicative of several different diseases,
and the presence of several diseases in a single patient may disrupt the expected symptom
pattern of any one of them. The best and most useful descriptions of disease entities often
use linguistic terms that are irreducibly vague. For example, hepatitis is characterized by
the statement:
"Total proteins are usually normal, albumin is decreased, a-globulin are slightly decreased, ,8globulins are slightly decreased, and y-globulins are increased,"

where the linguistic terms printed in italics are inherently vague. Although medical knowledge

concerning the symptom-disease relationship constitutes one source of imprecision and
uncertainty in the diagnostic process, the knowledge concerning the state of the patient
constitutes another. The physician generally gathers knowledge about the patient from the
past history, physical examination, laboratory test results, and other investigative procedures
such as X-rays and ultrasonics. The knowledge provided by each of these sources carries

with it varying degrees of uncertainty. The past history offered by the patient may be
subjective, exaggerated, underestimated, or incomplete. Mistakes may be made in the
physical examination, and symptoms may be overlooked. The measurements provided by
laboratory tests are often of limited precision, and the exact borderline between normal
and pathological is often unclear. X-rays and other similar procedures require correct
interpretation of the results. Thus, the state and symptoms of the patient can be known by the
physician with only a limited degree of precision. In the face of the uncertainty concerning
the observed symptoms of the patient as well as the uncertainty concerning the relation of
the symptoms to a disease entity, it is nevertheless crucial that the physician determine the
diagnostic label that will entail the appropriate therapeutic regimen.
The desire to better understand and teach this difficult and important process of medical
diagnosis has prompted attempts to model it with the use of fuzzy sets. These models vary
in the degree to which they attempt to deal with different complicating aspects of medical

diagnosis such as the relative importance of symptoms, the varied symptom patterns of
different disease stages, relations between diseases themselves, and the stages of hypothesis
formation, preliminary diagnosis, and final diagnosis within the diagnostic process itself.
These models also form the basis for computerized medical expert systems, which are usually
designed to aid the physician in the diagnosis of some specified category of diseases.
The fuzzy set framework has been utilized in several different approaches to modeling
the diagnostic process. In the approach formulated by Sanchez [1979], the physician's
medical knowledge is represented as a fuzzy relation between symptoms and diseases. Thus,

given the fuzzy set A of the symptoms observed in the patient and the fuzzy relation R
representing the medical knowledge that relates the symptoms in set S to the diseases in set
D, then the fuzzy set B of the possible diseases of the patient can be inferred by means of
the compositional rule of inference
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B=A-R

(17.1)

or

B(d) = masx[min(A(s), R(s, d))]

for each d E D. The membership grades of observed symptoms in fuzzy set A may
represent the degree of possibility of the presence of the symptom or its severity. The
membership grades in fuzzy set B denote the degree of possibility with which we can
attach each relevant diagnostic label to the patient. The fuzzy relation R of medical
knowledge should constitute the greatest relation such that given the fuzzy relation Q on
the set P of patients and S of symptoms and the fuzzy relation T on the sets P of patients
and D of diseases, then
T = Q a R.

(17.2)

Thus, relations Q and T may represent, respectively, the symptoms that were present and
diagnoses consequently made for a number of known cases. Figure 17.1 summarizes the
meanings and uses of fuzzy relations Q, T, and R and fuzzy sets A and B. By solving
the fuzzy relation equation (17.2) for R, the accumulated medical experience can be used
to specify the relation between symptoms and diseases that was evidenced in the previous
diagnoses. The maximal solution to (17.2) must be chosen for R in order to avoid arriving at
a relation that is more specific than our information warrants. However, this can lead to cases
in which R shows more symptom-disease association than exists in reality. Therefore, it may
be necessary to interpret the results of applying relation R to a specific set of symptoms as
a diagnostic hypothesis rather than as a confirmed diagnosis. Adlassnig and Kolarz [1982]
and Adlassnig [1986] elaborate on this relational model in the design of CADIAG-2, a
computerized system for diagnosis assistance. We illustrate their approach with a somewhat
simplified version of part of this design.
The model proposes two types of relations to exist between symptoms and diseases:
an occurrence relation and a confirmability relation. The first provides knowledge about the
tendency or frequency of appearance of a.symptom when the specific disease is present; it
corresponds to the question, "How often does symptoms occur with disease d?" The second
relation describes the discriminating power of the symptom to confirm the presence of the
disease; it corresponds to the question, "How strongly does symptoms confirm disease d?"
The distinction between occurrence and confirmability is useful because a symptom may
be quite likely to occur with a given disease but may also commonly occur with several
other diseases, therefore limiting its power as a discriminating factor among them. Another
symptom, on the other hand, may be relatively rare with a given disease, but its presence may
nevertheless constitute almost certain confirmation of the presence of the disease.

For this example, let S denote the crisp universal set of all symptoms, D be the
crisp universal set of all diseases, and P be the crisp universal set of all patients. Let us
define a fuzzy relation Rs on the set P x S in which membership grades Rs(p, s) (where
p E P, S E S) indicate the degree to which the symptom s is present in patient p. For
instance, if s represents the symptom of increased potassium level and the normal test result
range is roughly 3.5 to 5.2, then a test result of 5.2 for patient p could lead to a membership

grade Rs(p, s) = .5. Let us further define a fuzzy relation Ro on the universal set S x D,
where R0 (s, d) (s E S, d E D) indicates the frequency of occurrence of symptom s with
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Fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations involved in medical diagnosis.

disease d. Let Rc also be a fuzzy relation on the same universal set, where Rc(s, d)
corresponds to the degree to which symptoms confirms the presence of disease d.
In this example, the fuzzy occurrence and confirmability relations are determined from
expert medical documentation. Since this documentation usually takes the form of statements
such as "Symptom s seldom occurs in disease d" or "Symptoms always indicates disease d,"
we assign membership grades of 1, .75, .5, .25, or 0 in fuzzy sets Ro and Rc for the linguistic
terms always, often, unspecific, seldom, and never, respectively. We use a concentration
operation to model the linguistic modifier very such that
A2(x).
Assume that the following medical documentation exists concerning the relations of symptoms
sl, s2, and s3 to diseases dl and d2:

Symptom st occurs very seldom in patients with disease dl.
Symptom st often occurs in patients with disease d2 but seldom confirms the presence
of disease d2.
Symptom s2 always occurs with disease dl and always confirms the presence of disease
dl; s2 never occurs with disease d2, and (obviously) its presence never confirms disease
_

d2-

Symptom s3 very often occurs with disease d2 and often confirms the presence of d2.
Symptom s3 seldom occurs in patients with disease dl.

All missing relational pairs of symptoms and diseases are assumed to be unspecified and are
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given a membership grade of .5. From our medical documentation we construct the following
matrices of relations Ro, Rc E S x D (the rows and columns of the matrices are ordered by
subscripts of the corresponding symbols):
06

.75

1

0
.56

Ro =

L .25
5

.25

1

0
.75

Rc=

L .5

Now assume that we are given a fuzzy relation R,, specifying the degree of presence of
symptoms sl, s2, and s3 for three patients pi, p2, and p3 as follows:
.8
.9
0

4

Rs =

.6
.9

.7
0
1

Using relations Rs, Ro, and Rc, we can now calculate four different indication relations
defined on the set P x D of patients and diseases. The first is the occurrence indication Rt
defined as

Rl = RS ° Ro.
For our example, Rl is given by the following matrix:

Rt =

.8
.9

25

.56
.6
.75

The confirmability indication relation R2 is calculated by

R2=Rs°Rc;
this results in

R2 =

r.8
.9

.7
.25

.5

.75

The nonoccurrence indication R3 is defined as

R3=Rs°(1-Ro)
and specified here by

R3 =

7
.6
.9

.8
.9
.44

Finally, the nonsymptom indication R4 is given by

R4 = (1-Rs)°Ro
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and equals
R4 =

25
.25

.56

i

.1

.6

From these four indication relations, we may draw different types of diagnostic
conclusions. For instance, we may make a confirmed diagnosis of a disease d for patient p
if R2(p, d) = 1. Although this is not the case for any of our three patients, R2 does seem
to indicate, for instance, that disease dl is strongly confirmed for patient p2. We may make
an excluded diagnosis for a disease d in patient p if R3(p, d) = 1 or R4(p, d) = 1. In our
example, we may exclude disease dl as a possible diagnosis for patient p3. Finally, we may
include in our set of diagnostic hypotheses for patient p any disease d such that the inequality

.5 < max[R1(p d), R2(P, d)]
is satisfied. In our example, both diseases dl and d2 are suitable diagnostic hypotheses for
patients pt and p2, whereas the only acceptable diagnostic hypothesis for patient p3 is disease
d2. Our three types of diagnostic results, therefore, seem to point to the presence of disease

d2 in patient p3 and disease dl in patient p2, whereas the symptoms of patient pt do not
strongly resemble the symptom pattern of either disease dl or d2 alone.
The actual CADIAG-2 system incorporates relations not only between symptoms and
diseases but also between diseases themselves, between symptoms themselves, and between
combinations of symptoms and diseases. Partial testing of the system on patients with
rheumatological diseases produced an accuracy of 94.5% in achieving a correct diagnosis.
Another alternative approach to modeling the medical diagnostic process utilizes fuzzy
cluster analysis. This type of technique is used by Fordon and sezdek [1979] and Esogbue
and Elder 11979, 1980, 1983]. Models of medical diagnosis that use cluster analysis usually

perform a clustering algorithm on the set of patients by examining the similarity of the
presence and severity of symptom patterns exhibited by each. (The severity of the symptoms

present can be designated with degrees of membership in fuzzy sets representing each
symptom category.) Often the similarity measure is computed between the symptoms of
the patient in question and the symptoms of a patient possessing the prototypical symptom
pattern for each possible disease. The patient to be diagnosed is then clustered to varying
degrees with the prototypical patients whose symptoms are most similar. The most likely
diagnostic candidates are those disease clusters in which the patient's degree of membership
is the greatest. We describe a simplified adaptation of the method employed by Esogbue and
Elder [1979, 1980, 1983] to illustrate this technique.
Let us assume that we are given a patient x who displays the symptoms si, s2, s3, and
s4 at the levels of severity given by the fuzzy set
AX = .1/s, + .7/s2 +.4/S3 + .6/s4,

where A., (sj) E [0, 1] denotes the grade of membership in the fuzzy set characterizing patient
x and defined on the set S = {st, s2, s3, s4}, which indicates the severity level of the symptom

s; for the patient. We must determine a diagnosis for this patient among three possible
diseases dt, d2, and d3. Each of these diseases is described by a matrix giving the upper
and lower bounds of the normal range of severity of each of the four symptoms that can be
expected in a patient with the disease. The diseases dt, d2, and d3 are described in this way
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by the matrices
B1 =
B; =

B3 =

lower

0

F

upper
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0
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.7

0
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.2

1

1

.4

0

0

L.3

0

.7
.9

0
0

[

lower
upper

6

.

0

9

.

For each j = 1, 2, 3, matrix Bj defines fuzzy sets Bit and Bju, where Bjt(si) and Bju(si)
denote, respectively, the lower and upper bounds of symptom si for disease d,. We further
define a fuzzy relation W on the set of symptoms and diseases that specifies the pertinence
or importance of each symptom si in the diagnosis of the matrix of each disease dj. The
relation W of these weights of relevance is given by
d1

W=

d2

d3

sl

.4

.8

1

S2

.5

.6

.3

83

.7

.1

.9

S4

.9

.6

.3

where W(si, dj) denotes the weight of symptom si for disease dj. In order to diagnose
patient x, we use a clustering technique to determine to which diagnostic cluster (as specified
by matrices B1, B2, and B3) the patient is most similar. This clustering is performed by
computing a similarity measure between the patient's symptoms and those typical of each
disease dj. To compute this similarity, we use a distance measure based on the Minkowski
distance that is appropriately modified; it is given by the formula

Dp(dj,x) =

[Iw(sidi)(Bii(si) -A(s))Ip
iEI,
1(

+

(17.3)

W (st, dj)(Bju(Si) - A.(si))I p

where

11 = {i E N,JA.(si) < Bji(si)),
1u = (1 E NmIA.(Si) > Bju(s1)},

and m denotes the total number of symptoms. Choosing, for example, the Euclidean distance,

we use (17.3) with p = 2 to calculate the similarity between patient x and diseases d1, d2,
and d3 in our example as follows:
D2 A, x) = (1(.7)(.5 - .4)12 + f(.9)(0 - .6) 1211/2 = .54;

D2(d2. x) = [1(.6)(.9 - .7)J2 + J(8)(0 - .1)12 + 1(.6)(.4 - .6)12]1/2 = .19;
D2(d3, x) = [I(.9)(.7 -.4)12 + 1(.3)(0 -.7)12 + I(.3)(0 - .6)122]1!2 = .39.

The most likely disease candidate is the one for which the similarity measure attains the
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minimum value; in this case, the patient's symptoms are most similar to those typical of
disease d2.

Applications of fuzzy set theory in medicine are by no means restricted to medical
Other applications involve, for example, fuzzy controllers for various medical
devices, fuzzy pattern recognition and image processing for analysis of X-ray images and
other visual data, and fuzzy decision making for determining appropriate therapies. These

diagnosis.

types of applications are covered elsewhere in this book. Literature regarding applications of
fuzzy sets in medicine is overviewed in Note 17.1.

17.3 ECONOMICS
What is economics? Most modern economists define economics as a social science that studies
how societies deal with problems that result from relative scarcity. Observing the development

of economics since the early 19th century, we can see at its core a sequence of axiomatic
theories, which are increasingly more precise and more mathematically sophisticated. At the
same time, however, we can see a persistent gap between economic reality and predictions
derived from these ever more sophisticated theories.

Several reasons could easily be identified why economic theories have not been
successful in modeling economic reality. One reason, directly connected with the subject of
this book, is that these theories are formulated in terms of classical mathematics, based on
classical set theory, two-valued logic, and classical theory of additive measures. This is not
realistic in economics for at least two important reasons. First, human reasoning and decision
making in natural language, which plays an essential role in economic phenomena, is based
on genuine uncertainty embedded in natural language. Classical mathematics is not capable
of expressing this kind of uncertainty. Moreover, human preferences for complex choices
are not determined, in general, by, the rules of additives measures. The second, less obvious
reason is connected with the complexity of models. In order to capture the ever-increasing
richness of economic and related phenomena, we need increasingly complex models. When
the required complexity for obtaining realistic models becomes unmanageable, we must
simplify. In every implication, unfortunately, we are doomed to lose something. When we

insist that the simplified model give us certain and precise predictions, we are forced to
simplify by reducing the scope of the model which in turn, results in a loss of relevance of
these predictions to the real world. We can preserve relevance by allowing some uncertainty
in the models. That is, we can trade certainty and precision for relevance under given limits
of acceptable complexity.

Imprecise but highly relevant (and hence valuable) economic predictions are often
expressed by experienced economists in linguistic terms, such as
"The price of oil is not likely to increase substantially in the near future."

Such predictions are determined by common sense, employing the economist's knowledge
(distinct from accepted economic theories) and relevant information, which is often expressed

in linguistic terms as well. The capability of fuzzy set theory to express and deal with
propositions in natural language should facilitate the elicitation of this kind of economic
knowledge from economists with a high success rate in making economic predictions.
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It is well known that Zadeh's motivation for introducing the theory of fuzzy sets was to
facilitate the modeling and analysis of humanistic systems. The following statement is his
more recent reflection on this issue [Zadeh, 1982a]:
During the past decade the focus of research in systems theory has shifted increasingly toward
the analysis of large-scale systems in which human judgement, perception, and emotions play an
important role. Such humanistic systems are typified by socioeconomic systems, transportation
systems, environmental control systems, food production systems, education systems, health
care-delivery systems, criminal justice systems, information dissemination systems, and the like
... Despite the widespread use of systems-theoretic methods in the modeling of large-scale
systems, serious questions have been raised regarding the applicability of systems theory to the
analysis of humanistic and, especially, socioeconomic systems...
The systems theory of the future-the systems theory that will be applicable to the analysis

of humanistic systems-is certain to be quite different in spirit as well as in substance from
systems theory as we know it today. I will take the liberty of referring to it as fuzzy systems
theory because I believe that its distinguishing characteristic will be a conceptual framework
for dealing with a key aspect of humanistic systems-namely, the pervasive fuzziness of almost
all phenomena that are associated with their external as well as internal behavior... A semantic
point that is in need of clarification at this juncture is that fuzzy systems theory is not merely
a theory of fuzzy systems. Rather, it is a theory that allows an assertion about a system to be
a fuzzy proposition (e.g., "System S is slightly nonlinear"). In this sense, then, fuzzy systems
theory is not so much a precise theory of fuzzy systems as it is a fuzzy theory of both fuzzy and
nonfuzzy systems. What this implies is that an assertion in fuzzy systems theory is normally
not a theorem but a proposition that has a high degree of truth, and in addition, is informative in
relation to a stated question.

As a humanistic science, economics should thus have been one of the early prime
targets for utilizing fuzzy set theory. However, the role of fuzzy set theory in economics
was recognized in economics much later than in many other areas. One exception can be
found in writings by the British economist Shackle. He has argued since the late 1940s
that probability theory, which is accepted in economics as the only mathematical tool for
expressing uncertainty, is not meaningful for capturing the nature of uncertainty in economics.
To develop an alternative, more meaningful framework for uncertainty in economics, Shackle
has argued that uncertainty associated with imagined actions whose outcomes are to some

extent unknown should be expressed in terms of degrees of possibility rather than by
probabilities. In his own words (Shackle, 1961]:
It is the degree of surprise to which we expose ourselves, when we examine an imagined
happening as to its possibility, in general or in the prevailing circumstances, and assess the
obstacles, tensions and difficulties which arise in our mind when we try to imagine it occurring,
that provides the indicator of degree of possibility. This is the surprise we should feel, if the
given thing did happen; it is a potential surprise. . . . Only potential surprise called up in the
mind and assessed, in the moment when decision is made, is relevant for that decision, and
alone can have any bearing or influence on it.

Shackle analyzed the concept of potential surprise at great length and formalized it in terms
of nine axioms. It follows from this formalization that the concept of potential surprise is
mathematically equivalent to the concept of necessity measure in possibility theory. Although
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Shackle often refers to possibility degrees, in addition to degrees of potential surprise, he
falls short of incorporating both these measures into one formal framework. Using possibility

theory, which is now well developed, Shackle's ideas can be made fully operational in
economics.
There is no doubt that many applications of fuzzy set theory that have been described in
the literature since the theory emerged in 1965 are relevant to economics to various degrees.

Included in this category are, for example, fuzzy preference theory, fuzzy games, fuzzified
methods for some problems of operations research, and the various problem areas of fuzzy
decision making. However, the potential of fuzzy set theory for reformulating the texture of
economic theory to make it more realistic was recognized by economists only in the 1980s.
Thus far, only a few economists, by and large French, have actively contributed to this major
undertaking.

A pioneer who initiated the reformulation of economic theory by taking advantage of
fuzzy set theory was undoubtedly the French economist Claude Ponsard (1927-1990), His
contributions, as well as related work of other economists, are overviewed in a special issue
of Fuzzy Sets and Systems that is dedicated to him (Vol. 49, No. 1, 1992). According to this
overview, two streams of activities regarding the reformulation of classical economic theory
are currently pursued. One of them focuses on the use of fuzzy set theory, the other on the use
of fuzzy measure theory. While the acceptance of both these efforts among economists has
so far been lukewarm at best, the acceptance of fuzzy measure theory seems to be growing
more rapidly.
The principal source of information regarding the current status of the use of fuzzy set

theory in economics is a book by Billot [1992]. The book is oriented to microeconomics,
which is substantially reformulated via the conception of fuzzy preferences. Since fuzzy
preferences introduce a great diversity of possible behaviors of economic subjects or agents
to the theory of microeconomics, the theory becomes more realistic. After careful analysis
of properties of fuzzy preferences, Billot investigates equilibria of fuzzy noncooperative and
cooperative games, as well as fuzzy economic equilibria. He shows that the introduction
of fuzzy preferences does not affect the existence of these equilibria, but results in some
nonstandard equilibria.
General background regarding this application area is too extensive to be covered here.
Interested readers with sufficient background in economics can find details regarding the role
of fuzzy set theory in the above mentioned book by Billot and in other references suggested
in Note 17.2.

17.4 FUZZY SYSTEMS AND GENETIC ALGORITHMS

The connection between fuzzy systems and genetic algorithms is bidirectional. In one
direction, genetic algorithms are utilized to deal with various optimization problems involving
fuzzy systems. One important problem for which genetic algorithms have proven very useful
is the problem of optimizing fuzzy inference rules in fuzzy controllers. In the other direction,
classical genetic algorithms can be fuzzified. The resulting fuzzy genetic algorithms tend to
be more efficient and more suitable for some applications. In this section, we discuss how
classical genetic algorithms (Appendix B) can be fuzzified; the use of genetic algorithms in
the area of fuzzy systems is covered only by a few relevant references in Note 17.3.
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There are basically two ways of fuzzifying classical genetic algorithms. One way is to
fuzzify the gene pool and the associated coding of chromosomes; the other one is to fuzzify
operations on chromosomes. These two ways may, of course, be combined.

In classical genetic algorithms, the set [0, 1) is often used as the gene pool, and
chromosomes are coded by binary numbers. These algorithms can be fuzzified by extending
their gene pool to the whole unit interval [0, 1]. To illustrate this possibility, let us consider
the example of determining the maximum of function f (x) = 2x - x2/16 within the domain
[0, 31], which is discussed in Appendix B. By employing the gene pool [0, 1], there is no need
to discretize the domain [0, 31]. Numbers in this domain are represented by chromosomes
whose components are numbers in [0, 1]. For example, the chromosome (.1, .5, 0, 1_9)
represents the number

8.5=.1x24+.5x23+0x22+1x21+.9x20
in [0, 311. It turns out that this reformulation of classical genetic algorithms tends to converge
faster and is more reliable in obtaining the desired optimum. To employ it, however, we have

to find an appropriate way of coding alternatives of each given problem by chromosomes
formed from the gene pool [0, 1]. To illustrate this issue, let us consider a traveling. salesman
problem with four cities, c1, c2, c3, and c4. The alternative routes that can be taken by the
salesman may be characterized by chromosomes (x1, x2, x3, x4) in which x, corresponds to
city c,(i E N4) and represents the degree to which the city should be visited early. Thus, for
example, (.1, .9,.8, 0) denotes the route c2, c3, c1, c4, c2.

Although the extension of the gene pool from [0, 1} to [0, 1] may be viewed as a
fuzzification of genetic algorithms, more genuine fuzzification requires that the operations
on chromosomes also be fuzzified. In the following, we explain, as an example, a fuzzified
crossover proposed by Sanchez [1993].
Consider chromosomes x = (x1, x2i ... ,
and y = (yj, y2, ... , y,,) whose components
are taken from a given gene pool. Then, the simple crossover with the crossover position
i E N,_1 can be formulated in terms of a special n-tuple

t = (tiItj = 1 for j E Ni and ti = 0 for
referred to as a template, by the formulas

x'= (xAt)v(yAt),

Y'(xAi)V(yAt),
where A and v are min and max operations on tuples and i = (Ii lti = 1 - t1 ).
We can see that the template t defines an abrupt change at the crossover position i. This is
characteristic of the usual, crisp operation of simple crossover. The change can be made gradual
by defining the crossover position approximately. This can be done by a ftczzy template,

f=(fiLi EN.,f1=1, fn= 0, i < j

fi? fi).

For example, f = (1, ... ,1, .8, .5, .2, 0, ..., 0) is a fuzzy template for some n.
Assume that chromosomes x = (xl, x2, ... ,
and y = (y1, y2, ... , y,,) are given,
whose components are, in general, numbers in [0, 1]. Assume further that a fuzzy template
f = (fl, f2, ... ,
is given. Then, the operation of fury simple crossover of mates x and y
produces offsprings x' and y' defined by the formulas
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X' _ (xAf) V (yAf),

y _ (xAf)V(yAf).
These formulas can be written, more specifically, as

x' = (max[min(X f,), min(y,, f,)]It E
y' = (max[min(xi, fi), mm(yi, f,)]Ii E N,,).
The operation of a double crossover as well as the other operations on chromosomes can be
fuzzified in a similar way. Experience with fuzzy genetic algorithms seems to indicate that
they are efficient, robust, and better attuned to. some applications than their classical, crisp
counterparts.

17.5 FUZZY REGRESSION

Regression analysis is an area of statistics that deals with the investigation of the dependence
of a variable upon one or more other variables. The dependence is usually assumed to have a
particular mathematical form with one or more parameters. The aim of regression analysis is
then to estimate the parameters on the basis of empirical data. The linear form

y=Yo+Ytxt+...+ynxn,

(17.4)

where y is an output variable, x1, x2..... x are input variables, and yo, y t, ... , y are
parameters, is the most frequent mathematical form in regression analysis. Problems of
regression analysis formulated in terms of this linear form are called linear regressions.
Consider, as an example, a linear regression with one variable. Then, the assumed form

y=Yo+yix

(17.5)

represents a straight line. Given a set of observed data (al, bl), (a2, b2), ... , (am, bm) for the
pair of variables (x, y) , we want to find values of yo and yl for which the total error of
the estimated points on the straight line with respect to the corresponding observed points is
minimal. In the usual method of linear regression, based on the least square error, the total
error is expressed by the formula
m

E[bi - (Yo + Ylai)]2.

izl
The optimal values of yo and yl are given by the formulas
[m'

m

in
i=I
Yi =

ai b, i=1

i=2

bi

m

ma2-ai)2
M

i=1

i=1
M

Yo =

[m

a,

i=1

m

bi-Y1a1
i=1

which can be easily determined by solving the optimization problem.
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There are two motivations for developing fuzzy regression analysis. The first motivation

results from the realization that it is often not realistic to assume that a crisp function of a
given form, such as (17.4), represents the relationship between the given variables. Fuzzy
relation, even though less precise, seems intuitively more realistic. The second motivation
results from the nature of data, which in some applications are inherently fuzzy.
These two distinct motivations lead to two types of fuzzy regression analysis. One
involves fuzzy parameters and crisp data, while the other one involves crisp parameters and
fuzzy data. In this section, we briefly explain these two types of linear fuzzy regression.
While methods for fuzzy regression with both fuzzy parameters and fuzzy data have also
been developed, they are too complicated to be covered here.
Linear Regression with Fuzzy Parameters

In this type of fuzzy regression, the dependence of an output variable on input variables is
expressed by the form
(17.6)

where C1, C2, ... , C. are fuzzy numbers, and x1, x2, ... , x are real-valued input variables;
for each n-tuple of values of the input variables, the value of the output variable defined by
(17.6) is a fuzzy number Y. Given a set of crisp data points (al, b1), (a2, b2), ..., (am, bm),
the aim of this regression problem is to find fuzzy parameters C1, C2, ... , C. for which (17.6)
expresses the best fit to these data points, according to some criterion of goodness.

Ic

Assume that the parameters in (17.6) are symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers defined by
C, (c) =

1_

Si

when ci - Si

c < C; + Si
(17.7)

otherwise,

0

where ci is the point for which C,(ci) = 1 and s, > 0 is the spread of C, (a half of the
length of the support set of Q. Let Ci, which expresses the linguistic terms approximately
c, or around ci, be denoted by Ci = (ci, si) for all i E N,,. Then, it is easy to prove by the
extension principle that Y in (17.6) is also a symmetric triangular fuzzy number given by

1-

ly rxrcl
s lxl

when x#0
(17.8)

whenx=0,y 00
whenx=0,y=0

0

for all y E R, where

x=
11

ct

Si

C2

S2

Cn

and T denotes the operation of transposition.

Cs=

sn

Ixt I

Ixl=

IX-21

Ixnl
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The original problem of finding the fuzzy parameters CI, C2, ... , Cn can be converted
to the problem of finding the vectors c and s such that Y(y) given by (17.8) fits the given
data as well as possible. Two criteria of goodness are usually employed in this problem.
According to the first criterion, for each given datum (a;, bj), where aj is a vector of values
of the input variables, bi should belong to the corresponding fuzzy number Y1 with a grade
that is greater than or equal to some given value h E [0, 1]. That is, Y1(b1) > h for each
J E Nm, where YJ is the fuzzy number defined by (17.8) for x = a j. According to the second
criterion, the total nonspecificity of the fuzzy parameters must be minimized. That is, we
want to obtain the most specific expression (17.6) for sufficiently good fit (as specified by the
value of h). The nonspecificity of each fuzzy parameter Ci given by (17.7) may be expressed
by its spread si.
The described fuzzy regression problem can be formulated in terms of the following
classical linear programming problem:
n

minimize
s.t.

Si

(1 - h)sT la; l - I b; - aj cl > 0, J E Nm,

(17.9)

si>0,i EN,,.
Example 17.1
Let (1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 2), (4, 3) be data representing the dependence of variable y on variable x.
To illustrate linear fuzzy regression for these data, assume the form

Y = Cx,
where C = (c, s) is a fuzzy parameter expressed by a symmetric triangular fuzzy member. Then,
the linear programming problem has the form:
Minimize s

(1-h)s-I1-cl>0

s.t.

2(1 - h)s - 12 - 2cl > 0

3(1 -h)s - 12 - 3cl > 0

4(1-h)s-13-4c1>0
c>0
h E [0, 1] is a fixed number.
This problem can be expressed in the following simpler form:

Minimize s
s.t. S >

1

1

h

max(ll - cl, 13 - cl,14 - CD

h E [0, 1] is a fixed number
Solving this problem, we find the optimal values are
5

c = 6 and s' =

1

6(1 - h) .
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Y3 =

Y2 = C2

Yt=C.I

Figure 17.2 Illustration to Example 17.1.

Hence,

C

Selecting, for example, h = 2/3, we obtain C = (5/6, 1/2). Fuzzy sets Y, = Cal for
al = 1, a2 = 2, a3 = 3, and a4 = 4 are shown in Fig. 17.2. Also shown in the figure is the
classical linear least-square fitting.

Linear Regression with Fuzzy Data

In this type of fuzzy regression, the dependence of an output variable on input variables is
expressed by the form

Y = a1X1 + a2X2 +... + a,X,,

(17.10)

where values of input and output variables are fuzzy numbers, assumed to be triangular and
symmetric, and al, a2, ... , an are real-valued parameters. Let X, = (x;, s,) for all i E N,,. Then,

1Y(y) =

1

ly -

arxl

when a#0
when a = 0, y # 0

Srfa+

when a=0,y=0

0
for all y E lEB, where
xl

a =

x=

x2

xn

L Sn

(17.11)
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Data are given in terms of pairs (X(i), Y(i)), where Xii) is an n-tuple of symmetric triangular
fuzzy numbers, and Y(i) is a symmetric triangular fuzzy number for each j E N,,,.

The aim of this regression problem is to find parameters al, a...... an such that the
fuzzy linear function (17.10) fits the given fuzzy data as best as possible. Two criteria of
goodness are usually employed. According to the first criterion, the total difference between
the areas of the actual fuzzy number Y(j) and the areas of the fuzzy numbers Y) obtained for
X(j) by (17.10), where j E Nm, should be minimized. According to the second criterion, the
fuzzy numbers Y(j) and Yi should be compatible at least to some given degree h E [0, 1]; the
compatibility, com, is defined by
corn (Y(i), Y1) = sup min[Y(i) (y), Yi (y)].
yER

Using these two criteria, the described. fuzzy regression problem can be formulated in terms
of the following optimization problem:

I f Yti)(y)dy - f Yi(y)dyl

Minimize

(17.12)

min com (Y(l), Yi) > h.

s .t.

iENW,

Let X(') _ (x('), s;')) for all i E N. and Y(j) _ (y(i), s(1)). Then, the fuzzy regression
problem of this type can also be formulated in the following form:
m

Minimize

S.t.

js(1)

j

i-t

-

-

n

jai ls(i) j
i=1

n

n

aijSi1)+aixil) <y(1)-SO)
i=1

i=1

Y'jai
i=1

ls`i)

n

+

aix(%) > yci)

- St'

(17.13)

i_1

ai ElRfor all i EN. and all j EN,.
Example 17.2
To illustrate the described method of linear regression with fuzzy data, let us consider the simple
linear form

Y=aX
and the following data in terms of pairs of input/output fuzzy numbers:

((5/6,1/2), (1, 0)),
((5/3, 1/2), (2, 1/2)),
((5/2, 1/2), (3, 1/2)),
((10/3, 1/2), (4, 0)).
Applying (17.13) to this example, we obtain:
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Minimize la I ± 11 - al
s.t.

-121+ 6 <1,
121_ 5a

>1,

a
21+3
<1.5,

121+53 >>-1.5,

-+ 2
5a

lal
2

<2.5,

lal + 5a > 2.5,
2

2

lal 110a <
2
Jai

2

3

10a>
3

4'

a E R.
This formulation can be simplified into
Minimize la 1 + 11- a l

s.t.. a E [6/8, 3],
a E [9/13, 9/7],

a E [5/6, 5/4],
a E [24/23, 24/17].

Solving the problem, we find that the optimal value of the parameter a is a' = 24/23. Hence,
the form Y = aX with the best fit (according to the chosen criteria) is Y = 24X/23.

17.6 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

The process of interpersonal communication consists of a vast array of different types of
simultaneously communicated signals (words, voice tone, body posture, clothing, etc.), many
of which conflict with each other. It is therefore difficult to determine the precise intention
and meaning of the communication, because of both distortion from environmental noise and
ambivalence on the part of the sender. Nevertheless, the receiver must respond appropriately
in the face of this fuzzy or vague information. We outline here an approach suggested by
Yager [1980b], which models this process and the vagueness associated with it through the
use of fuzzy set theory.
Suppose that X constitutes the universal set of all possible signals x that may be
communicated by the sender. Because of the distorting factors mentioned above, a clear,
unique signal may not be available. Instead, the message received is a fuzzy subset M of
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X, in which M(x) denotes the degree of certainty of the receipt of the specific signal x.
In order to determine whether an appropriate response can be chosen based on the message
received or whether some error was involved in the communication, an assessment of the
quality of the transmission must be made. Let the maximum value of membership that any
x E X attains in the set M correspond to the strength of the transmission. If the set M has
no unique maximum, then the message is called ambiguous. If the support of M is large,
then M is considered to be general. The clarity of the message can be measured by the
distance between the maximum membership grade attained in M and the next largest grade
of any signal x in M. When the. message received is strong, unambiguous, and clear, then
the signal attaining the maximum membership grade in M can easily be selected as the most
obvious intended communication. Difficulty occurs, however, when the message is weak,
ambiguous, or unclear. In this case, the receiver must determine whether the problem in the
communication lies in some environmental distortion (in which case a repetition of the signal
may be requested) or in the sender of the message (in which case a response must be made
that is, as far as possible, appropriate).
Usually, the receiver of the communication possesses some background information
in the form of probabilities or possibilities of the signals that can be expected. If

p(xl), p(x2), ... ,
represent the probabilities associated with each of the signals
x1, X2, ... , X. E X, then the probability of the fuzzy event of the receipt of message M is
given by

P(M) = YM(x)P(x)xeX

The receiver can use this information to assess the consistency of the received message with
his or her expectations. If the probability of the received message is high, then it can be
assumed that little distortion was introduced by the environment. On the other hand, if the
message is very clear and unambiguous, then an appropriate response can be made even if
the probability of the signal was low.
Instead of the expectation or background information being given in probabilistic form,
this information may be given in the form of a possibility distribution r on X. In this case,
r(x) E [0, 1] indicates the receiver's belief in the possibility of signal x being sent. The total
possibility of the fuzzy message M is calculated as

r(M) = maY [min(M(x), r(x))].
As in the case of probabilistic expectation, if the received message conflicts with the expected

possibility of communication, then the receiver may attempt clarification by requesting a
repetition of the transmission. Before this new transmission is sent, the receiver will probably
have already modified his or her expectations based on the previous message. If ro indicates

the initial possibilistic expectations of the receiver, and rr is the modified expectations
subsequent to the receipt of message M, then

rt(x) = min[ro (x), M(x)]
for each x E X, where a indicates the degree to which past messages are considered relevant
in the modification of expectations. Our procedure for signal detection now consists of the
following: a test of the consistency of M against the expectations and a test of the message
M for strength and clarity. If both of these values are high, the signal attaining the maximum
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value in M can be comfortably assumed to be the intended signal. If both tests yield low
values, the expectations are modified and a repetition is requested. If only one of these tests
yields a satisfactory value, then either a new signal is requested or a response is made despite
the presence of doubt.
An additional complications is introduced when we consider that the receiver may also
introduce distortion in the message because of inconsistency with the expectations. Let
s(M, r) = maXx[min(M(x), r(x))]

(17.14)

correspond to the consistency of the received message with the possibilistic expectations.
Then, let M' denote the message that the receiver actually hears, where

M'(x) = M5(x)

(17.15)

for each x E X where s = s(M, r). The less consistent M is with the expectations, the less
M' resembles M. Since the receiver will be modifying his or her expectations based on the
message thought to have been received, the new possibilistic expectation structure is given by

rl(x) = min[ro-s(x), M'(x)]

(17.16)

for each x E X.
Finally, once a determination has been made of the signal x E X that was sent, an
appropriate response must be chosen. Let Y be the universal set of all responses, and let
R C Y x X be a fuzzy binary relation in which R (y, x) indicates the degree of appropriateness
of response y given signal x. A fuzzy response set A E Y can be generated by composing
the appropriateness relation R with the fuzzy message M,

A=RoM,
or

A(y) = max[min(R (y, x), M(x))]

(17.17)

XCX

for each y E Y. The membership grade of each possible message y in fuzzy set A thus
corresponds to the degree to which it is an appropriate response to the message M. A more
interesting case occurs when the elements y E Y are not actual messages, but instead indicate
characteristics or attributes that the appropriate message should possess. This allows for
creativity in formulating the actual response. The following example illustrates the use of
this model of interpersonal communication.
Suppose that a young man has just proposed marriage to a young woman and is now
eagerly awaiting her response. Let us assume that her answer will be chosen from the set X
of the following responses:

xt = simple yes
x2 = simple no
x3 = request for time to think it over
x4 = request for the young man to ask permission of the young woman's parents
xs =derisive laughter
x6 =joyful tears
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Assume also that the young man has expectations of her response represented by the
possibility distribution
to = (.9, .1, .7, .3, .1, .6).

We can see from this distribution that the young man expects a positive answer. Suppose,
however, that the following message Ml is received:
ML = .1/x1 + .8/x2 + .4x3 -}- .1/x5.

This message, although relatively strong, unambiguous, and clear, is rather inconsistent with
the young man's expectations. As measured by (17.14), the consistency is

s(MI, ro)

= max[.1, .1, .4, .I) = .4.

Because the message is contrary to the young man's expectations, let us assume that he
introduces some distortion, as specified by (17.15), such that the message he hears is
Mi = .4/xl + .9/x2 +.7/x3 + .4/x5-Based

on this message, he modifies his expectations according to (17.16) such that
r1 (x) = min[ra (x), Mi (x))

for each x E X, or

rl = .4/xl + .25/x2 +,7/X3 + .25/xs.
The young man has thus greatly diminished his expectation of a simple yes, somewhat
increased his expectation of a simple- no and of derisive laughter, and has given up all hope
of the possibility of joyful tears. Suppose now that, in disbelief, he asks the young woman to
repeat her answer and receives the following message:

M2 = .9/x2 + .4/xs.
This message is stronger, clearer, and less general than the first answer. Its consistency with
the young man's new expectations is

s(M2, ri) = .25.
Thus, the message is highly contrary even to the revised expectations of the young man, so
let us suppose that he distorts the message such that he hears
M2 = .97/x2 + .8/x5.

His surprise has thus diminished the clarity of the message heard and has led him to
exaggerate the degree to which he believes that the young woman has responded with derisive
laughter. Let us now suppose that the response which the young man makes will have
characteristics chosen from the following set Y:

yt = happiness
y4 = anger
y, = affection

y2 = pain
y5 = patience

y3 = surprise
y6 = impatience

Let the fuzzy relation R e Y x X represent the degree to which the young man plans to
respond to a given signal x with a response having the attribute y. This relation is given
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by the following matrix (rows and columns are ordered by the subscripts of the symbols
involved):
.9
0

0
.9

.2
.1

0
.2

.1

.9

.2

0

.5

0

.1

0

.9

0

0

.3

.2

.3

.9

0

.9

.3

0

1

1

0

.9

1

.3

.6

.7
0
.4
0

0
.5

0
1

Using (17.17), we can now calculate the response the young man will make to the message
M2:

A = R ° M2 = .9/Y2 + .9/Y3 + .7/Y4 + .4/Y6

The young man's response, therefore, will have the characteristics of a great deal of pain and
surprise, a large degree of anger, and some impatience.

17.7 OTHER APPLICATIONS
The purpose of this last section is to mention some additional application areas of fuzzy set
theory, which are covered neither in previous sections of this chapter nor in previous chapters.
These are areas in which applications of fuzzy set theory seem to have great potential, but
are not well developed or have not even been tried as yet.
One area in which fuzzy set theory has a great potential is psychology. Although the
interest of psychologists in fuzzy set theory has visibly been growing since the mid-1980s or
so, the relevant literature is too dispersed at this time to indicate any general trends in this
area. The principle sources consist of a book edited by Zetenyi [1988] and two books by
Smithson [1987, 19891.

Psychology is not only a field in which it is reasonable to anticipate profound
applications of fuzzy set theory, but also one that is very important to the development
of fuzzy set theory itself. In particular, the area of psycholinguistics is essential for
studying the connection between the human use of linguistic terms in different contexts with
the associated fuzzy sets and operations on fuzzy sets. To understand this connection is

necessary for properly incorporating the notion of a context into the formalism of fuzzy
set theory. This will undoubtedly help us, in the long run, to better understand human
communication and design machines capable of communicating with people in a humanfriendly way with natural language.

Applications of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy measure theory in natural sciences are
relatively scarce. This may be explained by the fact that classical methods based on crisp sets
and additive measures have worked quite well in these areas and, consequently, there have
been no pressing needs to replace them with the more realistic methods based on fuzzy sets
and fuzzy measures. One exception is quantum mechanics, where the need for nonclassical
methods is acute. Based on some preliminary investigation by, for example, DvureLenski and
Riedan [1991], it is reasonable to expect that both fuzzy sets and fuzzy measures will play

profound roles in quantum mechanics in the near future. Other areas of physics are likely
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to be affected by fuzzy sets and measures as well. Areas of physics in which the utility
of fuzzy set theory has already been demonstrated include non-equilibrium thermodynamics
[Singer, 1992] and dimensional analysis [Singer, 1994]. The concept of a finite resolution
limit introduced by Fridrich [1994a], which is based on subadditive fuzzy measures that
become additive on disjoint sets separated by more than a given finite resolution limit, is
likely to influence physics in a major way by narrowing the gap between theoretical and
experimental physics. Fuzzy sets and fuzzy measures are also likely to have a strong impact
upon chemistry, as already indicated by Singer and Singer [1993].
Applications in biology have not been visible so far, which is somewhat surprising since
the potential is enormous. Fuzzy sets will undoubtedly play an important role in narrowing
down the large gap that currently exists between theoretical and experimental biology. It is
reasonable to expect that some applications of fuzzy sets in biology will be profound. In the
related area of ecology, a few applications have already been explored by Bosserman and
Ragade [1982], Roberts [1989], and Salski [1992].
Let us close this book with a few speculations about some additional areas in which

fuzzy set theory will likely play a major role sometime in the future. One such area
is soft computing, which has already emerged and will likely play a profound role in
computer technology in the not too distant future. In general, soft computing attempts to
exploit the tolerance for uncertainty of various types to achieve tractability, low cost, and
robustness. It is concerned with the effect of applying approximate methods to precisely or
imprecisely formulated problems on computational complexity and cost. The primary aim
of soft computing is to develop computational methods that produce acceptable approximate
solutions at low cost. This aim is pursued by concerted efforts involving several areas,
including fuzzy set theory, neural networks, genetic algorithms, fuzzy measure theory, and,
perhaps, a few other areas. To facilitate soft computing, one important area is the development
of fuzzy hardware (Sec. 16.5) and massively parallel computer architectures for approximate
reasoning.
Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic will inevitably play an important role in any problem
area that involves natural language. The capability of communicating with home computers

or robots in natural language is likely to become available within a decade or so. A more
difficult task will be to upgrade current systems of machine translation between natural
languages to the level of experienced human translators. Another difficult task will be to
develop the capability of machines to understand images, which will require studying the
relationship between visual and linguistic information. An ultimate challenge involving
natural language will be the development of machine capabilities to summarize literary
creations.

One application area in which the use of fuzzy logic and the associated technology is
essential is subsumed under the concept of an intelligent car. Fuzzy technology will help to
solve various safety problems and facilitate automatic driving, optimal navigation by voice
instructions in natural language, diagnosis and prevention of failures, automatic parking, and
a host of other functions.
Fuzzy technology will likely be increasingly important for dealing with the various
problem areas involved in health care. Its importance emanates from the nature of medical
information, which is highly individualized, often imprecise (especially when expressed
in natural language), context-sensitive, and often based on subjective judgment. To deal
with this kind of information without fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning is virtually
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impossible. Expert systems for medical diagnosis and treatment planning that are based on
approximate reasoning, which we touched upon in Sec. 17.2, represent just one facet of this
very complex application area. Other facets include fuzzy control of various medical devices,
comprehensive evaluation of patients' abnormal physiological conditions based not only on
physiological data, but also on their appearance and behavior, artificial limbs, navigation
systems aiding the visually handicapped, robots designed to assist patients, and other problem
domains.
We may continue to speculate about other ways in which fuzzy thinking in its various

forms is likely to affect our lifes in the future. We may speculate about its effects on
education, social policy, law, art, and so on, but we prefer to leave it to the reader to use
his or her own imagination and knowledge learned from this book to form a personal fuzzy
vision of the future.

NOTES
17.1. The utility of fuzzy set theory in medical diagnosis was first demonstrated by Albin [1975].
Literature devoted to this topic is now quite large. Some relevant publications are mentioned
in Sec. 17.1; a few additional references are [Souls and Sanchez, 1982; Kerre, 1982; Vila
and Delgado, 1983; Umeyama, 1986; Sanchez, 1986; Degani and Bortolan, 1988]. Other
applications within the area of medicine include the use of linguistic variables for questionnaires
investigating the relation between social stresses, psychological factors, and the incidence of
coronary disease [Saitta and Torasso, 1981], the incorporation of fuzziness in an expert system
dealing with the treatment of diabetes [Buisson et al., 1985], the use of linguistic descriptions

of symptoms for the purpose of evaluating different treatment procedures [Oguntade and
Beaumont, 1952], the use of fuzzy inference for evaluating orthodontic treatment [Yoshikawa
et at., 1994], and clinical monitoring with fuzzy automata [Steimann and Adlassnig, 1994].
Miscellaneous medical applications of fuzzy sets can also be found in books edited by Kohout
and Bandler [1986] and Gupta and Sanchez [1982a]. A special journal, Biomedical Fuzzy
Systems Bulletin, has been published by the Biomedical Fuzzy Systems Association in Japan
since 1990 (in both Japanese and English).
17.2. The first major publication devoted to applications of fuzzy set theory in economics is a book
edited by Ponsard and Fustier [1986]. This book and two papers by Ponsard [1981, 1988]
contain sufficient information about Ponsard's pioneering contributions to fuzzy economics. A
paper by Chen, Lee, and Yu [1983] is a readable overview of some issues of fuzzy economics.
The concept of a fuzzy game was introduced by Butnariu [1978, 1985].
17.3. An application of genetic algorithms for altering membership functions of fuzzy controllers
on-line was developed in the context of chemical engineering by Karr and Gentry [1993].
Advantages of genetic algorithms for optimizing various parameters in approximate reasoning
are discussed by Park, Kandel, and Langholz [1994]. Numerous other applications of genetic

algorithms in the area of fuzzy systems can be found in Proceedings of the International
Conference on Genetic Algorithms, particularly in the 1990s.
17.4. The idea of fuzzifying genetic algorithms emerged in the early 1990s. Various forms of fuzzy
genetic algorithms were proposed by Sanchez [1993], Xu and Vukovich [1993], and Buckley
and Hayashi [1994b].
17.5. The two problems of fuzzy regression discussed in Sec. 17.5 were proposed'in papers by Savic
and Pedrycz [1991] and Wang and Li [1990]. The principal source on fuzzy regression analysis
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is a book edited by Kacprzyk and Fedrizzi [1992]. Among many papers on this subject, let us
mention papers by Celmins [1987a, b], Diamond [1988], Heshmaty and Kandel (1985], and
Tanaka [1987].

17.6. Among other areas connected with natural sciences, the use of fuzzy set theory has been
observed in meteorology [Cao and Chen, 1983; Zhang and Chen, 1984] and earthquake
research [Feng and Liu, 1986].

17.7. An interesting application of fuzzy set theory, which was studied by Bouchon [1981] and
Akdag and Bouchon [1988], are fuzzy questionnaires. This application is quite important,
since questionnaires are fundamental tools for analyzing structures of information.

EXERCISES
17.1. Explore other feasible scenarios involving the model of interpersonal communication introduced
in Sec. 17.6.
17.2. Derive (17.8).

17.3. Repeat the examples of medical diagnosis in Sec. 17.2 for other numerical values.
17.4. Suppose that we are given the following data set in the two-dimensional space (x; y):
[(2, 14) , (4, 11), (6,17), (8, 15), (10, 19), (12, 22), (14, 18), (16, 30)}.

Use the fuzzy linear regression method to estimate coefficients in (17.6) to obtain the best
fitting of these data points.
17.5. Consider the following pairs of triangular fuzzy numbers in the two-dimensional space (x, y):
((1, 2), (6, 12)),
((1.5, 1), (9, 6)),
((2, 3), (12, 18)),

((3, 1), (18, 6)),
((4, 2), (24, 12)).

Use the regression method discussed in Sec. 17.5 to find the best-fitting function in the form
of (17.10).

APPENDIX A
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS:

AN OVERVIEW

Although artificial neural networks are beyond the scope of this text, we want to make the
reader aware of their important connections with fuzzy systems. While neural networks
can effectively be used for learning membership functions, fuzzy inference rules, and other
context-dependent patterns, fuzzification of neural networks extends their capabilities and
applicability.

The aim of this appendix is to provide the reader with a few basic ideas

regarding neural networks to make some discussions involving neural networks in the text
comprehensible.
An artificial neural network is a computational structure that is inspired by observed
processes in natural networks of biological neurons in the brain. It consists of simple
computational units, called neurons, that are highly interconnected. Each interconnection has
a strength that is expressed by a number referred to as a weight.
The basic capability of neural networks is to learn patterns from examples. This is
accomplished by adjusting the weights of given interconnections according to some learning
algorithm. In general, the learning can be supervised or unsupervised. In a supervised
learning algorithm, learning is guided by specifying, for each training input pattern, the class
to which the pattern is supposed to belong. That is, the desired response of the network
to each training input pattern and its comparison with the actual output of the network are
used in the learning algorithm for appropriate adjustments of the weights. These adjustments,
whose purpose is to minimize the difference between the desired and actual outputs, are made
incrementally. That is, small adjustments in the weights are made in the desired direction for
each training pair. This is essential for facilitating a convergence to a solution (specific values
of the weights) in which patterns in the training set are recognized with high fidelity. Once a
network converges to a solution, it is then capable of classifying each unknown input pattern
with other patterns that are close to it in terms of the same distinguishing features.
In an unsupervised learning algorithm, the network forms its own classification of
patterns. The classification is based on commonalities in certain features of input patterns.
This requires that a neural network implementing an unsupervised learning algorithm be able
to identify common features across the range of input patterns.
In this overview, we cover only supervised learning and special neural networks, usually
called multilayer feedforward networks or multilayer perceptions. Furthermore, we describe
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only one algorithm for supervised learning, the so-called backpropagation learning algorithm,
which is the most common algorithm for applications of our interest.
The basic computational units of neural networks are artificial neurons. A single neuron,
as depicted in Fig. A.1a, has n i n p u t s x1, x2, ... , xn, whose values are real numbers, and one
output y. In addition, inputs of the neuron are associated with real numbers, wt, W2, ... , w,,,
referred to as weights. The output depends on the weighted sum of inputs,
wixi,
!=1

in terms of a nonlinear function, which is called an activation function or threshold function.
The most common activation functions are the Heaviside function, h, defined by
h(a)-

(1

when a?0

0

when a < 0

for all a E ]R, and the class of sigmoid functions, sp, defined by the formula

sp(a) = (1 + e-la)-1

(A.1)

where ;B is a positive constant (so-called steepness parameter) whose value specifies a
particular sigmoid function in this class. These functions are illustrated in Fig. A.2.

Since the Heaviside function is a special sigmoid function, obtained as -> no, let us
consider only the sigmoid functions. Then, the output of the neuron is defined by
n

(A.2)

y = ss(>2 wix1 - 0)
r=1
x2

xQ=-1

xt

=0

W;

so' O

m

y=s0(Ew;x;-e)
i=1

x: X.

- X.

wM

Wt

So

m

y=So(sw;x;)
110

Figure A.1 Two equivalent representation of a neuron activated by a sigraoid function sd with
bias 0.
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h(a)

1

0

a

(a)

Figure A.2 Examples of activation functions: (a) Heaviside function h; (b) sigmoid functions sp.

for some 6 E W where 9 is the so-called bias of the neuron. The bias defines the value of the
weighted sum of inputs around which the output of the neuron is most sensitive to changes in
the sum.
For convenience, the bias 8 is usually represented by an extra input, xo = -1, and the
associated weight wo = B. Then, (A.2) is replaced with the simpler formula
n

y = s'6 (E w;x;).

(A.3)

i=o

In our further considerations, we employ this simpler characterization of the neuron, as
depicted in Fig. A.lb.
We can now describe the structure of layered feedforward neural networks. Each of
these networks consists of a set of inputs and one or more layers of parallel neurons. Inputs
are connected only to neurons in the first layer with the exception of the special input xo,
representing the bias of each neuron, which is connected to all neurons in the network.
Neurons in one layer are connected to-all neurons in the next layer. No other connections
exist in neural networks of this type. The last layer, which produces the output of the
network, is called an output layer. Any layers that precede the output layer are called
hidden layers.
The set of inputs is sometimes referred to as an input layer. We do not use this term,
since inputs do not do any computation; their only role is to feed input patterns into the rest
of the network.
It is established that three-layer feedforward neural networks are sufficient for

approximating any function to a given accuracy, but it is not known, in general, how many neurons are necessary in the hidden layers. It is also known that two layers are sufficient to ap-

proximate any continuous function of n variables, provided that the hidden layer contains at least 2n + 1 neurons.
Due to these theoretical results, we have to consider only networks with no more than
three layers. The structure of feedforward neural networks with one, two, and three layers is
shown in detail in Figs. A.3-A.5. For convenience, weights at each output layer are denoted
by W with appropriate subscripts, while weights at each hidden layer are denoted by w with
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Figure A.3 Feedforward neural network with one layer (simple percepton).

appropriate subscripts. When two hidden layers are employed, their weights are distinguished
by the superscripts 1 and 2, as shown in Fig. A.5.

Before we proceed to formulating the backpropagation learning algorithm, which is
applicable to neural networks with at least one hidden layer, let us describe a simple gradientdescent learning algorithm for networks with only one layer, the output layer (Fig. A:3).
As in any supervised learning, a training set of correct input-output pairs is given. Let
(XP' T p) denote a particular input-output pair in the training set, where

XP =

P

P

Tp = (tl,tZ,...,tm)
The m-tuple Tp is usually called a target output; it is the desired output of the neural network
for the input pattern Xp. Let
P,

P

P)

denote the actual output of the neural network for the input pattern XP.
Given X,,, T,, and Yp, the error of the neural network in responding to the input pattern
X, is usually expressed in terms of the error function

Ev = 2 E(tk - yP)2
k=1

Dip - SO (E WkixP))2,
k=1

(A.4)

i=0

where the constant 1/2 is used solely for computational convenience. As previously explained,
we define x0 = -1 in (A.4) to represent the bias of neuron k by the weight Wm. Clearly, EP
is positive and converges to zero as the network approaches a solution for the training sample
(Xp, Tp). The cumulative cycle error, E, associated with the whole training set is given by
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E=EEP.

(A.5)

P

For each given training pair (XP, Ti), the error function depends on the weights
involved in the neural network. According to the gradient descent algorithm, we can reduce
the value EP by changing each weight Wk, by an amount A Wk; proportional to the negative
gradient of EP at the present location. That is,
aEP

o Wkf = -n aWki

(A.6)

where ,i is a positive constant referred to as the learning rate. The choice of i influences
the accuracy of the final approximation as well as the speed of convergence. In general, a
close approximation can be obtained if n is small but, then, the convergence is slow and less
reliable.
To calculate the partial derivative in (A.6), let us rewrite (A.4) in a simpler form
1M

EP=2E[tk -s#(ap)l2,
k=1
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Figure A.5 Feedforward neural network with three layers (two hidden layers and one output
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where
n

akP

Y' Wkjx,P.
i=0

Then,
aEP
aWki

_ -[!kP -

P

P

P

(ak )]S9 (ak )xi

= -Itk - Yk ]S" (ak )xf ,
where ss denotes the derivative of the sigmoid function, which can be written in the form
s' (ak) = flsf (ak) [ l - sN (ak) ]

=PYk[1-Yk]

(A . 7)

Introducing now the quantity

8k = (t - Yk )s (ak )

(A.8)

= (!k - Yk)16Yi°(1 - Yk ),

the gradient descent correction of the weights is given by the formula
AWki = n8,kxf

(A.9)

The whole algorithm proceeds in cycles. In each cycle, all input-output pairs in the
given training set are applied to the network either in a predefined order or randomly. For
each pair (XP, TP), we calculate the error EP by (A.4) and update all weights in the network
by the values OWki calculated by (A.9). During each cycle, we also calculate the cumulative
cycle error E defined by (A.5). When a cycle is completed, E is compared with a maximum
acceptable error Emax specified by the user. If E < Emu, we obtain a solution (the network
converged within the required accuracy) and the algorithm terminates. If E > Em"', we
initiate a new cycle, during which we calculate a new cumulative cycle error.

Let us describe now the backpropagation learning algorithm for feedforward neural
networks with two layers, which is based on the gradient descent algorithm described for
one-layer networks. We adopt all the symbols introduced in Fig. A.4, as well as relevant
symbols introduced previously.
Given an input pattern XP, hidden neuron HNj receives the total input
n

hp =

wjiX?

(A.10)

i=0

and produces the total output
n

zp = S,6 (hj) = SS(E wjixp).

(A.11)

i=0

Output neuron ONk then receives the total input
q

Ok =

q

WkjSP(EwjiXP),

EWkjzt.' = WkoXp +

j=0

j-I

i-0

(A.12)
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where zo = x by convention (see Fig. A.4), and produces the output
WkjZP)

Yk = SB(ok) - SB(
j-_0

(A.13)

n

q

= SB(WkOXO E WkjSB(E wjiXp)).
i=0

j=1

Using this equation, we can now express the error function as
q

m

M

EP =

E(tk -Yf)2 =
2
k=l

2

E(tk

-SB(EWkjz'))

k=1

i=0

(A.14)

M

= 2 1:[tk - sB (WkoXO + 7 WkjsB (> wjixP))j2,
k=1

j=1

i=0

and use the gradient descent algorithm to make appropriate adjustments of weights Wkj and wji.
For weights Wkj, associated with the hidden-to-output connections, we obtain

OWkj =

-17 aWk -

t](tk - Yk )SB (Ok )ZJ

(A.15)

= 7/SkZP,

where

Sk = (tk - Ykp)SB (o).

(A.16)

Observe that (A.15) would become identical with (A.9) if z? were viewed as inputs in a onelayer network. Using (A.7), 31 can also be expressed as

Sx = 10 (tk -Yk)(1-Yr)Yk

(A.17)

For weights wji, associated with the input-to-hidden connections, we must calculate the
partial derivatives of EP with respect to weights w ji, which are more deeply embedded in the
expression (A.14). We obtain
m

aEp
awji

Owji = -r)--k=1

r)-aEpa

aZ; awii

m

k=1

=

ii (tk -

(A.18)
'7Sk Wkjs'B(ha)X?

M

rlS?Xk
k=1

where

yk )SB (Okp) Wkj S; (h ')x f
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(A.19)

and Sk is expressed by (A.16) or (A.17). Since s' (a) = $[1 - sp(a)]s$(a) for the sigmoid
function and sfl (hp) = zp, we may also express Sp in the form

Sp= SkW1$(1-Zp)Zj.

(A.20)

The whole algorithm proceeds in cycles in a similar way as described for one-layer
networks. In each cycle, we apply all input-output pairs in the given training set. For each
training pair (X,,, T p), we calculate the error Ep by (A.14) and update weights W, at the
output layer by values A Wkj calculated by (A.15) as well as weights w11 at the hidden layer
by values Owl; calculated by (A.18). We also calculate the cumulative cycle error E by (A.5)
during each cycle. At the end of the cycle, we compare E with a given maximum acceptable
error E. If E < E,,,,, the algorithm terminates; otherwise, a new cycle is initiated.
The backpropagation learning algorithm described here for feedforward neural networks
with two layers can be extended to networks with three or more layers, but we do not deem it
necessary to cover the general formulation in this overview. We also do not cover other types
of learning algorithms, other types of neural networks, and various theoretical issues, such as
the convergence of learning algorithms, the effect of the number of layers on performance,
requisite numbers of neurons in hidden layers, and the like. This additional information can
be found in numerous books that specialize on artificial neural networks. For the benefit of
the reader, let us recommend a few of these books.

The only book that deals in depth with the connection between fuzzy systems and
neural networks was written by Kosko [1992]. A simple overview of the area of artificial
neural networks is covered in Neural Computing by R. Beale and T. Jackson (Adam Hilger,
1990). The following books are recommended for a deeper study of the field:
1. Neurocomputing by R. Hecht-Nielsen (Addison-Wesley, 1990).
2. Introduction to the Theory ofNeural Computation by J. Hertz, A. Krogh, and R. G. Palmer
(Addison-Wesley, 1991)
3. Artificial Neural Systems by J. M. Zuiada (West Publishing Co., 1992).
In addition, we recommend a collection of classical papers dealing with theoretical foundations

and analysis of neural networks, which is entitled Neural Networks (C. Lau, editor, IEEE
Press, 1992).

APPENDIX B
GENETIC ALGORITHMS :

AN OVERVIEW
Genetic algorithms are unorthodox search or optimization algorithms, which were first
suggested by John Holland in his book Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems (Univ.
of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1975). As the name suggests, genetic algorithms were
inspired by the processes observed in natural evolution. They attempt to mimic these
processes and utilize them for solving a wide range of optimization problems. In general,
genetic algorithms perform directed random searches through a given set of alternatives
with the aim of finding the best alternative with respect to given criteria of goodness. These
criteria are required to be expressed in terms of an objective function, which is usually
referred to as a fitness function.
Genetic algorithms require that the set of alternatives to be searched through be finite.
If we want to apply them to an optimization problem where this requirement is not satisfied,
we have to discretize the set involved and select an appropriate finite subset. It is further
required that the alternatives be coded in strings of some specific finite length which consist
of symbols from some finite alphabet. These strings are called chromosomes; the symbols
that form them are called genes, and their set is called a gene pool.

Genetic algorithms search for the best alternative (in the sense of a given fitness
function) through chromosomes' evolution. Basic steps in genetic algorithms are shown in
Fig. B.1. First, an initial population of chromosomes is randomly selected. Then each of the
chromosomes in the population is evaluated in terms of its fitness (expressed by the fitness
function). Next, a new population of chromosomes is selected from the given population
by giving a greater change to select chromosomes with high fitness. This is called natural
selection. The new population may contain duplicates. If given stopping criteria (e.g., no
change in the old and new population, specified computing time, etc.) are not met, some
specific, genetic-like operations are performed on chromosomes of the new population. These
operations produce new chromosomes, called offsprings. The same steps of this process,
evaluation and natural selection, are then applied to chromosomes of the resulting population.
The whole process is repeated until given stopping criteria are met. The solution is expressed
by the best chromosome in the final population.
There are many variations on these basic ideas of genetic algorithms. To describe a
particular type of genetic algorithm in greater detail, let G denote the gene pool, and let n
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Initialize a
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Figure B.1

Stop

High-level description of

genetic algorithms.

denote the length of strings of genes that form chromosomes. That is, chromosomes are
n-tuples in G". The size of the population of chromosomes is usually kept constant during the
execution of a genetic algorithm. That is, when new members are added to the population, the
corresponding number of old members are excluded. Let m denote this constant population
size. Since each population may contain duplicates of chromosomes, we express populations

by m-tuples whose elements are n-tuples from the set G". Finally, let f denote the fitness
function employed in the algorithm.
The algorithm, which is iterative, consists of the following six steps:

1. Select an initial population, p(, of a given size m, where k = 1. This selection is
made randomly from the set G". The choice of value m is important. If it is too large,
the algorithm does not differ much from an exhaustive search; if it is too small, the
algorithm may not reach the optimal solution.
2. Evaluate each chromosome in population p(l) in terms of its fitness. This is done by
determining for each chromosome x in the population the value of the fitness function,

f W.
3. Generate a new population, p( V, from the given population p( by some procedure of
natural selection. We describe only one possible procedure of natural selection, which
is referred to as deterministic sampling. According to this procedure, we calculate the
value e(x) = mg(x) for each x in p(k), where g(x) is a relative fitness defined by the
formula
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f (x)

f (x)
xep(k)

Then the number of copies of each chromosome x in p(k) that is chosen for polo is given

by the integer part of e(x). If the total number of chromosomes chosen in this way is
smaller than m (the usual case), then we select the remaining chromosomes for polo by
the fractional parts of e(x), from the highest values down. In general, the purpose of
this procedure is to eliminate chromosomes with low fitness and duplicate those with
high fitness.
4. If stopping criteria are not met, go to Step 5; otherwise, stop.

5. Produce a population of new chromosomes, p(k+l), by operating on chromosomes in
population polo. Operations that are involved in this step attempt to mimic genetic
operations observed in biological systems. They include some or all of the following
four operations:

Simple crossover: Given two chromosomes

x= (x1,x2,...,xn),
Y=
and an integer i e N.- I, which is called a crossover position, the operation of simple
crossover applied to x and y replaces these chromosomes with their offsprings,
x' = ((/x''1,...,Xi,Yi+1,

Y' =

,Yn),

(YI,...,Yi,xi+1,...,xn).

Chromosomes x and y, to which this operation is applied, are called mates.
Double crossover: Given the same chromosomes mates x, y as in the simple

crossover and two crossover positions i, j e Nn-1(i < j), the operation of double
crossover applied to x and y replaces these chromosomes with their offsprings,

x' =

J=
Mutation: Given a chromosome x = (x1, x2, ... , xn) and an integer i E N, which
is called a mutation position, the operation of mutation replaces x with
x' = (x1, ... , xi-1, z, xi+1....

, xn),

where z is a randomly chosen gene from the gene pool G.
Inversion: Given a chromosome x = (x1, x2, ... , xn) and two integers i, j E
1``I.-1(i < j), which are called inversion positions, the operation of inversion replaces
x with
x' _ (x1, ... , xi, xl, Xj_1, ... , xi+l, xf+i, ... ,

6. Replace population polo with population p(k+1) produced in Step 4, increase k by one,
and go to Step 2.
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ILLUSTRATION TO EXAMPLE B.1

(a) k = 1: Steps 2 and 3
Number of selected

Chromosomes
in p(I)

Integers

Fitness

g(x)

4g(x)

copies

00010
01001
10011
11000

2

3.75
12.94
15.44
12.00

0.068
0.292
0.350
0.291

0.272
1.168
1.400
1.164

0

9
19

24

1

2
1

(b)k=1: Step 5
Chromosomes in
poly

Mate (randomly
selected)

Crossover site
(randomly selected)

Resulting
chromosomes in p(Z)

01001
10011
10011
11000

10011
01001
11000
10011

3

01011
10001
11000
10011

3
1

1

(c)k=2: Steps 2 and 3
Chromosomes
in p(2)
01011
10001
11000
10011

Integers

Fitness

g(x)

4g(x)

11

14.44
15.94
12.00
15.44

0.250
0.276
0.207
0.267

0.100
1.104
0.828
1.068

17

24
19

Number of copies
selected
0

2
1

1

(d) k = 2: Step 5

Chromosomes in
pn)

Mate (randomly
selected)

Crossover site
(randomly selected)

Resulting
chromosomes in p(3)

10001
10001
11000
10011

3

2

4

3

1

2

2

3

10000
10011
11001
10001

(e) k

3: Steps 2 and 3
Number of selected

Chromosomes
in p(3)

Integers

Fitness

g(x)

4g(x)

copies

10000
10011
11001
10001

16
19

16.00
15.44
10.94
15.94

0.274
0.265
0.188
0.273

1.096
1.060
0.752
1.092

1

25
17

1

1
1
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A crossover operation is employed in virtually all types of genetic algorithms, but the
operations of mutation and inversion are sometimes omitted. Their role is to produce new
chromosomes not on the basis of the fitness function, but for the purpose of avoiding a local
minimum. This role is similar to the role of a disturbance employed in neural networks. If
these operations are employed, they are usually chosen with small probabilities. The mates in
the crossover operations and the crossover positions in the algorithm are selected randomly.
When the algorithm terminates, the chromosome in p(k) with the highest fitness represents
the solution.
To illustrate a special version of the algorithm, in which we employ only the operation
of simple crossover, we describe a very simple example of determining the maximum of a
given algebraic function.
Example B.1
Let function f (x) = 2x-x2/16 be defined on the interval [0, 31]. To illustrate the use of a genetic
algorithm for determining the maximum of the function in the given interval, we approximate

the interval by 32 interger points, 0, 1, ..., 31, and code these points by the corresponding
binary numbers. Then, G = (0, 1), and all possible chromosomes are binary integers from
00000 through 11111. Assume that we choose m = 4 and pt _ (00010, 01001, 10011, 11000)
in Step 1 (Table B.la). Using function f as the fitness function, we calculate the fitness of
each chromosome in p(l) (Step 2). Then, using the deterministic sampling in Step 3, we obtain
the population p;'' = (01001, 10011, 10011, 11000), as shown in Table 13.1b. If given stopping
criteria in Step 4 are not met, we proceed to Step 5. Assuming that the condition p( V = p(k) was
chosen as the stopping criterion in this example, the algorithm does not stop at this point and
proceeds to Step 5. In this step, we assume that only simple crossovers are used, each of which
produces one of the two possible offsprings. For each x in pm), a mate y in p(l) and a crossover
point are chosen randomly and, then, the offspring x' is produced (Table B.lb). Next, in Step 6,
the old population pnu, is replaced with the new population p12) of offsprings produced in Step
5, k is increased by one, and we proceed to Step 2. Steps 2 and 3 are now repeated for. k = 2,
and the results are shown in Table B.lc. The stopping criterion in Step 4 is again not satisfied;
consequently, we proceed to Step 5. The result of this step is shown in Table B.id. In Step 6,
we replace pot) with p(3), increase k by one, and proceed to Step 2. The application of Steps 2
and 3 for k = 3 results in po3t, shown in Table 13.1e. Now, the'stopping criterion po3> = p(3)
is satisfied in Step 4, and the algorithm terminates. The chromosome 10000, which has the
highest fitness, represents the solution. This chromosome corresponds to the integer 16 which
is, indeed, the point for which the function f reaches its maximum.

The only textbook on genetic algorithms, which is quite suitable as a self-study guide,
is the book Genetic Algorithms by D. E. Goldberg (Addison-Wesley, 1989). For an overview

of practical aspects and applications of genetic algorithms, we recommend Handbook of
Genetic Algorithms, edited by L. Davis (Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1991). Important classical
papers on genetic algorithms are collected in Genetic Algorithms, edited by B. P. Buckles and
F. E. Petry (IEEE Computer Society Press, 1992).

APPENDIX C
FUZZY SETS
VERSUS ROUGH SETS
The primary feature of fuzzy sets is that their boundaries are not precise. There exists an
alternative way to formulate sets with imprecise boundaries. Sets formulated in this way
are called rough sets. A rough set is basically an approximate representation of a given
crisp set in terms of two subsets of a crisp partition defined on the universal set involved.
The two subsets are called a lower approximation and an upper approximation. The lower
approximation consists of all blocks of the partition that are included in the represented
set; the upper approximation consists of all blocks whose intersection with the set is not
empty.
To define the concept of a rough set more precisely, let X denote a universal set, and let

R be an equivalence relation on X. Moreover, let X/R denote the family of all equivalence
classes induced on X by R (a quotient set), and let [x]R denote the equivalence class in X/R
that contains x E X.
A rough set, R(A), is arepresentation of a given set A E T(X) by two subsets of the
quotient set X/R, R(A) and R(A), which approach A as closely as possible from inside and
outside, respectively. That is,

R(A) = (R (A), R(A)),

where R(A) and R(A) are the lower approximation and the upper approximation of A,
respectively, by equivalence classes in X/R. The lower approximation,

R(A) = U{[x]R I [x]R c A, x E X},

is the union of all equivalence classes in X/R that are contained in A.

The upper

approximation,

R(A) = U{[x]R I [x]R (1 A# 0, x E X},

is the union of all equivalence classes in X/R that overlap with A. The set difference
R(A) - R(A) is a rough description of the boundary of A by granules of X/R.
Two examples of rough sets are shown in Fig. C.1. In the first one, designated as (a),
X is a closed interval of real numbers, the quotient set X/R partitions X into 10 semiclosed
intervals and one closed interval, and the set A to be approximated by elements of X/R is
481
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Figure C.1

Examples of rough sets.

the closed interval shown in this figure. The rough set approximation of A in this example
consists of the two semiclosed intervals, R(A) and R(A), shown in the figure.
In the second example, labeled as (b), the universal set is X x Y, and the quotient set
on it, which is defined by the Cartesian product (X/R) x (Y/R), partitions the area X x Y
into the small squares shown in the figure; it is obvious from X/R and Y/R which sides
of each square are included in the corresponding equivalence class and which are not. The
figure illustrates the rough set approximation of the shown subarea that does not match the
equivalence classes.

Fuzzy sets and rough sets model different types of uncertainty. Since both types are
relevant in some applications, it is useful to combine the two concepts. Rough sets based on
fuzzy equivalence relations are usually called fuzzy rough sets, while rough set approximations
of fuzzy sets in terms of given crisp equivalence relations are called rough fuzzy sets.

Given an arbitrary crisp subset A of X and a fuzzy equivalence relation RF on
X, the fuzzy rough set approximation of A in terms of RF is represented at each acut of RF by the rough set
°`RF(A) = (°RF(A), aRF(A)).
Clearly, a .5 ,0 implies 1YRF(A) c LRF(A) and °RF(A) -2 INF(A).

On the other hand, given a fuzzy subset F of X and a crisp relation R on X, F is
approximated by a rough fuzzy set whose a-cuts are rough sets
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R(«F) = (R("F), R("F))
In this case, a <,8 implies R(IF) ? R(OF) and R(°F) ? R(#F).
The concept of a rough set was introduced by Pawlak [1982]. The theory of rough sets
and its various applications are well covered in the books by Pawlak [1991] and Slowinski
[1992]. The two combinations of fuzzy sets and rough sets, which have distinct domains of
applicability, have been investigated by Dubois and Prade [1990b, 1992a].

APPENDIX D
PROOFS OF SOME
MATHEMATICAL THEOREMS

D. 1

THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.7 (SEC. 3.2, p. 59)

(i) First, we prove the inverse implication. Let g be a continuous function from [0, 1]
to R such that g(0) = 0 and g is strictly increasing. Then the pseudoinverse of g, denoted by
g(-1), is a function from J1 to [0,1] defined by

g(-1)(a)

0

for a E (-oo, 0)

g -'(a)

for a E [0, g(1)]
for a E (g(1), oo),

1

where g-' is the ordinary inverse of g.
Let c be a function on [0, 1] defined by (3.9). We now prove that c is a fuzzy complement.

First, we show that c satisfies Axiom c2. For any a, b E [0, 1], if a < b, then g(a) < g(b),
since g is strictly increasing. Hence, g(1) - g(a) > g(1) - g(b) and, consequently,
c(a) = g 1[g(1) - g(a)] > g '[g(1) - g(b)] > c(b). Therefore, c satisfies Axiom c2.
Second, we show that c is involutive. For any a E [0, 1], c(c(a)) = g-1[g(1) - g(c(a))] =

g'[g(1) - g(g-1(g(1) - g(a)))] = g-1[g(1) - g(1) + g(a)] = g-'(g(a)) = a. Thus, c is
involutive (i.e., c satisfies Axiom c4).

It follows from Theorem 3.1 that c also satisfies Axiom c2 and c3. Therefore, c is a
fuzzy complement.
(ii) Now, we prove the direct implication . Let c be a fuzzy complement satisfying
Axioms c1-c4. We need to find a continuous, strictly increasing function g that satisfies (3.9)

and g(0) = 0.
It follows from Theorem 3.4 that c must have a unique equilibrium, let us say e,; that is,

c(e,) = ec, where ec E (0, 1). Let h : [0, e,] -+ [0, b] be any continuous, strictly increasing
bijection such that h(0) = 0 and h(ed) = b, where b is any fixed positive real number. For
example, function h(a) = bale, is one instance of this kind of function. Now we define a
function g : [0, 1] - R by
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a E [0, e.]
a E (e,, 1].

Obviously, g(0) = h(O) = 0 and g is continuous as well as strictly increasing since h is
continuous and strictly increasing. It is easy to show that the pseudoinverse of g is given by

g

a_
() -

0

for a E (-co, 0)'

h-1(a)
c(h-1(2b - a))

for a E [0, b]
for a E [b, 2b]
for a E (2b, co].

1

Now, we show that g satisfies (3.9). For any a E [0, 1], if a E [0, ec], then 9-1[g(l) - g(a)] _

S-1[g(1) - h(a)] = g -1[2b - h(a)] = c(h-1[2b - (2b - h(a))]) = c(a); if a E (eq, 1],
then' g-1[g(1) - g(a)] = g -1[2b - (2b - h(c(a)))] = g-1[h(c(a))] = h-1[h(c(a))] = c(a).

Therefore, for any a E [0, 1], c(a) = g 1[g(1) - g(a)] (i.e., (3.9) holds).

D.2 PROOF OF THEOREM 3.13 (SEC. 3.3, p. 75)
To prove that ig is a t-norm, we need to show that i8 satisfies Axioms it-i4 stated in Sec. 3.3.
.

For any a E [0, 1], ig(a, 1) = g(-1)[i(g(a), g(1))] = g(-1)[i(g(a),1)] = g(-1)[g(a)] =

a. Thus, ig satisfies Axiom i1. It is also easy to show that ig satisfies Axiom i2 and B. In the
following, we mainly show that ig satisfies Axiom i4. For any a, b, d E [0, 1],

ig(a, ig(b, d)) = g(-1T(g(a), g(g(-1)[i(g(b), g(d))]))]

(D.1)

and
g(-1)[i(g(g(-1)[i(g(a),
(D.2)
ig(ig(a, b), d) =
g(b))]), g(d))].
Now, we prove that (D.1) = (D.2).
Let ao = Jim g(x) and bo = lim g(x). Then we consider the following six cases of
possible values of i (g(a), g(b)) and i (g(b), g(d)).

Case 1. i (g (a), g(b)) E [bo,1]. Then, a and b must be 1. Hence (D.1) = d = (D.2).
Case 2. i(g(b), g(d)) E [bo, 1]. By the same reason as in Case 1, (D.1) = a = (D.2).
Case 3. i(g(a), g(b)) E (ao, bo) and i(g(b), g(d)) E (ao, bo). Then, (D.1) = g(-1T(g(a),
i (g(b), g(d)))] = g1-1)[i (i (g(a), g(b)), g(d))] = (D.2).
Case 4. i(g(a), g(b)) E (ao, bo) and i(g(b), g(d)) E [0, ao]. Then, (D.1) = g(-1)[i (g(a), 0)]
= 0 = g(-1)[i(g(b), g(d))] ? g(-1)[i (g(a), i(g(b), g(d)))] = g(-1)[i(i(g(a), g(b)),
g(d))] = (D.2) > 0. Hence, (D.1) = (D.2).
Case 5. i (g(a), g(b)) E [0, ao] and i (g(b), g(d)) E (ao, bo). By the same reason as in Case
4 and Axiom i3, (D.1) = (D.2).
Case 6. i(g(a), g(b)) E [0, ao] and i(g(b), g(d)) E [0, ao]. Then, (D.1) = gt-1)[i(g(a), 0)] _
0 = g(-1T(0, g(d))] = (D.2).
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D.3 PROOF OF THEOREM 3.28 (SEC. 3.6, p. 96).
Suppose that h is a continuous and idempotent norm operation. Then, h satisfies the properties
of continunity, monotonicity, commutativity, associativity, and weak boundary conditions
(h(0, 0) = 0, h(1, 1) = 1, and h(a, a) = a, for all a E [0, 1]). Let A = h(0, 1) E [0, 1].We
show that this A is what we need to find. First, we prove that h satisfies the following two
properties:

P1 : h(0, a) = a for all a E [0,,X],

P2:h(1,a)=a for all
a

function defined by fi(x) = h(0,x) for all x E [0, 1]. Then, f, (0) =

0, fl(l) = A. Since fi is continuous and monotonically increasing for any a E [0, A], there
exists xo E [0, 1] such that fi (xo) = a. Then, h (0, a) = h (0, fi (xo)) = h (0, h (0, x0)) =
h(h(0, 0), x0)
h(0, x0) = fi(xo) = a. Hence, P1 is proved. It is similar to prove P2 by
defining f2(x) = h(x, 1) for all x E [0, 1].
Now, we prove that h is actually a median as defined in the theorem. If a, b E [0, A], then

a = h(a, 0) _< h(a, b) and b = h(0, b) < h(a, b). Thus, max(a, b) < h(a, b). On the other
hand, h(a, b) < h(max(a, b), b) < h(max(a, b), max(a, b)) = max(a, b) (by idempotency).
Therefore, h(a, b) = max(a, b).
If a, b E [,1, 1], then h(a, b) < h(a, 1) = a and h(a, b) <_ h(1, b) = b. Thus, h(a, b)
min(a, b). On the other hand, mina, b) = h(min(a, b), min(a, b)) < h(a, b). Therefore,
h(a, b) = min(a, b). If a E [0, A] and b E [A,1], then A = h(a, X.) < h(a, b) < h(, b) _ X.
Thus, h(a, b) _ X. If a E [11,1] and b E [0,,X], then 1 = h(A, b) < h(a, b) < h(a, ,l) _ X.
Thus, h(a, b) = ,l. Therefore, for all a, b E [0, 11,
max'(a, b)

h(a, b) =

mina, b)
A

when a, b E [0, A]
when a, b c- [X, 1]
otherwise.

APPENDIX E
GLOSSARY OF KEY CONCEPTS

Aggregation Operation for Fuzzy Sets
For n fuzzy sets (n > 2), a continuous function h : [0, 1]" - [0, 1] that is monotonic increasing
in all its arguments and for which h(0, 0, ... , 0) = 0 and h(1, 1, ... , 1) = 1.
Basic Probability Assignment
Function m : 9(x) -+ [0, 1] such that m(0) = 0 and 3- m(A) = 1.
AEP(X)

Belief Measure
Semicontinuous fuzzy measure that is superadditive and continuous from above.

Boolean Lattice of Crisp Power Set
The pair (T(X), g), where T(X) denotes the crisp power set of X and the set inclusion a defines
a partial ordering on P(X), whose meet and join are the set operations fl and U, respectively.
Compatibility Relation
Binary relation on X that is reflexive and symmetric.

Convex Crisp Set A in R°

For every pair of points r = (rili e Fl") and s = (sidi E N,) in A and every real number
I E [0, 1], the point t = (xrr, + (1 - A)s; )i E lY") is also in A.
Convex Fuzzy Set
Fuzzy set whose a-cuts are convex crisp sets for all a E (0, 1].
De Morgan Lattice of Fuzzy Power Set
The pair (3(X), e), where
denotes the fuzzy power set of X and the fuzzy set inclusion
c defines a partial ordering on T (X), whose meet and join are the standard fuzzy set operations
fl and U, respectively.

Equivalence Relation
Binary relation on X that is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

Fuzzy Cardinality of Fuzzy Subset A of Finite Set X
Fuzzy number IAI defined on N by the formula JAI (1°AI) = a for all a E A(A), where A(A)
denotes the level set of A.
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Fuzzy Complement
A function c : [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] that is monotonic decreasing and satisfies c(0) = 1 and c(1) = 0;
it is usually also continuous and such that c(c(a)) = a for any a E [0, 1].
Fuzzy Implication
Function a of the form (0, 11' -). [0, 1] that for any truth values a, b of given fuzzy propositions
p, q, respectively, defines the truth value, a(a, b), of the proposition "if p, then q."
Fuzzy Measure

Continuous or semicontinuous function g : C -+ [0, 1], where C C 0'(X), such g(f) _
0, g(X) = 1, and A C B_ implies g(A) < g(B) for all A, B E C.

Fuzzy Number
Normal fuzzy set on R whose support is bounded and whose a-cuts are closed intervals for all
a E (0, 1].
Fuzzy Partition
A family of crisp partitions induced by the a-cuts of a fuzzy equivalence relation.
Fuzzy Proposition
Sentence 'T is F," where V is a variable that takes values from some universal set V and F is a
fuzzy set on V.

Fuzzy Pseudopartition
Set of nonempty fuzzy sets (A,, A2, ..., AR) of X such that >2 A, (x) = 1 for all x E X.
1=1

Fuzzy Relation
Fuzzy subset of the Cartesian product of several crisp sets.
Fuzzy Set of Level 2
Fuzzy set whose membership function has the form T(X) -+ [0, 1].
Fuzzy Set of Type 2
Fuzzy set whose membership function has the form X -; Y([0, 1]), where 3'([0, 1]) denotes the
set of ordinary fuzzy sets defined on [0, 1].
Fuzzy System
System whose variables range over states that are fuzzy sets.

Interval-Valued Fuzzy Set
Fuzzy set whose membership function has the form X - E([0, 1]), where E([0, 1]) denotes the
family of closed intervals of real numbers in [0, 1].
L-Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy set whose membership function has the form X -- L, where L is a lattice or, at least, a
partially ordered set.
Linguistic Variable
A variable whose states are fuzzy numbers assigned to relevant linguistic terms.
Necessity Measure

/

l

\*EIC

/

Semicontinuous fuzzy measure, Nec, that is continuous from below and for which Nec f n Ak t =
infkGK Nec (Ak) for any family {Aklk E K} in P(X).
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Nested Family of Crisp Sets
Family of sets (A,, Az, ...,
such that A, C A;_1 for all i = 1, 2, ... , n - 1.
Ordinary Fuzzy Set
Fuzzy set whose membership function has the form X -)- [0, 1].

Partial Ordering
A binary relation on X2 that is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive.

Partition of X
A disjoint family {A1, AZ, ...

,

of nonempty subsets of X such that U A; = X.
r=1

Plausibility Measure
Semicontinuous fuzzy measure that is subadditive and continuous from below.

Possibility Distribution Function
Function of the form r : X -+ [0, 1] such that Pos (A) = SUPXEA r(x) for each A E P(X).

Possibility Measure
Semicontinuous fuzzy measure, Pos that is continuous from below and for which Pos (U
sup5EK Pos (Ak) for any family (Ak1k e K) in P(X).

kE[(

Ak

l

=

Probability Measure
Continuous fuzzy measure that is additive.

Scalar Cardinality (Sigma Count) of Fuzzy Subset A of Finite Set X
The real number JAI _
A(x).
xex

Standard Complement of Fuzzy Set A
Fuzzy set whose membership function is defined by 1 - A(x) for all x E X.
Standard Intersection of Fuzzy Sets A and B
Fuzzy set whose membership function is defined by min[A(x), B(x)] for all x e X.
Standard Union of Fuzzy Sets A and B

Fuzzy set whose membership function is defined by max[A(x), B(x)] for all x E X.

Strong a-Cut of Fuzzy Set A
Crisp set "+A = {xIA(x) > Cr).

Subsethood Degree of Set A in Set B
The number S(A, B) = JAfBI/IAI, where fl denotes the standard fuzzy intersection and IAf1BI
and JAS are scalar cardinalities of the sets involved (A and B are defined on a finite X).
Transitive Closure of Fuzzy Relation R(X, X)
The smallest fuzzy relation that contains R and is transitive.
Triangular Conorm (t-Conorm)
A function u : [0, If -* [0, 1] such that for all a, b, d E [0, 1]; u(a, 0) = a; b _< d implies
u(a, b) < u(a, d); u(a, b) = u(b, a); u(a, u(b, d)) = u(u(a, b), d). The function is usually also
continuous and such that u(a, a) > a.
Triangular Norm (t-Norm)
A function i : [0, 1]2 -> [0, 1] such that for all a, b, d E [0, 1]; i (a, 1) = a; b _< d implies
i (a, b) < i (a, d); i (a, b) = i (b, a); i (a, i (b, d)) = i (i (a, b), d). The function is usually also
continuous and such that i (a, a) < a for all a r= [0, 1].
cc-Cut of Fuzzy Set A
Crisp set 'A = {xIA(x) > a}.
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General Symbols

(x, Y, ...)

Set of elements x, y....

[xii ]

Set determined by property p
n-tuple
Matrix

(xlp(x))
(x1,x2,...,x,,)
[xl x2 .-.xn]

Vector

[a, b]
[a, b), (b, a]
(a, b)

Closed interval of real numbers between a and b
Interval of real numbers closed in a and open in b
Open interval of real numbers
Set of real numbers greater than or equal to a
Arbitrary sets (crisp or fuzzy)
Element x belongs to crisp set A
Characteristic function of crisp set A
Membership grade of x in fuzzy set A
a-cut of fuzzy set A
Strong a-cut of fuzzy set A
Fuzzy set a °'A
Set equality
Set inequality
Set difference
Set inclusion
Proper set inclusion (A C_ B and A # B)
Degree of subsethood of A in B
Set of all crisp subsets of X (power set)
Set of all fuzzy subsets of X (fuzzy power set)
Cardinality of crisp or fuzzy set A (sigma count)
Fuzzy cardinality of fuzzy set A

(a, oo)

A,B,C,...
xCA
XA

A(x) or i'A(x)
'A
°+A

QA

A=B
AFB
A-B
AC_B
ACB
S(A, B)
P(X)
T(X)
JAI
IAI
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h (A)

A

AnB
AUB
AxB
A2

[a, biz

R(X, Y)

R°Q
R 0 Q
RTQ
.

R*Q

R-1
[R X]

[R fXxAy
xVy
xly
x

y
X 4'y
V

3

E
Ii
max(a1, a2, ... , an)
min(a1, a2, ... , an)

i,1,k

I,J,K

N
No

Height of fuzzy set A
Complement of set A
Set intersection
Set union
Cartesian product of sets A and B
Cartesian product A x A
Cartesian product [a, bJ x [a, bJ
Function from X to Y
Relation on X x Y
Max-min composition of fuzzy relation R and Q
Sup-i composition of fuzzy relations R and Q
Inf-w, composition of fuzzy relations R and Q
Join of fuzzy relations R and Q
Inverse of a binary fuzzy relation

Projection of relation R with respect to variables in set x
Cylindric extension of relation R with respect to variables in X Less than
Less than or equal to (also used for a partial ordering)
Subsequence (substate) relation or relation "sharper than"
Meet (greatest lower bound) of x and y in a lattice or logic conjunction
Join (least upper bound) of x and y in a lattice or logic disjunction
x given y
x implies y
x if and only if y
For all (universal quantifier)
There exists (existential quantifier)
Summation
Product
Maximum of ar, a2, ... , an
Minimum of a1, a2, ... , an
Arbitrary identifiers (indices)
General sets of identifiers
Set of positive integers (natural numbers)
Set of nonnegative integers

Set(1,2,...,n)
Set{n,n+l,...,m)
R

z
dom R
ran R
RT
RT(j)

Rt

n(A)
rl(A)
ir(R)

I

Set of all real numbers
Set of all nonnegative real numbers
Set of all integers
Domain of fuzzy relation R
Range of fuzzy relation R
Transitive max-min closure of fuzzy relation R
i-transitive closure of fuzzy relation R
Sup-i composition of fuzzy relation R with itself, repeated (n - 1)-times
Partition of A
Set of all partitions of A
Partition corresponding to an equivalence relation R
Identity matrix
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Special Symbols

A

h

A finite fuzzy automaton
Belief measure
Fuzzy complement
Measure of confusion in evidence theory
The degree of probability-possibility consistency
Sum of individual conflicts of evidential claims with respect to a particular A
in evidence theory
Standard fuzzy complement
Fuzzy complement of Yager class
Fuzzy complement of Sugeno class
Defuzzification function of center of gravity method
Deuuzzification function of center of maxima method
Measure of discord in evidence theory
Defuzzification function of mean of maxima method
A class of defuzzification functions defined by (12.10)
Equilibrium of fuzzy complement c
Measure of dissonance
The family of all closed intervals of real numbers in [0, 1]
Set of focal elements in evidence theory
Fuzzification function
Total degree of fuzziness of a body of evidence
Body of evidence
Marginal body of evidence
Linguistic hedge
Shannon entropy
Ordered weighted averaging operation
Generalized means

h,A

X-average

i

Fuzzy intersection or t-norm
Drastic fuzzy intersection
Dual triple of fuzzy intersection i and fuzzy union u with respect to fuzzy
complement c

Be[
c

C(m)

c(p, r)
Con (A)

c,

c
ca
dCA

dcM

D(m)
dMM

d,
e.
E(m)
E([0, 1])
fz

F(m)
(-'f, m)

(-x, mx)
H
H(m)
hw

i'j.
(i, u, c)
iw

3
L1 (L K,)
LA

L"
m

m
MAX
MIN
mx, my
Nec
NecF

N(m)
"R
("R, <_)

Fuzzy intersection of Yager class

Fuzzy implication operator
Standard Lukasiewicz logic
Lower bound of interval-valued fuzzy set A
n-valued Lukasiewicz logic
Basic probability assignment in evidence theory
Basic distribution of a possibility measure
Lattice operation maximum of fuzzy numbers
Lattice operation minimum of fuzzy numbers
Marginal basic probability assignments
Necessity measure
Necessity measure corresponding to PosF
U-uncertainty in evidence theory
The set of all ordered possibility distributions of length n
Lattice of possibility distributions of length n

Appendix F
NS (m)
T

P
P
P1

Pos
POSF

Pro
pX, Pr
Pxlr, Prix
Q

r

2

i'

r

rx, ry
rxiy, ryi1
S

(s, 1, r)

S(m)

S(r)
T.

T(p)
T (X, Y)
u
VA

U(A)
um,,,
uw

U(X, Y)
U(XIY)
V

X

0

Wi
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Total uncertainty in evidence theory
A fuzzy pseudopartition
Maximal solution of (6.9)
Minimal solution of (6.9)
The greatest solution for (6.16) with unknown P
An approximate solution for (6.18) with unknown P
Plausibility measure
Possibility measure
Possibility measure associated with a proposition "V is F"
Probability measure
Marginal probability distributions
Conditional probability distributions
The smallest solution for (6.16) with unknown Q
Possibility distribution
The set of all fuzzy numbers or the set of all ordered possibility distributions
The smallest possibility distribution with n components
The largest possibility distribution with n components
Marginal possibility distributions
Conditional possibility distributions
A general dynamic system
A triangular fuzzy number shown in Fig. 15.7b
Measure of strife in evidence theory
Measure of strife of a possibility distribution r
The set of truth values of an n-valued logic
The degree of truth of a fuzzy proposition p
Information transmission
Fuzzy union or t-conorm
Upper bound of interval-valued fuzzy set A
U-uncertainty, nonspecifity of set A, Hartley function
Drastic fuzzy union
Fuzzy union of Yager class
Joint U-uncertainty
Conditional U-uncertainty
Linguistic variable
Universal set (universe of discourse)
Empty set
Residuation operation with respect to a continuous fuzzy intersection i
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Fuzzy measure, 177-180, 188, 203,

488.
semicontinuous, 178
theory, 177, 180, 246, 463, 464

Fuzzy c-partition, 358

Fuzzy metric space, 49

Fuzzy complement, 25, 36, 38,

Fuzzy morphism, 141

50-61, 83, 94, 255, 488

continuous, 54, 59
equilibrium of, 57-59
characterization theorem, 59, 60
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Fuzzy Petri net, 356, 441

Fuzzy power set, 17, 25, 29
Fuzzy preordering, 140
Fuzzy probability, 224
Fuzzy proposition, 200, 220-225,
247-488
conditional, 224, 225
qualified, 222-225
probability, 222
truth, 222
unconditional, 220-224
unqualified, 220, 221, 224
Fuzzy pseudopartition, 358, 359,
488

Fuzzy quantifier, 225
Fuzzy quantization, 329, 332, 333,

359

Fuzzy regression, 454-459, 465

digital, 436

probability, 182, 201

Fuzzy pattern recognition, 357, 365,

Fuzzy hardware, 419, 441

membership, 11-13, 15, 16

possibility, 189, 190, 198, 199,

weak, 140
Fuzzy partition, 358, 488

Fuzzy group decision, 396-399
analog, 436

trapezoidal, 98, 292, 293
triangular, 98
distribution:

strict, 141

Fuzzy questionnaires, 466
Fuzzy ranking, 405-408, 416

logic, 212
bell-shaped, 98, 292, 293

lattice, 109, 110, 114, 405

Fuzzy ordering:
partial, 138-140

Fuzzy neural network, 347, 348, 355

analysis, 455
linear, 455
Fuzzy relation, 119-152, 488
antirefiexive, 130, 141
antisymmetric, 130, 138, 140, 141

antitransitive, 130
asymmetric, 130
compatibility, 135, 362, 382
composition:
inf-wl, 146-149
max-min, 125, 128, 154
standard, 125, 126, 128

sup-i, 144
decomposition, 154

domain, 124
equation, 153-174, 321-323, 344,
444

of inf-or, composition, 164-166
of sup-i composition, 162-164
solving procedure, 160-162

equivalence, 132, 133, 358, 362,
382
based

hierarchical

358

Fuzzy neuron, 348

height, 125

Fuzzy number, 97-114, 327, 405-

inverse, 125

.

407, 420, 488

irreflexive, 130

clustering,

Subject Index
L-, 121
nontransitivc, 130
ordinary, 121
range, 124
reflexive, 130, 133, 138, 140
relational join, 127, 128
symmetric, 130, 133
transitive, 130, 133, 138, 140, 141

i-, 145
Fuzzy rough set, 482
Fuzzy rule base, 331, 342
Fuzzy set, 3-5, 11, 19, 31, 35, 198,
489

convex, 21, 23, 24, 33, 97, 487
convexity, 22, 25

geometrical interpretation, 29, 33
inclusion, 28
interval-valued, 16, 17, 285, 323,

488

L-, 18, 32, 488
level 2, 18, 488
level 3, 18
level k, 33
normal, 21, 24, 199
of type 2, 17, 32, 488
of type 3, 18
ordinary, 16, 19
rough, 482

subnormal, 21, 23
Fuzzy set operation, standard, 25,

38, 94
Fuzzy set theory, 177, 180, 200,
209, 246, 250, 269, 463, 464
Fuzzy standard complement, 60, 94,
489

Fuzzy standard intersection, 25, 36,
38, 51, 63, 89, 94, 489

Fuzzy standard union, 25, 36, 38,
42, 51, 77, 78, 89, 94, 489
Fuzzy system, 327-356, 355, 356,
488

dynamic, 353, 355
Fuzzy subset, 28
Fuzzy topological space, 49
Fuzzy thesaurus, 386, 387
Fuzzy union, 50, 51, 76-83, 93, 94
Yager class, 71, 73
Fuzzy variable, 14, 15
Fuzzification, 331
Fuzzification function, 333, 334
Fuzzification module, 331
Fuzzifed evidence theory, 267, 269
Function:
fuzzification, 333, 334
Hartley, 247-250, 258, 259, 277
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monotonic increasing, 88
symmetric, 89
idempotent, 89
Fuzziness,

179,

246,

254-258,

267-269

Gene pool, 476
Generator.

decreasing, 60, 61, 65-69
increasing, 60, 66-68, 75, 78

Generalized modus ponens, 234,
237, 238, 302, 313, 315
Generalized modus tollens, 234, 302,
314, 316
Generalized mean, 89, 93, 95

Genetic algorithm, 304, 452, 464,
476-480
fuzzy, 452-454, 465
Geometric interpretation of fuzzy

set, 29, 33
GOdel implication, 306
Goguen implication, 307
Goodness index, 170
Grade of relevance, 385
Gradient-descent learning algorithm,
470
Grammar, 369-371
fuzzy, 370, 371
Granulation, 329, 359
Graph, directed, 128
Greatest lower bound, 138
Group decision, fuzzy, 396-399

Ideal prototype, 282
Idcmpotency, 63, 77
Idempotent function, 89
If-then rule
conjunctive, 319
disjunctive, 319
Image processing, 374
fuzzy, 374-377
Immediate predecessor, 137
Immediate successor, 137
Implication:
fuzzy, 146, 224, 304-312, 325,

488

axioms, 308
ordering, 312
selection, 312
G6del, 306
Goguen, 307
Kleene-Dienes, 306, 307
Lukasiewicz, 224, 306, 307
pseudo-, 311

QL-, 307
R-, 306, 307
largest, 307
smallest, 307
Reichenbach, 306

S-,305,306
largest, 306
smallest, 306
Zadeh, 307

Imprecise probability, 208, 209
Inclusion of fuzzy set, 28

Increasing generator, 60, 66-68, 75,

78

Hamming distance, 29
Harmonic mean, 90
Hartley function, 247-250, 258, 259,
277

Hardware, computer, 436
Hardware, fuzzy, 419, 441
analog, 436
digital, 436

Hardware implementation, 436-439
Health care, 464
Heaviside function, 468, 469
Hedge, linguistic, 229-231
Height, fuzzy set, 21
Heisenberg principle of uncertainty,
217
Hidden layer, 469
Homomorphism, 141-143
strong, 141-143
Hypothetical syllogism, 214, 231
generalized, 235, 236, 315, 317
Human operator, 331, 334

Identity modifier, 230, 231
Incompatibility principle, 329
Index:
equality, 169-171
goodness, 170
performance, 359
solvability, 170, 171, 173
Index set, 6
Index term, 385
Indexed set, 6
Individual decision making, 391
Industrial engineering, 419, 432, 441
Inf-w; composition, 146-149
Inference engine, 302-303, 335
fuzzy, 331
Inference rule, 214, 341
compositional, 232, 233
fuzzy, 333-335, 339, 343, 345
Infimum, 8, 11, 138
Infinite counfable set, 9
Infinite valued logic, 219, 220
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Infinite set, 9

Information, 245-247, 258
Information deficiency, 179
Information, descriptive, 246
Information preserving transformation, 208
Information principle:
invariance, 275

preservation, 275
Information retrieval, 385
fuzzy, 385-388
system, 379, 380

Information theory, 246, 277
classical, 259

generalized, 246
Information transmission, 249, 254,
260

Information, uncertainty based, 246,
247, 277

Initial internal state, 349
Input parameter, 427
Inquiry, 385
augmented, 386, 387

Inversion, 478
Involutive fuzzy complement, 52-54,
56, 59

463

Interpolation, Lagrange, 290-292
Interpolation, method, 318, 319
Intersection:
drastic, 63, 65
of fuzzy sets, 50, 51, 61-75, 81,
93, 94
Yager class, 70, 71, 73,
of sets, 7, 8, 25

standard, 25, 36, 38, 63, 89, 94,
489

Interval analysis, 97, 103

Interval arithmetic, 117
Interval, fuzzy, 98
Interval-valued approximate reasoning, 323, 324
Interval-valued fuzzy relation, 122

Interval-valued fuzzy set, 16, 17,
285, 323, 488
Interval-valued probability, 205

Inverted pendulum, 339-342

triple, 355
Irreflexive relation, 128
fuzzy, 130

Internal state, initial, 349
Interpretation:

of possibility theory, 205
of probability theory, 205
Inverse of fuzzy relation, 125

L-fuzzy set, 18
Limits:

Bremermann's, 2
computational, 1

Isomorphism, 142
i-transitive closure, 145, 146

finite resolution, 464

Join, 8

Linguistic control rule, 340
Linguistic hedge, 229-231
Linguistic state, 332, 334, 336,

relational, 127, 128

Joint body of evidence, 186

339-341

consonant, 195

Linguistic term, 102

Joint distribution:
possibility, 194, 196

Linguistic variable, 101, 102, 281,

probability, 183, 202

327, 488

Linear ordering, 138
Linear programming, 408, 409

Joint uncertainty, 248

U-, 253

fuzzy, 410-416, 419

Kleene-Dienes implication,

306,

307

Knowledge acquisition, 281
module, 303, 304
Knowledge base, 302, 303
Knowledge engineer, 281
Knowledge engineering, 281, 419

Intelligent car, 464

Intelligent robot, 440
Interpersonal communication, 459-

Level set, 20, 21

Linear regression, 454
fuzzy, 455

Log-interval

scale transformation,

276

Logic:
classical, 212
fuzzy, 200, 242, 419
infinite-valued, 219, 220

L-fuzzy set, 18, 32, 488
L-fuzzy relation, 121
Lagrange interpolation, 290-292

modal, 300

Language, 369-371

propositional, 212, 214, 215

formal, 369

natural, 4, 11, 32, 280, 281, 463,
464

Largest possibility distribution, 193
Largest R-implication, 307
Largest S-implication, 306
Lattice, 138
Boolean, 8, 284, 487

multivalued, 242
n-valued, 218

quantum, 307
standard Lukasiewicz, 219
three-valued, 217, 218

two-valued, 3, 32
Logic formulas, 213
Logic function, 212
Logic operation, 212
Logic predicate, 217

De Morgan, 25, 28, 487
of binary fuzzy relations, 144

Logic primitive, 213

of fuzzy numbers, 109, 110, 114,

Lower approximation, 481
Lower bound, 9, 137

405

of partitions, 9
of possibility distributions, 190

Law, De Morgan, 83
Law, distributive, 87, 88
Law of contradiction, 25, 26, 87, 88
Law of excluded middle, 25, 87, 88
Learning algorithm:

Logic variable, 212

greatest, 138

Lower probability, 205, 208

Lukasiewicz implication, 224, 306,
307

pseudo-, 311

Lukasiewicz standard logic, 219

backpropagation, 296, 348, 349,

468, 473-475

supervised, 467
unsupervised, 467
Learning rate, 471
Least-square curve fitting, 292-295
Least upper bound, 138
Level 2 fuzzy set, 18

Machine translation, 464
Manufacturing system, flexible, 441
Marginal basic assignment, 183
Marginal body of evidence, 186
consonant, 195

Marginal distribution:
possibility, 194, 196
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probability, 202
Mathematics, 1, 15

Matrix, membership, 126, 129
Max-min composition of fuzzy relation, 125, 128, 154
Maximal compatibility class, 135
Maximal member, 137
Maximum entropy principle, 272
Maximum nonspecificity principle,

203, 208, 267, 487
entropy-like , 260
fuzzy 177-180 188 , 203
488
,

208 ,

,

197-199 , 200-203 , 205 489
,

259, 264 , 489

Measurement , 179, 327
uncertainty , 4 , 15 , 32 , 327
Measurement error, 14 , 179 , 328
Measurement resolution , 327
Mechanical engineering, 418 , 427

441

Median operation, 94
Medical diagnosis, 444, 448 , 465
Medical exp ert system , 444
Medical knowledge, 445
Medicine , 443 , 450
Meet, 8
Member of partial ordering:
first, 137

Multistage decision making, 401405, 416

Multivalued logic, 242
Mutation, 478

463 , 464

Metaknowledge base, 303 , 304
Metarule , 304
Meteorology, 465
Method:
center of gravity, 336
center of maxima , 337
centroid , 336, 341
defuzzification , 336-338, 355
frequency domain , 375

Natural science, 463
Natural selection , 476
n-dimensional membership

n-dimensional relation, 120
n-dimensional unit cube , 29 , 33
Necessity measure , 187-189 , 197199, 203 , 205 , 488

272

Minimum uncertainty principle , 270
Minkowski distance , 362
Modal logic, 300
Model, 3
Modelling , systems , 3
Modus ponens, 214, 231 , 234 , 321
,

Nested family of sets , 9 , 36, 489
,

membership-roster, 365
fuzzy, 367-369
spatial domain , 375
syntactic, 367, 369-374
truth-value restriction , 236 , 237
statistics, I , 2
Minimal solution , 157-159
Minimum cross-entropy principle ,

234 237 , 238

Nested body of evidence , 187

Neural network, 171-174 295-300 ,

mean of maxima , 337
interpolation, 318 , 319

,

array,

120

fuzzy c-means clustering , 358-

generalized

,

401, 416

Multilayer feedforward network, 467
Multilayer perceptron, 467

Natural language , 4 , 32 , 280, 281 ,

fuzzy, 367-369

pattern recognition:

probability, 180, 201-203 , 208 ,

minimal, 137
maximal, 137

120

Multicriteria decision making, 399-

Membership-roster method of pat-

362

semicontinuous , 178
theory of, 177, 203 , 208 , 246,
463 , 464
necessity, 187-189, 197-199, 203,
205 , 488
nonadditive , 180
nonspecificity, 259
plausibility , 180-182, 187 , 200 ,
201 , 203 , 208 , 489
possibility, 187-189 , 191 , 192,

last, 137

trapezoidal, 98, 292, 293
triangular, 98
Membership matrix, 126, 129
Membership n-dimensional array,

tern recognition , 365

272, 273

Maximum uncertainty principle, 271
Maximum solution, 157-159
Mean:
arithmetic , 90
generalized, 89, 93, 95
geometric, 90
harmonic, 90
Mean of maxima method , 337
Meaning, 102
Measure,
belief, 180, 182, 187 , 200 , 201 ,

,

Membership function, 11-13, 15, 16
bell-shaped, 98, 292, 293
construction, 281-300

,

302,

302 , 313 , 315
Modus tollens, 214, 231 , 235 , 322
generalized , 234, 302, 314 , 316
Monotonic increasing function, 88
Monptonicity, 52 , 62 , 77 , 178 , 179
strict, 63 , 77
Model, relational, 381
Modifier:
identity, 230, 231

strong, 230, 231
weak, 230, 231
Morphism, fuzzy, 141
Multiconditional approximate reasoning, 318

304, 329, 333, 334, 344-348,
346 , 347, 377 , 464 , 467-475
fuzzy, 347 , 348, 355

multilayer:
feedforward , 467
perceptron , 467
Newtonian Mechanics,

1

Nonadditive measure, 180

Non-equilibrium

thermodynamics,

464

Nonclassical reliability theory, 440,
441

Noninteraction , probabilistic, 202

Noninteractive bodies of evidence,
185

nested, 194

Nonlinear channel equalization , 441
Nonspecificity , 246, 250-252 , 258,

259,267-269
possibilistic, 264
Nonspecificity measure, 259
Nonterminal vocabulary, 370
Nontransitive relation, 129
fuzzy, 130

Norm operation , 93 , 94
Normal fuzzy set, 21, 24, 199
n-valued logic , 218

Offspring, 476
Operation:
)L-average,-93

aggregation, 51, 88-95, 487
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Operation (cont.)
arithmetic,

on closed interval, 97, 103
averaging, 51, 89, 93
associative, 93
ordered weighted, 90
logic, 212
median, 94
norm, 93, 94
of standard fuzzy set, 25, 36, 94
O WA, 90, 91, 93
Opted uncertainty, 329
Optimality principle, 402
Ordered weighted averaging operation, 90, 93
Ordering:
complete, 138
fuzzy:

implication, 312
numbers, 406, 407
strict, 141
weak, 140
linear, 138
partial, 131, 137, 489
connected, 138

crisp, 139
fuzzy, 138-140
pre-, 131
preference, 396, 398
quasi-, 131
simple, 138
strict, 131
total, 138
Ordinal-scale transformation, 276
Ordinary fuzzy relation, 121
Ordinary fuzzy set, 16, 19
Organized complexity, 2
Organized simplicity, 2
OWA operation, 90, 91, 93
Output layer, 469
Output parameter, 427

Paradigm, scientific, 30
Paradigm shift, 30-32
Parameter:

input, 427
output, 427
performance, 427
Partial ordering, 131, 137, 489
connected, 138
crisp, 139
fuzzy, 138-140
Partition, 9, 133, 489
fuzzy, 358, 488
c-, 358

pseudo-, 358, 359, 488
Partition lattice, 9
Partition refinement, 9
Partition tree, 134
Pattern recognition, 357-377
fuzzy, 357, 365, 377
membership-roster method, 365
fuzzy, 367-369
syntactic method, 367, 370
fuzzy, 369-374
Perceptron multilayer, 467
Perfect evidence, 193
Performance index, 359
Performance parameter, 427
Petri net, fuzzy, 356, 441
Physics, 463, 464
Plausibility measure, 180-182, 187,

201, 203, 208, 489

Plurality quantifier, 217
Possibilistic discord, 264-266
Possibilistic independence, 197, 198
Possibilistic noninteraction, 197, 198
Possibilistic nonspecificity, 264
Possibilistic reliability theory, 439
Possibilistic strife, 264-266
Possibility, conditional, 198, 209
Possibility distribution, 190, 192194

function, 189, 190, 489
conditional, 197
joint, 194, 196
largest, 193
lattice, 190
marginal, 194, 196
smallest, 193

Possibility measure, 187-189, 191,
192, 197-199, 203, 205, 489
Possibility-probability:
consistency, 206, 209
transformation, 207, 208, 275-277
Possibility theory, 180, 187-209,
252, 258, 269, 452

interpretation, 205
Potential surprise, 452
Power set, 7, 29
fuzzy, 17, 25, 29
Predecessor, 137
immediate, 137
Predicate, 216
Predicate logic, 217
Predictive uncertainty, 247
Preference ordering, 396, 398
Prescriptive uncertainty, 247
Preordering, 131
fuzzy, 140

Primitive:
logic, 213

complete set of, 213
Principle:
entropy, 271

extension, 44-49, 106, 402, 407,
428

Heisenberg, 217
incompatibility, 329
information
invariance, 275
preservation, 275
maximum entropy, 272
maximum oonspecificity, 272-274
maximum uncertainty, 271
minimum uncertainty, 270
minimum cross-entropy, 272
optimality, 402
quantifier extension, 239-242
uncertainty, 269-277
invariance, 275, 277, 338
Probabilistic automaton, 352
Probabilistic independence, 202
Probabilistic noninteraction, 202
Probabilistic reliability theory, 439
Probability
basic assignment, 181, 182, 187,

201, 487

fuzzy, 224
imprecise, 208, 209
interval-valued, 205
lower, 205, 208
possibility consistency, 206, 209
possibility transformation, 207,
208, Z75-277
upper, 205, 208

Probability distribution, 29, 201
conditional, 202
function, 182, 201
joint, 183, 202
marginal, 202
uniform, 201, 272
Probability measure, 180, 200-203,
208, 259, 264, 489
Probability qualified proposition,

22, 223
Probability theory, 2, 3, 177, 180,
200-209, 246, 259, 269, 271,
272
interpretation, 205

Problem:
conflict-resolution, 270
feature extraction, 358
schedule coordination, 422
sensing, 357

Subject Index
simplification, 270
Product:
algebraic, 63
Cartesian, 9, 119
intersection syllogism, 241
Production rule, 370
Programming:

dynamic, 401, 402
fuzzy, 401, 402
linear, 208, 409

fuzzy, 410-416, 419
Projection, 122-124, 185
Proper subset, 7
Property, cutworthy, 23, 25, 36,

38-40, 47, 51, 134
strong, 25, 36, 38-40, 47, 51
Proposition:

fuzzy, 200, 220-225, 242, 488
conditional, 224, 225
qualified, 222-225
probability, 222, 223
truth, 222, 223
unconditional, 220-224
unqualified, 220, 221, 224
Propositional logic, 212, 214, 215
implication,
Pseudo-Lukasiewicz
311

Psycholinguistics, 463
Psychology, 463

QL-implication, 307
Quantifier:
absolute, 229
extensional, 216
extension principle, 239-242
fuzzy, 225
plurality, 217
relative, 229
universal, 216
Quantization, 327

fuzzy, 327, 332, 333, 359
Quantum logic, 307
Quantum mechanics, 463
Quasi-contradiction, 218
Quasi-equivalence, 131
relation, 135
Quasi-ordering, 131
Quasi-tautology, 218
Quaternary relation, 120
Questionnaires, fuzzy, 466
Quinary relation, 1120

R-implication, 306, 307
Range of fuzzy relation, 124
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Range test, 433-435
Ranking of fuzzy number, 405-408,
416
Reasoning:

approximate, 304, 323, 325, 335,
465
interval-valued, 323, 324
multiconditional, 317
Refinement of partition, 9
Reflexive relation, 128, 131, 132,
135, 137
fuzzy, 130, 133, 138, 140
Reflexivity, 129

s-, 130

equation,

321-323,

153-174,

445

inf-mt composition, 164-166
sup-i composition, 162-164
solving procedure, 160-162
equivalence,

132,

133,

358,

362, 382, 481
height, 125
interval-valued, 122
inverse, 125

irreflexive, 130

L-, 120
nontransitive, 130

of type t, 122

Regression:

of level k, 122

fuzzy, 454-459, 465
analysis, 455
linear, 454
fuzzy, 455
Reichenbach implication, 306

ordinary, 121

Relation:
binary, 120, 132
comparative necessity, 206
comparative possibility, 206

transitive, 130, 133, 138, 140,

crisp, 9, 119
antireflexive, 128, 131
antisymmetric, 128, 131
antitransitive, 129
asymmetric, 228
irreflexive, 128
nontransitive, 129

reflexive, 128, 131, 132, 137
strictly antisymmetric, 128
symmetric, 128, 131, 132, 135
transitive, 129, 131, 132
equivalence 132, 481, 487
fuzzy, 119-152, 488
antireflexive, 130, 141

antisymmetc, 130, 138, 240,
141
antitransitive, 130
asymmetric, 130
binary, 124, 125, 133
compatibility, 135, 136, 382,
487

composition:
binary, 127

inf-m, 146-149
equation, 164-166
max-min, 125, 128, 154
standard, 125, 126, 128
sup-i, 144
equation, 162-164
decomposition, 154
domain, 124

quasi-equivalence, 135
range, 124

reflexive, 130, 133, 138, 140
symmetric, 130, 133
141

i-, 145
n-ary, 120
n-dimensional, 120

quaternary, 120
quinary, 120
relevahce, 387
tolerance, 135
response, 349
similarity, 133, 134
state-transition, 349, 350
ternary, 120
Relational fuzzy database, 381, 382,
388
Relational join, 127, 128
Relational model, 381
Relative complement, 7
Relative quantifier, 229
Relevance grade, 385
Relevance relation, 387
Relevant documents, 385
Reliability theory, 439
nonclassical, 440, 441
possibilistic, 439
probabilistic, 439

Response relation, 349
Resolution, finite limit, 464
Resolution of measurement, 327
Retrieved document, 387
Retrodictive uncertainty, 247
Robot:, 440, 441
intelligent, 440
Rough fuzzy set, 482
Rough set, 481-483
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Subject Index

Rule:

classical, 269
semiset, 33

Dempster's, 183
if-then

Science, 1

conjunctive, 319
disjunctive, 319

of inference, 214, 341
compositional, 232, 233
fuzzy, 333-335, 339, 343, 345
product, 370

semantic, 102
syntactic, 102

S-implication, 305, 306
Sagittal diagram, 126, 129
Scalar cardinality, 28, 489
Schedule coordination problem, 422

Semantic rule, 102
Semicontinous fuzzy measure, 178
Semicontinuity, 179
Set:
countable, 9

infinite, 9
convex, 10, 487
crisp, 5, 32, 35

denumerable, 9
empty, 5
finite, 9
fuzzy, 3-5, 11, 19, 31, 35, 198,

489

convex, 21, 23, 33, 97, 487
interval-valued,

16,

323, 488
level 2, 18, 488
level 3, 18
normal, 21, 24, 199

of type 2, 17, 32, 488
of type 3, 18
of level k, 33
ordinary, 16, 19

natural, 463
normal, 30
Scientific paradigm, 30

Strict ordering, 131

Scientific revolution, 30
Search question, 385

Strife, 246, 263, 265-269

Selection:

Strong a-cut, 19, 21, 22, 35-42,

natural, 476
of fuzzy implication, 312
Semiset theory, 33
S ensi ng probl em, 357
Service life of equipment, 433
Shannon entropy, 259-267, 271, 277

substitution, 214

17,

285,

L-fuzzy, 18, 488
power, 7, 29
rough, 481-483
fuzzy, 482
support, 21
uncountable, 9
universal, 5, 11
Set theory, 214, 215

alternative, 33

38-40, 47, 51

Subnormal fuzzy set, 21, 23
Subset, 6

Similarity, 205

fuzzy, 28

Similarity class, 133
Similarity relation, 133, 134

Subsethood degree, 28, 489

Simple crossover, 478

Substitution rule, 214

Simple diagram, 129
Simple ordering, 138
Simple uncertainty, 248
Simplification problem, 270
Smallest possibility distribution, 193
Smallest R-implication, 307
Smallest S-implication, 306
Soft computing, 464

Successor, 137

Solution:

Support, 21

approximate, 166-171, 173, 322
greatest, 168

maximum, 157-159
minimal, 157-159
Solution set, 154, 155, 157

Solvability index, 170, 171, 173
Space, Euclidean, 9
Space, fuzzy:

Standard composition of fuzzy rela-

indexed, 6

489
Strong cutworthy property, 25, 36,

Sigma count, 28, 489
Sigmoid function, 468, 469

subnormal, 21, 23

index, 6

possibilistic, 264-266

Shannon cross-entropy, 260

rough, 482

infinite, 9

Strictly antisymmetric relation, 128
fuzzy, 130

Stron g ho momorp hism , 141-143
Strong modifier, 230, 231
Subadditivity, 181
Subidempotency, 63

metric, 49
topological, 49
Spatical domain method, 375

power, 17, 25, 29

linguistic, 332, 334, 336, 339-341

State-transition relation, 349, 350
Statistical methods, 1, 2

tions, 125, 126

Standard fuzzy complement, 25, 36,
38, 60, 83, 94, 489

Standard fuzzy set operations, 25,
36, 25, 36, 38, 50
Standard fuzzy intersection, 25, 36,
38, 51, 63, 89, 94, 489
Standard fuzzy union, 25, 36, 38,

42, 51, 77, 78, 89, 94, 489

Standard Lukasiewicz logic, 219
State:
initial internal, 349

proper, 7

immediate, 137
Sugeno class of fuzzy complements,
54, 56, 58, 60, 85

Sup-i composition of binary fuzzy
relation, 144

Superadditivity, 180
Supremum, 8, 10, 11, 138
Syllogism:

consequent conjunction, 241
hypothetical, 214, 231
generalized, 235, 236, 315, 317
intersection/product, 241

Symmetric function, 89

Symmetric relation, 128, 132, 135
fuzzy, 130, 133

Symmetry, 129

Syntactic pattern recognition, 367,
370

fuzzy, 369-374

Syntactic rule, 102
System:
dynamic, 401
flexible manufacturing, 441
fuzzy, 327-356, 355, 356, 488

database, 379, 380
dynamic, 353, 355
information retrieval, 379, 380
expert, 207, 302-304, 465
fuzzy, 304, 325, 345, 379, 419

medical, 444
shell, 304
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System modelling, 3
Supervised learning algorithm, 467

Task-oriented control, 401
Tautology, 214
quasi-, 218
T-conorm, 50, 51, 76-83, 85, 95,
284, 489

Archimedean, 77
strict, 77
characterization theorem, 78
Yager class, 80, 81
Terminal vocabulary, 370
Ternary relation, 120

probability-possibility, 207, 208,
275-277

Test:

built-in, 433
range, 433-435
Theorem:
characterization
of fuzzy complements, 59, 60
of t-conorms, 78
of t-norms, 68
decomposition, 41, 42

Theory:
alternative set, 33
evidence, 180-187, 194, 200, 203,

205, 209, 258-269, 272
fuzzified, 267, 269
fuzzy measure,

177,

180, 203,

208, 246, 463, 464
fuzzy set, 5, 15, 177, 180, 200,
209, 246, 250, 463, 464
information, 246, 277

180,

187-209, 252,

258, 452

interpretation, 205
probability, 2, 3,

177,

uncertainty-invariant, 276, 277
Transitive closure, 131, 489
Transitive relation, 129, 131, 132
fuzzy, 130, 133, 138, 140, 141
Transitivity, 129, 136, 137
i-, 145
Transmission of information, 249,

254, 260
Trapezoidal membership

function,

98, 292, 293
Treatment planning, 465
Tree of partition, 134
Triangular conorm, 50, 51, 76-83,
85, 95, 284, 489

180,

200-209, 246, 259, 271, 272
interpretation, 205
reliability, 439
nopclassical, 440, 441
possibilistic, 439
probabilistic, 439
semisets, 33
set, 214, 215
Thesaurus, fuzzy, 386, 387
Three-valued logic, 217, 218
Threshold fuzzy complement, 55
T-norm, 50, 51, 61-75, 83, 85, 95,
144, 284, 489
Archimedean, 63, 65, 68
strict, 63
characterization theorem, 68

Truth functionality, 283
Truth qualified proposition, 222, 223
Type 2 fuzzy set, 17, 32
Type 3 fuzzy set, 18
Type t fuzzy relation, 122
Two-valued logic, 3, 32
U-uncertainty, 250, 252-254, 258,

259,264
conditional, 254
joint, 253
simple, 253
Unconditional

fuzzy

conditional, 248
diagnostic, 247
forced, 327, 328
Heisenberg principle of, 217
joint, 248
measurement, 4, 15, 32, 327
opted, 329
predictive, 247
prescriptive, 247
retrodictive, 247
simple, 248
total, 265, 267, 269

U-, 250, 252-254, 258, 259, 264
conditional, 254
joint, 253
simple, 253
Uncertainty based information, 246,

247,277
Uncertainty principle, 269-277
invariance, 275, 277, 338
maximum entropy, 272
maximum nonspecificity, 272-274
maximum uncertainty, 271
minimum uncertainty, 270
minimum cross-entropy, 272
Uniform probability distribution,
201, 272
Union:
of fuzzy sets, 50, 51, 76-83, 93,

Triangular membership function, 98
Triangular norm, 50, 51, 61-75, 83,
85, 95, 144, 284, 489
Triple inverted pendulum, 355

classical, 259
generalized, 246
possibility,

Yager class, 70, 71, 73

Tolerance, 131
Tolerance relation, 135
Total ignorance, 182, 193, 201, 203,
208
Total ordering, 138
Total uncertainty, 265, 267, 269
Training, 470
Transcomputational problem, 2
Transformation:
information-preserving, 208
log-interval scale, 276
ordinal-scale, 276

proposition,

220-224

unqualified, 220, 221, 224
qualified, 222-224
probability, 222
truth, 222
Uncountable set, 9
Uncertainty, 2, 3, 14, 15, 17, 177,
179, 205, 245-247, 258, 327,
329, 391, 444, 450, 451

94
Yager class, 71
of sets, 7, 25

standard, 25, 36, 38, 51, 77, 70.
89, 94, 489
Universal approximalor, 344, 345,
355

Universal quantifier, 216
Universal set, 5, 11
Unqualified fuzzy proposition, 220,
221, 224
unconditional, 220, 221
conditional, 224, 225
Unsupervised teaming algorithm,
467
Upper approximation, 481
Upper bound, 10, 138
least, 138
Upper probability, 205, 208

Vocabulary, 369
nonterminal, 370
terminal, 370
Validity, 252
Variable, 198
base, 102
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Variable (cont.)
crisp, 14, 15
fuzzy, 14, 15
linguistic, 101, 102, 281, 327, 488
logic, 212

Weak modifier, 230, 231
Weighted average, 92
quasi, 92

fuzzy intersections, 70, 71, 73
fuzzy unions, 73

fuzzy complements, 56, 57, 60,
61

Yager class:

Zadeh implication, 307

